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A

Page 2, line 7, for shdUaw Kdnedr read KdrwAr,

Page 107, line 15, for tpeeiet read varietiet.

„ line 21, 22, omit ‘md <^ar a species of I

„ line 27, 28, omit *ffevale we Vale, Opl

Batnigiri adhebi and’.

Page 111, line 43, for Kodtbdg read Kadra.

Page 112, line 6, for gafi read gaff.

Page 118, line 45, for pube read rice. ^
Page 133, line 24, for touth read nor<A.

Page 151, line 22, for water read rice, forfloat read are jdactd.

Page 201, line 46, for Tengale read Teluga.

Page 182, line 39, for Havig read OhUpdvom.

Page 246, line 36, for except read besides.

Page 291, line 28, for wood read stone.
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KANAEA.—

»

CHAPTER I.

DESCRIPTION*.

North Ka'nara,^ the soathemmost part of the Bombay
Presidency, lies between 13° 55' and 15° 31' north latitude and 74“ 9'

and 75° 10' east longitude. It has an area of 3910 square miles,

a population in 1881 of 421,840 or 107'85 to the square mile, and a
land revenue of £95,289 (Rs. 9,52,890).

Bombay Kanara is called North Kanara to distinguish it from
South or Madras Kanara from which, because of its close trade

connection with Bombay, it was separated in 1862. It is a belt of

country about 110 miles from north to south and from ten to sixty

miles from east to west. For about forty miles in the north Goa
comes between it and the sea, and for twenty miles in the south it

stretches between the sea and Maisur, a belt only about ten miles

broad. The sixty miles in the middle are wild and picturesque,

a country of great variety and richness of scenery, with a breadth
of from forty to sixty miles. This Central Kanara includes three

belts, a coast tract with broad winding lagoons, rich plains, and
wooded hills running to the sea

;
a central belt of the lofty Sahyadris

covered with magnificent forest ;
and an eastern upland, which is wild

waving and thickly wooded in the west and in the east passes into

a bare level and thickly peopled plain. Kanara is bounded on the

north by Bidi in Belgaum
;
on the east by the Dh^rwar, Kalghatgi,

Bankapur, and Hangal sub-divisions of Dharwar and by Maisur
;
on

the south-east by Maisur
; ou the south by Maisur and South Kanara

;

on the west by the Arabian Sea and Goa ; and on the north-west by
Goa.

_

For administrative purposes North Kanara is distributed over

eight sub-divisions, with an average of 488 square miles, 157 villages,

ind 52,730 people.

* Compiled from materials supplied bv Messrs. A. R. Macdonald, C.S., and R. B.
3andy, C.S.

^ K-Anara or Kannad means the Black Country. It is formed from the two Kdnarese
fvorda )care black and nddii country. The black or black-soil country, the true
varn^tak, is the plain that slopes east from the Sahyidris. The name was probably
Cuen to the coast by travellers who found that the language _ was the same ^ mhe Kamdtak and that the coast was under the ruler of the black-soil plains. Haig
' adu or the land of the Haiga BrAhmans is its local name. It was known to Ptolemy
pp. 1.50) as Lymirike, apparently miswritten for Damurike, that is the Danul or

amil land.
^
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North Kdnara AdministrcUive Details, 1881-82.

Governme>t.

POPU-
LATIOS

Scb-Divisios9. Area.

Villages. Hamlets. Total. PoPCIaA- Land
Rbvb-
KUS.Inhabit-

ed.

Unin-
habited.

Inhabit-
ed.

Unin-
habited.

Villages.
Ham-
lets,

1881. SQUARS
MILS.

Coa^t,

Kirwar 281 61 170 61 170 47,742 169^
£.

11,071
Ankola 367 90 3 102 93 102 34,189 93T5 0666
Kumta 230 120 6 331 126 331 58,758 255-46 12,122
Hooavar 446 140 606 140 606 85,625 191-98 15,972

Upland.
Supa (Halir^)

.

979 237 32 137 269 187 61,154 62-46 10,669
Yelldpur 589 152 22 103 28 174 131 sejsu 61-65 9359
Sirsi . . 779 279 20 441 11 299 452 62,400 80-10 17,176
SiddS-par 239 95 550 40 95 590 35,658 149-19 9054

Total . 3910 1174 83 2490 79 1257 2569 421,840 107-86 96,289

There are no alienated villages in North Kanara.

Most of Kanara is hilly and thickly wooded. A somewhat broken
and irregular range of central hills divides the district into two
pa,rts, the Uplands or BaUghat with an area of nearly 3000 square
miles, and the Lowlands orPdyangh^t covering about 1300 square
miles. ^

Except the shallow Kdrwdr and Belikeri bays in the north, the
66V6iity-six miles of tlie cod<st stretcli in loDff nearly
straight line to the south-south-east. Though unbroken by deep
bays or wide-mouthed estuaries, the coast is varied and picturesqu^
with rocky islands and rocky capes, stretches of palm-fringed
sand-beach, low narrow river mouths, and rough bluffs and head-
lands. Always behind the changing coast-line stretch rich winding
valleys, waving woody hills, and a wild back ground of high peaks.
The coast begins in the north with a bay seven miles long and over

n rock of Lolia in
Goa 300 feet high to the magnificent block of Karwar or Baitkul
head with a height of 6o0 feet. In the middle of this bay the

f
lie eff the mouth

of the Kalinadi or Saddshivgad nver, which has the steep bluff of
Sadashivgad fort on its north bank, and to the south-west the tworocky islands of Narsmhgad (120 feet) and Kurmagad (180 feet).Two miles south of the nver month, sheltered on the south and
south-west by the great bluff of Karwar head, is Sahknl coJe fe

mS modern town of KfirwAr. A mile off shore, about threemiles south-east of Karwar head, is the nretfu- t a

where between 1662 and 1664, three hnndred of the fourEnglish troops who were sent to take possession of Bombay pSh3>
«n/eh«

and sand, bays, with an inUnd ™ge“
abont eight miles south-east to the siep roiky c

“
ofKof^iidt

^ Details are given under Anjidiv.
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South of Koddrgudda, Belikeri bay, with a sweep about three miles

deep, stretches seven miles to Kusaldevar or Gangdvali rock about
550 feet high. In the Belikeri bay, about three miles north of

Gangavali head, is the entrance to the Ankola creek, with the

black-tipped peak of Tulsi Parvat, 1800 feet high, four miles to the
north-east. Two miles beyond Kusaldevar, in a sandy shore, is the
shallow winding mouth of the Bedti or Gangavali river. Five miles
south-east of the Gangavali river, close to the sandy shore, are

the temples and sacred pools of Gokarn, according to Brdhman
geographers the southmost point of the Konkan. About a mile
south of Gokarn, in a deep bay between Kadmigudda point (430
feet) on the north and the old hill fort of Rajmandnrg (300 feet)

on the south, is the narrow rocky entrance to the long inland
lagoon of the Tadri river. About six miles south-east of the Tadri
river are the small cape and the shallow open roadstead of Kumta.
About six and a half miles further south is Basradurg, a level

brushwood-covered island with remains of fortifications. Two
miles south is the narrow entrance to the large salt-water estuary
of the Gersappa or Hondvar river. From Honavar the coast

stretches south high and broken by many little capes, about sixteen
miles to Jdlikond or Hog Island, a pyramid-shaped rock about 300
feet high and a mile from the coast. Out at sea, nine miles west
of Jdlikond, the woody slopes of Netriini or Pigeon Island rise

about 300 feet. About four miles south-east of Jdlikond, on a
rocky point at the mouth of a little river, stands Bhatkaldurg, a
place of historic interest and the southmost port in the Bombay
Presidency.

In these seventy-six miles of coast, besides the mouths of smaller
streams, there are four main inlets, the Kalinadi or Sadashivgad
river, about four miles from the extreme north; the Gangavali or
Bedti river about twenty miles south of the Kdlinadi ; the Tadri or
Mirjan river about six miles south of the Gangavali river; and
the Gersappa or Hondvar river about sixteen miles south of the
Tadri. Though their mouths are generally narrow and barred with
sand, these rivers spread into broad lake-like estuaries, studded with
woody islands, and, as navigable tidal rivers, pass from twelve to
twenty miles inland. Their shores are fringed with marsh-bushes,
and behind the bashes are patches of salt-pans, groves of cocoa-
palms, and belts of rice land. The patches and belts of palm garden
and rice land are small, confined to valleys which wind sometimes
among low bare hills from 200 to 300 feet high, and sometimes
between rugged and woody spurs from 1000 to 2000 feet high that
stretch from the central range close to the coast.

The ascent of the central range of the Sahy^kdris is over a
succession of low hills, separated by lowland and upland valleys,
whose basins are crowded with spice and betel gardens. Above
the gardens the lower slopes lead, through a dense belt of forest, to
a waving plateau, generally wooded, but in places bare or under
tillage. Above the plateau the rugged scarps and waterfalls of the

slopes are hid by magnificent forests. The average height
01 the crest is 2000 feet, but occasional bluffs and peaks, rising a

Chapter T.
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Aspect.

The Coast.

Central Kdnara.
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fliUs.

thousand feet higher, show the vegetation of a temperate climate,
the raspberry and salop and the wild rose and violet. In this belt
of hills there is almost no tillage

; the only inhabitants are a few
wild forest tribes.

To the east of the Sahyddri crest stretches a wooded upland from
1500 to 2000 feet above the sea. In the west it is a magnificent
forest rising in places in woody knolls and solitary peaks. The
surface is broken by streams on whose banks are an occasional palm
or spice garden, or a small clearing for rice or sugarcane. To the
east the great forest dwindles into stunted teak and scrub, till even
the brushwood disappears in the open plains of the Dhdrwar frontier.
Villages take the place of scattered farmhouses, and the double
village hedge and central tower of refuge show that in former times
the border tract came within the sweep of the mounted marauders
of the Deccan plains.

The hills, with which almost the whole district is covered, may
be arranged into three groups, the bare flat-topped blocks of laterite
trom 200 to 300 feet high which roughen the coast belt; the
westerly spurs from the central hills which from 1000 to 2000 feet
nigh stretch rugged and woody to the coast

; and the main range and
eastern spurs of the central hills. Unlike the Konkan SahyAdris,
the west face of the Kanara SahyAdris does not rise in a single
scarp, but IS approached by numerous spurs and lower ridges. It

QAAo*£ X
lower, as it averages about 2000 feet and rises in places

to 3U00 teet, but It is no longer the even wall-like crest of trap,
un )ro 'en by a river-channel. In Kanara granite takes the place
ot trap and through the rugged granite cliffs large inland rivers
lorce their way to the sea.

Really the Kanara hills are considered a break between two
SahyAdris to the north which end at the

i X
\arwAr, and the Malabar hiUs or Malava Parvat

1 s re ch south from the Shiravati or HonAvar river. Of
height- from

Plmda«°
feet Gudehalh and Shirvegudda are in KArwar;

in Sirsi;"HukAli, Eakshas, and

o’udd'i'’ and 'n' 1

i^Iotigudda, Kaltigudda, Darsliani-

Piin-i
one each in Ankola, HonAvar,

n Smia in 1
Darshanigudda

M tT’htZ 3000 feet above the sea, rises near the meeting

KAr v'ir Gudehalli in

iiuTosoO 1
Kaltigudda in Houavar,

in YelHmir 400^'? ; and NishAni, a small peak

.about 25oS feet
the plain, and Bhedasgave in Sirsi,

The followin.^ statement SveT
^al Survey stations.

positions of the elein highest Mils
° geographical
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Kdnara HUU.^

Sub-Division. Name. Height.
Position.

Latitude. Longitude.

Supa Darshnnifp^idda ...

Feet.

3000

o •

15 31

O '

74 19
Yclllpur Nishdniirudda IduO 15 2

Kirwe^r
1

Shirvejfudda 1500 15 53 74 33
Gudehalli 1800 14 46 74 12

Aukola Motijfudda 3000 14 37 74 32

Sirsi
^

Bhedas^^dve 2500 14 47 74 58
Meii'-higudda .. 2000 14 45 74 43

(
Hukali 1500 14 15 74 50

Siddapur < Rdk'shas 1600 14 li 74 52
Ma\inj!:undi 1600 14 10 75 62

Hondvar Kalti'^mdda 2500 14 22 74 35

The larger Kanara rivers^ unlike the rivers of the Konkan^
drain a large area of the uplands east of the Sahyddri scarp.

There are four leading rivers^ the Kalinadi in the north, the Bedti
or Gangavali about twenty miles south, the Donihalla or Tadri
rising far to the south but falling into the sea only about six miles
south of the Gangavali, and the Balanadi or Gersappa river about
fifteen miles south of the Tadri. When it reaches the foot of the
hills and becomes a tidal creek, each of these rivers takes a second
name from the chief town on its banks. Thus the Kalinadi
becomes the Sadashivgad river, the Bedti the Gangavali river, the
Donihalla the Tadri river, and the Balanadi, Shiravati, or Gersappa
river. In the hills the channels of all the rivers are broad and
rocky, showing the force of their monsoon torrents. At the foot of

the hills they are broad back-waters, the mouths stopped by bars
of sand, which during heavy rains block the passage of the flood

waters till they overflow the lowlands along their banks.

The Kalinadi or Sadashivgad river rises on the Goa frontier in

the extreme north of the district. After a winding south-easterly

course of about forty miles it takes a sharp turn to the south-west,

and, keeping to the south-west, after a course of about ninety miles

falls into the sea two miles north of Karwar. Two branches of the
main stream rise on the Goa frontier, the Pandri or Ujli in the
extreme north and the Kali about twenty miles further south.

The streams join at Supa about twenty miles south-east of the
oource of the Pandri which is the larger stream. The streams receive

';he names from their appearance before they join at Supa. The
banks of the Kalinadi above the point of junction are comparatively
high, and those of the Pandri are sloping. Hence looking from a
iillock which overhangs the river at the junction, the Kalinadi has
i darker and the Pandri a brighter appearance. From Supa, under
he name of the Kali, it flows twenty miles south-east, till, about
fight miles north of Yellapur, it is joined on the left bank by the
Fattihalla, a stream with a winding southerly course of about thirty-

ive miles from the north of Haliyal. Below its meeting with tho

'.’attihalla the Kali flows about ten miles west, where it is joined

Chapter I.

Description.

Hills.

Rivers.

Tin: Kalinadi.

‘ Mo-t of tln'-c .ire only .ippru-ximately correct. Details of these hills arc
•ven iiii'.ki I’l.itcs oi liitcn.it.
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on the right by the Nuji which has had a rough south-easterly

course of about twenty-five miles from the Goa frontier. From its

junction with the Tattihalla till it meets the tide at Kadra, the bed

of the river is very rugged. During the twenty miles below Kadra

the river is navigable by boats of a ton and a half to five tons

(6-20 Tihandis). The mouth of the river has a depth of fitfteen

feet at low water and twenty-one feet at high water.

The Bedti or Gangdvali rises in Dhdrwdr about twenty-five miles

north of the north boundary of Mundgod, and, after a fairly straight

south-westerly course of about eighty-five miles, falls into the sea

about twenty miles south of the Kdlinadi. The main stream rises

a few miles south of the town of Dhfirwdr, and, after a southerly

course of about fifteen miles, is joined on the left by the Kdl from

near Hubli. The united stream passes about five miles south-west

to the Kanara border, and during the sixty miles across the district

receives no feeder of any size. At the village of Mdgod, about

twenty-five miles from where it enters the district, among scenery

of great beauty, the Bedti dashes over the western face of the

Sahyfidris in a cataract known as the Magod falls.' About ten

miles further, near the village of Gundbale, it meets the tide, and
for the remaining fifteen miles of its course is navigable to boats

of one to five tons (4-20 khandis).

The Donihalla or Tadri river rises near Sirsi, and after a winding
westerly course of about forty-five miles, falls into the sea about six

miles south of the Gangavali river. Throughout its course it

receives no feeder of any size. It has two sources, the Bakurhole
rising in a pond at Manjgunji, about fifteen miles west of Sirsi,

and the Donihalla whose source is close to Sirsi. The streams meet
near Mutthalli about ten miles south of Sirsi, and, under the
name of Donihalla, flow about fifteen miles, with a winding westerly
course to the western face of the Sahyadris down which, about eight
miles north of Bilgi, it leaps in what is known as the Lushington
falls, which are little inferior in beauty to the more famous
Gersappa falls. At Uppinpatna, about ten miles west of the fall,

the Donihalla meets the tide. For the remaining fifteen miles during
which it is navigable to craft of four to nine tons (16-36 khandis),
the river is known either as the Tadri or as the Aghanashani river
from two towns on the right and left banks of its mouth. From
Dppinpatna it winds south-west and then north-west together about
eight miles to Mirjan, an old seat of trade. From Minan it forms
a lagoon or back-water which runs parallel to the coast about eight
miles long and one to three miles broad, cut off from the sea
by a belt of land with a nearly uniform breadth of about a mile.
Ihe outlet to the sea is about three miles from the north end of the
lagoon. It IS between two hills one 300 and the other 400 feet
high, and has a depth of about seventeen feet at high tide. Inside
there IS as much as twenty-five feet of water so near the shore that
vessels of twenty tons can be laden from the hank. Unfortunately

1 These falls are described under Mdgod, Places of Interest.
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the entrance is narrow, nearly blocked by a rocky reef, and not to

be attempted during the south-west monsoon.

The Bardganga, Shirdvati, or Gersappa river, after a northerly
course of about forty miles from Bednor in Maisur, forms the south-
east boundary of Kanara for about eight miles, and then passes
about twenty miles west, or about seventy miles in all, to the sea
at Honavar. Soon after touching the border of Kanara, the Bara-
ganga, in four different bodies of water, among magnificent forests

and wild granite cliffs, dashes over the west face of the Sahyddris,
a height of 825 feet, into a pool 350 feet deep. About eighteen miles
west it reaches the ruined capital of Gersappa. During the remain-
ing seventeen miles to the coast the river flows between richly

wooded banks fringed with mangrove bushes, a broad tidal estuary,

brackish in the dry weather, but during the rains sweet even close

to its mouth. About five miles from its mouth it widens to a
lagoon about two miles broad containing a few islands, the largest

being Mavinkurve which is more than three miles long with a large

area of rice land and studded with cocoa palm and mango trees.

For about a mile from the mouth the river has a breadth of about
three-quarters of a mile. At the mouth it again narrows into a
channel about 300 yards broad, outside of which lies a formidable
bar.

Besides the four main rivers many minor streams water the

district. As a rule west of longitude 75° the drainage is westward
into the Arabian Sea, and east of longitude 75° the drainage is

eastward and feeds the Varda, an affluent of the Tungbhadra. The
Varda rises in the north-west of Maisur, and, flowing north and
east, passes through a comer of North Kdnara near the town of

Banvasi, which stands on its northern or left bank, and finally

enters the Tungbhadra at Gulajnath in the Karajgi sub-division of

Dhdrwar.

The chief minor coast streams are, beginning from the north, the

Belikeri, the Ankola, the Kumta, the Badgani, the Venktdpur, and
the Bhatkal rivers. These are all tidal, from a hundred yards to

two miles broad, and at high water are navigable to small craft

of one-half to two tons (2-8 hhandis) from two to ten miles

inland.

The Belikeri river has deep water at all tides inside of the bar

and is navigable for three miles for canoes. Bamboos, timber, and
other local produce are shipped.

The Ankola river above the limit of navigation is known as the

Sankadhole, and during the last two miles of its course is called

after the chief town on its banks. Ankola was formerly a place

of importance. There is now little trade and few boats visit its

shallow estuary.

The small stream on which Kumta stands, though navigable only

at high tide, carries the whole trade of the port to vessels that

anchor in the sea about half a mile off its mouth. The bar is

dangerous and can be crossed only by flat-bottomed boats and light

craft.

Chapter I.

Description.
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Belikeri River,

Ankola River.

Kumta River,
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The Badgani river rises to the north of the spar of the

Sahyddris of which the peak of Kattigudda is the high^ point.

It receives the drainage of the extensive forest viRages of Hodki,

Sirur, and S^ntgal, and flows west and south, falling into the

estuary of the Shiravati. It is navigable for light craft twelve

to fifteen miles from the mouth. About twelve miles ^m its

mouth this river changes from west to sooth at a distance of a

quarter of a mile from the sea, and keeps this interval for the rest

of its course. In the rainy season it is liable to heavy floods which
often swamp the low rice lands lying between the river and the

laterite plateau to the east which rises abruptly 200 feet from the

sandy plain. The owners of the lands liable to be flooded are

anxious that the sand bank should be cut through and a new mouth
made. But the work is one of some magnitude and of doubtful

success.

The Venktdpur river, rising in the Sahyddris near the village of

KauU about eighteen miles north-east of Bhatkal, falls into the sea

after a course of about twelve miles. The river is navigable for

the last three miles of its course where it forms an estuary affording
anchorage for small native craft of five to ten tons.

The Bhatkal river rises in the Sahyadris, and, with a westerly
course of twelve mites, passes the town of Bhatkal, about three
milea from its mouth, from which it is navigable at high water by
boats of one-half to two tons (2 - 8 Jchandis). There is an
awkward sand bar at the mouth, but native craft drawing eight
feet of water can enter.

In the monsoon after a heavy rainfall the rivers overflow and
flood the low lands along their banks. These floods do not last

long. Within a few hours after the rain is over the rivers retire to
their usual channels. Crops are sometimes destroyed, but life and
property seldom suffer.

Cyclones are rare. Two have lately occurred, one in January
1870, the other on the 2lst and 22nd of May 1879. For a'few
days before the 21st of May 1879 the weather was unsettled. On
the afternoon of the 21st, a violent wind set in from the north, then
turned to the south-west, and again went back to the north. With
the wind came vivid lightning, thunder, and heavy rain. AU the
vessels, of which there were about twenty loading or laden with
cotton for Bombay, remained safe at anchor under Karwdr Heady

usual moorings. Next day (the 22nd) there was
little wind and towards evening it was calm. Rain fell heavily and
the barometer went steadily down till, at ten at night, it was 29-500.A little before ten, a strong wind sprang up from the south-west
rising to a fierce gale which lasted through the night. The speed of
the wind 111 some of the gusts was estimated at sixty to seventy
miles. In the pitch dark, lightning flashes showed that some of the
outer vessels Were in trouble. One of them broke from her moorings,
an running foul of the pier was dashed to pieces. Another

dragged her anchors, and went on
shore opposite the Telegraph office. A Goa boat laden with onions
a so ran aground. The other craft, with hardly an exception,
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ragged their anchors, being moored with too short cables. The
lorning showed_an appalling sea outside of the harbour^ the large
otton boat, anchored far out in the bay, broke loose, and gronnd-

„ near the jail, was broken to pieces in half an hour. But for

he shelter given by Baitkul, not one of the vessels could have
scaped. By ten in the morning of the 23rd the barometer had
isen to 29' 720. The wind veered to the west and its force

n'adually lessened. But it still blew so hard that the sea wall

lear the port office was breached in many places. Heavy spray
vrashed across the road and the waves dashed eight or nine feet

dgher than in the heaviest bursts of the south-west monsoon.

Neither in Upland nor in Lowland Kanara are there large lakes or
eservoirs. In the upland tract are many small ponds whose water
. used for irrigation. But there are no ponds of any size and the
; :l8 of most are so thick with silt that they run dry during the
ot weather. In the uplands there are also many springs of which
..e best known is the Ndgjhari or Cobra spring near Haliyal. In
ae forests the water is no laden with vegetable matter that even
nnning streams are dangerous to drink. Below the SahyMris
Irinking water is generally supplied by wells and rivers. There
.8 a few reservoirs and some stream beds used for watering crops,

long the sea coast, in the sandy tracts near river mouths, fresh

rater fit for drinking is found during the rains within a few inches

f the surface, and in the dry season from five to ten feet below.

Tien very low, towards the close of the hot weather, the water in

nany places becomes brackish. Hill springs are numerous; one
tamed Rdmtirtha or Rama’s pool, which issues from the laterite rock
' j Hondvar, has an unfailing flow of the finest water. Of late

ears, over the whole of the district, many wells have been dug, and
he number is being steadily increased.

Its waterfalls are one of the chief features of Kdnara sopnery.^

iivers, which take their rise on the eastern slopes of the Sahyddris

nd are strengthened in their westward course by the drainage of

n extensive tableland, rush from great heights, and form most
licturesque waterfalls among the highest in the world. The chief

f these are the Gersappa or Kodkani falls, with a drop of 890
3et, formed by the Shirdvati or Hondvar river, about thirty-six miles

mth-east of Hondvar. Next to these falls are the Lushington falls

f the Tadri river, called after Mr. Lushington who discovered

Mem about the year 1843. These falls lie about eighteenmiles south-

west of Sirsi and are very interesting. A third fall occurs on the

rangdvali river near Magod village, about twelve miles south-west

f Yelldpur, and a fourth in the Kdlinadi near Lalguli, about ten

les north of Yellapur.

Kdnara lies outside the great flows of trap which overspread

the whole of Central and Western India and the Konkan.
he rocks of this part of the Southern Mardtha Country^ have been

.assed by Dr. Christie under five heads, granite, transition rocks.

Chapter I..

DesciiptioD.

Cyclones.

Water Supply,

Waterfalls.

Geology.

* Fuller descriptions of these falls are given in Places of Interest,
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old red sandstone, secondary trap, and allnvial. The granite tracts

have the same general features as granite countries in other parts

of the world. The soil is naturally barren though often covered

with forest. At the falls of Gersappa a variety of granite occurs

later than the common Indian granite. It is made of small grains

of white felspar, quartz, and mica. In some instances it is slaty,

and is associated with gneiss and hornblende schists. All occur

within a few hundred yards. Among hornblendes one is almost

pure hornblende, a second has scattered chrystals of felspar, a third

has mica and felspar, a fourth has more of the character of actinolite

than hornblende, and a fifth seems to be almost entirely composed

of mica. All these varieties of hornblende, with the gneiss and

granite, pass insensibly into each other. They are distinctly

stratified, have a dip of about 30°, and a direction nearly east-

south-east. They form the sides of the thousand feet deep chasm

over which the river dashes at the falls of the Gersappa river. Of

transition rocks the chief are clay slate, chlorite slate, talc slate,

limestone, grey wacke, gneiss, and quartz. The strata appear to

have a general direction of north-west and south-east. Most of

them are highly inclined and in many instances they are vertical.

The leading colours of the clay slate are grey, blue, greenish red,

and white, grey being the commonest. In the Sahyfidris and at

several places on the west coast, chlorite slate occurs under the

claystoue and conglomerate. Its commonest colour seems to be a

light greenish grey. It has a slightly greasy feel, is hard, and,

when fairly compact, makes a good building stone. Talc slate is

generally mixed with quartz, but a few miles from the falls of the

Gersappa it is unmixed, with a fine slaty structure and greenish or

reddi.sh colour.

Iron clay stone or laterite is found in great abundance, especially
along the coast and below the Sahyadris. It consists of claystone,
more or less laden with iron, and has a perforated and cellular

structure, with small masses of clay quartz or iron-stone imbedded
in it. In its native state it is so soft that it can be easily cut with
a hatchet and spade into square masses like bricks. When these
square masses are exposed to the air, they harden, and, when not
^bject to constant moisture, answer admirably as a building stone.
This rock occurs chiefly in the west of the district and on the tops
o the SahyMris. Scarcely any other rock is found in Goa and
It stretches without a break from Goa to Hondvar. In different

p aces it rests on granites, transition rocks, trap, and sand-stone,
u has no distinct structure. Many iron-clay hills are nearly bare

and have a smooth red or black colour. Crumbled iron-clay makes

s^e ^owth
’ constantly worked, is apt to check and

near Deyimani, on the road from IJppinpatna to Sirsi,
tall, black, obehsk-like rocks, streaked with red, rise about 200 feet

'f
broken, the stone sparkles, perhaps with

pyn es. ihe natives find much lime near these rocks which they
prepare and eat with betelnut.

r,f
describes the south, south-west, west and north-west

nara as composed of hypogene schists (gneiss and micacions
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t) with a general dip eastward, an inclination of about 30°, and Oiapter L
0 of strike varying 40° or 50° from 0° to 300° or 320°, In his Desc^tioiL

linion the upheaving agent was a rock, hke a small-grained

enite, but which from the absence of quartz was really a diorite.
Geology,

le granite seemed to have burst out after the diorite, and, though
formed mountain masses, it was less widespread. In a cutting

ir Baitkul, Dr. Leith found small pieces of diorite enclosed in

‘anite. Later than those two fire rocks, was a third, a trap, like

e dolerite found near Bombay. In the form of dykes this trap

1 cut through both the older fire rocks and the schists, and was
read over several miles. Laid on the schists, and hiding them,
ccept in an occasional ridge or scarred watercourse, was a quartz

crumbling into red gravel, having masses of milky quartz with
^ occasional seam or bed of red clay shale, twisted and broken
'e the beds at Hubli and Dharwar. This quartz rock was on
3 surface, from the town of Gersappa up the hills to the falls,

^ on to Siddapur, Sirsi, S4vda, and to four or five miles beyond
elldpnr. Then came a break occupied by the later trap and the

ue clay slate on which Haliyil stands. The quartz again
ipeared on the west of the Barchi and ran to Jagalbet and Supa,
ut a few miles west gave way to laterite. North of the Usada
r Jagalbet, trap was spread over aU other rocks, except that here

I there it was covered by laterite. Along the coast laterite was
3 commonest surface rock and it was widely spread along the crest

i the Sahyiidris, while in more inland parts it capped the hills in

etached patches. In a spur, descending to Supa from the high
^je on which Jagalbet stands. Dr. Leith] found a rich ore of

jecnlar iron, a siderocriste.

The native almanacs divide the year into six seasons, beginning Seasons,

ith the middle of June. The Sanskrit names for these six seasons

re, from mid-June to mid-August, Jeshth and Ashddh, hot-time

r grishma

;

from mid-August to mid-October, Shrdvan and
hdd/rapad, rain-time or varsha ; from mid-October to mid-December,
.shvin and Kdrlik, autumn-time or sharad ; from mid-December
j mid-Pebruary, Mdrgashirsh and Pausha, snow-time or hemant ;

"om mid-February to mid-April, Mdgh and Phdlgun, ice-time or

hishir

;

and from mid-April to mid-June, Chaitra and Vaiahdhh,

ming-time or vasant. These divisions of the year belong to a
orthern country, to the Panjdb if not to some land still further

orth. The Kdnarese divide the year into the same six pairs of
’ ir months, but their names are difEerent and are suited to the

)cal climate* With them mid-June to mid-August is wind-time or

'li-Jcdl, mid-August to mid-October rain-time or male-gdl, mid-

ctober to mid-December moon, that is cool-time beldingalu-gdl,

id-December to mid-Pebruary cold-time or chhali-gdl, mid-

ebruary to mid-April spring-time or cMguriduv-kdl, mid-April to

lid-June hot-time or hisdlu-gdl. Even this Kanarese classification

irdly suits the climate of North Kanara. Perhaps the most
)nvenient arrangement is into four seasons, two hot and damp
enths October and November ; three cool months December
inuary and February

;
three hot months March April and May

;

’ four wet months June July August and September.
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In the hot and d%mp season the mean temperature on the coast

stands both in October and November at 80'1° compared with 79'2°

in September and with 78’4° in December
;
in the uplands the mean

temperature for October is 76‘3° and for November 74‘9°. Except
showers which accompany occasional thnnderstorms in the early

part of October there is no rain. There are occasional soaking

dews both in October and November. A light sea breeze blows

daring the day from eleven till sunset, and in November the land

wind sets in from eleven in the evening and lasts on till the morning.
In the cool months on the coast the mean temperature goes down

from 80' 1° in November to 78'4° in December and to 75’9° in

January and rises to 78'2° in February ; in the uplands it is 73'1°

in December, 72" 7° in January, and 75‘4° in February. Except
occasional mango showers about the middle of Januaiy there is no
rain. The uplands at night and early morning are often wrapped
in mist. Dows are commoner and heavier in December and Janu-
ary, but cease with the setting in of a hotter air in February. A
light sea breeze blows during the day, and at night the land wind
freshens striking very chill in December and January, and warming
to a hot wind towards the close of February when it lasts most of

the day.

In the hot season, March shows a rise in mean temperature from ^

78’2° in February to 81‘4° on the coast and from 75'4° to 80’7° in
the uplands, April on the coast shows a farther rise to 84*2° and
in the uplands to 82*3°, and May on the coast a further rise to 84’3“

and in the uplands a fall to 81*2°. The fierce March sun beating
on the ocean raises a largo body of vapour which increases as the
sun passes north. At the same time the greater heat inland draws
a growing quantity of cool sea air, and strengthens the sea breeze
which begins sooner and lasts stronger. As the sea breeze freshens,
it carries inland more and more moisture. So long as the sun is

up and the air is warm the moisture does not show. But soon after
sunset a cool air rises from the forests and thickens the vapour
into a close mist. With a strong sea breeze these mists are swept
over the hill top. But they are driven back when the easterly
land wind sets in and cling to the lower slopes, from which, in
the morning, the tops of the hills rise bright and clear like islands
in a s^ of milk. As the sun rises, the air of the valleys is warmed,
and when the sea breeze again sets in, the mists float up the chasms
and ravines and disappear. Towards the end of March and in April

strength of the sea breeze stifles the land wind even

^ tops, and the mists rest there instead of in the valleys,
unng March and April this happens only at intervals. But in
e ear y days of May, with a fresher and more moisture laden sea
reeze, after dark the hill tops are generally wrapped in thick fog.

• ii!^
morning the vapour fades in the heated air, andm the afternoon again gathers as clouds. The wind becomes fitful,

sometimes blowing from the south, with short thunderstorms in

<Toti
during the night. These thunderstorms are

over by about the 20th of May. Then the west wind again

snnfli TO
blows all diy long while the clouds bank up in the

soutU-west ready to be dashed against the hills.
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The wet months show a marked fall in temperature. On the
’st the mean temperature passes from 84‘3° in May to 81‘6° in
une, and in the uplands from 81‘2° to 76'1°; in July there is a
orther fall on the coast to 791° and in the uplands to 73 8°

;

-ugust has a slight rise on the coast to 79*7° and in the uplands to
’41°

; September shows a slight fall to 79'2° on the coast and in the
iplands a slight rise to 74 3°. Almost the whole supply of rain in

be year, about 130 inches along the coast and sixty-five inches in

he uplands, falls in those four months and most of it in June and
Tuly.

Early in June the clouds, which have been steadily gathering
leavier and heavier in the west, are at last driven by a strong sonth-
. est wind, with awful thunder and lightning, against the western
dopes of the hills, and the Country is flooded. The rain in violent

squalls is heaviest in June and July. Towards the end of August
;he rain and wind lighten and end in September or in early October
n occasional showers. During most of this time the crests of the
Sahyadris and the other higher hill tops are hid by a thick
soaking mist. Among the wooded hills the rain begins to fall

.ooner and lasts longer than along the open east. In the eastern

iplands the climate during the rains is very agreeable. Even in

be lands of the same villages, there is a marked difference between
be rainfall in the west and in the east. The clouds seem drawn to
be wooded heights and fall in frequent showers, while, in the lower

^ barer east, they float inland far overhead.

The rain and temperature returns of three coast stations, Kdrwdr
^umta and Hondvar, during the ten years ending 1879, show an
average fall of 129’45 inches, and in Karwdr a mean monthly
temperature varying from 84'3° in May to 75'9° in January and
averaging about 80°. During the same ten years (1870-1879) the

.erage rainfall for four upland stations, Haliydl Yellapur Sirsi
’ Sidddpur, was 79'28 inches, and in Sirsi the mean monthly

temperature varied from 82'3° in April to 72’7° in January and
averaged 76’2°. During the ten years ending 1879 details of

warmth are available for two stations, Karwar on the coast and
3irsi in the uplands. These returns show that one of the most
aotable features in the climate of Kanara is its equableness. On
’e coast the extreme variations of average monthly maxima and
ninima are from 93‘1° in March 1877 to 62 in January 1870, a

ifference of 3lT°j in the mean average monthly returns the

mriations are between 84'3° in May and 75‘9° in January, a
lifference of 8 ’4°. In the uplands the extreme variations of average

nonthly maxima and minima are from 93’7° in May 1877 to 60° in

anuary 1874, or a difference of 33'7°; in the mean average monthly
eturns the variations are between 82’3° in April and 72' 7° in

anuary, or a difference of 9 ’6°.

As regards warmth the order of the months beginning with the

lottest is, on the coast. May 84'3°, April 84-2°, June 81-6°, March
;l-4°, October and November 80-1°, August 79‘7°, September
9‘2°, July 79'1°, December 78'4°, February 78'2°, and January
5’9°, The corresponding order in the uplands is April 82'3°, May

Chapter I.

Description.

Seasons. .
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81'2°, March 80'7°j October 76‘3°, Jane 76’1°, February 75'4°,

November 74‘9°, September 74‘3“, August 741°, December 73'1°,

and January 72‘7°.

Except that May is slightly hotter than April on the coast and
slightly cooler in the uplands and that September is slightly cooler

than August on the coast and slightly warmer in the uplands, both
above and below the Sahyadris, the months have the same relative

character for warmth. In both tracts January is the coldest with
in the coast tract a mean temperature of 75'9° and in the upland
tract of 72‘7°. In both tracts February is warmer than January,
the coast mean being 78'2° and the upland mean 75'4°. In both
March is warmer than February, 81 "4° in Karwdr and 80 ‘7° in Sirsi,

the rise being 5 3° in the upland and 3 '2° in the coast tract. April is

again warmer than March, 84-2° in K4rw^ and 82'3° in Sirsi, the
rise being greater in the coast tract, 2’8° against 1'6°. May varies
in the coast and in the upland tracts. Along the coast it shows
a slight rise from 84‘2° to 84‘3°, while in the uplands there is a
slight fall from 82'3° to 81-2°. June shows a faU of 2-7° (84-3°-
81-6°) along the coast and of 5-1° (81-2°-76-]°) in the upland tracts.
July shows a further fall of 2-5° (81-6°- 79-1°) along the coast and
of 2‘3° (76'1°- 73'8°) in the uplands. August is warmer in both
tracts by 0 6° (79-l°-79-7°) on the coast and by 0-3° (73-8°-74-l°) in
the uplands. September is slightly cooler by 0-5° (797°-79-2°) on
the coast and slightly warmer by 0-2° (74-l°-74-3°) in the uplands.
October is hotter in both by 0-9° (79-2°-80-l°) on the coast and
2° (74’3°-76'3°) in the uplands. November shows no change
(80-l°-80-l°) on the coast, but is cooler by 1-4° (76-3°- 74-9°) in the
uplands. December is lower by 1-7° (80'1°. 78-4°) on the coast and
by 1'8° (74'9°-73'l°) in the uplands.

Along the coast the month of highest average maxima was April
with 89-9°, the next was May with 89°, then March 88-7° then
November 86-6°, then December 86-3°, then February 86°' then
June 85-7°, then January 84-9°, then October 84-8°, then August
83-3°, then September and July both 82-8°. In the uplands the
month of highest average maxima was March with 90-1°, next came
April with 90°, then May 88° then February 84-8°, then November
82 , then January 81'9

, then December 81-4°, then October 81-3°

Ju^y 76^°
September 77-4°, then August 76-8°, then

On the coMt the month of lowest average minima was Januarymth 67 , nerf was February with 70-4°, then December with 70-6°
^en November 73-6

, then March 74 2°, then July 75-4° then

77-5°^thr'A'
August 76-1°, then June

, then April 78 5 , then May 79-6 . In the uplands the monthof lowest average minima was January with 63-5°, next was Decernber ^th 64-9
,
then February with 66-1°, then November 67-8°

then September and October both 71-3°, then March and Julv 71-4°'ta August 71-6-, then Jime 72-8-, then Me, 7i-|-;nna fi April

In the ten years ending 1879 on the coast the month with highestaverage maxima was March 1877 with 93-1°, and the montKth
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lowest average minima was January 1870 and January 1871 both
with 62°. In the uplands during the same period the month with
highest average maxima was May 1877 with 93‘7°, and the month
with lowest average minima was January 1874 with 60°.

A comparison of the average mean, average range, and average
maxima and minima on the coast and in the uplands shows that the

mean warmth in every month in the year is greater on the coast

than in the uplands. The excess of warmth is greatest (5‘6°) in

August and least (0'7°) in March ; it averages about 3’9°. The
average maxima are higher on the coast than in the uplands, except
in March and April when they are slightly higher {1'4° in March
and 0T° in April) in the uplands. The highest excess of maxima
on the coast over the uplands is 6'6° in July. In every month in

the year the average minima are higher on the coast than in the
uplands. The greatest excess is 5 8° in November, the least excess

is 2‘8° in March, the average excess is about 4‘4°. The average
range of warmth during the cold months is slightly greater (0‘8°

in December, 0‘5° in January, and 3T° in February) in the uplands
than in the lowlands. In the hot months the variation is markedly
greater (March 4 2°, April 4‘0°, and May 4*1°) in the uplands than on
the coast. In the wet months the variation is slightly greater on the

coast (June 1‘5°, July 2 6°, August 1*9°, September 1’1°) than in the

uplands. In October and November the variation is slightly greater

in the uplands (October 0‘7° andNovember 1’2°) than along the coast.

Returns are available for Kumta for the five years ending 1 879.

A comparison of the Kumta and Kdrwdr returns shows a very

close similarity in average means. January is 76’5° in Kumta
compared with 75'9° in KArwdr; Februaiy is 77’5° compared with

78’2°; March is 8T3° compared with 81 ‘4°; April is 84’5° compared
with 84‘2°

;
May is 84’9° compared with 84'3°; June is 82’2°

compared with 8T6°; July is 80 5° compared with 791°; August is

79'3° compared with 79’ 7°
;
September is 78’7° compared with 79'2°;

October is 79'7° compared with 80T°; November is 79"4° compared
with 80T°; and December is 78 6° compared with 78’4°.

The following statement gives the details

:

Kdnara Thermometer Beadinga, 1^0-1879.

Chapter I.
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Kdnara Thermometer Seadmgs, 1870-1S79—continued.

July. August. September. October. November. December.

Year.

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min, Max. Min. Max. Min. Max,

KA'RWA'R

—

continued.

1870
1871

1872

1873

1874
1875
1870
1877
1873
1879

75
74*3

67
77-5

75-

0

76-

3
74
80
80
75*2

84
84*3

82
82*2

80*2

61-3
81-8

86
83
83*3

74
74-7

72-

4
77
76*5

78
76*8

73-

8
79
74

85
85*6
82*1
82*5
80-9
82-2
84*9

84
82
84*3

74
74-3

74
74 9
76*5

78-1

757
77*6

79
73-2

84
84-4

82*3
83*4

80
82*4
83*5

83-8

82
827

74
74
73*8

74
74-4

78*3

75
78*4

81
73

84
84
83*6

84
85-7
83-9

88*2
84*6

86
84

72
72*8

70
72
77*6
79*4

70
76*8
75*9

697

87
87-3
86*5

85*8
85*1

86-7

90
88*9
84*2

84*6

69
69
70-8

697
75*2

73
67
73-3
73-1

66'3

87
87
84*4
85*1

85-7

87
91
88*5
83*8
84*4

82-8

—.’.O
761

83-3

75-6
82-8

75-5
84-8

73-6
S6-6

70-6
86-3

Average Range ... 7*4 7-2 72 9-3 13 15*7

Mean Temperature

.

79-1 797 79-2 801 80-1 78*4

Year.

January. February. March,

.

April. May. June.

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Mai. Min. Max.

1870
1971
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1S77
1878
1879

Average

Average Range ...

Mean Temperature

.

SIKSI.

65
65
63
62
60
61 -9

03-8

64
618
05*9

81
81
82
80
S>
80
84*6

S3 *7

S3*l
81-7

63
64
65
08
67
66*6

65*5

C7*3
68
66*5

85
83
86
82
83
86
84
86-6

83
850

70
68
72
69
71
72 7
72-0

i 717
73*1

88
88
91
87
89
92*0

92
92
01 *3

91

69
73
74
74
75
75*6
74-9
74-9

70 0
79*6

00
93
89
89
SO
87*6
90*3

93 1

87*1

{i2 6

73
74
73
70
73
76
77*6

76*3

76-6

75*6

88
81
86
S9
84
90
91

93*7
91*6
86*2

73
71
71

71
71
74
74*4

76
74-9
72*9

78
79
79
76
78
80
83*3

821
82*4

j77*r

C3 5
'

^

SI 9
66*1

V

84-8

*

71*4
DOU

74*6
90

74-5
S3

72*8
79*6

...

18 4

72-7

18*7

75*4

18*7

80 7

15-4

82*3

13*5

81*2

•• , ^
6*7

76l‘

Year.

July. Au2 ust. September. October, November. December.

Min. Max. Mm. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

1870 ...

1871

1872

1873

1S74 ..
*;

1875 ...

Is76

1877

1878
1879

Average [««•

Average Range

Mean Temperature

.

SlllSl—con^tnuec?.

70
69
70
72
70
72
72*1

73*2
73*5
72-0

74
75
75
75
74
77*7

74 C
80
77 6
79*1

71
7o
70
74
69
72
71*9

73
72*8

71*6

70
70
77
70
76
77
77-7

SO
77
76

i]

70
71
70

rf-o

73
72 4

71 5

76
77
SO
75
75
78
70-0

SO-9
77-9

74-5

70
70
71
71

70*7

71*7

72 7
73-3

71-3

77
81
77
78

77
93
SG'4
80'6
81-6

81-4

G8
GO
07
00
G8
67-8
67*2

69
09-9

66-0

81
82
82
SI
80
83*5

85 3
82-3

S2'6

SU'5

62
63
65
68
03
05
64
69*6

65*9

64

79
81
81
80
81
8*2*7

84
83*4
81-3
89*6

71*4
V

^

76-2

/
jri'5

76*8

/

71*3
V

77*4

—L/*

...
1
SI 3

71-3
1 ... 67-8

82
^’•£>

81-4

4-8

73*8

5*3

741

6*1

74*3

io

76*3,

iTi

74*9

16^5

73*1
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Kdnara Themumeler Headings, 1870-1879~con\iaaed,

January. February. March. ApriL Uay. June.

Min. Max. Min. Max. Atiu. Max. Min. Mar. Hin. Max. Min, IfaXa

KUMTA.

1875 68-5 84-7 69*8 S5 75'8 87*2 79*2 90 80-9 90 79*2 87
1876 69*5 85*9 68-9 84*8 75 88*3 78-9 88-3 83 88-5 78*3 90*3

1877 71-2 84*5 72-7 84*1 76 86-6 80-3 88-6 82*4 88*9 80*9 85*9

1878 74-8 85*5 74 84*9 76*9 86*5 83-2 87 80*9 88*4 79*2 85-2

1879 68'1 82-9 67-7 83*5 76*3 86 78-9 89*8 79*6 87 76*6 80*2

84-7 84-5 86-» 88-9 88-5 85-7

68 ‘4 70*6 •••
^

75*8 ... ^^•1 •••
j

81*3 78-8
••• ^

Average Bftoge ... 16*3 13*9 11*1 8-8 7-2 6*9

Me^ui Temperature

.

76-5 77-5 81-3 84-6 84*9 83-2

July. August. September. October. November. December.

Tub.
Min, Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Mar. Min. Max.

BIUMTA

—

continued.

1875 78*2 84*9 77*8 83*1 75*2 83*2 76-2 87-2 72-8 88*2 69*8 87-2
1876 77*3 83*3 78*2 80-2 77-6 80*6 76*4 82-1 72*7 85 74*6 84*5

1877 80*7 85-7 79 82-4 77 80*4 76-4 82*6 78-7 84*3 77 6 85-7

1878 77-5 81*3 77-9 79-4 77 80*6 77-1 83*1 72-6 83*2 69*9 81-8

1879 77-4 80*3 766 79 761 80*1 73 81*9 73-2 84*2 70*9 84*3

83*9 80*8 80*9 83*3 84-9 847
78-2 77-8 70-5 76*2 74 72*5

Average Range T-7 3 4*4 T'l 10-9 12*2

Mean Temperature.. 80-5 79-3 78-7 79'7 79*4 73-8

Of the two divisions of the district, the upland and the lowland,

the lowland or coast tract has the heavier rainfall. In the upland
parts though local position has considerable influence, distance from
the sea and from the crest of the Sahyddris are the chief points that

determine the rainfall, the fall being lighter the greater the

distance from the crest of the Sahyadris.^ Details of rainfall are

available for seven stations for the ten years ending 1879. Of the

seven stations three, Karwar, Kumta, and Hondvar are on the coast,

and four, Sidddpur, Sirsi, Yellapur, and Haliydl are in the uplands.

The returns show a much higher rainfall on the coast than in the
upland stations, and a considerable variety in the returns of the

different stations both along the coast and in the uplands. In the

coast stations, at Karwdr the fall varied from 192’73 inches in 1878
to 78 inches in 1878, and averaged 116'6; in Kumta about thirty

miles south of Karwar, the fall varied from 201'2S inches in 1878 to

96‘2 inches in. 1877 and averaged 132'45 ; in Hondvar about ten

Chaptal.

Desmptioii.

Seasons.

Rainfall.

1 In 1865 Dr. Leith noticed that in the upland stations the character of the
locality had often almost as much to do with the rainfall as the distance from the
sea and the SahyAdri crest. Sirsi and Supa, though about the same distance from
the sea and the crest of the Sahyidris had a difiference of about 45 inches in their

rainfall. Sirsi in an open wind-swept country had a fall of about 76 inches, and
Supa at the western foot of a high steep range had as much as 121 inches.

B 1218—3
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miles south of Kumta, the fall varied from 184'61 in 1878 to 91’48

inches in 1877, and averaged 139'85. In the upland stations in

Haliy^l, which is about fifty miles north-east of Karwdr and thirty

from the crest of the Sahyadris, the fall varied from 82 inches in

1872 ta 29'7 inches in 1871, and averaged 47’8 inches; in YelMpnr,
about forty miles east of Karwar and six from the crest of the
Sahyadris, the fall varied from 139 inches in 1872 to 67‘53 inches
in 1877, and averaged 90'57 inches. In Sirsi, about thirty-five miles

east of Kumta, the fall varied from 110‘12 inches in 1874 to 64’82

in 1 871, and averaged 83 85 inches. In Siddd,pnr, about thirty-three

miles east of Hondvar, the fall varied from llfi'fiO inches in 1873 to
73’76 in 1876, and averaged 95‘62 :

Kdnara Sain/all, 1870-1879.

SuB-Diviaioss. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. Average.

In. In, In. In. Id. In. In. In. In. In. Inches.

K^rwir 103-64 82-74 138*20 78 151-34 110-34 88-9 87-52 192-73 129*1 116*6

Kumta ... 12010 108-39 164-54 113*24 159 4 119-4 120-19 96-2 201*28 122*67 132*45

Honivar 159-65 14277 178*40 94-94 161-66 133-39 105*89 91-48 184*61 H6-73 139*85

Sirsi 71*83 64-82 94-16 84-25 110*12 89-61 64-97 68-21 98*75 91-81 83 -SS

Haliyil 42*79 29*70 82 43-21 63*76 43-73 33*43 33-86 69*15 49-22 47-8
YellSpur 74-27 7110 139 77-70 108 79 97-60 71*35 67-63 97-50 101*9 90*67
Sidd&pur 103*5 98.39 80*6 116*60 108*25 95-18 73*76 81-4 96-26 107*3 96-62

Average ... 96*39 85*41 125*2 86-85| 121-9 98-46 79-78
: 75-17 132*89 106-81 100*96

The climate of different parts of the district varies greatly in
healthiness. The coast districts, though moist, are healthy. But
the forest tracts, especially the upland forests, are always feverish
and at intervals are visited by specially fatal outbreaks. The most
unhealthy time m the forests is the first two months of the rains
and the four cold weather months. The valleys of the Kalinadi^d ot its feeders are tracts whose fever has a specially bad name.Bad water, stagnant or laden with vegetable matter, and the want
ot free cuwents of air are supposed to be the two chief causes ofthe unhealthiness of the forests.
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PRODUCTION.

Ieon^ ore is found in different places in the main range and spurs
of the Sahyadris and in the island of Basrddurg about a mile
off the coast to the north of Honavar. The ore is compact and in

colour is dark-brown with a brown streak. Its specific gravity is

3’90. Though no ore is at present (1882) smelted, there are signs

that iron was formerly manufactured in different parts of the
Sahyddris.

The building stone in general use below the Sahyadris is iron-

clay or laterite, and sometimes granite and granitic schist and clay

slate
;
above the Sahyadris it is nearly always granite. The laterite

is a clay stone generally strongly laden with oxide of iron. It is

so full of cracks and crannies that heavy rain beating against a
new wall soaks through in an hour. Laterite is prefeiTed by the
people, and for small bridges and culverts it is the most serviceable

stone, especially if protected by plaster, as many of the old Madras
bridges are. For large bridges laterite is too soft and suffers -w^hen

in the bed of a fairly sized stream. Laterite varies in quality from
a hard compact stone which never decays to a soft variety which
crumbles in the hand. It is cut into blocks of any size and hardens
somewhat on exposnre to the air. Blocks measuring 18"x9"x6''
can be got by contract at the quarry for 5s. (Rs. 2|) the hundred,
that is about 10s. (Rs. 5) the hundred cubic feet. The men who
quarry these stones are nearly all Goanese and are brought in gangs
from Goa. The rate for the best laterite masonry is about £2 16s.

(Rs. 28) the hundred cubic feet.

Granite, of many kinds and varying greatly in price, is largely used
as cut stone and as rubble in bridges. It is seldom used in other

buildings. Granitoid gneiss, one of the many varieties of granite,

varies from white to dark grey in colour, and breaks into good
square blocks of any size that is required. Rubble stones cost about
12s. (Rs. 6) and much larger blocks £1 to £1 10s. (Rs.l0-Rs.l5) the

hundred cubic feet. From its hardness granite is expensive to work,

the dressing costing about £1 5s. (Rs. 12|) the hundred cubic feet.

Course stone work costs £2 8s. to £3 (Rs. 24 -Rs. 30) the hundred cubic

feet, and for bridges the cost varies from £5 to £8 (Rs. 50 - Rs. 80)

according to quality. Nearly all the Gaundis or masons come from

1 The account of minerals is from materials supplied by the Executive Engineers
Messrs, W. J. Lister, B.E., and K, G. Desai.
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Belganm and DL.drwd,r. They seldom stop in the district between
the end of May and the end of November as, during these months,
the climate is very unhealthy for natives of the Deccan, Belganm and
Dhdrwdr. Trap is almost unknown in Kanara. The only place
where it has been seen is in one or two small dykes in the granite
on the island of Kurmagad in Karwdr harbour. For road metal,
granite, quartz where there is no granite, and an iron stone or
hematitic schist are used. The cost of quarrying and preparing
varies from 10s. to 18s. (Rs.5-Rs. 9) the hundred cubic feet
according to the hardness. In some places the laterite is broken
into larger pieces than the usual metal. This costs about 6s. (Rs. 3)
the hundred cubic feet. The rocks and the i-apids in most Kdnara
river beds make the supply of river sand scanty. Along the coast
sand is found mixed with salt in tidal creeks. To dig and carry it

costs 2s. to 10s. (Re. 1 - Rs. 5) the hundred cubic feet.

The nearest approach to brick clay is the black pond-bed mud.
This makes into bricks, but bricks are seldom used owing to the
cheapness and plentifulness of iron stone. A white clay fitted for
making porcelain is found at Ramanguli and Idgunji on the
Dhdrwar-Kdrwdr road and at other places. The potters of
Ramanguli and Haliyal make good nnglazed vessels of this clay.

-

Above the Sahyadris the lime in general use is made from lime-
stone pebbles dug out of the banks of streams. These pebbles are
by no means plentiful, and, in the depth of the forests where no
Rme-pebble beds have been found, it is cheaper to bring shell lime
from the coast. This pebble lime when burnt costs from £3 to £6
(Rs. 30- Rs. 60) the hundred cubic feet, but if properly made it is of
first-rate quality. The lime is slightly hydraulic and sets hard if it
IS allowed to dry for two days before putting under water. On the
coast, hme is made by burning cockle and oyster shells which
are abundant m most creeks and rivers, especially in the Kdlinadi
As It IS a pure lime and does not set under water it is not of much
use by Itself, but, if carefully mixed with surki or powdered bricks
and sand m equal parts, it does well in all works that are notsubject to water. In works which have to stand water, shell lime
IS mixed with Portland cement m the proportions of one part limetwo parts sand and a quarter part Portland cement. The mixing
requires great care and should not be attempted without unusuallygood supervision. Burnt shell lime costs about £2 10s (Rsthe hundred cubic feet. The Corel found near Kimlr tSbut does not make good lime. The water-worn pinnacles of

Tb
™ known as the Yena Rocks do not yield good

purr.= de

Rs. 5) the thouLid™lperior Jot meaTuring 1-5^' X
5^

( S. U) the thousand. Large ridge tiles cost 6s. (Is. 3) the hundred
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Of 3910^ square miles, the whole area of the district, 3548 square

miles, or about ninety per cent, are under forest.

The following statement gives the leading details :

Kdnara Forests,^ 1882.

K
O
S

FossaT Arka.

ScB-Dmaioss. Reserved. Protected. Total.

>
Q Square

miles
• Acres.

Square
D^es. Acres.

Sqtiare
miles.

Acres.

s)
Haliy&l 251-36 161.191 251*86 161,191

- (
Supa 723*36 46‘i944 723*35 462,944
Kirw&r 214*44 137,246 214*44 137,246

55 )

Yellapur 364*28 233,140 364*28 233,140
103,600£ 1

Mundgod ... 56*15 35,296 106*72 68,304
74,775

161*87

= {
AnkoU 128*21 82,060 116*83 245*04 156,835

o 1 Kumta 300- 192,000 300* 192,000

P \ Sirsi ... 34*01 21,770 666*98 426,230 699*99 448,000
« f SiddSpar ... 280* 179,200 280' 179,200

i 1
HoD&var 18.5* 118,400

78,609

185* 118,400
78,609o

JCQ /
Bhatkal ... 12*2*82 122*82

Total ... 683*67 437,563 2864*98 1,833,602 3548*65 2,271,165

The forests are entirely the property of Government ; in protected

• forests certain privileges are sdlowed. Reserved areas have still to

be chosen in Supa, YelMpur, Kumta, Siddapur, Honavar, and
BhatkaL

The forest area may conveniently be divided into three sections

:

the tableland above the Sahyadris, the main range of the Sahyadris,

and the western spurs of the Sahyddris. In the tableland above

the Sahyd.dris the commonest rocks are clay-slate and quartzite.

On the lower lands the soil is mostly black with an underlayer

of red, which crops up where the surface is wavy. Where teak

prevails the soil is lighter in colour, loose, and mixed with quartz.

Except in open tilled spaces and where the surface is rock, and
along the more thickly peopled eastern frontier where they have

been cleared away, the whole country is covered with trees.

West from the eastern frontier towards the Sahyadri hills, tillage

becomes rare, and there are splendid forests of teak, blackwood,

terminalias, and other trees eighty to 150 feet high, with fine

clean stems sixty to ninety feet high and five to twelve feet in

girth. Nearer the Sahyadris the country roughens into uplands

and hills seamed by water-courses and valleys with rich rice lands

and spice gardens. There are also patches of evergreen forest

with splendid trees not generally found in the leaf-shedding forests

further east.^

The central Sahyadri forest belt, though it includes some large

iron-clay plateaus with nothing but scrub and grass, has some of the

Cha^ ZI.

Production.

Ffsests. .

Ami.

Description,

1 The Forest Section is contributed by Colonel W. Peyton, Conservator of Forests,

SD.
’ In unsurveyed sub-divisions the forest areas are subject to correction.

® Among these trees are the ArtocaijiQS, Calophyllum, Dipterocarpns, Eugenia

Cedrela Toona, Antiaris, Sterculia, Vateria, and the Caryota urens or wild sago ^m.
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finest forests in the district. The chief of these, in hills of clay-

slate and quartz, are the magnificent teak forests of the Kdlinadi and
Kaneri rivers which run through Supa and Yelld-pur and of the

Bedtihalla and Gangavali rivers which divide Yellapur from Sirsi.

In the western or coast belt the lowlands are under tillage, and
most of the forests are found on the spurs that mn west from the
Sahyddris, in some cases to the sea. The soil is red and gravelly, ill

suited for teak, which when found is stunted and insignificant.

Bamboos of several valuable kinds grow over the whole of Kanara,
sometimes mixed and sometimes alone.

Before Kdnara came under British rule, its forests supplied the
ship-building yards of the famous Haidar Ali (1761-1782) with the
finest teak and other timber. Teak, blackwood, and sandalwood
even when growing in occupied laud have always been considered
the property of the state, and so highly were the forests valued
that no portion of them has ever been alienated.

Between 1859 and 1 865 gradual changes in the establishment have
raised the monthly cost from £48 to £103 (Rs. 480 - Rs. 1030).^

In December 1865 the district was divided into two Deputy
Conservators’ charges, one above and one below the Sahyadris, with
estabhshments which together represented a monthly cost of about
£300 (Rs. 3000).^ In 1870, under the advice of Mr. D. Brandis,
Ph.D., Inspector-General of Forests, Major now Lieutenant-
Colonel W. Peyton, one of the two Deputy Conservators, was
promoted to be a Conservator of Forests of the fourth grade, and
placed in charge of the Southern Division comprising Kd,nara,
Belgaum, Dharwar, and Kaladgi. At the same time an establishment
was sanctioned representing a monthly charge of £290 (Rs. 2900).®

1 The details of the 1859 stafif were : An assistant conservator of forests, one clerk,
two overseers, and one gumdsla. The details of the 1865 staff were : one assistant
conservator of forests, with, for oflSce one accountant, one writer, one gunidsta and
four messengers, and for district work one sub-assistant conservator of forests, one
overseer, three sub-overseers, three mutsaJdis, three writers, seven messengers’ and
sixty foresters. °

Were : In the forests above the Sahyidris, one Deputy Conservator on
£60 (Rs, 600) a month with £20 (Rs. 200) travelUng allowance. His office establish-ment was one clerk and two messengers costing monthly £6 12s (Rs 66) and his
ffistnct establishment six overseers, six writers, twelve 6rst class foresters and^enty-four second class foresters at a monthly cost of £65 (Rs. 650), In the forests

"If Conservator on £50 (Rs. 500) a month with£20 (Rs. _00) travelling allowance; an office of one clerk, one writer and onemessenger at a total monthly cost of £5 12s. (Rs.56), and a district establishment

V
thirty messengers at a monthly cost of £46 8s

forest accountant was sanctioned for the Collector’s officeon £4 (Rs. 40) a month, and a timber depot establishment for the coast, consisting ofone supermtendeiit, one storekeeper, one clerk, one measurer, and six neons at amonthly cost of £28 12.,. (Rs. 286). The total monthly cost of the new estKhi^Ltamounted in both divisions to £306 4.,. (Rs. 3062).
csMouanmeni

“ The details were : An office of two clerks two writers and fmfr
monlM, .0.1 ol 115 4,. (8. 152). md u.do, th. mioil.tdto md oi.hiltamd.tm

fE/lref-^nUntDenr
messengers a^t a’montUrc"ost 0^128m

Deputy Conservator was promoted to th^ second grade 1 1 monUVy sawfof JS
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Since 1870 the chief changes have been, in 1873 the appointment* % CmaptOT TL
of a forest accountant, in 1877 the appointment of two additional FrodiietlBS&
sub-assistant conservators, and in 1880 of two additional assistant

F<west8.
conservatora Since this last addition to the staff the forests have ^
been divided into three charges. A northern including Haliydl,

Snpa, and Kdrwar; a central, including YeUdpur, Mundgod,
Kumta, and Ankola ; and a southern, including Sirsi, Siddapur,

Hondvar, and Bhatkal. Each of these divisions has a Deputy or

Assistant and a sub-assistant conservator. On the 1st of April 1882
the monthly cost of the permanent Elnara forest staff was £451
(Rs. 4510).^ Besides the permanent staff a temporary establishment

is sanctioned by Government from year to year. The establishment

sanctioned in 1881-82 cost £3665 18s. (Rs. 36,659).

Each of the three divisions is split into ranges, each in charge of a
ranger or forester helped by a certain number of forest guards. The
ranger or forester has to see that the mdmlatddrs’ forest accounts

are properly kept, that the forest guards do their duty, that

workmen are regularly and correctly paid, and that trees are

properly picked and felled. The forest guards are all under the
rangers, and as a rule receive their orders from them. Some of

them are in charge of plantations and others of forest cuttings, but
most of them, in posts two or three strong, patrol the forests or

watch the lines of traffic. The guards keep a diary and submit it

through the ranger to the divisional officer. A guard is expected
to examine the forest within his beat, to put down fires, and report

irregularities and thefts. Those on the frontiers have to examine
all forest produce that leaves the district and see that the cartmen
carry proper passes. These passes, one white and the other green,

are issued in duplicate by mdmlatddrs and forest rangers to every
cartman carrying forest produce. At the frontier post the guard

(Es. 700) and JE15 (Rs. 150) travelling allowance ; and a sub-assistant conservator
was appointed from the 1st June 1871 on a monthly salary of £15 (Es. 150) and £6
(Rs. 60) travelling allowance.

r The details are : Officials at a total monthly cost of £272 10s. (Es. 2725) ; a
Deputy Conservator of the second grade being on £70 (Rs. 700) a month with a travelling
allowance of £15 (Es. 150);two assistant conservators costing£110(Es. 1100), oneofthe
first grade on £45 (Rs. 4M) with traveUing allowance of £15 (Es. 150), and one of the
second grade on £35 (Es. 350) with travelling allowance of £15 (E 3. 150) ; and three sub-
amstant conservators costing £77 10«. (Rs. 775), one of the first grade on £20 (Es. 200)
with travelling allowance of (Rs. 80), one of the second grade on £20 (Rs. 200) with
travelling allowance of £6 (Ks. 60), and one of the third grade on £17 10s. (Rs. 175) with
travelling allowance of £6 (Rs. 60). Office is maintained at a total monthly cost of
£37 4s. (Rs. 372), one accountant being on £7 (Ks.70) a month, three clerks costing
£3(Rs. 90), one on £4(R8. 40), one on £3 (Ra 30), and one on £2 (Rs. 20), on*--
apprentice on £1 10s. (Rs. 15), four peons costing £3 4s. (Rs. 32), and eleven clerks under
m^nlatdirs and mahidkaris costing £16 lOs- ( Rs. 165). The Forest staflf is maintained at
a total monthly cost of £98 (Rs. 980), three forest rangers costing £ 19 (Rs. 190), one on
£8 (Rs. 80), one on £6 (Rs.OO), and one on £5 (Ra 60), five foresters costing £19
(Rs. 190) , four of them on £4 (Ra 40) each and one on £3 (Rs. 30), and sixty forest
guards costing £60 (Rs. 600), twenty of them on£l 4s. (Es. 12) each and forty on 18s.
(Rs. 9) each. The coast depdt is maintained at a total monthly cost of £23 12s.
(Rs. 236), two forest rangers costing £17 10s. (Es. 17^, one on £10 (Es. 100) and one
on £7 10s. (Es. 75), one forester costing £2 10s. (Es. 25), and six forest guards costing
£3 12s. (Rs. 36). llie inland depot is maintained at a total monthly cost of £19 16s.
(Rs. 198), six foresters costing £15 (Rs. 150), three of them on £3 (Es. 30) each and
three on £2 (Rs. 20) each, and six forest guards costing £4 16s^ (Rs. 48).
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compares the contents of the cart with the passes, endorses the
white pass and gives it back to the cartman, and takes and returns

the green pass to the issuing officer, endorsing on it the date of

examination.

In March 1879, under the Indian Forest Act (No. VII of 1878),
of a total of 3514-35 square miles of forest, 466-30 in Haliydl and
Kdrwdr were notified as reserved, and the rest (3048’05) as protected
forest.i Since 18 79, from the protected forests of Ankola, Mundgod,
and Sirsi, Mr. W. H. florsley, C.S., has selected a reserved area of
217-37 square miles. In Ankola Mr. Horsley reserved the forests

of twenty-four villages with an area of 128 21 square miles and left

as protected the forests of thirty-seven villages with an area of 116'83
square miles. In Mundgod he reserv^ the forests of fifteen

villages with an area of 55-15 square miles and left as protected
the forests of seventy-six villages with an area of 106-72 square
miles. In Sirsi he reserved the forests of nineteen villages with an
area of 34-01 square miles, and left as protected the forests of 103
villages with an area of 665-98 square miles.*

Rules have been framed for the management of the protected
forests,® and in these forests nineteen kinds of trees and four
forest products have been reserved to Government.^

Of the forest privileges exercised by the people, the chief are
clearing patches of the forest for wood-ash or Jcumri tillage,
lopping leaves for manuring spice and betel gardens, growing
pepper in certain evergreen forests, free grazing, and free or
cheap wood and fuel. The clearing and burning of forest patches for
the growth of hill grains was formerly general and caused great
damage to the forests. The practice has been discouraged for many
years. It could not at once be stopped without causing hardship and
suffering, but the area is being gradually reduced, and, in time, the^
practice will cease.® Formerly the owners of spice and betel gardensl;’
held large tracts of forest near their gardens called betta which

1 GoTernment Gazette 6th March 1879. 251 -86 square miles in HaliyM and 214-44^ .«*square miles m K4rwAr were marked off in 1876 as reserved by Mr.*B. J. Ebde^ '

C.b. The increase of 34-59 square miles in the 1882 forest area given at page 21
IS due to the completion of the forest settlement of Ankola and Mundgod LitheQiii6r6iiC6 found, oetween sctusl ^nd approxiioatG measuremGnts

2Mh^OctEm
were sanctioned under Government Eesolution 5569,ZOt^ctober 1880. ® These rules are given in the Appendix

P’a
nineteen l^ds of trees are, teak, sdgvdn, Tectona graLis • sandalwood.gandadamara, Santalum album ; blackwood, shisam, Dalberfia latifoli“ahnus, Diospyros Ebenum ; horn, Pterocarpus Marsupium • poon^«/r//n»; ^ ii

elatum
; jack-tree, Artocarpus in4rifoiiarnrn£a“ ArtLIVn.f

lalghay, Vitex altissima
; harimutal, Oufeinia dafberrioMes’-

microcarpa
; shivani, Gmelina arborea maUi, TermteaK eLos^ll^ifChebula; jamia, Xylia dolabriformis

; hlndi,
Catechu; shigikai, Acacia concinna; and ippe mara Bassia^ laHfni;
forest products are hirda or myrobaJans, the f^it of the TerminaUa CheK I

which had been granted to his father in 1809 and
to wood-ash tillage
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';hey were allowed to lop and strip for leaf manure. In 1867 the
area allotted for leaf manure was limited to eight times the area of

jhe garden. The ownership of Government in certain trees in these

patches has also been enforced, the pollarding and stripping have
...an confined to certain kinds of timber, and the cutting of any trees

without leave has been made penal. The people have always been
allowed to grow the pepper vine in certain evergreen or kdn forests,

but this does not carry with it any right in the trees. The people have
dways enjoyed free grazing in certain parts of the foreirts. Under
the survey settlement in each village certain numbers have been
.at apart for free grazing. All classes are allowed to take free of

charge, for their private use, bamboos, poor timber fit to build huts
and cattle sheds, head-loads of firewood, grass and fallen leaves

for manure, thorns, brushwood, and stakes for hedges and dams,
wood for field tools, and dead sago and other palms for water-
courses. They are also given good building timber at from one-
eighth to a quarter of the market price, and they are allowed to take
larger quantities than head-loads of fuel on paying a fee of 6d. (4 as.)

a cart-load.

In occupied arable land, teak, blackwood, and sandalwood, and
such other trees as are specially entered in the village register, are
Government property. Formerly Government claimed only the
first cutting of these trees, but, since 1878, the interest of

Government has been extended to all future growths. All other trees

in a man’s holding are his property. In surveyed villages he may
cut them and dispose of them as he pleases.^ But if he sells his

trees he forfeits his claim to get wood for nothing or at specially

low rates.

Above and below the Sahyddris the system of working the forests

is the same. The forest officer fixes what trees are to be cut, and
keeps a register of them

;
contractors tender to cut the trees and

carry the timber to the Government wood stores
;
and the

superintendent of the stores checks the quantities brought by the
contractor with the entries in the original register, arranges the
timber in lots, and disposes of it to dealers or to private persons
at auction or private sales. Though the system is the same,
different conditions have caused such a variety in detail that
separate accounts are required of the practice above and below the
Sahyfi.dris.

In the forests above the Sahy4dris a ranger, or competent forester,

chooses the trees to be cut in his charge, numbers them, and enters
in a register the kind of tree, its position and probable cubic
contents, and the number of logs into which it should be cut.
Tenders are then invited for felling, cutting, and carrying the
marked trees to the wood stores. The contractors are of different
classes, mostly Brdhmans or other well-to-do people of the
neighbourhood. The contractor whose tender is accepted has to
Jive security, and the contract has to be written on stamped paper
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In unaurveyed villages men who have held land since before 1844 are allowed
o cut their trees, except the state trees. But they have to get leave, and if they
mean to export the timber, they must take out a pass.
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and registered. When the contractor has made his arrangements

he gives notice to the district forest officer, and a forester and guard

are sent to keep watch. The felling, cutting into logs of convenient

length, squaring, and carrying are done by labourers and cartmen.

Elephants are not used. Except Brdhmans and Jains all the people

of the forest villages, Mardthas, Lambdnis, Sidis, Vadars, Dheds,

and Musalmdns, are willing to work as woodmen and timber carriers.^

But the only class which has special skill in forestry are the Vadars
who are extremely clever both in handling the axe and in carrying

the wood to the stores. Instead of the usual day wages Vadars
insist on being paid by the piece at Is. to Is. l^d. (8-9 annas) for every

12^ cubic feet of timber felled, sawn, and dressed. For carting and
dragging the logs to the stores they charge Sfd. to 5jc2. (2|-8|
annas) a mile according as the ground is smooth or rough. They
use a curious low cart, almost entirely made of wood. The floor of

the cart and the pole is in one piece of rough planking about four

inches thick. The floor is from two to two and a half feet wide, and
the pole is dressed to the required length. The yoke is made fast to

the end of the pole with a lashing of humhia, Careya arborea, bark.

The body rests on a dindal wood axle about eighteen inches round
into which it is fastened by two wooden pegs. The ends of the axle

taper and are supported by a pair of low solid wooden wheels each
of two or three pieces nailed with wooden pegs at the centre,

where they are about four and a half inches thick and from which
they gradually fine to two and a quarter inches at the rim. The hole
to take the axle is fitted with an iron ring, the only iron in the cart,

about four inches across, and made fast by a wooden linch-pin.
Though rude the cart is well suited for difficult rugged roada
After the log has been cut into pieces of convenient size and
squared, the pieces are measured, numbered, and entered in the
register opposite the estimated cubic contents of the tree.

The logs are then carried along rough tracts cleared by the
contractor to some of the main forest roads. The roads lead to
timber stores, of which there are seven, at Haliydl, Tellapur, the
Kannigeri saw-mills,Kirvatti, Mundgod, Katur-Singanhalb, andSirsi
At the stores thelogs are remeasured, stamped with the store number,
and classed into convenient lots. At Kannigeri, about four and a half
miles north of Tellapur, in the heart of a great forest tract, steam
saw-mills were established in 1875 at a cost of a little over £6000.*
The mills have four plain and one cross cut saws and three engines
each of twelve horse-power. They are in charge of a European
^£^*

170
conservator and a professional engineer at a yearly cost

of £795. At first the saw mills yielded a handsome profit, but from
want of demand the large profit fell to a small profit, and the small
profit to a slight loss in 1880-81.* A revival of the former demand

187^79
**^5-76 a profit of £1881, 1876-77 £666, 1877-78 £385,

profit ofm ^ ® ^227 ; and in 1881-82 •
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_ turned the loss into a profit of £10 (Rs. 100) in 1881-82. Even
though worked at a small nominal loss the mills are valuable as

they save a loss of twenty per cent caused by squaring the logs

I
with the hand and as they supply wood in a state which, if not

locally available, might be brought from Bombay. The chief kinds

of timber kept in these stores are, teak, matti, kindal, honi, jdmba,
hedde, nandi, karimuttal, and sandalwood in Sirsi, During the five

years ending 1880 the amount of timber in store averaged 147,562

cubic feet (Ichandis 11,805), valued at £15,346 (Rs. 1,53,460).

Yearly sales of wood are made at each of these stores lasting from
Iten to twenty days. The first sale is at Haliydl in December
and the last at Sirsi in February. Wood can be bought at any time
it a slight advance on the rates at the last sale. Many landlords

ind husbandmen buy at auctions to meet their own wants. But
the dealers, though they belong to no special class, are generally

Musalmans and Lingdyats from Hubli and Dharwdr. Of late, on
account of the fall in the price of timber,^ the dealers have found
it difficult to get rid of their purchases, and there has been great

delay in recovering outstandings. From the stores the main routes

along which the timber passes east, are from Haliy^l towards

Belgaum, Dharwdr, and Hubli; from Yellapur, Kirvatti, and the

Kannigeri saw-mills to Hubli and Dharwtir
;
and from Mundgod and

Kdtur-Singanhalli to Hubli, Tadas, Bankapur, and Hdngal. Of late

I
years the large sum of £23,204 10s. (Rs. 2,32,045) has been spent

from forest funds in improving the roads above the Sahytidris. The
important HaliyM-YelUpur and Haliyal-Supa roads are kept up by
the forest department. Two serviceable bridges have been built over

the Tattihalla and one over the Daugi, and one-half of the cost of

the bridges over the Bedti, Tudgani, and Yerkanbail rivers between
Yellapur and Sirsi, and of the Barchi bridge between Haliyal and
Supa, has been met from forest funds.

In the forests below the Sahyadris a ranger chooses the trees to be

'

cut,numbers them, and enters in a register the kind of tree, its position,

and probable contents. When the list is ready a contract is given for

girdling the trees by cutting through the sap into the heartwood, an
operation which costs about 6d. [annas 4) a tree. This girdling kills

the tree, the object being to lighten the timber and make it

easier to float down the rivers. After the trees have dried for two
or three seasons tenders are invited for cutting, dragging, and
floating them to the coast stores. The contracts and the contractors

J'e the same as in the upland forests, and when the contractor is

eady to begin the same precaution of setting a forest guard to

'atch the felling is adopted. The felling begins in July or August.
ji addition to the workmen, who do not differ from those above the

Sahyadris, except that there are no Vadars with their bullock carts,

dephants are employed. These elephants, which come from the
lalabar coast, are the property of the contractors, and cost from
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^ Teak fell from £2 (Rs. 20) the khandi (11\ cubic feet) during the seven years
efore the 1876 famine to £1 8s. (Rs. 14) in the five years ending 1880 ; blackwood
fil from £1 10s. to £1 2s. (Rs. 10 -Bs. 11), and other timber from £1 8s. to £1
s. 14-Es.lO).
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£200 to £500 (Rs.2000-Rs.5000) to bayj £1 (Rs.10) a day to hire

;

and 6s. (Es. 3) a day to keep. Though well cared for, they are apt

to strain themselves and deaths are not uncommon. Each
elephant has his driver or mdhut, who sits on his neck or on a pad
on his back. But the elephant often works with no one on his

back, and when a log gets into trouble the driver comes in

front of the elephant and advises him in what they call elephant-

talk. A single elephant, though not easily nor without risk of

mishap, can manage a log twenty-five to thirty-five feet long and
containing fifty to eighty cubic feet of timber. Larger logs require

two elephants, and a contract of 150 to 500 logs, each containing

sixty to 150 cubic feet of timber, should not be worked with less

than two to six elephants. The timber has generally to be
brought down steep hill sides or out of deep dells and over dry
boulder-strewn watercourses to rough tracks cleared by the

contractors. Up the steepest slopes and into the deepest rockiest

dells the elephant unhesitatingly makes his way, and, tackling the

largest logs, by pushing and dragging, overcomes every obstacle.

Except that in dragging, a heavy hawser-like rope of green fibre*

is made fast to the drag-holes and caught by the elephant between
his teeth he is not harnessed to the log. In moving the log he
slightly raises it and draws it alongside of him, always careful to be
on the upper side and to keep the log so far from him that there is

no risk of its striking his feet. In this way the elephant is

much safer than if he was harnessed to the log, as, if the log
becomes unmanageable, he can at once let it loose. When special
force is required the elephant gets in front of the log with the rope
between his teeth and twisting his trunk round the rope brings to
bear all his power and weight, backing and bawling the log with
him step by step. When two elephants work together one drags
and the other pushes. Sometimes the log is pushed with the feet,
but as a rule the elephant kneels and pushes it with his knees and
with the middle of his skull. In this way the timber is dragged
down the steep slopes chiefly to the Kalinadi and the Ganglvali
rivers. At the river side the logs are marked and measured, noted in
the register opposite the original entries, and handed to the contractor
who passes a receipt for them. Then between November and March
for after March the rivers run too low, they are floated sinuly
down t^e riyer. In passing the logs down the river the elephant
is again of great use. He pushes them one by one over the
shallows keeps them straight in rapids, and shoots them alone
narrow channels blasted in the rock^ To get water enough to float
the logs through the rock cuttings the river is pounded back by adam of stakes, eaves, grass, and earth. The logs come down this
reach and knock together m hopeless confusion against the dam.One elephant stands nearly up to his middle at the mouth of therock-cut passage. Another picks his way about among the jumble

geL^raUy Heticteres Isora, i
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of logs, takes them one by one, and turning them straight up and
down the stream passes them to the elephant at the mouth of the

cut, who, with a strong push, sends a log of two or three tons

dancing down the channel like an oar or a walking stick.

Sometimes, when the elephant at the cut is busy with a big log, a

second log comes down on him from behind. When this happens
he plays the second log with his hind leg with marvellous skill,

stopping its force and keeping it straight till the gap is clear and he
is able to pass it on.

At Kadra on the Kalinadi and at Gnndbale on the GrangSvali

fifty to two hundred logs are put together and made into rafts

which fioat with the tide down the Kalinadi to the Kodibag store

or down the Grangavali river to the Gangavah store. When the

rafts reach the store, elephants drag the timber above high-water

S
ark. The logs are examined by the storekeeper and checked with

e register. If all is correct the storekeeper re-measures and
classifies the timber, and when the measurements are finished settles

the contractors’ accounts.*^ During the five years ending 1880 the

quantity of wood kept in the two coast stores averaged 69,575 cubic

feet {khandia 6566) worth £11,132 (Rs. 1,11,320). There are seldom
auction sales at the coast stores. The timber, indented for by the

Bombay Dockyard and Gun Carriage Factory, is set aside and sent

to Bombay in native craft. The rest is sold to merchants and
shipped chiefly to Bombay, Broach, and Bhdvnagar.
Both in the lowland and in the upland forests dead wood contracts

are sometimes arranged under the share system. The details are

the same as in the contract system, except that in the lowland forests

the contractors receive one-half of the sale proceeds for teak and
five-eighths (10 annas in the rupee) for other timber. In the upland

forests the contractor receives a share of three to five-sixteenths

(3 to 5 annas in the rupee) both for teak and for other timber.

Besides the timber that is exported from the district a large

quantity is cut to meet the local demand. Timber for local use is

marked by forest oflScers and felled and removed under permit

rules.^ ITie grant of wood at from an eighth to a quarter of the

market price to the people who live near the forests is an old

feature in Kanara conservancy. During the five years ending 1882
the cuttings for local use have averaged 101,244 cubic feet [khandis

8099) . To prevent fraud in measurement ten per cent of the wood
stacked is checked by the foresters and ten per cent by the district

forest officer. A further small percentage is examined by special

patrol parties.

During the five years ending 1882, 1,601,027 cubic feet (128,082

khandis) of timber worth £126,013 (Rs. 12,60,130) have been taken

out of the Kdnara forests. Of this, 1,094,804 cubic feet (87,584

khandis) were for export and 506,223 cubic feet (40,498 khandis)

for local use. The average yearly felling of wood was 320,205

cubic feet (25,616 Mawdis), of which 218,961 cubic feet (17,517
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' Logs are often left behind from want of buoyancy. When this happens a certain

amount is deducted from what is due to the contractors,

^ These roles are given in the Appendix.
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hhandis) were for export and 101,244 cubic feet (8099 khandis) for

local use.^

The minor products of the Kanara forests yield an average yearly

revenue of about £5600 (Rs. 56,000). The chief articles are,

myrobalans or hirdas, £4049 (Rs. 40,490) ; soapnuts or shigikai,

£203 (Rs. 2030) ;
catechu or kdt, £364 (Rs. 3640)

;

honey and wax,

£339 (Rs. 3390) ;
cinnamon, £156 (Rs. 1560) ; and pepper and grass,

£501 (Rs. 5010). The right of gathering honey and wax, cinnamon,
and pepper is farmed. The making of catechu from thickened
khair juice was stopped for several years, but, in 1880, a small con-

tract was granted in Honavar. The right of grazing was formerly
put to auction. But the practice caused much damage to the forests,

as the contractors crowded the forests with cattle and there was no
check against the forest being fired to improve the grazing, or the
boughs being lopped for fodder. In August 1880 a system was
introduced in Supa of charging a grazing fee of 3d. {annas 2) on
every head of cattle allowed into the forest. A ticket was also issued
under which the holder engaged to lop no boughs and promised to
do his best to check and put out forest fires. Any one found
breaking this engagement is liable to have his cattle at once turned
out of the forest. The scheme worked so well in Supa that it has
been (August 1881) applied to the whole district. Besides the gain
to the forests the new system is in many cases an advantage to the
people who used to have to pay the contractor higher fees than
they have now to pay. It also brings in a larger revenue, the
receipts having risen from £300 and £400 (Rs. 3000 -Rs. 4000) to
£2658 (Rs. 26,580) in 1882.

Myrobalans and soapnuts are gathered by the forest department.
Soapnuts, the fruit of the Acacia concinna, are of little value and are
worth gathering only every second year. Myrobalans or hirdas, the
fruit or nut of the Terminalia Chebula, the right to gather which had
formerly been farmed, were first gathered by the forest department
in 1877-78, when 2782 khandis of 560 pounds each were brought
into the forest stores. The whole sold for £5106 (Rs. 51,060), leaving
a net profit of £2959 (Rs. 29,590) compared with a yearly average
revenue of £656 (Rs. 6560) in the seven previous years. During
the three following years the average receipts have been £3697
(Rs. 36,970) and the charges £2238 (Rs. 22,380), leaving a net
yearly balance of £1457 (Rs. 14,570). The decline in the revenue
is due to the fall in the demand for myrobalans.® The demand for
myrobalans has had the excellent effect of tempting the hill tribes to
take care of the hirda trees, not lopping or cutting them, and when
possible saving them from forest fires. Taking advantage of the
increased value of the hirda the Conservator has proposed that the
land set apart for wood-ash tillage should be granted rent-free on

timber for export was 245 932

iST’ ‘i?
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condition that the holder stocks it with a certain number of hirda

plants to be supplied to him from the Government nurseries. This

plan has worked well in Belgaum. Besides this scheme for

re-clothing the forest tracts which have been laid bare by wood-ash

tillage since 1857, attention has been given to the growth of

plantations, chiefly of teak. About 1000 acres, partly above and
partly below the Sahyd,dris, have been planted with about a million of

young trees. Except 100 acres of Casuarinas, on the coast between
Karw^ and the Kalinadi, these plantations have been stocked with

teak at a cost, including the purchase money of the ground, of £8000
(Rs. 80,000).

As most roads run through shady forests, roadside trees are not

so important in Kanara as in other districts. Only along some
parts of the coast is there a need of roadside trees. The most useful

trees for road planting are, above the Sahyddris, the mango, the

jack, the dhupadamara Valeria indica, and the fig family, especially

the banian, as poles five or six feet long and a foot in girth grow
readily if planted at the beginning of the rains in pits eighteen or

twenty inches deep. The dhupadamara Valeria indica, with its

splendid shade and sweet white flowers, is a beautiful roadside tree,

and grows weU above the Sahyddris wherever the soil is red.

There are magnificent dhupadamara avenues in Siddapur planted

probably in the beginning of the present century by the Bilgi

chiefs. The trees are of grand height and some of them are from
ten to fifteen feet in girth. Below the Sahyddris, wherever the soil

is sandy, no tree thrives better than the Casuarina, which quickly

grows into a handsome tree. In Hondvar are fine banians which
were planted when Kdnara was under the Madras Government.

Of exotics several varieties of the Eucalyptus, the Pithecolobium

saman, the mahogany, and the Cmsalpinia coriaria or divi-divi are

being tried. Except the Eucalypti, which do not prosper, these trees

are doing well. Near the Gersappa falls are a few Cinchona trees,

some of which were planted by a Madras doctor about eighteen years

ago and the rest have been added since. None of the plants thrive.

The following statement shows the receipts, charges, and profits

of the Kdnara forests during the twenty-nine years ending 1881-82

:

Kdnara Forest Balance Sheet, t853'1881.

Receipts.Ybab. Receipts. Charges. Profits.

£. £. £.

1853-54 ... 14,433 5686 8738

1854-55 ... 8501 6379 2122

1855-66 ... 15,061 3913 11,148

1866-57 ... 16,064 5097 10,967

1857-68 ... 7065 2935 4130

1858-59 ... 10,060 4080 6980

1859-60 ... 20,450 6980 14,470

1860-61 ... 25,316 7839 17,477

1861-62 ... 8330 7592 738

1862-63 ... 36,264 4805 31,459

1863-64 ... 33,872 3222 30,650

1864-65 ... 41,972 7485 34,487

1865-66 ... 26,995 23,545 3450

1866-67 ... 28,368 17<986 10,382

1867-68 ... 29,960 14,070 15,890
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years ending 1861-62 receipts averaged £13,900, charges £5500,
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and profits £8400. In the ten years ending 1871-72 receipts

averaged £37,000^ charges £1-3,100 and profits £23,900; and in the

ten years ending 1881-82 receipts averaged £34,900, charges £20,100,

and profits £14,800. In 1877-78 and 1878-79 the profits were

greatly below the average, only £5677 and £2262. Between 1862

and 1864 the great wealth which the jimerican war threw into

Bombay and the districts of Belganm and Dharwar was accompanied

by an immense demand for wood and raised the forest receipts from

an average of £13,900 in the nine years ending 1862 to £41,900 in

1864-65. At the close of the American war the receipts fell to

£27,000 in 1865-66 and £28,000 in 1866-67. But again in 1869-70

the special demand for the Belganm barracks and the state buildings

at Kolhdpnr raised the receipts to £50,000. From this they fell,

bnt continued over £34,000 till, in consequence of the 1876 famine,

the demand for timber ceased and the receipts dropped to £24,000
in 1877-78 and £24,500 in 1878-79. The return to a more prosperous
state in 1879-80 was accompanied by a rise in receipts to £35,000.
Charges have risen from an average of about £5400 in the twelve
years ending 1864-65 to an average of about £18,600 in the seventeen
years since 1865. Before 1865 there was little or no establishment

and little or no guarding of the forests. Nothing was looked for

but profit. Another twelve years of this system would have ended
in disaster. Since 1865 there has been no great increase in the
permanent staff. The rise from an average of about £18,000 in the
five previous years to £22,255 in 1878-79 was owing to the cost

(£4369) of an important forest case.^ In 1881-82 both receipts and
charges increased considerably, receipts to £41,000 against £32,900
in 1880-81 and charges to £24,400 against £20,800 in 1880-81.

‘

The detailed accounts of the different forest blocks and groups
may be given in the following order : Those of Haliyal, Supa, and
Karwar in the northern division; those of Yellapur, Mundgod,
Ankola, and Kumta in the central division

; and those of Sirsi*
Siddapur, Hondvar, and Bhatkal in the southern division. In
Haliyal and Karwar in the north division all of the forests and in
Mundgod and Ankola in the central division and in Sirsi in the south
division, portions of the forests have been reserved. In Snpa in the
north, in Yelldpur andKumta in the centre,and inSiddapur Honavar
and Bhatkal in the south, reserved forests have still to be set apart
The Haliyal forests in the north-east of the district include the forest

lands of 138 villages with an area of 251’86 square miles or 161 191
acres, and a population of about 28,000. They are bounded on’ the

Dharwdr
; on the south by

the Tattihalla and Kalinadi rivers
; and on the west by the Katnal

and Barchi streams up to the Kalinadi, and thence by the hiUs that
run north and south between the Kalinadi and the Kaneri Over thewhole area teak other leaf-shedding trees prevail in perfecS
of size and quality, except in the dryer east, where theydo nS ^w

1861. TheJu^e fo;Bd ia favour of2vem3

a

appeal by the ifigh Court.
“ decision was upheld on
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to so large a size.^ Unlike most K^Lnara forests there is very little

evergreen timber in Haliyal, only two small patches in Kanle and
Shiroli. Useful bambooSj large, middle-sized, and small, are found
in most forests. The large bamboos seeded in 1868-69 and the new
crop is not yet ready for use. The chief sources of revenue are
grazing fees and timber and bamboo sales. There are no myrobalans,
soapnuts, or other minor products. The Haliy^l forests, which are
best towards the south and west, may be arranged into three blocks
or groups ; Shiroli-Kalbhavi in the south-west with fourteen villages

and 43,000 acres ; Kegdol-Ramdpur in the north-west with thirty-

four villages and 73,000 acres ; and Aralvad-Muttalmuri in the east
with ninety villages and 45,000 acres. The Shiroli-Kalbhavi group,
along the Kdlinadi, Kaneri and Tattihalla, includes the forest lands
of fourteen villages® with an area of about 43,000 acres, 2663 of

which are set apart for grazing, and a population of 669, chiefly

MarathiLs, with a few Sidis and Musalmans. This forms an
unbroken block of the first importance and value, with splendid
high forests of teak, blackwood and other valuable timber. Except
the Shiroli, Sanmaggi, and Kanle forests, overlooking the Kalinadi,

whose timber, when cut, will have to be dragged to the K41inadi
and floated to the Kodibtlg store near Kdrwar, these forests are

open to carts from the east. The forests of the first nine villages

have been little worked except for dead wood. The others have
been more worked, but have still vast stores of teak and other fine

timber. The Kegdol-R4mdpur group in the north-west, lying

along the Kdlinadi and the Katnal and Barchi streams, includes
the forests of thirty-four villages,® with an area of about 73,000
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* The leading trees of the HaliyAl forests are Sdgvdn, Tectons grandis ; matti,

Terminalia tomentosa ; kindal, Terminalia paniculata ;
holematti, Terminalia Arjuna ;

gating, Terminalia bellerica ; nandi, Lagerstroemia microcarpa ; honi, Pterocarpus
Marsupium

; shisham, Dalbergia latifolia
;
karimaital, Ougeinia dalbergioides ;

hedde,
Adina cordifolia ; kalamb, Nauclea parvifolia ;

kumbia, Careya arborea ; jdmba, XyUa
dolabriformis

; dindal, Anogeissus latifolia ; and sagdi, Schleichera trijuga.

® The villages are : Shirolf-Kalbhdvi Group, Haligdl,

Villages. Acres. Villages. Acres. Villages. Acres.

.

Shiroli 1662 A'mbge 5433 Gutti 2421
Sannamaffgi 2432 PhansoU 2789 Ealbbavi 1049
Kaule 2976 Kulagi 3338
Vincholi 3094 Kumbdrkop 1914
A'mbgamn 3047 Addigeri 6063 Total 43,9U
Jambge 3425 Badakdusirda 3268

® The details are : Kegddt-Rdmdpur Group, Saliydl.

Villages. Acres. Villages. Acres. Villages. Acres.

Kegdol 1266 Naranahalli 1508 Ambevadi 3995
Malavadi 1J81 ' Sdmbrani 2612 A'lup 5593
Haranod 2499 iKaypattan 3336 Bedar Shirgur ... 3065
Bomanhalll 3008 ! Chimauballi 964 Vitodl 1214
Bhagvati 3589 ’ Mainol 1010 Ajgami 2884
BhimaDhalli 2111 jGad^ri ... 1316 Bandli 1878
Machapur 4269 1 Gardoli 2443 Kesarodge 6192
Bogur 1130

\
Tatgera 1176 Sfaingat^ri

Ambargi
1140

Tattigeri 1411 Eariyanpdli 1235 1468
Thdkur-Basdpur ...

Mdlvdd
456
3324

Keirad
Dandeli

1517
700

Rdmdpur 880

Chotdkansirda ... 1693 Kumbharkopp . . 742 Total ... 72,904

B 1218—5
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acres, of wbicb 7700 bare been set apart for grazing, and a
population of about 2300, mostly Shenvi Brahmans, Mardtbas,
Christians, Vadars, Dheds, Sidis, and Masalmans. Many of the
tillages are deserted, and except Sambrani none of them has
more than a dozen hats. The forests are everywhere open to carta
They have been regularly worked for the last sixteen years, but still

contain a large stock of mature teak and other valuable timber
of great size. Especially in Sd.mbrfoi, Raypattan, N4ranhalli,
Chotakdnsirda, BomanhAUi, Mdlvad, Thakur-Basdpur M4ch4par,
Bhimanhalli, Bhagvati, and Addigeri, they yield immense
numbers of middle-sized and small bamboos which are in great
demand in Belgaum and Dhdrwdr.i In spite of every effort to
stop them, fires are common. They are either caused by carelessneffl
or wilfully lighted by herdsmen and hunters.

The Ardlvad-Muttalmnri group, along the eastern frontier, includes
the forests of ninety villages with an area of 45,353 acres, in 32,732
of which grazing is allowed,® and a population of about 25,000, chiefly
Shenvi Brdhmans, Marathas, Vadars, Dheds, Sidis, Masalmans,
and a few Jains, Lingayats, and Christians. The forest area is
fairly covered with trees. But they are smaller than in the other
Haliyal blocks, and, on account of the larger area under tillage and
the greater population, forest fires are common.
The Supa forests, none of which have yet been reserved, have an

estimated area of 723 square miles,® with a population of Marathas
Shenvis, Sidis, Gaulis, MnsalmSns, Christians, and in the east a
few Havik Brahmans. They are bounded on the north by the Bidi
forests in Belgaum, on the east by Haliyal, on the south-east by
the Kaliuadi river, on the south by Karwdr, and on the west by
Goa. Between Anshi on the Sahyddris and Sitavada on the
Belgaum frontier, the Karwar-Belgaum road divides the forests
into two almost equal but widely diSerent belts, a western and an
eastern. The western belt, comprising the SahyMris between
Supa and Goa, includes the lands of forty-seven small villages
with an area of about 350 square miles, and a population of about
12,500. The villages, and, except some hill sides allotted for

'
^fore the 187^fa™ine in rae year 2,108,706 bamboos were sent from the HalivAlforests. Since 187o the export of bamboos has averaged 1 326 146 • in issn a?-,

was 1,282,874 and in 1881-82, 1,116,208. Large bamboos paf a of P,
hundred, middle of Rs. 2, and small of Re. 1.

Pay a tee of Ss. 3 the

2 The villages are: Aralvid, Mundaki, Madanhalli, KervAd Bnimth i, ii-
MAgvad, Mdlvdd, Pdla, Madalgeri, Sdtmani, JSvli. H^^alli Kes^lb ^?HahyAl Gud^pur Hullatti, Bhanasgera, Jogankopp, Tatvani Mi^dvdd^DnMnken. Dongnkopp, Mangalvdd, Antroli, Tergaon Mnrkvil

T,‘pp“S'
KaIginkopp,C . . . ,

' '

Hampehaill, \
'

'
,
"

.

‘ ‘i^
Hosur, Jatag< N

’
' ' *

I' :"iil

Bdlshattikopj • i '
. \

_
. .

'
'

Baloga, Bidrj li,

Sitanhalli, Hunasivid, Kagshattikopp busi '.e*^ Timmapur,
flai^, Homanhalli, and iVkuttalmuT’

“ ' AUob, Basavalli, Guttijeri;

? The area is doubtful as the sub-division has not yet been surveyed.
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wood-ash or humri tillage, the cultivation are in the valleys, the

cultivation chiefly consisting of rice and ndchni Blensine corocana.

The country is hilly and much of it is bare iron-clay hill tops,

slopes cleared for wood-ash tillage, and patches of shallow gravelly

red soil with stunted ill-shaped trees. The view is redeemed from
barrenness by some grand evergreen forests, crowded with lofty

trees, and here and there in the nooks and ravines are considerable

forests of leaf-shedding trees of good size and value.^

Myrobalans and soapnut trees and the wild date are common. The
chief evergreen forest trees are the Artocarpu hirsuta, A. integrifolia,

and A. Lakoocha, the Eugenia Jambolana, the CalophyUum
Wightianum, the Myristica laurifolia, the Cinnamomnm iners, and
the mango and wild sago-palm or baini Caryota nrens.

Except for local use there is no demand for timber and no timber

is cut. But the Marmagaum and Hubli railway is expected to open
a large market in Gioa and along the seaboard. There are few
bamboos. Many of the hills are covered with karvi or Strobilanthns of

several kinds, which, according to its kind, flowers and dries after

three, five, or seven years, readily reproducing itself in the second

season after seeding. The stems are much used in making wattled

hut-walls, and so fond are bees of the flower that when it blooms
honey farms double or treble in value. The minor sources of

revenue are myrobalans, soapnuts, honey, cinnamon, and grass.

Myrobalans, soapnuts, and grazing fees are collected departmentally;

the right to gather honey and cinnamon is farmed. Since 1877
forest fires have become comparatively rare. The hill people earn

good wages by gathering myrobalans and they do their best to stop

fires by which many of the seedlings were formerly destroyed.

Wood-ash or kumri tillage was formerly widespread, but it has

gradually been reduced within harmless limits. In 1879-80 the area

was 156 and in 1880-81 it was 273 acres.

The eastern belt of the Supa forests stretches from the Sahyadris

in the north-west and the Karwar-Belgaum road in the south-west

as far east as the Haliyal border. It has an area of about 373 square

miles, including the lands of fifty-six villages, with a population of

8867. Except part of the Sahyddris in the south-east, the country

is less rough than the west belt. The scattered houses, the rice and
sugarcane lands, and the betel and spice gardens, which cover

aerhaps a sixteenth of the whole area, are all in the valleys. In the

west the country is open and the timber poor, but the rest, especially

towards the south, is one grand forest, a mass of fine high timber,

oth leaf-shedding and evergreen. This area is divided into nine

orest groups. In the extreme south-east Grund-Shivdpur with three

illages and 40,000 acres
; to the north of this Anrli-Mandorh with

hree villages and 9000 acres ; again to the north the two joint
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^ The chief leaf-shedding trees are the Terminalias, tomentosa, panionlata^ Chebnla,

ellerica and Arjuna; the Lagerstroemias, microcarpa and pamfolia ; Xylia
olabriformis ; Pterooarpus Marsnpinm : Cassia Fistula ; Buchanania latifolia

;

Mdbergia latifolia ; the Bandias, dumetomm, and uliginosa ; the Albizzias, I.ehb9k

doratissima, and amara ; the Engeniaa, Jambolana and opercalata ; and many^ th«
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blocks of Bdmane-Birampali and Maulinge-Bddgund witb four

villages and 18,000 acres ;
still to the north Kundapa-Donset with

five villages and 12,800 acres; to the north-east Bidoli-Vadkal with

nine villages and 33,000 acres ; to the east Kodthalli-Holgadda with

seven villages and 15,500 acres
; to the east Kalsai-Usode with

ten villages and 49,800 acres ; and in the extreme east Adangaum-
Durgi with fifteen villages and 60,600 acres.

The Gund-Shivapur group, on the plateau above the Kalinadi river,

in the extreme south-east includes the forest lands of three villages^

with an estimated area of about 40,000 acres or 62‘5 square miles

and a population of about 450. ITie best part of this block are the
great teak forests of Gund and the splendid evergreen forests of

Shivapur. As the country is too rough for carts the timber has to

be pushed and dragged by elephants down slips to the Kdlinadi, and
floated about sixty miles to the Kodibag wood-store near Karwar.*

The teak logs vary in length from twenty-five to sixty feet and in
contents from forty to 150 cubic feet. Felling and carrying charges
amount at the Kodibdg wood store to £4 (Rs.40) the ton,andthe selling

price varies from £7 4s. to £14 (Rs.72 -Rs.l40) the ton of fifty-two

cubic feet. The Aurli-Mandorli group on the north side of the Kaneri
river includes the forest lands of three villages,^ with an estimated
area of 9000 acres or 14‘06 square mUes, and a population of 168.
Acre for acre these forests are in no way inferior to the Gund block.
A cart track has been made twenty-one miles to the Haliyal wood
store and dead wood taken out, but no trees have been felled. Fell-
ing and carrying charges to the wood store amount to 10s. (Rs. 5)
the khandi of 12^ cubic feet and the selling rates vary from £1 10s. to
£2 (Rs. 15- Rs. 20) the khandi for teak and from 16s. to £1 4s. (Rs. 8-
Rs . 1 2) for other timber. Close to the north of the Aurli forests are the
Bdmane-Birampali block to the south and the Maulinge-Bd,dgund
block to the north of the Kalinadi. These blocks, including the
lands of four villages, have an estimated area of about 18,000 acres
or 28J square miles and a population of about 270. Especially along
the rivers, they contain immense quantities of splendid large teak and
other valuable timber, the whole being open to carts. The timber
finds its way about eighteen miles north-east to Haliyal at a cost of
9s. (Rs.4^) the khandi of 12^ cubic feet and commands from £1 10s.
to £2 10s. (Rs. 15 - Rs. 25) the khandi for teak and 16s. to £1 4s.
(Rs. 8 - Rs. 12) for other timber. A good forest road runs right
through the Bamane-Birampdli group on the south of the Kalinadi,
and a good cart track leads from the Supa-Haliyal forest road at
Barchi to the Maulinge-Badgund group to the north of the river.

The Kundape-Donset group, along the Katnal and Barchi to the
north of the Maulinge-Badgund forests, includes the lands of five
villages^ with an estimated area of 12,800 acres or about twenty

‘ The villages are Gnnd, Shavhli, and Shivipur.

Conservator of Forests, made a roadfrom a central pomt in the forests to the head of the Kdneri pass and from that asli|) to the nver. Other slips have been made by wood contractors.

1
Hndse, and Mandorli.

The Tillages ate Kundape, Hareguli, .ghingergaum, Kundalgaum, and Donset.
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square miles and a population of about 400. This is a first class teak
forest which though steadily worked for the last sixteen years, still

has much fine teak, blackwood, and other timber. It is easily

reached from Haliydl at an average distance of fifteen miles. It is

crossed by an excellent forest road with many branch cart tracks.

At Haliydl the felling and carrying charges amount to 7s. (Rs. 3i)
the khandi and the sale price varies from£l 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15-Rs.20)
for teak and from 16s. to £1 4s. (Rs. 8 - Rs. 12) for other timber.

The Bidoli-Vadkal group on the plateau above the Kalinadi com-
prises the forests of nine villages' with an estimated area of about
33,000 acres or 51’56 square miles and a population of 1067. Almost
all the villages except Bidoli and Chaperi have a good deal of large

teak, and several of them have splendid leaf-shedding woods, and
magnificent tracts of evergreen forests covered with lofty trees of

great girth.^ The forests of this group have never been worked
except to meet petty local wants. They can be reached both from
above the Sahyadris and from the coast and will prove most valuable
if the opening of the Marmagaum and Hnbli railway causes a demand
for wood. With slight improvements to the road any quantity of

timber can be passed along the Ulavi-Kumbharvada road fifty mdes
to Sitavada on the railway.

The Kodthalli-Holgadda group, along the K^hnadi and the

neighbouring Sahyadri slopes, includes the lands of seven villages®

with an approximate area of 15,500 acres or 24‘21 square miles and a

population of 366. This group has fine leaf-shedding forests with a
good sprinkling of teak,^ some rich evergreen patches,® and a nice

teak plantation of 135 acres.® The only outlet for this group is

towards the coast. The logs are dragged to the Kalinadi by
elephants, and are pushed about thirty-four miles down to the

Kodibag wood store, on bamboo rafts, for few of these trees float.

The felling, dragging, floating and stacking charges amount to £2
(Rs. 20) the ton of fifty-two cubic feet and the prices vary from
£4 16s. to £8 (Rs. 48 - Rs. 80) in the case of teak and from £4 to £4
16s. (Rs. 40 - Rs. 48) for other timber.

The Kalsdi-Usode block lies further inland than the KodthaUi-
Holgadda group. It includes the forest lands of ten villages,^
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* The villages are Bidoli, ChAperi, Kariyidi, Nandigadde, Bedasgadde, Chincli-

khand, Yermukh, Ulavi, and VadkaL
2 The leaf-shedding-trees are the Terminalias, tomentosa, Arjuna, paniculata,

and bellerica ; the Lagerstroemias, microcarpa and Kegince ; Xylia dolabriformis

;

Pterooarpus Marsupuim ; Dalbergia latifolia ; the Albizzias, Lebbek, odoratissima

and amara ; Nauclea parvifolia and Adina cordifolia are specially fine. The ever-

green forests are specially fine in KariyAdi, Bhedasgadda, Hebbal, Yennnkh,
Ulavi and Vadkal. The chief trees are Artocarpus, hirsuta, integrifolia, and
Lakoocha ; Calophyllum, elatum and Wightianum ; Myristica, lanrifolia and mag-

nifica ;
Cinnamomum iners ; Caryota urens, and almost all the other varieties of

evergreen KAnarese trees.
’ The villages are KodthaUi, Birkholi, Hebbal, Bobargadde, Stdigeri, TdrimalM-

pur, and Holgadda.
* Splendid specimens of the Terminalias, tomentosa, pamculata, bellerica, and

Arjuna ; Pterooarpus Marsupium ;
Lagerstroemia microcarpa and Adina cordifolia.

® Especially in KodthaUi, Birkholi, Hebbal, and Bobargadde.
* Of the 135 acres seventy-five were planted in 1859 and sixty in 1880 and 1881.

7 The viUages are K41s4i, Amboli, Gilngoda, Poteli, Virnol, Nagri, Khodli,

Konade, Avade, and Usode.
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with an approximate area of 49^800 acres or 77‘84 square miles and
a population of 4587. There is little teak but there are fine mixed
leaf-shedding woods and especially in Kalsai good patches of

evergreen forest. Except in 1865-66 in Usode these forests have
been used only to meet local demands. All parts of them can be
reached by carts, but their timber will not be wanted unless the

Goa-Hubli railway raises a brisk demand.
The Adangaum-Durgi block, in the extreme east as far as the

Anshi-Sitavada road, includes the forest lands of fifteen villages/

with an approximate area of 60,600 acres or 94 '71 square miles
and a population of 1559. Though as a rule thin, these forests have
some fine large trees, mostly leaf-shedding with several scattered
evergreen patches. Except for local wants they have never been
worked. The minor products are soapnuts, honey, grass, and myro-
balans especially in the west.

Wood-ash or kumri tillage was formerly common, but it has been
stopped except in a few villages to the south. In the west fires are
put down for the sake of the myrobalans and in the east the denseness
of the forests prevents fires from being as common as in Haliy41.
The evergreen patches are always free from fire. Bamboos seeded all

over Supa in 1866-67 and in most places the young crop is fit for use.

The Kdrwar forest area is bounded on the north by Goa and Supa,
on the east by Telldpur, on the south by Ankola, and on the west by
the tilled lowlands between the hills and the Arabian Sea. The
forests include the lands of fifty villages with a measured area, of
137,246 acres or 214-44 square miles and a population of about
37,000, chiefly Halepaiks, Komdrpaiks, Mardthds, Bhanddris, Padtia,
Musalmans, and a few Shenvi Brahmans and Christians. The \

forest area was carefully examined in.l876 by Mr. E. J. Ebden, C.S.,
and divided into 86,269 acres of reserved and 50,977 acres of
protected forests. But the whole has since (1879) been declared
reserved forest.^ Wood-ash tillage was formerly widespread but
the area is now insignificant.®

The hill tops, slopes, and many of the Kdrwdr -valleys are covered
with a more or less dense forest growth. The best forests are on
the slopes and in the dells facing the Kalinadi, from the meeting
of the Katar and Bhaire boundaries about twenty miles east to the
meeting of the Supa and YeMpur boundaries. The rest of the
forests lie to the west of this tract along the Kdlinadi about twelve
miles to the sea. Most of the forests are of leaf-shedding trees
with considerable evergreen patches in ravines and near villages
and much scattered dense scrub which, since wood-ash tillage has
been stopped, is fast turning into forest. The Karwdr forests may
be divided mto four blocks, two in the eastern or better belt the
Devkdr-Devalmakhi group with nine villages and 48,000 acres to
the south of the Kalinadi, and the Balemani-Bhairegroup with seven
villages and 45,000 acres to the north of the river; and two in the

iThe vilUges are Adangaum, Chipoli, Karambal, Timboli, Amaet Vaii^nm
nSbe ^Durri

’ Kumbrdl, Mirli
G'aaeWe, 6th March 1879

^
In 1879-80 forty acres, in 1880-81 twenty-nine acres.
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western or poorer forest belt, the Kherv^-Kodibdg group with
twenty-one Tillages and 29,000 acres on the south, and the Alge-
Mudgeri group with thirteen villages and 13,400 acres on the north
of the Edlinadi.

The Devkar-Devalmakhi group on the south of the Kalinadi
includes the forest lands of nine villages,^ with an area of 48,631
acres or 75 98 square miles, and a population of about 2400. The
evergreen trees and the leaf-shedding trees, except that the dindal
Anogeissus latifolia does not occur and that the hhair Acacia Catechu
is common, are the same as those in Snpa and Haliy4], only not so
large. There is a considerable quantity of second and third class

teak. The B41emani-Bhaire group on the north of the Kalinadi in-

cludesthe forest lands of seven villages* with an area of 45,799 acres
or 71’56 square miles and a population of 1917. Its forests closely

resemble those of the Devk4r-Devalmakhi group to the south of
the river. Both groups have been worked for many years and most
of the large timber has been sent to the Kodibdg timber store, an
average distance of about twenty-five miles. The felling, carrying
and stacking charges vary from 4s. to 10s. (Es. 2 - Rs. 5) the khandi
of twelve and a half cubic feet, and the price fetched varies from
£lto£l 10s. (Ks.l0-Rs.l5) for teak and from 14s. to£l (Es.7-R8. 10)
for other timber. In the west or poorer forest tract the Khervfidi-
Kodib^ig group on the south of the Kalinadi includes the forest

lands of twenty-one villages,* with an area of 29,382 acres or 45‘91

square miles, and a population of 21,557 ; and the Alge-Mudgeri
group on the north of the river including the forest lands of thirteen
villages,* with an area of 13,434 acres or 20’99 square miles, and a
population of 11,108. These two groups are closely alike. Though
the forests are much thinner than those higher up the river, they
contain much useful wood for making field tools and burning. There
is a great demand from the thickly-peopled coast villages, and no
timber is cut in either group except to meet the local demand. The
forests of seven villages close to Kdrwdr,® which were stripped of
their wood when the port and town otKarwar (1865) were established,

have since been strictly protected and are now covered with young
trees. Bamboos, which were formerly abundant, seeded some ten years
ago, and the young crop is not yet fit for use. The minor products
of the Karwar forests are myrobalans and soapnuts, which are
gathered by the forest department, and catechu, honey, and
cinnamon which are farmed.

In the central division come the Telldpur, Mundgod, Knmta, and
Ankola forests. The Tellapur forests are bounded on the north by
the Kalinadi and Kalghatgi in Dharwdr ; on the east by the Bedti
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' The villages are DevkSr, Kaiga, Hartuge, Knchek&r, Virdje, MaUdpar, Sirve,

Nagekuve, and Devalmakhi.
* The villages are BAlemani, Kadra, Gottegili, L^de, Kdmargaum, Goyar, and

Bhaire.
* The villages are KhervAdi, KAtar, Kadiye, Naiti, MaUvAda, Siddar, Kinnar,

KadvAd, BArgal, Belur, Nivali, Todnr, Amad^, KodAr, Chandiye, Arge, Binage,
SirvAd, BAd, Baitkhol, and Ko^bAg.

* The villages are Alge, Hankon, MadhevAda, KAnasgeri, MAjAli, GhAdsAi,
Gopsitta, HottegAli, Mainjini, SAvantvAda, K.olge, A'rav, and Mudgeri.

’ The villages are Chendiye, Arge, Binage, SmrvAd, EadvAd, BAd and Baitkhol.
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which separates Tellapur from Mundgod and Sirsi ; on the sonth by
Ankola and Karwdr ; and on the west by part of Karwar and the Kdli-

nadi river. The forests, none of which have been reserved, include

the lands of seventy-nine villages with an area of 222,727 acres,^ or

348 square miles and a population of about 15,600. The Haliydl-

Karwar road which runs north and sonth and the Mundgod-Katge-
ganeshgudi road which runs east and west divide the Yelldpur

forests into four blocks with clear and well marked limits. These
blocks are Lalgub-Sistmudi in the north-west with fifteen villages

and 46,500 acres ; Kanigeri-Kondemani in the north-east with eight

villages and 61,500 acres ; Heggapur-Subgeri in the south-east with
twenty-four villages and 47,300 acres, and Sigepal-Jogalepdl in the

south-west with thirty-two villages and 67,500 acres. The forests

of the northern groups are chiefly of leaf-shedding and those of the
southern groups chiefly of evergreen trees. They have much teak,

bamboo, and fine timber of splendid size and exceeding value to the
people of the great bare country to the east and north. In the
south, the slopes and tops of the Sahyddris are clothed with the
most splendid evergreen forests. In some of the rich valleys and
dells are cocoa-palm groves and spice and betel gardens, each with
its belt of stripped and poUarded forest. Except close to the Sahya-
dri ridges all Yelldpur forests are open to carts. From the eastern
slopes and uplands the timber passes inland, and from the western
slopes it is dragged and floated down the Grangavali and Kdlinadi
rivers. The Lalguli-Sistmudi block in the north-west is bounded
on the north by the Kdlinadi river, on the east and south by the
Haliydl-Katgeganeshgudi road, and on the west by the Kdlinadi.
It includes the forest lands of fifteen villages^ with an area of
46,473 acres and a population of 4743, mostly Marathas or Kunbis,
Christians, Sidis, and a few Havik Brdhmans. Nearly the whole
area is splendid mixed forest and over the greater part of it there is
much teak. In the eight first named villages the teak is of superb
growth, seventy to eighty feet to the first bough, and yielding logs
thirty to sixty feet long with 100 to 175 cubic feet of solid timber.
Especially in Angod there are large tracts of first class evergreen
forest^ with magnificent toon, bjiA angeli trees ninety to 100
feet to the first bough, crowned by fifty or sixty feet of branches, and
yielding 150 to 225 cubic feet of timber. Bamboos of several
useful kinds grow freely mixed with the trees.* The large bamboos

J

This is the revenue survey estimate
; the former estimate was 233 140 acres

2 The villages are LAlguli.Gotguli, Hukali, Baragadde, Nhgarkin, Dehall i, Besgod
S^'g^dde, Kanadgdl, Belgeri, YeUApur, and

.

"The finest everpen trees are anoeli, Artocarpus hirsuta
;

jack or phanas^ocarpus inte^ifolia
; devdd^i, Cedrela Toona ; Icempa or red devddri, Chfokra^atabulans ; bakul Mimusops Elengi ; baJge, Vitex altissima

; babbi, CalophvllumWightianum -.nelatari, Alseodaphue semicarpifolia Eugenia JambolLa Mdoaini or sago-palm, Caryota urens. ’

" The chiefleaf-shedding timber trees are teak otsdgvdn, Tectona grandis- mattiTerminaJia tomentosa
; mndi, Lagerstroemia microcarpa, lieddi, Adina cordifolia • andgavAa, Xylia dolabriformis

; also, but sparingly, sh'Jam, DalbergiaLSa toidafTermmaha pMiculata
;
gating, Terminalia bellerica

; dhdmin, Grewia tilicefoli’a • honi’
^ Marsupmm ; kimibia, Careya arborea

; hokmatti, Terminalia Arjuna ’•

dmdal, Anogeissus latifoha ; kalumba, Nauclea par^'ifoUa, and belati, Albizzia prlcera’
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seeded in 1868 and the new crop is nearly ready for use ; the
middle-sized bamboos seeded in 1874 and in three years will prove a
splendid crop. Though most of the forests of this group have been
worked during the last sixteen years, they have still vast stores, of

splendid mature timber. The teak of the Kalinadi slopes goes by
river to the Kodibdg wood store. From above the crests of the
Kdlinadi slopes the produce passes east to the Kannigeri saw mills,

four miles and a half north of Yelldpur. During the last twelve years
about 1927 trees or an yearly average of 160 have been felled and
removed from these forests. The felhng and carrying charges to the
Kodibdg store amount to £4 (Rs.40) a ton of fifty-two cubic feet and
to Tellapur and the saw mills to £1 or £1 4s. {Rs.lO-Rs. 12) the ton.

The sale price at Kodibdg varies from £7 4s. to £14 (Rs.72-Rs.l40)
the ton ; at Yelldpur from £6 to £8 (Rs. 60 - Rs. 80) the ton ;

and at the
saw mills from 3s. 6d. to 5s. (Rs.lf -Rs.2J) the cubic foot sawn
into scantlings and planks. The cheaper kinds of timber do not bear
the cost of carriage to the coast. They are sent to YelMpur and
sold at prices varying from £3 4s. to £4 16s. (Rs.32-Rs.48) the ton
and at the saw mills at Is. 6d. to 3s. (ans. 12 - Rs. 1 ^) the cubic
foot.

The Kannigeri-Kondemani block in the north-east of Yellapnr
is bounded on the north and east by the Tattihalla river, a part of

Kalghatgi in Dhfirwar, and the Bedti river. It includes the lands
of eight villages* with an area of 61,500 acres and a population
of 1739, mostly Mar4tha Knnbis, Dhangar-Gavlis, Christians,

and a few Sidis. Most of it is fine high mixed forest with much
teak except in Sashrahalli and Kondemani. The best parts of the
group are near the west from Kannigeri to the Tattihalla river and
thence east to Kalghatgi where the trees are smaller. Again
starting from near Kirvdtti south along and back from the Bedti
river, very fine forests stretch right to the road between the Bedti
bridge and YelMpur. The trees are the same as in the Ldlguli-

Sistmudi group, only there are more and finer honis Pterocarpus
Marsupium, dindals Anogeissus latifolia, and beldtis Albizzia
procera. The few small patches of evergreen forests in the south are
of little value. A splendid crop of the large bamboo which seeded
in 1868 is ripe in some favoured spots and in two years will be fit

for use. Some of the timber of this group goes to the Kannigeri
saw mills and some to the Yellapur and Kirvatti stores. The
felling and carrying charges and the sale prices are the same as in
the Lalguli-Sistmudi group. About 39,000 trees have been felled

and removed from these forests, but they still abound in vast stores
of the finest timber.

The Heggapur-Sabgeri group, in the south-east, is bounded on the
east and south by the Bedti, on the west by the Arbail-Yellapnr
road, and on the north by the Yellapur-Mundgod road as far east
as the Bedti bridge. It includes the lands of twenty-four villages®

ChapterH.
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* The villages are Kannigeri, KanohinhaUi, Earvatti, Hosalli, Madnnr, Kolikeri,
Sashrahalli) and Kondemani.

* The villages are He^ipur, Kalsur, Hutkhand, Somanhalli, Chandgnli, Malal-
gaom, M&god, Hegumbli, Dabbguli, Devargadde, Holemadu, Belkhand, Solgir,

B 1218-6
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with an area of 47,316 acres and a population of 2976, mostly Havik

Brdhmans, Mardthas, and a few Sidis and Sondrs. The forests

of this group are splendid, crowded with lofty leaf-shedding and

evergreen trees. The whole is almost equally Valuable except small

tracts near and a few miles south of YeMpur and some plots a little

back from the crests of the Sahy^dris which in past times were

cleared for grazing or wood-ash tillage. Their nearness to Yellapnr

and their easy communication with Mundgod and Sirsi give a special

value to the fine mixed high forests of Kalsur, SomanhalH, Heggd-
pur, Chandguli, and Malalgaum along the Bedti river. Except a

few evergreen patches these are chiefly leaf-shedding forests with

excellent large teak and besides the trees already mentioned (p. 40)

honi, matti, kindal, nandi, shesham, and lelati. As in the Kannigeri-

Kondimani group, a splendid crop of young bamboos will be fit

for use in two years. Next in value to these leaf-shedding forests

are the splendid evergreen tracts of Mdgod, Hegnmbli, Dabguli,

Devargadde, Sulgar, Hulgan, Komadi, and Balekhani. In these all

the evergreen trees already mentioned except the Calophyllnm
elatum are found in plenty and of great size. Besides evergreens

the M4god and Hegnmbli forests have a good deal of teak

and much very large Terminalia tomentosa and Lagerstroemia

microcarpa. These forests are easy to work. Elephants drag
the timber to the Bedti river down which it is floated thirty-five

miles to the Gangavali timber store. The large bamboos seeded
in 1866-67, and the young crop has been in use for the last two
years. The remaining forests are back from the Sahyddris and
between them and YelMpur. They have no teak, but splendid
evergreen trees, and a good deal oimatti, kindal, nandi, and jdmba.
They have never been worked except to meet local wants. The large
bamboos seeded in 1868 and are again nearly fit for use, but the
crop is not so good as in other parts.

The Shigepal-Jogalepdl group in the south-west is bounded on the
north by the Katgeganeshgudi-Yellapur road, on the east by the
Yellapnr-Arbail road, on the south by Ankola, and on the west by the
Kalinadi river and Karwar. It includes the forests of thirty-two
villages^ with an area of 67,435 acres and a population of about 6200,
mostly Havik Brahmans, Marathas, Christians and a few Sidis. The
best forests are those of Arbail, Gullapur, Kodlagadde, Ambgaum,
Vajrahalli, Honagadde, Targar, Bigar, Kalche, Kodsalli, and Barballi
which join and together fill the upper and lower Sahyadri slopes.
The leaf-shedding and evergreen forests share the hill sides and
rival each other in excellence. Teak is plentiful on the lower
slopes. It is not easily carried to the inland wood-stores, but from
Arbail, Gullapur, Kodlagadde and Ambgaum it can readily be
dragged to the Bedti and floated to the Gangavali wood store.

Analgilr, Nandolli, Komadi, HuIgSn, Balekhani, Jogadmane, Haat.bArpadde.
Gopadmane, Hitlalkargadde, Kandikeri, and Sabgeri,

1 The villages are ShigepAl, Tatgar, Huttakmane, HirigSl, Lingadbail, Donagir
Balgimane, Gharvis, Idgundi, Haunsangadde, Balgir, Barballi, Biginkatte!
Chimanhaili Telangeri, A^il, GulUpnr, Kodlagadde, Ambgaum, Honagadde.
Vajrahalli, TdrgAr, Bigdr, Kodsrfh, Kalche, Marhalli, K4nnr, BAre, Mivi^ane,
Beuadguh; Chikkamane, and Jogaiepdl,
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The produce of the other forests is easily floated down the Kdlinadi
to Kodibdg. Teak and other first class woods return a good profit

whether sent by the Kdlinadi or Bedti-Gfangavali rivers. Besides
teak there is an immense quantity of grand matti, kindal, Arjuna
and nandi, a good deal of it available for inland use. The ever-

green forests on the upper slopes are crowded with lofty trees of

the usual evergreen varieties.^ Among them the murgalmara
Garcinia purpurea is very common and highly valued for its acid

pleasant fruit, and kokam oil. The bamboos seeded in 1866-67, and the
young crop has been fit for use since 1879. Next to the south are

the forest tracts of Mavinmane, Benadguli, Marhalli, Bare, and K^inur.

Except some patches of evergreen in the upper slopes and some fine

timber in the lowest slopes, these forests have been spoiled by wood-
ash tillage.^

Besides the forests of this group already described, those of

Hirigal, Balgar, Bdginkatte, Chimanhalli, and Tellangeri are worthy
of note for their splendid evergreen timber which has the special

value of being not more than ten miles from the Yellapur store. The
less wooded tracts between Yellapur and the great Sahyadri forests

contain fair but not very valuable timber. The bamboos of the forests

near Yellapur seeded in 1868-69, but except in a few choice spots,

the young crop is not yet fit for use.

The minor products of the Yellapur forests are myrobalans, soap-

nuts, honey, cinnamon, wild pepper, grass, and canes. Myrobalans and
the small crop of soapnuts are gathered by the forest department

;

cinnamon honey and wild pepper are farmed
;
grass and canes may

be cut free of charge for local use, but a yearly fee of Sd. (2 ans.) a
head is levied on all cattle grazing in forest reserves. Before the

1876 famine the largest recorded export of bamboos was 183,599.

During the famine year it feU to 44,943. It has again risen from
93,825 in 1879-80 to 116,200 in 1880-81, and to 484,700 in 1881-82.

The export fee is the same as in HaliyM 6s. (Rs. 3) the hundred for

large bamboos, 4s. (Rs. 2) the hundred for middle-sized bamboos,
and 2s. (Be.l) the hundred for small bamboos. During the last few
years forest fires have been fairly kept down.

The Mundgod forests are bounded on the north by the Bedti

river, on the east by Bankdpur and Hdngal in Dhdrwdr, on
the south by Sirsi, and on the west by the Bedti river. The forest

includes the lands of ninety-one villages with an area of 103,599

acres, of which 35,295 are reserved and 68,304 are protected,® and a
population of about 15,800. They are divided into five groups,

two in the west with reserved forests, and three in the east where
no forests have been reserved. The two western blocks are

Yerebail-Eayanhalli in the north-west with seven villages and
34,650 acres, and Chikka-Havalli-Halharvi in the south-west with

eight villages and 10,900 acres. The three eastern blocks are

Hulihond-Kusur in the north-east with twelve villages and

14,700 acres, Hire-Bachanki-Nyasargi iu the east with thirty-one

Oiapter II.
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* See above p. 40.
^ This has been reduced to 127 acres in 1880 and 125 acres in 1881.
* Government Resolution 5569, 20th October 1880.
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villages and 24,300 acres, and Hanm4pnr-Boranagadi in the

south-east with thirty-three villages and 19,000 acres. 1116 Yerebail-

Eayanhalli group, mostly along and back from the Bedti river,

includes the lands of seven villages^ with an area of 34,655 acres,

of which 29,245 are reserved and 5410 protected, and a population

of 869, mostly Mardtha-Kunbis, Vadars, Dhangar-Gavlis, and
Christian Sidis. Most of this area is high mixed forest with
good teak and the other varieties of leaf-shedding trees given under
Tellapur. Besides these forests grassy glades occur here and there

with gela Randia dumetornm and pendri Randia uliginosa bushes.

These glades were cleared by the cattle-keeping Dhangar-Gavlis
who formerly infested these forests and lived alternately between
them and Maisur. There is an abundant supply of the three kinds of

useful bamboos. The large bamboo seeded in 1868-69 and the young
crop is not yet fit for use. These forests have been sparingly
worked for the last twenty years. They still contain large quantities

of teak and other useful timber. The produce is taken either

twelve miles west to Yellapur or about the same distance east to
Mundgod. Felling and carrying charges come to £1 5s. (Rs. 12J)
the ton of fifty-two cubic feet and the sale price varies from £4 Ifis.

to £6 8s. (Rs.48-Rs.64) for teak and from £3 4s. to £4 (Rs.32-Rs.40)
for other timber. This group has no evergreen forests.

The Chikka-Harvalli-Halharvi group in the south-west includes the
lands of eight villages** with an area of 10,964 acres, of which 6050
are reserved and 4914 protected, and a population of 458, chiefly
Marath4s, Lingayats, Vadars, Dhangar-Gavlis, and a few Dravid
Brahmans. This group is well stocked with teak and other fine
timber. It has been worked for the last sixteen years. At the
Singanhalli wood store about nine miles from the forests, felling
and carrying charges amount to £1 Os. &d. (Rs. lOJ) the ton of fifty-

two cubic feet. The sale price varies from £6 to £10 (Rs.60-Rs. 100)
for teak and from £4 to £10 (Rs.40 - Rs.lOO) for other timber.
The honi grows to a remarkable size in these forests, and is a
great favourite in Dharwar, often fetching as high a price
as the best teak. To the large evergreen forest at Kurli wild
elephants used to come from Sorab in Maisur. Their last visit was
in 1868. This Kurli forest has baini Caryota urens or sago-palm
and the usual lofty varieties of evergreen trees. Bamboos abound.
The large bamboo seeded in 1868-69 and the young crop is not
yet fit for use. The forests in the east of Mundgod stretching from
Hulihond north to Yamgalli near Badangod in Sirsi are thin but
valuable for their teak and sandalwood. They are all protected
and are divided into three groups : Hulihond-Kusur in the north,
Hire-Bachanki-Nyasargi in the centre, and Hanmapur-Borandgudi
in the south. The Hulihond-Kusur group in the north-east in-
cludes the lands of twelve villages® with an area of 14,718 acres and

and'myljJhalU
Yerebail, Bilehalli, GuDjdvati, Mainhalli, BelaginhaUi, Kalkeri,

^ The villages are Chilska-Harvalli, Dodda-Harvalli, Attanagi, Kamipnr, KodambiBomarshikop, Kurli and Hdiharvi.
® amapur, n.oaamra,

Hulihond, Nandikatti, Agadi, Hunagund, Attiveri, Vadaeatti,Arshxnagen, Majjigen, ladur, Kop, XJgginkeri, and Kusur.
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a population of about 3700, mostly Dravid Brfihmans, Ling4yats,
Musalmans, Mar^thas, Buruds, and Vadars. The forests are very
thin except in Ugginkeri, Hulihond, and part of Nandikatti, which
are well stocked with trees of fair growth, chiefly teak, matti, kindal,

honi, and dindal. There is also much sandalwood gandha Santalum
album, and large quantities of bamboos. The large bamboo seeded
in 1872-73 and the young crop is not yet fit for use. The forests

of this group have not been worked for profit and timber has been
cut only to meet local wants. As the sandalwood matures, it is

gathered and sent to Sirsi where the felling and carrying charges
come to from 16s. to £1 (Rs.8-Rs. 10) and the sale price varies from
£12 to £13 (Es. 120-Rs. 130) the khandi of 560 pounds. The Hire-
Bachanki-Nyasargi group occupies both sides of the road between
Sirsi and Mundgod from a little north of Mundgod to the
Singanhalli wood store. It includes the lands of thirty-one

villages with an area of 24,298 acres and a population of 5730,
mostly Dravid Brahmans, Lingayats, Marathas, Vadars, Buruds, and
Musalmans.^ Though as a rule thin, most of the forests have here
and there a promising growth of young teak, matti, kindal, dindal,
shisham, and sandalwood at certain favoured places near streams
where the soil and shelter are good. Bamboos of three kinds are
found but not to the same extent or so well grown as in the cooler
west. The large bamboo seeded in 1872-73 and the young crop is

not yet fit for use. Some cuttings begun in 1879 are still going on in

the Sanavalli forests, where old and fire-damaged trees are being
cut and worked into field-tools. These field -tools are in great
demand and sell at 3d. to Is. {ans. 2-8) each, people coming fifty

or sixty miles from parts of Dhdrwar and taking cart-loads.

The Hanmapur-Boranagudi group in the south-east occupies both
sides of the Sirsi-Mundgod road from the Singanhalli wood store to

near Badangod in Sirsi. It includes the forest lands of thirty-three

villages with an area of 18,965 acres and a population of 5055,
mostly Dravid Brahmans, Lingayats, Mardthas, Vadars, Musalmans,
and Buruds.^ The forests are much the same as those of the Hire-
Bachanki-Nyasargi group, only that there is less teak and dindal and
more muttal Buteafrondosa. Jambekop,Siddapur, Jalgeri,Naginkeri,
Bikod, Kalebail, Janageri, and Hallikop are also much heavier-wooded
than the general run of frontier lands, and in Hallikop there is a fair-

sized evergreen forest with numerous lofty trees. This patch of

evergreen forest used to be visited by wild elephants from Maisur.
The forests of this group have not been worked. Only sandalwood
as it matures is gathered and sent to Sirsi. Bamboos of three useful
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* The villages are Hire-Bachanki, Pura, TattihaUi, Teginkop, Tamydnkop, Karguli,
ChavdaUi, Kalgankop, Malvalli, LdkoUi, Tumbargi, Andalgi, KalhaUi, HirehaUi,
Mivkop, Kdvalkop, AlhaUi, Mundsdli, Kanvi-kdtur, Chigalli, Hoskop, S4lgAvi, Ajjihalli,

Bapalkatti, Bapalgundi, Sanavalli, Kargankop, Malgankop, Kundargi, Mundgod,
and Ny^argi.

“ The villages are Hanmdpur, Ndgnur, KAtur, Shinganhalli, Margadi, Hulihond,
Boranggudde, Voralgi, Hudelkop, Bhadrdpur, PMa, Ingalgi, Kalkop, Kadabgeri,
Ghotgadi, Kop, Hallikop, Jambekop, SiddApur, Kolgi, Malgi, Jalgeri,Naguikeri, Bikod,
Kalebail, Janageri, Gungsur, AndebaU, HarganhaUi, VirApur, KyAdikop, Yemagalli,
and BoranAgndi.
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kinds are met with, bat in abundance only in the west. The

large bamboo seeded in 1872-73 and the young crop is not yet fit

for use.

The minor products of the Mnndgod forests are honey and grass.

There are very few myrobalana or soapnuts. The honey farm is

sold yearly. Grass may be cut free ;
but cattle grazed in the reserves

pay a yearly head-fee of 3d. (2 annas). Before the 1876 famine the

largest recorded export of bamboos was 282,501, in 1876 the

number fell to 114,792, in 1879-80 it was as high as 376,062, but

in 1880-81 it again fell to 272,496. The export fee is the same as

in other sub-divisions.^ Fires are very common. Many if not most

are wilful, the people firing the forests either to increase the quantity

of dead wood, or in pursuit of game.

The Ankola forests are bounded on the north by Karwar and

Yellapur ; on the east by Sirsi and Kumta ;
on the south by Kumta

;

and on the west by the Arabian Sea. They include the lands of

eighty-two villages and have a measured area of 183,715 acres or

287‘05 square miles, of which 82,060 acres or 128'21 square miles

are reserved and 101,655 acres or 158-84 square miles are protected.*

The chief forests classes, who number about 33,800, are Halepaiks,

Halvakki-Vakkals, Havik Brahmans, Nddigar8,Karivakkals, Musal-

mdns, and a few Christians. The country is hilly. Along the north

and north-west the forests on the hill tops and higher slopes have

suffered severely from wood -ash tillage, but the lowerslopes, the dells,

and the Gangdvali valleys are well wooded. Splendid high mixed
forests stretch up the Gangtivali valley and in the neighbouring hills

from nearAgsur to the border of Telldpur and Sirsi. The forests may
be divided into five groups : three in the richer easterntract, Kuntguni-
Brahmurinthe extreme south-east, withtwenty-one villages and26,880

acres
;
Sh4vkar-Shirguni in the south-east, with eleven villages and

48,375 acres; and Kodlagadde-Hebbul in the east, with five villages

and 29,670 acres ;
and two in the barer west, Heggarmakigadde-Gule

in the north-west, with nineteen villages and 54,400 acres ; and
Agsur-Shettikeri in the west, with twenty-six villages and 24,400
acres. The Kuutguni-Brahmur group in the extreme south-east is

a splendid block of forests lying immediately below the Vaddi pass
and between its crest and the Gangavali river. It runs about six

miles along the Sahyadris with an average breadth of about seven
miles or an area of about forty-two square miles, all reserved. It

includes the forest lands of twenty-one villages® with a population of
about 7450 mostly Havik Brahmans, Marathas, Halvakla-Vakkals,
Mukfiris, N4digars, Ambigars, Musalmans, and a few Christians.

The forests along the Sahyddris are mostly evergreen. Though
marred by former wood-ash tillage they have some splendid trees.
Below the Sahyadris and towards the Gangavali, many parts of the
leaf-shedding forests are very fine, with magnificent matti, kindal,

1 See al)Ove p. 43. 2 Government Gazette, 28th October 1880.
5 The villages are Kuntguni, Gundabala, Morahalli, Mogata, Andie, Kdrbail, Balile,

Takatgeri, Kenkane-Shiv4pur, Mulvari, Devigadde, Sagadgeri, KAmage, Adigon,
Agrigon, Hegre, Jug, Angadibail, Miinigaddc, Kabg4l, and Brahmor,
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Jioni, nandi, heddi, sdgdi, jdmha, and hhair in the south. This
group has never been worked. It was formerly in Kumta and was
transferred to Ankola in 1880.^

The Shavkdr-Shirguni group to the north of the last group has also

splendid timber. It includes the lands of eleven villages* with an
area of 48,375 acres, of which 31,684 are reserved and 16,691 are
protected, and a population of 2518. Good sized teak is found
sparingly over the higher ground. The chief and largest trees

are the TerminaHas, tomentosa, panicnlata, and Arjuna ; Lagerstroe-
mia microcarpa, Terocarpus Marsupium, Adina cordifoha, Xylia
dolabriformis, and Schleichera trijuga. Fine patches of evergreen
forest, notably near the Mushki pass, are also found along the hUla
and in the ravines, with all the usual varieties of evergreen trees.

Fine canes and palms are also abundant Formerly much timber
used to be cut and sent to the coast, but for more than sixteen years,
except that dead wood has been taken from them, these forests have
had rest.

The Kodlagadde-Hebbul group to the north of the Gangdvali
includes the lands of five villages,* with an area of 29,671 acres, of
which 22,114 are re served and 7557 are protected, and a population
of 1213. The trees are the same and are equally well grown
with those of the Shavkdr-Shirguni group. There is a good deal
of fair sized teak, and evergreen patches are common along the

f
hills and in the ravines. The Calophyllum elatum or Poonspar is not

i found. In 1878-79 about 800 tons of teak and other timber were

I
cut and sent to the Gangavali wood store. Since then, except for

I dead wood cuttings these forests have had rest. The felling and carry-
I ing charges amounted to £2 4s. (Es. 22) the ton of fifty-two cubic
a feet, and the sale price varied for teak from £4 16s. to £6 8s. (Rs. 48 -

Rs. 64), and for other timber from £3 4s. to £4 16s. (Rs. 32-Rs. 48)
a ton. In the protected forests of Kattinhakla and Kaulalli arrange-
ments were made at the time of the survey settlement for a yearly
grant of 13^ acres for wood-ash tillage. To meet this 139|^

y
acres of thick scrub have been marked off, and to this the wood-ash

I tillage is to be confined. The other less important forests to the
north of the Gangdvali are divided into two almost equal parts by
the range of bills that runs from Agsur to the coast at Algeri. To
the north of this ridge, the Heggarmakigadde-Gule group includes
nineteen villages* with an area of 54,401 acres of which 28,262

P are reserved and 26,139 protected. The population numbers about
6600. These forests have greatly suffered from wood-ash tillage,

all the hill tops and higher slopes having been left bare or covered
with close scrub. In the dells are some scattered patches of forests

and along both sides of the Avarsa which rises on the Sikli-Turli,

Government Notification 6535, 10th December 1880.
^ The villages are Shavkar, Heggar, Dorangera, KaUeshvar-Sirasgaum, Kakali,

Halvalli, Muski, Dongri, HiUur, KammAni, and Shirguni.
* The villages are KodJagadde, SunksAl, Kattinhakla, Kanlalli and Hebbuh

' *The villages are HeggArmakigadde, Kanchimale, Marrugadde, Shevegnle, Sikli-
Tnrli, Kendije, Lakkeguli, MallAni, Heggami-Kotebhivi, NeUur-Knnchil»il, Berde,
Algeri, Hattikeri, Belikeri, Avarsa, HA^Ad, Sakalben, Varilben, and Gule.
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Sheveguli, and Kendije hills are tracts of fairly high forest. Some

evergreen patches have also escaped the axe of the wood-ash tiller.

These forests have not been worked for profit. Except some dead

wood for poles and firewood no timber has been cut. The trees

are the same as in other parts of Ankola, only they are much

smaller. Khair is the prevailing tree all over the lower l^da

towards the coast. It is extremely valuable and has been strictly

protected since 1873. At the time of the forest settlement a yearly

grant of 217^ acres for wood-ash tillage was made in the protected

forests of Shevegule, Mallani, Kendije, Lakkeguli, Sikli-Turli,

Hegarni-Kotebhavi, and Kanchimale. To meet this grant1810 acres

of dense scrub were marked off, and to this area wood-ash tillage is

now restricted.

The Agsur-Shetikeri group to the south of the Algeri hills

includes the lands of twenty-six villages^ with an area of

24,388 acres of protected forest and a population of 9635. These

forests have suffered so severely from wood-ash tillage that the hill-

sides are covered with a dense mass of thorny scrub instead of with

forest. Over the lower lands also the forests are thin and poor. The
trees are the same as in the Heggarmakigadde-Gule group to the

north of the Algeri hiUs, only they are still smaller and- patches of

evergreen are rarer. The prevailing tree is the valuable hhair

Acacia Catechu, and this since 1873 has been strictly protected with

the best results. These forests are not worked for profit and no timber

is cut except to meet local wants. Wood-ash tillage has been
completely stopped. The bamboo which is found in large quantities,

seeded in different parts of Ankola between 1868 and 1875. The
new crop promises well, but is not yet fit for use.

The minor products are myrobalans, soapnuts, honey, cinnamon,
catechu, grass, and canes. Myrobalans and soapnuts are gathered
by the Forest Department ; the others, except the canes which are
free and much used for baskets, are farmed.

The Kumta forests are bounded on the north* by Ankola, on the
east by Sirsi and part of Sidddpur, on the south by Hondvar and
part of Siddapur, and on the west by the Arabian Sea. The forests
include the waste and forest lands of 109 villages with an estimated
area of about 260 square miles of forest and with a population of
about 31,300. None of it has yet been marked off as reserved.

The forests lie between the water-shed of the Sahyddris and the
sea. Except some heavy evergreen forests along the Sahyddris,
which either traditional sacredness or the size of the timber pro-
tected from the axe of the wood-ash cultivator, and in some valleys
and dells, the forests have everywhere suffered severely. Still in
favourable places sixteen years of protection have done much to
change dense scrub into young forest. On the lower slopes and
parts nearer cultivation the better kinds of trees have been replaced

Hosgadde V imuige xaigaaaa, Sirgunji, Vasarkudrigel Belse, Sunre 'BelsmTb
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the hardier and valuable Acacia Catechu, which more readily

^^han most trees adapts itself to poor and worn-out soils.

I
The forests form four groups, in the east two better groups nearer

>? hills, and in the west two poor groups nearerthe sea. The eastern

groups are Morse^Uppinpattan in the south-east with twenty-seven

Plages and about 41,600 acres, and Hebbail-Yelvalliin the east with

eightvillagesand32,000acres. Thepoorercoastgroupsare Antravalli-

Bhandval in the north with twelve villages and 34,000 acres, and
Hosad-ManM in the sonth-west with nine villages and 20,500 acres.^

The best forests are in the Morse-TJppinpattan group, in the south-

east in the valley of the Tadri river and its tributary the Bennihalla

and along the neighbouring hills between Uppinpattan and the

Nilkund and Doddamani passes. This group includes the forests

of twenty-seven villages* with an approximate area of 41,600 acres

or sixty-6ve square miles and a population of about 3000, chiefly

Havik Brdhmans, Mardthds, Halepaiks, Karivakkals, Musalm4ns,
and a few Christians. The greater part is good mixed forest with

teak; best inthe east but it is everywhere damaged bywood-ash tillage

Of leaf-shedding trees matii and kindal are the commonest with

much khair on the lower ground. There are also heavy evergreen

forests of which the best is in the Nilkund pass with poonspar and a
little ebony, besides the usual large and lofty evergreen trees.

The next best forests are the HebbaU-Yelvalli group, to the north

I

of the last group along both sides of the Devimane pass road between
Sirsi and Kumta and stretching from the crest of the Sahyddris at

Devimane to the foot at Kat^l. This group includes the lands of

eight villages* with an area of 32,000 acres or fifty square miles and a
population of 851, mostly H4vikBr4hmans, Marathas, Karivakkals,

H^epaiks, and Musalmdns. Though wood-ash tillage was formerly

very general, there are some fine stretches of good timber, notably

the splendid evergreen forests on both sides of the Devimane pass-

road with many poonspars, Calophyllum elatum, and other lofty trees.

There is little teak, but there are fine matti, kindal, nandi, hedde,

jdmba, manjuti, aagdi, and a great deal of khair. In the evergreen

forests there is also a good deal of those fine woods, the balge

Vitex altissima, and the angeli Artocarpna hirsuta ; and the useful

haini Caryota urens or wild sago-palm, and the valuable tdUpat
palm Corypha umbraculifera.

The Antravalli-BhandvAl group occupies the north of the sub-
division between the Tadri river where it changes its course near
Uppinpattan and the Ankola sub-division, having for its eastern limits

the villages of the Hebbail-Yelvalli group. It includes the lands of

twelve villages^ with an approximate area of about fifty-three square

* Of 109 forest villages, only fifty-six have been arranged in groups ; the remaining
fifty-three which are small and more or less mixed with cnltivatimi, cannot be
arranged until the final settlement.

* The villages are Morse, Shamemane, Saroinahosalli, Mndanhalli, Meddhini, TJllnr-

math, Honageri, Amboli, Harvalli, Algir, Hindabail, HegadihosaUi, BasoUi, Silntgal,

DivaUi, Santegnli, Bastikeri, Bengane, Chimalli, Kavalade, Mndlige, Kalve,
|Kandale, Malvalli, HaUvaUi, Sirgnnji, and Uppinpattan.

’ The vUl^es are Hebbail, Anegonde, S^fiir, Belange, Alkod, Yin, MattoUi, and
Telvalli.

* The vill^es are AntravaUi, Divgi, Mirjin, Kodkani, Mn^kenvadi, Kagnr,
etknli, Bargi, Hiregntti, Kolimanjgnni, Midangeri, and Bhandvil.
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miles or 33,920 acres, and a population ofabout 7000, mostly S6rasvat
and SAsastkar Brdbmans, Nddigars, Halepaiks, Hallakki-Takkals,
Grdmvakkals, Shemgars, Mukaris, and a few Havik Brdhmans,
Mnsalmans,and Gluistians. The forests are everywhere thin and have
safifered much from wood-ash tillage. The chief leaf-shedding trees
are, besides khair which is commonest, maiti, Ttindal, jdmba, and
some kdsarkdn or Nux vomica. In the evergreen forests there
are the usual varieties including the rdmpatri Myristica lanrifolis,
ddlchini Cinnamomnm iners, and the baini or sago palm.

The fourth or Hosad-Manki group occupies the south of the
sub-division south of the Tadri river, and between the sea and the
west boundary of the first group near Santgal. It includes the
forest lands of nine villages^ with an area of about thirty-two square
miles or 20,480 acres, and a population of about 5900 souls belong-
ing to the same classes as the people of the third group, except t.hnf.

there are no Nadagers or Sherngdrs and that Hdvik Brahmans are
more numerous. There are many betelnnt gardens, khair is the
prevailing tree, and all the varieties given for the Antravalli-
Bhandvdl group occur. There are some evergreen forests but of
no great size. Wild pepper is gathered in the evergreen forests of
Kallabbe and Mnrur.

The large bamboo seeded all along the coast in 1863-64 and in
the inland parts daring 1865-66. They were reproduced from self-
sown seed and are now in use. The minor products are myrobalans,
soapnuts, honey, cinnamon, wild nutmegs, wild pepper, vegetable
ivory of the Corypha umbreculifera or tdlipat palm, shemhe bark,
and canes. Myrobalans and soapnuts, which are not very plentiful,
are gathered by the forest department, the other products, except
canes which are free, are farmed. ^

The southern division includes the forests of Sirsi, Siddapur
,
Hondvar, and Bhatkal. Except Sirsi none of these forests have been
marked off as reserved. The Sirsi forests are bounded on the north
by Yelldpur and Mundgod ; on the east by Maisur and part of Hdngal
in Dhdrwar; on the south by Maisur and Sidddpur

; and on the wist
by Kumta and Ankola. The forest area, including the lands of 269
-villages, is calculated at 700 square miles. Of the 269 villages 131
have been surveyed. Of the 131 surveyed villages the forests of 1 22Mve been settled, 103 ranking as protected and nineteen as reserved
The forestarea i^y be divided into two belts, to the east and to the
west of the Sirsi-Yellapur road which passes north and south through
the heart of the sub-division. In the eastern belt there are six and inthe western belt there are three forest groups. Beginning from the

'

north the SIX eastern groups are Bilki-Bhartanhalh in the extremenorth -with eleven -villages and an estimated area of 38,400 acres •

20 480 acres; to the east Basavankopp-Bhedasgaum with nineteenvJIagea aad 30,300 acre,; » the SLh Sam%kop™Na°SS

KuJialli,
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with fifty villages and 27,000 acres; to the east Hallikopp-Kadgod
with thirty-three villages and 17,000 acres; and in the extreme south
Kerkop-Mogavalli with twenty villages and 10,700 acres. Begin-
ning from the north the three west belts are in the north-west
Kadbal-Hulekal with eleven villages and 48,000 acres; in the
west Manjguni-Devimane with eight villages and 33,280 acres;
and in the south-west Kalgar-Shivgavi with eighteen villages and
118,400 acres.^ The Bilki-BhartanhaUi group in the extreme north of

the sub-division is still unsnrveyed. It includes the forest lands of

eleven villages,^ with an approximate area of about sixty square miles
and a population of about 600, mostly HAvik BrAhmans, MarAthAs,
Karivakkals, and a few LingAyats, Sidis, and MnsalmAns. There is

abundance of fine teak and splendid matti, hindal, nandi, shisham,
and honi, the honi unnsnally common and of great size. There
are no evergreen forests and there is little cultivation. This
splendid group, when settled, will form part of the great reserved
block of not less than 200 square miles that is to be chosen from
the best forests of Sirsi, Yellapur, and Mnndgod. The large bamboo,
which is almost the only kind, seeded in 1872-73. The new crop
is splendid and is nearly fit for use. The forests of this group have
beeu worked regularly since 1867. For the first four years dead
wood alone was gathered and taken to the KAtnr-Singanhalli store.

Bat since 1871 as the supply of dead-wood fell short of the demand
350 standing trees, each about fifty cubic feet, have been yearly
felled and brought to the store. The average distance of the group
from the store is fourteen miles. The felling and carrying charges
amount to £1 6» (Rs. 13) the ton, and the sale price varies from
£4 16s. to £10 (Rs. 48-Rs. 100). The honi is much fancied owing to
its fine qualities and great size, and commands a better price even
than teak.

The Devarkallahalli-Adanhalli group lies to the south of this block
and also to the east of the Sirsi and YellApur road. It includes the
forest lands of eleven villages® with an area of thirty-two square
miles and a population of about 1820, almost entirely HAviks,
MarAthAs, and Halepaiks with a few Musalmans. Nearly the whole
area is of leaf-shedding forests a good deal broken by spice
gardens and rich cultivation with considerable pollarded tracts or
bettds. Still some parts bear splendid honi, matti, and Ttindal,

besides many other choice trees and a little sandalwood. The large
bamboo, which is almost the only kind, seeded in 1872-73 and a
splendid new crop is coming on. Timber is sent to Sirsi at a cost
of 18». (Rs. 9) a ton and sold at £2 to £4 (Rs. 20-Rs.40). But
there is little demand from Sirsi as other stores are better placed
for the plain district to the north-east.

The Basvankopp-Bhedasgaum group in which are nineteen reserv-
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* Of 269 forest villages, the chief 181 villages have been arranged in groups
; the

remaining eighty-eight will be arranged at the final settlement.
* These villages are Bilki, MAlkopp, Shim4le, Hotgeii, M^dangi, Jakkalli, flullar-

maui, Jadjankopp, Bhendi^ri, Savani, and Bhartanhalli.
® The villages are Devarkadlahalli, Kanenhalli, Kundargi, Sonda, Malenhalli,

Arsapor, Holgol, Belali, Shivalli, Bappanhalli, and Adanhalli.
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ed forests, lies to the east of the Devarkallahalli-AdaiihaUi group.
These lands like the Bilki group border on the best forest of Tellapnr
in the north and of Mundgod in the east, and will be formed with
them into one great reserve. The group inclndes the forests of
nineteen villages' with an area of 30,336 acres of which 21,777
are reserved and 8559 protected. The population is 628, mostly
Shenvi and Havik Brahmans, Mardthas, Halepaiks, Sondrs,
Lingayats, Vadars, Karivakkals, Sidis, Mnsalmans, and a few
Christians. Except in Togarhalli and Bhedasganm where there are
evergreen patches the whole forest is of leaf-shedding laoes.

The 6rst twelve villages have teak, but except in Chippgeri,
Amatgar, Kanchikopp, and Attabail,it is small. Unlike the teak
the other trees are of great size.^ There is also some sandalwood
and bamboos of four useful kinds. The large bamboo seeded in
1872-73, but the new crop is not yet fit for use. In the evergreen
forests of Bhedasganm and Togarhalli there are the usual varieties

of evergreen trees® and abundance of haini or sago-palm. Wild
elephants from Maisur last visited these forests in 1868. Except to
meet local wants no timber has been felled in this group for twenty
years.

The Sampekopp-Nav5nageri group of settled villages lies to the
south of the Basavankopp-Bhedasgaum group in the fourteen miles
of lull ranges between them and Sirsi. It inclndes the forests of fifty

villages* with an area of 26,965 acres and a population of about 4900,
much like the people of the Basavankopp-Bhedasgaum group except
that there are more Lingdyats. Most of these forests are evergreen,
some of them large with fine lofty trees and wild sago-palms.® In
the best evergreen forests in Benage, Ekkambi, Hebballi, Gonur,
Halgadde, Yesale, Sugaum, Kalgundikopp, Unaohvalli, Bidarhalli,
and Navanageri is abundance of fine jack, Artocarpus hirsuta and
angeli Artocarpus integrifolia, hedge Vitex altissima, hakul Mimu-
sops elengi, and devdari Cedrela Toona. In the leaf-shedding
forests are all the usual trees.® They are of fair size but not to be
compared to the trees in the Basavankopp group. Much sandalwood
is found all over this group and bamboos are common but neither
so abundant nor so good as in the Basavankopp forests. The large
bamboo seeded in 1872-73 and some of the new crop is fit for use
Timber was taken from the Madankeri, Malalgaum, Doddanhalli”
and Mavinkopp forests in 1864 and sold at the Ekkambi store
None has since been felled except for local wants.

Baavankopp TattihalU, GinadhalU, Uhittgeri, Chalgeri, Chippeeri

The chief evergreen trees are given at p. 40.
®

.See above p. 40.
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The Hallikopp-Kadgod group lies to the south of Mundgod, be-
tween the Sampekopp-Nav&iageri group and the east of the district,

and passing south to the Banvasi-Sirsi road- It includes the forest
lands of thirty-three villages^ with an area of 16,893 acres and a
population of about 5850 of the same classes as inthe last group except
that Lingdyats are more numerous. This group has many evergreen
forests, some of them large, notably those of Bankanhal, Kandraji,
Margundi, Kalkardi, Bengali, Madarhalli, Hadligi, Kanakapur, and
Gudnapur. The trees are the same as in the Sampekopp forests
quite equal to them in size, and with great numbers of baini or
sago-palm. The wild Maisur elephants in their visits to EAnara
generally passed through the evergreen forests of Hadligi and
Margundi. The leaf-shedding forests of this group are fair and
contain much excellent timber. There is no teak, but sandal-
wood is everywhere plentiful. Bamboos occur, but are not nearly
so good or so abundant as in the other groups. The large bamboo
seeded in 1872-73. In 1864 some logs were brought from the Phdrsi
forests to the Banvasi store. Except this there has been no
cutting in this group.

The Kerkopp-Mogavalli group, to the south of the Sirsi-Banv&i
road, includes the forest lands of twenty villages® with an area of

10,689 acres and a population of 4760, mostly Lingayats but also

many of the classes before named. There is no teak and the leaf-

shedding forests are thin except those of KaUi, Kop, and Kogodu,
where are excellent matti, kindal, and honi. There is much
sandalwood but little bamboo. The large bamboo seeded in 1872-73.
There have been no recent cuttings. Many years ago some fine

timber, mostly honi Pterocarpns Marsupium, was taken to build
large houses in Sirsi. Every year as it matures, the sandalwood is

gathered. The cost of preparing and carrying it to Sirsi is about
14®. (Rs. 7) the khandi of 560 pounds, and the sale price varies from
£12 to £13 10s. (Rs. 120 - Rs. 135). There are a few evergreen
forests of no great size. Those of Bhdsi and Narur are the best.

The condition of the western forests between the YelMpur-Sirsi

road and the Sahyadris is not nearly so good as that of the north and
north-eastern forests. The western forests have suffered from wood-
ash tillage, from grazing clearings, and from leaf-lopping. Wood-ash
tillage and grazing clearings have been stopped and leaf-loppings

restricted to eight acres of forest or every acre of garden. Still there
is a large unsatisfactory area, and in places even firewood has to be
brought comparatively long distances. It is calculated that in this

sub-division the area of garden land is not less than 5610 acres,

requiring about 44,880 acres of forest and three-fourths of this area is
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> The villages are Hallikopp, Eotikopp, Canaganhalli, Umnde, Badanagod, Ealangi,
Belankeri, Mattihalli, Enppgaddi, Vaddal, Hoskopp, Bankanal, Milanjji, Eandraji,
Santvalli, Eirvatti, PhArsi, Hebbatti, Eyidikopp, Andagi, Chandgeri, Margundi,
Gudigeri, Ealkardi, Tandkopp, Bengali, Hilmkopp, Hadligi, Eanakapnr, Madarhalli,
Venktapnr, Gudnapur, and Eadgod.

® The villages are Eerkopp, Somanhalli, Uplikopp, Uniblekopp,Gulikatti, EalK, Eop,
Eogodu, Sahasravalli, Mundigehalli, Eantrij, Ajame, Bauav^i, Tigani, Linganmatti,
Bhisi, Nanir, Kalkop, Chikkadugli, and Mogaviklli,
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in and near the Sahyadris. The best of the west Sirsi forests is the

Kadb^-Hulekal group in the north-west. It includes the forest

lands of eleven vSlages^ with an area of about seventy-five square

miles and a population of about 1070, mostly Haviks, Mardthas,

Karivakkals, and a few Mnsalmans. The forest is alternately leaf-

shedding and evergreen, and moat of both is good. In the leaf-

shedding forests there is some good teak near the Muski pass and
the Bedti river and a fine growth of matti, Icindal, Jioni, nandi,

and other fine varieties. The evergreen forests have also very good
trees especially near the Sahyddris and the Bedti. This block is

not everywhere open to carts. Most of it is rough and scarred by
streams and ravines. But the timber can always be dragged to the

Bedti and floated to the coast.

The Manjguni-Devimane group stretches, with an average breadth

of about two miles, for twenty-seven miles along the SahyAdris

from near Muski in the north-west close to the Nilknnd pass in the

south-west. It includes the forest lands of eight villages* with an
area of about fifty-two square miles, and a population of about 1840,

mostly Hdviks, Mar4thas, and Karivakkals. Almost the whole group
is evergreen forest crowded with fine and lofty trees including the

Calophyllum elatum or poonspar. Most of the bamboos along the
Sahyddris belong to the small kind. But in many parts the large

bamboo is common; it seeded in 1866-67. The Kalgdr-Shivgdvi
group in the south-west of the sub-division, between the Sahyadris
and the Telldpur-Sirsi road, includes the forest lands of eighteen
villages® with an approximate area of 185 square miles and a popu-
lation of 6531, chiefly Haviks, Jains, Lingayats, Mardthas, Karivak-
kals, Haslars, and Musalmdns, with a few Shenvis, Sarasvats, and
Sonars. The country abounds in splendid spice gardens and most
of the forests are stripped for leaf manure or used as grazing
grounds. Here and there are some fine evergreen groves whose
sacredness has saved them from the axe. But except in these
groves and some patches of leaf-shedding forest there is little but
firewood. The hirda is found everywhere but does not grow to a
large size. Sandalwood also occurs

; bamboos are found only along
streams and in cool woody spots. The minor products found in the
Sirsi forests are myrobalans, soapnuts, honey, wild pepper, cinnamon,
wild nutmegs, and canes. Myrobalans and soapnuts are gathered
by the forest department, canes are free, and the other products are
farmed.

The greatest recorded export of bamboos before the 1876 famine
was 301,433. Since the famine the export has fallen to an average
of about 160,000. Fires are common in the east except in the
myrobalan tracts where they are well kept down.

1 The villages are KadMl, Shigehalli, Handimane, Modur, Nilkani, Ifaig^r, Silkani.Manadur, Devatimane, Menshigadde and Hulekal
oaiaom,

Manjguui, Khursi, Badgi, Teppdr. Hebbre, Bennagdvi, Hosnr, and

a
Hedigemane, Bettalli-Bhagi, Keneeri Voni
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The Sidd4pnr forests, none of which hare been snrveyed or demar-
cated, are hounded on the north by Sirsi ; on the west by Honavar

;

and on the south and east by Maisur. They have an estimated area
of 280 square miles and a population of about 31,000, chiefly Hdvik
and Shenvi Brahmans, Lingayats, Jains, Marathas, Halepaiks,
Karivakkals, Bnrnds, Haslars, Gramvakkals, and a few
Musalmans and Christians. Nearly one-half of the forests has
been destroyed by wood-ash and grazing clearings or stripped
for leaf manure. Clearing for wood-ash tillage and for grazing
has been stopped and leaf-lopping restricted. Still as every acre
of spice garden requires eight acres of leaf-strippings and as there
are 5146 acres of garden, over 40,000 acres or about one-fourth
of the whole forest area is lopped for manure. The lopping and
stripping for leaf-manure greatly injures and in time kills the trees.

In many parts areas that were formerly lopping ground are now bare
and much of what is now in use shows signs of being likely soon to
become bare. The best forests are along the Sahyddris, those further
inland,except some patches of preserved evergreen,being used almost
entirely for leaf-stripping and branch-lopping. For convenience
of description the Sidddpnr forests may be divided into four groups,
Balur-Nilknnd to the north of the MuthalU river in the extreme
north with sixteen villages^ and an area of about seventy-four square
miles

j
Muthalli-Bilgi south of the Mnthalli river ‘and north of the

Sidddpur Bilgi and Gundbala road in the centre with twenty
villages* and seventy-five square miles; Aigod-Musvalli to the east of
the Sirsi, Sidd^pur and Gersappa pass road with twenty-five villages®

and sixty square miles ; and the Kodkani-Dodmane group in the
south-west between the Bilgi-Gnndbala road and the Shirdvti river

with seventeen villages* and seventy-one square noiles.

Separate population returns for each group are not available. It

is denser in the north and east, and Lingayats are specially numerous
in the east and Havik Brahmans near the SahyMris. The Sahyddri
forests in the south-west are the best. They are mostly all ever-
green with splendid trees of great size and height. East of the
Sahyadris the forests are chiefly leaf-shedding and have been greatly
stripped and pollarded for leaf manure. The best part of the
Sahyddri forest is in the Kodkani-Dodmane group in the south-west
where a belt about four miles broad runs from the Gersappa falls

to Malemane near the boundary of Hondvar, and thence about
twelve miles north along the slopes to Dodmane and the Lushington
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' The villages are Balnr, Kibbli, Bannige, Vunchalli, Shiralunane, Hatgar,
Hingar, Vumbalmane, Halibail, Shirguni, Bidramane, Holande, Herur. Karajgi,
Vajigod, and Nilkiind.

* The villages are MnthalU, Hosmanji, Husur, Kastur, Kunaji, Nidgod, Sampgod,
Eattekai, Huvinmane, Kelginmane, Golgod, Bidrakan, Balgolli, Eodgebail, Mattige,
Mogegar, Kadvadi, Godlabilu, Harigar, and Bilgi.

® The villages are Aigod, Hasvante, Aknnji, Arandur, Kalnr, Heggekop, Mal-
vaUi, Dnbbikop, Amblikai, Killar, Hjilgeri, Holgod, Hosnr, Holekop, Padvanbail,
Kodtikop, Mngandur, Sairlgi, Sidddpur, Eolagi, Kangod, Kavachur, Nejur, Eorla-
kani, and Musvalli.

* The villages are Kodkani, Kudgund, Mattige, Tyashri, Keremane, Ettage,
Bedkani, Menashi, Balgod, Kibli, Kyadige, Tale&ri, Gunjgod, Ahlvalli, Sasig^li,
Kalkai, and Dodm^e.
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falls near Hostot, giving a well wooded area of about forty-eight
sqaare miles. All through the Gersappa pass the road lies in a
splendid forest of evei^een trees of great height and bulk. The
finest are the poonspar or surhonne mara Calophyllum elatnm j hohi
mara Calophyllum Wightianum ; the wood-oil tree or challani mara
Dipterocarpus Indicus

; the wild nutmeg tree or jajikai mara
Myristica laurifolia ; hakul mara Mimnsops Elengi ; the wild jack
or angeU Artocarpus hirsute ; cinnamon or ddlchini Cinnamomnm
Tamala

;
balage mara Vitexaltissima; black dammer tree orral-dhupa

mara Canarium strictum ; doddele mara Sterculia alala •, the wdd
sago palm haini Caryota urens, and all or most of the other evergreen
trees which are common to this class of forest in Kanara. The
gamboge tree or arsinagurgi mara Garcinia Morelia is very common^
as it also is in most of the evergreen forests of the Siddapnr
sub-division. In the south-west block back from or east of the
Sahyddris there is about twenty-three square miles of leaf-shedding
forest of matti Terminalia tomentosa; kindal T. paniculata; nana
Lagerstroamia microcarpaj and harmal Ddlenia pentagyna, but
mostly stripped and pollarded for leaf manure and broken by betel
gardens. Tkere is also a good deal of hirda Terminala Chebula
and a little sandalwood. Curiously enough, there is a little teak
three miles down from the Gersappa falls on the northern slope
looking into the Shirdvati river.

The Aigod-Musvalli group in the south-east has also some ever-
green forest in the extreme south, and from the extreme south
stretches north along the eastern boundary little beyond Aigod
a distance of about fifteen miles by three and a half broad, that is
an area of about fifty-two square miles. This forest is leaf-shedding,
mixed with patches of evergreen, which are greatly stripped and
pollarded for leaf manure. The evergi-een trees are mostly of the
same varieties as those already mentioned, only not so large, the
leaf-shedding forests include an inferior growth of matti TermmaJia
tomentosa, kindal T. paniculata, and nana Lagerstrcemia microcarpa
with a good deal of hirda Terminalia Chebula, sandalwood and
moha Bassia latifolia.

’

The central Muthalli-Bilgi group with its twenty villages and area
of seventy-five square miles has also some heavy evergreen forests
on its extreme western end, and again about Muthalli and alons the
river which takes its name from that village where the tree! are
large and fine like those before described as belonging to the south
west group. This group, on a rough estimate, contains some twenty
miles of evergreen forest, the rest is leaf-shedding with the same
trees such as wiaffi, kindal, nana, karmal, moha and sandalwood
only that the trees are better grown and there is also honnePteroc^rpus Marsupium, j<^ba Xylia dolabriformis, and mu?h
Jtrda Terminalia Chebula. The leaf-shedding forests ol this grouphave been greatly destroyed by stripping and pollarding fofTeaf

tTeZ! R ?
fcy being everywhere broken by betel garden!. Lasriy

M extreme north to the north of
^bages and seventy-four squaremiles. The leaf-sheddmg forests of this group are by for the beS
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and most extensive of the sub-division, and there is a great deal of

excellent leaf-shedding timber particularly honne Pterocarpus
Marsupium which is a first class wood and held next in esteem to

teak. The hirda tree Terminalia Chebnla is also specially common
in this group and so is the moha Bassia latifolia, which, as in

Khdndesh, may hereafter prove of value as a spirit-yielding tree. The
leaf-shedding area of this group cannot be less than about sixty-

five square miles. Fine evergeen forest is also found near Nilkund
and scattered over the whole area, and as in other Sidddpur leaf-

shedding forests there is much lopping of trees for manure, and
betelnut gardens are everywhere common. Woodash tillage, which
was once general along the Sahyddris, has for some years been
greatly restricted. As in other sub-divisions a fee of 3d. (2 as.) istaken

yearly on every head of cattle grazed in the forests. The Siddapur
forests have never been worked for profit. Trees required for

public works and local use are alone cut. The only exception is

sandalwood which, as it ripens, is gathered by the forest department
and sent twenty-four miles to Sirsi. The felling and carrying
charges come to about £4 (Rs. 40) the ton and the sale realizes £48
to £54 (Es. 480 - Es. 540).

The large bamboo seeded in 1866-67 and the new crop is ready
for use. The small bamboo shihu or sheme is used for floors and roofs.

The minor products are myrobalans, soapnuts, honey, cinnamon,
wild nutmegs, wild pepper, and canes. Myrobalans and soapnuts
are gathered by the forest department ; the other products, except
canes which are free, are farmed.

The Hondvar and Bhatkal forests, most of which are unsurveyed,
are bounded on the north by Kumta ; on the east by Maisur and
Siddapur ; on the south by South Kdnara j and on the west by the

Arabian Sea. The forests and waste lands of their 136 villages

are estimated to cover an approximate area of 300 square miles.

Wood-ash tillage was once general and in Bhatkal has destroyed

nearly all the forests. It has for some years been greatly restricted.^

Honavar has forests of both the leading varieties, leaf-shedding

forests to the south of the Shiravati and evergreen forests to the

north. They maybe arranged under four groups, Hinnur-Gersappa
in the south-east with nine villages and an area of ninety-nine

square miles ;
Hegar-Manki in the south-west with eight villages

and thirty square miles ;
Jankadkal-Mahime in the north-east of the

Shiravati with sixteen villages and sixty square miles, and Sdlkod-

Mallapur in the north-west with ten villages and twenty square miles.

The Hinnur-Gersappa group in the south-east is the best of the

leaf-shedding forests. It includes the forest lands of nine villages*

with an approximate area of ninety-nine square miles and a population

of about 1170, mostly Sdrasvat and Hdvik Brahmans, Marathds,

Karivakkals, Halepaiks, Gramvakkals, Sherugars, Musalmdns, and
Christians.

* In 1880-81 in Hondvar 122 and in Bhatkal 143 acres were granted.
2 The villages are Hinnur, Kodnii, Shirkur, Ehandodi, Hadgeri, Begodi, Anegnadi,

Kalkatti, and old Gersappa.

B 1218—8
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They contain fair teak, chiefly at Hinnur and Kod^ini ; also matti,

kindal, honi,jdmba, nandi, hedde, sdgdi, holedasal, and ltiienhia,Tosaij'

of them five or six feet in girth. There are a few small evergreen
forests and a good deal of the tdlijaat palm Corypha umbraculifera.

The Hegar-Manki group in the south-west is an inferior leaf-

shedding forest. It includes the forest lands of eight villages^

with an approximate area of thirty square miles and a population of

about 6700 of the same castes as in the Hinnur-Gersappa group. The
trees are also the same but thinner and not nearly so well grown.
There is a good deal of khair Acacia Catechu, and teak occurs at
Heggar. The J4nkadkal-Mahime group in the north-east from the
Shirdvati to the Sahyadris, includes the lands of sixteen villages,® with
an area of about sixty square miles. It is a very fine evergreen forest
with all the varieties found on the Gersappa hills including the
poonspar and the talipot palm. There was formerly much wood-ash
tillage near the village of Mahime.

The Salkod-Mallapur group in the north-west is of mixed leaf-
shedding and evergreen forest. It includes the lands of ten villages
with an area of about twenty square miles.® The evergreen forests
of Sdlkod are good, and the other nine villages in the north-west
have teak mixed with fine honi, matti, hindal, hirda, nandi, jdniba,
and much tdlipat palm. Khair prevails everywhere, except in the
evergreen forests. The only parts of the Hondvar forests which
have been worked for sale are about Jankadkal. The large bamboo
seeded in 1863-64 and the fresh crop is now fit for use. The
Bhatkal forests have an area of about ninety square miles and a
population of about 31,000 of the same classes as in Honavar. The
forests have nearly all been destroyed by wood-ash tillage. The
best, chiefly of leaf-shedding trees, are about Kop and Gundalbatta
fifteen miles north-east of Bhatkal. There is much khair everywhere
and at Bailur, twelve miles north of Bhatkal on the coast, there are
about 800 sandal trees. There are a few bamboos chiefly near Hadil.
They seeded in 1863-64 and the fresh crop is now fit for use. The
minor products of the Hondvar and Bhatkal forests are catechu or
Mt, cinnamon or dalchini, wild nutmeg or jajiJcai, wild pepper
honey, the vegetable-ivory or Ujerhetta, the seeds of the Coi^ha
nmbreculifera, and a few myrobalans and soapnuts. All, except
tuG myrobalans and soapnuts, aro farmed.

The chief hquor-yielding tree is the cocoa-palm, tenginmar, Cocos
nucifera It is common along the coast and is grown to a limited^tent ab^e the Sahyadris, but for its nuts not for its iuice. InKdrwar, Kumta, Anbola, and Honavar there are luxuriant cocoa-pa m gardens. Near the coast in favourable soil and inland invalleys and well watered - lands, the trees begin to bear in six orseven years, but on high lands and in hard and dry soil they do not

Chittar, T.%od, Gnaaraati.

SakKatfi H?'’ Hodk..in.r,
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begin to bear until they are ten or eleven years old. Palms go on
bearing nuts and yielding juice tiU they are fifty or sixty years old.

Brahmans in many cases own cocoa-palm gardens. They do not
themselves tap or make liquor, but they have no scruple in letting

their trees to licensed drawers and liquor farmers. Other palm
owners are Halepaiks in the coast tracts of Kumta and Honavar,
and Bhandaris in Ankola and Karwdr. They have no objection to

their trees being tapped and themselves freely engage in tapping

and liquor-making. Cocoa-palms have never been separately assess-

ed in Kanara. The garden rates which are levied on the land were
considered assessment enougL Similarly the tapping was a matter
of private arrangement between the owners of trees and the farmers
of liquor-shops. From the 1st of August 1880 to check smuggling,

a special license to tap trees was required and an uniform rate of 2s.

(Re. 1) was levied on every tree tapped. The holders of licenses

were allowed to sell juice by retail at the foot of the tree, but the
right to distil was vested exclusively in shopkeepers licensed to sell

country liquor. In 1881-82 the tapping fee was raised to 12s.

(Rs. 6) a tree ; in 1882-83 it was reduced to 6s. (Rs. 3) ;
in 1883-84

this reduced fee has been kept with the restriction that instead of

allowing each shop to have its own distillery, only two distilleries

are allowed for each of the coast and one for each of the upland
sub-divisions.

The approximate area of land under* cocoa-palms is given at

13,700 acres which at a rough acre average of 100 trees gives an
approximate total of 1,370,000 trees. The number of trees licensed

to be tapped in 1880-81 was 11,713. The new system met with
some, opposition, but it has been overcome. Juice-yielding palms
fetch from 2s. to 6s. (Re. 1-Rs. 3) a year, the yield of juice varying
from twenty-five to forty gallons (6 - 10 mans) . Liquor-shop holders

are licensed to make liquor and no separate licenses are issued for

liquor-making. Fermented palm-juice or tddi costs Id. to l^d. {|-1
anna) the quart of sixty tolas. The two kinds of palm spirit most
in use are the chali a weak and the feni a strong spirit. The light

or chali costs i^d. to 6d. (3-4 as.), and the stong or feni 9d. or Is.

6d. (6-12 as.) a quart. The cost of making twelve quart bottles of

the light spirit is 2s. Qd. (Rs. IJ) and of the strong spirit or feni is

5s. (Rs. 2J). The stills, of which each farmer has generally one or

two, must be worked close to the shops.

Palms grown solely for their nuts are calculated to yield on good
coast garden land a net yearly profit of about £5 (Rs. 50) a hundred
or Is. (8 as.) a tree.^
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1 The details are: The yearly average return from 100 coooa-palms is £12 lOs. (Rs. 125)
for 5000 cocoanuts at the rate of 5s. (Rs.2J) the hundred ; 16s. (Rs.8) for 800 pahn »

leaves at 2s. (Re. 1) the hundred ; and £1 (Rs. 10) for the husk and shells of 5000
cocoanuts used as firewood; making a total return of £14 6s. (Rs. 143). The *

yearly average cost for 100 cocoa-palms is £2 (Rs. 20) for watering for four

months fifty trees a day on alternate days at 10s. (Rs. 5) a month ; 43. (Rs. 2) ’
,

towards building a well which costs about £10 (Rs. 100) and lasts for about fifty

years ; lOs. (Rs. 5) for fencing ; £1 5s. Gd. (Rs. 12|) for Government assessment
mcluding loc^ fund cess ; £1 5s. (Rs. 12J) for manuring 100 trees at 3<Ji (2aa.) a tree ;

3». IJd. (Rs. 1^) for cleaning 100 trees at §d. (J aana) a tree ; 8s. 4d. (Rs. 4-2-8)

for gathering cocoanuts four times in the year at (I anna) a tree p and v
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Besides from tbe cocoa-palm liquor is made from the baini, Caryota
urens. This grows above the Sahyddris in the evergreen forests
called kans in Sidddpur, Sirsi, Yellapur, and Supa. A few are
found in the evergreen forests called amos or kans in the coast sub-
divisions of Ankola and Hondvar. The trees, which are Government
property, are estimated at 48,900. Under the system introduced in
August 1880 the right to tap these wild palms was sold at Is. (8 as.)
a tree. In 1881-82 the tree tax was raised to 4s. (Rs. 2) and in
1882-83 it was reduced to 3s. (Rs. 1|). During the year 1881-82,
13,300 trees were licensed. Very little liquor is distilled from the
juice of the wild palm as it is both inferior and expensive.

Above the Sahyadris, where palm juice is not distilled, spirits are
made from sugarcane juice flavoured with the bark of the hevra
tree which is brought from Dh4rwar.

The following list gives in alphabetical order the more important
trees and shrubs of the Kdnara forests with their botanical, Kdnarese
and Marathi names, and their chief uses^

:

1. Acacia ababica, jVtli K., babul M., is the well-known bdbul
tree. The wood is close-grained, dark-brown, hard, and tough. A
cubic foot when seasoned weighs fifty-four pounds. It is good for
carts, sugar and oil mills, and field tools, but is too crooked to
make useful building timber. It yields much clear gum, and its bark
is greatly used in dyeing ^nd tanning. The pods and leaves form
good fodder for sheep and cattle.

2. Acacia Catechu, kJiatTda R., IchaiT M., does not grow to a
large size. The wood is very hard and strong, and is supp^osed to be
as durable as teak. A seasoned cubic foot weighs close on eighty
pounds. Kdth catechu or Terra japonica is the thickened juice of
its boiled wood. •'

3. Acacia coNciNNA, K., the soapnut tree. Its pods are used
as soap and sell at £1 48. to £2 (Rs. 12 - Rs. 20) the khandi of 560
pounds. Every other year comes a bumper crop with an outturn
of about 1000 khandis, valued at £1200 (Rs. 12,000) The cost ofgathering and bringing to market is about 128. (Rs. 6) a khandi

4. Acacia Faenesiana, jali K., m babul M. The wood i<,Wand tough, and from the trunk gum oozes in considembrqliS
5. Acacia latkonum, donnmulhna jali K., dev babul M., does notgrow to any size, but is useful for tent pegs and for fences.
6. Acacia leucophloja, bile jali K., Mvdr M. The wood is hardstrong and much us^ When seasoned a cubic foot weighs about^y-five pounds. The bark is used in distilling, and^ yields atough strong fibre which is used for fishing nets and cordage

E
SONDEA, kempu khavrada or sh-emi K, Idl khair M iamuch like the Acacia catechu. The wood is equally hard ^d t^'^and when seasoned weighs about eighty pounds to^the cubic ioo^’

making a tot^ cost of £8 800) myeated,
(Rs. 53-0-4) a hundred or ateut Is

^ of £6 6s. p!
I A complete list of KAnara WConservator, is given in the Appendix.

W. A. Talbot^
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8. Achkas Sapota, humpole K., is a large cultivated tree with dull

red wood, short but straight in the grain, and very dense. It is apt
to split if not well seasoned. The fruit is pickled and eaten with
curries.

9. Adenantheea pavonina, manjuti K., and M., is a large tree,

whose wood, though tough and said to be good, is not in general use
in Kdnara. A seasoned cubic foot weighs fifty-six pounds. It yields

a red dye which is used by Brahmans to mark their foreheads, and
jewellers use the scarlet seeds as weights.

10. Adina coedipolia, yettagal K., hedu M., an immense and
very common tree, yields a yellow close grained wood which,
though liable to crack if not properly seasoned, is very valuable
for building and for furniture. A seasoned cubic foot weighs about
forty-two pounds.

11. ./®GLE Maemelos, belpatri K. and M., the bael tree, is sacred
to Shiva and is never cut. The wood is poor though close-grained.

A seasoned cubic foot weighs about forty-three pounds. The fruit

is used in diarrhoea and dysentery.

12. Ailakthps kalabaeica, guggula dhupada K. and M., is a
large tree whose resin is burnt as incense in Hindu temples. The
wood is useless.

13. Alangium Lamaekii, ansaroU K., anicul M., is a small tree or
climber with yellow-brown hard and tough wood which weighs forty-
nine pounds to the cubic foot. The fruit is eaten, though astringent
and acid, and the root is a native medicine.

14. Amgeites Molgccaka, Belganm walnut, dkrod K., is an
ornamental tree with poor timber. The kernel yields a fine clear oil.

15. Albizzia amaea, hilkambi K., Idli M., has a short thick trunk
wdth many heavy branches. The tree is common and yields dark-
brown, close-grained, and very strong and durable timber, one of the
most favourite woods in Kdnara. A seasoned cubic foot weighs
about seventy pounds.

16. Albizzia Lebbek, godda Jiunshe K., siras M., is common and
in general use. A seasoned cubic foot varies in weight from
thirty-eight to fifty-three pounds. A dark gum oozes from wounds
in the bark.

17. Albizzia peoceea, belldti K., is a large tree, which yields
excellent timber and is in great request.

18. Albizzia stipulata, bagana K., is a very pretty tree whose
wood is believed to be good,

19. Alseodaphne semicaepipolia, mUhdre K., pTiudgus M,, is a
large and handsome tree whose excellentwood has the special value
of resisting the attacks of white-ants. A seasoned cubic foot weighs
fifty-two pounds.

20. Ajstonia scholabis, hoddle K., sdtvin M., is a large up-
standing tree whose soft wood is useless except for making boxes. A
seasoned cubic foot weighs about forty pounds.

21. AlMooea liAwn, madarasada K., boramb M., is a moderate-
sized evergreen tree.

«-
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22. Anogeissus latipolia, dindal K., dhaura M., is moderat&-

sized on the outskirts of forests, but very large in favourable spots

among other lofty trees. The wood is light and sometimes beautifully

mottled and veined ; hard, close-grained, and very tough and elastic.

A seasoned cubic foot weighs sixty pounds. The people hold it iu

great esteem, using it for all field-tools and for certain parts of their

carts. From the bark oozes a fine gum like the Acacia arabica gum.

23. Antiaeis innoxia; ajjanapatte K., hharvat M., is a tree of

great size, but with soft worthless wood. The bark yields strong
fibre suited for cordage, matting, and sacking. In making sacks a
branch or trunk is cut to the required length, soaked in water,

and beat till the fibre separates from the wood. It is then turned
inside out, and the wood sawn off except a small piece at the bottom.
The fruit is intensely bitter.

24. Anacaedium occidentale, godamhe K., Tcaju M., is the well

known Cashew tree. The wood is of no value except for charcoal.

The pericarp of the nut yields a bitter oil which is used as a caustic.

A clear gum not inferior to gum arabic oozes from the trunk and is

used as varnish. The roasted kernels are a well-known dessert dish.

They also yield an oil. The enlarged crimson pedicel is also eaten
and has a pleasant bitter flavour.

25. Apoeosa Lindletana, salle K., is a middle-sized, very straight

tree, much used for rafters.

26. Aeeca Catechu, adike K., pophali M., the betelnnt palm,
rises in a straight slender stem fifty to eighty feet higL It makes
excellent rafters and shed-posts. The nut, which is chewed and used
in many religions ceremonies, forms one of the chief articles of trade
in Kanara.

27. Aetocaepus hiesuta, hebbalasina K., pat pJianas M., is a
very large and handsome evergreen tree whose massive trunk
occasionally rises straight and clean-stemmed for 150 feet. It yields
the anjili wood of commerce and is equally valuable for ship and
house building. A seasoned cubic foot weighs about forty pounds.
The fruit is eaten.

28. Aetocaepus integkipolia, halasina K., phanas M., the well
known Jack, is both cultivated and found wild in the evergreen
Sahyddri forests. The trunk grows to a great girth. The wood
is yellow when cut but gradually darkens. It becomes beautifully
mottled with time and takes as fine a polish as mahogany. A sea-
soned cubic foot weighs forty-two pounds. It is used for building
and for furniture. The fruit weighs up to sixty pounds and is much
used by the people. The roasted seeds are not unlike chestnuts, and
in bad seasons are often the only food of the poorest hill people.

29. Aetocaepus lakoocha, vonte K., votamba M., has soft and
poor wood and a fruit which is eaten in curries.

30. ATALANTLi MONOPHTLLA, Icdu limhe K., mdkad limba M., is a
small tree found in the evergreen forests. Its wood is close-
grained and heavy, but is not generally used.

31. biduru gala, medar gala, kiribiduru gala, sheme
biduru gala, vonte biduru gala, galagiu kaddi K., is one of the most
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useful of forest products. The large or biduru gala bamboo is used

in building, for masts of native vessels, spars, yards, and boat-

decking, tent-poles, scaffolding, floors, bridges, laidders, water-pipes,

for floating timber, hollow cases, water backets, and many other pur-

poses. The middle-sizedormedargraiabamboois usedinhouse building,

floors, masts and spars for small boats, boat-decking, and scaffolding.

It is also split to make walls for houses, matting, and baskets. The
Jciri-biduru gala bamboo is used for battens, roofing, flooring,

decking, spear-handles, and walking-sticks. They are also split and
used for various other purposes. The sheme biduru gala bamboo
is solid and used for roofs, battens, floors, and spear handles. The
wonte biduru gala bamboo is used for flutes, matting, and baskets,

and the galagiu Tcuddi bamboo for pens. The large bamboo takes

ten to fifteen years to reach its full size. When full grown the

shoots rise from the root seventy to ninety feet in one season.

Beddome is of opinion that the large bamboo seeds and dies after

thirty-two years, but according to the people of Kanara it does not

seed until it reaches the age of fifty or even sixty years. Other
bamboos seed at periods varying from seven to thirty years, the meddr
gala living next longest to the biduru gala. The seed or grain of

the large bamboo or biduru gala is gathered and eaten and in the

scarcity of 1865-66 thousands of people flocked from Dharwfir,

Belgaum and Linsgur in Maisur to gather and carry it to their

homes. In both these years thousands of lives were saved by the

timely seeding of the large bamboo. The seed is more like wheat
than rice and is very heating. The bamboos of certain tracts, some-
times several square miles wide, seed at the same time. In Kd.nara

the last general seeding began in 1864 and ended in 1875. The root

the large bamboo ceases to send up shoots one season before it

flowers. The middle-sized bamboo or medar gala also seeds at the

same time over large tracts. Its seed is also gathered and eaten.

” 32. Baeeingtonia acutangula, hole hauva K., mdnliumba M., is

. moderate-sized tree, common along streams and in moist places.

The wood is reddish, and though tough and strong is not in general

use. A seasoned cubic foot weighs fifty-six pounds. The bark is

used to stupefy fish.

33. Bassia latifolia, ippe K., moha M., grows to a good size.

In other parts of India the wood is said to be strong and durable,

mt in Kanara it is not used. A cubic foot of seasoned wood
./eighs sixty-one pounds. The flowers are eaten and used in making

. spirit. A gum oozes from wounds in the bark.

34. Bassia longifolia, huli ippe K., moha M., grows to a good
ize. The wood is not used, but the seeds yield an oil that would

nake candles and soap.

35. Bauhinia Lawii, basavanpad K., is a large shade-tree with

oft useless wood.

36. Baijhinia puepueea, sheddla K., Tcanchan M., is a small tree

dth strong wood, but seldom large enough for building.

37. Bauhinia eacemosa, baiine K., dpta M., is a moderate-sized

•ee with strong close-grained wood. A seasoned cubic foot weighs

ity-six pounds.
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38. Batjhinia variegata, mandar R. and M., is an ornamental
tree with variegated flowers and hard serviceable wood, bat seldom
large. The bark is nsed in tanning and dyeing.

39. Bixa ORELLANA, amuttu K., is common in gardens. It
yields a good orange dye.

40. Bombax malabaeicum, burla K., sdyar M., has an immense
stem, straight, round, and of great length. The wood is soft and
useless. A. dark gum oozes from the wounds in the bark and the
fruit is gathered for its cotton.

41. Boeassus flabellifoemis, tale K., talat mad M., the Palmyra
palm, is grown in gardens. Its hard and lasting outer wood is nsed
in building and for water pipes. The leaves make excellent thatch,
and the sap is either boiled into sugar or fermented and distilled.

42. Beiedelia MONTANA, dsatia K., kaunchi M., gives an
excellent timber fit for building, sleepers, and furniture, standing
exposure well. A seasoned cubic foot weighs sixty pounds.

43. Beiedelia eetusa, mullu honne K., kdnta kauchi M.,
grows to a large size. The wood is strong, tough, and stands water.
It is used in building and for well frames.

44. Bdchanania latifolia, nurkal K., didr M., is a moderate-
sized tree. The heartwood is hard, but the rest of the wood is

poor. A seasoned cubic foot weighs thirty-six pounds. The fruit

is dark purple and is pleasant to the taste. An ofl is expressed from
the seed.

45. Bcttea feondosa, muttala K., phalas M., is very common
and strikingly handsome when covered with its scarlet blossoms:
The flowers yield a yellow dye, and the juice is one of the kino
gums. The lac insect is often found on its branches. The
wood is coarse and poor. A seasoned cubic foot weighs thirty-three
pounds.

4b. Calophyllum elatum, sur-lioTiTie R., Tiayani ^I,, is a magni-
ficent evergreen tree often growing 150 feet high, the stem straight,
of great girth, and from eighty to a hundred feet to the first branch.
It yields the poonspars so much used for masts. The wood is
reddish and coarse-grained but ornamental. A single tree has been
known to fetch more than f100 (Es. 1000). The seed yields an oil.

_

47. Calophyllum inophyllum, vima R., undi M., is moderate-
sized on the coast, but often very large in the forests. The wood is
coarse but useful, and the seed yields an excellent much-used oil for
which along the coast the tree is grown,
48 Calophyllum Wightianum, bobU R., irai M., is a large

tree found along streams and in moist places. The wood is coarsebut strong and ornamental. The seed yields an oil scarcely inferior
to the oil of the Calophyllum inophyllum,

49. Calos^thes INDICA, K. and M., is a small tree withpoor wood. The bark and fruit are used in tanning.
50 Canaeium strictum, rdl-dhupada R., rdl 'dhup M. is abeautiful evergreen tree known to Europeans as the black dammer.Its resin or dammer is nsed in medicine.
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51. CssALPiniA SEPIAEIA, Maisor thorn, Ver. chillar, is a prickly
bush with yellow flowers, forming impassable thickets in many
places, often where the bamboos seeded in 1865-66. The young
pod contains an essential oil.

52. C. Nuga is a common climber along the sides of tidal
creeks.

53. C. CORIAEIA, Ver. divi-divi, is a small thornless tree whose-
pods yield a tanning material. It has been introduced into Dharwdr,
Belgaum, and Kdnara. The wood is not in general use.

54. Canthium didthitm, yellal K., arsul M., is a handsome
evergreen tree with close-grained, hard, and heavy wood, yellowish
with central masses of black.

55. Cappaeis geandis, tordte K., Tcauntel M., has small wood
but close-grained and good for turning. It yields an oil which is

used in medicine and for burning.

56. CabalIiIA httegeeeima, andermurgal K., panasi M., has
reddish brown timber, rather brittle, but very ornamental.

57. Caeeta aeboeea, kaval K., kumbia M., is crooked and
stunted on the outskirts of the forests but with other large trees
grows to a considerable height and girth. The wood, though strong
and tough, is not generally used, except the heartwood for
ploughs. A seasoned cubic foot weighs about fifty pounds. The
bark yields a coarse strong cordage. The fruit is eaten by cattle.

58. Caeyota tteens, baini K., berli M., the Indian sago-palm,
is abundant in the evergreen Sahyddri forests. The wood is fibrous,

hard, and in general use for field-tools. The trunk is used for water-
courses. The pith yields a sago, the fermented or distilled juice an
ntoxicating drink, and the leaves a fibre.

59. Caeissa caeandas, Ver. coronda, is a bush whose fruit is much
esteemed and is excellent in tarts.

60. Cassia aueiculata, talvdd K. and M., is a bush or small
tree very common in the lower hill slopes and plains. The bark is

much used for tanning.

61. Cassia fistula, kakkai K., bdya M., is remarkably hand-
some with its hanging bunches of primrose flowers. In the
inland forests it grows to a considerable size, but it is dwarfed
towards the plain country where the rainfall is scanty. The wood

extremely good, being exceedingly hard and tough and
leautifully mottled. It takes a good polish and is well suited for

umitnre. A seasoned cubic foot weighs fifty-four pounds. The
)ulp that fills the pod is a strong purgative used both by Europeans
nd natives. A gum oozes from wounds in the bark.

62. Cassia ploeida, sirsal M., is a handsome and excellent road-
ide tree. The wood is dark but brittle and perishable. A seasoned
ubic foot weighs fifty-eight pounds.

63. Casuaeina equisetifolia, sura K., was introduced into
ndia about the beginning of the present century and is now well
stablished. It thrives best on sandy tracts along the sea shore. It
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Cgapter IL is of rapid growth and yields an excellent heavy and hard dark-
brown wood. A plantation formed near Karwar a few years ago is

succeeding well.

64. Cedeela Toona, tundu or devdari K., todu M., grows to a
considerable size. The timber is reddish brown, light, even,

but open-grained and fairly strong. It seasons readily, is easily

work^, and takes a fine polish. It is very fragr^t when cut.

A seasoned cubic foot weighs thirty-one pounds. It is much used
for furniture. A red or yellowish dye is made from the flowers.

65. Celasteus MONTANA, mMkanguni K., hanmachd jhdd M., is

a small and very common tree. The wood is fairly good, though
not much used.

66. Chickeassia tabulaeis, dul or devdari K., paiba M., is an
immense tree, one of the largest of the many large Kanara
evergreens. It is often found up to twelve feet in girth with a
clean, thick, and straight trunk fifty to eighty feet to the first

branch. It is the Chittagong wood of commerce and from its fresh
cedar-like smell is called lal or devdari in Kdnara. The wood is dark
coloured and close in the grain. It is used for every purpose and is

much valued. A seasoned cubic foot weighs forty-two pounds.

67. Chloeoxtlon Swietenia, mashvdla K., halda M., is not
found in Kdnara, but is common, though small, in parts of Belgaum
and KaUdgi, where it is known under the name of mashvala.
The wood is close-grained, hard, and durable ; excellent for turning
or any fancy work which does not require large-sized wood. It is
highly prized by the people. A seasoned cubic foot weighs about
fiffy-eight pounds.

68. CHETSorHYLLUM RoxBUEGHii, hale K., tursiphal M., is a good
sized tree.

^

The wood is employed in house-building, but is nut by
any means in general use. The fruit is eaten.

69. Cinnamomum Tamala, dalchinne K., ddlchini tihi M. A very
common evergreen forest tree of moderate size. The wood is poor
and is not used. The bark is also inferior and is not the true
’’cinnamon of commerce. An aromatic oil extracted from the fruit
and leaves is used as a medicine.

70. CoEDiA Myxa, chella K., bhokur M., is a middle-sized tree.
The wood is inferior and is not in general use. A seasoned cubic
foot weighs about forty pounds. The bark is made into ropes and
the fibre is used in caulking boats. The fruit is eaten as a vegetable
and pickled. °

71. CoEYPHA CMBEACULIFEEA, Idle K., tdU M., is knowu as ther^pat palm. It ^ows sixty to seventy feet high. The beaten
pith ^elds an edible flour, the leaves are made into umbrellas,
and the seeds, a species of vegetable ivory, are an article of tradeW them at rates varying
from £2 to £2 10s. (RS.2O-R3. 25) the hhandi of 616 pounds.

^

.
I*ISC0L0E is a beautiful climber, common in the imnsm Kanara. It requires a moist climate. The leaves are differently

coloured above and beneath. ^
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73. CiTEUs MEDiCA, Ver. limbu, the common bitter lime, is much
grown in the Sahyadri villages.

74. CiTEUs DECUMANA, the pomelo, is grown throughout K^ara
and reaches great perfection.

75. CiTEUS AtJEANTiuM, Ver. god ndring, the sweet orange, is

grown throughout Kdnara but does not produce superior fruit.

76. Clematis qoueiana, a creeper, is found everywhere in the

Southern Maratha Country. It flowers in the cold season.

77. Cleeodendeon inboetonatum, a common shrub found as

undergrowth in the Kdnara forests.

78. C. INEEME, a climbing shrub found on the coast where it

forms dense thickets.

79. Ceat^va EELiGiosA, Ver. hiiMsi, is a moderate-sized tree with

trifoliate leaves and large handsome flowers. It is found on the

Sahyddris. The wood is yellowish white, tough, and durable.

80. Dalbeegia LATiroLiA, hite K., aisu M., is the well-known

blackwood tree. The timber is one of the most valuable in

India
;
it is strong, very hard, close-grained, and of a purple black.

It takes a beautifal polish and is reckoned the best furniture wood.

A seasoned cubic foot weighs fifty pounds.

81. Dalbeegia panicolata, Ver. padri, a soft-wooded tree, is

common in the dry forests of Dhdrwar and Kdnara. The wood is

divided by more or less complete rings of soft tissue which is used

as firewood.

82. Desmodigm teiquetegm is a shrub common throughout
Kdnara. The pods are covered with bent hairs and stick fast to

anything with which they come in contact.

83. D. PGLCHELLUM is a common shrub which flowers in the

rains.

84. Dillenia PEifTAGYNA, hauagala K., harmal M., is a
moderate-sized tree and very common. Whatever may be thought
of it elsewhere, in Kanara the wood is considered useless excepj^

for burning. The fruit, which as a rule is most abundant and
falls during May, is greedily eaten by all animals both wild and
tame.

85. Diospteos Ebenum, Jcare K., abnus M., is a moderate-sized

rather uncommon tree. The heartwood is generally jet black and
very heavy. A seasoned cubic foot weighs eighty-one pounds. It

is one of the trees which are not allowed to be cut.

86. Diospyeos Melanoxylon, balai K., tumri M., is a middle-

sized tree. Only the heartwood of old trees contains ebony,
and even that is streaked with dull yellow lines. The wood, though
strong tough and fairly durable, is not held in much esteem. A
seasoned cubic foot weighs fifty to seventy pounds. The fruit

when perfectly ripe has a pleasant taste and is much liked.

87. Diospyeos Montana, tendu K. and M., is a small tree of

the ebony kind with black and variegated streaks towards the heart.

The wood is pretty strong but is not much used.
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88. Diplospoea apiocaepa, Mchange K., paniyara M., is a large

evergreen tree whose wood is nsed to make combs and toys.

89. Dipteeocaepus Indiccs, chalJdne K., is an immense evergreen

tree which, when tapped, yields an oil of considerable value. The
wood is coarse-grained, soft, and seldom used.

90. Dodonaia viscosa, Ver. handurgi, is a very common shrub
growing over large areas in Dharwar. The leaves are covered
with bright yellow resin, but it is not put to any use.

91. Elceocaepus tcbeeculatus, riidrdk K., is a very large tree

found in the Sahyadris. The seeds are made into rosaries by
some Brahmans. The wood is not used.

92. Elceodendeon Boxbueghii, thdmarcga K., is a tree of fair

size. The wood is not strong, but' it is used for combs and
picture frames.

93. EEPNOCAEPtrs Nimmonii, haladi adavi Ihende K., is a-small

tree whose wood though soft is used for yokes, and the bark
makes excellent ropes.

94. Eeiodekdeon anfeactuosum, Ule burlu K., pdndhari
advar M., the white cotton tree, though fairly large does not
grow to the same size as the Bombax malabaricum. The pods are
gathered for their cotton. The wood is useless except for making
toys.

95. Eeioljina Hookebiana, hadang K., is a small tree with
very tough wood commonly us^ for axe handles.

96. Eettheika subeeosa, Ver. pangra, is a very common
middle-sized tree with corky bark. Its white soft wood is used for
planking.

97. Eettheina indica, mullu muttala K., pangara M., is a tree
of moderate size whose soft wood is only used to make toys and
boxes.

98. Eugenia jambolana, nerlu K., jamhul M., is a very
large and beautiful tree. The wood is in general use for house-
building, carts, field-tools, and a variety of purposes

; it stands
the action of water and is used for well frames. It is fairly close-
grained, not very strong or lasting except in water, and in colour
a dirty brown. A seasoned cubic foot weighs forty-eight pounds.
The fruit is eaten.

99. Eheetia lavis, adak K., is common on the Sahyddris.
The wood is strong and hard.

100. Eugenia Zeylanica, nerkal K., bhedas M., is a middle-sized
tree common in streams. The wood is in use. for house-building
and for field tools.

101. Euphoria longana, Ver. vumba, is a rather large tree whose
wood is hard but splits and does not bear exposure. It is not much
used.

102. Euphorbia neeiifolia, a small thorny tree with leaves at
the ends of the angular spiral branches. It is much used as
hedge plant in Dharwdr and Belgaum.

V'
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103. E. Tibucalli, Ver, nevli, the milk-husli, is the well known
hedge plant with bitter milk-like juice.

104. Feeonla Elephantum, Tcovit M., the wood-apple tree, is

generally found in comparatively dry parts of the district and
near gardens. The wood, which is hard strong and lasting, is

used for a variety of purposes. A gum oozes from the tree not
unhke gum arabic. The pulp of the fruit makes good jelly and the
leaves are used in medicine.

105. Fictjs aspebrima, Tchargas K., hharvat M., is a middle-
sized tree with poor unused wood. The leaves are in general use to

polish horns and as sand-paper.

106. Ficus eetusa, 'pinvdl K., ndndruh M., is a handsome shade-

giving tree, excellent for roadsides. The wood is soft and
useless.

107. Ficus glomeeata, atti K., rumadi M., is both cultivated

and found in evergreen forests. The wood is inferior, but is often

used for doors and well frames. The fruit is eaten and the leaves

bark and fruit are used in native medicines. A seasoned cubic

foot weighs about thirty-one pounds.

108. Ficus bengalensis, dlada K., vad M., the well known
banyan or Indian fig, grows to a great size and often shades a
space 150 feet and more in diameter. The banyan sends aerial roots

from the branches which taking hold of the sod grow into trunks.

These roots are very elastic tough and strong and are used for

tent-poles, poles for carrying loads, and cart yokes. The wood is

sometimes used for doors and well frames. A seasoned cubic foot

weighs about thirty-three pounds. It is an excellent roadside tree,

giving great shade and suiting itself to almost any soil. In forests

the different varieties of fig do much harm. The birds leave seeds in

the forks of trees, where they sprout and sending down their roots

gradually encircle and destroy the tree. No fig tree should be
allowed to live in a carefully preserved forest.

109. Ficus eeligiosa, arle K., pippal M., grows to a good size

but is not a first class roadside tree, as its shade is scanty and it

is not easily raised from cuttings. It is held sacred by almost all

classes of Hindus. The wood is inferior and is not used.

110. Ficus speciosa, basari K., a rather thick-set variety

bearing small fig-shaped fruit, is found near streams. The wood is

said to be tough and to stand the action of water.

111. Ficus WiGHTiANA, pimpari K., a tree of considerable size

but not so common as the other varieties. The wood is inferior

like all fig wood, and the fruit is small and yellow.

112. Flacouetia MONTANA, JiaraiiM sampige
'K., champer M ., is a

middle-sized tree, with red strong and durable wood, and edible

fruit.

113. Gaecinia Moeella, arsina gurgi K., dardmba M., is a
middle-sized tree found in the southern evergreen forests. This

is the true gamboge of commerce. The wood is hard and close-

grained but is not in general use.
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114. Gaecinia pictoeia, harddla K., grows in evergr^n

forests and is far commoner and larger than the G. morella, to which

it is allied. The resin that oozes from the trunk has been analysed

at Madras and is said to equal the true gamboge.

115. Gaecinia puepueea, murgala K., bhirand M., common in and

near evergreen forests, is not large; its lemon-coloured wood is

straight-grained and elastic. The fruit is eaten, and a concrete oil

called kofcam is made from the seeds and used as a medicine and
in cooking.

116. Gabdenia lucida, Ver. dipamdli, is a small tree with large

white flowers. The wood is white, fine-grained, and good for

turning. Its resin is useful in the treatment of sores and for keeping

off flies and worms.

117. Gaeuqa pinnata, halahdlage K., hudah M., is a moderate-

sized tree, whose timber is poor and is little used except for fuel.

The bark is used in tanning and a gum oozes from the trunk.

The fruit is eaten both raw and pickled. A seasoned cubic foot

weighs fifty-two pounds.

118. Givotia eottleeifoemis, polhi K., a rather small tree, is

common in dry forests. The wood is light and soft and in Gokak
and other places is used to make toys. It takes paint well and the

seeds yield a valuable oil.

119. Glochidion speciosa, nirchelli K., does not grow to any size,

and has worthless timber.

120. Gmehna aeboeea, shivani K., shivan M., is a large' and
valuable tree. The wood is whitish, strong, and close-grained, but
not heavy. A seasoned cubic foot weighs thirty to forty pounds.
It does not crack in seasoning and takes paint and varnish well.

It stands water well and on the whole is one of the most valuable

of K4narese woods. The fruit bark and roots are used in native

medicines.

121. Gmelina asiatica, Ical-shivani K., Idlidn shivan M., is a
small tree with very hard wood.

122. Gkewia obliqua, darsuh K., pdndhari dhdman M., is a
middle-sized tree. The wood is used for field tools and posts and
ropes are made from its fibre.

123. Gkewia tili^ifolia, dadsal K., dhdman M., is a tree of
considerable size. The wood is a light reddish brown, compact,
close-grained, and very elastic. A seasoned cubic foot weighs thirty
to forty pounds. It is excellent for coach building.

124. Geewia L.a)viGATA, Tcaori K., is a small tree yielding a
favourite fibre,

125. Haedwickia binatea, Jcaracho or asana gurgi K., anjun M.,
is a handsome straight-growing tree. The wood is a dark reddish
brown, close-grained, hard and heavy. A seasoned cubic foot
weighs about seventy-six pounds. The bark yields an excellent fibre
which is strong and used for cordage. Cattle are very fond of the
leaves.
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126. Heticteees Isoea, Tcavargi K., hevan M., is 'a small tree

whose bark yields a fibre which is made into coarse cordage and
sacking.

127. Hemigteosa canescens, Mlu yatle K., lohhandi M., is a
common good-sized tree, with hard whitish wood which is used in

house-building.

128. Hetnia teijtiga, Jcoro K., J^horo M., is a moderate-sized
tree with straight trunk. The wood is soft and not used.

129. Hocomlia MONTANA, sampage K., tdmbat M., is seldom large.

The wood is white hard and tough, and is used for field-tools.

130. Holigaena longieolia, hole ger K., sudra hibo M., is a large
tree. The timber is soft and is not used except for native boats.
The fruit and bark are used in medicine and yield an excellent
black varnish.

131. Hibisctts peecatus is a prickly climber common on the
Sahyfidris. It flowers beautifully in the cold season.

132. HoPEAWIGHTIANA, haigu K. havsi, M., is a tree of considerable
size. The wood is good, very hard and lasting, and much used.

133. Htdnocaepus alpina, toratti K., kdstel M., is a large
handsome tree, whose wood makes good beams and rafters. The
seeds yield an oil which in Kfirwfir is used for burning.

134. Hymenodictton obovatcm, Ver. Tcdrvi is a large handsome
tree, with a close-grained pale mahogany coloured wood. It
deserves attention.

135. IxoEA cocciNEA, flame of the woods, is a common bush,
always covered with red flowers.

136. IxoEA PAEViPLOEA, henuu gorvi K., khura M., is a small
ornamental tree known as the torch tree. The wood is of a
reddish brown, close-grained, and used for buildings and furniture.

A seasoned cubic foot weighs sixty-six pounds.

137. Jasminum latipolium is a common climber with handsopie,
white, sweet-smelling flowers.

13^& Ktdia caltcina, bellaka K., iliya M., is a small tree whose
wood is used for yokes. • It yields a fibre.

139. Lageestecemia miceocaepa, bile nandi K., ndna M., is a large

and handsome tree, very common all over Kanara. The wood is

light-red straight-grained and excellent for house building ; but if

exposed it decays and is rapidly attacked by white-ants. A cubie

foot of seasoned wood weighs thirty-seven pounds.

140. Lageestecemia paevipioea, channangi K., bonddra M.,

grows to a moderate size and is not so common as L. microcarpa.

The wood is light brown, close-grained, straight, and fairly durable.

It is in general use for house building and all ordinary purposes. A
cubic foot weighs forty pounds.

141. Lageestecemia Eeginae, hole ddsdl K., tdman M., is a lEirge

and very ornamental tree. It is common along the Kalinadi river

and when in blossom in May its rich masses of rose purple and lilao

are strikingly handsome. The wood is a light red fairly strong and
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mnch nsed. A seasoned cubic foot weighs thirty-six to forty-seven

pounds.

142. Lasiosiphon eeiocephalus, rami K., rdmita M., is a small

tree very common along the Sahyddris. The leaves are bruised and
thrown into pools to stupefy fish. The people believe that the wood
or its ash destroys the teeth and are most careful not to use it.

143. LmociEEA MALABAEiCA is a small tree common in the ever-

green Sahyadii forests near Bara.

144. Maba nigeescens, kari K., kdla jhdd M., is a small but

remarkably hard and strong evergreen. It is particularly prized

for round rafters in native houses.

145. Macaeanga tomentosa, chandkal K., chandora M., is a
large tree with soft useless wood. A gum oozes from the bark

which is used in medicine.

146. Machilus maceantha, gumdva K., is a large and handsome
evergreen tree. The wood is not used but would answer for boards.

147. Mallotus philippinensis, kunkuma K., shindur M., is a
small tree. The wood is not used except as fuel ; the bark is

valued for tauning, and the red powder of the capsules yields an
orange dye.

148. Mangifeea indica, mavina K., amba M., is the well known
mango tree. The wood is of little value except for boards and fuel.

It decays at once if exposed. The tree is largely grown for its fruit

and gives excellent shade.

149. Melastoma malabaeicum is a shrub with opposite hairy

three-nerved leaves, which is common in Kdnara above and b^low the

Sahyddris. The fruit is edible.

150. Melia Azedaeach, hevina K., mem M., is a moderate-
sized tree grown in the dry east beyond the regular forests.

It is also found self-sown in hedge-rows and over the low hills.

The heartwood varies in shade according to the age of the tree,

being sometimes light and often reddish. The older trees yield

good building timber. A seasoned cubic foot weighs thirty pounds.
The bark, leaves, and fruit are intensely bitter and are used in native
medicines. The seeds yield an oil and the wood is safe against
white-ants.

151. Melia composita, kari bevin K., kariijdpdt M., is a larger
and finer tree than M. azedarach, but with much the same
properties. It is found nearer to and sometimes in the forests.

The wood also is darker and better marked, being sometimes
beautifully mottled ; it is safe against white-ants.

152. Melia indica, kare uttatte K., kadu khdjur M., is a
large and handsome tree found along the Sahyddris. Some very
fine specimens are to be seen along the road at the top of the
Anshi pass and again at Sonda between Yellapur and Sirsi. The
wood is dark and beautifully mottled. It is not felled for building
purposes, but the leaves, fruit, and bark are used in medicine, and
for the same purposes as the other two varieties. It is also like

them free from the attacks of white-ants.



153. Memectlon embellatum, KmbtoU K., limha M., is a small
tree common on the Sahyadris. The wood is hard and tough, and
the flowers yield a dye.

154. Mesua feeeea, ndga sampige K., ndga ehdmpa M., is a
handsome tree with fragrant flowers. The wood is very hard and
heavy though not much in use. A seasoned cubic foot weighs
sixty-nine pounds.

155. Michelia Champaca, Tcola sampige K., hud ehdmpa M., is

{
grown for its sweet-scented flowers which are used in temples. The
wood is said to be good, but it is not used.

156. Mimesops Elengi, hahule K., vovali M., is a large and
ornamental tree. The wood is reddish brown and close-grained,

and takes a good polish. It is used for house building and cabinet-

making. A seasoned cubic foot weighs sixty-one pounds. The seeds
peld an abundance of oil and the root and fruit are used in medicine.

157. Moeocaepes longifolia, Ver. hardval, is a small tree yield-

ing a fibre.

1 58. Moeesga pteeygospeema, nugge K., shevgi M., the horse
raddish tree, has soft useless wood not even good for fuel. The
seeds yield a pure sweet oil which is used in salads. The sap which
oozes from wounds in the bark is used in rheumatism.

159. Moeinda exseeta, ahk or ainshi K., is a moderate-sized tree

with bright yellow wood. The root yields a yellow and red dye and
the wood is made into dishes.

160. Mussoenda feondosa, Ver. hehana, is a large handsome shrub,
part of whose calyx forms what looks like a large white leaf.

161. Myeistica laueifolia, jdjikdi K., jdyaphal M., the wild
nutmeg tree, grows to a great size, but only in evergreen forests.

The nutmeg and mace are of little value, and the wood is soft and
useless.

162. Naeclea elliptica, keravdra K., is a tree of considerable

size. Its wood is light and yellow close-grained and in general
use for house building. It is like the Adina cordifolia only
smaller.

163. Naeclea paevifolia, kadavdr K., kalamb M., is a larger

tree than N. elliptica. Its wood is light coloured and close-grained
and is much used for house building and cabinet-making. It does
not stand exposure and must be kept dry. A seasoned cubic foot

weighs about forty-one pounds.

164. Nepheliem longanem, kdnakindale K., is a lofty tree

with straight trunk and fine globular head. The wood is seldom
used being poor and apt to crack.

165. Nothopegia Colebeooktana, Ver. amberi, is a small tree

whose wood is not used.

166. OcHEOCAEPES LONGiFOLiA, suragi K., surangi M., is a large

tree. The wood is little used, but the flowers yield a dye.

167. Odina Wodiee, gojel K., moi M., is a moderate-sized very
common tree. The wood is poor, the heartwood alone, which is
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A dull red, being used in house building. A seasoned cubic foot of

the heartwood weighs fifty pounds. A gum that oozes from the

trunk is used in medicine.

168. Olea dioica, biirra mige, K., iaramhu M., the Indian olive,

is a small tree with light coloured strong and close-grained wood.

169. OuGEiNiA DALBEEQioiDEs, kari muttala K.., kdla phttlus M..,

is abundant in parts of Kanara and grows to a fair size. The
wood is used for almost every purpose both in house building

and for furniture. It is very hard strong close-grained and hand-

some. It is unharmed by white-ants, and considered fully equal

to if not better than teak. A seasoned cubic foot weighs about

fifty-eight pounds. An astringent red gum oozes from cuts in the

bark.

170. P^citONEUEON iNDicuM, kirhalU K., is a middle-sized

evergreen tree, whose hard wood is used for rice pounders.

171. Pajanelia Rheedii, hendi beli K., is a rare and very hand-
some evergreen.

172. Phyllanthes Emblica, nelK K., avaliM., is a small tree,

common in Kanara and the neighbouring forests of Dharwar and
Belgaum. The wood is poor and is scarcely ever used except for

fuel.

173. PoNGAMiA glabea, thor hongala K., karanj M,, grows to a
considerable size and is mostly found along the banks of rivers

and streams. The wood is light tough and of a yellowish colour.

It is put to a variety of uses. An oil expressed from the seed is

used for lamps and as a cure for itch and mange. A cubic foot of

seasoned wood weighs forty pounds.

174. Paekinsonia aceleata, Ver. vilayti kikar, is a common
roadside and hedge tree in Dharwar and Beigaum.

175. PoLTALTHiA CEEASOIDES, vubldna K., hum M., is a straight
growing and handsome tree of considerable size. The wood is

light coloured, splits badly in seasoning, and is not regarded with
favour.

176. PoLYALTHiA EEAGEANS, gauri K., IS a large evergreen tree.
The wood is not used, but the bark yields fibre.

177. Peosopis spicigeea, sheme K., sanndar M., grows to a
good size. The wood is dark-red, hard, and lasting. It is used
for house building and for making carts. A seasoned cubic foot
weighs seventy-two pounds. A gum oozes from the bark.

178. PsiDiEM GUAVA, peralii K., pent M., the guava tree, besides
its fruit yields a small but hard wood which is used for engraving
and makes good gun-stocks.

179. Pteeocakpus Maksupiujt, honne K., dsan M., grows to a
great size in Kanara and is common though smaller in Belgaum
and Dhdrwar. The wood is particularly prized for idol cars and
for the solid-wheeled timber carts which are used in the forests.
It is dark, hard, strong, and lasting. It is much used for house
building and is altogether a very favourite timber. A seasoned
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cubic foot weighs fifty-six pounds. A reddish gum resin which ooze»
from the wounds in the trunk is known as hino or Dragon’s blood.

180. Pteeospeemdm eubiginosum, vuraehandu K., grows to a
good size. The timber is said to be used in house-building and for
other purposes.

181. PiTTEANjivA Roxbueghii, YeT. putrojiva, is a middle-sized
evergreen tree. It is rather rare and the wood is not used. It
gets its name of putrajiv or child’s life, because the nuts are worn as
necklaces by children as a preventive against sickness.

182. Randia.dumetoeum, hare gida, K., geli M., is a small tree
found in moist forests. The wood is white fine-grained and heavy.
The fruit is used to stupefy fish.

183. Randia uiiGiNOSA, pandri, K. is a small tree with white
fine-grained wood. The fruit is eaten as a vegetable.

184. Salix teteaspeema, boch M., is found generally near water
and on the dams of rice fields. The wood is soft and useless. A
cubic foot weighs thirty-seven pounds.

185. Santalum album, gandada K., chandan M., the sandal-

wood tree, rarely grows more than thirty feet high and four

feet in girth. The outer or sapwood is white and useless, but the
heartwood is yellow-brown, hard, fine-grained and fragrant. A
seasoned cubic foot weighs fifty-eight pounds. The heartwood is

used in making ornamental work-boxes, glove-boxes, card-cases,

and paper-cutters. A valuable oil is distilled from it and it is burnt
as incense in temples. The tree is very common and grows well along
the south eastern frontier. The wood is in great demand and sells

readily at 10s. to 12s. (Rs.5-Rs.6) a wan of twenty-eight pounds.

186. Sapindus emaeginatus, aratala K., rita M., is a good-
sized tree with fairly hard and strong but not much used wood. A
seasoned cubic foot weighs sixty-four pounds. The fruit is used as

soap and the nut yields an oil.

187. Saeaca indica, ashoha K., ashok M., is a very handsome,
middle-sized tree, common in evergreen forests. Though the heart-

wood is hard and dark coloured, it is not much used. The bright

scarlet and gold flowers are a favourite temple decoration.

188. Scheebeea swietenisdes, Ver. moka, is a moderate-sized

tree, not common in the Southern Mariitha Country. The wood is

hard and close-grained like boxwood. It is used for turning.

189. ScHLEiCHEEA TEiJUGA, sdgdde K., kasamb M., is a very
common large and beautiful tree. The wood is much prized for

screw-rollers for sugar mills and presses. It is reddish, very hard and
' heavy, and much used for house building and other purposes. A
seasoned cubic foot weighs about sixty-eight pounds. The lac insect

i is found on the branches, and oil is pressed from the seed.

' 190. Semecaepus Anacaedium, ger K., bibha M., the marking-nut

1 tree, does not grow to any size. The wood is soft and useless. The
i black juice of the fruit is used to mark linen and as a medicine,

t 191. SoTMiDA FEBEiFUGA, svjdmi K., rainyi M., is a tree of

I considerable size. The wood is a dull red and is much used for
4
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house building. It is lasting and strong, though apt to spht and
rough to work. A seasoned cubic foot weighs sixty-six pounds. The
bark is a febrifuge.

192. Spathodea Eoxbueghii, varas M., is a small tree with soft
poor wood.

193. Spathodea xylocarpa, genasing K., liharsing M., grows to
a good size. Its close-grained and rather ornamental wood is used
in building and for furniture.

194. Spondias Mangipeea, amate K., rdnambdda M., grows to
a very large size. The wood is considered of no value. The fruit
is eaten by deer and is also made into pickles. A gum oozes from
the bark.

195. Sponia Wightii, bendakarke K., karvdli M., known to
planters as the charcoal tree, is a rather small tree that springs up
where there have been heavy forest clearings and burning. The
wood is of no value, but the Wk yields a good fibre. A gum oozes
from the trunk.

196. Steeculia alata, doddole K., sophy M., grows to an
immense height in the evergreen forests. The wood is soft and
useless.

197. Steeculia guttata, happu savaga K., is a large handsome
tree. The wood is not used, but the bark yields good cordage.
Further down the coast the bark is made into clothing.

198. Steeculia HaYNii, Ver. fcefcf/j-o, is a medium-sized tree. The
wood is not used.

199. Steeculia villosa, savaga K., sdrda M., the wood is soft
and useless

; but the bark yields an excellent fibre which is much
used in making elephant ropes for dragging timber.

200. Steeculia coloeata, Ver. khovsay or bhnkkoi, is a tree with
soft wood found in the dry forests south of Dharwar. The flowers
which appear in the hot season are of a beautiful red audare covered
with thick resinous stellate hairs.

201. Stereospereum Cheloxoides, W/e K., uodrnZe M. is
a moderate sized tree with tough wood used in house buildino- and
tor furniture. A seasoned cubic foot weighs forty-five pounds.

202. Stef.i:ospee.muji scaveolexs, kirs.d K and M., yields a
which 13 used for building and furniture. A seasoned

cubic foot weighs forty-four pounds.

203. Strychxos
with white fragrant
water.

potatoelm, A er. ?icr»udi, is an evergreen tree
flowers. The seeds are used to clear muddy

204. Strycenos Nux-vomica, kdsarkana K., kdro M., is acommon, middle-sized tree. The wood is bitter, of a light brown,and unharmed by wlute-ants. A seasoned cubic foot w^o-hs fifty-
tard and lasting, and is used in house-building

^vchnirm T "I
commerce which yield!strychnine. Ihe pulp is harmless and is eaten by hombills crowsmonkeys, and even by cattle. The root is used Is a medicine!

^
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205. Tabeen^montana vekticellata, ndgin Icada K., does not

grow to a large size. The wood is said to be white, tough, and

strong.

206. Tamarindus indica, hiuwse K., chinch M., is a very-

handsome tree of slow growth, but reaching to a great size. It is

rarely seen in the forests but is found in gardens, near old temples,

and along roads. The wood is hard, dark, lasting, and often finely

veined. It is used in screws for mills and presses, also for carts and

for house-building. A seasoned cubic foot weighs seventy-nine

pounds. The leaves, fruit, and seed are used in medicine and a dye

is prepared from the leaves. The fruit is highly esteemed and in

times of scarcity the seeds are pounded and eaten. The powder of

the thick seeds mixed with gum makes a cement.

207. Tectona geandis, tcgina K., sugvdn M., the well-known

teak tree, yields one of the most valuable timbers in the world.

In Kanara it is very abundant particularly along the Kalinadi

river, where clear stems seventy to eighty feet to the first branch

and up to twelve feet in girth are by no means uncommon. On the

Gund plateau one tree has a girth of over twenty-one feet and
close to it is another of nineteen feet. But anything over twelve

feet with a clean straight and sound stem is rare. In the Belgaum
and Dharwar forests there is much small teak, but except a

few square miles in south Belgaum, nothing that will square into

more than nine inches of hard wood. The tree grows best on

granite and sandstone formations and along ridges, where the

drainage is good, and the elevation up to and over 2000 feet. It

is raised easily from seed and is largely planted. It also grows
rapidly and well from old stools cut level with the ground. The
wood though very hard is easily worked and is used for all house

building and furniture making. A seasoned cubic foot weighs about

forty-five pounds or two pounds more than the Burmah teak. The
wood gives a good oil and the leaves yield a red dye.

208. Teemisalia Aejuxa, hole matti K., sdvi mddnt M., is an
immense tree growing in or along rivers. It is also planted along

roads. The wood is used for house and boat building and for various

other purposes. It is dark hard and heavy. A seasoned cubic foot

weighs fifty-four pounds. The bark is considered an excellent tonic

and is laid on wounds.

209. TEEiiiXALiA BELLEracA, fare K., gating M., attains a great

height and girth. The wood is yellowish and poor. It is rarely

or ever used. A seasoned cubic foot weighs about forty pounds.

The tree has a very offensive smell when in flower. The fruit is eaten

by deer goats and cattle. It is one of the myrobalans of commerce
and is used in dyeing and tanning. An oil is expressed from the

kernels.

210. Teeminalia Chebula, alalc K., hirda M., grows to a

considerable size and is very common. The wood is dark-brown

with a yellowish tinge
;

it is hard, close-grained, and heavy and is in

general use. The fruit, the myrobalan of commerce, is largely used

in tanning and dyeing. The right to gather it and export it from

Kanara and Belgaum used to be sold yearly and in the seven years
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ending 1877 yielded an average revenue of £2488 (Rs. 24,880). In
1877.-78 the nuts were for the first time gathered by the forest

department and yielded a net revenue of £7,696 (Rs. 76,960). The
total myrobalan crop of the southern division is estimated at 11,000
lihandis of 560 pounds worth about £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000). The
cost of gathering is about one-third of the receipts.

211. Teeminalia paniculata, hundh K., hindal, M., is fuRy
equal in size and shape to the Terminalia tomentosa. The timber,

though good and in general use, is lighter in colour, and is neither

so strong nor so lasting as the tomentosa. ®

212. Teeminalia tomentosa, matti K., ain M., is a very
straight and lofty tree of considerable girth. The wood is dark
sometimes almost black. It is hard and lasting, and is in general
use for house building and other purposes. A cubic foot weighs
sixty pounds. The bark is used in tanning.

213. Teteameles nudifloea, jermdla K., ugdda M., is a very
large tree with soft useless timber.

214. Teteantheea longipoeia, hase hende K., is a fair sized

tree, with a yellowish wood used for rafters and other purposes.

215. Thbspesia populnea, adavi hende K., ran hhendi M,, is a
handsome tree of rapid growth but not of more than moderate
size. The timber, when ripe, is strong tough and lasting, and at
one time was much used by the gun carriage department. A
seasoned cubic foot weighs forty-nine pounds. The capsules yield a
yellow dye.

216. Teewia nudiploea, pitdri M., is a small tree with soft

valueless wood.

217. Teophis aspeka, punje K., poi M., is a good hedge plant,

but does not grow more than twenty feet high. The wood is said
to be fairly good, but is not used. The leaves are used to polish
wood and the milk as a medicine.

218. Ulmus integeifolia, Ver. vavali, is a large leaf-shedding
tree with light strong yellow wood used in cart-making.

219. Vateeia indica, dhupada K., is a large and particularly
handsome roadside tree. The wood is inferior and not much used.
A piney gum resin which oozes from wounds in the trunk yields
an excellent varnish like copal. A solid oil is pressed from the seeds
called piney tallow or dhupada oil.

*

220. ViEEX altissima, halage K., hanAJge M., is a very large and
particularly handsome evergreen. The timber is well known and
highly prized. It is of a light brown, close-grained, hard, tough,
and very lasting no matter to what use it is put. It is used in
house-building, cart-making, and for many other purposes. It does
not split or warp. A seasoned cubic foot weighs sixty-three pounds.

221. ViTEX Negtjndo, Ver. nirgunda, is a small tree or shrub
very common along the Sahyddris.

222. ViTEX Leucoxylon, senfcani K., songarhi M., is a middle-
sized tree common near streams. The wood is light-coloured and
fairly strong. A seasoned cubic foot weighs forty-two pounds.
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223. Wagatea spicata, vdgdti K., is a common thorny shrub.

The pod is supposed to be good for tanning.

224. Weightia tinctoeiAj Jcodmurki K., kdldhudu M.j is a
small tree with beautiful, white, hard and close-grained wood. The
leaves are said to yield an inferior indigo.

225. Xaethoxtlum Rhetsa, jummina K., tirpfuil M., is a tree

whose wood is little used. Oil made from the seeds is used as a
medicine.

I

I

226. Xanthochymus pictoeius, janagi or devamhdi, K. bears a
pleasant yellow fruit of the size of an orange from which a yeUow
gamboge-like resin oozes.

227. Xylia dolabeifoemis, jambe K., jdmba grows to a
great size and is common. It is one of the iron woods. The wood is

dark-red and is very hard and lasting. A seasoned cubic foot weighs
from sixty to sixty-six pounds. It is in general use, and for piles

for bridges and for sleepers cannot be surpassed. It is used by the

lac insect but is unharmed by white ants.

228. ZizYPHUs JujuBA, ilanjimara K., hor M., grows to a
moderate size and is mostly found in grass lands and gardens in

the plains. The wood is dark hard and fairly close-grained and
lasting. It is used in house-building and for many other purposes.

A seasoned cubic foot weighs fifty-eight pounds. The fruit

especially of the garden trees is extremely good. The bark which is

used by tanners gives a kind of Mno gum, which, with the bark
root, seed, and leaves is used medicinally by the natives.

229. ZizYPHUS XYLOPYEA, mullu hare K., hdnte gotti M., is a
small common tree. It is hard lasting and of a yellow colour.

It is made into torches and field-tools. Its fruit is used to blacken

leather.
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The domestic animals^ of the district are, according to 1881-82 Domestic Animate,

returns, oxen (109,034), cows (111,354), buffaloes (63,773), sheep
and goats (6756), and horses (374). Everywhere but especially

below the Sahyadris the stock is inferior. On the coast the pasture

yields little nourishment. No Indian millet is grown, and rice

straw is a poor substitute. In Karwar, Kumta, Ankola, and Honavar
there are few domestic animals of local breed. Bullocks in these

coast sub-divisions are thin weak and stunted. Horses are brought
by European officers, and some native officials keep ponies. But
the climate is unsuited to horses,'which always look thin and ragged.

The munchil or hammock slung to a bamboo pole and the palanquin
are the usual modes of travelling on the coast. A special class of

men, belonging to the fisher castes, Bhois, Harikantars, Kharvis, and
Amhers accustom themselves from boyhood to carry palanquins,

constant usage raising a hard lump on the shoulder, which enables

them to bear the weight of the pole without inconvenience. Above

I
the Sahyadris, in the forest sub-divisions of Supa and Yellapur,

I
domestic animals are extremely rare. In Mundgod, Haliyal, Sirsi

and Siddapur ponies are kept for carrying packs by Pendhhris,

1 Most of the details of Domestic Animals are contributed by Mr. K. E, Candy, C, S.
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and some good bullocks and buffaloes are also found. Both above
and below the SahyAdris, the best cattle are imported from DharwAr
and Maisur.

Bullocks begin to work at about six years old. Carts and
ploughs are generally drawn by one pair of bullocks. The usual

cart-load varies from twenty to thirty mans of twenty-eight pounds.
Pack-bullocks are used by LambAnis, Korchars, and Maris, who
move from village to village selling rice, cocoanuts, plantains, and
salt. A pack-load is three or four mans. In the rainy season the
pack-bullocks are left to graze in the fields, but in the fair season
they are stall-fed on straw, gram, oil-cake, and cotton-seed. The
price of a bullock varies from £2 to £4 (Es. 20-Rs. 40). Cows
begin to calve at about five years of age, and go on hearing until
they are about fifteen. They give one to two pints of milk a day
for about six months after calving. Townspeople, in some cases,
make special arrangements with husbandmen for rearing heifers.
The husbandman rears the heifer till she is of age and in
reward is allowed to keep the first calf on condition of sending the
cow with its second calf to the owner. The price of a cow varies
from 16s. to £2 (Rs. 8-Rs. 20), and is sometimes as high as £2
10s. (Es. 25). She-buffaloes begin to calve at five and go on
bearing till they are about fifteen. They yield about six pints of
milk a day for about eight months, and their price varies from £2
10s. to £5 (Es. 25-Rs. 50) . He-buffaloes are used for draught,
ploughing, and pack carrying, and are stronger than bullocks.
Formerly Gavlis used to roam the forest with large herds of
buffaloes. These animals were found to cause much damage to
saplings, and the Gavlis were ordered to leave the district unless
they took to tillage and kept no more animals than were wanted for
farm work. Hubli is the chief buffaloe mart. Buffaloes are also
brought from Hubli, RAnebennur, and BankApur, to Gokarn, Sirsi,
and Haliyal for sale

; the nearer they go to the coast the dearer
they become. In Hubli the price of a good she-buffalo varies from
£4 to £5 (Rs. 40 - Rs. 50). Haiga Brahmans keep a laro'e number
of buffaloes as milk is their chief article of diet.

°

On the coast, sheep are brought from Haliyal, Sirsi, and Hangal
But the climate suits them so badly that they lose condition even in
a smgle week. Good mutton is dear and little used. Milch-iroats
are occasionally kept by Muhammadans and Christians, but they are
of a poor breed. Above the Sahyadris flocks of sheep and goats
can obtain pasturage and keep in fair condition. In this part of the
district a sheep can be bought for 2s. 6d. or '3s. (Rs. ji or Rs. l.Mbut below the Sahjadris the price is rarely less than 65. (Rs. 3)

^ ^

In KArwAr Kumta, and HonAvar the Goanese and other Christians

kent Klhi^s V 'T®
though better than thosekept by Mhars, Vadars, and others above the SahyAdris. Pigs areflowed to range about at will picking up any food they cafZGreat complaints are made by field-owners of the injury ^hey d! totheir crops. A well fed pig fetches from 12s. to £l (Rs. 6 - Es 10)!

Fowls are kept by all classes except Brahmans. The lower grades'of husbandmen delight in cock-fighting, and they feed and^rSn
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fche birds with great care. It is an universal custom at fairs,

especially at fairs in honour of Mari or Bhavdni, to offer cocks to

the goddess. The head is cut off in front of the idol and the body
is carried away by the worshipper and eaten. Fowls are offered for

sale in the Kdrwdr and Kumta markets. In villages they are kept

only for private use. A fowl in good condition costs Is. to Is. 3d.

(8-10 ans.), a half fowl 6d. to 9d. (4-6 ans.), and a chicken 3d. to

4Jd. (2-3 ans.). No eggs are exported. In Karwar many turkeys

and ducks are reared by Christians of the better sort. Turkeys

and ducks are also largely imported from Goa. A tnrkey-cock

costs about 10s. (Rs. 5) and a turkey-hen 4s. to 6s. (Rs. 2-Rs. 3).

Ducks are sold at 10s. (Rs. 5) the dozen.

Thirty! years ago the Wild Elephant, Elephas indicns, one K.,

hatti M., was a yearly visitor from Maisur to K4nara. Small herds

used to find their way from Sorab, through the Chandragntti hills,

into parts of Sirsi, and even as far north as Bhagvati, half-way

between Haliy41 and Yellapur. Three miles south of Bhagvati a

small pond on the roadside is still known as the dnehonda or

Elephant’s Pool, where wild elephants used to drink and sport.

These herds did not remain in Kanara throughout the year. Their

last visit was made in 1868.

The Tiger, Eelis tigris, hebbuli K., vdgh M., was thirty years ago

found in all parts of the Bombay Kanarese districts. The wild

animal reward returns seem to show that the last tiger shot in

Kalddgi was in 1857. But the returns are apt to confuse tigers

and panthers, and it is probable that tigers continued to be killed

in Kalddgi for some years later. In Belganm tigers were formerly

very numerous. As many as thirty-nine were killed in 1840-41.

They are now seldom heard of except in the south-west of the Bidi

sub-division close to the Kdnara border. In Dharwdr also tigers

are now scarce. Those that are met with no doubt find their way
from Kdnara. Kanara is the only one of the Bombay Kdnarese

districts where tigers are found in any numbers, and even in

Kdnara their number has considerably decreased within the last

few years. Still in most parts of the district they are not uncommon
and if the shooting is properly managed fair bags may be made.

The tiger’s favourite haunts are near the Sahyadris where they

breed in the wildest and most difficult parts. But they love to rest

in densely wooded river banks and in safe cool spots in islands

thick with thorns, rank grass, and creepers. It is believed that

Kanara tigers do not differ in habits, size, or colour from the

tigers of other parts of India. They vary in colour from bright to

tawny, the beautiful satin skin and the sharply marked stripes of

the young tiger growing dull and faint with age. Full-grown tigers

average from nine feet to nine feet eight inches. Five have been

shot over ten feet, one of which was ten feet two and a half inches.

The tigress averages from eight feet to eight feet seven inches.

Two have been shot over nine feet, the largest of which measured

nine feet two inches.

* The section on Wild Animals is contributed by Colonel W. Peyton, Conservator

of Forests S. D.
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Of the tiger’s pairing season little is known. The Kdnara idea

is that tigers pair during the cold weather. This scarcely agrees

with the fact that cubs of a few days’ old hare been found at all

times of the year, and that tiger’s caterwanlings are heard at other

times besides the cold weather. In March 1882 a tiger and a tigress

came out together near Yellapur and were both killed. For some
days before this many cattle had been carried off and caterwanlings

had been heard day and night. It seems probable that tigers have
no particular pairing season. The tiger’s age is also doubtful.

The natives have a curious fancy that the age can be told by the

number of lobes in the liver, a lobe for each year. As a rule a

tigress has two to four cubs, but a litter of five is by no means
uncommon. Tiger cubs often stay with the mother tiU they are as

big as herself, which supports the view that tigresses have young only

once in three years. A tigress with five half-grown cubs was shot

near Tindi in 1878. She came out with all her cubs about her.

On being fired at she sprang into the fork of a tree some twelve
feet from the ground and seized the charred end of a date-tree

which she no doubt took for her enemy. The second shot missed
her and lodged in the tree. But the first had struck her through
the heart, and she fell backwards dead. All but one of the cubs
were shot in a few moments. On another occasion, also near
YelMpur, a family of five, all about the same size, came out together.
Of the five two were killed, one was wounded, and two got away
without being fired at. Instances of three or four cubs of the
same size and family are well known. In April 1882 a tigress and
five cubs, about seven months old, were killed near Poteli in Supa.
A tigress with cubs is far more dangerous than a tigress without
cubs. After the birth she remains with the cubs about her for
seven or eight weeks keeping to the same place, except to sally
out in search of food, till they are able to travel with her. Tigers
are ever changing their hunting grounds and travel long distances
during the night. When on the move they keep to the roads and
pathways, and their marks may often be traced along a road for
miles at a stretch. Though they move so freely tigers have certain
favourite haunts where they are always found year after year
Formerly tigers chiefly fed on wild animals. Now that the stock of
wild animals has been reduced the tiger’s chief food is the village
cattle. Tigers take cattle out of pens or sheds and pull them down
at all times of the day, often in the presence of their watchers whosometim^ show the greatest spirit in driving the tiger off. Of wild
animals, bison, ho^ and deer are the tiger’s favourite prey. But it
IS well known m Kanara that the tiger also feeds on the putrid
carcass of ammals which he has not killed. Durino- the 1876-77

^ere driven into the forestsand died there m thousands, tigers, panthers, wild dogs, even hogthe putrid carcasses. Another curious point in regard to^
thfr

one tiger will kill and eat another. A case ofthis occurred near Kundpe in Supa on the 3rd of April 1875According to the people of a hut not more than a hundred vLdsfctant, there was a battle-royal between a tiger anTa tiSsivith two half-grown cubs. The tiger had killfd a buUock and
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eaten part of it during the night. Next night a tigress and her
two cubs, no doubt accidentally, came across the dead bullock.

They were busy eating when the tiger to whom the bullock belonged
came up. For some time there was much noise and growling, and
then an unmistakeable fight, which lasted for about half an hour.

Next morning the people cautiously crept to the scene of the fight

and found much of the bullock eaten and the gronnd greatly tom.
On the same morning the story of the fight was told to a sportsman
who happened to pass near the hut. He went with the people to the
scene of the fight and found that their story was true. A trail in

the high grass showed that something heavy had been dragged
through it. On following this trail, the forefoot of a young tiger was
found, and, within three hours a tiger was beaten out and kiUed.

He measured eight feet eleven inches and was very robust. Further
search discovered the young tiger’s head and some of the bones,
stomach and skin. The tiger shot was a good deal scratched and
tom about the face and chest. Two days later, on the 5th of April

1875, another bullock was killed within a mile of the same spot, and
in a beat a tigress and a half-grown cub came out and were both
shot. This was the tigress of the fight. She was badly mauled, and
her wounds were fresh. She measured eight feet six inches and her
cub which was a male measured six feet eight inches. On another

occasion, in following up a tigress which had been wounded the

evening before, one of her cubs was found badly mauled and dead.

No doubt in her pain the mother had killed hen cub, which had
perhaps tried to play with her where she lay during the night.

In attacking cattle tigers either steal in or rush on the herd from
some neighbouring thicket. When they secure one of the herd they

drag it into the thicket, sometimes at once, but often when they
come back towards dusk to feed. If not disturbed they lie up near

till the carcass is finished. Unless he is forced to leave the place

from want of water the carcass of a large bullock will last a tiger for

two, three, or even four days, and the carcass of a bison will last a
tigerfor a week. Opinions vary regarding the way in which a tiger

seizes its prey. Some sportsmen hold that the tiger seizes its prey

by the throat ; others hold that the victim is caught by the nape of

the neck. In nine cases out of ten the animal is seized by the

throat. At the same time wounds seen on the back of victims and
the statements of herdsmen prove that cattle are sometimes seized

from behind, and by the nape of the neck.

It is sometimes said that the tiger uses his dew claws to make the

large wounds in the neck and throat, and that he applies his mouth
to the wounds and sucks the blood. There is probably no truth in

this story, except that it is the case that in seizing their prey

tigers use their terrible forepaws to bring the victim down and

dislocate his neck. It is not unusual for a tiger to kill two bullocks

at the same time, and to drop them within a few yards of each other

Three or four bullocks are also occasionally killed at the same time,

and one case is on record in which, in a space of not more than an

acre, two tigers killed seven head of cattle. It is well known that

to teach her young a tigress will hamstring, break the leg of, or
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disable one or more cattle in a herd. In eating its prey the tiger as

a rule begins on the rump, and less commonly at the breast. People
who hare seen tigers eat, declare that they tear off pieces with their

claws, and that they also lick and rasp the flesh with their rough
thorny tongues.

In shooting tigers in Kanara sportsmen take up a position in trees,

on ladders placed against trees, or on foot standing behind some tree

or bush. Wken the sportsmen are placed, the part of the forest in
which the tiger is supposed to lie is beaten towards them by fifty

to a hundred or more beaters. Occasionally when the carcass of a
bullock is found, the sportsman has a seat or mechdn made or a
ladder planted against some tree within fifteen or twenty yards of

the carcass. The sportsman generally takes his seat in the afternoon
and waits till dark or sits up aU night on the chance that the tiger

may come back to finish his prey. Elephants are never used in
K&nara as its high trees and dense scrub are unsnited to elephants.
In a long beat a seat in a tree is generally uncomfortable. At the
same time it is not only safer but gives a better view, especially when
the seat is from ten to fifteen feet from the ground. Standing
behind a tree or bash or sitting on a low seat has many disadvantages.
It is unsafe except to the most tried and experienced sportsman.
A tiger writhing under a broken leg or shoulder is most dangerous,
and if the slightest move is made will probably catch sight of and
^rt on the person who fires or on his attendant. Moreover the
ti^r is by no means an easy mark for the second barrel. As he
spins about he is marvellously quick and ball-like in his movements,
and the second shot may not settle him but bring him on to the
shooter, whose position is betrayed by the second report if not by
the first. An old hand will keep a tiger down by quick and true
shooting, using a second or a third gun as rapidly as if they were one
gun with four or six barrels, or an old hand will wait till a head or
neck shot at very close quarters is certain death. But let the novice
beware of running so great a risk. A tiger shot through the body will
at tunes not even speak to the shot, though the shot is mortal, and
will dash on his way straight in front without showing a sign of
being hit.. This is not the case when a bone is broken. Then the
tiger stops for a moment and makes a startling uproar. Another
objection to a position on the ground is that the view is confined
to a short distance in evergreen forests or among hdrvi or
Strobilanthus stalks to less than ten yards. A third obiection to a
position on the ground is that in the excitement of the moment a^n stationed on the ground is liable to be shot, or in firing in frontmay hunself wound one of the beaters.

®
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several cases tigers have charged up ladders in the most determined

manner and had to be stopped. The commanding position exposes

the whole body of the tiger as he comes. This great advantage

is lost on foot when the rush is made in thick cover and the head
and chest are alone exposed. When a ladder is placed on a slope,

facing the high ground, and the tiger is beaten down towards it, there

is a considerable chance that the tiger will charge. A recently

retired police oflBicer of seventeen years’ grand experience in Kanara,

whose good fellowship and love of sport made him a welcome and dear

companion in many an adventure, twice rolled over a charging tiger

at the very foot of his ladder.

In driving for tigers, in fact in driving for nny large game, the

general management of the beat and the positions to be taken by
the guns is mostly left to the local shikaris or native hunters. In
E!d.hara each village or cluster of villages has its leader or leaders

in matters of sport, and whether the villagers drive on their own
account or on behalf of a European sportsman, they look to their

leaders for direction.

These local sportsmen have a marvellous knowledge of their own
runs or hunting grounds. They know, far better than any European
sportsman can hope to know, where the game is likely to lie ; they

know its ways; where it will make for when it is roused, and
where it can be cut off. In arranging a beat the first thing is to

choose a dozen or more of the most intelligent beaters for stops or

watchers, to be placed in trees at different parts of the ground so

as to guide the game towards the guns. The rest of the beaters

are sent to some well known spot close to where the beat begins,

but not so near as to risk disturbing the game. Their orders are not

to leave the spot till they get a signal to begin to beat. When the

head beaters are set in their trees and the rest are sent to some well

known spot to wait, the head native shikari, in the most careful

silence, leads off the sportsmen and points out what positions they

should take. At each post the sportsman silently chooses the nearest

suitable tree, sets his ladder against it, and takes his seat. On the

way, on both sides of the ground to be driven, some natives are set

on trees as stop-men. They are told to keep still unless the tiger

tries to break and should he try to break to make a noise and turn

him back into the beat. As a rule when roused from his lair by the

shouts of the beaters behind him the tiger moves forward, feeling

his way at every step. He moves by the shortest road, always

through cover, to some other haunt. He shrinks from any strange

sound. The least noise is enough to turn him back. If he sees the

stop-man who makes the noise, the chances are that he will dash

past him with a deep ‘ wouf’ or subdued roar. The success of the

drive greatly depends on the skill of the stops in making suitable

noises and on their keeping hid and perfectly still.

When the head of the beat has placed his guns and his stops, he
goes back to the beaters or sends them word to begin to beat.

In carrying on the beat the moment a shot is fired and the signal is

passed that the tiger has gone back wounded, all the beaters either

clear oat of the beat or get iuto trees. If a shot is fired but no
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signal is passed back the beat goes on as if no shot had been fired.

Cunning old tigers, who have been driven before and know the

danger ahead, try to break back. In case this should happen, it is

the invariable custom to send with the beaters a trustworthy gun-
bearer to fire one or more shots if the tiger refuses to be driven. The
gun-bearer is also expected to fire in case the forest is very thick

and it is likely that the tiger should keep to his lair till the beaters

come close to him. Every care is taken and every effort is made
to keep the tiger well in advance of the line of beaters. When the
ground that is driven is thin, and there is a likely place for the
tiger to lie in near at hand, the line of beaters simply passes through
the thin part exchanging a word with one another here and there,

but quietly, so that the sound may not reach the parts which are
next to be driven.

During the whole beat the gunners who are in position should be
careful to keep perfectly still and alert. The tiger often steals

forward noiselessly and is ever quick to detect danger in front. The
slightest sound may make him dash forward, giving only a snap shot,

or it may send him back to the fine of beaters, which is always
dangerous. Tigers coming from a distance should be patiently
awaited. It is well to remember this. If a long shot is taken and
the tiger is missed or wounded, he is almost sure to go back, and
the beaters have no time to clear out or get up trees before the tiger
is on them.

With care accidents seldom happen in tiger shooting. Six have
occurred in Kanara, three from wounded tigers, when on each
occasion a man was killed

;
one, when a man was taken some twelve

feet out of a tree by an unwounded tiger going back and breaking
through the line after having been fired at

;
and two by panthers.

On one occasion a panther which was being followed up was shot
dead off a beater he had knocked down, and on whom he sprang
from the shoulders of a sportsman who himself escaped with some
scratches only on the face and shoulders by firing at and hitting the
brute as he rose at him. The panther was literally blown from the
muzzle of the sportsman’s second barrel, and without a moment’s
loss of time. This adventure occurred to Colonel McGillivray, the
late well known Superintendent of Police in Kfinara, and was as
sudden and unexpected as it was well met.

When a tiger is wounded and dashing to one side it is by no
means safe for a stop in a tree, unless he is well out of reach, to try
and turn him. A few years ago near Mundgod an English sports-
man’s personal servant, unseen by his master, climbed into a tree
behind him and by clapping his hands tried to turn a badly wounded
tiger towards his master. In a moment the tiger had hold of him
and bit him so badly that the poor boy died. The sportsman
kiUed the tiger soon after, but the accident remained though he
was in no way responsible. °

It IS by no means uncommon for a wounded and angry tiger to dashup a tree and lay hold of the inmate several feet from the ground
Near Dfindeli a stop on a low headless tree, near a ford in a river
tried to turn a wounded tiger. The tiger was heard to give a
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succession of savage roars and was seen to dash at the tree from

some distance. He was in the tree with his cruel paws on the

branch just below the man, who could climb no higher, when an

express bullet brought him down with a broken back. On another

occasion a wounded tiger tried to pull down a boy from a sapling

fourteen or fifteen feet from the ground. He must have succeeded
had not the sportsmen who were five in number run up together.

On seeing them the tiger retired to a thicket, but charged the

moment a shot was fired and was dropped within a few paces of the

party. The boy was taken down terribly frightened and exhausted.

Sportsmen should insist on their followers always getting into high
trees safe out of reach.

On one occasion a wounded tiger got terribly enraged and went
at the beaters from tree to tree, tearing a slipper to pieces which was
thrown at him. At last he lay down, and the sportsman, who had
gone in after him, was guided to him by the people on the trees and
Jkilled him with a single shot between the eyes, not always a safe

shot either, but there was no help as the brute was lying on a narrow
pathway about thirty yards off, and had just raised his head
preparatory to a charge. Great was the rejoicing over this tiger.

He had caused much trouble, and in truth was downright vicious.

When a tiger is wounded the beaters are sent to some safe place

and the trail is taken up by the sportsmen helped by the local and
personal shikaris who follow the track under protection of the guns.

On no account are the marks of blood or the foot-mark left on the

chance of accidentally coming across the tiger. If accidents are to

be guarded against, the party must keep together and on the trail.

So long as a sharp watch is kept ahead and the tiger is seen before

he makes his rush, the danger is small compared to a sudden charge

made unexpectedly from one side.

If a tiger is not found within a short distance from where he was
fired at, it may be assumed that he is not badly hurt. He may
have to lie down but he moves on when his pursuers come near.

In such cases the usual plan is to send one or more guns ahead and
post them in trees where the forest narrows, to cut off the tiger from
the cover he seems to be making for. If no European sportsmen
are available native shikaris should be sent with their own or

with a spare gun. On no account are beaters used after a
wounded tiger, but a few are very useful to take up positions in

trees as stops to the guns who are sent ahead. The best gun, or

the most experienced of the sportsmen, and another of the party, if

there are many out, should remain with a couple or more sharp

native trackers on the trail, which must be steadily kept to. This

is perhaps the most successful way to hunt down a wounded tiger,

for he is brought to book either by the sportsman on his track or

by the party ahead. If it is found that the tiger is making for

another cover than was at first supposed the positions of the front

guns can be quickly changed.

An amusing incident occurred near Yellapur a couple of years

ago during the rains. A tiger was wounded and in following him
up was seen to be down and move on as he was approached.
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One of the two guns was sent ahead to a narrow part of the forest

with cultivation on each side, where there was a pathway, and a well

known tree into which he was told to climb. This pathway lay

between two rather steep hills covered with dense undergrowth.

After a pause the tracking was resumed. It happened to be

raining hard and the sportsman found the tree so uncomfortable

that he came down. When the tracking party drew near voices

were heard below and not more than fifty yards off, which seemed

strange as the tiger’s foot-marks were very fresh. The position

was soon explained. Only a few yards in front of the tracker was

the tiger crouching, looking down, and listening to the voices

below, which came &om some of the beaters who were making their

way to a hut in the open close by. In a moment, but too late, the

tiger became aware of the party behind him. A shot from an eight-

bore went smashing into his shoulder. He made a tremendous row,

and struggled hard, but he was never allowed to get on his legs, and

was smashed up with five other shots which rained in on him in

quick succession. The moment the first shot and the answering roar

of the tiger were heard, the beaters, who had no right to be there,

made off. The second sportsman manfully held to his place though

he could see nothing and was right in the line of fire.

A wounded tiger who lies up within a short distance is badly

disabled. On such occasions the chances are that if not floored in

time he will charge.

Charges may often be averted by the sportsman’s quickness of

eye and resource in taking advantage of any hesitation shown by the

tiger. There certainly are times when there is no averting a charge,

as when the tiger is being approached and cannot be seen. At such
moments it is well to bear in mind that the first shot is everything.

This is especially the case when the cover is at all thick and damp,
for then the smoke hangs. It may be said that at the last moment
a tiger is often turned by a shot fired into his face. No trust can
be placed on this off-chance. If the sportsman is not confident that

he can knock down the tiger and keep it down he had better leave
the tiger alone.

In following tigers in thick and difficult cover it is well to send
a couple of active young fellows up trees to examine from above
the tlucket into which the foot-marks lead. In this way the densest
cover is searched without losing the trail and with a minimum of
danger.

On two or three occasions, when other means had failed, tigers
have been killed by one of the guns climbing into a tree. A
rifle and plenty of cartridges are handed to the person on the tree,
and the other guns either stand at the foot or are sent back out of
danger. A few years ago a couple of young sportsmen tracked
a wounded tigress into a very difficult place, into which it would
have been next to madness for them to creep. They tried every
means to drive her out, but to no purpose. At last a man who
had been sent up a tree close by declared he could see the tigress, and,
as a last resource, it was agreed that one of the two should clamber
up and shoot while the other stayed below. As the climber was
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struggling up the tree, out rushed the tigress and was gallantly Chapter IL
dropped within a few yards by his companion below. FroduclIbL

In numerous cases tigers have been knowp to charge, some Wild Aninuds.
with little provocation and others after much provocation. 2’<g«r«.

Occasionally tigers will not charge at all. Why they do not charge
is not known. But a young sportsman should not trust to the chance
that a tiger will not charge, and follow a tiger as he follows a deer.

As a rule, if not taken in time, a wounded tiger will charge. As
.
he charges the tiger utters a startling roar which is apt to throw

W the sportsman off his guard. The effect of the roar on the best and
staunchest men is often shown by a step back, but this is only for
the moment tiU the beast is fairly seen. When a tiger continues to

straggle on the ground or lies breathing heavily, cartridges should
not be spared. Several tigers have been lost by too great a
tenderness for the skin. Great care should be taken in coming
near a tiger lying to all appearance dead or dying. The beast may
be only stunned. A few years ago on the Tellapnr hills a tiger ^
was driven from the top of a hill towards a young sportsman on a
ladder. From the slope of the hill, the tiger was almost on a level

with the top of the ladder, and in the surprise of the moment was
missed. The tiger then went galloping across a small bit of open about
sixty yards in rear of the next gun. He was missed with the first

barrel, but as he got the second he was seen to pitch forward behind
a bush. The large double muzzle-loading eight-bore with which
he was fired at, was then changed for a 500 express, and the

;

sportsman getting down the ladder ran to within twenty yards of the
tiger, which was lying stretched at full length breathing heavily.

On seeing this, first one, and then, after patting in a fresh cartridge, j

another barrel was fired into the beast. He did not show the
slightest sign of being bit by either, though both bullets were
seen to strike him in the flank, their course being towards the
chest. On the second shot being fired, as the tiger lay stretched

at full length with his head away from the sportsman, a man on a
tree almost immediately over him called out that he was dead.

The sportsman carelessly walked up to the tiger. In another
moment his hand would have been on the body of the beast, when
the tiger opened his eyes, and, with a roar, reared on his hind legs,

'

his face close to the sportsman and his forepaws stretched over his

head. To push the muzzle of the express into the brute’s chest,

pull the trigger of the second barrel, and fly down the hill was the

work of a second. The whole affair, the roar of the tiger as he got
on his legs, the shot, and the sportsman’s flight was of startling

suddenness. There was a general stampede of heaters. After a
run of about thirty yards the sportsman joined his young companion.
The tiger was heard to growl several times, and the stop in the

tree above him called out that he had moved and lain down in a
small dip or hollow hard by. Just then also the sportsman’s

personal shikari came up with the eight-bore gun which had been
first fired and with spare cartridges for the express. He had been
left to undo the ladder and the whole affair was so sudden that

neither he nor the other sportsman had time to give any assistance.
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Both guns now went up together, and the tiger, though fired into

before he had time to move, shortened the distance between himself

and the guns by several yards in his endeavours to come on.

On examining the body, it was found that the first shot from the

eight-bore had struck the tiger where the neck joins the head. It

had cut through the flesh and grazing the bone had given a shock

to the spine without breaking it. But for the two flank shots and
the chest shot from the express the tiger would have gone away and
have been little or none the worse.

For a successful season’s tiger shooting the sportsman cannot

depend on the chance of cattle being carried off near his camp.
He must take with him a number of cattle to be tied up and used

as baits. As villagers will not part with their cattle to be tied up
as baits, thirty or forty head must be bought in some large market
town and taken about with the camp. The cattle cost to buy from
12s. to 14s. (Rs. 6 - Rs. 7) a head and their keep comes to about 3d.

(2 as.) a day each. It may seem cruel to tie up an animal to be
killed by a tiger. But every tiger at large destroys not less than
thirty to fifty head of cattle a year, and among the victims are
choice milch and draught animals worth from £2 to £6 (Rs. 20-
Rs. 60). It is the custom to bait such places only as tigers frequent
during their midnight prowls and where thick cover is near into
which the tiger is likely to drag his kill.

The bait remains tied from four in the evening to seven in the
morning. The people entrusted with the work are induced by a
reward of 10s. (Rs. 5) for every kill to tie in the best places.

If the bait is taken, the person who has tied it up either himself
brings the news or sends some one to the camp. On his way the
messenger tells the people of the villages he passes, who gladly turn
out with the local shikaris and await the sportsman somewhere on the
way to the kill. When the news reaches the camp one or two hours
law is given for the beaters to meet and for the guns to go ahead.
Then the sportsman rides to the place and the beat is arranged.

Beating for tigers or other game is popular in Kanara. The
diflScnlty is to keep too many people from coming. When there
are two or more guns it is usual to let anyone come who chooses,
and to pay them all, men and boys, Gd. (4 as.) each. If the
beat is successful each of the local shikaris gets from £1 to £2
(Rs. 10 -Rs. 20), and the personal shikari who makes all the
sporting arrangements gets 30s. (Rs. 15) for each large tiger, 12s.
(Rs. 0) for each half-grown tiger, and Qs. (Rs. 3) for each cub. If
nothing is killed the personal shikari gets nothing, but under no
circumstances do the local shikaris ever get less than 4s. to Ss.
(Rs. 2-Rs. 4) each. The person who brings the news of the bill
gets 4,?. (Rs. 2). As the Government reward is £2 8s. (Rs. 24) for
a full-grown tiger, £1 4s. (Rs. 12) for a half-grown tiger, and 12s.
(Rs. G) for a cub, it i.s needless to say that tiger shooting is
expensive. But to be successful the sportsman must be liberal and
kind and jofly with the people, whether they are beaters or shikaris.
Roth undoubtedly earn all that a sportsman can give them. They
are marvels of patience and endurance throughout the heat and
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fatigne of the day, and of great good humour at its close. Driving
is in no way against the inclination of the people of Kanara. It
is a pleasurable excitement which they enjoy as much as the
sportsman. They will leave almost any work to join in a beat.

Of most of the local shikaris it is not too much to say that though
cautious at first, their confidence is easily gained, and that when they
know a sportsman they will face any danger with him and are
thoroughly to be trusted.

Besides in a regular beat tigers are sometimes found when
li stalking other game. When a tiger is found in stalking other
game the sportsman goes a short distance ahead leaving a few men
who move towards him making no noise beyond exchanging a word
or two and here and there throwing a stone.

Tigers are also shot when coming to drink, or when returning at
night to feed on a carcass. Shooting over water is seldom practised
except by natives ; but Europeans sometimes sit over a kill on the
chance that the tiger will come back. A place is built in a tree

some ten or twelve feet from the ground and about fifteen yards
from the carcass. This though a tiresome and rather disappointing

form of sport is not without attractions and difliculties. A tiger is

very shy and cautious. He walks round his kill and watches it for

some time before he approaches. The slightest noise fi-ightens him
and if frightened he either will not return at all or will wait till late

in the night beyond the patience of a European.

Monkeys betray a tiger when he is on foot in a beat, or when
he moves in the forests in search of food, or when he is coming to
his kill in the evening. So also peafowl, junglefowl, and spurfowl
aU rise before a tiger with a scared cry not to be mistaken by those
who know it. In Kanara, when a sportsman is stalking other game
and hears monkeys swearing, he takes it as a sign that a tiger or a
panther is near. By moving quickly and without noise towards the
monkeys and by carefully watching their movements and the direction
in which they are looking, he may often be rewarded by a shot. But
noisy monkeys are not always a safe guide as they also swear at

jungle-dogs and jackals.

Tigers hunting together or a tigress with cubs, when one of them
is shot, often remain in the same place calbng for two or more
days. This is a good opportunity for putting out a few baits, one
of them is sure to be taken. The call of a tiger to his mate is

different from his wouf or his angry roar. It is soft and loud in

a tone which is perhaps most nearly represented by a long-drawn
ahum. The sound seems to roll along the ground, and on a clear

night and in favourable country may be heard more than two miles.

It is made as the animal is moving and is repeated every two or

three minutes round a considerable area at odd times of the night

or morning. Sometimes a tigress, when away from small cubs,

will make this call even during the day as if to assure them she

is near. It is not difficult to cut her off and shoot her when she is

heard calling in this way during the day time.

As regards the number of cattle killed by tigers, returns are

available only for the eight years ending 1882. During these eight
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years 6527 cattle are returned as killed by tigers, that is, an average

yearly loss of 816 head.

Returns of the number of tigers killed are available for a

considerably longer period. During the twenty-two years ending

1877, 510 tigers were killed and £8^60 (Rs. 8597) paid in rewards.

Between 1856 and 1866, 158 tigers, or a yearly average of fourteen,

were killed and between 1867 and 1877, 352 tigers, or a yearly

average of thirty-two, were killed. The nnmber of persons killed

during the whole period of twenty-two years was, one European

officer. Lieutenant Power of the 35th Madras Native Infantry, and
forty-three of the natives of the district.

The details of the five years ending 1882 are as follows :

Kdnara Tigers, 187S-1SS3,

Year. Tigere
kiUed.

Reward.
Persons
killed.

Cattle
killed.

1878 23
£.
51 2 1153

1879 18 44 2 850
18S0 39 105 2 677
1881 28 77 8 494
1882 21 46 1 867

Total ... 130 823 10 4041

Average 26 65 808

In Kanara panthers are especially common. There are no large
caves or prickly-pear thickets, but there is the splendid cover of
some 3500 square miles of almost unbroken forest in which they can
choose homes and hunting grounds. Naturalists say and most
sportsmen agree that there are two or more varieties of the panther.
There is a larger animal six feet to seven feet eleven inches which
is called the panther

j and a smaller animal five feet six inches to six
feet which is called the leopard. The panther is also supposed to
be lighter in colour than the leopard, and unlike the leopard to keep
aloof from villages and frequent low rocky hills in open ground
rather than in forests. The black panther is also thought to be a
distinct species. To the ordinary observer there does not appear

- to be any difference between the panther and the leopard ; and there
is nothing in the appearance or habits of the pard to induce the
belief that there are two or more varieties. Pards of both sizes
are found equally often near villages in Kanara ; and all alike
prey on cattle, ponies, pig, donkeys, goats, deer, monkeys, and dogs.A panther over seven feet eight inches in length is considered an
unusually fine specimen. One measuring eight feet is said to have
been killed near Siddapur a couple of years ago (1880), and several
of seven feet nine inches have been killed. On the other hand
anything under five feet eight inches is thought small. Three
black pothers have been shot in Kanara and a fourth has been

can be due only to the accident
of oirth. If they are of a different variety from the ordinary
panther, it is almost certain that others like them would have beenseen dunng the last seventeen or eighteen years. The panther
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like tke tiger has no particular pairing season. Cubs have been
taken at difEerent periods of the year. The female, who has from
two to four at a birth, deposits her young in the hollow of some
large tree on the ground, or below some projecting rock, and they
remain with her till they are fully as large as herself. The call of

the panther is altogether nnhke the tiger’s call. It is a succession

of short grunts as nearly as possible represented by the sounds
' repeated at short intervals, as he travels

no doubt looking for his mate. This call is unlike the low angry
grunt with which a panther delivers his charge, and it is worthy of

note that a panther will sometimes charge without making any
sound. Like the tiger the panther is roaming in his habits, and
like him he has favourite haunts to which he returns time after

time and where he stays for days. Some say that the panther
dislikes water and hates even to wet his feet. But instances can
be given of panthers dragging their prey or even swimming' through
water. They eat carrion or any rotten carcass.

The panther is hunted in the same way as the tiger. But he is

far more cunning, and will sometimes He in a small thicket or

cHmb into some wide-spreading tree and let the beaters pass him.

On two occasions in Kfcara panthers have been shot out of trees.

The panther, though he has nothing like the power of the tiger, is

when wounded far braver and quicker in attack. Many cases have
been known of most dashing charges in the thicket, in high tree

forest, and in open ground. On three occasions panthers have
been doubled up at the sportsman’s feet, when in another second
they would have seized. Even when unprovoked a panther will

sometimes dash out and maul a single person or one of a party
of three or four. Eecently near Sdmbrani, between Tellapnr and
HaHyal, a panther sprang at a man and his wife who were walking
along a forest pathway. The man was knocked over and the
panther was on the top of him when the wife seized the axe
which had fallen from her husband’s hand and brained the panther,

though unluckily too late to save her husband’s Hfe. In other
cases panthers have been known to wound two or three men one
after the other. A few months ago a wounded panther badly
mauled three men who were following him up.

Wounds received from tigers and panthers are very dangerous
and difficult to heal. Between the shock and the poison from their

foul-feeding fangs few recover.

The Government reward is £14s. (Rs.l2) for afull-grown panther,
12s. (Es. 6) for one half-grown, and 6s. (Rs. 3) for a cub. The
returns of the wild animals killed in Kanara between 1856 and
1877 show that 591 panthers were slain, and £684 (Rs. 6840) paid

in rewards. During this period eighteen people were killed. In
the first of the two periods of eleven years, that is betweetf 1856
and 1866, 253 panthers or a yearly average of twenty-three were
killed, and, in the second period, between 1867 and 1877, 338
panthers, or a yearly average of thirty-one, were killed.

The following statement gives details for the five years ending
1882;
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Kdnara Panthers, 1878-ISSS.

Teak.
Panthers
killed.

Rewards.
Persons
killed.

Cattle
killed.

£
1878 32 46 472
1879 40 76 273
1880 43 58 339
1881 67 73 1 255
1S82 42 36 3 278

Total ... 214 2SS 4 1617

Average ... 42 71 ... 323

Leopard Cat.

Jlk

Wtmiing Leopard
and Lynx.

Hyena.

Wolf.

Wild Dog,

The Leopard Cat, Felis hengalensis, vagati, is rarely seen in

Kanara. It is a beautiful little animal, about three feet long and
not unlike the panther in colour. One was shot out of a tree near

Tinai in 1875. Unfortunately the specimen was spoiled by the

express bullet breaking and tearing the skin almost to pieces. The
natives say that this little animal is very fierce and lives on small

deer, hares, peafowl, and jungle-fowl.

The Hunting Leopard, Pelis jubata, chita or chircha, and the
Lynx, Felis caracal, shira-ndi or chira-ndi, are unknown in Kanara.
They are said to be found in parts of Kaladgi and in the Kod and
Gadag hill ranges of Dhdrw4r, but they have not been recorded by
any officer whose authority can be quoted. Some years ago when the
antelope was common in the Belganm and Dharwar plains, hunting
chitds were kept by the Nawab of Savannr and the chiefs of Mudhol.

The Hyena, Hyaena striata, teros (H.), hattegirhu, (K.), is common
in Belgaum, Kalddgi, Dharwar, and Kdnara. Though considered
cowardly it kills donkeys goats and dogs. The hyena is often
ridden down and speared, and in spite of its ungainly and apparently
slow movements it often gives an excellent run. Since 1840
seventy-nine hyenas have been killed in Belgaum and seventeen in
Kaladgi. The reward varies from 6s. to 10s. (Rs. 3 - Rs. 5).

The Wolf, Canis pallipes, landgah (H.), or tola (K.)
.
is not known in

Kanara. At one time it was numerous, and it is still found in some
numbers in Dharwar, Kaladgi, and Belgaum. The wolf chiefly preys
on donkeys, sheep, goats, and antelope. But it is a bold animal,
and three or four of them will lie out close to a herd of cattle and at
once attack any that separates from the rest. They also sometimes
kill human beings. The wolf has been ridden down and speared.
This is justly considered a great feat. Many sportsmen contend
that on such occasions the wolf must have been gorged. But at
least one instance can be given in which an ungorged wolf was
ridden down and speared. The returns show that since 1840 ten
wolves have been killed in Belgaum and 1505 in Kaladgi.

The Wild Dog, Kuon rutilans, kdsunda (M.) kdda-ndi (K.) or ianali
lutta (H.), IS not found in KaMdgi, but is common in Dhdrwlr
Belganm, and Kanara, especially in Kanara, where packs of twenty

1
«een. They grew very bold in the

1876-77 famine and killed great numbers of the half-starved cattlewhich were driven into the Kdnara forests to graze. Since then aleward of 10s. (Rs, o) has been paid for each full-grown animal
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brought to the head-quarters of sub-divisions. Wild dogs are very
destructive to deer of all kinds and to pig, which they regularly

hunt. They are also said to attack tigers, but no instanc0*of their

having killed a tiger is known. At the same time it is a fact that

the tiger will give up his kill to wild dogs and will leave a place in

which there is any large number of wild dogs. It is also true that

panthers will take to trees to escape from wild dogs. The people fear

packs of wild dogs as much as they fear almost any animal. Cases
of packs snarling and yapping round sportsmen and others when
disturbed at their prey are well known.

The Jackal, holha, Cania aureus, is numerous everywhere, even in

the very heart of the forests. But the Fox, lomri or sannakempa-
nari (K.), Vulpes bengalensis, is found only in the open country
outside of Kanara.

The Porcupine, Histrix leucura, saler or mul-handi (K.), is also

formd everywhere, especially in Kanara.

The Crocodile, Crocodilus indicus,«iagf
5
far or mosnle, and the Otter,

Lutra nair, panni kutta or nirndi (K.), are occasionally found in rivers

and large ponds. In the Kanara rivers they are especially common.

The Black Bear, TJrsus labiatus, karadi or asval, was at one time
found in great numbers in Kanara and Belganm. It is fast becoming
rare, except near the Sahyddris,and eventhere itis nolongernumerous.
Between 1840 and 1880 no fewer than 223 bears were killed in

Belganm. Of the whole number 137 were killed between 1840
and 1850; fifty-one between 1850 and 1860; thirty-two between
1860 and 1870 ;

and three between 1870 and 1880. In Kdnara fifty-

one bears were slain between 1856 and 1882, and during that time
twenty-two persons were killed by bears. Among the persons killed

by bears in Kanara was Lord Edward Percy St. Muir, second son of

the Duke of Somerset. This happened at Lalguli on the Kalinadi,

on the 20th of December 1865. For Dharwar there are no returns,

but bears were formerly found in the Kod and Gadag hills, which
are now almost bare even of scrub ; they are still occasionally met in

Baukapur and Hangal into which they no doubt stray from Kanara.
Between 1844 and 1861 the bear was also found in Bagalkot,

Hungund and Badiimi in Kaladgi, twenty-five bears having been
slain during those years. As far as the returns show no bear has

been killed in Kaladgi since 1861. The bear is more feared in

Kdnara than almost any other animal. At least in Kanara it is a
mistake to think that bears do not attack without provocation. In
several cases both wounded and untouched bears have been known to

charge in the bravest manner and with a startling grunt or roar.

The bear is about six feet long and three feet high. It has two or

three young at a birth, and, from an early age, the mother takes

or carries the cubs on her back. No case of bears eating flesh

has been recorded in Kanara though elsewhere bears have been
known to eat flesh. Their chief food is the white-ant and larvae of

beetles, which they scratch out and suck from their nests. Bears
also feed on many wild berries and are most partial to the jack

fruit (Artocarpus integrifolia) and to Icahai pods (Cassia Fistula).

They are also said to be particularly fond of palm-juice and to
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climb into palm trees and empty tbe toddy jars. Bears, like tigers,

are hunted by driving, or by sitting over their caves, though in

Kdnara*bears rarely bve in caves except during the rains. The time
to sit over a cave-mouth is either in the very early morning when
they return from feeding or about sunset when they come out.

The best sport with bears is to track them in the early morning
when the dew lies heavy on the long grass and the track is easily

followed.

The Hog.

K-: The Bison.
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The Hog, Sus indicus, duJcar or handi, is general everywhere.
Immense boars are often found in the forests which would delight

the hog hunter in anything like a riding country. In Bankapur
in Dharwar and from Laksfameshvar and Shirhatti belonging to the
Miraj and S^ngli states west of the Kappatgudd hill, the country is

perfectly rideable and first-rate sport may be got in the cold weather.
Hog might also be ridden in parts of the Kod sub-division in

Dhdrwar. In KaMdgi wild hog have greatly increased since 1873
when the forests began to be conserved. The wild boar is found
up to forty inches high and about six feet long. He is perhaps the
pluckiest of animals. As a rule he dies game to the last, and
whether it is made at the hog-hunter spear in hand, or at the sports-
man from a thicket on foot, his rush is all that is mighty and
gallant. His flesh is much esteemed by low class Hindus.

The Bison, Gavmus Gaurns, kdda-kona or gava, is found over the
greater part of K^nara, but from being so much shot at and from
being subject to the diseases which prevail among domestic cattle
in Kanara, it is disappearing from many parts where it abounded
fifteen or sixteen years ago. Formerly the bison was also found in
considerable numbers about the Eamghat and Chorlaghat, and in
the south-west comer of the Bidi sub-division of Belgaum. Now it

is rare everywhere, except in parts of Bidi where small herds are still

found. Odd bison find their way into the Nagarg^li and Kirpoli
forests under the Sid pagoda during the rains, but only to return to
Kanara as the season dries. It is said that many years ago a large
bull was shot by the present Sir Frank Souter near to One”Tree Hill
about a mile aud a half to the north of Belgaum. Stray bison from
Kanara are also occasionally seen during the rains in the western
limits of the Kalghatgi sub-division of Dharwar

; but except
strangers, the bison is not found either in Dharwar or in Kaladgi.

Bison are most numerous in Kanara along the Sahyfidris and in
the forests through which the Kalinadi, Bedtihalla, Gangavali, and
Tadri pass. They were especially common about sixteen years ao-om the Gund forests, and between Gund and Anshi, as well as along
the Kanen river which rises in the Kundal hills and joins the Kali-
nadi opposite Nirsol in Yellapur. Two outbreaks of the cattle
disease which is now prevalent in the Ankola forests, destroved
great numbers of them.

*

m bison IS generally a rich dark brown, gradually changing to
a dirty white underneath. But the old bulls, which are mamificent
animals much larger and more massively built than the cows, grow

part of thebody. The older a bull-bison grows the blacker and balder he
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becomes
; and the skin gives ont a nasty oily sweat. Below the

knees and hocks the legs both of bulls and cows are white, four

dirty white stockings, while the shape and pointing of the hoof is so

well marked and so unlike the hoof of the tame cow or buffalo as

to make it easy for the initiated to track a bison through a herd
of tame cattle. The bison has no hump. The dorsal ridge rises

gradually backwards some five inches above the shonlder and then
falls suddenly about the middle of the back. This gives the animal
ttie appearance of enormous strength in front and of weak and
drooping hind-quarters, though when closely examined his hind-
quarters are found to be free from this defect.

The head of the bull is much broader and more massive than the
cow^s head. The forehead in both is grey approaching a dirty white
and in both the lower part of the face is black to near the muzzle
which is grey or light lavender. Among the older animals the
bull's horns are very much larger than the cow’s horns. The bull’s

horns, which are massive throughout, are broad, rugged, and ringed
to about one-third of their length from the base, and have a wide
sweep and broken or blunted points. The horns of the cow are

smooth and ringless, slenderer and more upright with an inward
curve towards the tips. Some very old bulls have rather upright,

short, rugged, and massive horns curving in more or less, and ringed
from the base nearly up to the curve. Others have very horizontal

horns like the arms of a man raised to the level of his shoulders

and bending slightly at the elbows, the hand at the wrist being
turned up and the fingers forming a curve from the knuckles point-

ing inwards. Horns of this kind are also very flat particularly in

front. A good bull varies in height from five feet eight inches to

six feet two inches, and the width across the widest sweep of the

horns is from thirty-two to forty inches.

Bison are seldom seen in herds of more than ten or fifteen, and,

except during the rutting season between October and Decem-
ber, no really large bulls are found with the herds. Except at

the pairing season most large bulls do not stay with the

cows but prefer either a lonely life or the society of one or more
other bulls. It is the general belief in Kanara that the solitary

bulls found in the fair season and the earlier rains have not been
driven from the herd by the younger bulls, but that they leave of

their own accord and meet the cows at pleasure or when the

breeding season begins. Some solitary bulls are no doubt aged
animals which have been driven away by younger rivals. But
experience in stalking herds supports the belief that most solitary

bulls are solitary from choice. The bulls found with herds of cows
are so rarely of full size and vigour that it is difficult to believe that

they really are the lords and masters of the cows to the exclusion

of the magnificent boils of noble proportions and full vigour of

life who are met alone. If the sportsman wants a prize let him
look to the solitary bull, not to a herd which may end in his

shooting some young beast or a cow. When disturbed, bison are

particularly shy and difficult to approach, and the extreme acuteness

of their sense of smell often prevents surprise. They are also quick

B 1218—13
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in finding tiiat tliey are followed. This is shown by their taking dowtt

wind and breaking away time after time just out of sight of the

sportsman simply from scenting danger in the currents of air

brought to them from their pursuers. On the other hand, where
they are seldom molested, on any sudden alarm th^ will crowd
together in the utmost confusion, and if the sportsman is so inclined

will give him the chance of shooting down three or four of them
before they have time to recover and make off. When suddenfy
alarmed bison give one short hissing kind of snort and then turn and
dash away. Bison feed chiefly on grasses and creepers. During the

hot months they also eat many leaves and berries, the fruit of the

aula, Phyllanthus Emblica, and the karmal, Dillenia pentagyna, bmng
especial favourites. They are also very fond of hot weather rice,

wMch has to be carefully guarded against thmn. During the rains

juicy young bamboo shoots are their favourite food. About this time
they frequent the salt licks which are common in every part of
Kd.nara, the natron and soda of the salt hcks being, as Jerdon
says, as essential to the well-doing of the bison as common salt is to

domestic cattle when kept in hilly tracts. A salt lick is about the
best place to which a sportsman can go in the early morning to fiitd

and take up the fresh foot-mark of some old bull.

Bison are hunted either by being driven towards the sportsman
by a number of beaters, or by the sportsman with a couple of good
guides looking for them in their haunts in the early morning, and if

not found thei'e, taking up the foot-prints of some herd or of a soli-

tary bull and tracking them to where they lie for the day. They
are also shot in the evening when coming to drink or to feed. Bison
are seldom driven except where the cover is so close and thorny
that they cannot be got at in any other way. A drive for bison ia

managed in much the same way as a drive for tiger, only bison are
not driven to the guns so easily as tigers. When aroused by shouts
bison as a rule feel their way quietly to the front. In doing so they
make short rushes backwards or to one side as they scent danger in
the air. When their suspicions that there is danger in front or to
one side are fairly roused, nothing will induce them to go in that
direction. They will stand still and await the near approach of the
beaters and then break right through the shouting mob rather than
free the unseen danger in front. Bison would not be driven at all
if they did not sometimes break to the front and give a shot, but as
a rule, owing to the sagacity of the animal, beats for bison are
unsuccessful. In a forest and among hills the wind is never steady.
The air eddies and circles, and this is the secret why the bison is
able to outwit the best sportsman. In beating for bison the sports-
man should be prepared for disappointment and should not lay the-
blame on the local shikaris who will always do their best.
The sport of all sp^orts is tracking the bison in their native wilds,

either finding them feeding m the early morning or lying in thefrmaiday lairs. \^hen the track takes over and round hills and
across plly valleys and streams the tracking is always pleasant, andpl^sure passes to the keenest excitement and joy when auft of newly eaten grass or fresh warm droppings show that the
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^ison is near. If in luck, tlie sportsman may win hia trophy early

and be back in camp in good time, fresh and fall of hope for the next

day. Sometimes he may have to track on to a late hour, but even then

the trophy sweetens the toil and the miles back to camp are walked

with a light heart. It also sometimes happens that the deep shades

of the evening stop farther tracking and leave a dark walk home
of many weary miles. The only consolation is that all was done that

eopld be done, and admiration for the quickness and sagacity of

^the noble bison. In spite of blank weary days such fascinations

has bison tracking that the sportsman will toil day after day.

When a bison is reached and seen it is well not to be in a hurry.

If the animal tracked proves to be one of a herd, it is usual to work
about the herd to find out the bull whose large foot-prints have been

hdlowed. If the animal tracked proves to be a solitary bull, look

for a good shot, the centre of the forehead if he happens to be
&cing the gun, and the neck or behind the shoulder if he is

broadside on. A bison will at once drop to the head or neck shot,

and if hit properly behind the shoulder, will not go far before he pulls

op and gives another chance. Nine inches below the top of the

dorsal ridge over the shoulder will also at once drop a bison when
he can be despatched with the second shot. Bison have been

dropped right and left with a 500 express to this shot. When not

. mortally wounded a buU will travel a long way and give great

trouble. He will take to the very closest thickets and have to be
» followed through them, and after he is well worried and perhaps
^ on(» or twice hit, he will lie very close and probably charge. As it

is difficult to stop a charging bull or cow, for when provoked a cow
' will charge as readily as a bull, the protection of a tree or however

small a clump of bamboos should be sought. There is abundant

proof of bison charging in Kdnara. On three occasions sportsmen

have been knocked down, and five instances are known in which

shikaris and trackers were knocked over and hurt. Dozens of

instances can also be given of most deliberate and well delivered

charges which were avoided by stepping behind a tree.

The Sdmbar, Eusa Aristotelis, kadavi or meru, is common over

most of Kanara, especially near the Sahyadris. It is also found

in the Belgaum Sahyddris and a few probably stray animals from

KAnara occur in Kalghatgi in Dhdrwdr ; it is not known in EalAdgL
The sdmbar is nowhere so numerous as it was ten or fifteen years-

ago. The cause of this is the great increase in the number of guns.

There is scarcely a village that has not its one or more guns

licensed or unlicensed. Daring the dry season, especially in moon-
light nights, from almost any camp in the district shots may be
heard.

The native way of shooting sdmbar, spotted deer, small deer,

and pig is to dig a hole close to some forest pool and screening

the edge with thorn, to sit in the hole, and shoot. Natives do

not venture to shoot at tigers, panthers, or bears except from trees.

If there is a chance of these larger animals coming to drink, the hole

is protected by laying logs of wood across the month leaving a small

opening from which to shoot. When the fruit of the aula PhyUan-
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thus Emblica, the karmal Dillenia pentagyna, the gating Terminalia

bellerica, and the ambdra Spondias Mangifera, ripens and begins

to fall, natives make seats or mechans in the tree and from them
shoot sAmbar and other deer as they come to eat. This is deadly
work. With the increase in the number of guns and the use of
percussion guns instead of flint and matchlocks it must end in the
destruction of deer.

The people of one or more villages often join and beat their forests

for sdmbar, deer, and pig. This is fair sport and is not discouraged.

But during the dry season pot-hunting loafers from other districts

come into the forests and make it a business to shoot deer
and pig from holes and trees, making money from the sale of the
flesh. Sambar are hunted by sportsmen in much the same way as
bison. They are either stalked or looked for in the forests in the
grey of the morning or evening, or they are driven by beaters.
When driven by beaters sdmbar show all the sagacity and instinct
of the bison. They will dash through the line of howling beaters
rather than face the unseen danger in front or to one side which
they have scented in the air. The sdmbar stag is all over a noble-
looking beast standing thirteen to fourteen hands high at the
shoulder. In colour he is a dark slate or grayish black, and like
the old bull bison the upper part of the body is sometimes nearly
bald. The female or hind is much lighter in colour. The Kdnara
rutting season is believed to begin in the middle or towards the
close of the cold season. But young are met with in most months
of the year. It is thought that sambar begin to shed their horns
early in April, but it is not believed that stags shed their horns
every year, only once in two if not three years. An instance of a
stag shedding its horns occurred at Barchi near Supa in April 1871.
A sportsman out stalking came upon a large stag with fine horns.
The animal was lying down and looking towards him. On receiving
the shot the stag jumped on his legs and made off, but the sporti^
man’s dogs raced him into a pool of water within 200 yards. To his
amazement the sportsman found the stag with a bullet in his chest
but with no horns. The trail was taken np and after a run of about
eighty yards one horn was found and then the other, where he was
shot at and scrambled on his legs. Kanara and Belgaum sambar

The following are the measurements
ot the finest pair that can be produced : Length of horn 34"- round
the horn 9 ; above the horn 8"; widest sweep of horn 30": between
points 24 ; upper tine 13",- lower tine 10". Two larger heads have
been seen, but the measurements are not available. Thev were
heavier and perhaps two or three inches longer. One of thembelonged to a particidarly fine and noble-looking stag which was

Hughes, of the 2nd Queen’s (Royalf in April or

^^^^“^‘^“Htus, best known under the native

From the lift
numerous over the whole of KAnara.

drTnkin^
pot-hunting shiMris shooting atdr nking pools and from fruit trees it is now scarce. Ten or fif^nyears ago the spotted deer was most abundant throughout the
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alleys of the K^linadi, Bedtihalla, Gangdyali, and Tadri, as well as

all along the east of the district, and at most places two to three stags

could be shot in a morning stalk.

At Dandeli in 1867 from a herd of not less than 150 to 200, three

splendid stags were picked out and shot in a few moments. Now,
about the same place, the sportsman has had a lucky morning if he
sees a small herd or two and gets one stag. Spotted deer were at

one time numerous in the Dharwar forests along the Kdnara frontier,

but, as in Kdnara, they are now scarce. The same may be said of

the Belgaum chittal. The pot-hunting native s/tiMn's with licensed

or unlicensed guns, and some of the Government armed servants

at posts throughout the district are responsible for the disappearance

of the chittal. Both alike shoot over water and from trees,

and both alike kill for the purpose of selling the flesh. A
spotted deer or a large boar fetches 10s. to ]6.«. (Rs. 5-Rs. 8).

If fairly stalked the spotted deer can take care of itself. But if

some check is not put on shooting does at certain seasons, this

beautiful animal, to the real grief of the forest people, will soon bo
killed off. This is Jerdon’s first-rate description of the spotted deer ;

' The general colour is yellow or rufous-fawn with numerous white
spots, and a dark dorsal streak from the nape to the tail. The head
is brownish and the muzzle dark. The chin, throat, and neck in front

are white j the lower parts and the inside of the thighs are whitish
;

the outside of the ears is brown and the inside white
;
the tail is

longish and white beneath. The basal tine is directed forwards,

and in old animals has often one or two points near the base. The
length is about four and a half to nearly fire feet ; the height at the

shoulder is from thirty -six to thirty-eight inches.’

Like the sambar the spotted deer is difiicult to drive, though not

so difficult as the bison or sdmbar. But the charm of deer-shooting

is stalking the stags through the beautiful glades and forest open-
ings in the gray of the morning. The rutting season is believed

to begin towards the close of the cold season and to go on till the

end of May. About the end of May 1881 a male and female were
specially noticed. Still many stags shed their horns and are found
in velvet in the period between March and May. It is believed that

like the sambar the chittal stag does not shed its horns oftener than
once in three years. The flesh of the spotted deer is very dry, but
the head and feet are worthy of a place on the table. The greatest

known length of a Kanara spotted deer’s antlers is thirty-five inches.

Any heads of thirty inches and over are considered good. The spotted

deer’s antlers have rarely fewer than six points, nine have been
frequently seen, and one is recorded of eleven.

The Rib-faced or Barking Deer, Cervulus aureus, hahra (M.), or

aivihuri (K), gets its name of rib-faced from two curious dark lines

down the face, and its name of barking deer from its hoarse loud cry

when disturbed or alarmed. It is found all over Kdnara, its favourite

haunt being the dark groves of high evergreen forests and the

thick patches of Icdrvi (Strobilanthus) that cover the Sahyddri

slopes.

The barking deer is also found in the hills of western Belgaum ;
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it is rare in Dhdrwd.r, and is not known in Kaladgi. Jerdon describea

the barking deer as m colour a bright rufous bay, the inside of the

limbs and below the tail white, and the chin and lower jaws whitish.

In front of the fetlocks of aU four legs are some white spots. The
facial creases are dark-brown. The average length of body is three

and a half feet and of tail is seven inches. The height is twenty-six to

twenty-eight inches and the horns are from eight to ten inches long.

The doe is a little smaller and has tufts of bristly hair on a knob in

the spot where the buck has his horns. To this description it may-

be added that the three inches of horn next the head are covered with
bristly red hair, and that the points form a hook backwards ; also

that there is a small tine just above the red hair. The barking deer
is not difficult to drive, and it may be met with grazing in the
morning and evening close outside of the deep forest or thicket which
it makes its home. It is almost always alone even two being rarely

seen together. Whether stealing silently through the cover, or
bounding across some open glade, the head and neck are carried

singularly low and the hind quarters raised. The flesh is dark and
thought better than the flesh of the spotted deer.

The Mouse Deer, Memimna indica, pfsaf, is very common in
Kanara and in the western Belganm forests. It has not been noticed
in Dharwar and does not occur in Kaladgi. Like the barking
deer it is seldom seen except alone, and the dark evergreen forests
and the ’kdrvi (Strobilanthus) cover of the Sahy^ris are its favourite
resorts. Jerdon’s description correctly applies to the Kanara mouse
deer. The colour above is olive mixed with yellow gray ; below it is-

white. On the sides of the body are yellowish white lines formed of
interrupted spots, whose upper rows are joined by some transverse
spots to rows on the opposite side ; the ears are reddish brown ; the
length of body is from twenty-two to twenty-three inches ; and the
length of tail one and a half inches

;
the height variesfrom ten to twelve

inches ; and the weight from five to six pounds. The flesh is very white
and is seldom eaten except by Hindus. Musalmans do not eat it •

they say it is too like the pig. It is said to rut in June and July
and to have two young at a birth.

The Four-homed Antelope, Tetraceros quadricornis, hirunj or
ckausingha, is spanngly met in Kanara, Belgaum, and Dharwfir • it
has not been noticed in KalMgi, Unlike the barking deer it does
not live in hea-vy forests, being seen only in the more open and bushy
parts. Its gait or manner of bounding, with its head and neck low
is very like that of the barking deer. The flesh is also similar!
J erdon describes it as of a uniform brownish colour bay above
lighter beneath, and whitish inside the limbs, and in the middle of
the belly. The fore-legs are dark, also the muzzle and edge of the
ears which are white within with bug hairs. The fetlocks are darkwi^n with more or less distinct whitish rings. The length of body
IS from forty to forty-two inches

; and the tail is five inches long : the
ears are four and a half inches long; the height at the shoulder is two
feet to twenty-six inches, and a little more at the croup. The

w”four°toSe!
^ posterior horns
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The Indian Gazelle, Gazella Bennettii, chinkdra, is not found in
K4nara. It occurs, though sparingly, in the open hilly parts of
Belgaura, DharwAr, and Kaladgi, and where there is brushwood
and small trees. It is not a forest-loving animal. In the Kod and
Gadag hill ranges of Dharwiir herds of seven and eight have been
seen, but they are shy and diflBcult to get at if they once see the
sportsman. Jerdon describes the Indian gazelle as of a deep fawn,
brown above and darker where it joins the white on the sides and

' buttocks ;
the chin, breast, lower parts, and buttocks are white.

' The tail, knee, tufts, and fetlocks are black. There is a dark brown
spot on the nose, and a dark line from the eyes to the mouth, bordered
by a light line above. The length of a buck is three and half a feet

;

Mid the tail eight and a half inches; and the height twenty-six inches at
the shoulder and twenty-eight inches at the croup. The ears are
six inches long, the head nine inches, and the horns from twelve to
thirteen. The horns of the female are small, rarely more than six

inches and usually between four and five. They are slender, slightly

wrinkled at the base, and incline backwards with the tip bent
forwards.

The Indian Antelope, Antilope bezoartica, Karan or chigri, is

common in the plains but does not occur in Kfinara. At one time
antelopes were found in great numbers from one end to the other
of the Dhdrwd,!' plains and to a less extent in Kalddgi and the north
of Belgaum. It is now scarce everywhere, but is commoner in the
south of DhdrwAr than elsewhere. The black buck is a beautiful
animal, and it is not difficult to get within 120 or 130 yards of him
so long as he is approached in an in-and-out sort of way. With
patience this way of approach rarely fails. The does as a rule are
the first to take alarm, and when a doe is noticed stamping her foot

or showing any other sign of disturbance, the sportsman should
gradually draw away in such a manner that the herd will at once
understand that the object of their alarm is going from, not coming
towards them. The black buck's horns are seldom more than twenty
inches long. Perhaps the largest pair ever seen in Kdnara belonged
to the late Mr. Sharkey of the Civil Service. They were good twenty
seven inches, but they were brought from Gujarat not killed in

the Kanarese districts. When black buck are fighting they are easily

approached, and it is sometimes also easy to get near them, when
the buck is intent on keeping the does from going to join some rival's

herd. It is curious to notice this and also to see how does are
allowed to join a herd while the buck is driven off. Such domestic
changes and disorders are the sportsman's opportunity.

Jerdon describes the Indian antelope as with long horns
diverging, with five flexures in old individuals, with strong rings at

the base and smooth tips. The colour of the grown male, above and
on the sides, is a rich dark glossy brown

; beneath and inside of
the limbs they are white ; the hindhead, nape, and back of the neck
are a hoary yellow ; the nose and lips and a large mark round the
eyes are white ;

the length of the body is about four feet and of the
tail seven inches. The height at the shoulder is thirty-two inches,

and the ear is five and a half inches long ; the horns are twenty to
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twenty-sevea inches long, and diverge at the tip from nine to

eighteen inches. The female is somewhat smaller, and is a pale

yellowish fawn colour above, white beneath and inside the limbs,

and with a pale streak from the shoulder to the haunch. Between
Panchgaon and Kaladgi, on the road from Belgaum, a white doe
was reported some eight or ten years ago, but not seen, and a couple

of years ago in Kod in Dharwar an officer of the Southern Mardtha
Survey shot a doe antelope with horns of an irregular shape.

Kanara Bees^ are of four kinds, togar~jeinu or totte-jeinu, tudabi-

jeinu, hol-jeinu or katti-hulla, and nuaarri-jeinu or misri. Of these
four kinds of bees the togar-jeinu is the largest, being three-fourtha

of an inch in length. It has a black fore and hind part, and is of a
dull red about the centre. It is particularly fierce and will of£en

attack people even when not molested, and once fairly roused a
swarm becomes dangerous and difficult to shake off. The togar-

jeinu fastens its combs to the upper limbs of the loftiest trees, often
150 feet high, and as many as from twenty to thirty combs may
sometimes be seen on a single tree. The combs are also found
attached to steep and difficult cliffs and to the sides of high bridges
and even to the walls of housea The swarms generally leave their

nests about July, and find their way to the parts of the country
where grass and other favourite plants are found. They always
return and rebuild in the same place year after year. The size of
the comb varies with the size of the swarm, each comb being
separate, from a foot and a half to three feet long and from eight
inches to two feet deep. The bees gather honey from the blossoms
of many timber trees. But their favourite plant is the hdrvi or
Strobilanthus, of which there are seven or eight kinds in Kdnara.
They abound along the SahySdris and blossom at periods varying
from three to nine years. When the Strobilanthus is in flower the
whole air near the plants seems alive with bees. A full comb of the
togari-jeinu bee contains from eight to fifteen beer bottles of reddish-
brown honey and from one to two and a half pounds of wax. The
honey and wax are harvested during dark nights, twice in the year,
once just before or after the setting in of the rains in April-May,
and again in October-November. The October-November honey
is called the grass harvest, and the April-May honey when
many trees and shrubs are in flower the main harvest. The
combs are taken from the high trees with the help of long
bamboos whose side branches are cut short to serve as steps.
These bamboos are tied all the way up the trees and right on to
the branches to which the combs are fastened. The tree is climbed
in a dark night, the climber carrying a flaming torch which he
passes across the swarms of bees to drive them off. The combs
are taken and either lowered by a rope or put in a basket tied to
the climber. The bees are not destroyed, only scared by the glare
and smoke of the torch. The climber must show no fear or hesit^on
though he seldom comes off scathless, and is often badly, stung

1 Conservator of Forests S. D.’s 1862, 22nd June 1882.
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Prom tigli clifEs honey is taken either from below by bamboo
ladders, or from above, the honey-gatherer being seated in a basket
or net let down over the top of the cliff by a rope.

The second or tudahi bee is about half an inch long with a black
fore part and a striped black and dirty yellow hind part. It builds

its combs in the hollows of trees and in old walls. It is not so

fierce as the togar bee and its sting is less painful. Its honey also

is more esteemed, but the combs are far smaller and do not hold
•; more than from one to three beer bottles. The bees are generally

smoked out bat they are sometimes blown ont by the breath of the
honey-taker’s month. The combs are removed in open day, the
honey-taker’s hands being often covered with bees.

The third or kol bee bnilds its combs on thorn bushes or small
plants. It is smaller than the tiidabi bee, and produces less honey
and wax, though it is of a finer quality than the other two. The
comb which holds at the most about a tea-cnpful of honey is generally

full before the beginning of the hot season, after which the
yonng swarms come out and finish the honey, and the comb is

deserted. Where the supply of flowers fails the bees mostly die,

though some move to other places where the rains are lighter or
flowers less scarce. The insect stings a little, but is easily driven

'
off, and the branch on which the comb is found is cut away with a
knife or other sharp instrument.

The fourth or nusarri or misri bee is not larger than an ordinary
black ant. It is found in the hollows of trees and in walls. The
honey, which is used as medicine, is whitish, and the wax black.

This little insect, or so-called bee, does not sting, but at times is

very troublesome in its endeavours to get into the ears, nose, and
eyes.

Bees are never thoroughly domesticated. In some small hill

villages in a white ant’s nest or more rarely in a hole made for the
purpose, an earthen pot is placed with its mouth down and a small
opening made on one side. This completes the hive. It is left to

chance whether bees take up their quarters in it or not. If they do,

they are allowed to remain unmolested for some time and then the
comb is extracted, care being taken not to disturb the part in which
the young bees are lodged. In this way the bees do not get
frightened and remain for a year or two. They seldom stay longer
as either through carelessness or greed the young bees are disturbed
and the old ones fly off. This honey is mostly used for home
medicine.

The right to collect honey and wax is yearly &rmed, and higher
bids are made for the farms in years when the hdrvi or
Strobilanthus is in flower. The revenue derived from honey
during the four years ending 1880-81 amounted to £1914
(Rs. 19,140) or an average yearly income of about £478 (Rs. 4780).^

Chaptor

Productioii.

Tame Beefc.

1 The detaila were : £380 12*. 9rf. (Ea. 38061) in 1877-78 ; £38078. (Ea. 3803^) ia
1878-79 ; £657 2a. 9d. (Rs. 65711) in 1879-80 j and £495 18a, 6d. (Ra. 4959J) in
1880-81

•
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The estimated yearly outturn is about 568 cwt. (113 TchanMs
and 6 mans) of honey, and 290 cwt. (58 Tchandis and 1^ mans) of wax.
The honey sells at l|d. to &d. (1-4 annas) the ordinay quart bottle
according to quality. There is little local demand for honey, most of it

goes to Bombay. The wax is made by separating the honey from the
wax by squeezing the comb. This is heated in an open pan over the
fire, melted, and made into small black balls. These b^ls are again
heated and strained, and the wax is put into square or round holes
in the ground, where it forms hard yellowish cakes from a quarter
of a man to a man in weight. A man of wax costs to make about
16s. (Rs. 8). Wax meets with a ready sale, most of it being sent
to Goa and made into the candles which are burnt there on the
altars of the Roman Catholic churches.

The district is ever3^here infested with snakes both poisonous
and harmless. The cobra, nag (M.), nagada or ndghavu (K.), Naja
tripudians, is found everywhere. The cobra is held sacred by all
Hindus and is not killed except by Christians and Mnsalm^ns.
Other venomous snakes are killed by all classes especially in the
hot season, when they come for air into the open and are easily seen.
The number of persons returned as killed by snake bites was
twenty-seven in 1871, nineteen in 1872, twenty-seven in 1873,
seventeen in 1874, twenty-three in 1875, twenty-six in 1876, twenty-
four in 1877, twenty-five in 1878, sixteen in 1879, and thirteen in .

188.0, thus giving the total of 217 persons killed in ten years or
an average of about 21 peraons killed in each year. The number of
cattle killed by snake bites is returned at twenty-five in 1875,
fifteen in 1876, sixteen in 1877, twenty in 1878, three in 1879, and
three in 1880, a total of eighty-two deaths in six years, or a yearly
average of about 14. In 1875 ninety snakes were killed at a
cost of 15s. lljd. (Rs. 7-15-6); in 1876, sixty-eight for 11s. 9(i5.
(Rs. 5|); in 1877, thirty-five for 5s. 6|d. (Rs. 2-12-6)- in 1878*
fifty for 8s. lOJd. (Rs. 4^); in 1879 seventy-six for 13s 9d

a
total of 432 snakes killed in six years at a cost of £4 5s 3d.
(Us. 42|) Government have lately (1879) discontinued the grant
of rewards tor the destruction of snakes^ and municipalities are
required to pay rewards for snakes killed within municipal limits.The following is a list of the chief venomous snakes found in the
district.

The Cobra, nag Naja tripudians, is of two kinds, the black
or Mia a^ the white or pdndhra. Mr. E. Mackenzie, Assistant
burgeon, Rumta dispensary, m his report for 1873-74 gives the
following details of a fatal case of cobra bite. The patient a bovwas admitted at 11-40 and died at 2-30. Though more than ^hour had ^ssed smce he was bitten, when he wfs brought to thesymptoms though urgent, did not seem to^int to a

V
symptom was paroxysi^ of painstretching up the limbs. The boy was lively and talkative ^butthere was an imcontrollable drooping of the upper eyelid ’ The

circulation were unaffected. From hS^admission till hisdeath the symptoms became slowly but steadily more serious. The
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drooping of the eyelid became more marked, the boy dragging it up
' when he wanted to nse his eye. In the paroxysms he shouted from
pain. Next he mumbled in his speech. Then the tongue lost feeling

and the speech grew dim till the tongue moved without sound.

Breathing became heavy and spasmodic, the throat and tongue

dried, he grew drowsy, fell in a swoon, and was dead.

Echis carinata, fiirsa or diilhahra, found mostly on the coast, is

identical with the Eatndgiri/itrsa. Fiirsa bites are not always or

even generally fatal. In severe cases the chief symptoms are a rapid

^ swelling, discolouration, ecchylnosis, and soddening of the bitten
' limb. Next comes a consent oozing of dark watery blood

&om the bitten part, gangrene spread round the wound, blood

comes from the gums, the skin, the bowels, and the stomach ; the

circulation is depressed, and cold clammy sweats and dizziness end in

a swoon. Two species of Daboia elegans, Jcudrdl or husada mandol,

and rakta mandol, are identical with the Ratndgiri ghonas. The bite

of the first causes a sloughing of the bitten part and that of the second

blood vomiting and other symptoms like those of the /?trsa bite.

Ndneta or Ajimanera, Bungarus cceruleus, also called pasho in the

Konkan, is identical with the Ratnagiri manydr. Shenyasdp a dark

coloured venomous snake, sunkpall, jogi, surgtind, and ajgar a

species of boa, have not been identified.

Ar or hehbdu, the Indian python or boa-constrictor is found in

the forests sometimes of a very great size. Maliind or imadi,

Ij^ is the Ratnagiri dutonda. Bivad, Ptyas mucosus, is harmless but

is believed to have the power of killing some animals by blows of

V,. its tail. It is identical with the Ratntigiri dhdman. Eevale or

vale, Ophiophagus elaps, is the Ratnagiri ddhela, and hasraliaii or

sarpatolla, Passerita mycterizans, is the green tree or whip snake.

\

There are many snakes both venomous and harmless which have not

been identified.

Except in Supa and Mundgod, where the rivers are not well stocked

with fish, both salt and fresh water fishing is extensively carried on

throughout the district. In the Bhavangiri pond, six miles south-

west of Siddapur, which is about one-fifth of a square mile in area

and lined with stone masonry, the fish are held sacred and some of

them have golden rings fastened to their fins.^ No one ever

catches them. Some are said to be of enormous size. In no other

river, stream, or pond are the fish held sacred. The coast fishing is

carried on with vigour from October to May; but in the four stormy

months from June to September few boats go to sea. The chief salt

water fish are the surmai, mullet, sardine, sole, and pomphlet. In

KArwdr the karcha is held sacred and brought to stock new wells and

ponds. It is never killed. During the stormy months when sea-

fishing is stopped large numbers of people throng the rivers and

brooks where fish are abundant.

Fresh water fisheries may be roughly divided into pond and

stream fisheries. Pond fish are found in large numbers and of great
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size, especially al>ove the Sahyddris. Fish are found in all streanmj

and in large numbers in the Kalinadi.Gangavali, Tadri, and Shirdvati,

The deep pools and large rocks of the Kdlinadi and Shirdvati are

particularly suited for sheltering fish. Fish are caught by nets

in February, March, April, and May. In the hot season when the
ponds are low people catch fish by a net-work of slender sticks.

From June to September, when the rivers and ponds are full or
overflowing, fishers stand at night on the edge of ponds and on
river banks with a light and a sickle in their hands and hack the
fish with the sickle as they rise to the surface to gaze at the light.

Daring the rains when fish pass through water channels from
small to large ponds the fishers either spread nets or set up a
net-work of slender sticks in the channel and catch the fish as they
pass. In places where small streams join rivers, the pec^le
catch fish by narrowing the stream by sticks and matting, leaving
small holes to let the flood water in.^ Fish are rarely caught in
nets during October, November, December, and January. In the
fair season when the water is low, fish are caught in deep reaches,
either by angling or by poisoning the water. Sometimes fish are
poisoned by throwing into the pools the bark of the ehdpal karu or
the garuda kurada. In July and August, when the rivers are
swollen, the big fish, which have become impregnated in March and
April, run against the flood to the higher parts of the river, where
they spawn, and in October, when the waters begin to fall, they drop
down to some deep pool or reach where they lie daring the hot
weather.

Fresh water fishing is carried on by Musalm^ns, Halepaiks,
Byadars, Kabbers, Holers, and Chdmbhars. The regular salt water
fishers are Bhois, Gabits, Darjis, Ambers, Kharvis, Mogers, and
Harikantars. Besides these local fishers, men of the KulSiat ’caste
come from Dhdrwar or Maisur in March and April and catch fish
in the rivers^ of Vardda, Sade, and Supa by diving, and by nets
hooks, and lighted torches.

^

Fresh fish are generally sold for local use, either in markets or
from door to door, and salt fish are sent to the districts above the
bahyddris. Most fish are paid for in cash and some in grain. The
fishermen say that the supply of fish is smaller than it used to be.
The follomng is a list of the chief fishes^ found along the Kdnara

coash The first number after each name refers to the Plates in
tfie second to the figure in the

Plate . Ohur mach^ Dates calcanfer, 1, 1, grows about six feet longand is found both m the sea and in rivers. It is considered a

rfmwl U- r
® 2)- Gohra maeU,Cromileptes alWelis, 1, 2, ^ows about twelve feet long and fourfeet brcmd. Thdmlmsa, Serranns sonnerati, 7, 1, a salt-water

fish grows about eighteen inches long. Thdvi Sennarusboelang, 7, 2 grows to one foot in length. B^yg’^d, VarS

1
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lonty, 7, 3 } Ditto Karel, Anthias mnltidens, 7, 4 ; Ditto Kondva,
Grrammistes orientalis, 9, 1, is less than a foot long. Kumhar
(Hind.), Amhye (Kan.), Diploprion bifaisciatnm, 9, 2, less than
eighteen inches long. Kharpha (Hind.), Kdrai (Kan.), Lutianns
sebae, 9, 3, grows to two feet long. Tala, Lntianus erythroptema
(yonng), 10, 1, grows to a foot long. Ghurval, Lutianns
erythroptems (adult), does not grow more than two feet long.

Ldthri (Hind.), Lutianns lineolatus, 11, 1, does not grow more
than three feet long. Thumbrus (Hind.), Lutianns rivulatus, 11,

4; Ditto Ldsa, Lutianns lioglossns, 12, 1 ; does not grow more than
half a foot long. Kdnchuk (Hind.), Burata (Kan.), Ambassis nama,
14, 5, never above four inches long, is found both in salt and fresh

water. Khdmp (Hind.), Ambassis ranga, 14, 6, about four inches

long, is found only in salt water. Shethuk, Gerres setifer, 25, 1, never
more than four inches long is found only in salt water. Khdrai,
Chaetodon plebius, 26, 4 ; Bhdrkdl, Chaetodon guttatissimns, 27, 4,

never more than a foot long. Kdnchuk, Pempheris mangula, 42, 3,

never more than three inches long. Daria Ravuns, Polynemus
paradiseus, 42, 4, grows six feet long. Soundala, Knrtns indicns

(male), 42, about six inches long. Jdmp Ravuns, Polynemus
heptaiictylus, 42, .5, grows six feet long. Mazardore, Umbrina
sinnata, 46, seldom more than a foot long. Thuperu, Otolithns

maculatus, 46, 4 ;
within six inches long. Tharousa, Histiophoms

brevirostris, 47, 3, a salt water fish said to grow to twenty feet long.

Balavasa, Trichurus savala, 47, 4, never more than two feet long.

Konkare, Caranx crumenophthalmus, 49, 1, about five feet long.

Vanvasa, Caranx gallus, 51, 3, never more than eighteen inches long.

Sumbidagol, Seriolichthys bipinnulatus, 51A, 1, found in salt water
only, grows up to six feet long. Jampdagol, Nancrates doctor, 51a, 2

;

Ditto Shirkal, Trachynotus baUloni, 5lA, 4, grows up to three feet

long. Fdni, Platax vespertilio, 51a, 5. Belda, a species of Pomphlet,
Psettus falciformis, 51a, 6. Sunikap, Platax teira, 51b, 4. Phatharkdp,
Equula liueolata, 51c, 3. Chandratya, white Pomphlet, Stromateus
cinereus (immature), 53, 3. Halva, or JJsarga, black Pomphlet,
Stromateus niger, 53, 4. Putiakap, Mene maculate, 53, 5. Bibia
Gedar, Scomber microlepidotus (young), 54, 3. Kovla Gedar, Scomber
microlepidotus (adult), 53, 5. Surmai or Angara, Cybium guttatum
(young), 55, 1. Morvasa, Elacate nigra, 55, 2. Mekri, Echaneis
brachyptera, 55, 3. Ghuma, Ichthyscopus inerme, 55, 5. Pip, of the
Hedar species, Pelamys chileusis, 56, 1 . Khulkula of the Surmai
species, Cybium interruptum, 56, 3. Thamvar, Cybium knhlii, 56, 2,

up to eight feet in length, generally used by the poorer classes;.

Sonoula, Cybium commersonii, 56, 5, op to eight feet in length,

generally used by the poorer classes. Luchak, Echeneis neucrates,

B7, 1, about four feet in length. Awyli, Sillago sihama, 57, 3. Shevta
^E^n.), Shervi (Hind,), of four kinds, black, white, pilas, and jdp;
Mngil speigleri, 74, 1. Toli, Fistularia serrata, 76, 3, up to

four feet in length. Sheva kulla, Cynoglossus elongatus, 90, 5,

within a foot in length. Sheva jdmp, Cynoglossus sindensis, 90, 6,

within a foot in length. Ohampti Lep, Callyodon viridescens, 90, 3,

Bakas, Psettodes erumel, 91, 4, within a foot in length. Jdmp Lep,
Pseudo rhombus, 91, 5. Ditto Solda, Bregmaceros atripinnis, 91, 1,
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within a foot in length. Shingala, with the species (1) Povra, (2)

Ghuthva, (3) Kharpi, and (4) Mavas, Macrones vittatus, 98, 3.

Oongava, Chaca lophioides, 1 12, 2, within two feet in length. Whdl
shingla, Plotosus canius, 112, 3, within three feet in length, found

both in rirers and in the sea. Bendki shingala, Glyptosternnm telchitta,

116, 3. Bomheel (Bombay Ducks), Harpodon nehereus, 118, 1,

witMn a foot in length, excellent when dried. Bohara (Hind.),

BincUis (Kan.), Scopelns indicns, 118, 2, within three inches in

length. Ratal (Hind.), Toli (native), Belone choram, 118,

4, within three feet in length. Sumba (Hind.), Toli (native),

Hemiramphus cantori, 119, 1 ; both a fresh and salt water fisK within

a foot in length. Ratal, Belone anunlata, 120, 1, a salt water fish,

grows about three feet long. Bhdrvi, Hemiramphus georgii,

120, 2, a salt water fish, Papur (Hind.), Paka (native), Exocoetua

pcBcilopterus, 120, 4, up to four feet in length, found along the

coast. Jirai (Hind.), Rarai (Kan.), Exocoetus evolans, 120, 5 ; a
salt water fish, grows about four feet long. Herdka (Hind.),

Homaloptera brucei, 122, 1, a salt water fish, grows about four fe^
long. Gubri, Clupea chapra, 161, 1, both a salt and fresh water
fish, grows to about four inches. Hyedh (Hind.), Thdrli (Kan.),

Clupea longiceps, 161, 2, within four inches in. length, found in

f
-eat abundance and sometimes sold as cheap as 100 for a pia
dnsi (Hind.), Pedi (Kan,), Clupea fimbriata, 161, 3, grows up to

six inches long, both in rivers and in the sea. Kosir (Hind.),

Pdlpedi (Kan.), Clupea variegata, 161, 4, grows up to four feet

long, is both a salt water and a fresh water fish. Birza, Clupea lile,

162, 1, grows to three inches long, is a salt water fish. Pala (Hind.),

Pdlpedi (Kan.), Clupea toli, 162, 2, a salt water fish. Bhig, Clupea
kanagurta, 162, 4, grows to about foar feet long, a salt water fish.

Dodla (Hind.), Jirai (native), Clupea sindensis, 163, 2, grows to

two feet long, a salt water fish. Patulda (Hind.), Bddsha (Kan.),

Raconda russelliana, 163,4, grows to a foot in length; it is generally

dried. Gira (Hind.), Pedi (Kan.), Clupea brachysoma, 163, 3, a salt

waterfish, grows to six inches in length. Bodai (Hind.), Opisthoptems
tartoor, 163, 5, a salt water fish, grows up to two feet long. Rarli
(Hind.), Dathuri (native), Chirocentrus dorab, 166, 3, grows to
about five feet long. Ghoda, Hippocampus guttulatus, 174, 6.

Bile, Triacanthus brevirostris, 175, 1, a salt water fish, about a foot

long. KTiewd (Hind.), KacAita (Kan.), Tetrodon inermis, 180, 1, both
a s^t and a fresh water fish, not used for food. Dharvdt (Hind.), a
species of Mori, Carcharias menisorrah, 184, 3, a salt water fish,

grows to ten feet in length. Kaksi (Hind.), a species of mori,
Carcharias limbatus, 184, 2 ; Ditto Zouri (Hind.), Rhanmusi (Kan.^
Zygaena blochii, 184, 4. Shirdt, a species of mori, Carcharias
sorrah, 185, 1, a salt water fish, grows up to four feet long. Pounar,
a species of mori, a salt water fish, grows up to five feet long.
Khondecha, a species of mori, Carcharias tricuspidatus, 186, 1, a
salt water fish, grows up to twenty feet in length. Shiora, a species
of mori, Mustelus manazo, 186, 3 ; HiitoVaraieha, a species of meyri,

Zygaena mallens, 186, 4 ;
Ditto Thamdsi, a species of mori,

Carcharias gangeticus, 187, 1 ; Ditto Shivra, a species of moi-i,
Carcharias dussumieri, 187, 2 ; Ditto Vagal, Trygon zugei, 190, 3,
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a salt water fish. Lang, Ehinobatus thonini, 190, 4, grows to six

feet in length. Ndli (Hind.), Genaja (native), Pristis perotteti,

191, 1. Morcha (Hind.), Vagala (Kan.), Dicerobatis eregoodod
193, 1. Pdlva, Trygon kuklii, 193, 2, a salt water fish. Bdtya,
Trygon namah, 194, 1. Shenvtha, Pteroplatea nicrura, 194, 2.

Boldt, .^tobatis narinari, 194, 4. Ambla, (Hind.), Trygon sephen
195, 2. Mingla, Urogymnns asperrimns, 195, 1.

The chief fresh water fishes are, Kures which grows np to three
feet in length, Shivra np to eight feet, Thigur within a foot, Kharchi
Pithli within a foot, Mulia np to four inches. Vanibu (I) Butli
within three feet, and (II) Lambi np to ten feet, Khoida within a
foot, '[hambansa within three feet, Kdna np to three feet, Indh
np to eighteen feet, Sindala (I) with broad head, np to three feet,

.(II) BenduJc np to two feet, (III) Gudmuga np to three feet,
Shetak within six inches, Karai within six inches, Kanga within
ten inches, Dondga within two inches, Maral np to three feet,

Keri within two feet, and Jithkoai np to three feet.

The fishermen of K4nara do not, as a mle, ventnre into the deep
seas bnt keep within two or three n^es of the coast. Hence they do
not make very large hanls and do not catch fish of any large size.

Dnring the fair season large shoals of sardines freqnent the bay of
KAmw and are canght in large numbers. The best months for
fishing are November, December, January and Pebmary. During
June, July, August and September boats cease altogether from
going out to fish with nets bnt many persons fish with hand linmf

m the bays creeks and estuaries and have &ir sport.

Angling with the rod and fly or spinning with the phantom
winnow and natural bait are not impossible in the Kdnara rivers.
At the same time it is not the contemplative peaceful sport which
the soul of Isaac Walton loved, for great labour and heat must be
endured and much patience expended before any success can be
expected. The most highly prized of Kanara river fish is the mahsir
or as it is called in Kdnarese karras or herabe minu. The best season
for fishing is immediately after the rains when though the water has
cleared the rocks are still well covered and the rapids running
strong. The fish are then numerous and take well PuE information
r^arding the best way of fishing for mahsir is to be found in The
E^ in India by E. C. Thomas, Madras C.S. All his remarks apply
to north Kdnara.

The present object is to inform the angler where to go. Embark-
ing at Kodibdg pier on a warm October afternoon in a boat with
a grass roof to shelter him he will run up with the sea breeze and
tide to Kadibdg a small village on the K^dnadi eighteen miles from
IKrwdr. There a comfortable forest bungalow affords shelter.
Eising about five in the morning a walk of two miles along the river
bank, past the teak plantations brings him to the rapids whose
roar directs his footsteps to the spot. Here keeping to the bank
or wading carefully he may have over half a mile of good fishing.
The fly is not recommended bnt a smaU fish on a treble ho^
should be used on a spinning trace. Prom Kadara the angler
should cross the river and ascend the hills to Barbali. Thence to
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Ganeslijudi above the SahyMris and so on to Yellapnr. IVom
Tellapur he should go ten miles to Lalguli where he will find two or

three miles of very good river, alternate rapids, pools, and water-

falls. Great care must be taken not to get a fall on the rocks. It

is also necessary to have a man at hand who can swim and dive as

the hook constantly catches in hidden rocks. A net and a gaft

should also be kept in readiness as there are often no sandy
shelving banks where a fish can be landed but only shallow pools

with high rocks all round. From Lalguli the angler may go to the

junction of the Tattihal and thence to Vincholi where again there,

are beautiful falls and plenty of fish. The next place is Bamanhalli
where is a small hut constructed by General Anderson, late Survey
Commissioner. From Bamanhalli a walk through magnificent

forest leads to DandilU where is a good rapid and a mile lower down
at Kervad is fine fishing ground in the right season. From Dandilli

the angler should make for Supa where the white and black rivers

join. A neat little bungalow stands on the bank and commands
a lovely view. In the lake which the rivers make at this point the
water is immensely deep and large fish may be caught by trolling from
a boat. For two miles below the junction there are good rapids
and pools. Very little can be done after Christmas, until the mangoe
showers come about mid-January. If at that time the river is in flood

and again clears great sport may be had. Another river which is

favorable to the angler is the Shirdvati which leaps over the
Sahyddris at the famous Gairsappa falls. The way to the best fishing

ground is to walk about two miles from the bungalow along the
Talgupa road and then strike into the forest on the right when the
river side is reached. The angler may walk several miles into the
Maisur territory fishing carefully. He is liable to be disappointed,
for although the water looks perfect fish are scarce owing to tiie

slaughter which goes on among the young fish in the rains and to
the poisoning of the pools in the hot weather. A few years ^o
during the Christmas holidays a young Madras Civilian caught a
very fine mahsir in this part of the river. It is useless attempting
to fish in the magnificent pools below the falls during the cold
weather. The rocks are so slippery no one can stand, much less
climb with safety

;
the wind blows with such violence that a rod

cannot be held up against it and the spray beats like the monsoon
rain so that the too venturesome angler is not likely to catch
anything except a fever or a cold, or perhaps a sprained ankle. But
in Aprd and May when the river has run low the pools below the
falls may be fished with comfort. It is advisable to have a coracle
or a collapsible boat which can be carried and launched on the pool.

Shoals of fish may be seen feeding on the bird limp which fn.11a

from the rocks above where myriads of swallows and pigeons make
their home. A long line is necessary as the fish run large and the
pools are immensely deep. A bait which will tempt the largest
fish is a young swallow ; they sometimes fall into the water and are
taken down at a single gulp : only a swirl in the pool shows where
the monster silently rose. The fly may be used with success when
the wind is favourable.
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Another river which affords sport is the Agndshani or Taddri.

Starting from Kumta the angler must make his way about twenty
miles to Mankibail at the foot of the Nilkund pass. Then turning to

the right he should foUow the river till the foot of the Doddamani
pass is reached and a camp should be made at a small village called

Shamamani. The river comes down the valley between the two
passes after dashing over the cliff at the villages of Unchalli and
Bosatota in the Lushington Falls. Excellent pools and rapids

stretch for several miles, but it is little nse trying when the river

runs low, for the fish are all crowded in the long reaches of deep
still water.

Most of the birds given by Captain E. A. Butler in his Catalogue
of the birds of the Deccan and Southern Maratha Country are

found in Kanara. The principal game birds are noticed in the

Appendix.
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CHAPTEE III.

POPULATIO N.'

Accoeding to the 1881 census the population of the district was
421,840 or 107-85 to the square mile. Of these Hindus numbered

382,997 or 90-79 per cent; Musalmans 24,282 or 6’7o per cent;

Christians 14,509 or 3*43 per cent; Jews 25 ;
Pdrsis 17 ; and Others

10. The percentage of males on the total population was 52-86 and
of females 47-13. The corresponding returns for 1872 were a tohd

of 398,406 or 94 07 to the square mile, of whom Hindus numbered
364,402 or 9T46 per cent; Musalmans 21,755 or 5-46 per cent;

Christians 12,189 or 3-05 per cent; Jews 35; and Parsis 25.

Compared with the 1872 returns the 1881 returns show an increase

of 23,434 or 5-88 per cent.

Of 421,840 (males 223,005, females 198,835) the total population,

372,805 (males 192,826, females 179,979) or 88 37 per cent were
bom in the district. Of the 49,035 who were not born in the district

17,232 were born in Dharwdr
;
7172 in Madras

;
6700 in Belgaum

;

6582 in Goa, Daman, and Diu
;
4125 in Maisur

;
2896 in the

Southern Maratha States ;
1815 in Eatnagiri

;
801 in Kaladgi

; 267
in ShoMpur

;
189 in Satara

;
146 in Poona

;
44 in Ahmadnagar ; 117

in Bombay
;
179 in Gujardt

;
and 770 in other parts of India and

outside of India.

Of 421,840, the total population, 244,895 (130,270 males, 114,625
females) or 58-05 per cent .spoke Kanarese. Of the remaining
176,945 persons, 152,774 or 36-21 per cent spoke Marathi

;
17,458 or

4-13 per cent spoke Hindustani; 4275 or 101 spoke Telugu
;
703

spoke Gujarati
; 624 spoke Hindi

;
316 spoke MaJayali

;
229 .spoke

Portuguese-Konkani or Goanese; 215 spoke Tulu; 180 spoke
Tamil

;
95 spoke English

;
26 spoke Kodgi or Coorg

;
23 spoke

Arabic
;

17 spoke Chinese
;
7 spoke Persian

;
2 spoke Panjdbi

; and
one spoke German.

The following table gives the number of each religious clas.s

according to sex at different ages, with, at each stage, the percentage
on the total population of the same sex and religion. The columns
referring to the total population omit religious distinctions, but
show the difference of sex :

* Thi* chapter ia compiled from materials collected by Mr. P. F. DeSoi^a,
assistant master K^rw^ir school. Mr. P. Fernandez, clerk of the CJoUector’s depart-
ment, has also supplied useful information.
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Kdnatn Population tj/ Age, iSSl

HonXJS. Mu&ALMA'ra.

Percen- PcNen- Percen* Percen-

*Tow" *?gSa“
Hales. Fenudes. Hales. Femalea

Up to 1 year a.. 4872
i to 4 years 17,464
5to 9 28,093
10 to 14 21,647
15 to 19 10,980
SO to 24 19,660
25 to 29 23,363
30 to 34 20,838
85 to 39 14,983
40 to 49 18,669
60 to 54 ^1
55 to 69 3299
Above 00 yean 6116

Total ... 202,844

Agi.

Up to 1 year
1 to 4 years
6to 0 „
iOtoU „
15 to 19 „
20to24 „

I %to29 H
30 to 34 „
36 to 39 „
40 to 49 „
50 to 54 „

. 55 to 50 „
Above 60 yean

Total

I 11 I . ii

199 2*64

707 9-03

1079 18-79

795 10*10

013 7*83

768 9*80

896 11*44

866 11*07

686 7*62

751 9*60

269 3*43

95 1*21

189 2*41

199 2*97

737 11*02

1013 15*14

099 10-45

662 840
703 10*51

767 U*31
687 8*77

326 4*87

509 7*61

217 3*24

90 1*34

288 4*30

13 i ti m «•

S 13 I §3 I ' s| 1 u
1 S-22 5367 2-40 6312 2-67

6 16-12 8 14-28 19,349 8-67 20,264 10-18

4 12-90 4 19-04 31,112 13-96 28,964 14-57

8 16-12
.

3 14-28 23,880 10-60 18,986 9-64

3 14-28 18,608 8-29 16,967 8-64

2 6-45 21,463 9-62 20,936 10-52

2 6-46 2 9-62 26,446 11-41 22,630 ll'IS

3 9-87 1 4-76 22,923 10-27 18,099 9 10

4 12-90 4 19-04 16,394 7-35 10,677 6 31
3 9-67 20,529 9-20 16,273 8-18

1 3-22 1 4-76 7664 3-43 7930 3-98

1 3-22 3632 1-64 3666 1-83

6778 3-03 8611 4 33

223,005 198,835

The following table shows the proportion of the people of the

district who are unmarried, married, and widowed

:

Kdnara Marriage Detaih, 1881.

Pf^nlutolL

1

Under ten.
Ten to

fourteen.
Fifteen to
ninete^i.

IMes.
Fe- .

males.
Males.

Fe-
males.

Hales.
Fe-

males.

. 50,098
321
10

46,731
2568
83

20,419
1089
39

7179
9376
628

13,608
3268
104

1217
12,925
1357

*"? )&U«a Ualea. *’?' Males,
nalee. males. males. males.

6d5 5512 ms 106,837 58,402
14,680 54,540 22,478 83,503 77,483
4815 10,813 34,755 12,504 44,268

HUBALMA'KS.

650 52 372 19 316 40 6999 4211
364 1020 782 1063 3499 1897 4791 5163
19 108 82 199; 461 2240 518 1 1600
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Kdnara Marriage Details, continued.

CHRISTIANS.

Under ten.
Ten to

fontteen.
Fifteen to
nineteen.

Twenty to
twenty-four.

Twojty-five
to twenty-

nine.

Thirty and
over.

XotitL

Males
Fe-

mmes. Males
Fe-

males.
Males

Fe-
males.

Males
Fe-

males. Uales
Fe-

males.
Males Fe-

malea Males
Fe-

nudes.

Unmarried. 1980 1932 780 613 666 109 491 85 298 45 243 63 4348 8907
Uamed ... 0 16 15 IW 66 B02 266 556 671 582 2258 866 3170 2463
Widowed... 2 ... * 2 31 11 62 26 130 265 1038 304 i3ir

OTHERS.

Unmarried. 10 7 S 8 1 3 1 18

J

13
Married ... i.i . 2 2 2 3 8 4 12 8
Widowed... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 1 1

According to occupation the 1881 census returns divide the
population into six classes

:

I.—Employed under Government eervice, learned professions, literature, and
arts, numberinjf in aU 6566 souls or 1‘55 per cent of the entire
population.

II.—rersons engaged in domestic service, 5931 or 1’40 per cent
ni.—In trade and commerce, 4436 or 1‘05 per cent.
IV.—In agriculture, 150,202 or 35-60 per cent.

V.—In crafts and industries, 30,814 or 7-30 per cent.
VI.—In indefinite and unproductive occupation including children, 223,892

or 53-07 per cent.

Bralimans, according to the 1881 census, included seventeen
classes with a strength of 62,313 or 14-77 per cent of the Hindu
population. Of these, ten classes with a strength of 42,432 were
Dravid or southern Brahmans, and seven with a strength of 19,881
were Gaud or northern.

The following statement shows the divisions and the strength of
each of these main groups

:

Dravid and Oaud Brdhmans, 1881.

Dmaion.
SrasNerH.

Dmsios.
Stsesoth.

j

Males. Females Total. Ualea. Females Total

Dravid,
1. Havlgs
2. Chitj^vans...
3. Deshasths
4. Kam&taks ...

5. Karh5das
6. Eot Brahmans ...

7. Jolshis
8. Sakl5puris
9. A'ndnras ...

10. SMvallia

Total ...

20,649
448

j- 392

286
185
111
55
6
3

19,061
406

209

269
204
102
41
4
2

39,710
854

601

555
889
213
66
0
5

Gaud.
L Sasashtk&is
2. Shentis ...

3. Kushasthalia ...

4. B5rde8k5r8 ...

5. Kudkldesk^ra ...

6. Pednek^rs ...

7. Eanojas

Total ...

Gband Total ...

4563
44S9
595
340
167
45
9

4295
4310
536
317
157
67
1

8858
8799
1131
657
324
102
10

10,208 9,673 19,881

22,134 20,298 42,432 32,342 29,971 62,313

HavigBrdhmans, numbering 39,710 (20,649 males, 19,061 females)
are found m all parts of the district, but chiefly in Hondvar
Kumta, Sirsi, Sidddpur, YelMpur, and Supa. They live in hifly
villages on plots of land suited for the growth of cardamoms, pepper
and betelnut, which require much water and rich manure The
chief centres of the caste are, Agi-ahdr, Sdlkod, Hosdkuli, and Karki
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. in Hondvar ; BanvAsi, Bhartanhalli, and Sonda in Sirsi
;
Kalchi

and Balgur in YelMpur ;
BUgi and Hernr in Siddapur

;
Acbve in

Ankola
;
and Ck>kam in Kumta.

According to their own tradition, they were brought from
Northern India about the close of the seventh century (a.d, 680 to

700) by Mayurvarma, the founder of the Kddamba or second

Kadamba dynasty of Banv&i Another tradition represents them
to be the descendants of Brahmans by women of the Halvakki
Gauda caste of Kanarese-speaking husbandmen.^ Their home speech
is KAnarese spoken with a Malaydli accent, similar to that which
prevails on the Malabar coast.

The names in common use among men are, Subbayya, BAmbhattai
Shivapphegde, Golibhatta, Parambhatta, Parmhegde, Israpphegde,
and ShivrAmbhatta

;
and among women, Subbamma, Pnttamma,

Venkamma, Devamma, Timmawa, Lakshmawa, Lingamma,
Honnamma, Gangawa, and BhAgamma. Their family stocks or
gotras are Kashyap, Vasishth, Gautam, Jamdagni, Vishvdmitra, and
A'ngiras. Laymen add to their names the word hedge or headman,
and priests the word hhatta or the learned. Their chief surnames
are Sabhahit or coimcillor, Madhyasta or mediator, Avabhrit or
sacrificer, Bhdgvat or stage-manager, Tdntrik or charmer, Grdm^
dhikari or village head, Hebbdr or great Brdhman, Jaji, Adi, Gopi,

Katgi, Dikshit, and Apparta Karant.^ They have no separate

household or family gods like Gaud Brahmans, but keep images of

tlanesh and other Brdhmanic gods in their houses. They often visit

thfeir patron deity Ganesh at his chief shrine at Idagunji six miles

east of HonAvar.

1 Buchanan (Mysor, HI. 162), on the authority of a Havig hiatory, states that
Parashur^m created Eaiga at the same time that he formed Tolar and Halab&r,
and apxrainted Brihmans to inhabit these lands. Tulav he gave to the Mittu
Brahmans and Haiga to those called Nagars and Machis. The Sahy&dri Khand
(chapterVII. verses 59-61) narrates that, probablyabout a.d.TCK), Havigs were brought
by Sikivanna the father of Mayurvarma, the founder of the second dynasty of

^navisi Kadambas, to supplant the Brahmans of Parashurdm, who had been degreed
by their champion in consequence of their want of trust in his promises. (Wilson’s
Mackenzie Collection, 2nd Ed. 59). The H&vigs claim as their original seat Ahich-
cbhatra an ancient and ruined city in Rohilkhand in Upper India, now best known
as Rdmnagar (Cunningham’s Ancient Geography, L K9). The origin of this claim
seems to h« in the fact that (Bird’s History of Gu^arit, 8) Ahi-kshetra or Snake
Land was an old name of the K^ara coast. Hdtnt is the Kdnarese for snake and
hai is the corresponding word in the home-tongue of the EAnara Kunbis. It seems
that Haviga and Haiga the local names for the North Kdnara coast come from these

two words for snake and that Ahikshetra is the Sanskrit translation of the earlier

Haiga or Snake land. The Havigs keep their family records in the MalayW
character and there is a strong MalaydU element in their home speech. Their
present position and the tradition and history of their distribution support the view
that the Hav^ came to Einara by sea. (Compare Wilson’s Mackenzie Collection,

2nd Ed. 61 ; Bice’s Mysor, L 194). The MalayMi element in the Havigs is difficult

to explain. Malays may in former times have been the Eiinara coast language.

In any case it seems hotter to look for the origin of the Havigs from the north rather

than .from the south. According to Wilson (Mackenzie Collection, 2nd Ed. 60)

some Havig traditions state that 3iey came to Einara from Valabhipur. This seems

to be the well known Valabhipur in south-east EdthiAwdr. And the destruction

of Valabhi, apparently by Arabs in the seventh or eighth century, furnishes a
probable explanation of toe settlement of northern Brtomans on toe Etoara and
Malabdr coasts about the beginning of the eighth century.

- * Their widows are called abbe or mother, their boys radni or boy, and their girls

paUi or Imsha child.

'
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They wre divided into four sections, Havigs, Kots, SakMpnris, and
Shivallis. Except the Sakliipuris, who ha\;e lately quarrelled with
the Havigs and given up publicly eating with them, all eat together

but do not intermarry. The cause of the separation of the Kots is

said to be long isolation from the main stock, and the cause of the

separation of the Shivallis and Sakl^puris is said to be social

disputes The Havigs are further divided into priests and laymen
who eat together and intermarry. Persons bearing the same
surname and personsbelonging to the same family stock cannot inter-

marry. The men are fair, short, and spare with well-cut intelligent

features
;
the women are like the men except that they are fairer.

Their home speech is an incorrect and unimomatic Kdnarese with
so .strong a Malayali element both in words and tone that Kanarese
people who do not know its peculiarities do not understand it.^ Some
speak Hindustitni and many understand Tulu, the language of Soutii

Kinara, in which in Malayali characters their books and family
records are written by their family priests.® This Malabdr element
in the Havigs is not easy to explain. It may either .show that their

connection with the south is closer than they acknowledge, or it may
show that, before its conquest by inland Kanarese-speaking rulers

the Malabo language and letters were in use in Haiga.
Most Havigs live in one-storied houses with mud or laterite walls

and tiled or thatched roofs and wooden ceilings overlaid with earth.
They have verandas and a front yard in the middle whidi stands
a sweet basil plant The houses are badly aired, but the want of air
is of less consequence as in the hot weather the inmates sleep in
verandas or in the yards which are covered with shades or chchaprds.
The floors of the houses and the yards are carefully cowdunged and
rubbed with stones till they are polished. Close by the house stands
the cattle-shed, and near the shed the dunghill which is very
carefully prepared in alternate layers about six inches thick of
oowdung, gra^, and green leaves, gathered from the nearest
forest. The situation of their houses in low damp valleys and the
neighbourhood of the badly cleaned cattle-sheds are perhaps the
causes of the malarious fever from which they suffer so severely.
The interior of their houses and their furniture do not differ much
from those of the Deccan Karhadds, except that the Havigs use
earthen cooking vessels. Their .staple diet is rice, rdgi, vegetables,
and whey. They take three meals a day and are great eaters, their
love for whey, molasses, and pepper being proverbial They are
strict vegetarians and do not drink liquor, though some in Haliy^l
and Yelliipur smoke hemp and drink bhang. A common dish with
them as with other husbandmen is cold food left from the previous
evening, either cooked rice strained dry, or rdgi-gmel made by
boiling rdgi meal, split pulse and water in an earthen vessel. Before

nie following^ examples of the pecnliar fonns and phrases in use among theHangs. For the K^arese appa, father, the Havigs say appapya ; for
to ourho^ they say ^mrmnege

; for mnne, yesterday, nigh ; for bandiddav,who^^ come, hanUaddo

;

for ayya, sir, txida

;

for mUiddav, who had wrapped,

Hav^is use the grantha of K«al in their
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it ia boiled the flour is mixed with water, and kept for about
eighteen hours till it grows sour by fermentation. Havigs live

ch^per than other Brdhmans. Their holiday dishes are pdim or rice

molasses and cocoanut milk cooked together, and doshes or pan-cakes.

They give caste feasts on thread, marriage, and death ceremonies.
They eat with all Dravid Brdhmans.

Indoors the men who work in the gardens wear a loincloth and
over the loincloth a narrow waistcloth called j)anjie worth about
(3 ans.), which is worn falling to the knee either with or without
passing it between the legs. Their ordinary outdoor dress consists of

a waistcloth, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf with a wallet-like

pouch under the left arm containing betel leaves and nuts and
tobacco. A set of these clothes costs about 4s. (Rs. 2). The well-

to-do wear richer clothes with silk fringes. Some also use broadcloth
or longcloth coats called angis, jackets called handis, and sandals.

Their favourite colour is white- The women wear a loincloth under
the robe like the women of the Halvakki caste. Below the Sahyddris
the women wrap the lower end of the robe round the waist and
let it fall to the knee like a petticoat. They draw the upper end
of the robe over the chest, and pass it like a tippet from the
left shoulder to the right covering the shoulders and upper part
of the back, and either tucking the end in the folds of the rote at

the waist or letting it fall loose in front. Above the Sahyadris
most Havig women keep only a short end of the robe to cover the
upper part of their body. This they draw straight across the
chest, and, instead of passing it over the shoulder, fix its end in a
string worn round the neck, the whole appearing like an apron.

Under the robe they wear a loose short-sleeved bodice, open in front,

the ends tied in a knot an inch or two above the navel. When in

full dress the face and the parts of the waist and legs which remain
uncovered are always yellow with turmeric paste. They keep
their black glossy hair well anointed with cocoanut oil, and wear it

tied in a braid which hangs loose on their back. In these braids of

hair, on holidays and on we<ldings and other high ceremonies, they
wear samjnge, shevanti, mallige, surgi, jdji, and gorte flowers.

The favourite colours for a married woman’s dress are dark-blue and
dark-red with yellow fringes. Widows wear red robes and cover
their shaven heads with one end of the rolx;

;
they wear no bodice.

Before meals almost all men and women put on a yellow wai.st-

cloth of hemp or wool. Boys dress like men and girls like women.
Of ornaments men wear gold earrings, finger-rings and silver girdles

and boj's in addition wear silver bangles and anklets. Women wear
golden noserings, earrings, necklets including the lucky bead
necklace, wristlets, and glass bangles. Girls also wear a silver belt

and silver anklets. They are simple, hardworking, and honest,

but fond of going to law, and unscrupulous in the steps they take to

support their claims.

More than half of the Havigs are prie.sts, astrologers, and purdn
readers. The priests, when not engaged in their religious duties, work
in their palm and spice gardens,their wdves doing the bulk of the work
except that they do not climb the trees. A priest, if he chooses, may
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give up his religious profession and become a layman. Almost all

the Havig laity work as husbandmen in palm or spice gardens. They
are most skilful gardeners, growing fine pepper cardamoms and
betelnuts, and arranging for the water and shade of their gardens
with the most ceaseless care and complete success. They are also

very expert in climbing the betel-palms to gather the nuts and the
pepper which is trained up their stems. Their working season is

from June to October, September and October being their busiest

months. Their slack time is spent in holding thread and marriage
ceremonies and in visiting neighbouring villages on the occasions of
car-festivals. Their women, besides doing house work, hoe, weed,
carry manure, and water the gardens as effectively as the men, and
are adepts in curing pepper cardamoms and betelnuts. Near the
coast many of the Havigs who own large tracts of rice-land employ
labourers for the field-work, themselves supervising and their women
attending to the house. Some also are in Government service as
clerks, some are village headmen, and some are traders and
moneylenders.

Except the few in Government service as clerks and some of the
village headmen, moneylenders, and traders, the lay Havigs can
neither read nor write. Of the priests a few can read Sanskrit, but
most are content with learning by heart the texts required for the
different ceremonies. Those who are family priests know Tiglari

or Tamil characters and have to write the records of the families for
whom they act as priests. According toBuchanan, all Havigs were
formerly well read in Sanskrit and were forced to give up their
priestly offices and take to husbandry by the oppression of Habshi
and Holeya rulers. Their widows have more freedom than the
wridows of most castes. They often live by themselves, keeping
milch-buffaloes and boarding-houses.^ All who are engaged in
tillage are well-to-do. They have steady highly-paid work, and
add to their earnings by priestcraft, trading, and moneylending. Hi
consequence of the desire of many of the lower classes to have their
wedding and death ceremonies performed by Brdhmans, the
services of the Havigs are in great demand and are highly paid.
Of late they have begun to send their children to public schools.
They rank with Shenvis and other Brahmans. They eat with
Konknasths and other Dravid Brahmans and hold aloof from all

Konkani and Hindustdni speaking people, especially from Christians
and Muhammadans and the lower classes of KAnarese and Konkani
Hindus.

The cultivators rise early and go to work in their gardens, eating
a breakfast of cooked cold rice or rtigrt-gruel either before they
start or between nine and eleven. The day’s work is generally
over by sunset, and supper by eight. After supper they listen to
loudly sung Kanarese pieces taken from the R4mdyan or the

f.

In the fifteenth century the practice of women keeping inns seems to have been
common in the Deccan. Of the country between Cheul in KoUba and Junnar in •

Poona the Russian traveller Athanasius Nikitin (1474) writes : In the land of India it
is the custom for foreign traders to atop at inns. There the food is cooked for the
guests by the landlady, who also makes the bed and sleeps with the stranger.
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MaMbh^rat. Priests, when not engaged in religious duties, teach

boys Sanskrit texts or mantras and prayers or stotras. The monthly
expenses of afamilyof five vary from £1 to £1 4s. (Rs.10-Rs.12).*

They are Smarts in religion, that is, they are followers of

Shankarach^rya, the high-priest of theadvait veddnt /»at,the doctrine

that God and the soul are one, and with equal readiness worship
Vishnu, Shiv, and other Brdhmanic gods.* Their chief deities are

Vishnu, Shiv, Parvati, Lakshmi, Ganpati, especially the Idgunji

Ganpati,® and certain village mothers or dmmas whom they regard

as their family goddesses and to whom they offer fruit and flowers,

and sometimes fowls and sheep. The names of their chief village

mothers or goddesses are Durgamma, Honnslvaramma, Karkiamma,
Kumtamma, and Bhairamma. They believe in witchcraft and
soothsaying. Priests of their own caste officiate in their temples,

most of which contain images of Shiv in the ling form for every-

day worship and in the human form to be set on the car on the

great yearly car-festival.

Two points connected with the religion of the Hindus of North
Kfinara, which are characteristic of the district though not peculiar

to it, are the worship of spiritual guides or gums and a fondness

for car or rath festivals. The account of these two religious

observances which are common to almost all classes of Kanara Hindus
may conveniently be given under the account of the Havigs.

Besides their family and temple priests the Havigs have gurus or

spiritual guides. Their head guide lives in celibacy in the Shaiv
monastery at Ramchandrapur in Maisur. He adds to his name
the word bhdrati and is a Havig by caste. Another lives in the
monastery at Sonda near Sirsi and bears the title of Sarasvati.

Those who live in Sirsi, Yelldpur, and Haliydl obey the guide

of Sonda, while those who live in Sidddpur, Hon^var, and Kumta
are followers of the Ramchandrapur guide. The guide has
power to put any of his followers out of caste and to let

them back after performing certain ceremonies. He also settles

all religious and social disputes that are referred to him. The
monasteries are generally close to forest springs. They are built

in two blocks, an outer and an inner, separated by a courtyard. The
outer block is a high narrow veranda, surrounding the inner
block with a single entrance facing the door of the shrine, and with
a high windowless stone wall on the side farthest from the shrine.

Chapter itf.
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’ This and the other estimates of monthly cost of liTing are framed on the basis

that the family has to buy retail the grain and other articles it uses. The actual

cash payments of the bulk of the middle and lower orders who either grow grain
or are wholly or partly paid in grain must therefore be considerably less than the
estimates. The figures mentioned in the text are not more than rough estimates of

the value of the articles which under ordinary circumstances the different classes of

the people consume.
® ShankardchArya is believed to have been bom at Kranganor on the Malabdr

coast either in a.d. 677 or a.d. 737. The head-quarters of the Smdrt sect which he
branded are the Sringeri monastery in north-west Maisur where is a statue of the
founder seated like a Buddhist or Jain image.' The line of pontiffs is still kept up.
On great occasions the pontiff wears a tiara like the Pope’s covered with pearls and
jewels, a pearl necklace, and silver covered sandals. Rice's Mysor, I. 378-379.

’ Id^nji is- six miles east of Hondvar. The priest is a Havig.

_
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and with wooden pillars on the side nearest to the shrine to snpptni
the roof. The inner block is divided into two parts, an outer room
where worshippers meet, and the shrine of the god. The affairs of

the monastery are under the charge of a manager called pdrupatyutgae.

The guide dresses in an ochre-coloured waistcloth, the end falling In

front without being passed back between the legs. He holds a bamboo
wand in his right hand. He appears in public with great pomp,
elephants, horses, bards, musicians, and a large number of priests

blowing conch-shells and carrying on their heads and in their hands
boxes containing the gods of the monastery. The guide passes in tour
through the country. When he draws near a vUlage he is welcon^
at its boundary by his followers who come with bands of music. He
stays two to six days in each village and receives gifts from hib
followers, and gives them to drink the water in which his feet

have been washed. When he grows old, or if his life is threatened
by sickness, he chooses a Havig boy as his successor. Should he
recover the guide-elect acts under his instructions as his helper.

Gurus are buried, not burnt. The death of a guru is an occasion for
rejoicing not for mourning, and his corpse, which is kept for some
time decked in the gayest apparel that becomes an ascetic, is

worshipped by the people. His soul is believed to be absorbed in
the god-soul and he receives divine honours after his death as he
has done during his life. The first eleven days after his death are

,
held as days of rejoicing.

Almost all Kdnara temples have their yearly car-days, when the
images of the gods are mounted on huge wooden chariots called raths,
and dragged in procession. Of these car-festivals fifteen of special
importance are held at Gokarn, Hegde, Eumta, Agrahfir, Haldipur,
KMki, Honavar, Murdeshvar, Shirdli, Bhatkal, Dh^reshvar, Banvdri,
Idgunji, Manjguni near Sirsi, and Sirsi. The gatherings vary from
2000 to 5000 according to the character of the season. Most
of the cars are connected with Shaiv temples, but there are also
several Vaishnav cars, and the car at Sirsi belongs to the goddess
Sirsiamma, apparently one of the early local mothers. To this car
alone animal sacrifices, including the sacrifice of buffaloes, are offered.
The festivals take place during the fair weather, from January to
April. The cars are about seventy-five feet high and at the middle
fifteen feet broad. They weigh thirty to fifty tons. Some of them,
especially those at Gokarn, Manjguni, Idgunji, Agrah^ir, Hondvar'
and Banvdsi are of considerable age, and are splendid specimens of
wood-carving, painting, and other ornamentation. They consist of
five principal parts, the wheels, the body, the shrine, the dome, and
the spire. There are four or six wheels about five feet in diameter
and nine inches thick, solid blocks of wood fastened by cross bars of
iron and nails. The wheels are attached to two wooden axles formed
of the projecting ends of the front and back beams of the frame on
which the base is fixed. The base of the car, which is generally about
fourteen and a half feet square, rests on the frame. It is ornamented
with geometric and leaf designs, and coarse or indecent mythological
and historic pictures. In the front and back beams massive iron
nngs are fixed to which strong coir ropes are fastened to
drag the car. The body is siumounted by an eight-comered rmhu
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blade of eight frames of wood which are fixed on the angles and
•held tc^ther by eight tie-beams joined to a pole about sixty feet

high which rises from the centre of the body of the car to the
peak of its spire. The frames are alternate spaces of planking
ajnd open arches, which serve as doors. The whole is covered
•with paintings. Close to the pole which rises from the centre

bf the wooden pedestal or body, to the t<^ of the car-spire, is

^
a stool or altar on which the image is set. The car has a domed
i^f made of pieces of betel-palm wood tied by coir rope and decked
with white and red flags. The dome iscrown^ with a spire which is

eoyered with white cloth and tinsel plates. Car-festivals, like other
£&3 in Kdnara, last for ten days. On the first day a flag with a
|«cttire of the bird-man Garud, Vishnu’s carrier, is hoisted on a pole

m the coiirtyard of the temple. The morning and evening ceremonies
are performed with more pomp than usual, and the image is carried

through the chief streets by the people of the neighbourhood every
night between six and nine. On the ei^th, ninth, and tenth days
after morning worship, offerings of turmeric water, rice, and Vitex
negundo, nirgunda, leaves are made to the door-keeper or dvdrpdlak

a of the god. After worship, on the tenth day, the temple priests

I

kindle a sacred fire to purify the car, which they also sprinkle with
the five products of the cow. The image, which is richly studded with
gold and gems, is brought from the temple in a p^anquin, and the
chief priest, dressed in a rich silk waistcloth, takes it in his hand and
climbs a ladder which is placed at the front of the car. He sets the
imi^e on a stool or altar near the pole, and breaks a cocoanut before
it, waving a lighted lamp amid the shouts of the people. After
this, all except the lowest castes climb the car by the front ladder
and ofler cocoanuts and plantains, going down by a ladder at the
back of the car. When the offerings are finished the ladders are
taken away, leaving on the car the temple ministrants, the
^iritual guide if he is present, and a few people of high local

, position. Then 300 to 500 men at each rope, and some
I women who have made vows, drag the slow-moving car amid

loud shouting and with musicians and dancing-girls performing in
front As the car moves, large quantities of flowers and plantains.

are thrown over it The car is generally drawn two to three
hundred yards along flat ground near the temple. The ropes are
then changed and it is drawn back When the car reaches the
starting point a ladder is set up, and the priest waving lighted
lamps before it carries the idol in a palanquin into the sanctuary.
Soon after the feast the car is dismantled and the parts are
carefully kept in a shed near the temple, and after a year are
agam t^en out and washed with cocoanut oil which prevents the
wood from decaying.

The chief fanuly ceremonies performed by Havig Br^mans are on
the occasions of pregnancy, birth, naming, thread-girding, marriage,

i a girl’s coming of age, and death. When a pregnant woman draws

I

near the time of delivery, part of the veran^ is prepared as a
lying-in room. The patient is attended by a midwife, who is

generally a low-caste woman and who in addition to a robe
rwxives la to 2». (8 ans, » Re. 1). Havigs observe the same birifi.
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ceremonies as Shenvis. On the ^th day the women of the house
with the help of their neighboors perform the gatti ceremony?

This, as among Shenvis, consists m worshipping a small copper p^
filled with rice, on the top of which is laid a spray of mango leavee

md over the spray a cocoanut. The pot is taken away, by the

midwife early the next day. On the twelfth day, to fr^
them from ceremonial impurity, the family priest gives to eadh
member of the household the five products of the cow or punch-,

gavya and kindles a sacred fire, Li the evening a small party of"

caste people are feasted and the child is named. The name is give^
by the eldest male member of the family, who, after the letters

have been traced by the family priest with a piece of gold on rice

spread in a winnowing fan, first whispers it in the child’s ear mad
then says it aloud. The child is then laid in the cradle, which ia

rocked by women who sing songs. When a boy is between two and
three years old the village barber cuts his hair. While his hair -

is being cut the boy is seated on the lap of his maternal uncle, and
the neighbouring children are entertained with a variety of dishes

of which the choicest is beaten rice mixed with cocoa-kernel and "

molasses. The thread ceremony is performed when boys are
between seven and nine. On the day of the ceremony the boy is

bathed and eats sitting in his mother’s lap from the same dish in
the cook-room. He is then brought before the guests and again
bathed outside of the house, purified by the five products of the cow,
and dressed in an ochre-coloured loincloth fastened by a waistband
of twisted darbha or sacred grass. The sacred fee or horn is

lighted and the boy is invested with the sacred thread. Then hiff

father takes him on his lap, and covering both himself and the
boy with a cloth teaches him the sacred Gdyatri.^ He is then
given an ochre-coloured shouldercloth, a headscarf, and a long staff

After this he goes round the company carrying a metal tray and
begging, his mother leading with the gift of a dole of rice and the
guests following with copper or silver coins. When all the guests have
given their contributions the boy starts on a pilgrimage to Benares,
but is persuaded to give up the idea by his maternal uncle, who
reminds him that he has first to pass through the stage of married
life, and promises to give him his daughter in marriage. The boy
wears the yellow clothes for a month or two and then changes them
for the every-day Havig dress.

Polygamy is allowed and practised, and widow marri^e is

forbidden. At their weddings Havigs employ musicians, and
their women sing Kanarese songs in their, houses and on the roads
when they escort the bridegroom and bride. The first proposals of
marriage come from the parents of the boy. Boys are generally
married between twelve and twenty and girls before they come
of age and sometimes in infancy. Partly because they are scarce,
partly because they are skilful gardeners, a Havig has to pay for

* The Gdi/atri verse runs : Om tatsaeilur varem/am hhargo devagya dhimahi dhiyo-
us think the worshipful light of the sun*. May it desuxse our
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las wife, her parents keeping the whole of the smn. Some- of the
well-to-do instead of receiving a price for their danght^ give a dowry
md keep the girl and her husband in their house till the girl is of
age, msming them occasional presents of clothes and ornaments.
The people of the bridegroom’s house spend £90 to £200
(Bs. 900 - Rs. 2000) on a wedding. Of this £50 to £100 (Rs. 500-
Rs. 1000) is the price of the girl, £20 to £50 (Rs. 200 - Rs. 500)
the cost of ornaments and clothes, and £20 to £50 (Rs. 200 - Rs. 500)
the cost ef entertaining the caste for six days Shenvis, Deshasths,
and other high class Hindus make large temporary pavilions of
phuted cocoannt leaves decorated inside with cloth, coloured paper,

and tinsel, with an elaborately ornamented canopied throne e^ed
mmtdap. Instead of this the Havigs pitch small sheds without
any ornament, and instead of the canopied throne have an earthen
pl^orm about six inches high and six feet square, with a
wooden post planted at each comer, their tops hung vrith festomis

of mango leaves

A day or two before the beginning of the marriage ceremonies a
party of men, with the mother of the boy or of the girl and the
family priest, go from house to house asking their caste people to
attend me wedding. The priest mentions the time and drops a few

g
rains of rice into the hands of the eldest male member of eadr
ouse. In the morning of the day before the wedding, the family

gods are propitiated by solemn worship and the caste people are
feasted. At dawn on the wedding day, the bride and bridegroom in
their own houses, are rubbed with turmeric paste and bathed in warm
water by married women who sing merry songs The bridegroom
is dressed in his wedding clothes, and seat^ in a pavilicm with
the family priest, who wordiips Ganpati, Varun, the Matrikis,^ and
the pitria or ancestors, who are represented by rice, cocoanuts,
arecanuts, and betel leaves, placed in separate heaps in a square
flat bamboo basket. At the end of this worship the priest takes

the basket into the house and lays it in a square marked with lines

(rf quartz powder opposite the household gods in their sanctuary.

Then the bridegroom bows to the household gods, and with the
help of the family priest puts on the marriage coronet or bhdsiag,

and taking a cocoanut and a couple of betel leaves in his hmids
starts for the bride’s house, followed by the members of his fmnily
mid by guests. On drawing near the entrance to the Iwide’s
marriage booth the bridegroom is received by her pmrents, who
wash his- feet, the mother rubbing them and the father pouring
lyater over them from a small copper pot called chambu. The
mother also waves before his face a bell-metal plate containing
ranje or red water, and the father leads him to the raised se^
^the booth, where he sits till the bride is brought frmn the
house by her maternal unde. The bridegroom then stands befmo
the bride, separated by a cloth curtain held by two men
each end. The priest recites verses, and when the moment
arrives the curtain is drawn aside and the bridegroom and bride

' The e^ht chief mdtriids or mothers are Briihmi, Mibeshwi, Kaam&ti, VlinUii,
Indr^, muiberi, Ch^anmda, and Charchika.
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throw garlands of flowers round each other's neck& The fath^
and mother of the girl then present the bridegroom and bride

with clothes. The sacred fire or horn is kindled by the priest, and
the newly married pair, with the ends of their garments tied together,

the bridegroom in front and the bride behind, walk three timee

round the fire hand in hand, and then march seven paces before the

fire while the priest chants texts from the Feds. The parents of

both bride and bridegroom then distribute money or dakshana to

the priesta This ends the first day’s ceremonies. The coronet is th^
taken offthe head of the bridegroom and kept near the bamboo basket

which contains the marriage gods, and the guests are feasted. After
this the newly married couple sleep near the marriage coronet.

Next day at noon they are rubbed with turmeric paste and bathed
by women who sing merry songs. The bridegroom again puts on the

coronet and sits on the raised seat with his wife, when aU married
women sprinkle rice on their brows and wave lighted lamps before

their faces, and the priest rekindles the sacred fire and dinner ia

served. On the third day at noon the bride and bridegroom go in

procession to a neighbouring pond throwing rice into the water and
when the fish come to eat catch them in a cloth. They let all go
except one with whose scales they mark their brows. If there is no
pond near, they make a fish of wheat-flour, drop it in a pot full

of water, and catch it in a cloth and mark their brows with tike

flour. They return to the bride’s where the rice-sprinkling and
light-waving ceremonies are repeated. On the fourth day the
rice-sprinkling and light-waving ceremonies are again repeated
at the bride’s, where the party remains tiU the Mth morning.
On the fifth day, generally in the morning, the bride and bride-

groom, vrith relations and guests, go in procession to the bride-

groom’s. On reaching the bridegroom’s the priest worships Ganpati
at the threshold of the door, and breaks a cocoanut as an offering

to him. They then enter the house and prostrate themselves
before the gods. Immediately after this the priest worships
Lakshmi, the goddess of riches, by placing on a heap of rice piled on
a plantain leaf a copper pot containing some silver or gold coins
and topped with a cocoanut resting on mango leavea To this
representation of the goddess betelnuts and leaves and plantains
are ofifered, and a cocoanut is broken. When this is over the guests
are treated to a rich feast, and the marriage coronet, which he has
worn during the procession from his father-in-law’s house, is taken
off the bridegroom’s head and tied to one of the main posts which
support the ridge pole of his house. Next day the party returns to
the bride’s, where after dinner her father formally makes her over
to the bridegroom’s parents. She remains with her husband in her
father’s house for a few days and then goes to the bridegroom's,
returning to her parents on aU principal holidays till she comes of
age.

When a girl comes of age she is kept separate from the rest of the
house and news is sent to ^ women relations who come with flowers
and sweetmeats. The girl is decked in her gayest clothes and
ornaments, and, with lamps burning before her, is seated in a square
marked with quartz powder, and presented with a variety of
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BT^eetmeats brought by visitors. On a lucky day four or five days
later, she is dressed in a new robe and seated with her husband on
a low wooden stool. With the help of the household priest the

sacred fire is kindled and married women fill the girl’s lap with rice,

eocoanuts, and betel leaves singing songs as they do on all other

merry occasions. In the seventh month of her first pregnancy, the

girl is dressed in a new robe and a bodice, adorned with gold and
flowers, and seated with her husband in front of the family priest,

who kindles the sacred fiire. She is then taken for her confinement

to her father’s, where she remains till her child is about three

months old.

When sickness passes beyond hope of recovery, the family priest

gives the dying man the panchgavya or five products of the cow, and
in return receives money, clothes, or cattle according to the means of

the family. The dying man is then brought out of the house and
laid on the floor of the veranda, which has been freshly smeared
with cowdung and strewn with sacred grass. When all is over a
lamp is lighted and kept in the house covered with a bamboo basket,

and the priest begins to make ready the sacred fire while friends

and relations wash the body. Wlien the washing is finished a
bamboo bier is made and the body is tightly bound to it

by a coir rope, whose ends are tied to the poles of the litter at

the head and feet. Meanwhile the widow, who sits wailing with
other members of the family, has her ornaments stripped ofif and
her head shaved by a barber, and after bathing in cold water is

given a red robe, which she wears without a bodice, drawing one
end over her shaved head. Four male relations, or in the alSence

of relations four friends or neighbours, bareheaded in sign of

mourning, raise the bier on their shoulders, and start for the burning-

ground which generally lies near water at some distance from the

town in the midst of evergreen trees and bushes. The chief mourner
leads holding in his hand a wide-mouthed earthen vessel

containing sacred fire. On reaching the burning-ground the funeral

party halt for a time, lay down the bier, and raising it again move
to the spot where the fuel has been made ready. Here the priest

empties on the ground the live coals carried by the chief mourner in

the earthen vessel, and adding fuel makes offerings of wheat-flour

to the spirits of the burning-ground and to Yama the king of the
dead. The funeral pile is then purified by water which has been
sanctified by reciting sacred texts over it, and the body is laid on
the pile, the head to the south. Balls of wheat-flour are laid in the
mouth, and on the shoulders, breast, and naveL Billets of wood
are piled on the body and when all is ready the chief mourner
lights the pile at the head and then at each corner. The burning
hSts three to twelve hours according to the weather. When
the body is burnt to ashes, the chief mourner walks three times
round the fire carrying the earthen vessel in which the fire was
brought full of water. As he walks round the pjue he pierces the

vessel with a small stone so that the water flows slowly out. At
the end of the first round he gives the vessel a second blow with the
stone, and a third blow at the end of the second round. At the
end of the third round he drops the st(»i6 at the head of the pile and
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dashes the vessel against it. Then he offers the deceased balls (ff

cooked rice and young cocoannts. After bathing in a stream or pond
‘

the party returns home,thechief mournerbringingthe stone with him
and setting it in a safe place. AH the mourners shave their heads

and faces, and every day for eleven days the chief mourner offers at

the burning-ground cooked rice and young cocoannts, and balls of ric®

to the lamp which is kept burning in the house. During these ten

days all the members of the household are considered impure and
the household gods remain unworshipped. On the eleventh dajr

the chief mourner throws the stone which he brought back from
the burning-ground into some spring or pond, and all the members
of the house take the purifying products^ of the cow, the family

priest kindles the sacred fire, and caste people are feasted. On the

twelfth day the lamp is once more worshipped and its light put out
;

This is believed* to secure the passage of the dead direct to heaven. J

The Havigs are bound together as a body and their social i

disputes are settled at meetings of the adult members of the caste ?

held mider the guidance and control of the Shaiv head of the
Rdmchandr^pur monastery, or under the headman of the caste who :

is appointed by the spiritual guide and who holds power as his -

legate. They send their boys to school and a few of them learn

English. The caste is improving and has good prospecta

ChitpaVans or Konknasths, numbering 854 of whom 448
are males and 406 females, are mostly found in KArw4r, Haliy4J, Sirsi,

and Kumta. They are immigrants from Gtoa and the Bombay
Kdnarese districts and form a very small community. The names in
common use among men are, Dhondopant, Ndrdyanrdo, Govindr^o,
Shripatriio, Lakshamanpant, Shridharpant, and Vinayakrdo

;
and

among women BMhdbdi, Bhim^bm, Yashodabdi, Krishnab^i, Sitdbfii,

and Rukminibdi. Their family stocks, their household gods, and .

their surnames do not differ from those of the Konkanasths of
'

Batn^ri They eat with all Dravid Brahmans, but with none of
the Gaud classes. They marry with the Konkanasths of Ratn^ri
and Goa, from whom they differ in no respect except in speech.
They are spare and middle-sized, with re^ar features and fait
skin. The home speech of those who live in Kdrwar is
Konkani

;
of those in Haliyal, Mardthi

;
and of those in Sirsi,

Kdnarese. They live in one-storied houses with mud or laterite
walls and tiled or thatched roofs. Their houses are not so clean
as Havig houses, and they have courtyards in front. Their
staple diet is rice, pulse, and vegetables. They are good cooks
and moderate eaters. Except those in Government service, who
dress like Shenvis and Kushasthalis, men wear the waisteloth,
shouldercloth, and headscarf. They are shrewd, hardworking’
clean, and ambitious, thrifty in their habits never spending more
than they must. Some are employed in public offices and some
are family priests to men of their own community and to

and^unf
pnrifyiBg ^oducts of the cow mo milk, clarified butter, curds, urine.
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Mar&th^a The aew-comers are all employed in QovCTnment offices,

most of them in the Public Works and Cn^ms departments. They
are fairly well-to-do. They rank with Deshasths and Earhddas with
whom and other Dravid Br^thmans they eat but do not marry. They
rise early, and, as in the Deccan and Konkan, bathe immediately

and attend to their household duties without taking breakfasL

A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They are Smarts
difiTering neither in belief nor in customs from the Chitp^vans of

Ratndgiri. They are bound together as a body, social disputes

being enquired into at meetings of the men of the caste and settled

according to the opinion of the majority. Their spiritual guide is

the head of the Smart monastery at Shringeri in west M^ur to

whom the proceedings of caste councils are reported for orders.

They send their boys to school, and teach them EnglisL On the
whole they are a rising class.

Deshastb Brahmans, numbering 601 of whom 392 are males and
209 females, are found thinly scattered over the district. Their home
^eech is K^inarese. The men add to their names the Telugu title of

Bdyaru which corresponds to the Mar^itha Rdo Sdheb and seems to

show that their original seat was in the East Deccan. The names
of their family stodcs are Kashyap, Atri, Bh^advdj, VishvAmitra,

Qantam, Jamadagni, Yasishta, Kaushika, Yatsa, Eaundanya, Manna,
Bhargava, Yishnuvardhana, and Harita. The names in conunon
use among men are, Keshavr^o, M£dhavr4o, Krisbtrio, Huchchr^,
Shrinivdsr^U), Govindr^io, Sv4mir&o, Hanmantrio, Yy^i4o, Gudnrio,
R£mappa,Tinunappa, Dnndappa, Krishtappa, Fnttai^, Anantdchdri,

Shrimvaa&ch^, Ashvathd^firi, and Chidambar-shdstri
;

and
among women Shdnteramma, Bukminamma, Sdvitri, Padmavati,
Lakshmi, and Tashoda Their family go^ and goddesses are

Narsinha of Kopa in Maisur, Yenkatramana of Timpati in North
Arkot, Maffik^juna of Shrishail near Knmbhakan in Tanjor, Benuka
or Yellamma of Saundatti in Belgaum, and Tnlja-Bhavini of

Tulj^pur in the NizAm’s dominions. They eat with all Dravid
Brahmans, Havigs included, but do not marry with them. The men
are short, swarthy, and as a rule round-faced. The women are

like the men in face, and regular featured, though not so fair as

Konkanasth women. Their home tongue is Kanarese, the same as

is spoken by the Deshasths of Dharwdr and Kal^gi. Their houses
which are one or two storied with mud or laterite walls and
thatched or tiled roofs, differ little from the houses of other

Brahmans. They are good cooks, their staple food being rice, pulse,

milk, clarified butter, and molasses. 'Hiey dress like A'ndhra
Brdhmans and Kushasthalis, and are clean, hot-tempered, intelligent,

and thriftless. They are priests, landholders, and Government
servants. They formerly filled the highest places under Government,
but they are now suffering from their slowness to adapt themselves
to the new system of education. They rank with the Andhras and
other Dravid Brahmans and are respected by all classes. Their
daily life does not differ from that of other Dravid Brdhmans. A
family of five spends £1 to £1 10s. (Rs. 10 -Rs. 15) a month In
religion some Deshasths are Yaishnavs of the Madhva sect and
others are Smarts. The head-quarters of the spiritual guide of the
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Vaishnavs is at Sira, though he generally Hvea in TJdipi in South
Kanara.

^

The religious guide of the Smart . Deshasths lives at
Shrmgeri. Their religious ceremonies are performed by priests or
dchdryas of their own caste. Polygamy is allowed and practised
and widow marriage is forbidden. On the third day of the wedding
the bride and bridegroom pass in procession through the chiea
parts of the town, the bridegroom on horseback and the bride in a
palanquin. On this occasion both bride and bridegroom wear the
Muhammadan dress, the boy being armed with a dagger in Moslem
fashion and the girl being veiled. This practice was probably
adopted, perhaps ordered, in times of Moslem rule to prevent the
r^k of insult or annoyance. They daub the faces of the dead with
pipe-clay called shedi mannu in Kdnarese. In other respects their
customs do not differ from those of the Shenvis. Breaches of
caste rules are punished by their religious guides to whom all
matters in dispute are reported by- the community. They are on the
whole a falling class.

KfliT*ll3i tSik BrMimans, who seem in the 1881 census to have been
included under Deshasths, are found in. the town of Sidd^pur and

'

in the village of Kondalgi in the Sidddpur sub-division. Their
name proves that they have entered Kdnara from the east, but there
is nothmg to show whether their former home was in the Madras
or in the Bombay Karndtak. Their home Kdnarese does not differ
ftom that spoken by Kdnarese Deshastha Their family deities are
Bdnsbankari, Lakshmi, Durgi, Ishvar, and Narsinha, whose chief
shnims are on the banks of the Krishna They also specially
worship Venkatramana of Tirupati in North Arkot. Their clan
OT stock names are Vasishth, Vishvdmitra, Kaushik, Bhdradvdj,

D Gautama
; and their surnames Hosnddu,

Bobbaru, Badaganadu, Arvattu - Vakkalu, and Shimddu. The
names in common use among men are, Shesha, Krishna, Edma,
Lakshman, Ananta, Gurappa, Ganesh, Shama, Viru^ksha, Devappa,
Annap^, Bhishtappa, Bhairav, and Gopdl

;
and among women, Sita,

'

T
Shankri, Ndgi, and Lakshmi. Men add

Joshi, Bhat, Ayya, or Edo to their names, and women Ammg.
Akka, or Avva. They are divided into Smarts and Vaishnavs’who eat together but do not intermarry. Most are dark and
middle-sized, with round faces, and disposed to stoutness. They
live m one-stormd houses with mud or laterite walls and thatched
or tiled roofs. The furniture consists of low wooden stools, brass
and copper pots, and brass lamps. Their staple diet is rice, black
gram ov ^idid, and buttermilk. They use no animal food and
neither drink stimulants nor smoke narcotics. The laymen are
temperate eaters, but most of the priests are gluttons. They are
good c(wks, their favourite dishes being hadbu a mixture of plainnee md gram, shikadbu the same with sugar added, huma holiqe,
wheat cakes stuffed with gram-paste and molasses, chahli^d black gram meal kneaded together and fried in clarified butter,
l^ndi sweetmeat balls, doshe pan-cakes of rice andmack gram chitrdnna spiced and boiled rice, dadkydnna ricemixed with curds, pd^m sweet rice-gruel, and vades fried
cakes of rice and gram. The men wear the waistcloth, the
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diOT}lderclotb, and the headscarf ;
and the women the robe mth the

lower end passed back between the feet, and a bodice with short

sleeves and a back. They are fond of wearing flowers. Before
marriage girls wear narrow robes whose lower end is not passed back
between the feet. Of ornaments, the men wear gold earrings, silver

girdles, and gold finger-rings
;
and the women the same ornaments

as those worn by Shenvi women. They are neat and clean in their

dress. Their clothes, whidi are of Indian make, are bought of local

shopkeepers who bring them from Dhdrwmr and Belgaum. They
are clean, thrifty, orderly, hospitable, sober, and well-behave<i

Their hereditary profession is priestcraft, but they also work as

Government servants and traders. Some trade in cloth, grain, and
groceries, and some are moneylenders. Women do no work except
minding the house Boys begin to be of use between twelve and
sixteen. The trader’s busy season is between November and May,
and his slack time between May and November. Most of them own
land which they till by hired labour. Their profits are good and
they are TJrell-to-do, though to meet the expenses of weddings and
thread ceremonies they borrow at six to twelve per cent. They
rank with Deshasths and Shenvis and eat with all Dravid
Brahmans except Gujarat Brd,hmans. The men follow their callings

from sunrise to sunset. They take their first meal about ten m
the morning and their second about seven at night. Boys begin

to learn Kdnarese when they are about seven years old. The
monthly expenditure of a family of five is about IGs. (Rs. 8). They
are a religious people, keeping all Brdhman holidays and worshipping
the usuaJ Brahman gods. Their chief object of worship is

Venkatramana, and their great holidays are Yugadi in March-April,

Ndg~panchami in July -August, Oanesh-chaturthi in August

-

September, Basra in September- October, Bivalge or Bivdli in

October -November. They make pilgrimages to Benares, Rdmeshvar,
Tirupati, Pandharpur, and Gokam. The religious guide of the
Vaishnavs is a Tulu Brahman, who lives in celibacy at the Vaishnav
monastery at Udipi in South Kdnara; the Smarts follow the

head of the Shringeri monastery in north-west Maisur. They pay
great respect to their guides. On a guru’s death he is succeeded
by a disciple whom he has chosen to be his successor. When they
appear in the presence of the guide they prostrate themselves
brfore him, apply sandal-paste to his feet, and ofler him flowers.

They also worship their house gods, whose images they keep in their

houses, and ofier them fruit, flowers, and cooked rice. They have
great faith in soothsaying and consult soothsayers, who are of their

own caste, in times of sickness and difficulty ;
they do not ofier

blood sacrifices. They observe the sixteen Brahman sacraments or

saunskdrs. Girls are married before they come of age. Widows
shave the head, and the dead are burnt and mourned for ten days,

after which the family is purified by the family priest. They have
no headman. Their social disputes are enquired into by the caste-

men and reported to their guide for orders. Slight breaches of

rules are pmiished with fine, and eating with lower castes by
expulsion. They send their boys to school to leam Mardthi and
E^arese, but do not take to new callings.
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Earha'da'S, numbering 555 of whom 286 are males and 269

females, are found in small numbers throughout the district. They
are said to have come from Karhad at the meeting of the Koina and
Krishna in Satdra. They both eat and marry with S^itdra Karh^^
The names in common use among men are Huchrdo, Keshavr^,
Bhimrdo, Shivrdo, VenkatrAo, Sheshappa, Venkappa, Timmappa,
Surappa, and Rdmappa ;

and among women, Sitdbdi, Lakshmil^,
K^lulri.i, Gangdbdi, Tippamma, Ndgamma, Tulsamma, Krishnamma,
and Venkamma. Their family stoc& are Vasishth, Maitreya, Varan,
Eaimdanya, Kaushik, Kdshyap, Bh5radvdj, Atri, Gautama, and
Vishvtoiitra. Except in speech the Karhddds of Kanara differ little

from the Karhddiis of Satara They eat with all Dravid Brikhmans

but not with Gauds. Though not strongly made they are capable

of enduring fatigue. They are fair and short, with regular features

resembling in all respects the Earhad^s of Goa. Those who live in

Knmta, Haliydl, Sidddpur, KArw^r, and Gokarn, speak Marathi
freely mixed with KAnarese words. They have a singing intonation,

and when they speak, seem either to stammer or to have something
in their mouth. They can also^eak K^arese and Konkani, but
neither fluently nor correctly. The language of the other Kanara
Earh^4s is KAaarese, which does not difier from the home
tongue of the Kdnara Deshasths ; they can also speak Marathi and
Hindustani

They live either in one or two storied houses with laterite or
mud walls and tiled or thatched roofs. Their houses are generaUy
built in a circle round the temple in which they act as priests. A
few families of landholders. Government servants, and village

headmen live in large houses in gardens. The Karh^5s’ ordinary
food consists of rice, pulse, and vegetables. They are good cooks,
but those who are mere temple priests live poorly like ordinary
Havig Brahmans. The belief that EarhiicMs poison human bpinga
as sacrifices to their patron goddesses Aryddurga, MhAlasa, and
Vijaydurga is still strong enough to make people reluctant even
to drink water at their houses. Those in Government service
dress like Deshasths, but most wear the waistcloth, shouldercloth,
and headscarf. They are cleanly, hardworking, and thrifty.
Most of them are priests, some are landholders, and a few are
village headmen and Government servants. are fairly off
earning more than is required for their ordinary expenses. They
save and seem not to be obliged to borrow to meet the cost of special
ceremonies.

The priests rise early in the morning, bathe, and go to gather
flowers either for the god of the temple or for their own household
gods. They then perform the sandhya or morning service, worship
the god, and dine about eleven. After dinner they sleep, and spend
the rest of the day in reading a p?tron, making sacred threads, or
paying visits. At sunset they say their evening prayer, and after
again worshipping their god sup about seven. After supper till
about nine they sit chatting, or they teach grown boys the
ceremonial ritual and texts. The life of those who are in Govern-
ment service and of those who are landholders is much the same as
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of other Br^ihman landholders and Government servants. A
family of five spends about 16s. to J£1 (Rs. 8-Rs. 10) a month.

They are Smarts and worshippers of Shiv and Shaktis
;
but

they do not follow the ritual observed by orthodox Shakts. Their
spiritual guide is the head of the Smart monastery at Shringeri.

They have their own priests who are much respected, and they keep
the usual Hindu holidays. The bridegroom has to pay £10 to £30
(Rs. 100 - Rs. 300) to the bride’s parents. In other respects their

customs do not difier from those of Deshasths. They are bound
together as a body with rules and ordinances much the same as

those of other Brahmans. Social disputes are settled at meetings
of the men of the caste, a president named by those present

deciding according to the opinion of the majority. The proceedings

are submitted to the guide, whose decision is enforced under threat

of excommunication. Slight offences are excused on pardon being
asked, or are punished by fines of cocoanuts and plantains to be
offered to the god. Those who are priests do not send their boys
to school, but educate them in their houses, and bring them up in

their own profession. The others send their boys to school and
teach them a little English.

Kot Brdhmans, ntunbering 389 of whom 185 are males and 204>

females, are found chiefly in the Hondvar, Kumta, Ankola, and Sirsi

sub-divisions. They take their name from Kot or Koteshvar, a
village sixty miles south of Mangalor. Their name is interesting as

it supports the view that the tribe of Havigs is more closely connected
with the Malabdr coast than their traditions show.^ Their
.stock names, their gods, and their customs do not differ from those

of the Havigs with whom they eat and marry. In appearance,

speech, dress, and customs, Kots do not differ from Havigs, and
like them they own spice gardens. As a class they are well-to-do.

They are orderly and skilful cultivators, and hold as good a
position among Brdhmans as the Havigs. A family of five spends
about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. Like the Havigs, they are Smarts
in religion and practise the same rites and customs. They are
bound together as a body, and have an hereditary headman who
presides over caste meetings and settles social disputes. They
have of late begun to send their boys to school, and on the whole
are a rising class.

Joishis orAstrologers, numbering 213 of whom 111 are malesand
102 females, are found in small numbers, chiefly in Kdrwdr and
Ankola. The name Joishi is a corruption of the Sanskrit yofisAi an
astrologer. The names of their family stocks are Kashyap, Vasishth,

Jamadagni, and Bhdradvaj. The names in common use among men
are Shridhar Joishi, Pdndu Joishi, Krishna Joishi, Shankar Joishi,

Madhav Joishi, Vishnu Joishi, Bdlappa Joishi, Devappa Joishi, Ganu
Joishi, Bab Joishi, Nilkant Joishi, and Venkappa Joishi, and among
women, Yesu, Annapumi, Bhdgirathi, Satyabhdma, Sdvitri,

Yashoda, Jdnki, and Rukmini. Their family gods are DurgadeAd
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in Kervadi, Vithoba in Pandbarpur, and Azadurga in Ankola.
Tbey claim to have come to North Kdnara direct from the banks of

the Godavari to act as priests to the class of husbandmen called

Habbus. But they seem to have formerly belonged to Nileshvar in

South Kdnara, and still keep their connection with the Joishis

of Nileshvar eating and marrying with them. Joishis form a
single class who have neither social distinctions nor religious

subdivisions. Their features are well cut, and they are fair, of
middle stature, and strongly made. Like the Chitp^ivans some
have grey eyes. In support of their claim to a strain of Deccan
blood, they wear the Deccan turban. Their home speech is a
Kmiarese much like that used by the Komdrpaiks, and their

houses do not differ from those of the Habbus and well-to-do
Komarpaiks. Except the Shdkts, who eat meat and drink country
liquor when they perform the worship of Shakti, they are
vegetarians, their staple diet being rice, pulse, and vegetables.

Out of doors the men wear the waistcloth, the shouldercloth
and the Deccan Brdhman turban, but indoors they wear a piece
of unbleached white cloth of country manufacture called panje.
They are clean, orderly, hardworking, and well-behaved. They
are said to have formerly been almanac-readers. They now draw
up horoscopes and act as family priests to Habbus, Komdrpaiks, and
other middle class Hindus. But most are landholders superintending
the cultivation of their fields and gardens or leasing the lanH

to tenants. Some are village temple priests. As astrologers
and family priests they make large incomes. They rank among
Dravid Brdhmans and hold the same position as Havigs, though
the two classes neither eat together nor intermarry. Except when
they are called to perform marriage or other special ceremonies,
they visit their employers’ hoo^ses early every morning. As soon
as the Joishi comes near a house he is met either by the eldest
male or the eldest female member of the family and asked his
advice on any important matter. The Joishi gives his advice
without misgiving or hesitation. He tells the people what time is

good to begin sowing, reaping, or ploughing, what they should do
to ward ofi" the evil influences of stars, and how in general they
should conduct themselves. They marry their boys between twelve
and twenty, and their girls between eight and ten. Polygamy is
allowed and practised, and widow marriage is forbidden. Like
Havigs and Karhadas a man has to pay £10 to £30 (;fe. 100-
Rs. 300) for his wife. They burn their dead and mourn for ten
days, purifying themselves by swallowing the five products of
the cow, and feeding their caste people. Their ceremonies do not
differ from those of other Brahmans. Social disputes are settled
according to the opinion of the majority of the men of the caste
who meet together under the presidency either of their guide or of
his representative. The decision is final and any member who does
not obey it is put out of caste. They are a prosperous and rising
class.

°

SaMdptiris. Sakla'puris, numbering 96 of whom 55 are males and41 females
are found in the Kumta, Honavar, and Ankola sub-divisions. They
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belonged to the Havig community till about fifteen years ago they
gaveup their allegiance to the Bamchandrapur monastery, and placed

themselves under the Sakldpur monastery at Mundalli a suburb of

Bhatkal whose name they adopted. They do not differ from
Havigs in appearance or in speech, and their stock names,
surnames, and gods are the same. They have no divisions. Their

houses, which are built of laterite or mud, are thatched and in a
few cases tileff Like Havig houses they are badly aired, but they
are clean, especially the floor, of which they take great care. Their

staple food, like the Havigs, is rice, pulse, and vegetables, and their

dress is the same as the Havig dress. They are orderly, simple,

temperate, and hardworking. They grow and trade in betelnuts

and pepper which they sell to Kumta merchants for export to
Bombay. They are fairly off. They hold the same position among:
Brdhmans as Havigs, though Havigs regard them as inferiors.

Their men and youths work all day in their gi»ieiis, stopping only

for meals. The women, besides attending to the house, look after

the cattle, of which they have large numbers, and help their

husbands in their gardens. A family of five spend about 14s.

(Rs. 7) a month. Except that they have a separate religious guide,

their customs and their religion are the same as those of the

Havigs, and their community in all points follows the same rules

and observances. They send their boys to school and on the whole

seem a rising class.

A'ndhras, numbering about a hundred, are found in SirsL

They are said to have come from Kadpa in Madras in the

beginning of this century. Their family stocks do not differ from

those of the Deshasth Brahmans. The names in common use among
men are, Bhujang, Narsing, Rangappa, R^havendra, Shriniv^rdo,

Veddnti, Subr^ya, and Shivramappa, and among women, Kamlabdi,

Riikminibdi, Rddhabdi, Renukawa, Yashodavva, and Savitravva.

Their parent stock is still foimd in large numbers in Telangana,

with whom they eat and intermarry, but the number of Kanarese

Andhras is said to be decreasing. The Andhras found in Kanara
form one class without divisions. Both men and women are short

strong and dark. Their mother-tongue was Telugu, but few of them
now understand it, and Kiinarese has become their home speech.

Some know Mardthi and can both write and speak it ; others know
Hindustani. They live in ordinary one-storied houses with tiled or

thatched roofs and walls of mud or of laterite. Their staple food is

rice, pulse, and vegetables. They are good cooks and are particularly

fond of hotly spiced and sour dishes. They wear the same dress

as the Sarasvats. They are neat, clean, hot-tempered, and hard-

working. In the beginning of British rule the Andhras

monopolised Government service, and a few still serve Government

though they no longer hold the high posts they once held. They

are not well off, earning only enough for maintenance, and

are often forced to borrow to meet marriage and other special

expenses. They rank with other Brdhmans, eat only with Dravid

Brdhmans, and always marry in their own caste. Being almost all

inferior Government servants, their daily life is the same as that

of the Sarasvats. They live in better style than the Havigs. The
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monthly expenditure of a family of five varies from £1 48. to £1
10«. (Rs. 12 -Rs. 15). Their marriage ceremonies cost £5 to £30
(Rs. 50 - Rs. 300) ;

and their funeral ceremonies £3 to £10 (Rs. 30 -

Rs. 100). Their family priests belong to their own class and are

held in high respect. They are Smdrts and in religion differ in no
respect from the Smdrt Deshasths. Their customs do not difier

from those of Deshasth Brdhmans. Social disputes are settled at

meetings of the men of the caste according to the opinion of the

majority. They send their boys to school and teach them a little

English. They are a steady but not a rising class.

Shivallis, numbering five, are found in Hondvar and Sirsi.

They take their name from Shivaili, the ancient Santpur, a village

about nine miles from Sirsi. They are a branch of the Havigs who
separated about forty years ago in consequence of a religious dispute.

They have no subdivisions. They do not differ in appearance from
the Havigs, and like them speak Kdnarese with a strong mixture
of Tulu. They live in ordinary one-storied houses with mud or

laterite walls and thatched or tiled roofs. Their houses are clean

but badly aired. Their staple diet is rice, pulse, vegetables, and
buttermilk. They are bad cooks and great eaters, and are fond
of sour and hotly spiced dishes. Both men and women dress

like Havigs. They are quiet, hospitable, and orderly, less fond
of law than the Havigs, but equally unscrupulous when once they
embark on a law suit. They are cultivators, tilling gardens
which yield cardamoms, beletnuts, pepper, betel leaves, oranges,

pomelloes, citrons, murgals Garcinia purpurea, and vdtes Artocarpus
lakoocha Cardamoms, betelnuts, and pepper find their way to
Kumta for transport to Bombay and the Malabdr coast

;
the

other products are used in the local markets. Their spices yield them
large sums, and as a class they are well-to-do. Havigs profess to
look down on them, but among other Brahmans they hold the same
position as Havigs. Their daily life does not differ from that of
the Havigs. A family of five spends 14s. to 18s. (Rs. 7 - Rs. 9) a
month. They are Madhva Vaishnavs and their spiritual guide
is the head of the Sonda monastery in Sirsi. Their manners and
customs do not differ from those of Havigs. They are bound
together as a body, and have the same caste rules as Havigs.
Social disputes are settled by caste meetings of adult male
members under a headman whose office is hereditary. The decision
of the headman is according to the opinion of the majority which is

enforced on pain of loss of caste. They have of late begun to send
their boys to school and are a prosperous and rising class.

Habbus. See Husbandmen

Sa'sashtka'rs or Konkanigs, numbering 8858 of whom 4563
are males and 4295 females, are found over the whole district,

chiefly in Hondvar, Kumta, and Karwar. They take their name from
Shatshashti, or the province of sixty-six \-illages, one of the four
districts of Goa. Like the lower orders of Hindus the unmarried girls
of most families .shave their heads when a special pilgrimage is made
to the family gods. Among other unusual practices the bridegroom
wears a sm^ net of white cotton thread fastened to the wedding
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coronet, and on Cocoanut-day in August they eat wheat-flour

cakes shaped like a fish. Their surnaine.s are Prabhu, Pai, Kilinat,

Kini, PAI, BhandAri, Hegdo, Shenai, Kudav, Mhallo, Bhagat, Padiar,

NAik, BAlgo, Padval, Agni, ZAnzlo, and Khadio. The names in

common use among men are, Santayya, Ganpayya, Sheshappa,
PAndappa, and Ramshanai

;
and among women, Shanteri, Radha,

KAveri,NAgamma,TuI,si,Pandhari, Mathura, Rukinini.and Venkamma.
No recent change appears to have been made in their names. They
have a loud and hurried way of speaking unlike the home tongue
either of the Shenvis or of the Kushasthali.s. They u.sefewer Kanarese
words than the Kushasthalis and more than the Shenvd.s. Their
family gods are Lakhsmi-NdrAyan and Damodhar, and their family
goddesses MahamAi, Mhal.sa, KAntradcvi, and Mahalukshmi, whose
shrines are in Goa where they occa.sionally go on pilgrimage.

NAgesh and Ramnath whose shrines are in Goa, and Lakshmi-
NArAyan whose .shrine is at Hanmotta in Ankola, are the family
gods of most of the Konkanigs. But their favourite god is Venkat-
ramana whose chief temple is at Tinipati in North Arkot and who
has a special shrine in every village and town where Konkanigs are

settled. So great is their devotion to this god that the Konkanigs
have composed many verses in his praise, which they sing on all

occasions with much earnestness. They belong to seven family
stocks : BhAradvAj, Kashyap, Vatsa, Jamdagni, Vishvamitra,
Gautam, and Atri. No family can marry with another of the .same

stock. They represent the original Konkani Brahman.s, the BardeskArs
and PednekArs being offshoots. Both men and women are fairer than
either Shenvis or Kushasthalis

;
their features are well-formed like

those of the Konkanasths, and like them some have grey or, as they
are called, cat’s eyes.

They speak Konkani with those who know it and Kanarese with
Kanarese people. A few speak HindustAni and MarAthi and most
can read and write KAnarese. Their hoases and furniture do not
differ from those of the Sarasvats or Shenvis. Their ordinary
food is rice, vegetables, and fish except on Saturdays and fast-days.

They neither eat meat nor drink liquor, and contrary to the practice

of all except a few KAnarese Brahmans, they never touch garlic or
onions. They are great eaters, but are not .such good cooks as
the Sarasvats. The men usually wear a waistcloth which is shorter
than that worn by the Shen\ds, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf.

The holiday dre.ss is a short coat, and a rich waistcloth, headscarf,

and shouldercloth. They are fond of gay clothe.s, but are proverbially
wanting in taste and skill in wearing them.* They wear the Vaishnav
upper arm and che.st marks, the conch .shell, the discus, the mace,
and the lotus, and like the Madhvas they mark their brow with an
upright line of charcoal in afldition to the regular flat round Vai.shnav

mark. They are hardworking, thrifty, ho.spitable, and hot-tempered
;
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1 There is a Konkani saying, * Konkani BrAhtnana tuka topi ehnhana
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bAiUno, tumka nesak samjaiia ; Panch hdt kipa<I tumebya jangek pivana ; Sagle k.^pa^i

tumche Ang dh^kana.’ That is Konkam Brdhman, your hat does not fit you ; Konkani
women, you do not know how to dress. You can’t hide your thigha with a small robe,
and yon leave your limbs bare even when your robe is full-aized.
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but they have a poor name for honesty, and espemally those who
are shopkeepers are held in suspicion by their neighbours. ‘T£

a forest is overgrown let loose a goat
;
if a town is over-prosperotra

let loose a Kbnkana.’^ Most of them hold land
;
some mre vilh^e

headmen, and some are traders dealing in rice, cocoanuts, arecanuto,

pepper, ginger, gingelly-seed, sandalwood, salt, oil, betel leaves,

currystuffs, and sweetmeats. Some are priests and a few are m
Government service. Many keep shops and retail the above-

mentioned articles and some hawk headloads of betel leaves, fimi^

and flowers. Among them are some rich and weU-to-do families of
bankers and landed proprietors, and others hold good positions as

agents and brokers to Dharwar and Kaladgi cotton-growers. There
is nothing special in the daily life of those who are in Governmeni
service. Boys go to school about six and learn to read and write*

Kanarese. Perhaps what is most special in their bringing up
is their father’s fondness for teaching them fragments of hyn&s
from the Mahabharat turned into K^arese by Jaimini. A '

Sdsashtkar or Konkanig betel-dealer rises before daybreak, washes
his face, and, after eating rice left from the prerious night wildi -

curds raw chillies and salt, goes to some neighbouring village and „ j

buys betel leaves, jackfruit, mangoes, plantains, and vegetables fr<na -

the growers, and returns with a headload about noon. He bathes^

says his prayers hurriedly, takes a hearty breakfast of rice porridge^

vegetables, fish curry, pickles, and wafer biscuits called happala or
pdpads, and after chewing betel leaves, nuts, and tobacco with eemenl^
goes to sleep about one. He rises about half-past two, washes and
takes his midday meal of cooked strained rice, curry, vegetables,

pickles, and wafer biscuits. During all this time his son or other
relation sits in the shop.® He then goes to the shop, and sells the
articles he has brought either wholesale to other shopkeepers or .

«

retail to customers. He stays in the shop till half-past eight or
nine and then goes home and sups. After supper he spends a^
hour or so reading some Ktoarese epic or singing verses. A
family of five spends about 16s. (Rs. 8) a month. Konkanigs ar©
Vaishnavs in religion, adopting the Madhva doctrine that Vishnu
is greater than Shiv, though they do not show special respect to
Madhv^harya’s descendants. Besides their family gods and god-
desses, whose .shrines are in Goa, they worship all local gods except
Shiv, paying special reverence to Venkatramana and his attendant
Hanumant. Iheir family priests and their religious teachers belong

’

to their own caste.®

^ Kddu belidare ddu bidabeku ; Urn belidare Konkanig bidabefcu.
* The shop is an oblong bnilding about ten feet broad, twenty feet long, and eigb'f .

feet high, without windows or back doors. The walls are of laterite and the ceiluig
of thick wooden planks nailed to joists and overlaid with a thin layer of ear^.
In front is a veranda about six feet broad in which cane baskets full of rice and
other grains are arranged on tiers of wooden shelves. The space under the shelves
is filled with large pots of sugar, molasses, and oil, and the shopkeeper lounges on ft
long bench in the middle.

* ^ey are said to have formerly been Smarts and followers of a ^envi teacher^
have embraced Vaishnavism and had a teacher of their own caate initiated-hv

the Vaisbaav head ot the Udipi mwiastery in South Kdoara.
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TJnlike the KuahasthaKs the Sasashtk^ tie one end of the

evil-averting thread to the bride’s hair and weave the other end in

a net and tie it over the bridegroom’s head to the wedding coronet.

The Sdsashtkdrs do not keep any holidays observed by the Smarts.
'Ehey are staunch Vaishnavas and hate Shaiv gods and goddesses.

On Shivardtra or the great night of Shiv (March) they dine
earlier than, usual, and marking their brows with the red vertical

Vaishnav lines and sealing their forearms and chest with a clay stamp
bearing Vishnu’s marks, they go to their Sm^ neighbours as bE

aa purpose to taimt them. They have no regular headman. Social

disputes are settled by their teacher, who, being the head of their

community, passes decisions on proceedings submitted to him. The
T^icher’s monastery is at PartgMi in Groa. He enjoys a large income
partly from land endowments, partly from monthly subscriptions.

For so intelligent a class they are not well-to-do. Competition has
lowered the profits of their trade, and they make no effort to teach

their children or to gain a share in Government service or other

occupations.

• Shenvis or Sa'rasvats, numbering according to the 1872
e^isus 8799 of whom 4489 are males and 4310 females, are found in

large numbers both in towns and villages in Karw^ and Ankola on
Hie coast and inland in Haliyal, Supa, and SirsL

They are said to have fled to Kanara early in the sixteenth

century when the Portuguese took Goa. Their origin is doubtful.

According to tradition the founders of the caste, called Sharmas,
were brought with their family god and goddess by Parashur^m,
the sixth incarnation of Vishnu, from Trihotra, the modern Tirhut
In Bengal, to help him in performing ceremonies in honour of his

ancestors. The memory of the Sharm^ survives in figures which
are placed before the images of the god Mangesh and the goddess
Bhintadurga which the Sharmas are said to have brought from Tirhut

to Goa. These figures are much revered by visitors and by the priests

of the temple who pay them divine honours, oflering them plantains,

flowers, cocoanuts, and cooked rice. According to the Shenvi
account, the caste god and goddess, Mangesh and Shdntddurga, were
brought from Bengal. But the Mangesh-maliatmya seems to show
that they were local Goa deities whose worship was adopted by the

three founders of the class.^ Again, the Shenvis state that their

name comes from ninety-six, the number of the families of the

original Bengal settlers. Another point which, according to the

Shenvis, points to a Bengal origin is the use of the honorific bdb which
theyidentify withfedfew. But6d6 is a termin common useamong many
other castes on the west coast and does not seem to be specially con-

nected with bdbu. So also the eating of rice-gruel and anointing the

body are not, as is sometimes said, signs of a Bengal origin, as they

^ commonpractices amongother west-coastclasses. According to the

Sahvddri Khand, the Shenvis were first called Sdrasvats and had the

six Brahmanical, rights of making gifts, ddn ;
taking gifts, _pra%rafe

;
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sacrificing for one-self, yajna
; sacrificing for others, yajan

;
learning

theVeds, acZAj/aj/ari; and teaching the Veds, adhydpan. They also seem
to have been called Kushasthalis, a name which is still borne by a
branch of the Shenvi community, now commonly known as S^rasvats.

In one passage the fatherland of Devsharma, one of the original

immigrants, is specially stated to have been Kanauj.^ They belong to

three family stocks, Vatsa, Kaushik, and Kaundinya. The men add to

their names either the word or Shenvi. The word rdo, which
they seem to have borrowed from the Mardthds, seems to be a
corrupt form of the Kanarese rdyaru. Their principal surnames are
NAdkami or village headman from the Kdnarese nddu a village,

or viMage accountant, Dub^h, Deshpande, Muzumdar, Eulkami,
Deshmukh, and Desai. Other surnames are Vag or tiger, Vagle a
fish, Vaidya a physician. Pandit a scholar, Dalvi a commander,
Telang belonging to the Telangana, Kekre, Ldd, Sanzgire, Khote,
Rajddhyaksha, Dhume, Gugul, Gaitonde, Rege, Sakhardande, E^-
vinde, Varde, Mone, Sanni, Gabhir, Tdki, and Shendi.

The names in common ' use among men are, Madappa, Pnttappa,
Mangba, Annappa, Rudrappa, Manshenvi, Shivappa, Durgappa,
Ramappa, Mangesh-shenvi, Pundlik-shenvi, Vaikunt-shenvi, Phond>
shenvi, Maiioba, Bhaskarappa, Ghanasham, Bhimr^, Yashvantr^o,
Vamanrdo, Datbdr^, and Baburdo. The maiden names of girls
are, Veni, Tulsi, Gangs, Yamna, S^u, Yasha, Shdnta, Godu,
Gaja, Edshi, and Dvarka; and the names given to women after
marriage are, Rukmini, Satyabhdma, Draupadi, Subhadra, Pdrvati,
Jdnki, Sita, lUdha, Lakshmi, Gopika, Annapurna, and Uma The
Shenvis of EAoara marry with the Shenvis of Gloa and Bombay,
they also eat and marry with S^ashtakdrs. They are divided into the
two classes of lay or grahastha and cleric or bhat A cleric, besides
what he earns as an astrologer a family priest or a reader of sacred
books, can work as a trader or a Government servant, or he may
altogether give up his priestly oflSce and earn his living as a layman.
On the other hand the son of a layman may train bimaAlf and
practise as a priest.

The present s^ classes of Einara Sdrasvats formerly formed only
two classes, Vaishnavs and Smarts. Among the Smarts were the
Eushasthalis, Shenvi.s, and Kudaldeskars, and among the Vaishnavs
the Sasashtkars, Bardeskars, and Pednekars. There were no restrie*
tions against^^ese classes eating together, though intermarriage was
forbidden. They afterwards separated into six distinct communities
with more or less strict rules against eating together and inter*
marrying. Shenvis are Smdrt Sarasvats who for long neither ate
nor married with any other class of Sarasvats. Of late they have
begun to eat and marry with Sdsashtkdrs.

Most of the men are about the middle height and have well-cu
features. Their skin is gener^ly wheat-coloured, but some ar

^re clean shavetleaving the top-knot, which is aUowed to grow to its full lengtl

1 Mangesh-mahitnjya, VI. 12, 14.
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and is tied in an oblong knot. The moustache is often long and full.

The women are shorter than the men, but neither stunted like the

Havigs nor corpulent like the Gujaratis. They have round shoulders,

slender waists, black shining and neatly dressed hair, and dark
lustrous eyes.

Their home tongue is Konkani which is now considered a distinct

dialect from Marathi. Konkani appears to have been a written
language before Goa was conquered by the Portuguese. The
character employed was first Devnagari and then the old

Kdnarese alphabet. The Shenvi’s accent in speaking differs much
from the accent of other Eonkani-speaking Br^mans. They speak
very fast with a singing tone, and they use an unusually small
number of foreign and Dravidian words. The Shenvis use Marathi
to keep their records, to write horoscopes, household accounts, and
memorandums of important eventa They can also speak Kanarese.
With the Shenvis the idea of home is more sacred and binding than
it is with most natives of Kanara. They are remarkably careful to

provide themselves with suitable dwellings. Their houses are of

three kinds. The first are two-storied with laterite walls and tiled

roofs costing about £300 (Rs. 3000) ;
the second, with laterite walls

and thatched roof, are one-storied and cost £100 to £200 (Rs.l000-
Ra 2000) ;

and the third, with mud walls and thatched roofs, cost

£20 to £50 (Rs. 200 -Rs. 500). The walls of houses of the first

and second class are plastered with cement and the floor is at

least once a week washed with cowdung dissolved in water. The
walls of houses of the third class are likewise washed with a mixture
of cowdung. The houses have little outward show. They stand in

gardens enclosed either by stone walls or fences of wRd castor

plants or milk-bushes which are pruned every year, and bamboo
hedges which are renewed towards the close of the monsoon, and
have gates or stiles placed at the entrance. The garden is generally

weeded and kept clean, and is thickly shaded with jack, mango, and
nocoanut trees. A roofed porch four to six feet broad, serves as a
waiting place for the lower classes who are not allowed to enter the

house, and as a shelter from the glare of the sun. In the centre of

the porch a few steps leading to the door are the only means of

entering and leaving the house. Close to the steps is a yard which
is cowdunged and swept every day, and ornamented with pretty

devices, chiefly of trees and houses. At one comer of the yard is a
well of laterite or granite stones. Behind or to the side of the
house are a few beds of vegetables and flowering plants such as

hhdji, shevanti, mogri, and dboli. Festoons of rice ears and mango
leaves are hung over the lintel, and the threshold and the lower
halves of the door posts are marked with dots and streaks of

saffron paste and red powder. The threshold is sacred to Lakshmi
the source of wealth, and all Hindus take care not to tread on it

either in entering or on leaving a house. The doorway is almost

square and is seldom more than five feet high. The door frame is

of massive scantlings deeply carved, and the door is made of thick

planks. Every room flanking the outer wall has a small window.
Each of the inner rooms has one door which is much shorter than
the main entrance. Inside of the main door is a lobby or entrance
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hall \nth a room On the right and on the left. This part of the

house is called the vasro or reception haU. Except in nnusnal

circumstances, as when a doctor comes to see a patient, no one of

lower caste than the owner of the house is allowed to pass fu^er.

Next to this partition are two to four rooms one of which is set

apart for the family gods, and one or more, according to the size <rf

the family, for sleeping, cooking, and dining. The back veranda,

is divided into partitions, one of the apartments being used as a bath>^

room and the other as a stable. A few houses have separate stables.

Each house has at least one rattan box costing 3s. (Bs. IJ), or a
wooden box worth about 6s. (Rs. 3> for keeping clothes and jewela

A few houses have a tableworth about 128. (Rs. 6) and a chair or two

worthabout 5s. (Rs.24)
each; and inthe veranda of allis a broad bendi

which serves as a seat and costs about £1 (Rs. 10). Except swinging

cots which are found in some of the richer houses, bedsteads or cots

are never used. AH sleep on mats spread on the floor. They have

some stools called mdn&is about two feet long and half a foot brof^

and one and a half inches from the ground, on which the inmates sit

while eating and worshipping the gods. These cost 6d. to Is. each

(4-8 ans.). They use pl^tain leaves for plates at a cost of about

3d. (2 ans.) the hundred. Most families have one or more brass chain

hanging lamps which cost fls. to 16s. (Rs.3-Rs.8), one large copper

wanning pot costing 10s. to £2 10s. (Rs. 5-Es. 25) and holding

twenty gallons of water, a couple of copper buckets costing 6s. to

8s. (Re. 1 -Rs. 4) for drawing water, two or more small copper pots

worth 2s. to 4s. (Re. 1-Ra 2) called lotas holding two to two and
a half pints of water, and a variety of other brass and copper pot^

for cooking. The copper pots are made in EArw^, Sad^hivgad,
Anknifl, and Kumta, and cost about £1 12s. (Rs. 16) the man. The
brassware comes from Poona and costs a little less than the copper.

According to their means Shenvis have one or more house servanta

In middle class families the only servant is a woman of the Batknr

or Bdndi caste, who with food, a robe worth about 4s. (Rs. 2), and a
bodice worth 6d. (4 ans.), receives 12s. to 30s. (Rs. 6 - Rs. 15) a year.

Poor people employ B5ndis only to clean the cooking pots, paying
them about 12s. (Rs. 6) a year. Besides one or more Bdndi servants,

the rich employ a cook of their own caste on a monthly wage of

8s. (Rs. 4) with food, and also a hhit or priest of their own caste

on the same pay, the cook to help the women in cooking and the

priest to perform the worship of the family gods. The Shenvi’s

staple food is rice and vegetables^ ; but some of them eat fish

except on Mondays^ and Saturdays and on great days.

* Eice is of two kinds, fcucAgfi or vhdo made ofpaddy hEdf-boiled before it is pOnnded
to remove the chaff, and heltiji or surai, made without boiling the paddy. The principal

|;. vegetables are hfuUi, ghotudli, padul, vdingans orbrinjals, and white and red pumpkins.
Afove the Sahyiids, the Shenvis take two meals, one at ten in the morning and the
other at eight in the evening. On the coast they take three meals, between ten tmd

£v. eleven in the morning, between one and three in the afternoon, and between eight imS
- nine in the evening. The chief dish in the morning meal is ithdi or coarse rice-porridge,

js’ ' a small quantity of rice boiled in a large quantity of water to which salt is added.
This rice-porridge is eaten with mango pickle or lonche and wafer bisenits made
of ttdid Phaseolus mnngo, chillies and soda, or with dry-fish roasted on the fee.
Their second meal, between one and three in the afternoon, consists of JioQed rioe

4'

:%
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The indoor dress of a Shenvi is a white cotton waistcloth

twelve to eighteen feet long and two to three broad, of varying

texture, and with a red or yellow border either of cotton or of silk,

costing from 28. to 12s. (Re. 1 - Es. 6). It is elaborately puckered in

front, one end being folded narrow and pas.sed between legs and
buffed in at the waist behind. The outdoor dress has the addition

of a shouldercloth which costs Is. 6<i. to 2s. (12 a«s. - Re.. 1) and is

worn round the neck and hanging in front like a scarf, and a head-

cloth costing 3s. to £1 (Rs, 1^ -Rs. 10) and loosely and gracefully

rolled round the head. The boy’s dress is the same as the man’s.

Shenvi women wear a single robe called kapdd or cloth of bright

silk-edged cloth twenty-four to twenty-seven feet long and three

and a half to four and a half broad, costing 7s. to 16s. (Rs. 3J-
Rs. 8). With the robe is worn a bodice with short sleeves and

" a back which generally costs Is. (8 ans.). The robe is drawn
round the waist and one-half is allowed to fall from the hips to

the shins by folding the end in puckers and passing it between
the legs; the other half is brought over the breast, the left

shoulder, and the back, and tucked into the band at the waist.

Widows wear either a white or red robe, the upper part of which
covers the head like a veil. They do not wear the bodice and the

cmly ornaments they are allowed are a copper finger-ring and a pair

of flat copper bangles or pdtlis, covered on the upper parts with a
thin sheet of gold. Among the Shenvis men in Government service,

instead of the shouldercloth, wear a long white or black broadcloth

coat and sandals or native shoes. Some who are contractors and
traders wear short coats of native cut ; but most young men who
know Rngli.sb wear shirts, waistcoats, and coats in European
fashion and generally have Poona or Dhdrwdr Brahman shoes.

The men’s dining dress is a single scarlet silk waistcloth, generally

with white silk borders or silver or gold lace. On ceremonial

occasions women as well as men wear silk robes and bodices. When
cooking and taking their meals, both men and women wear sacred

clothes called muktds twelve to sixteen feet long and three to

four feet broad for men, and fifteen to thirty feet long and four

Chapter UC
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strained dry and eaten with vegetable or fish carry and one or two dry dish^i called

stiie. The carry is made of fish or some vegetable fried and seasoned with
chillies, cocoa-kernel, coriander, turmeric, and tamarind. They are fonder of hot and
add condiments than of milk, clarified batter, and cocoannts. The third or

evening meal, which is taken between eight and nine, does not differ from the

ordinary afternoon meal. Their special dishes are godahe, that is unboiled rice-

porridge mixed with molasses and cocoauut milk ;
small round cakes fried in

cocoannt oil called vadds

;

and macaroni-like strings of rice and udid flour wound
like the spring of a watch ; ehavdag, fried wheat-flour wafers overlaid with a thin

layer of sugar ; nevria shaped like bows and made of rice or wheat flour and
staffed with scraped cocoa-kernel and molasses ; gi/dpdpads, balls made of the floor

of roasted green gram or mvg Phaseolus radiatus, and molasses ; sdndans or puddings

cooked in steam ; and polos or pancakes of rice, cocoanut, molasses, and udid. Some
men and women on ordinary occasions and all on special occasions snch m marriages,

eat betel-leaf and betelnnt with lime and tobacco from Nandgad in Belganm.

The men also smoke cigarettes and the hubble-bubble and some use snnffi

The Shdkts, who worship Shakti or Dorga the wile of Shiv, eat meat and drink

liqnor, but as this forms part of a religions rite, it is believed not to compromise their

dignity as Brilhmans. The ordinary avenge daily expenses of a Shenvi’s food are

(3 ans.) and on holidays about 1». (8 ans.).
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to six feet broad for women, made of hemp, wool, or silk, and costing

4». to 8s. (Rs.2-Rs.4).

Girls till five and boys till six years old run about naked. After
five, girls wear a small robe called kirgi worn like a petticoat

hanging from the waist. The clothes in ordinary use both by men
and women are made in Shdpur in Belgaum and Hubli in Dharwdr

;

the silk ceremonial robes come from Poona and Ahmadabad, and
the broadcloth worn by some of the younger men, from Europe.
Of ornaments, men wear gold finger-rings worth 6s. to £2 10s.

(Rs. 3 - Rs. 25), and gold or silver girdles, the gold worth £10 to
£30 (Rs. 100 - Rs. 300) and the silver £2 to £5 (Rs. 20 - Rs. 50).

Young boys wear silver £1 (Rs. 10) and gold £3 to £5 (Rs. 30-
Rs. 50) bracelets and necklaces, and silver anklets either chains £5 to

£20 (]fe. 50- Rs. 200) or massive rings called vdlds 12s. to £1 (Ra 6-
Rs. 10). Young girls like the boys, wear silver £1 10s. to £2 10s.

(Rs. 15 - Rs. 25) or gold £5 to £15 (Rs. 50 - Rs. 150) waistbelts
and silver anklets 12s. to £1 10s. (Rs.6-Rs.l5). Married women
wear a gold nose-ring or nath £1 to £10 (Ra 10-Rs. 100), a couple bf
earrings called kdps £1 to £5 (Rs. 10-Rs. 50), a necklace called the
lucky thread or mangalsutra, a number of strings of small bWlr
glass beads with a large gold bead strung in the middle £1 10s. to
£5 (Rs. 15 - Rs.50), and glass bangles 6d. (4 aas.). Besides these,

the well-to-do wear in their hair gold tirpiphuls 14s. to £3 (Rs. 7-
Rs. 30), chandrakors and kegats £1 to £3 (Rs. 10-Rs. 30), and
bhdngaaheshphuls £5to£20(Rs.50-Rs. 200) ;

in their ears the pdlva
£1 to £4 (Rs. 10 - Rs. 40), mugud and kdrdb 16s. to £5 (Rs. 8-
Rs. 50) ;

round the neck a gold collar or thusi, one of the most
peculiar and noticeable ornaments worn by Shenvi women, £6 to
£25 (Rs. 60-Rs. 250), putlydncho sar £1 to £20 (Rs. lO-Rs. 200),
kurjatdncho sar £20 to £50 (Rs. 200 - Rs. 500), and sari £2 to £8
(Rs. 20 -Rs. 80); round the wrists gold bangles pdtlis £l to £2 5s.

(Rs. 10-Rs. 25), paulpdtUM to £10 (Rs. 40-Rs. 100), nilpatU £3 to
£6 (Rs. 30-Rs. 60), and chudes £3 to £6 (Rs.30-Rs. 60), and from
five to ten finger-rings made of gold studded with pearls and
precious stones. In the back hair, besides ornaments, the women
are fond of wearing wreaths of flowers, chiefly red yellow or white
such as surgi, ovli, chdmpi, shevanti, mogri, dboli, and kevdo, which
generally cost l^d. to 6d. (1-4 ans.). They are clean, thrifty, hot-
tempered, brave, and hardworking, but less tidy in their dress than
Chitpdvans.

During the whole of the year, it is not uncommon for
Shenvis, while travelling from one place to another, to go to the
houses of their acquaintances expecting to be entertained. When
a stranger comes to a house he is asked if he wishes to stay. If he
wishes to stay, the guest is given water to wash his feet, is seated on
a mat spread in the veranda, is given water and molasses, and is
afterwards served with pdn-supdri. If his ca-ste rules allow him to
eat with the men of the family, he is asked to bathe and is furnished
with a silk cloth which he wears at meals. If he cannot eat with the
family he is supplied with cooking pots and uncooked food.

Most Shenvis hold lands which they rent to husbandmen. Some
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trade in timber and grain
;
some contract to supply the Public Works

Department with timber, stone, metal, and building materials, and to

make roads and bring Government timber from the forests. Some are

excise or dhkdri contractors and moneylenders, some are pleaders,

and some are in Government service as clerks, village accountants,

district revenue and judicial officers, schoolmasters, and patels or

village revenue collectors. On their arrival in Kanara,judging from
their names, like the Shenvis of Mahdrashtra and the Konkan, they
seem to have been employed as village accountants and in the higher
administrative and military posts. The intelligence and perseverance

of the Shenvis is shown by their success in many professions and
employments in Bombay.

The Shenvis, who are landed proprietors and traders, rise early in

the morning and go to work. They return at ten, and, after bathing
and worshipping, take a dish of rice-gruel or pej. They rest for a

,
while and dine about two, go to work about three, come home at

sunset, and after supping about eight or nine go to bed. Those who
are in Government service take a morning meal at ten, go to office

immediately after, and sup on their return about six. The women rise

early in the morning, sweep the house, and, after bathing inhot water,

examine the copper cooking and drinkingvesselstoseethatthe servant
has cleaned , them propeny, and make rice-gruel or pej for the

children who breakfast between eight and nine. They next prepare
dinner, and in their leisure of about four hours between dinner and
supper (1-5 P.M.) prepare lamp-wicks, make flower garlands, and
chat with their neighbours. Boys before six are allowed to play
about the house

;
after six they are sent regularly to school. The

ordinary monthly expenditure of a family of a husband wife and
three children is about £1 (Rs. 10).

In religion Shenvis are Smarts, followers of Shankarachdrya,
holding the doctrine that God and the soul are one. Before any
religious ceremony the hom or burnt sacrifice is offered. This
sacrifice consists of burning different kinds of wood with parched
or cooked rice, darbha grass, and clarified butter on a square frame
made of a plantain stem filled with earth. They worship the
ordinary Hindu gods, especially Vishnu, Ganpati, and Pdrvati.

Their fatdily god is Mangesh and their family goddess Shdntadurga.
The most binding of religious observances is the recitation of the

Odyatri mantra of the daily service or aandhya. This prayer is

offered before the morning meal after bathing and putting on the
sacred dining robe. The prayer consists in repeating the twenty-
six names of Vishnu, in restraining the breath for a certain time.

in closing the nostrils by the fingers of the right hand, in naming
the place where the prayer is said, and the time day and month of

the year when it is said, in offering water to the sun, in repeating the

6dyatri several times, and, lastly, in saluting the guardian deities of

the ten quarters of the world. This prayer, which takesabout half an
hour to repeat, is offered a second time in the evening before supper.

Some of them are Shakts or worshippers of Shakti or Parvati,

the wife of Shiv. They worship the shrichakra, the emblem,
of Parvati, as the ling is the emblem of Shiv. They offer to the
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Shakti cooked meat and liquor, on which they afterwards feast.

Shenvis who are not Shakts consider this worship a form of
witchcraft, and the Shdkts perform their ceremonies so secretly

that it is not known even to their nearest neighbours. At
the same time, as the rites are celebrated under the name of divine
service, the Shakts are not punished for breaking caste rules*

They also worship the grdmdevatds or village deities. Which are
manifestations of Parvati and her subordinate spirits.^ Shenvis
have a great dread of incurring the anger of these powers and are
careful to win their favour by sacrifices. The most dreaded of
these spirits are Alvantin and Brahma-rakshas. Alvantin is the
ghost of a pregnant woman who has died before her confinement, and
the Brahma-rakshas is an unmarried youth who has been drowned
or died some other violent death. They believe in witchcraft and
soothsaying, and employ sorcerers and exorcists.^ They also revere
Musalman saints or pirs, offering them plantains, cocoanuts, frankin-
cense, and molasses. Their favourite shrines are in Groa, Mangesh,
Saptakoteshvar, and Shdntfidurga

;
in Gokarn, Mahabaleshvar J

in Rameshvar, Ramling
;
in Benares, Vishveshvar

;
and in Gaya or

Allahabad, Rudrapad.

The principal holidays are Sankrdnt, the passage of the sun into
the sign of Capricorn (January 12th).; Shivardtra or Shiv’s night,
Mdgh vadya thirteenth, in February -March

; ’ SAmjfa, the Indian
Cupid or Kama’s day, Phdlgunshuddha fifteenth, in February-March

;

Samvatsar Pddva, New Year’s day, Ghaitra shuddha pratipada,
in March-April

;
Rdmnavmi, Ram’s birthday, Ghaitra -shuddha

ninth, March -April; Ashddha ekddashi, the fast on Ashddha shuddha
eleventh, in June-July

;
Ndg-panchami the Cobra’s day, Shrdvan

shuddha fifteenth, July-August; Shrdvani paurnima, cocoanut full-

moon, in July- August; Gohuldshtami, Krishna’s birthday, Shrdvan
vadya eighth, in August-September; Ganesh-chalurthi, Ganpati’s
hirthdaj, Bhddrapad shuddha fourth, in August-September

;
Basra,

the festival of Durga or Parvati the wife of Shiv, Ashvin shtiddha
tenth, in September- October ; Divdli or the feast of lights, Ashvin
vadya thirteenth, in October-November

; Tulsi-puja, the wedding
of the holy basil, Kdrtik shuddha twelfth in October-November

;

eclipses of the sun and the moon
;
and jdtras or yearly fairs.®

* The worship of village deities seems to belong to the early pre-Aryan relicrion.
The grdmdeeatda are deities which are believed to protect fields, villages, and tewns
from evil spirits and to ward off plague, fire, and flood. They are regarded as unable
to bestow blessings but as able to prevent evils. All grdnulevatds are females and
are known as ammaa or mothers. The principal are AnUeamma, Sirsiamma, Bhnmi-
devati^ Honivaramma, and Kadaramma. Ankle is the Konkani form of Ankola ; Sirsi
is Sirsi ;

Bhumidevata, is from bhtimi the earth and devatd goddess
; Honivar is

the town of that name j and Ifadra the fort and town in the north of the district.
The village-mothers have two attendants, Jatga and Khunti. Jatga is the spirit of a
division of a village, and Khunti of a sub-division of a village. Both are males and
subject to the orders of the village-mothers. These spirits have no temples. They live
in either granite or laterite pillars which stand in the least frequented part of the
village generally under the shade of a large banyan tree.

^
The soothsayers are G-hddis or KomArpaiks. They generally consult the village

deities grdmd^tds and sometimes spirits whom they call mhdrus.
* These holidays change according to the lunar months. In Hindu leap or adhik

years the holidays are a month later than their usual time.



Shenvis’ puroMts or family priests belong to their own caste

They are called hhats or learned men, and are treated with much
respect. The priests are under the authority of their spiritual

Teacher who is a devotee or sanydsi who lives in celibacy either

at Chitakola in Karwar, at Khandpur in Belgaum, at Kaula in

Goa, or at Nasik. He was the only spiritual guide of the whole
Sdrasvat community in Southern India before the Shenvis came
to KiLnara. He is a Shenvi by caste. He is expected to be a
man of learning, weU versed in Sanskrit, and in Ms youth neither

pains nor cost is spared in training him. He enforces caste rules and
customs by punishing the refractory with fine or excommunication.

He has also power to restore those who have been expelled from
caste. When Shenvis appear before their spiritual Teacher, they

make the sdshtdng, that is they clasp their hands and bow their

heads, and receive from him a blessing or dshirvad. He takes only

one meal at noon with some slight refreshment at night. His
mornings are passed in reciting prayers, worshipping his gods,

and reading sacred books or purdns. After his midday meal he
sleeps for a while and then disposes of any question of discipline

or of any other subject that may have been referred to him. In the

evening he again performs Ms devotions. The teacher or guru

holds the hiAest rank in the community. He receives from his

followers and disciples marks of veneration in no way short of

adoration. He seldom appears in public without much show, and
when he goes on a religious tour through his district he moves with

great pomp. He is dressed in an ochre-coloured silk waistcloth

hanging from the waist, a shouldercloth, and a woollen or red silk

headscarf, and as he is an ascetic his head is shaved without leaving

the top-knot. He is usually carried seated in a palanquin with large

red silk tassels hanging over his breast from the pole of the palanquin.

The palanquin is hke a double-backed easy chair and has a pole

that curves upwards. It is ornamented with beautiful carving and

does not differ from the Deccan sibika or idol-pdlkhi.^ Before him
go several bands of musicians playing on all sorts of country

instruments. He has a guard of messengers armed with swords

and guns. His open palanquin is carried on the shoulders of six
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*A purohit fixes the proper time for beginning ceremonies. He tarns aside the

evil influence of unfriendly stars
;
he names children, tells their fortunes, prepares

their horoscopes, blesses houses wells and pond^ cleanses and consecrates temples,

and breathes the divine spirit into images. The image when first brought from the

maker is purified by washing with the five products of the cow, and kept in a copper

pot full of water for twenty-four hours. It is then taken out and the sacred fire is lit.

While the fire is burning the priests chant verses. The image is kept buned under a

heap of rice for about half an hour and then covered with a silk cloth. The priest

then touches the im^e in all the limbs and finally breathes into its mouth. The
sacred fire is again lit and the image is fit to receive divine honours. The priest also

reads the almanac, and directs birth, marriage, puberty, thread, and death ceremonies,

for which ,
in addition to gifts of grain and other articles, he is paid in cash as

purohit marydda, fid. (4 ans.) for simple purification. Is. (8 ans.) for a puberty

ceremony, 4s. (Rs. 2) for a thread ceremony, i2s. (Rs. 6) for a marriage, and 6s. (Rs. 3)

for a death. This is the least they get, and large sums are paid by their richer patrons.

* This is a richly carved and ornamented open palanquin. It resembles two easy

chairs set face to face with a bamboo pole arched in the middle and straight at the

ends.
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T&earers of the fisherm.an caste. It is shaded by a large crimson
silk umbrella and flags of diflerent colours and ox-tail fly-whisks
are waved roimd him. Some of his retainers called hhdts or bards
take the lead, singing in his praise and warning the people to pay
him due reverence. The bards are followed by two men carrying
silver staffs. The guru is styled prince-ascetic or rdjsanydsi,
his monastery is spoken of as a throne or sinJidsan, and he
adds to his name the title Sarasvati or His Eloquence. Betwemi
the mace-bearers and the palanquin walk four men, each carr3dng
a box about a foot square, covered with red broadcloth. These
boxes contain the gods which the Teacher worships and
vessels used by him in worshipping. From time to time he
visits the places where his followers live. In visiting his followers
the Teacher’s chief object is to collect money. Besides the fines
which are levied from persons guilty of offences or breaches of rules,
he takes contributions of 2s. to £5 (Re. 1 -Rs. 50) from each family
of his followers. Tliose who demur are induced to yield by the
threats and persuasion of the leaders of the local community. As
the Teacher draws near the creek or hill that marks the boundary
of the village or town his followers come out in a band to meet him
with music. One of his people, generally one of the richest, asks
the Teacher to honour him by staying at his house. When he
enters his host’s house the Teacher’s feet are washed and the water is
sprinkled on all persons present. After the meal the Teacher gives
the hostess about a pound of rice and a cocoanut which he has
brought with him. While he stays at his rich disciple’s house, the
poor followers and people of other castes raise contributions and
send him presents of food and money. Before he leaves for his
next station a great feast is held, and at starting he is presented
with £1 to £5 (Rs. 10-Rs. 50). His collecting and visiting tour
is over before the rains set in when the Teacher returns to his
head-quarters or goes to one of his other monasteries. On the tenth
day of the bright half of Jeshtha (Jime- July) of every year he feasts
all his followers and withdraws into retreat for the next four
months.! On the tenth day of the bright half of Ashvin (October-
Noyember) he leaves his monastery and goes in state beyond the
limits of the village in which the monastery where he has spent the
four months of his seclusion is situated. He returns to. his dwellino’
after halting a short time l>eyond the boundary. On the day when he
goes into retreat, on the day w'hen his retirement is over, and on the
commemoration day of deceased Teachers or punyatithi, he sits on a
chair and gives to the assembled people holy water in which his feet
have been washed. The Teacher’s gods are, the ban-ling, an oblong
stone found in the Narbada

; Ganapati, a red conical stone found in '

the Narbada
;
the Shaligram, a black oval stone wdth one of the sides

flat and marked with a natural hole, found in the Gandaki in Nepal;
the Suryakanta, a transparent crystalline spherical .stone; the Chakra’
ound in the Gomti; and other pebbles and images of Annapimna and

! During these four months the Teacher
what concerns the affairs of the monastery.
With the god of the nionastery.

He keeps himself wholly in communio
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Gopdl-krishna, and Ram and Sita. The articles used in worship

are a brass bell, a small conch shell, a silver tray and pot, a
small lamp, and a spoon. The Teacher’s establishment consists

of one clerk called pdrupatyagdr or manager, who looks after the

management of the monasteries and the Teacher’s household
;
two

bhdts or praise-singers
;
two b/tdt boys learning the duties of bhdts

;

a learned Brahman called shdstri
;
musicians, bearers, and messengers,

grooms for the horses, and a cattle-keeper for the cows and
buffaloes. The Teacher has monasteries in Chitakola and Halge in

Karwar, in Kaula in Goa, in Khanapur in Belgaum, in Bombay, in

Nasik, and in Benares. The monasteries have landed property the

income of which, after defraying the expenses of the establishment,

is remitted by the manager to the Teacher. The only Shenvi
religious institutions in Kanara are the maths or monasteries of their

Teachers in Chitakola or Sadashivgad and in Halge in Karwar.
They are buildings of about 200 feet square, consisting of two
blocks, an inner and an outer, with tiled roofs. The outer building

is about sixteen feet broad and ten feet high with enclosing walls,

open inside except at the back, the roof being supported by pillars

of wood or stone. This is set apart for the use of the caste people

on grand occasions when public dinners are given. The back of the

building is divided into rooms, which form the Teacher’s dwelling.

They enclose a large courtyard which is wanted for light and
air, especially on holidays when large numbers attend. In a
corner of the courtyard is a large well near which the Teacher
and the other inmates of the monastery wash. In the centre

stands the temple of the god or Sarasvati Chakra to whom
the monastery is dedicated. This is an oblong building divided

into two apartments. The front portion, which is the larger of the

two, is the place where worshippers meet. The inner is the

sanctuary of the god and is accessible only to the Teacher, the

priests, and the Brahmans. These monasteries have a manager who
is a Shenvi by caste, one shingi or horn-blower, one sweeper,

one bhdt or bard, and ten musicians. When the Teacher grows old,

or if his life is threatened by serious illness, he chooses a disciple,

who is a boy of the Shenvi caste, and appoints him his successor.

Should the Teacher recover, his successor acts under his orders. If

the Teacher dies without appointing a successor, the community
choose one, and with the help of learned Brahmans who instal him
on the empty throne, invest him with the powers of a prince-ascetic

or rdjsanijdsi. As soon as signs of life disappear the Teacher’s body
is brought out and seated on a backed stool strewn with sacred

gra.ss. Messengers are sent to neighbouring villages and people begin

to gather at the monastery. When a certain number have arrived

the body is washed, clothed in ochre-coloured silk, and seated

on a canopied stool with a silver sceptre in its hand. Lamps are

lighted, musicians play, and people worship the body, olfering it

plantains and cocoanuts, and acting as if the death was a joyful

event. A grave is dug in the courtyard of the monastery and with

great pomp, seated in its canopied chair, the body is carried to the

gi-ave and worshipped. It is set in the grav'e in a sitting position and
the new Teacher strikes a cocoanut on the crown of its head and
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makes an opening in the skull in which a shdligram stone is laid.^ The
grave is half filled with salt, cement, and camphor, it is completely

covered with mud, and an arrow or ban ling is planted on it and
lights are kept burning.^ For eleven days ^ter the Teacher’s death

the monastery is the scene of public rejoicings as the Teacher’s spirit

is believed to join the divine essence. Lights are alwayskept burning
on the graves of all the Teachers, and, as is done to the gods, rice is

oflfered and lights are waved over their graves every day before the

morning meal is eaten.

The most important of Shenvi usages come under the heads of

customs observed at birth, during infancy, and on occasions of

thread-girding, marriage, a girl’s comingofage, and death. When the

time of delivery draws near the woman is taken to a temporary room
of bamboo matting made for her in the veranda, and a midwife is

sent for. The midwife, who is either a Christian a Musalmdn ora
low-caste Hindu, remainswith her patient for six days, and receives as

her fee 28. to 48. (Re. 1 -Rs.2) with food for the six days and the robe
worn by the woman at the time of her delivery. When a child is bom
the time is carefully noted, and the family priest is told. He
comes to the house and prepares a horoscope in which he notes the
birth-hour, day, month, year, and era, and the position of the sun.

After some days the family priest brings the horoscope sprinkled
with vermilion powder. He generally congratulates the parents on
their child being born at so lucky an hour and foretells the power
and wealth to which the child will rise.

If the child is born at an unlucky hour, which is ascertained as"

soon as the family priest comes, the father is not allowed to see the
child’s face until he looks at the child’s reflection in a cup of clarified

butter and gives the butter with 3d. or 6d. (2 or 4 ans.) to a
Brdhman beggar. This is done to avert the evil consequence
which might follow the birth of the child. The family priest
receives some sugar and 3d. to lOs. (2 ans. - Rs. 5) in money
according to the circumstances of the family. Sometimes when the
planets are specially unfriendly the child is passed under the belly
of a cow and given to some one who is not a member of the family,
and after a while, brought into the house, and gifts of money, gram,
and cows are made to Brdhmans. In a few cases of extreme ill-omen
the child is given to a casteman who agrees to adopt it.

On the occasion of a birth neighbours and relations come
uninvited and are given sugar- and betelnut. On the birth of the

^ It is believed that »anydm or yo^ whose spirits pass through the crown of
the head go straight to heaven. The Hindus believe that a human being by the
practise of self*denial and austerities can attain the power of centering his soul
in the crown of his head and of dying at wiU, when the soul leaves the body throu^
a minute opening called Brahmarandhra. They further believe that a man who
reaches this state becomes insensible to all bodily sufferings and though seemingly
dead is capable of living for a time without food or drink, even without breathing.
Hence the soul of the Teacher is believed to dwell in the crown of his head, and the
skuU is cracked by a cocoanut or conch-shell that the spirit may escape and enter
heaven.

“ It is oblong platform two feet broad, six feet long, and six inches high, with a
sweet basil plant planted on an aXtex about 2ft.x2ft. xSfk
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diild the midwife cuts the navel cord with a knife leaving a piece

three inches long which is tightly tied with a cotton thread. The
child is then wrapped in a cloth and laid in a winnowing fan with

an iron nail placed under the pillow to keep off evil spirits. When a

birth takes place in a house, the whole family are considered unclean,

till, on the eleventh day, the priest gives them the five products of

the cow. During the first three days the child is nursed by giving

it the end of a rag to suck, the other end of which rests in a saucer

of rice-broth and molasses. The mother is given saltless rice-porridge

and molasses for the first three days. On the first, second, and
third day the child and the mother are bathed in warm water, and
on the fourth day the mother and child are rubbed with cocoanut

oil and bathed in warm water. The mother is fed with rice, curry,

and godse or sweet gruel made of rice cocoanut milk and molasses,

and vegetables. From this day she begins to suckle the babe.

For about two months the mother and the infant are rubbed daily

with oil, and bathed, and every day the mother is given a decoction

of pepper, dry ginger, cloves, and other spices. On the night of the

sixth day neighbours and kinsmen are askedto supon adish of khichdi

made of rice, split green gram, cocoa kernel, molasses, and clarified

butter. The satti ceremony is performed by worshipping a

small copper pot full of water on which mango leaves float and
whose mouth is stopped by a cocoanut daubed with vermilion powder.

Some plantains and betelnuts, and a wild red flower called

patkali, are placed by the side of the copper pot which represents

Brahma who is believed to come in the guise of an old dame to

write its destiny on the child’s forehead. A blank sheet of

paper, a reed pen, an inkstand, and a penknife are also left near

the offering, and the elderly people in the house keep awake
the whole night lest any evil should happen. The men read

religious books and the women dance the circular pJiugdi dance.

In dancing the phiigdi the women hold a copper water vessel

in their hands and blowing across the mouth of the pot, make
a hoarse sound. At the same time they move rapidly in a circle

bending to half their height, leaning forward, leaning to one side,

almost falling on their knees, and again drawing themselves to their

full height.

Next day before four o’clock in the morning the offerings are

taken by the midwife to her house. Besides the offerings the

midwife gets 6d. (4 ans.) in the case of a girl, and Is. (8 ans.) in the

case of a boy. Next day the child is kept quiet without being either

rubbed with oil or bathed. On the eleventh day after cleansing

the house with a coating of cowdung and bathing, all take the five

products of the cow from the hands of the priest. A burnt offermg

or horn is made ready and two to twelve castemen and women
are feasted. This is called the Brahman santarpan or the

satisfying of Brdhmans. A small oblong granite stone is rubbed

with oil and laid in the cradle, and the mother, taking the babe in

her hand, stands on one side of the cradle and says to a woman
who stands on the other side, ‘Take Govind and give GopdL’

Then the woman receives the stone and the child is laid in the cradle

k
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by the mother. On this the father, or if the father is dead, the next
of kin, approaches the cradle, and after whispering a name in the

child’.s ear, calls it out in a loud voice. The name which is fixed by
the elders of the family is generally the name of a deceased grand or

great-grand parent. One daj', between the naming ceremony and
the thirtieth day after the birth, the mother goes to the well and
rubs with red powder the beam across the mouth of the well, and
waving lighted lamps drops into the well two betel leaves and one
nut. This is called the worship of the water-goddess ox jaldevata.

When a boy is three jmars old, on a lucky day fixed by the priest,

his hair is cut and his head shaved except a tuft on the crown
about three inches long and two inches broad. Before performing
the shaving ceremony, Ganpati, Varun, and the Matrikas should be
worshipped, and a burnt offering or hom performed. If these

ceremonies are not performed a money payment has afterwards
to be made at the time of the thread ceremony. The barber
receives rice, molasses, and a coeoanut, and 6d. to 4a. (4 ona.-Rs. 2)
in cash, and a new waistcloth or a headscarf worth 2s. to 68.

(Re. 1-Rs. 3). While his head is being shaved the boy is seated on
the lap of his maternal uncle, or in his uncle’s absence, on his father’s

lap. After the shaving is over the boy is bathed and the childi’en of

neighbours and relations are feasted. Girls are never shaved.

At some time between eight and twelve a boy is girt with the
sacred thread. About a fortnight before the thread-girding the
parents of the boy tell their friends and relations who ask the boy to
dinner and present him with clothes and money. This preliminary
ceremony is called kelvan or entertainment. Large halls or sheds,
called mdnthavs or pendals, are built over the court in front of the
boy’s house.^ An elder of the fomily, accompanied by some women,
the priest, and musicians, goes to invite friends and relations. On
reaching a house the party is met by an elder, and the men are seated
on mats in the veranda or the receiving hall, and the women in an
inner room. Then the family priest on behalf of the boy’s parents
asks the people of the house to attend the ceremony, mentioning the
time fixed for its celebration, and from a silver cup dropping into the
hands of the eldest male a little vermillion-coloured rice. If none
of the men of the house is at home the message is left with the
women, and the coloured rice is laid on the threshold of the front

' The h.!!! is generally about sixty feet long, thirty feet broad, and fifteen feet
high. It is a rectangular scaffolding of bamboos bound by coir rope and supported
on posts of betel-palm or other wootl. The walls are made of split barabooa
covered with palm leaves. The roof is flat and thatched by plaited palm leaves.
It has two doors and either four or eight windows whose lintels are festooned
with mango leaves. On each side of the doors are plantain trees cut across at the
root bearing bunches of fruit. The inside is hung with cloth which if the host is
poor is applied and put up by the washerman, and if the host is well-to-do by a tailor.
The inside walls are hung with festoons of paper of different hues, and adorned wdth
wax creepers and tinsel ornaments. Faeing the east stands a bower-like altar or
mantap w ith four, six, or eight comers aecording to the host’s taste. Its top is domed
and it rests on bamboos or on betel-posts, with as many arches as there are corners. It
IS decorated with designs cut in coloured paper, tinsel, and mica or bhing. The cost
of the hall varies from Rs. 20 to Bs. 30 and of the altar from Ks. 5 to Rs. 150. The
poor generally borrow the bamboos, coeoanut leaves, and posts, and spend little oa
ornament.
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door. The women of the house compliment their visitors and
they rub pink powder, turmeric paste, and sandal oil on their

brows, hands, and necks. Then in return the women of the house lay

in the lap of the oldest of the inviting party a little rice, a cocoannt,

some betelnuts and leaves, and a piece of turmeric. The whole
is gathered in a basket which a servant carries on his head. The
Teacher is also invited. If he attends he does not act as a

priest. He is seated in a conspicuous place, his feet are washed,

f
and the water is sprinkled over the guests. He is also worshipped

' and is presented with handsome gifts in money or in clothes,

or in gold and silver vessels. Thread-girding ceremonies
generally take place in the fair season, Mdgh, Phdigun, Chaitra,

VaishdJch, and Jeshth. The time chosen is in the morning at any
hour between six and two, which the priest declares to be fortunate.

The day before the ceremony the father of the boy, helped by the
family priest, worships the family deity and feeds some men and
women of the caste. This is called devhdrya or the god-propitiation

ceremony. About two hours before the ceremony the musicians
begin to play on one side of the hall and the dancing-girls begin to

dance on another side, and both musicians and dancing-girls keep
performing during almost the whole ceremony. The musicians
are paid 6s. to 12s. (Rs. 3-Rs. 6) and the dancing-girls 8s. to £1
(Rs. 4-Rs. 10). The guests begin to come half an hour before the
ceremony begins. The men and women are seated separately in

the booth on mats. The boy, after being rubbed with scented oil

and bathed in the bathing-room in warm water by one of the family,

is taken to the cook-room where he sits on his mother’s lap and
eats rice, vegetables, curry, and sweetmeats with his mother. This
is the last time a boy is allow'ed to take food that has been tasted

by another person. After this he is led into the booth stark

naked by his maternal uncle. The father takes a razor and in a
corner of the booth scrapes some hair from the boy’s head. This
hair with sacred grass, shami leaves, rice, wheat, pulse, and millet, is

laid in his mother’s hand who puts them on a lump of bullock-dung
which has been placed in the hall for the purpo.se. The boy’s head,

except the top-knot, is then shaved by the barber who receives

6d. to Is. (4-8 ans.) and a pair of waistcloths worth 4s. to £1
(Rs. 2-Ks. 10) with food for the day. The boy is again bathed
outside of the booth. After bathing, he is brought into the booth,

»
and seated near a raised platform facing the east with his father
on the right side and the priest on the left opposite him. The
priest then performs the planet-propitiation orgrahshdnti by kindling

a horn and burning rice darbha, rumbad, palas, khair, ruyi,

shami, durva, and pimpal wood, clarified butter, gingelly-seed, and
cooked rice.* The boy is then led to the platform, and while he and
his father and the priest sit as they sat in performing the planet
ceremony, the sacred fire called upanayan horn is kindled by the

Chapter 10.

FopulatLon.

Brahman.^,
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Thread Oirdiny.

* In the planet-propitiating sacrifice sandalwood is not burnt. Rice is sacred to
the sun, palas to the moon, khair to Mangal, ruyi to Budh, pimpal to Guru, rumbad
to Shnkra, shami to Saturn, durva to Rdhu, and darbha to Ketu. Besides these cooked
rice is offered to all as an oblation.

B 1218-20
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priest by burning the five kinds^ of consecrated wood and clarified

butter.

The boy then throws himself down before his father, and touching

bis father’s feet with his hand begs to be taught the duties of a
Brdhman. The father, taking the boy on his lap, and covering himself

and the boy with a white sheet, whispers into his ear the Gdyatri,

the sacred prayer to the sun. After this, the family priest

girds the boy’s loins with darhha grass and puts the sacred

thread across the boy’s left shoulder, and fastens another thread to

the end of a staff of pcdas wood and hands it to the father of

the boy who passes it to his son, telling him that he is now
a Braliman, and that he ought to earn his livelihood by begging.

The priest blesses the boy, and he, holding a metal tray in one
hand and the palas staff in the other, says Bhavati bhikshdn dehi,
' Be pleased to give alms.’ The inother draws near and drops
rice and some coins into the tray. Then the guests drop money
into the dish. The mother’s alms are given to the priest, and the
rest is kept by the boy and made into an ornament which he wears
as the fruits of his first earnings. His sisters and women relations^

wave lighted lamps round his face, and from Bd. to 2s. (2 am-Re.!)
is distributed among different classes of Brdhmans who come in
large numbers. The guests then receive sweetmeats or packets
of sugar, plantains, betelnuts and leaves, and lime, and
retire. Sometimes the guests are feasted before they leave, and
a dinner is always given to certain priests who have kept the
day as a fast and have not joined in the entertainment. In the
evening the boy is bathed and uses his new Brdhman powers in
presenting a burnt offering called maktana horn, in which twigs
of the rumbad Ficus glomerata are burnt. Then the father the
boy and the priests dine together, and presents are made to
the priests, the ceremony being called Brahmasantarpana or
satisfying the Brahmans. During the next three days the boy
plays the part of a religious beggar, bathing in the morning and
evening, and holds a tray in his hand into which female relations
drop sweet balls. On the fourth day after a morning fire-sacrifice

the boy is dressed in new clothes, the waistcloth worn hanging
from the hips without the end being passed between the legs. He
then takes the palas staff and starts for Benares. After he has

g
one a short distance, his maternal uncle follows him and persuades
im to give up the pilgrimage, promising him his daughter

in marriage. The boy is pereuaded, and when he comes back
presents the priest with two suits. Then a palas twig is planted
in a small bed about a foot square, and a new cloth, two betel leaves,
and one betelnut are laid near it. It is then worshipped and
given to the priest. This concludes the ceremony, after which
the people of the' caste who have been asked to dine are feasted.
Before the feast begins the guests go to the well with their dining -

robes and drinking cups, and after washing put on their dining
robes and filling their drinking cups go back to the haU. In the

11

-V-'

' Tlw five kinds of wood are, mangoe, banyan, pipal, »homi, and vmbar.
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hall the mats have been removed and plantain leaves laid on the

gronnd in long rows. The guests are asked to seat themselves

either on low square stools called Tndndias or on plaited polos leaves

set opposite the plantain leaves. The men sit together in one part

of the hall and the women in another part. When the guests are

seated some men dressed in dining robes come and serve salt,

pickles, rice, curries, and confections. The host and the sons of

the house move among the men, and the hostess and the daughters

of the house move among the women, each of them pressing the

guests to make a hearty meal Before beginning to eat, each of the

male guests takes a little rice in his hand and strews it on five spots

on the right as an offering to propitiate Yama’s messengers, who are

said otherwise to defile the food by their touch. This is the last

observance connected with the thread-girding.

Boys are married between seven and seventeen, and girls between

six and eleven. The girl’s parents privately propose the match
and take from the boy’s parents his horoscope to compare it with

the girl’s. The comparison is made either by the family priest or

by some professional astrologer. If the horoscopes agree a formal

proposal is made by the parents of the boy. Then the parents

settle what gifts or vardakshana the bride’s father is to make to

the bridegroom, and what the bridegroom is to settle on the bride

as atridhan. Then the parents of the boy go to the girl’s house in

the evening with friends, relations, and a priest, and ^om her with

flowers, a ceremony which is known as the betrothal or soirik. The
party then sup on a special dish of sweet fried cakes or god vodds.

There is no fixed interval between the betrothal and the marriage.

When a lucky day has been fixed for the marriage, both at the bride’s

iurd at the bridegroom’s, large halls are built at a cost of £1 to

£20 (Rs. 10 -Rs. 200). An altar or Tnantap is built in the middle of

the bride’s hall facing east. The priest fees a lucky moment, and

Uie building of the hall is begun by planting at the south-west

CCHner a post crowned with an unhusked cocoanut and some mango
twigs. After this, untU the day before the wedding, their friends

and relations ask the bride and bridegroom to feast. As before the

thread ceremony, invitations are issued and care is taken to provide

room for all who are asked. On the morning of the day before the

marriage, they perform the devkd't'ya to propitiate the family god

and the pulse or udid ceremony to please Ganpati.^ These

ceremonies take place both at the bride’s and the bridegroom’s.

The evening before the wedding day the bridegroom, accompanied

by male and female friends and relations, the family priest, and
dancing-girls, walks some distance beyond the village limit and

returns in procession with the bands playing and dancing-girls

dancing.* At the boundary they are met by the bride’s party who
also come with similar show. Both parties sit on mats provided

^ In the pulse or tidid murta ceremony, a cocoanut, three betelnnts, two betel

leaves, and some money with rice are laid on a plantain leaf to represent Ganpati.

These are worshipped by an elder of the house and given to the priest.

* If a bridegroom belongs to a distant part of the country he comes some time

before and lodges near t& village.
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by the bride’s father, who, while fireworks are let oflF, washes

the bridegroom’s feet, rubs him with sandalwood paste and oil,

and applies coloured rice to his brow. They then go to the

bridegroom’s house and are served with sweetmeats, and betelnut

supplied by the bride’s father. This ceremony is called the

boundary worship or aimantpuja.

Early on the wedding day at both the bride’s and bridegroom’s

musicians begin to play, and the bride and bridegroom are rubbed

with turmeric paste and bathed in warm water. The priests then

make four heaps of rice and worship Ganpati, or the evil-averting

god, by laying on one of the heaps a cocoanut representing Ganpati

and two betelnuts and two betel leaves representing the wives of

Ganpati, Siddhi and Riddhi On two of the remaining rice heaps are

set a copper pot full of water representing the water-god or Varun,

with a betelnut, a sUver coin, some mango leaves, and a cocoanut

resting on its brim, and two betelnuts and betel leaves with several

more cocoanuts and two silver coins laid close besides it. The
fourth heap of rice is laid in a flat basket. On the top of the

heap are set twenty-eight betelnuts representing the mdtrikds, one

cocoanut, two betel leaves, two glass bangles, a wooden comb, three

.small cups with Vermillion turmeric powder and black eyesaJve,

and a robe or bodice. These are worshipped to gain the goodwill

of the female divinities or mdtrikda. Then, to gain the goodwill

of the spirit of the hall or the mantap devata, some mango leaves

are tied with a cotton thread to a rumbad twig and laid in the flat

basket by the side of the mdtrika heap. Then, to win the influence

of the evil eye, a new earthen pot full of rice with a betelnut and
a piece of turmeric are laid in the basket and worshipped. This

is called the evil-averting sign or avighna sanjnika. Lighted lamps
are then waved round the rice heaps, and those in the basket are

taken into the house and kept in the god-room. The other heaps,

with the articles placed on them, are also laid in a basket and taken
into the sanctuary of the family god. a small quantity of rice being
strewn under the basket. Then the influence of the spirits of

dead ancestors is conciliated by offerings of food and by feeding
nine Brdhmans in their honour which is called ndndi-ahrdddh.
Then the influence of the planetsis made friendly by burning rumbad,
pcdas, khair, ruyi, shami, durva, pimpal, and clarified butter,
gingelly seed, and cooked rice in the horn fire. In their own houses
the bride and the bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric. At the time
fixed as lucky by the priest, the bridegroom, wearing a waistcloth,
shouldercloth, and headscarf, of scarlet silk, and the marriage
coronet or bhdsing} enters the god-room, and after bowing to the

^ The bhdsing is a coronet made of the pith of the white cork, bendUf .iSIschynomene
aspera, which grows in fresh water ponds in YelUpur and BanvAsi. It is soft
and light, and can be cut into very thin sheets and fine fragments. A load weighing
an Indian man costs Ifo, to £1 128. {Rs. 8-Rs. 16), The thickest piece is about a
quarter of a foot thick and the longest about twelve feet long. The wedding coronet
or bhdsing consists of two pieces, a lower and an upper. The lower hadf, which if
about six inches broad and five inches high, is like half of a round tube cut lengtii-
wise. This, which forms the trunk or base covering the brow to the ears, is made of
about ten plates each half an inch square curved to fit the brow, and laid overlapping
each other, joined by udid paste, and cocoa palm-leaf ribs. It is bordered by two broad
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gods, starts for the bride’s with friends, relations, the family priest,

dancing-girls, and musicians.* They pass in procession with music
to the house of the bride, the mother of the bridegroom carrying
in her hand a lamp of five wicks which has been kept burning
before the household gods from the beginning of the ceremony.
The party is met at the entrance of the bride’s booth by the parents

of the bride. The father of the bride, dressed in rich sUk clothes

washes with water the feet of the bridegroom, and the mother of

the 'girl waves round the boy’s face a tray containing lighted

lamps and a cup of red water. Then the girl’s father holding him
by the right hand leads the boy to the altar or mantap, where he
is seated on a bench and his feet are again washed by the girl’s

father with water poured from a pot by the girl’s mother. His
hands and neck are rubbed with sandalwood paste and dusted with
red powder, and he is sprinkled with rose water and presented with a
suit of rich clothes. A paper, on which the lucky moment is written,

is worshipped by the two fathers. The parents of the bride then
withdraw to rub their elder sons-in-law with sandalwood powder
and oil, and present them with new clothes. A curtain of white
cloth is held before the bridegroom which separates the hall into

two. The bridegroom then stands, and the girl’s maternal uncle

carries or leads her to the hall decked with ornaments, her head
in particular being embellished with a profusion of jewellery and
flowers. She is dressed in a fresh yellow cotton robe^ the skirts

falling from the waist like a petticoat, a bodice with short sleeves

and a back, and a white shouldercloth wrapped roimd her neck and
hanging in front like a mantle. Her head is decorated with flowers

and ornaments and her brow is crowned vrith a coronet or tondla.

She is set opposite the bridegroom on the other side of the curtain.

The priests repeat texts or mangaldshtaks and one of them sits

watchinga water-clock near the sweet basil plant on a square marked
with quartz powder. When the lucky moment comes, at a sign from
the priest,the musicians raise a great din, and the priest, after chanting
appropriate texts, five times over repeats the word Sdvaxlhdn ‘ Be
careful.’ Each time this word is repeated, the priests and guests
shower vermillion-coloured rice over the couple. The curtain is

withdrawn, and both the bride and the bridegroom take a garland
of flowers from the priest and throws it round the other’s neck.
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pieces about half an inch thick and one inch broad. At the lower ends these pieces
have carved faces of lions from which two pith tassels, an inch and a half in diameter,
hang to the collar-bone and keep swinging with the motion of the head. At the upper
ends of these tassels are two strings to fasten the coronet to the head. To the upper
rim of the base, convex pieces, about half an inch thick an inch broad and six inches
long, are fastened by thorns called gdldi Icdnle till the curved base is completely
covered. The shape of the base makes it look like a peacock’s tail. The whole is lined
with sheets of pith of the thickness of foolscap. The upper edge is embellished by
alternate white tassels about an inch in diameter and spikes covered with tinsel.

The whole surface is studded with small figures and flowers, with bands of pith lace of
varying breadth pasted one over the other like a frieze, painted green, yellow, and red,
and embellished with paper and mica with here and there pendants of false pearls.

t The dancing-girls and musicians attend from the first to the fourth day. The
dancing-girls are paid eight to thirty rupees, and the musicians ten to twenty
rupees, with rations called hulpo.

^ This robe is given to the officiating priest on the fourth day when the girl receives
the clothes of a married woman.
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Then the parents of the bride come hack to the hall and the father

of the bride joins the right hands of the bride and bridegroom, and
the mother pours water over them, catching the water in a tray,

and at the end of the ceremony, pouring it at the root of a cocoa-

palm which is one of the bride’s marriage gifts. The priest repeats

the names of the father, the grandfather, and the great grande
father and the family stocks of the bridegroom and the bride, and
the girl’s father says to the bridegroom, ‘ From this day she is given
to you ;

care for her and provide for her comfort.’ This is called

the hanydddn or giving the bride away. When this is over the

parents of the bride give the bridegroom a waistcloth worth £2 to

£5 (Rs. 20 - Rs. 50), a shouldercloth worth £1 10s. to £3 (Rs. 15-

Rs. 30), and a headscarf worth £3 to £10 (Rs. 30 - Rs. 100), all of

silk. They also give him a pair of gold bracelets costing £4 to £10
(Rs. 40-Rs. 100), and a silver waistband costing about £2 10a
(Rs. 25), or if they are rich a gold waistband worth £15 to £30
(Rs. 150 - Rs. 300). Rich fathers-in-law also give a silver dish worth
about £6 (Rs. 60) and a cup worth about £2 (Rs. 20). When this

is over the officiating priests wind cotton yarn in a double circle or
jSgure of eight several times round the necks and the waists of the
bride and bridegroom, repeating verses from the Veda. When the

figure eight is formed the yarn is cut at the points where the tbreada

cross. The upper half is drawn over the necks of the pair and the
lower half is drawn over their feet. These threads are afterwards

twisted into separate cords, and pieces of turmeric are tied to both
ends. The upper half is bound round the left wrist of the girl and
the lower half round the right wrist of the boy. These are called

kankan-ddr or wristbands, and are tied with the object of keeping
the boy and the girl from chance impurities while the ceremonies
are going on.^ The fathers of the boy and girl then distribute money
or dakshana to priests of all classes, most of whom come uninvited.

The amount given varies from 3d to 48. (2 aris. -Rs. 2) according to
the wealth of the family. The officiating priest then prepares the
sacred fire called the Idja horn or parched grain fire in which parched
rice or Idhyd, twigs and leaves of Butea frondosa palas, sandalwood,
and clarified butter are burnt, the pair walking thrice round the fire

and promising to be faithful to their fives’ end. Then the bridegroom
holds the hand of the bride and both walk seven paces before the fire.

During this time the priests are chanting hymns, calling Agni the
god of fire to witness the contract This is called the aaptapadi or
seven-paces ceremony. The newly married couple are then seated
on the bench in the altar, and female relations and friends whose
husbands are alive sprinkle rice on their foreheads and wave lighted
lamps round their faces. The rice-strewing is called shes and the
light-waving drti. This ends the first day’s ceremony which lasts

about three hours. After the ceremony is over, sandalwood oil

paste and powder, rose water, plantains, sugar, and betelnuts and
leaves, and lime are handed to all the guests. On this the
bridegroom takes off his coronet and sets it in a square marked

* Chance impnritiea are caused by a birth or a death within the seventh degree of
relationship.
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“ with quartz powder called talav, near the spot where the spirit of

the haU or mantap devata is worshipped. Soon after this the guests,

including the parents of the bridegroom, retire, leaving with the

bridegroom some young men of his age as his best-men and one
servant who is called dhedo. On this and the two following nights

the bride and bridegroom sleep near the coronet on the square
marked off with lines of quartz powder.

Early in the morning of the second day at both marriage halls

the musicians play for about an hour. The bride’s parents send boys
to ask caste people to dine, and a party of men and women from
the bride’s house, attended by musicians and dancing-girls, call the
people from the bridegroom’s house. After the bridegroom’s people

and rest of the guests come, the bride and bridegroom are seated

in the altar the bridegroom wearing the coronet, and rice is sprinkled

on their brows and lighted lamps waved round their faces. The
coronet is then taken off and the pair are seated on two low stools

placed close to each other, and women guests apply turmeric-tinted

cocoanut oil to their foreheads, temples, cheeks, shoulders, wrists,

chins, and feet. A large copper can filled with turmeric-tinted water

is placed between them, and into this the bridcOTOom dips his left

hand and the bride her right hand. The priest then holds a gold ring

belonging to the bridegroom and a betelnut in his right hand over

the can, and suddenly drops them into the water, when the bride

and bridegroom struggle to pick out the ring. If the bridegroom
succeeds in picking out the ring the bride has to pick out the betel-

nut and give it back to the priest who also receives the ring from the

bridegroom. This ring-picking is repeated either twice or five times.

The last time the successful picker of the ring is loudly applauded.

If the bride is successful she keeps the ring. When the ring has

been fished out the bride and bridegroom splash each other with

water from the cam The brother of the bride then takes his sister’s

place, who retires to one of the posts of the hall and clasps it in

her hands, while the brothers-in-law keep splashing each other till

one gives in. Then the bridegroom goes to his wife and drags her

by force to the bath-room where they are bathed in warm water

by their female relationa Every evening for four days games
at odds and evens are played. A dinner c^ed kanydddn somdrd-
dhana or the daughter-giving dinner is then served, and, about four

in the afternoon, the bride and bridegroom’s people sit opposite each

other, one party headed by the bride and the other by the bride-

groom. Close to the bride and bridegroom are heaps of betelnuts

with which they play at odds and evens, while their partizans cheer

and applaud, and the musicians and dancing-girls play and sing.

This lasts till one of them wins all the nuts, or till evening when
the game is drawn. When the game is over the women of the

house bring two trays, one with sandalwood oil and vermillion

paste, and the other with betel leaves and sticks of dry molasses,

slices of cocoa kernel, and a betelnut. The bride then washes the

bridegroom’s feet and rubs him with scents. She takes a folded

betel leaf in her right hand and puts one end in the bridegroom’s

mouth. He catches it tightly with his teeth and she bites at the
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other end and tries to pull it from his mouth. This is done five

times over and the same thing is repeated with the kernels and
sticks of molasses. These games give the guests much amusement.
Then the bridegroom takes the betel-leaf cigars, the sticks of

molasses, and the cocoa kernel in his right hand and puts them into

the bride’s mouth. When this is over, the bridegroom picks the

hetelnut from the tray and hides it in his dress and the bride

searches for it. When she finds it she hides it in her dress and he
in turn looks for it. This is called the hetelnut game or aupd/ri

khel. Then the bridegroom puts on his coronet and sits with the
bride in the hall, women sprinkling rice on their brows and waving
lighted lamps round their faces. At about eight the guests, both
men and women, are entertained by a party of dancing-girls who sing

and dance to the music of pipes and guitars.^ The guests then go to

their homea

On the third day the second day’s ceremonies and entertainments
are repeated, except that instead of the hanydddn somdrddhana a
dinner is given to the relations and friends at the bride’s house.
During or after this feast the bridegroom finds fault with the way the
bride’s people are treating him, and feigning anger leaves suddenly,
taking with him his best-men and servants, and repairing to a
temple or to the house of a friend at some distance from the
marriage hall. He is closely followed by his brothers-in-Iaw, who
entreat him to tell them what has annoyed him and to return. After
much persuasion, he agrees to return on condition that the bride’s

brothers and sisters come to him with their wives and husbands,
each pair tying together the ends of their shouldercloths. The
brothers-in-law go home and return bringing their wives and
sisters with their husbands, and dancing-girls musicians and
some trays of refreshments. On reaching the bi-idegroom all take
their seats, the dancing-girls sinking and dancing and the musicians
playing. After refreshments the brothers and sisters-in-law come
to the bridegroom and coax him to return

; and the eldest brother-
in-law, with his wife on his left, takes one of the bridegroom’s
hands in his, and his eldest sister-in-law with her husband on her
right takes his other hand in hers and escorts him back. Then the
brows of the bride and bridegroom are daubed with rice, lighted
lamps are waved round their faces, and games of chance are played:
On the morning of the fourth day musicians play, and as on-the
second and third day the bride and bridegroom are bathed in
turmeric water. Between nine and ten the mother of the brideoroom
comes to the bride’s house accompanied by women, boys, dancing-girls,
and servants carrying winnowing fans, betel leaves and nuts!
cocoanuts, and pieces of bodice cloth. TTie bride and bridegroom
are seated in the altar or mantap, on two low stools with the parents
of the bride and the mother of the bridegroom. The priest worships
the heap of rice and the betelnuts, in which dwell Ganpati and Varun,

> Besides what the host gives them the dancing-girls get money from the guests-tMe of the guests giv^ a dancer money and asks her to call out the name of some
other guest. She calls out his name adding Daulat jdda ‘ May his wealth increase,and he according to his means or his temper gives her from 3</. to 2*. (2 ans, - Re. 1 )

.
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wid they are given to him along with some sEver coins. The parents

of the bride then place at the feet of the couple a flat square basket

with sixteen lighted turmeric-paste lamps, and, after worshipping,
give it to the mother of the bridegroom saying, ‘May your posterity

prosper through the merits of the gift of our daughter.’ The priest

then takes a little salt and wheat and spreads them on the floor,

drawing two figures of elephants with his forefingers. One of the
elephants belongs to the bride and the other to the bridegroom. The
bridegroom then lays a robe on the bride’s elephant and the bride

places a shouldercloth on the bridegroom’s elephant. They then
stand ontheir respective elephants. The bride’s brother puts a bodice,

a cocoanut, a betelnut, two betel leaves, and a silver coin in each of

sixteen small winnowing fans called suplis, which, under her mother-
in-law’s directions, the bride gives to women whose husbands are

alive. These married women, or savdskins, come up where the bride

stands and receive the present after having their foreheads marked
with Vermillion paste. This is called ahiriniddn or the gift of the

goddess Lakshmi. Then while musicians play and dancing-girls

dance the relations of the bride give clothes and money to the

bride and bridegroom and the bride’s parents make return presents.

The bridegroom’s people then go home and a feast is held both
at the bride’s and the bridegroom’s housea About one o’clock,

with great show, the brideCTOom’s parents send sweetmeats, fruit,

betel leaves and betelnuts, ^antain leaves, sugar, and butter to the

house of the bride and ask caste people to lunch in the bride’s house,

where at about four the bridegroom’s people come in procession.

When the guests are met luncheon is served, and, as on the second
and third day, until six o’clock games of chance are played with
betelnuts. The bridegroom’s people then go home and after supper
return in procession to the bride’s house, where they entertain the
guests on their own account. To this entertainment the bride’s

people, who purposely remain in the house to avoid being asked
to join the other guests, mockingly refuse to come until they are
urgently pressed to do so by the bridegroom’s parents. After this

the bridegroom puts on the coronet and sits with his wife in the
wedding altar, where rice is daubed on their brows and lights are
waved round their faces. A large number of cocoanuts are heaped
in a basket in a corner of the hall and the five-wicked lamp or
aJiahundiva, which was brought by the mother of the bridegroom
on the first day of the marriage, is set on the top of the heap.
The bride distributes the cocoanuts first to married women
whose fathers and mothers-in-law are alive, and then to all other
married women. The women then pass the upper end of the

bride’s robe, which has hitherto been wound round her waist, over
her breast, left shoulder, and back, and tuck it into the folds of the
robe on the right side : they also pass the lower end of the robe
between the legs and tuck it in behind. During the distribution

of cocoanuts the bridegroom leaves the hall on some pretext,

and does not return for some time. While he is absent the bride’s

people take the bride from the haU and hide her in some secret

part of the house. When the bridegroom returns his father-in-

law tells him that his wife is missing and that he ought to find
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her. The bridegroom and the best-man set out in search of her

taking the lucky five-wicked lamp or shakundiva. In the search

they lay hold of sundry things of trifling value and carry them oflf

as booty. When the bride is found the bride and bridegroom go

back to the hall and join the guests. Before they reach the hall the

bridegroom’s sister stops them and prevents them from moving
till they promise to give their daughter to her son. After this the

bride and bridegroom are seated on plantain leaves in the hall outside

of the bower with ten women and their husbands, the ends of the

women’s robesbeing tiedto their husbands’ shouldercloths. The women
of the house as well as some women guests then sprinkle rice on the

brows of all. This is called the ddnddrydveli shes or rice sprinkled

on a plantain-leaf stalk. The bridegroom’s father then chooses

eight men of his family stock and makes them stand in a row
headed by the bridegroom. The bride then lays a plantain leaf

before each, and on the leaf puts sweetmeats and fruit. She
then lays two betel leaves and one betelnut in the hands of each,

and waves a lighted lamp round their faces. She next takes a
narrow-necked bottle full of heated clarified butter, and walks
from her husband pouring the butter on the plantain leaves, without
breaking the fall from the first to the last The eight guests then
eat. This is called ashtavarga or hospitality to eight members of

the family stock. The bride and bridegroom then come and sit near

the men of the bridegroom’s party, the parents of the bride follow

them, and the mother of the bride escorts the mother of the

bridegroom from the spot where the women sit to the men’s assembly.

Thereupon the priest, on behalf of the bride’s parents, repeats the

following verse : ‘We have cared for our child till now, and now we
give her to your son. We pray you to treat her with a mother’s

kindness.’ The bride’s father then makes the bride sit on the lap of

the bridegroom’s father and her mother makes her sit on the bride-

groom’s mother’s lap. This is called opni or making over. The hoy"

s

mother then lays in the bride’s lap five cocoanuts, a little rice, and a
bodice. Then the ends of the bride’s and the bridegroom’s robes are
knotted together. The pair rise and enter the house, where they bow
to the gods, and then to the parents of the biide, touching their feet

with their hands and receiving their blessing. On this, with the
bride’s friends and relations and the bridegroom’s people, they go in
processionto the bridegroom’s house. On arriving at the bridegroom’s,
the party stands close to the front door. The bridegroom’s mother
enters the house and returns bringing in her hands a metal cup full

of water and a tray which contains the five-wicked hanging lamp
and four rice-flour lamps. She fii-st waves the water round the faces

of the couple and throws it in the courtyard, and next, after waving
the lighted lamps round their faces, places the hanging lamp in the
bride’s right hand. Then the bridegroom, followed by the bride,

walks into the house, care being taken that the bride does not tread
on the threshold and that she steps into the house with her right
foot first. On entering the reception hall, the bride hangs the lamp
to a hook which has been placed there to receive it. Two squares of
quartz powder, one about one and a half by three feet, the other
about two feet by three and a half, are drawn on the hall floor about
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a foot and a half apart. On the smaller square two plantain leaves

with a little rice on each leaf, and five copper pots, are piled one
above the other, the lowest pot being the smallest and the uppermost
the largest. One of these copper pots contains a gold ring. The
bride and bridegroom sit on two low stools in the larger square.

The bridegroom takes a metal tray, and spreading rice on it

writes a name. This, which is the bride’s married name, is read

aloud and the letters in which it is traced are worshipped. Then
the rice, the pots, and the silver coins are given to the priest. Tlie

gold ring is taken by the bride and the copper pots are kept in the

house. The bride is next seated in a basket full of rice, and
friends and relations present her with ornaments and coins. Then
they go to the gods’ room, and, after bowing to the gods, return and
take their seats on their stools. Their garments are untied and
the bridegroom takes otf his marriage coi’onet, which is separated

from the cord and tied to the main post of his house, where it is

left to decay.* A small dinner party is then given to relations and
friends. Early in the morning of the fifth day the family priests,

in the bride’s and bridegroom’s houses, worship the basket containing

the mothers or mdtrikds and the spirits of the bower or mmitap
devatds, and throwing a little rice on the basket take it away. A
party of men and women from the bride’s house come to the

bridegroom’s to ask his parents, himself, the bidde, and the people of

the house to dine, while boys are sent to invite castemen and
women. When the guests arrive dinner is served between two and
three in the afternoon. The first row of guests is headed by the

bridegroom with his wife on his left, and the second row is headed
by the bridegroom’s father. The bride pours a little heated clarified

butter on the palm of the bridegroom’s hand and sprinkles some more
on the ground. The bridegroom offers rice and pours out a little of

the butter, which he sips after laying a gold coin on it. The bride

takes the gold coin and retires to where the women take their

meals. After his meal, when the bridegroom rises with the male
guests, the bride comes to the bridegroom’s plantain-leaf and eats

some of the food he has left and receives £1 to £3 (Rs. 10 - Rs. 30)
from her husband. After sunset, when the hall is lighted, the

bride, with her mother in her train, comes to her husband with a
tray containing small lighted lamps called nirunjans, and waves
them first round the bridegroom, his father, and his next-of-kin, all

of whom give her gold and silver coins. The bride’s father and
mother then give clothes to the bridegroom, and his parents and
kinsmen. Then the bridegroom’s parents and kinsmen go home
leaving the bride and bridegroom in the bride’s house. On the

morning of the sixth day a party from the bridegroom’s parents

come to the bride’s to invite the bridegroom, the bride, the bride’s

parents, and her relations to dine ;
castemen and women are also

' The cord ie divided into three parts, one of which is given to some married
woman, a second is worn by the bride in her hair, and a third is kept carefully in some
safe place. The piece worn by the briile is removed on the fifteenth day and tied

to a plantain tree near the house. The third part, which was kept in the house is

woTO by the bnde for a fortnight, and then worshipped and tied to the same plantain,

tree as the first piece.
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invited. After dinner presents of clothes are made by the bride-

groom’s parents tothe bride,and her parents and relations. The guests
then retire. On the morning of the tenth day the bridegroom
worships the north-west post of the wedding booth after which a
dinner is given to relations and friends and the booth is dismantled.

Till she comes of age the bride passes most of her time in her father’s

house. During the first year after marriage the bridegroom goes to

his father-in-law’s on all great holidays, and is presented wiwi new
clothes.

Girls generally come of age between thirteen and fifteen. When
a girl comes of age she is decked with ornaments, flowers, and a
costly robe, and seated in the front veranda with a pair of lamps
burning on both sides of her, and musicians are called to play in

front of the house. News is at once sent to the husband. Female
friends and relations bring rich sweetmeats, such as nevria and
chavdas, and present them to the girl who is made to eat a part

of them in the presence of the visitors. From the first to the
fourth day she is treated in the same way, but is considered

impure, and those who touch her have to bathe and purify
themselves. On the fifth day castewomen are asked to dine, and
the girl is bathed and the garhhdddn or puberty ceremony is

mrformed by making her sit with her husband on stools in the
front veranda. After the ceremony is over the husband either stays

at the girl’s or takes her to his own house, and performs the
sacrifice. Her parents-in-law or other next of kin present the bride
with a rich robe and a bodice in which she dresses. When the
ceremony is over the guests are feasted, and the young pair are
seated and friends and relations give them presents of clothes.

After this rice is sprinkled on their brows and lighted lamps are
waved round their heads.^

In the morning of one day in the seventh month of a woman’s
first pregnancy the women of the husband’s family go and ask
castewomen to dinner. After dinner the pregnant woman is

presented by her husband’s parents or his nearest relations with a
robe which she puts on. Women guests then lay in her lap, rice,

cocoanuts, betelnuts, and betel leaves. For her fost confinement a
girl generally goes to her father’s.

When there seems no hope of a sick man’s recovery, gifts a^e
made to the family priest and other Brdhmans as an atonement
for the sins of the dying man. In the case of the well-to-do these
gifts consist of cows, furniture, clothes, metal vessels, money, grain,
and sometimes land. The poor give copper coins and things of
small value. While the gifts are being made the nearest of kin sits

close to the dying man and comforts him, assuring him that his
family will be well cared for. Just before death a piece of gold is

laid in his mouth and a few drops of Ganges water are poured into
it, and the lips, ears, nostrils, and eyes are touched with clarified

butter. With the first signs of death the body is brought out of

1 The puberty ceremony is performed either at the husband’s or the father’s house
at whichever the girl happens to be staying.
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the house and laid with the head to the north on a part of the
veranda previously washed with cowdung strewn with sacred
grass, and covered with a woollen cloth. The dying man is laid on
the cloth, and the names of Rdm and Ndrayan are uttered in his
right ear, and if he can, the dying man repeats them. When all is

over the chief mourner bathes in cold water and shaves his face
and his head except the top-knot. After shaving he again bathes in
cold water and sets a new earthen vessel at the feet of the corpse,
in which, with the help of the family priest, the son or next of
kin who is the chief mourner, prepares grihdgni or household fire.^

If the deceased leaves a widow she sits in a comer in the veranda
Her lucky necklace or mangalsutra, with which her husband adorned
her on her wedding day, is first removed

;
then her bodice, her glass

bangles, and other ornaments, one by one, by the eldest female next
of kin, and her head is shaved. The necklace, the bangles, and the
hair are tied in the bodice and laid near the head of the deceased,
She is then bathed in cold water, and dressed in a red robe whose
upper end covers her head like a veil. Except the adult male
members of the family who are younger than the deceased, or those
who are older than the deceased and whose fathers are living, all

male relatives up to the seventh degree shave their heads, beards,
and moustache. A bamboo bier is made ready, and a white cloth is

brought to serve as a shroud. The body is first washed in wai-m
water in a sitting and then in a standing position, and dressed in a
new cloth. If the deceased is a married woman who has died before
her husband, she is seated and decked with flowers and ointment,
sandalwood oil and red paste are rubbed on her brow, and rice

cocoanuts betel leaves and betelnuts are laid in her lap. These
honours are not shown to a widow. All ornaments are then removed
by the chief mourner, and, under instructions from the priest, the
body is woxmd in the shroud by friends and kin^eople. It is laid

on the bier, fastened to it by a strong rope, and a copper coin is tied
to the end of the shroud at the feet. Bamboo batons are tied
together by coir rope in the shape of a triangle and on this an
et^hen jar with a burning cowdung cake and some live charcoal is

placed. This frame the chief mourner carries in his right hand
hung from coir ropes, as he walks in front of the bier, which is

carried on the shoulders of four men of the caste. The priest walks
behind with the friends and relations of the deceased carrying in
his hand some of the materials required for the funeral ceremonies.
All of the funeral party go bareheaded in sign of mourning,
the chief mourner drawing across his left shoulder a wet piece of
the cloth which was bought for the shroud. Some of the funeral
party, who are either relations of the deceased or are inferior in
position to the rest of the party, carry a metal cup or panchapdtra,
a metal tray or tdmban, a low stool or mdndi, a small water-pot or
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" According to the rules of his religion every Brdhman ought to keep alight the
fire that was kindled on the day of his thread ’ceremony. But like other Brahmans
the K4rw^^r Shenvis, after letting the fire go out on the fourth day after the thread
ceremony, rekindle it on their.marriage day, on the day of a puberty ceremony, on
the birth of a child, and on the day of naming the child. FinaUy it is lighted on the
day of death and again on the eleventh day e^r death.
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tdmlio, a cooking-pot or charupdtra, and rice. When the funer^
party have left the house, the widow accompanied by all of "the
family is led to the lying-in room or to some seldom used part of the
house, and this is henceforth set aside for her use. On approaching
the burning-ground the bier is set on the ground for a short time,
when the bearers change places and the coin in the end of the shroud
is untied and laid on the ground. On reaching the burning-ground,
the bier is set down and a spot is chosen for the pyre and sprinkled
with cowdung water, and three lines are drawn on the earth with
an iron nail. The earth is then worshipped and a hole is dug in the
groimd and filled with water and blades of sacred grass. Then close
to the hole the chief mourner empties the burning cowdung cake
and live charcoal he has brought in the earthen vessel and prepares
a fire called mantrdgni because the priest consecrates it by chanting
verses. Meanwhile logs of wood are heaped together and the body
is untied from the bier, stripped of the shroud which is taken by a
Mhdr, and laid with the head to the north. After this the waist-
band of the garment is loosed and five balls of unbaked wheat-flour
are laid, one on the brow, one on the mouth, two on the shoulders,
and one on the chest. If death happened at an unlucky hour a
figure of a man made of wheat-flour is placed near the body. The
chief mourner lights the pile from the fire, at the head if it is a man
and at the feet if it is a woman, and then at each of the corners,
fanning the fire with the end of his shouldercloth. He then takes
some water in a metal cup from the hole that was made close by,
and walks once round the pile spilling the water in an unbroken
stream. When the circle is completed a layer or two of heavy logs
are heaped on the body and the bier is pulled to pieces. The funeral
party remain on the spot till the body is completely consumed.
When the body is completely consumed, the chief mourner fills

Muth water the pot in which he carried the fire, and, setting it on
his left shoulder, picks up a small stone which is called the a.ahma
or life-stone and holding it in his right hand walks round the pile
beginning his round from the left of the head if the deceased is a
man and from the left of the feet if a woman, and making a small
hole with the stone in the bottom of the pot through which water
trickles. When the first round is completed the hole is enlarged by
a second blow of the life-stone, when the second round is finished
it is further enlarged in the same way, and at the close of the third
round the vessel is dashed to pieces on the ground. The life-stone
IS wrapped in sacred grass and carried home by the chief mourner.

^ soon as he has broken the vessel the chief mourner strikes his
hand on his mouth and cries aloud. He then sits on a low stool^d ofiers the life-stone rice, cooked in the cooking vessel and made
into a ball. With the rice a ball of unbaked wheat-flour is offered
to the stone, and water is poured from the water pot into the metal
cup. The whole party then go home taking with them the life-
stone, the metal vessel, and the low stool, which are kept togetherm a safe place. The corpse-bearers remain with the mourners till
ey can see the stars, and, after touching fire or nimb-tree leaves^ich the chief mourner sets before them, they go to their homes.

Ihe mourners take the simplest food, without milk, clarified butter.
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or molasses, and sleep on mats. The chief mourner takes only-

one meal a day without using salt, and abstains from all soci^
intercourse up to the tenth day, the family gods being worshipped
by a man who is not a kinsman. At the beginning of each meal
the chief mourner offers a ball of rice to the lamp which is kept
burning on the spot where the deceased died, and covers the lamp
and the ball with a bamboo basket. The basket is taken off every
day before the mourner eats, and is again put on after offering a
fresh ball and removing the old one. On the second day the chief

mourner, accompanied by the priest, goes to the burning-ground if

there is water near it, or to some convenient spot by the side of a
spring or rivulet, with metal vessels, fire, rice, and the life-stone,

and cooking the rice offers a ball with water to the stone.

On the third day, after offering rice-balls and water, the chief

mourner again goes with the priest to the burning-ground, sprinkles

with the five products of the cow the spot where the body was
burnt, and gathers the ashes into a three-cornered mound and
spreads blades of darbha grass over the mound. Near the heap he
lays five unripe cocoanuts, five wheat-flour balls each on a blade of

sacred grass, three in a line and two at right angles. Near the

cocoanuts, six small earthen jars or gddgas are set along with the

rice-balls and the sacred grass, and near them a ball of rice is laid

and a number of small yellow flags are planted, and a second ball

of rice and some water are offered to the stone, which is kept close

to the mound of ashes. The mourner, after asking the deceased to

accept the offerings, leaves the btuning-ground taking with him the

stone, the bones gathered in the small jar, and the ashes in a vessel.

This bone-gathering ceremony is performed on the third, fifth,

seventh, or ninth day after death, but generally on the third. The
ashes are thrown in a spring or river and the bones are kept
carefully till an opportunity offers of taking them to Benares or

Gokam to be thrown into the Ganges or into the sea. From the

fourth to the ninth day rice-balls and water are offered, with an
additional ball of wheat-flour on the fifth, seventh, and ninth day.

On the tenth day five unripe cocoanuts, with five balls of unbaked
wheat-flour and five blades of sacred grass, are offered in addition

to the ball of rice which is daily given to the life-stone from the

first to the tenth day. The stone is rubbed with sesamum oil, rice

balls are offered, frankincense burned, and lighted lamps waved
before it. The crows are asked to take the balls away. If, even
after much praying, the crows do not come, the mourner takes a
blade of the sacred grass in his right hand and touches the right

ball with it. He carries the life-stone to some pond or river, and
standing with his face to the east throws it over his head so that

it falls into the water. Then he goes home and puts out the lamp,

drawing the burning wick backwards till the flame is dead. When
the light is quenched the people of the house raise a cry. On the

eleventh day all the inmates of the house receive from the family

priest the five products of the cow, and perform the shrdddha or

memorial ceremony, which consists in feeding and presenting the

family priest and other Br^mans with cows, clothes, umbrellas.
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shoes, water vessels, and money. On the twelfth day balls of

cooked rice with water are offered to the deceased in his house

and thrown by the chief mourner into a river or spring, and the

caste people are given a feast which is called The Heaven Feast or

Vaikunth somdrddhana. If death came at an unlucky moment
the house is left empty fifteen days to six months. For twelve

months after a death, the last day of every month is marked by
a ceremony called mdaik or monthly, when balls of cooked rice and
water are offered to the departed soul, and two to twelve Brahmans
are feasted. At the end of a year a special ceremony is performed

called varshik, and this yearly ceremony is repeated during the life-

time of the sons or next of kin when two to twelve caste people

are feasted. On the twelfth, the thirtieth, and the last day of the

twelfth month after a death a person of the sex and age of the

deceased is feasted and, in the name of the dead, is presented with

a complete suit of clothes. After the death of the next of kin, his

heirs include the dead for whom the next of kin used to perform
special ceremonies in the number of their forefathers or pitris,

who are worshipped every year in the dark half of Bhddrapad
(August -September). This season lasts for a fortnight and is called

mahapitripaksha Or the great commemoration time.

The Teacher or guru is the head of the Shenvi community.
Social disputes are inquired into at meetings of adult males, the

proceedings are recorded and reported to the Teacher, who passes

his decision, which is final, and is enforced on pain of loss of caste.

Only in very serious cases does the Teacher make a personal
inquiry. At present Kdnara Shenvis are not prosperous. But
of late many have begun to study English, and as they are an
intelligent, ambitious, and pushing class, they are likely to rise.

Kushasthali or Sa'rasvat Brahmans, numberingllSl of whom
are 595 males and 536 females, are found in Karwar, Kumta, Honavar,
and Sirsi, thinly scattered over the whole coast between Goa and
Malabar. They take their name from Kushasthali, one of the

thirty villages of the island of Goa. They are commonly known as

Shenvipaikis or people of the Shenvi class. But they dislike this

name, and prefer to be called Sarasvats, a name common to aU
branches of Gaud Brahmans. They are said to have come to

^
Kanara after the establishment of the Inquisition (1580) in Goa;
but they, or at lea,st some of them, probably came earlier either

when Goa fell to the Portuguese in 1510 or when it was taken by
the Deccan Musalmdns in 1469. According to their own story
they separated from the Shenvis long after their arrival in Kanara.
The cause of separation was, according to one account, a property
dispute between two leading families. According to others, the
split arose about 150 years ago out of a religious quarrel regarding
the choice of a spiritual Teacher, as the former Teacher had two
disciples and failed to name one of them as his successor. The
whole Shenvi community ranged themselves on one side or the
other and ill-feeling rose so high that they agreed to separate,

’

one side keeping to the north and the other to the south of the
Gangavali river which runs through the present sub-division of



Ankola The two branches are still keen rivals, especially in their

competition for Government service. Their family stocks are

Vatsya, Kaushik, Kaundanya, Bharadvaj, and Atri. Their family
gods and goddesses are, Mangesh, Shdntadurga, Mahalakshmi, and
Lakshmi-Ndrdyan. Their professional surnames are Kulkami or

accotmtant, Nadkami or village headman, Manevarte or chamberlain,
Chikkarmane or chamberlain of the heir-apparent, and Ugrandavaru
or steward. The three last surnames are said to date from the
time of the chiefs of Ikkeri or of Bednur in Maisur (1560-1763).
They are said to have formerly borne Vdgle, Pandit, Vaidya,
Telang, and other Shenvi surnames; but few of these, except
Pandit, are now in use. Two families named Bharadvaj and Atri,

whose household goddess is Mhidsa, are said to be Sdsashtkars
who have amalgamated with the Kushasthalis. The shrines of

the god Mangesh and of the goddess Shdntddurga, who are the

household deities of the Kaimdaya, Vatsya, and Kaushik stocks,

are in Goa and are the same as those of the Shenvis. So also the
shrine of MhdJsa, the patron goddess of the Atri and Bharadvaj
stocks, is in Goa and is the same as that of the Sdsashtkdrs of the
same two stocks. Some Kushasthalis are also votaries of Lakshmi-
Ndrd,yan of Hanmotta in Ankola, and like the Sdsashtkdr votaries

of this god, are bound to shave the heads of their unmarried girls

when they take them to visit Lakshmi-Ndrdyan’s shrine. The
names in common use among men are, Sheshgirir^o, Vithalrdo,

Venkatrdo, Lakshmanrdo, Subrio, R4mchandrardo, Padmandbhayya,
Santappayya, Ganpayya,Sheshgiriappa, andVenkappa. Commonpet
names for boys are, Puttu, Balu, and Oherdu, and for girls, Ammani,
BMi, and Duggu. Formerly the common honour-giving endings to

men’s names were the Kdnarese appa father and ayya sir
;
these

have of late been almost entirely supplanted by the Maratha rdo.

So also, in addressing women, the K^narese amma or mother has

given place to the Marathi bdi or madam. The Kanarese amma
still remains in women’s names, Durgamma, Kalamma, Devamma,
and others, being not less common than such Mar5,thi forms as,

Ramabdi, Radhabai, and Lakshmibm. Marriage is forbidden

between families of the same surname or stock name, and the

Kushasthalis neither eat nor marry with other divisions of Sarasvats.

Except a greater tendency to stoutness, which is specially notable

among the women, and a greater love for neatness and show in

dress, Kushasthalis do not differ in appearance from Shenvis.

Though their home tongue is Konkani, they read and write

Kdnarese and Marathi, and many of them know English and
Hindustmii. Their houses and their furniture do not differ from
those in use among Shenvis, except that Kushasthalis have
generally more cows and she-buffaloes and a larger establishment

of servants. The staple diet is rice, cocoanuts, clarified butter, milk,

molasses, pickles, split pulse, and spices. Those who are Shakts,

like the Shenvis who are Shdkts, eat the flesh of fowls and sheep

and drink liquor when they worship the goddess Durga. Most of

them break their fast on rice-gruel and pickle, and dine and sup on
strained dry rice with curries or vegetables. Their holiday dishes

are richer and costlier than Shenvi dishes. The men use snuff, and

B 1218—22
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both men and women chew betebmt and betel leaves. Their clothes

are gayer, and their ornaments finer, richer, and more neatly worn
than those of Shenvis. They are clean, hardworking, cunning,

and intelligent, and as clerks, lawyers, and Government servants

hold their own with any class of natives of Western India. Most
of the men are in Government service as clerks and judicial and
revenue officers. Some are pleaders, some are landholders, village

headmen and accountants, and some are traders and brokers, dealing

in cotton, rice, and other grain. They are the most influenti^

natives of the district, though of late their influence has somewhat
declined. They rank with Shenvis and Sasashtkars and are

considered the social equals of Havigs and Konkanasths.

Both men and women are up by sunrise. The women mind the

house and the men, who are not in Government service, go to

work as dealers, clerks, and law agents. They return to breakfast

about ten. Those who are employed in Government offices take

wheat-bread and cofiee or tea in the morning about seven, breakfast

at half-past nine, and go to office soon after breakfast. In the

afternoon, they have cake or bread, some home-made sweetmeats, and
tea or coffee. All women, and the men who are not in Government
service, take rice-gruel between nine and ten, and dine between
one and two. After dinner the men rest and the women pass the

afternoon in chatting, visiting their neighbours, or sleeping. All

men return home after simset and after supper go to bed about
nine. Most girls go to school till they are eleven yearn old, and
almost all boys receive a good share of schooling. The ordinary

monthly expenses of a family of five vary from £1 10s. to £3
(Rs. 15-Rs. 30). They are Smarts and worship the same gods and
keep the same holidays as Shenvis, except that they do not attend

fairs 01 jatras and bhdnd or hook-swinging festivals. Their priests

belong to their own caste and are treated with less respect than
among other Brahmans. They have a Teacher whose monastery is

at Shirali in Honavar, who seems to have been chosen by them
after they separated from the Shenvis. He is a Kushasthali by
caste and is immarried. His position is the same as that of the
Shenvi Teacher or guru

; but his authority is said to have lately

declined.

Except in the following points, their ceremonies do not differ from
those of the Shenvis. The bride’s people generally advance £20 to
£100 (Rs.200-Rs.l000) to the bridegroom which he invests in jewels
for the bride. Instead of on the fourth day of the thread ceremony,
a boy pretends to start on pilgrimage to Benares on the morning
of his marriage day, and is induced to return by the girl’s father
who comes in procession and promises to give him his daughter.
During a marriage no ceremonies are performed in the bridegroom^s
house, except the sprinkling of rice, the waving of lights, and the
feeding of relations and friends on the day the bridegroom returns
to his house. The bride’s people send to the bridegroom’s house all

the materials required for a grand dinner. These are carried in
procession with much pomp and the bridegroom goes by himself to
his father’s house and is present at a dinner to the caste people.
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At night, on his return to the bride’s, he has to find his wife, who is

hid somewhere in the house, and a hoy dressed in woman’s clothes

is seated in her place in the wedding hall. When the bridegroom
has found the bride they worship five ndgvallis or cobras made of

rice-flour. On the evening of the fifth day the bridegroom, wearing
the marriage coronet for the last time, sits with the bride in the

marriage booth. The evil-averting threads are taken off their

wrists and the bride hands cocoanuts to the guests. On the last

day of the wedding, either the fourth or the seventh day, while
friends and relatives are feasted in the marriage booth, the bride

and bridegroom are bathed in turmeric-water and served with
dinner in the marriage booth or mdnthvi or mantap, the bride going
through the ceremony of tasting some of the food left in her
husband’s plate. A special dinner is given to the people of the

bridegroom’s house, when the parents of the bridegroom present

their daughter-in-law and her mother with clothes. On the eighth

day after the marriage a procession is formed and the bride and
bridegroom are taken to the bridegroom’s house. On entering the

house the same ceremonies are performed as among the Shenvis,

the gods are worshipped, and a costly supper is given. After the

marriage ceremonies are over, and until she comes of age, the bride

passes most of her time in her father’s house. When a man is

married a second time, the marriage ceremonies last for only one or

two days.

They have headmen or adhyakshds who summon and preside over

meetings and settle social disputes, their opinions being subject to

confirmation by the religious Teacher to whom all proceedings are

submitted. The decision of the Teacher is enforced on pain of

loss of caste. The Sdrasvats are influential and well-to-do, and
being hardworking and ambitious, are likely to rise to the higher
grades of Government service.

Ba'rdeska’rs, numbering 657 of whom 340 are males and 317
females, are found in small numbers in Honavar, Kumta, and Sirsi.

They take their name from the Goa Bardesh or twelve villages,

between the Panjim river and Savantvadi. They are said to have
come into Kanara from Goa and still have intercourse with those

of their caste who are settled in Goa. They are a division of the
Sasashtkars, and their names, surnames, and family gods are the same
as those of the Sasashtkdrs. They have no subdivisions. Till lately

they did not rank so high as the Sasashtkars who neither married nor
ate with them. Now the two classes have begun to dine with each
other and to intermarry. In their appearance speech and food, in

their dress, and in the make and furniture of their houses, they do
not differ from Sasashtkars. They are hardworking and thrifty.

Most of them are traders, the rest are landowners and village

headmen. A few are well-to-do. The monthly expenditure of a
family of two adults and three children averages about £1 (Rs. 10).

Like the Sasashtkars they are Vaishnavs, reverencing the head of

the Partgali monastery in Goa and employing Sasashtkdrs as family
priests. Their customs do not differ from those of the Sasashtkfc.
They have begun to teach their boys English, and are a prosperous
and rising class.
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Eudaldeska'rs, numbering 324 of whom 167 are males and 157
females, are found in the Supa sub-division. They are said to have
been originally settled in Goa. They take their name from Kud^
a village in Savantvddi, where they stayed for some time after

leaving Goa. The origin of the division is said to have been a
social dispute. Like other Sdrasvat Brahmans they seem to have
come from Goa cm the conquest of the country by the Portuguese.
Their stock names and fanuly gods and goddesses do not differ

from those of the Shenvis. They have no subdivisions, and in
appearance do not differ from Shenvis. Their home tongue is

Konkani much mixed with incorrect Mardthi. They can speak and
write Marathi, but their spelling and pronunciation are bad. They
live in one-storied houses with mud walls and thatched roofs, with
a courtyard in front. In food and dress they do not differ frmn
Shenvis or Sdsashtk^s. They are mild, simple, temperate, and
orderly. They own land, which they till with the help of labourers,
and live on the profits. As a class they are well-to-do and freu
from debt. They take food cooked by Shenvis and S4sashtkArs

;

but Shenvis and Sasashtkars do not eat with them. The men look
after the fields, the women mind the house, boys go to school from
seven to sixteen, and girls help their mothers. A family of five

spends about 12s. to £1 8s. (Rs. 6 - Rs. 14) a month. They are
Smarts in religion and look on the head of the Smdrt monastery at
Shringeri in west Maisur as their spiritual Teacher. Their customs
do not differ from those of the Shenvis. They learn to read and
write Kanarese, and have begun to take to trade.

Fedneka'’rs, numbering 102 of whom 45 are males and 57
females, are found in small numbers in Karwdr and Kumta. They
are said to have been originally settled in Goa. They take their
name from Pedna a village in Goa, which is said to have been their
first settlement in the Konkan. They are said to have split from the
Sdsashtkdr community on account of some social dispute. In
appearance, speech, names, and dress, they do not differ from the
Sdsashtkars. Their ordinary food is rice, pulse, vegetables, and fish

They are not such good cooks as the Sdrasvats or Deshasths, and are
less fond of eating. They drink no liquor and eat no animal food
except fish. They are landholders and petty dealers in spices,
groceries, rice, betelnuts and leaves, and vegetables. They are not so
well-to-do and do not hold so good a social position as the Sdsashtk^,
A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month though the details
of the daily life of the two classes differ little. They are a religious
class ranking as Vaishnavs or followers of Vishnu They obey the
head of the Partgali monastery in Goa, and do not differ from the
Sasa.shtkdrs in their religious observances. Their customs and
social rules do not differ from those of the Sdsashtkdrs. They
teach their boys Kanarese and are contented and well-to-do.

Kanoja Brahmans, numbering ten, are all strangers, passing as
religious beggars from Upper India to Rameshvar and other holy
places in the south. Their family names, family gods, and sumam^
are the same as those of their main stock, the Upper India
S^asvats of Kanoj. The men are tall, muscular, and well-featured.
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manly in appearance, and with notably long hair. They sometimes
shave neither the head nor the face, and with their long whiskers

and moustaches look more like Kajputs than Brahmans. Their

home tongue is Hindi, which they use among themselves and in

speaking to the people of towns and large villages. In small

Images and in the extreme south, where few understand Hindi,

they express themselves chiefly by signs. They have no houses,

halting for a day or two in road-side villages and towns, cooking
their food in rest-houses, in Brahmans’ courtyards, in temple
enclosures, or under river or lake-side trees. Their staple diet is

wheat, pulse, and clarified butter. In El^nara, where these articles

me difficult to get, they live on rice and vegetables, which they
beg at the houses of Brdhmans and Vaishyds. They drink no
liquor and eat no flesh, but smoke Indian hemp flowers or bhang,

of which they are so fond that they go without food rather tlum
without bhang. They are obstinate and greedy, but hardy and
brave, and have a surprising power of enduring fatigue and hunger.
Most of them are beggars. Unlike Gosdis and some other
religious beggars they almost never acquire wealth. Any money
they get is spent on bhang, tobacco, or opium.

Probably because Upper Indian pilgrims and beggars of all

castes pass themselves off as Kanoja Brdhmans, their position as

Brdhmans is disregarded. The local Brdhmans do not allow them to

dine inside their houses, but give them their food outside, generally

in the servants’ dining place. They generally sit till one or two in

the morning, singing songs in Hindi. They are up before dawn,
and after bathing and embellishing their brows and arms with sect

marks, go begging from door to door in Brahman streets or to

Vaishya shops. They return about noon, and after dressing their

food, take a hearty meal, smoke gdnja, and sleep till about four.

In the evening they wander begging, and return at dark with

firewood and pulse. They eat the pulse either raw or cooked,

and then sit in a circle drumming, singing, and smoking till after

midnight. The ordinary monthly expenditure of a single man
is about 6s. (Rs. 3). They are generally Bhdgvats that is fclievers

in ekmat the theory that God and the soul are one, and that all

gods are equally worthy of worship. StUl they regard Ram and
Krishna as their special patrons. They visit all sacred places

whether Shaiv or Vaishnav. Their customs do not differ from
those of Upper Indian S^rasvats. They are miserably poor.

Tradors included fourteen classes, with a strength of 8978
(4854 males, 4124 females) or 2T2 per cent of the Hindu
population. Of these 3332 (males 1770, females 1562) were Bdvkule
Vanis; 1917 (males 1057, females 860) Mallavs; 1082 (males 655,

females 427) Banjigs; 527 (males 257, females 270) Kannad
or Vaishya Vanis; 477 (males 260, females 217) B4ndek4r Vanis;

457 (males 236, females 221) Telugu Banjigs ; 322 (males 170,

females 152) Narvekar Vdnis ; 272 (males 143, females 129) Ldd or

Snryavaunshi Vdnis; 112 (males 67, females 45) Bhatias; 102
(maJes 45, females 57) Pednekdr Vanis ; 59 (males 29, females 30)

Iiohan4s; 37 (males 21, females 16) Gujardt V^nis; 261 (males
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125, females 136) Komtigs ; and 21 (males 19, females 2) Marw^r
Vanis.

BaVktde Va'niS, nam'bering 3332 of whom 1770 are males and
1562 females, are found only in Karwar. They seem to have come
from Goa at the same time as the Shenvis. They take the word shet

after their names and belong to the same family stocks as the Bdnde-
kdrs. The names of men are, Kusht, Dulba, Gann, Phatta, Pundlik,

Ithoba, Rama, Ndr4yan, and Mumo ; and of women, Dulbe, Baije,

Lakshmi, Parvati, Devki, Rokmini, and Kashi Their family gods
are Shivnath of Angdi in Karwar, and Mhalsa of Mddadol in Goa.
They have no surnames, and persons belonging to the same stock

do not intermarry. They have no subdivisions and neither eat nor
marry with any other trading class. Both men and women are

short, wheat-coloured, strong, and regular featured. Their home
tongue is Konkani and they can speak Marathi. Their houses are

generally small with walls of mud, narrow verandas, front yards,

and thatched roofs, not different from the dwellings of Koknas and
other cultivating classes. Their every-day food is fish, rice, vegeta-

bles, and condiments, and their special holiday dishes are paisa
or khir that is rice cocoannt milk and molasses cooked together,

and vadds or pulse and rice cakes fried in cocoanut oil. They eat

animal food, but do not drink liquor. They are moderate eaters,

good cooks, and fond of fish, tamarind, and chillies. They dress

in Brahman fashion, the men wearing the waistcloth, the shoulder-

cloth, and the headscarf and the women the bodice and the robe
whose lower end they draw back between the feet. Like Kannad
Vdnis they wear flowers as well as gold and silver ornaments.
They are clean, hardworking, thrifty and even-tempered, but like

other traders not very honest, though they are less hard and exact-

ing than the Bandekars. Their hereditary calling is trade. Most
of them go hawking, carrying headloads of rice, cocoanuts, fruit,

spices, betel leaf, and cheap sweetmeats. They also own and till

land. Some of them who have landed property are able to meet
the cost of birth marriage and death ceremonies without running
into debt, but most are poor and forced to raise loans to meet special

expenses. They rank with B4ndekars. Their ordinary life does
not differ from that of the Bandekars and other Konkani-speaking
traders. A family of five spends about 10s. (Rs. 5) a month. They
are Smarts and consider the head of the Shringeri monastery their

spiritual Teacher, employing Konkanasth, Joishi, or Karhada Brah-
mans to perform their ceremonies and showing them much respect.

They have a strong faith in soothsaying, witchcraft, and sorcery.

Girls are married between seven and twelve, and boys between four-

teen and eighteen. A boy is girt with the sacred thread on his

wedding day. Their other wedding ceremonies last for six days
and do not differ from those of the Shenvis. The bridegroom has
to pay £2 to £20 (Rs. 20 -Rs. 200) to the bride. They burn their
dead, and, after ten days’ mourning, feast their caste people on
the twelfth. Widows’ heads are shaved and they are not allowed
to marry. Their other customs do not differ from those“of^the
Bandekdrs. Social disputes are settled according to the opinion of
the majority of the castemen. They formerly made much money
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by contraband trade in salt. Since this has been stopped their

condition has declined. They have lately begun to send their

children to school.

Mallavs, numbering 1917 of whom 1057 are males and 860
females, are found in small numbers in Sirsi, Siddapur, Haliydl, and
YelMpnr. Like the Banjigs they seem to have - come from the
Nizam’s dominions. Their names, surnames, and family gods do
not differ from those of the Banjigs. Persons of the same family stock
do not marry. They are one of the Lingayat classes eating with all

Lingayats except Uajams or barbers, Dhobis or washermen, Gaulis
or milkmen, Kudv^kals or husbandmen, and Patardavarn or
dancing-girls. Their home tongue is Kanarese with a large mixture

. of Marathi. Their house, food, dress, and occupation, and their

religious and social customs do not differ from those of the Banjigs.
They are Lingayats by religion, a branch of the Panchamsalis, and
strict observers of Lingayat social and religious rules. They are
successful as traders and landholders and are well-to-do.

Banjigs, numbering according to the 1872 census 1082 of whom
655 were males and 427 females, have in 188 1 been included under the

general head Lingayats. They are found in Sirsi, Yellapur, Haliyal,

andSidd5,pur, and in the petty divisions of Supa andMundgod. Banjig
is the K4narese form of V^nia or VAni from the Sanskrit hanxk or

•vanik a trader. They are said to have come from the Nizam’s domi-
nions during the rule of the Lingayat chiefs of Sonda in Sirsi They
have no family names, their surnames being taken from the names
of places or of callings. Their house god is Virbhadra and their

house goddess Parvati whose shrines are found in all their villages.

The names in common use among men are, Murgappa, Virappa, Madi-
vdlappa, Shdntvirayya, Virbhadra, Irappa, Chanmallappa, Bassappa,

Gnrappa, Virupakshappa, ShivaiJpa, Appayya, and Channappa
;
those

among women are, Gauramma, Shivamma, Iramma, Bassamma,
Guramma, and Chanviramma. Formerly all the men’s names ended
in ayya or appa, now some of them adopt the word shetti fi-om Guja-
rat Hindu traders. Banjigs are divided into ayyas or priests and
ap)pas or laymen. Priests and laymen of the Sbilvant section eat

together and intermarry, though a priest does not marry his

daughter to a layman. The priests or ayyas are divided into

gurusthaldavaru or married and viraktaru or unmarried teachers.

The unmarried teachers or monks are generally children of the
married clergy, but, in accordance with a vow or for other reasons,

a layman may make his son either a monk or a priest. The
laymen are divided into Shilvants or virtuous from the Sanskrit shil

virtue and Banjigs or traders. The Shilvants are those who observe
certain rules of conduct and receive a sacrament from their bishop.

They are considered superior to the unconfirmed Banjigs. The
priests or ayyas and the Shilvants intermarry and eat together, but
the Shilvants do not take food cooked by Banjigs or give their

daughters in marriage to them. The whole caste both priests and
laymen roof their wells so that the water may not be seen by the
sun. They are also careful not to let any one see either their food
or their drink. Both men and women are dark short and strongly
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made with rather high cheek-bones and short noses. Their home
speech is Kanarese with a large mixture of MarAtbi words. They _

have a singing or drawling way of speaking.

They live in lines of one-storied honses with mud or laterite walls
and tiled roofs without front yards. Their common food is rice and
millet. They do not use flesh, fish, or liquor, and they are careful
that no one even a Srdhman shall touch their drinking water.
Their holiday dishes are godhi huggi or boiled wheat mixed with
molasses milk and cardamoms

; shdvige or macaroni, that is wheat-
flour beaten into dough and drawn into long threads which are
dried, curled round sticks in the sun, boiled, and eaten with
molasses and milk j shavige sandige or vermicelli, kneaded rice-flour
pressed through a metal plate pierced with small holes, and eaten
fried or roasted with molasses and cocoa-kernel

j
mddali orange-sized

balls of roasted wheat-flour and split gram with sugar or molasses fand holige, wheat-flour cakes rolled round a Inmp of sugar and
baked. The men wear a waistcloth, a shouldercloth, and a head-
scarf or ruindl. Women wear the ordinary robe worn like a petticoat
without passing back the skirt between the feet and with the upper
end drawn over the head, and a bodice with a back and short sleeves.

They are less neat in their dress than Brdhmans and are specially
fond of dark colours. The dress of the priests is an ochre-
coloured robe hanging from the neck to the ankle, with a shoulder-
cloth, a headscarf, and wo^en sandals. The men wear gold ear and
finger rings and gold or silver girdles. Married women wear nose
and ear rings of gold, the lucky necklace of gold and small black
glass beads, and glass bangles. They are honest, thrifty, hard-
working, and well behaved, but not cleanly. Most of them are
traders dealing in cardamoms, pepper, cloth, oil, rice, betelnuts,
and spices. Some are brokers and some are cart-drivers. Rich

'

vromen spend all their time in the house; those who are not well
on, besides cooking, attend to the shop, and the poor grind com
earning about 3d. (2 arts.) a day. They are well-to-do, many of
them owning land. They rank as traders. Though Brahmans do
not consider them in any way superior to Shudras, they have a
high idea of their social position. They do not allow even Brahmans
to enter the inner parts of their houses, and will not use water
touc^d or food cooked by a Brahman. Except a few on the Dhar-
war frontier who employ Joishis, their ceremonies are performed by
Lingayat priests. Their daily life does not differ from that of other
traders. A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month.

Lingdyats are so called from wearing the ling or emblem of Shivm a small silver box round the neck or tied in silk either on the
upper left arm or round the neck. Women wear the emblem in the
same way m men. They never take off the ling except when bathing,
and then they hang it up so that it may not touch the ground. Their
priests, who are called ayyas or jangams, belong to their own caste.

s already noticed they are of two leading classes, unmarried or
vtraktarii and married or gurusthaldavaru. The unmarried or monks

three classes ; hiremathadayyas or priests of the
g es order or of a gpreat monastery, pattadayyas or managing
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jriosts, and eharantis or wandering priests. The married clergy or

.ustkal davaru are divided into advirmathadayyos or priests of a
thousand temples, nunimathadayyas or priests of a hundred temples,

and common ayyas. These are the three lower orders. The monks
;r unmarried priests are the sons either of married clergy or of

laymen who under a vow or for some other cause have as children

been devoted to a monastery. The abbot or head of the monastery,
who is called hiremathadayya, always lives in the monastery pray-
ing for the welfare of his flock and that after death they may be
free from transmigration. The abbot’s coadjutor or jpattadavar^

appa, also called pattadayya or pattadappa, lives with the abbot
attending to the monastery, and training novices and boys who are

sent to it for religious education. After dinner he always reads
' sacred books to the inmates of the monastery and to any one else

who chooses to attend. In some monasteries the headman is a
pattadayya. The eharantis or acolytes keep constantly travelling,

visiting Lingdyat settlements where they are entertained by the local

community. Charantis are occasionally placed in charge of monas-
teries. The married clergy or gurusthaladavaru solemnize marriage
and death ceremonies and teach Lingayat children to pray. Their

children pass their time in religions studies and in attending on
the virdktas or unmarried priests. There are three lower orders of

married clergy whose duties are hereditary : Qandchdirs, who bathe

and dress corpses and call people to feasts and funerals; samddhi-
yavaru or sextons who dig graves and cany corpses ; and temple
priests or pujdris, the ministrants of the god. Unmarried priests

during their life choose one of their disciples to succeed them.
Except this there is no promotion from the lower to the higher
orders. The higher priests, both married and celi bate, are considered

so sacred that the touch of their feet is bebeved not only to purify

everything unclean but to impart divinity to an image. The touch

of a Lingiiyat priest is also considered the highest honour to an
image or idol. Instead of Brahmanical offerings of fruit, flowers,

frankincense, and hymns, it is not uncommon, on grand occasions,

to see an ayya or janyam laying his foot on the head of Shiv’s bull

or hasav and asking him. Is it well f

Their chief holidays are Shivardtra in February -March, Gauri’s

day in September- October, Gaaesk-chatMrfki in September-October,

New Year’s day in February -March, DtudZi in October-November,
Holi in April- May, and the jatrds or yearly fairs in honour of

Virbhadra and Basav. Both men and women mark their brows
with cowdung ashes. Their high-priest or Teacher is the head of the

Lingdyat monastery at Chitaldurg in Maisur. Like other Hindu
Teachers, he chooses a successor during his life who acts under

his orders so long as he lives. The Teacher may belong to any of

the higher classes of Lingayats. He lives in celibacy in his monastery

at Chitaldurg in great pomp, and receives divine honours from
his followers. He goes on tour once every three or four years,

receiving contributions and in return giving his followers the water

in which his feet are washed, which they rub on their eyes and
drink. Unlike Brahman religious Teachers the Lingdyat Teacher

performs death and marriage ceremonies. In other respects his
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position, and relation to his followers do not differ from those of

Brahmanic Teachers.

Lingayats make pilgrimages to Benares, Gokam in Kumta,
Chitaldarg in Maisur, and Ulvi in Yellapur. They throw aside

the whole system of ceremonial imparity. Neither a birth, a death,

nor a woman’s monthly sickness makes the believer impure. Widow
marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised

;
polyandry is

unknown.

Just before a child is bom a midwife is called, and immediately

after the birth word is sent to the priest who either comes at once,

or waits till the fifth or the thirteenth day after birth when he invests

the child with the ling or emblem of Shiv. A feast is given to

women on the fifth day, and a second feast to priests and friends on
the thirteenth day when the child is named. Boys are married

between twelve and twenty, and girls between nine and sii^teen.

Lingayats do not hold that a girl need be married before she comes
of age. Proposals of marriage come from the boy’s parents. When
the offer is accepted the bridegroom’s people, after consulting a
jangam or a Brahman astrologer, go to the house of the bride.

The time for the marriage is fixed ; the bride is presented with gold
and silver ornaments a robe and a bodice ; and the bridegroom’s
people are feasted by the bride’s parents. Large booths are bnilt in

front of the bride’s and the bridegroom’s houses. The marriage
ceremony generally lasts for four days. On the first day the bride’s

people come to the house of the bridegroom and rub him with
turmeric paste, and the bridegroom’s people do the same to the

bride. They then tie roots of the turmeric plant round the right

wrist of the bridegroom and the left wrist of the bride. On the

second day the family god or goddess is propitiated by both the

bride’s and bridegroom’s people. The family god or goddess is

brought to the houses from the house of thepurvanta that is purohita

or priests, who are either laymen or priests and represent the heads
of Lingayat families. The priest hanging it to his neck by a cord
brings the image from his own house where it is kept and sets it on a
low stool in a square marked off with lines of quartz powder. After
this, either leaf-worship efepeye, or frankincense-worship guggtilpuje,

is performed. The leaf-worship or eleptije is performed by persons
whose family goddess is Pdrvati, and the frankincense-worship by
those whose god is Virbhadra. Leaf-worship consists in covering a
bamboo screen with the green leaves of the basri Ficus speciosa, or
the waved leaf fig tree, by forcing the leaves between the slips of
bamboo. In the frankincense ceremony the bottoms of two new jars

are taken off and laid as lids on their mouths ; they are filled with
wheat-flour, and eight sandal sticks about a span long are planted
in the flour in the shape of an octagon. Pieces of cloth are tied to

the ends of the sticks and spread tightly like the top of a drum, and
on the cloth are laid small quantities of camphor and frankincense
and round pieces of cocoa-kernel. On the pieces of kernel are laid

two white rags soaked in oil and sprinkled with water mixed with
cowdung ashes. The jars are then set on a piece of white cloth
spread on the ground in the god’s room. In performing this as well
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in performing the leaf ceremony the priests dance and sing
[dnarese hymns before the god or goddess. When the worship is

. jr a feast is given to the caste people, the special dish being ^odhi
mggi of wheat milk and molassea

Early next morning the bride, accompanied by her house people
and friends, comes in procession to the bridegroom's house. Then
the oiled rags which were laid on the pieces of cocoa-kernel are
lighted, and the bridegroom and his mother and the bride and her
mother, each carrying a pot or a bamboo screen, go in procession

to the temple of Virbhadra or of Parvati. In front of the bride
and bridegroom go dancing-girls, musicians, and priests, on each
side of them are men, and behind them are women. The procession

occasionally halts on the way when the dancing-girls dance and
sing, the musicians play, and the priests dressed like Maratha
soldiers sing hymns in honour of Virbhadra with a chorus of Kade,
Kade Virbhadra, apparently Kanda Virbhadra, that is Victory to

Virbhadra. When they draw near the temple the parties enter

leaving the dancing-girls outside, and the bridegroom and bride

and their mothers walk with the pots or bamboo screens on their

heads round the chief priest, who sits on a raised seat in the most
notable place. After finishing the third round they drop the jars

or bamboo screens on the floor and put out the lights. Then, after

either leaving the pots in the temple or distributing the leaves

among the guests, the bride goes to her house and the bridegroom
to his. Soon after this a party from the bride's come to ask the
bridegroom to her house. He goes with them, and, at the lucky
hour, the bride and bridegroom sit in the marriage booth on a piece

of white cloth spread on the ground before the priest or ayya who
sits on a raised seat. On the floor, between the bride and
bridegroom and the priest, millet is spread, five small earthen pots

are set, and a long cotton thread is passed several times round the

necks of the pots. One of the ends of the thread is given to the

bridegroom to hold and the other to the officiating priest. The
priest also holds in his hand a tray of millet or rice, which he blesses,

giving the bride and bridegroom a sermon on the duties of the

married state. At the end of the service the guests draw near the
priest and take a little millet or rice from the tray in the priest's hand.
The ends of the bride and bridegroom's garments are tied into a
knot, and a dancing-girl throws the lucky necklace round the neck
of the bride. The priest then says ‘ live long in peace and unity,'

and blesses the pair, throwing some grains of millet on their heads.

The guests follow his example and shower millet on them. A dinner

is soon after served and the ceremony is over.

On the fourth day the bride is hidden and the bridegroom is

made to find her. Afterwards the pair are seated on an ox and
taken in procession to the village temple. After bowing to the god
or goddess they visit the bridegroom's. Before they enter the house

they are stopped by the bridegroom’s sister who makes him
promise to give his daughter in marriage to her son, though he ia

by no means bound to keep the promise. A feast is then given to

friends and relations.
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With the Lingdyats death is a season of gladness. The believer

has left the evils of life and has gone to enjoy Shiv’s heaven or kailds.

When fatal symptoms set in priests are called and the dying man is

bathed, rnbbed with cowdung ashes, and laid on a square marked
off with lines of quartz powder. Lingayat priests are feasted and
money is distributed among them. This is called the vibhuti or

ash ceremony. Soon after death the body-dresser or gandchdri and
the grave-digger or wash and dress the corpse and lean

it against a wall in a sitting posture with lights burning before it.

The ofiBciating priest then comes, and, while musicians play
*

music, removes the silver livg box from the neck of the corpse, ties

it to the right arm, and purifies the body by placing his feet on its

thighs, and throws a garland of flowers round its neck. Meanwhile
all the ayyas or Lingayat priests in the country, who have heard of

the death from the body-dresser, flock to the house and place

their feet on the lap of the corpse for which they are paid fid.

to 4s. (4 aws.-Rs. 2). The body is kept in the house one to four

days till all relations have come to take a last look. A funeral
bier, like a canopied chair, called a vimdn or balloon, is made ready
and the body set on it after it has been again purified by having the
head touched by the priest’s foot. Then the people who come in

large numbers throw flowers on the body. The chair is lifted

by the grave-diggers or samddhiyavarvs and the men of the family.

Before them walk a band of musicians and close behind the body
follow the wife and a party of friends accompanied by the gandchdri
and other priests. At the grave the body is stripped of its rich
clothes and ornaments and is put into a calico sack the mouth of
which is tied in a knot over the corpse’s head. Before the body is

laid in the grave it is set at some distance to one side. The priests
divide into two parties, one to send the dead man to heaven and the
other to ensure his entrance. The party who send him to heaven
stand close to the body and call to the other party, who stand near
the grave, ‘ This man has done well and has earned a place in
heaven.’ The receiving party answer :

‘
If this is true he shall

certainly have a place in heaven.’ The body is then carried to the
side of the grave and placed in it in a sitting posture. The officiating

priest again sets his feet on the corpse’s head, bel leaves are thrown
in, the grave is filled, and the funeral party return home with
the clothes and ornaments of the deceased. Social disputes are
settled at meetings of the men of the caste under the presidency of
the headman and his secretary, both of whom belong to the caste.
The headman has the title of gaiida and the secretary of patnashetti
or chief trader of the city. Minor offences against caste rules are
punished by fines or warnings. In serious cases the proceedings are
submitted to the Teacher, whose decision is final. Those who refuse
to conform are put out of caste either for a time or for ever.

Kannad or Vaishya Va'nis, numbering 527 of whom 257 are
males and 2/0 females, are found in small numbers in Sirsi, Supa, and
Siddapur, and in greater strength in Honavar, Ankola, and Kumta.
They seem to have come from Goa. They add the word shetti
to their names, and, according to their tradition, came from
Oudh to escape the wrath of a low-class king who wks refused
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the hand of a Kannad Vani maiden. Their honsehold goddess is

Mhdisa whose shrine is in Groa. They have no subdivisions and
neither eat nor marry with any other division of Vdnis. They
are short, strong, dark, and regular featured, the women closely

resembling the men in features and complexion. Their home
tongue is Kknarese; but they can speak Alarathi, Hindustani,

and Konkani. They live in one-storied houses with mud or laterite

walls and thatched or tiled roofs. Their ordinary food is rice and
fish, and they have the same special dishes as Brahmans. In other
respects as regards food, they do not differ from Bdndekars.
They are moderate eaters and good cooks, being specially fond of

fish, tamarind, and chillies. The men wear the waistcloth, the

shouldercloth, and the headscarf. The women wear the skirt of the

robe drawn back between the feet, the backed bodice with short

sleeves, and ornaments of gold and silver on the head, neck, ears,

nose, arms, wrists, ankles, and toes. They are also fond of flowers

of all colours. They are clean, hardworking, thrifty, even-tempered,

and kindly and considerate to their debtors. They are petty money-
lenders and shopkeepers dealing in rice, cloth, spices, and groceries.

They are well-to-do, most of them owning land. They rank next
ko Brahmans. The men go to their shops at sunrise and stay

till about nine at night, coming home at noon and going back after

three. Their breakfast, which is of simple gruel is taken about
noon ; their dinner of strained rice and vegetables or fish curiy

about three; and their supper, which does not differ from their

dinner, about half-past nine. A family of five spends about £1
(Rs. 10) a month. They keep the ordinary Hindu hobdays, worship
all Brdhman and local deities, and have faith in soothsaying and
witchcraft. Their family gods are Mahalakshmi of N^eshi, Ganpati
of Kandvdl, and Shanteri of Mddadol in Goa. Their spiritual Teacher
is the head of the Shringeri monastery in Maisur. He seldom inter-

feres with their affairs and deputes his authority to subordinates who
are called pdrupatyagdrs or shdstris. They employ Chitpavan,

Karhada, Deshasth, Havig, and Joishi Brahmans as their family

priests, and treat them with much respect. Boys are married

between fourteen and eighteen, and girls between eight and eleven.

Boys are girt with the sacred thread between eight and eleven.

The heads of widows are shaved and they are not allowed to marry.

Polygamy is allowed but is seldom practised. Their ceremonies

from birth to death do not diSer from those of the Sasashtkdrs and
Shenvis. Breaches of caste rules are enquired into and punished

by their community. Many are large landholders and are well-to-

do. They have begun to teach their children English and are

better off than the Bandekars.

Ba'ndekAr Va'nis, numbering 477 of whom 260 are males and

217 females, are found in Kdrwar, Ankola, Kumta, Hondvar,

Tellapur, and Haliyal. They are said to have come from Goa at

the Portuguese conquest in 1510. Like other Vdnis they take

the words shet and pandit after their names. The name Bdndekar

comes from Bande a village in Savantvddi, which appears to have

been their former home. The names in ordinary use among men
are, Bdbanshet, Anantshet, Lingshet, Edmshet, Gopalshet, Dulushet,
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Eaindpandit, Btuindpaiidit, and Manjaipandit j and amon^ womenj
Sarasvati, Lakshmi, Rama, Kaveri, Ganga, Yamni, and Pandhari
Their surnames are, Pokle, Taishet, Sirsat, Munj, Andari,
Mhapsekar, Vengurlekar, Bandodekar, Nevki, Teli, and Knshi.'
Their family gods are Kudaleshvar of Kudal in Sdvantvadi,
Bdndeshvar of Bande also in Savantvadi, and Ramnath of
Mhapsa in Goa. Persons bearing the same surname do not
intermarry. They have no subdivisions and neither marry nor
eat with any other trading class. They are regular featured, short,
stout, and somewhat darker than Shenvis and Sdsashtkdrs, and
their women are like the men but fairer. They speak Konkani
with an accent much like that of the Rushasthalis or Sarasvats, and
can also converse in Kdnarese and Marathi. Their houses^ are
like those of the S4sashtkd.rs. Their common food is fish rice
vegetables, and spices, and their special dishes are the ^ same
as those of Sdsashtk^rs. They do not openly eat flesh or drink
liquor, and are moderate eaters but not good cooks. They dress
in Brahman fashion and keep costly clothes in store for holiday
wear. They are clean, hardworking, calculating, and miserly. They
have a poor name for honesty, and in their dealings are almost
as harsh and exacting as Marwar Vanis. They are petty shop,
keepers selling rice and cocoanuts. A few have opened business
as general merchants and a few have entered the public service as
clerks. They spend their time either in their shops or in preparing
for sale roasted rice or churmuri or mundakki, beaten rice or avlakki
and cheap sweetmeats of pulse and molasses. The women pass
their time in house work and help their husbands in beating and
roasting the rice. With few exceptions they are poor. They
rank next to Brdhmans. Their daily life does not differ from
that of other V^nis. A family of five spends about £l (Rs.lO) a
month. They are Smarts or followers of Shankardchdiya and
keep the ordinary Hindu holidays. They are special believersm Ganpati and in the host of village gods which are worshipped
by the lower orders of Hindus. They have also great faith in
TOothsaying, witchcraft, and ghosts. They employ KarhMa,
Havig, and Chitpavan Brdhmans to perform their thread, marriage
puberty, and death ceremonies, which do not differ from those ofKannad Yams They show their priests great respect, especially
fteir high-priest or Teacher who is a Havig Brdhman of Hald^ur inHonavar. Children are named on the twelfth day after birth Bovs
are gij* with the sacred thread between seven and twelve andmamed between twelve and eighteen. Girls are married betweeneight and eleven, and a ceremony is performed when they come ofage. Ashraddha or memorial ceremony is performed by a priest onthe eleventh day after a de^h. Their practices do not differ fromthose of the Kannad Yarns. The heads of widows are shaved and theyare not allowed to marry but polygamy is permitted and practi7edSocial disputes are settled by the majority of the caste men the^oceedings being submitted for the confirmation of the Teacher^e competition of the Sasashtkars has reduced their profits ^d
wrTffi

somewhat depressed. Some of them read andwrite Kdnarese and a few have begun to teach their children English.

t
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Telngn Banjigs, nombering 457 of wHom 236 are males and
221 females, are found in the sub-divisions of Kdnara above the

Sahy4dris, especially at Mundgod, Sdmbrdni in Haliydl, Sidddpur,

Banvdai in. Sirsi, and Yellapur. They take their name from the
Telngu country in the Nizam’s dominions. According to their

stoiy they are descended from Prithvi Mallchatti a Shaivite

whose wife was a votary of Vishnu. Their names are the same as

those of other Banjigs. They have no subdivisions. Both men and
women are short, dark, and strongly made. Their home tongue is

Kdnarese. They live in small houses with mud walls and tiled or

thatched roofs, and while travelling put up under trees in small

tents. They eat meat and drink liquor, but their common food is

rice and pulse. They are moderate eaters, but not good cooks.

The men wear the waistcloth in Mardthi fashion, throw a cloth

over the shoulders, and tie a scarf round their heads. The women
wear the skirt of the robe hanging like a petticoat and draw the
upper end over the head like a veil. Their bodice has a back and
short sleeves. They wear rich gilt and silver ornaments and flowers

on holidays. They are clean, sober, hardworking, and honest
They are pedlers carrying beads, penknives, locks, silk thread,

toys, rice, and spices. Boys begin as apprentices. On beginning
their apprenticeship they are warned against lying, stealing, and
cheating. They also work as field labourers. Though not well off

they earn enough for their maintenance. They seem to have once
been Lingayats, but Lingdyat priests have now no influence over
them. Except some of the women who stay at home to cook,

men women and children go out to sell their merchandise in

small bands. A family of five spends about 10s. (Ks. 5) a month.
Their spiritual Teacher is the high-priest of the Shri Vaishnav
Brdhmans. Their chief deity is Vishnu ; they also pray to Dharmaidj
apparently Glautama Buddha under the guise of the eldest Pdndav,
and offer animal sacrifices to Mariamma and other destructive spirits.

They marry their girls when they are between ten and fourteen,

there being no rule that a girl should be married before she comes
of age. Their boys are married between twelve and twenty-five.

Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed but seldom practised.

They either burn or bury their dead. Breaches of caste rules are

punished by their own community. Their calling is poorly paid,

and though some of them send their children to school as a class

they are not well-to-do.

Na'rveka'r Va'nis, numbering 322 of whom 170 are males and
152 females, are found in Supa and Yellapur. They take the word shet

or trader after their names and are said to have come from Narve in

Goa. Their names, surnames, and family gods do not differ from
those of the Pednekars, and like them persons of the same stock
do not intermarry. They have no subdivisions and neither eat

nor marry with any other class of traders. Both men and women are

short, wheat-coloured, and weak. They speak Konkani indoors and
K4narese out of doors. They live in small one-storied houses with

mud walls and either tiled or thatched roofs. Their common food

is rice, vegetables, and fish, but they eat meat and drink liquor.

Th^ are moderate eaters though not good cooks, being excessively
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fond of hot relishes and cocoannt oil. The men wear the waist-

cloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf, and the women pass
the skirt of the robe back between the feet and wear a bodice with
short sleeves and a back. They are thrifty, hardworking, and
orderly, but have not a good name for truthfulness. They are petty

dealers like the Bavkuli Vanis, and are not prosperous. Their rank
and their daily life do not differ from those of other Konkani-
speaking traders. They worship all Brahman and village gods, but
their favourite goddess is MhiLlsa whose shrine is in Goa. They
employ Havig Brahmans to perform their birth, puberty, marriage,
and death ceremonies, which do not differ from those performed by
Kannad V^inis. Their spiritual guide is the Smart head of the
Shringeri monastery in Maisur. Their boys are gprt with the sacred
thread between ten and fourteen and are married between twelve and
twenty-five. Their girls are married between eight and eleven and
a ceremony is performed when they come of age. Their ceremonies
do not differ from those of the Kannad Vanis. Widow marriage
and polygamy are allowed and practised. They bum their dead.
Their caste disputes are settled by the opinion of the majority of the
men of the caste. They are illiterate, and as they neither send their
children to school nor train them for higher employment their state

is not likely to improve.

Lad or Suryavaunshi Va'nis, numbering 272 of whom 143
are males and 129 females, are found in Yellapur, Haliyal, and Sirsi.

They say that they are the children of Surya the Sun. They are
said to have come from Benares to Maisur under pressure of
famine about 700 years ago. But their caste name seems to
show that their former settlement was not in Benares, but in South
Gujarat or Ldt Desh} They are a branch of the Ldd community
of Maisur with whom they have social intercourse.^ They have no
subdivisions. Both men and women are tall, dark, and strong.
They formerly spoke Chaurasi, said to be a dialect spoken north of
the Krishna, perhaps a reminiscence of the Surat Chordsi

; they now
speak Kanarese. They live in one-storied houses with mud walls and
thatched or tiled roofs. Their staple diet is rice and pulse. They eat
the flesh of animals slain in sacrifice and wild pork, but do not drink
liquor. They are great eaters but not good cooks. The men wear the
ordinary waistcloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf

; and the
women a bodice and robe whose skirt they wear like a petticoat
without passing the end back between the feet. They are hard-
working, thrifty, and orderly. They were formerly troopers and
horse-dealers, but they are now chiefly engaged in trade, dealing in
rice, cloth, spices, and groceries. They are well off and rank with
other traders. The men trade and the women mind the houso.
A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They are
Smfirts or followers of Shankarach^rya, and employ Kanarese doishi
Brdhmans to perform their puberty, marriage, and death ceremonies.
They worship all Hindu gods, but their favourite deity is Bhavani
whose temple priests are of the Lad caste. These priests do not

*Bombay Gazetteer, XII. 57. ‘ Kice’s Mysor, I. 329 and II. 183.
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marry and walk about almost naked. They offer blood sacrifices

and sometimes make burnt offerings, eating part of them and giving

the rest to the worshippers. They are said to have formerly openly

sacrificed animals, and performed ahakti ceremonies, but these

practices are said to have fallen into disuse. Their family god is

Venkatesh whose chief shrine is at Tirupati in North Arkot. They
worship local gods, and fast on Fridays. Boys are invested with
the sacred thread at eight and married at eighteen

;
girls are

married between nine and eleven. Their customs do not differ from
those of the Rachevars, a Tamil-speaking military class who are

found in K^rwar and Maisur. They burn their dead. Widows do
not marry j they used to burn with their husbands. Caste disputes

are settled according to the opinion of the majority of the men.
They teach their boys to read and write Kanarese, and succeed as

traders in grain, cloth, and groceries.

Bha'tia'S, numbering 112 of whom 67 are males and 45 females,

»€ found in the towns of Kumta and Karwar. Their mother-
country is Catch, but most of them have come to KAnara from
Bombay within the last sixty years. They claim, probably with

right, to belong to the tribe of Bhati Rajputs whose head-quarters

are in Jesalmir in Rajputana. The men add the word shet to their

names. They say that there are eighty-four family stocks in their

country each with a distinct family god, whose shrines are in

Mww^. The Kanara Bhatids still intermarry with those of their

class who have remained in Cutch. They have no subdivisions.

They are strong and fair, and speak Cutchi in their homes. They
live in one or two storied houses with stone walls and tiled roofs, in

style like a Bombay house. Their staple food is rice, wheat, pulse,

and butter. Like other natives of Gujarat, compared with the

people of K4nara, they are great eaters, fond of clarified butter,

milk, sugar, and molasses, but they are not good cooks. Their
holiday dishes are different kinds of country sweetmeats. The men
wear the waistcloth, the long coat, and the Kanara headscarf or the

Bhatia oval double-peaked turban. The women wear the skirt of the

robe hanging like a petticoat, and their bodice is open-backed and
short-sleeved. They are vigorous and enterprising, but hot-tempered
and considered unscrupulous. Theyare traders, dealingwith Bombay
and Malabar and even with Europe. They are well off and pros-

perous. They rank with the local trading classes. The men rise

about seven and saunter about their houses for an hour or two.

They breakfast at ten and go to their shops or offices. They return

after sunset and sit writing their accounts till ten or eleven and
sometimes till midnight when they sup and go to bed. The women
mind the house. A family of five spends about £2 to £3 (Rs. 20-
Rs. 30) a month. In religion they are Vaishnavs, respecting all

Vaishnav and local deities and keeping the ordinary holidays.

Their family priests are Gujartlt Br^mans. But their religious

Teachers or maharajas, to whom they pay the highest honours,

and who at times visit them and collect contributions, are southern

or Telugu Brdhmans, descendants of the great Vaishnav teacher
Vallabhdcharya who lived about the fifteenth century. Bhatias wear
the sacred thread and make pilgrimages to Gokam, Benares, Ram-
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eshvar, Gaya, and Dwdrka. They mari’y their girls between ten and

fourteen, and their boys between sixteen and twenty-five. Widow
marriage is forbidden, but their widows do not shave the head.

They bum their dead. Their social disputes are settled by meetings

of adult castemen. As a class they are well-to-do. They teach

their children to read and write and keep their accounts in Gujarati.

Pedneka'r Va'nis, numbering 102 of whom 45 are males and

57 females, are found in Kdrw^r, Ankola, Knmta, Honavar, and

Sirsi. They are immigrants from Pedne in Goa and seem to have

come to Kdnara in the beginning of the sixteenth century. Like

other trading classes they place the word shet and ndik after their

names. Their family stocks are Atri, Bhdradvfij, Kashyap, Kanshik,

and Kaundanya. Marriage is forbidden between persons of the

same stock. The names in common use among men are Ananta,

Rdmchandra, Vittayya, Babu, Snbrdya, Vithoba, and Krishna; and

among women, Parvati, Rukmini, Satyabhfima, Lakshmi, Devki, and
Sarasvati. Representatives of the old community remain in Pedne
in Goa. They are a distinct branch of Vanis, and neither eat nor

marry with any other subdivision of traders. Both men and
women are regular featured, fair, middle-sized, and strongly made.
Their home tongue is Konkani, but they also talk K4narese. They
live in small houses with mud walls, thatched roofs, narrow
verandas, and front yards. Their common food is rice and fish,

and they eat flesh though not openly. They are poor cooks but

great eaters and are fond of fish and of bitter and hot relishes.

The men wear the sacred thread, and the waistcloth, shonldercloth,

and headscarf. The women pass the skirt of the robe back between
the feet, and wear a bodice with short sleeves and a back, and the

same ornaments as Kannad Vdnis. They are clean, hardworking,
quiet, and thrifty, but have not a good name for honesty. Their

chief occupation is to make roasted rice or mundahki or chanmuri and
beaten rice or avlakki. Besides looking after the house the women
help in roasting and beating the rice. They also buy plantains,

cocoanuts, betel leaves and nuts, and flowers wholesale from the

growers and sell them retail. They earn 6d. to Is. (4-8 ans.) a day,

and on such big days as Amma’s fairs, 2s. to Gs. (Re.l-Rs.3).

They are well off some of them owning land. Their social rank and
their daily life do not differ from those of other trading classes. A
family of five generally spend about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They are
Smarts by religion. Their family gods are Malvirdevand Rauln4th
of Mhalpe near Pedne in Goa, and Kamakshi and Shanterdevi of

Sanikatta in Ankola. In other respects their religion does not differ

from that of the Kannad Vanis. Their spiritual Teacher is the
head of the Santarde monastery near Pedne in Goa. They employ
S4sashtk4r Brahmans to perform their ceremonies and pay them great
respect. The parents of the bride receive money. Their boys are
girt with the sacred thread between eight and twelve and married
between ten and twenty. Girls are married between eight and eleven
and a ceremony is performed when tliey come of age. They bum
their dead. The heads of widows are shaved and they are not
allowed to marry. Their family priests are S^sashtkdr Brdhmans-
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Their ceremonies do not differ from those of the Kannad Vdnis.

Their social disputes are settled by committees of the castemen.

They do not send their children to school.

IiOha'lia's, numbering 59 of whom 29 are males and 30 females,

are found in Kumta where they have settled since the introduction of

British rule. Lobana is a Sindh name and the class is apparently

of Afghan origin. They live in Kumta where they are said to have
come from CutcL The names in common use among men
are, Ukda, Pisa, Jaird,m, Manji, Pevdj, Khatdv, Tokarsi, Govand,
Chaturbhuj, Mordrji, Hemrdj, Naran, Devdkar, Tulsidas, Bhimji,

and Ldlji; and among women, Ganga, Keshi, Puseji, Jamuna, Mitta,

Lakam, Mammi, Kuvar. Their family god is Shrindthji of Mevad
in Marwdr. Their parent stock is in Cutch and they marry and eat

with Cutch Lohanas. A Lohana is accosted as thakkar, and the

men place the word or title thahkar before their personal name,
as Thakkar Hemrdj. They have three family stocks Tanna, Jettani,

and SundarnL People of the same family stock do not intermarry.

There are no subdivisions among Lohdnds. The men are fair, tall,

stout, and well-made ; and the women are like the men only fairer.

Their mother-tongue is Cutchi, which they still speak in their

homes. Out of doors they speak a corrupt Kauarese with a Gnjard.ti

accent. They live in two-storied houses with laterito walls and
tiled roofs, with verandas but without front yards. Their common
food is rice, wheat, clarified butter, split pulse, and gram. They
are said to have given up their former practice of eating fish and
other animal food. Sweetmeat balls is their favourite dainty. They
are great eaters being fond of clarified butter, pulse, milk, and
molasses, but they are not good cooks. The men wear the sacred

thread, the waistcloth, the white long coat or angarkha, and the red
or flowered Cutch turban of the same shape as that worn by Bhatife.

The women wear the usual Cutch robe the skirt like a petticoat and
the upper end drawn across the head and face like a veil. The bodice
is short-sleeved and open-backed. They are hardworking, thrifty,

and hot-tempered, and are considered unscrupulous in their dealings.

They trade in cotton and piece-goods, hardware, cardamoms,
betelnuts, dates, spices, and groceries. They all read and write
Gujarati and are well to-do. They rank below Bhdtias, taking food
cooked by Bh^tids though Bhdtids do not take food cooked by them.
On gpund occasions the two classes interchange visits and dine
with each other sitting in different rows and employing Gnjardti

Brahmans to cook. Such of their men and women as are poor
employ themselves as house servants or corn grinders. The men
work like the Bhdtias and the women mind the house. Children
are allowed to play about the house till they are five years old. After
five girls help their mothers and boys are sent to learn Gnjardti.

A family of five spends £2 to £3 (Bs. 20 - Rs. 30) a month. Like
the Bhdti^ they are followers of the Vallabhdchdrya Mahdrdjds
who are Telugu Brdhmans and Vaishnavs in religion. Besides
Kjishna,who is their special deity, they worship the ordinary Brahman
and village gods and keep local holidays. Girls are generally

married in childhood, but there is no rule against their remaining
unmarried till they are grown up. The satti or chchatti ceremony
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is performed on the sixth day after birth, the child is named and

cradled on the twenty -first, and dinners are given to relations and

friends. The mother is considered impure till the forty-second day.

On the forty-second she fasts for twelve hours, and goes to the shrine

of Krishna with a cocoanut, some flowers, and two to four shillings

(Re. 1 -Rs. 2) in cash, which she gives to the priest as a purifying

offering. After this she mixes freely with the people of the house.

Marriage ceremonies last three to ten days according to the means of

the family. All their ceremonies are the same as those of G-ujarat

Brahmans. They burn their dead. The heads of widows are not

shaved but they are not allowed to marry. Social disputes are

settled at meetings of the men of the caste. All can read and write

Gujarati and are pushing and prosperous,

Gujara't Va'nis, numbering 37 of whom 21 are males and 16

females, are found in small numbers inKumta and Karwar. Theycome
from Cutch and like the Kanara Jains take the syllable after their

name. The shrines of their family gods are in Cutch. Unlike the Jain

Vanisof Cutch they have such family names as Dharamsi, Ladasya,
Nangda, Momaya, Mota, Lapsya, Danda, and Khona. The personal

names in ordinary use among men are, Uka, Punsi, Vardhman,Kdnji,
Parbat, Ratansi, Rajpal, SejpM, Hirji, Darsing, Keshayji, Narsi, and
Manak ;

and among women, Manbdi, Ratanbai, Vejbai, Dhanbdi,
Lakmibai, Hirbai, and Matubai. Persons belonging to the same
stock do not intermarry. They are a branch of the Jain community,
but neither eat nor marry with other Jains. Most of them are stout,

dark, and strongly made, the women resembling the men in colour

and features. Their home tongue is Cutchi. Out of doors they talk

either incorrect Kanarese or Marathi with a Gujarati accent. They
live in two-storied houses with stone walls and tiled roofs without
courtyards, but with verandas in front. They are strict vegetarians,

their staple diet being rice, wheat, split pulse, clarified butter, and
milk. They are great eaters being fond of clarified butter, milk,

sugar, molasses, and gram. The men wear a waistcloth, a long
coat, and the oval double-peaked Cutchi turban. Women wear the
lower end of the robe hanging hke a petticoat, and the upper end
drawn over the head and shoulders. The bodice is open-backed and
has short sleeves. They are energetic, hardworking, and thrifty,

but hot-tempered and not very truthful. Their chief occupation is

trading in cotton. They are well off. They rank with the local trading
classes, and their daily life does not difler from that of Bhatias and
Lohanas. A family of five spend £1 10.«. to £2 10s. (Rs.l5-Rs. 25) a
month. They are Jains, worshipping the Tirthankars as servants of
Arhat the Supreme. Their religious Teachers or jatis, of whom
there are many in Cutch though none in Kanara, are subject to the
authority of high-priests called who keep moving during the
fair weather, and during the four rainy months, live in retreat at the
first Jain temple they re.ach after the bursting of the rains. Both
the priests and the high-priests live in celibacy. Unlike the Kanara
Jains whose priests are either Jain Brahmans or Jain priests, they
employ Gujarat Brdhraans to cook and to perform their marriage,
puberty, and death ceremonies. They take their meals before sunset,
and use water brought by fishermen of the Moger or Kh^rvi caste.
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Boys are married between sixteen and twenty^and tbey are not bound
to marry their daughters before they come of age. Unlike the

Kanara Jains a birth or a death in a family is not considered to

make the members of the family impure, except that for thirteen

days they do not go to their temples. Their term of mourning for

a death lasts for a year during which they perform no marriage or

ether joyful ceremonies. Their women sing on all joyful occasions,

and wail when their caste people die. They are paid 3d. to 6d.

(2-4 an.«.) for singing and Is. to 2s. (8 uh.s.-Ro. 1) for wailing. On the

sixth day after a birth relations and friends come to the house with
ornaments and clothes for the child. It is named on the twelfth

day. Offers of marriage come from the bridegroom’s father who
presents the bride with gold and silver ornaments and pays her
parents £50 to £100 (Rs. 500 - Rs. 1000) as earnest-money which
forms the girl’s marriage settlement. Women sing Gujarjlti songs
for two days before the marriage day and parties from the bride-

groom's and the bride’s exchange repeated visits with presents and
bands of music, g On the marriage day both bride and bridegroom
are rubbed with turmeric paste and bathed, and the bridegroom,
wearing the marriage coronet, comes in procession to the bride’s house,

and, being received by her parents, walks with his bride three times
round a square at the corners of which four wooden posts are planted.

At the end of the third round the bride and bridegroom throw
strings of flowers round each other’s necks and stand in the square.

The mother and father of the bride join the hands of the bride and
bridegroom and pour water over them. A Brdhman priest kindles

the sacred fire and the bride’s parents present the bridegroom and
the bride with clothes and ornaments, and the skirts of their

garments are tied together. After a death they go to their

temples on the third day and, sitting outside of the temple, hear
sacred books read. On the thirteenth they feast their community,
and on the fourteenth perform mritdbkhheh that is they get the
Tirthankar’s image washed, and then enter the temple. Their
social disputes are enquired into and disposed of at meetings
of adult castemen called the panch under the presidency of an
hereditary headman called shet. They are very vigorous and hard-
working, and teach their children English.

EomtigS, numbering 261 of whom 125 are males and 136 females,

are found in Yellapur, Mundgod, Haliy5,l, and Sirsi. They live in
towns. They are said to have come from Bellari in Madras and they
still eat and marry with Bellari Komtigs though they speak Kdnarese
instead of Telugu. They seem to have come to Kanara in search
of work. The names in common use among men are, Ramappa,
NArdyanappaGovindappa, Bassappa,andKrishna; and among women,
Tulsi,Ganga,Bhagirathi, Sitawa, Venkawa, Irawa, and Sundravva.
They have neither surnames nor clan names. Their family god
is Nagireshvar, whose shrine is at Bankdpur in Dharwdr. They
have no subdivisions. They are short, round-featured, and inclined

to stoutness. Their Kanarese is largely mixed with Telugu words.
They live in rows of one-storied houses with mud walls and
tiled roofs. Their staple diet is rice and millet. They use no
animal food and tal^e neither liqum* nor intoxicating drags. They
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are temperate eaters, their food being simple but well dresss^

Tbeir special dishes are wheat cakes stuffed with boiled pulse

mixed with molasses. The men wear the waistcloth, a short

coat, a shonldercloth, and a headscarf ; and the women pass the

skirt of the robe between the feet and draw the upper end over the

head like a Ted. The bodice has a back and short sleeves.

They are careful and neat in their dress, wearing DhArw&r and

Belganm robes and keeping special clothes in store for holidays

and family ceremonies. The women are fond of wearing sweet-

scented flowers, and both men and women wear the gold and silven

ornaments used by other high class Hindus. They are clean, hard-

working, thrifty, and orderly, but they have a poor name for honesty;

Their one hereditary calling is trading in grain, cloth, currystnffs,

fruit, and oilman’s stores. Boys attend vernacular schools from

seven to sixteen when they begin to help their elders in trade ;

and women, besides looking after the house, help their husbands

in the shop. Some of them own land which they lease to tenants;

They are free from debt and make good steady incomes as traders.

As a class they are well-to-do. They rank next to Brahmans and
claim superiority over Vanis and Sonars. They take no food except

what is cooked either by their own people or by Dravid Brdhmans.
They have two meals a day, about noon and about eight in the

evenings Most of the day is spent in their shops. Their busy

season lasts from December to May, and their dull season from

June to November. The ordinary monthly charges of a family

of a husband, a wife, two children, and an old relation ate

about 16^. (Rs. 8). The house costs £7 10s to £50 (Ra76«
Rs. 500) ;

the furniture £2 10s. to £10 (Rs. 25 -Rs. 100) ;
and

their special ceremonies £6 to £20 (Rs. 50 - Rs. 200). They are

religious, employing Brdhmans to perform their ceremonies and
paying them great respect. Their spiritual Teacher is Kabir-
bhaskar5eharya, a Shaiv Br^man who lives in celibacy at the

Narayan Devaru monastery in the Bellari district. They have hath
in soothsaying and believe in evil spirits, ghosts, and village gods.

Their chief deities are Venkatramana and Mahddev. They are

Smarts and make pilgrimages to Gokam, Benares, Rdmeshvar,
Pandharpur, and Timpati in North Arkot, and offer blood sacrifices

to village gods. They beep images of household gods in their

houses and worship them every day before taking their meals.

Widow marriage is not allowed, but polygamy is common Girls are
married between six and twelve, and boys between sixteen and
twenty. They bum their dead and mourn them ten days. Their
customs are almost the same as those of Vanis. Social disputes

ere enquired into at meetings of adult castemen and the proceedinga
submitted for orders to the Teacher, who has the power of fining,,

expelling, and readmitting offenders. Both boys and girls go to
school. They are likely to rise in importance.

Ma'rwa'r Vanis, numbering 21 of whom 19 are males and 2
females, are found both in the towns and villages of HaliyM.
They take their name from the country of MArwdr. Their ancestors

are said to have come many years ago from Shirohi and Jodhpur,'
and they say that they eat and intermarry with the Yanis of those-
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pairts. Their home tongne is Mdrv^i The names of men are,

Shilaji, Bajaram, Hirdji, Motiji, Limb^ji, Himji, Bhangaji, Amaiji
and Jesaji ; and of women, Sampa, Jettn, Kudavi, Kemi, Sadn,
Lemi, and SembL They have no surnames. They belong to three

leading classes or stocks, E^Lthor, Pav^, and Chohan. Their
family god is Ambn-Jaipal and Hildji whose shrines are at

Shirohi in Mdrwdr. Families belonging to the same stock do not
intermarry. There are no subdivisions. The men are of the
middle height, wheat-coloured, and spare, bnt strongly made and
with well-cut features

;
the women are shorter and disposed to

stoutness. Their houses are one-storied with mud or stone walls and
tiled roofs. They stand in rows in the markets of towns and large

villages. Their furniture consists of palm-leaf mats, copper pots,

and wooden boxes. Their staple diet is wheat and bread, and they
are temperate eaters and do not drink liquor or eat flesh. They are

good cooks, their holiday dishes being malgadi or wheat-flour cakes
sweetened with molasses and fried in clarified butter, and shiri balls of

wheat-flour roasted and mixed with sugar. The men wear the waist-

cloth, a long white coat, a shouldercloth, and a small tightly wound
two-coloured turban. The women wear a petticoat with many folds

falling to the ankle, a short-sleeved and open-backed bodice, and an
upper robe or scarf of which one end is fastened at the waist and the
othw end drawn over the head and face and held in one hand. The
men wear ear-rings, gold finger-rings, gold necklaces, and silver

girdles ; and the women ear, nose, and ^ger rings, and necklaces of

gold, bone bracelets, glass bangles, and silver anklets and toe-rings.

Itey keep a store of rich clothes for holiday wear. They are clean,

miserly, cunning, and exacting, and have a poor name for honesty.
Their hereditary calling is trade. Some deal in pearls and some in

cloth, some in grain and spices and oilman’s stores, and some are
moneylenders. Boys begin to trade between sixteen and eighteen.

The women do not help the men in their calling. Their profits are
steady and large. They lend to each other at six per cent on
personal security, but they are generally free from debt. Many
of them own land. They rank as traders and eat with none but
India, Pancham, and Chatnrth Jains. Mardtha Shimpis and
Knnbis take food prepared by them. The men attend to their

shops and the women to their houses from sunrise to sunset. They
take two meals a day about noon and about eight. Like other
traders their busy season lasts from December to May. The
ordinary monthly cost of a family of five is about 16s. (Rs. 8). Their
furniture is worth £2 10s. to £10 (Rs. 25-Rs. 100), and their house
£10 to £50 (Rs. 100 -Rs. 500). They are Shr^vak Jains in religion,

bnt respect Grand Brdhmans, who perform their marriage ceremonies.
Their chief object of worship is Pdrasnath. They go on pilgrimage
to Shirohi, Ahmadabad, and Mount Abu. Their spiritual Teacher
or shripuj is a Jain ascetic, who lives in celibacy at Jodhpur in
M^irwar. He has a number of disciples who are trained under him in

Sanskrit and theology. On the death of the Teacher the community
chooses the best of the disciples

;
the rest continue under him. The

head Teacher has no fixed abode. He moves from place to place
'Visiting his followers, stopping at Jain temples, and receiving sub-
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scriptions. The Marwdris offer flowers and frait to the gods Abu
Jaipal and Hilaji, whose images they keep in their houses. Their

religious doctrines are in the main the same as those of Catch Vania

or Gujardt Jains. Infant marriage is not allowed. Girls are married

at any time after twelve and boys after twenty. Polygamy is allowed

and widow marriage is forbidden. The dead are burnt. Their birth

death and marriage ceremonies do not differ from those of Gujarat

Vdnis. Social disputes are settled at meetings of adult castemen.

They teach both their boys and girls to read and write Marvadi and
Kanarese, but do not take to new pursuit.

Warlike Classes included five classes with a strength of about

lOOOorO'23 per cent of the Hindu population. Of these 600 were
Mardthds; 344 (males 219, females 125) Rajputs; 131 (males 123,

females 8) Nayers; and 18 (males 10, females 8) Rachevdrs or

Kongers.

Mara'tlia'S number about 600 most of whom are settled in Karwdr.

They have come from Ratndgiri and Sdvantvddi within the last

twenty years. The census returns show a total of about 35,000, but

almost all of these strictly belong to the class of Maratha Kulvadis.

They are divided into Sdlvis, Shindes, and regular Mardthas, who
eat together but do not intermarry. Some of them are wheat-coloured

and some dark, and almost all are strong and well-made; the women
are like the men but fairer. Their home Marathi does not differ

from the home tongue of the Sdvantvddi and Ratndgiri Marathds.

They live in one-storied houses with mud walls, thatched or tiled

roofs, narrow verandas, and front yards. Their staple diet is rice,

vegetables, and fish
;
but they eat fowls, sheep, and game, and

drink country liquour. They are moderate eaters, fish and spices

being their chief dainties. They are good cooks. The men wear
the waistcloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf ; and the
women the robe passing the skirt back between the feet and drawing
the upper end over the head. They also wear a short-sleeved and
backed bodice. They are hardworking, thrifty, and energetic, but
selfish and cunning. Some serve as constables and messengers

;

others are petty shopkeepers selling grain, vegetables, and fruit.

They are comparatively well-to-do, and rank next to the trading

classes. The men work during the whole of the day taking three

meals, and the women mind the house The ordinary monthly
expenses of a family of five are 16-s. (Rs. 8). Their religion does not
differ from that of the Konkani-speaking husbandmen of Kanara. The
Marathas have a leaning towards Shaivism, while the Kanarese-
speaking husbandmen lean towards Vaishnavism. Both have a
strong faith in soothsaying and ghosts. Girls are married between
nine and twelve and boys between fourteen and eighteen. They
employ Karhada, Konkanasth or Chitpavan, and Joishi or Havig
Brahmans to perform their marriage, puberty, and death ceremonies.
Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed but seldom practised.

Their widows do not shave their heads and their dead are burnt.
They have no regular headman, but their caste disputes are enquired
into and settled by meetings of castemen whose decision is final and
enforced on pain of loss of caste. They have begun to send their

children to school and .show themselves ready to take to new pursuits.
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fiajpnts, nambering 344 of whom 219 are males and 125
females, are found in small numbers in all large towns. They have
come in search of employment from Central India and their home
tongue is Hindustani The names in ordinary use among men are,

Kalusing, DurgAsing, Ramchandarsing, Rampras^d, Kesariprasad,

€raurishankar, Rddhakisan, and Sitaram ; and among women, Rddha,
J&nki, Sita, Ganga, Kdsi, and Lachmi. Their family stocks are
Kanshik, Kaundanya, andVatsya. Their surnames are Chohdn, Pavdr,

Tilokchandi, and Dikkhit, and they eat and marry with the Rajputs
of Central India. Most of them are married to Rajput women.
Some keep either Konkani or KAnarese-speaking women, but their

children by these women generally join one of the prostitute

classes. "Kiey are divided into Surya-vaunshis or sun-bom and
Chandra-vanushis or moon-bom, and the two classes eat together
and intermarry. They are wheat-coloured, tall, and muscular, with
well-cut and manly features. Their home tongne is Hindustani,

which does, not differ from that of the Central India Rajputs. They
live in one-storied houses with mud or laterite walls and thatched
or tiled roofs and front yards. The furniture includes brass lamps
and a variety of metal plates and cooking and other vessels. They
eat mutton and drink liquor, but their common food is wheat,

clarified butter, and split pulse. They are great eaters and good
cooks. The men wear the waistoloth wrapping it round the waist

and binding one end tightly round each leg, a jacket, and a head-
scarf. Some women wear the petticoat and others the robe without
passing the skirt back between the feet ; all draw the upper
end across the head and face like a veil. They also wear a bodice

with short sleeves and a back. Most keep costly clothes in store for

holiday wear and for grand occasions, and have a large collection of

silver and gold ornaments. The men wear gold ear-rings and
finger-rings and a silver girdle, and the women nose-rings, ear-rings,

necklaces, wristlets, anklets, waistbands, and toe-rings, the toe-rings

and anklets of silver and most of the other ornaments of gold. They
are hot-tempered, brave, showy, hardworking, and thrifty. They
are husbandmen, constables, and petty shopkeepers, selling rice,

tobacoo, cocoanuts, clarified butter, currystuff, and cloth. They gene-
rally have arms in their houses and are excellent wrestlers. Some
of the poorer women maintain themselves by spinning country
cotton. They earn enough for a decent living. They rank next to

Brahmans though the trading classes claim superiority. They rise

early, bathe in cold water, and worship their gods. They cook their

food, breakfast between nine and ten, and go to work, returning by
sunset and taking their second meal between seven and eight. The
women do nothing but house work and never leave the house
without covering their heads. The ordinary monthly expenditure of

afamily of five varies from 16s. to £ I (Rs.8-Rs. 10). Their furniture

is worth £1 to £5 (Rs. 10-Rs. 50), and their marriages cost £10 to

£50 (Rs. lOO-Rs. 500). They are very religious. The objects of their

flpecial devotion are Ram, Krishna, Shiv,Venkatramana, Ganpati, and
P^rvati Their holidays are Sankrdntiu.Janaarj; SAmyain Febrnary-

March; Yugddi or New Year’s day in March-April; Ashddhi ekddashi

in June-Jidy ; Ndg-panchami in July-August; Shrdvan Faumima in

B 1218- 25
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July-August; Oohaldshtami in August-September; Ganes7i-chaturth%

in A.ugust- September; Daara in September- October; Divdli in

October-November ;
and Kdrtiki eMdashi in October-November.

Their spiritual Teachers are Kanoja Brahmans to whom they pay great

respect. They make pilgrimages to Gokam in Kanara, Rdmeshvar in

Madura, Benares and Gaya in the North-West Provinces, Dwdrka in

west Kathiawar, Kishkinda in North India, and Tirupati in North
Arkot. They join in local festivals and reverence the village gods,

but do not offer blood sacrifices, though they have great faith in

soothsaying and witchcraft. Their girls are married between seven

and eleven and their boys between sixteen and twenty-five. Widow
marriage is forbidden, but polygamy is allowed and practised. They
mourn the dead for ten days. They do not perform regular death

ceremonies in the case of boys who die before they are girt with the

sacred thread or in the case of girls who die before marriage. They
observe the sixteen sacraments enjoined on high class Hindus. The
ceremonies are conducted by Kanoja Brahmans and do not differ from
those performed by Brahmans. They are, puberty or garhhdddn,
pregnancy or pumsavan, a ceremony to secure the birth of a son
known as shimant, a preserving or Vishnuhali ceremony, birth or

jdtkarma, naming or ndmkama, presenting to the god or

nishkarma, weaning annaprdshan, head-shaving or chaul, thread-
girding or upanayan, beginning Vedic learning or mahdnem,
completing Vedic learning or mahdvrit, presenting a cow to the
Brahman instructor or goddn, expiation for chance irregularities

or samdvartan, marriage or vivdh, and death or nidhan. Their social

disputes are disposed of at meetings of adult castemen. The
Pardeshi or foreign families do not teach their children, but the
native Rajputs or descendants of kept women teach their boys to

read and write Marathi and Kanarese.

Na'ysrs, numbering 131 of whom 1 23 are males and 8 females, are
found in small numbers in Kumta and Sirsi. The name, of which the
singular is Nayer and the plural Naymdr, is the Maldyali for leader.

They are not residents but pilgrims from Malabar to Gokam in
Kumta. Though they are only pilgrims some of them stay for several
months and a few for some years. The eight women shown in the
census seem to be Kdnarese women kept by the Nayers. There are
said to be no Nayer women in North Kanara. The men^s names are
Gopal, NArdyan, Ramana, Krishna, and Achchutam; and the women’s
names,Narayaniamma, Parvatamma, Kunji,Lakshmi,andParvatadevi
Except Nayer, which all men add to their names, they have no
surnames but place names. They have no household gods, but their
family deities are Bhadragah of Kdlikat and Pdlghdt in MaJabdr,
Guravaya Urapan or Krishna of Kalikat, and Shastar Ayappa whose
shrines are found in many villages on the Malabdr coast. They
belong to eleven classes or clans : Kirit or Kiran, Sudra, Chaimadn,
Viliam or Vilib, Vatta- Katta, Atte-Korchi, Volkutra, Volterat,
Tundr, Anador, and Torgan. The men of the three first classes eat
together, and a few of the men of the first and second class marry
women belonging to the second and third divisions. Their women ,

eat only with persons of their own clans. The lower orders marry
•with none but their own people though all eat together if the food is
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cooked by a man of tbe highest clan. They are well-featured^ fair,

tall, and strongly made. Their home tongue is Malayab, but they
can talk Kanarese though with a Malayali accent. They have no
houses of their own, generally living with Havig Brahmans. Their
common food is vegetables and rice, but they are free to use flesh

except beef and pork and to drink liquor. Unlike the people of

Kiinara the men keep a knot of hair on the forehead and the

women increase the size of the lobe of the ears by wearing heavy
ornaments. The men’s full dress is a thin white waistcloth called

munda wrapped round the waist without passing the end between
the legs. They also wear a shouldercloth and a white headscarf,

and out of doors carry in their hands a palmyra-leaf umbrella.

The women wear the munda like the men, leaving the bosom and
the upper part of the body uncovered, except by a narrow cloth

Vorn across the shoulder like a sash. The munda is so thin that
an under-cloth has to be worn. They are clean, hot-tempered,
lazy, and thriftless. Before the conquest of Malabdr by the English
the Nayers formed the militia of the country. Now some, but
chiefly those of the lowest or Torgan division, are husbandmen and
Government servants. In Kdnara they are either physicians,

astrologers, or sorcerers. The hereditary office of the first class of

the Kirits or Kirans is to settle disputes among the lower classes ;

that of the second or Sudras to act as physicians ; that of the third or
Charn^dus to prepare horoscopes

j
that of the fourth or Vilits to carry

the palanquins of kings, Namburi Brdhmans, and others privileged to

use palanquins ; the fifth or Vatta-Kattas make oil
;
the sixth or Atte-

Korchis pour on the heads of all Nayers when in mourning a mixture
of water, milk, and cow’s urine on the fifth, tenth,and fifteenth day in

order to cleanse them from impurity ; the seventh or Volkutras are
barbers

; the eighth or Volterats washermen ; the ninth or Tundra
tailors ; the tenth or Anadors potters ; and the eleventh or Torgans
labourers. In the two higher castes certain families have the name
of Nambiar. These are the children of Nayer women by Namburi
Brahmans, and, to one of these families the Malabdr chiefs belong.
The title of Nambiar is borne only by sons of the sisters of

Nambiars whose fathers are Namburi Brahmans. The daughters
in Nambiar Nayer families take great pains to persuade Namburi
Brdhmans to five with them, feeding them, clothing them, and
paying them large sums of money. In old times the Nambiar
families were treated with special respect and made governors of
provinces and large land proprietors.

Ndyers rank next to the trading classes, the Kiran being the
highest and the Torgan the lowest in rank. The Torgans are held
so low that when the ten higher orders happen to touch them they
have to purify themselves. The Tiyers or Malaydli palm tappers,

who mixed freely with the lowest classes, were cut down if they
did not leave the path when they met a Nayer. The Nayers are most
submissive to their superiors. They rise late and pass most of their

time in talk. The monthly expenditure of a single man varies from
10s. to £5 (Es. 5-Es, 50). Though their chief deity is Vishnu, the
Ndyers wear the marks of Shiv and offer blood sacrifices to the local

go& and goddesses who have been identified with Shiv, Vishnu, and
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Parvati. They do not employ Brahmans to perform their ceremonies.

But the lowest order of the Nambnri Birmans attend them for

charity and are their spiritual Teachers, and their privileges are

similar to those of the Vallabh^harya Mah^r^jds. They marry at

a very early age, but their marriage is a mockery. Even after the

girl comes of age the wife does not bve with her husband, but with
her parents, brothers, sisters, or next of kin, havii^ NAyers or
Brahmans to live with her, the nominal husband allowing his wife

money for ornaments, clothes, oil, and other requisites. In Nortii

Malabo near Kalikat some married women live with their husbands,
who share their wives’ society with Brahmans and other men of high
caste. In South Malab^ir near Cochin the Ndyer women never live

with their husbands but have lovers to live with them, Brdhm'ans
being the most &voured. When a Brahman takes a fancy t& a
Nayer girl he fastens his shonldercloth to a string at the lintel

the front door and the other hangers-on withdraw in his :l^vom^

No limit is set to the number of a Nayer woman’s lovers so long as
they are of high caste. Any woman caught in an intrigue with a
man of the lower orders is turned out of caste. The favour of the
Ndyer women is much sought for by the men of their own classy

many of whom lead utterly idle and improvident lives, giving up
everything in the hope of vrinning the goodwill of some womans
In South Malabdr as no Nayer can be sure that any child is his, he
looks on his sister’s children as his heirs and even in North Malab&r
where he lives with his wife the husband has less fondness for his
wife’s than for his sister’s sons. In South Malabar the eldest woman
of a family manages the house and on her death the second sister or
eldest next of kin takes her place. Brothers live with their sisters,

and families continue undivided for generations, as the chief cause of
jealousy and division, the introduction of women of other families,
is avoided. Among the Namburi Brahmans only the eldest son is

allowed to marry. The younger brothers are allowed to live writh
Ndyer women and eat food cooked by them. In South Malnhatr the
Nayers observe the custom of marrying all dead women either to a
Brdhman or to a young cocoa-palm. Ihis is called tali. The body
is bathed decked with rich clothes and ornaments, and seated in a
canopied chair. A Brdhman, generally one of the dead woman’s
lovers, is seated beside her. Their hands are joined and water is
poured on them by the eldest female member of the family. In
reward for the part he plays in this ceremony and on condition of
performing obsequies, the bridegroom receives £-5 to £50 (Rs. 50-
Es. 500) from the relations of the bride. When large sums are paid,
the husband allows his beard to grow in token of mourning till he
returns from Benares after throwing the bones and ashes into the
Ganges. Those who cannot afford to pay for a Br;4hman husband
marry the corpse to a young cocoa-palm. Nayers do not wear the
^cred thread but gird themselves with a hook-shaped knife called
Nayer Icatti about fifteen inches long and seven broad with a wooden
handle about four inches long. Boys are girt with this knife when
ftey are about sixteen years old. They bum their dead, mourners
holding themselves impure for fifteen days after a death. Nayers
who wish to go direct to heaven have to visit Benares, perform
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memorial ceremonies to their ancestors at Glaya, take watel* from the

Ganges and poar it on the Shiv ling at B^meshvar, and visit other
holy places, washing in the Poshkami pond at Tirnpati. Social

disputes are settled by meetings of castemen under the presidency
of a Nambiar, each of whom is the hereditary president of a circle

of villages. Serious matters are referred to Nambnri Brdhmans for

decision.^

{.f.
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Kongers or Ra'cheva'rs, numbering 18 of whom 10 are males
and 8 females, are found in small numbers in Shiveshvar in Kdrwar.
They claim to be Kshatriyas, and to have come from Kongdesh or
Coimbator to the south-east of Maisur. They take the word rdya
after their names. They are said to have come to Eanara from-Goa,
where their ancestors took refuge during the rule of Tipu Sultdn
(1783-1799). Their family god is Venkatramana of Tirnpati. Their
stock names are Kaushik, Kanndanya, Kashyap, and Vatsya. The
names in common use among men are, Shesha, Kusht, Pnttu, Annu,
Bhikn, Keshav, Raghoba, Jayram, Ram, Bachi, Nal, and Trimal ; and
among women, Akkamma, Venkamma, Rangamma, Krishnamma,
Cbiliakkamma, Lakshmamma, Jdyamma, Bdyamma, and Gauramma.
They stiU eat and marry with those of their tribe who have remained
in Coimbator. But they find it hard to get girls to marry their sons
as their parents are unwilling to send their girls unless they are
paid large sums. They are tall, brown skinned, and muscular.
Their original home tongue was Tamil, and most of the elders still

speak Tamil. But the present generation can talk only Konkani
and Marathi, as they have been bom and brought up in Kdnara
among Konkani-speaking people. They live in one-storied houses
with mud walls and thatched roofs. Their furniture includes brass
lamps, wooden boxes, benches, straw mats, copper and earthen
cooking pots, and bell-metal plates. Their staple diet is rice and
fish, and they eat mutton and fowls and the flesh of wild pig and
other game. They do not drink liquor. The men wear the waist-

cloth, the shonlderclothjand the headscarf ; and unlike the Coimbator
Rtichevars, the women wear the skirt of the robe passed back between
the feet and the upper end drawn over the right shoulder. They wear
a short-sleeved bodice. The men are brave but thriftless and lazy,

spending the greater part of their time in dissipation. Most of them
own land leasing it to tenants and living on the rent, which is seldom
more than a pittance. Most of their lands are burdened with debt
and the greater portion of the rent goes to pay interest. This, with
their love of pleasure and their dislike to work, keeps them Mways
in money difficulties. They rank next to the trading classes. The
men spend the greater part of their time sauntering, gossipping in

shop verandas, frequenting pleaders’ houses to find how they can
outwit their creditors, or talking to dancing-girls. Their women
attend to the house and are said to be well-behaved. A family of

five spends about I8s. (Rs. 9) a month. The men wear the sacred

* Accounts of the NAyers are given in Badger’s Varthema, 1503, 124, 141 - 144

;

Stanley’s Barbosa, 1514, 124 - 133 ; Forbes’ Oriental Memoirs, 1773, I. 377 - 386 ; and
Buchanan’s Mysor, 1800, II. 394, 408-410, 513-514. ’Their courage and military skill

are praised by Wilks, South of India, 1810, 1. 470-473.

Kongert, '

'-v-f
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thread and employ Chitp^van and Karhdda Brahmans to perform

their marriage, puberty, and death ceremonies. They treat their

priests with much respect, worship the ordinary Hindu gods, and
keep all local holidays including bhdnd and jatra fairs in honour of

village gods. They are firm believers in soothsaying and witchcraft.

Their family god is Venkatramana of Tirupati and their spiritual

Teacher is the head of the Smdrt monastery at Shringeri in Maisor.

They go on pilgrimage to Gokarn, Tirupati, Pandharpur, and Benares.

They sacrifice sheep, goats, and fowls to the village gods and feed

on the victims. Their special object of worship is Amma or shakti.

They have no image of her but worship her every day before the first

meal by offering fruits, flowers, and frankincense, and waving a
lighted lamp before a pile of cooked rice strained dry which the

Worshipper afterwards eats. Once a year aU the members of each
family meet in the house of the family head, and mixing cooked rice

with milk curds make it into the shape of a woman and slay a ram
before it. The kinsfolk then break the idol and eat the rice and
curds, and the caste people are feasted with mutton stew, rice bread,

cooked rice, vegetables, paisa, and vade. Their boys are girt with
the sacred thread between ten and twelve and their girls are married
between seven and ten. They find it difficult to get wives as there
are no settlements of their caste nearer than Coimbator and Maisur.
They forbid widow marriage but allow p>olygamy. They bum their

dead. Their ceremonies do not differ from those of the Bavknle
V^nis. Their social disputes are settled at meetings of the men of

the caste under the hereditary headman or budvant, who with the
consent of the majority has power to put out of caste or to re-admit.

They can read and write Marathi, but few give their boys regular
schooling.

Tempi© Servants included four classes with a strength of
about 1386 (males 719, females 667) or 0'32 per cent of the Hindu
population. Of these 1124 (males 542, females 582) were Ghddis ;

89 (males 47, females 42) Guravs
; 81 (males 38, females 43) Pdtdlis

or Sthdniks j and 92 (all males) Aigals.

Gha'dis or Soothsayers, numbering 11 24 of whom 542 are males
and 582 females, are found in small numbers at Bad near Karwdr,
in YellApur, and in Kumta. They hold the same place as PAttllis,

Guravs, Aigals, and Kumbars, of whom details are given below.
They have no surnames. The names in common use among men
are Jatti, Devu, Naga, Narayana, Shankra, Lakku, and Dhaku

; and
among women, Laku or Laki, Narayani, Kanamma, Sdntu, Lingamma,
and Ammn or Ammu. They have no subdivisions, all eating
together and intermarrying. Both men and women are tall, dark,
and strongly made. They look like Vakkals or Kunbis, and like
them speak Kanarese with a large mixture of Konkani words.
They live in small houses with mud walls, thatched roofs, narrow
verandas, and front yards. They own cows and buffaloes, and in
their houses have copper pots and brass lamps, a few low wooden
stools, a rattan box, and some mats. Their common food is rice and
rdtji. They eat animal food. Like the Komarpdiks their special
holiday and wedding dish is paisa that is rice boiled with cocoanut
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milk and molasses. They are not good cooks and are moderate
eaters. They dress like Komarpaiks, the men wearing the loin-

cloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf with a black blanket
over the head ;

and the women the robe passingthe skirt back between
the feet and drawing the upper end across the shoulder and breast.

They wear no bodice. They are hardworking, thrifty, sober, and
well-behaved. Their hereditary calling is soothsaying and slaying

animals offered to village gods. They now work as labourers and
husbandmen. They have no land of their own, but they take land
on le^se or at a quit-rent. They are not so successful or industrious

as Vakkals. In former years they tilled only Icumri or hill

clearings, but recent restrictions have forced them to take to
regular field work. They are well-to-do and above want. They
rank next to Koknas and Halvakki-Vakkals and do not differ from
the Halvakki-Vakkals in their daily life. A family of five spends
about 10«. (Rs. 5) a month. Their family gods are Venkatramana
of Tirupati and his attendant Hanumanta, and their patron god is

Mahadev of Karw^Lr. They keep the usual Hindu holidays and
engage Havigs and Joishis to perform their ceremonies. Their chief

objects of worship are the village deities called ammas whom they
worship by offering flowers, fruit, and animals. Their spirituaJ

Teacher is the head of the Shringeri monastery. They formerly
used to go on pilgrimage to Tirupati, but now-a-days they seldom
go. Some families keep wooden images of Venkatramana near the
tuUi plant in the courtyard. Their girls are married between nine
and twelve, and their boys between fourteen and eighteen. Widow
marriageis allowed and practised, polygamyiscommon, and polyandry
is unknown. Those who can afford to buy firewood burn the dead ;

the rest bury. They mourn ten days and on the twelfth feast their

castefellows. They have an hereditary headman called budvant
who calls meetings of adult castemen and presides over them. They
do not send their boys to school or take to new pursuits, but on the
whole are well-to-do.

Guravs, numbering 89 of whom 47 aremales and 42 females, are
found in Kumta, Ankola, Yellapur, and Supa. They are said to have
come from Goa on its occupation by the Portuguese and members of
their caste are still found there. They have no surnames. Their
family goddess is Shanteri of Madadol in Goa, who has also a temple
at Kumta. The names in common use among men are, Santjiya,
Shabjiya, Pandu, Phattu, and Subbu ; and among women, Shanteri,
Chandu, Bfiije, and Durgi. Some of the men add the word/tya to
their names. They marry with the Guravs of Goa. Members of

the same stock do not marry. They have no divisions. They are
dark, middle-sized, and strongly made. They speak Konkani and
live in one-storied houses with mud or laterite walls and thatched
roofs, verandas, and courtyards, with a plant of sweet basil in.

front. Their common food is rice and fish, and fowls and mutton
when they are offered to the village gods and goddesses. They
drink no liquor. The men wear the waistcloth, the shouldercloth,

and the headscarf
;
and the women the robe passing the skirt back

between the feet, and a bodice with a back and short sleeves. They
are thrifty, orderly, and well-behaved. They are servants in the
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temples of the shahtis or female powers. Besides the offerings

made to the temple they have an allowance oat of the produce of the

temple lands. They OYrn land and are well-to-do. They rank next

to Bi’^hmans. The men perform the worship of the idols of the

temple to which they are attached both in the morning and evening,

and the women do house work. A family of five spends about 16«.

(Es. 8) a month. They worship the ordinary Hindu gods and keep
the regular holidays. They employ Karhdda, Konk^ig, or Joislu

Brahmans to perform their thread, marriage, puberty, and death
ceremonies, which do not differ from those observed by other middle
class Hindus. Their girls are married between eight and eleven,

and their boys are girt with the sacred thread between seven and
ten. They burn their dead. Widow marriage is forbidden, and
polygamy practised. Theymarry with their own caste people. Their

caste disputes are settled at meetings of the men of the caste.

They teach their boys to read and write K^narese, but take to no
new pursuits.

Pa'taliS or Stha'niks, numbering 81 of whom 38 are males
and 43 females, are found in Hondvar and Kumta, their centres

being Bad in Kumta and Gunvante in Honavar. They are depressed

Havigs. Their origin seems to be similar to that of the South
Kdnara Sthdniks,^ who are descendants of Brdhman widows
and outcaste women by Brahmans corresponding with Mann’s

-

Golaks. The names in. ordinary use among men are, Manjayya,
Gopal, Krishnayya, Subrdya, Narsappa, and Venkatramana; and
among women, Parmi, Lakshmi, Kdveri, Parvati, Godavari, Gauri,

Savitri, Sarasvati, and Venkamma. The men take the word shdnbhog
or accountant as a surname. Their family stocks are Kaushik,
Kaundanya, Bharadvdj, and Vishvdmitra. Persons belonging to

the same stock do not intermarry. Their family gods are Dhar^th,
Ganpati, Mahadev, and Venkatramana, whose local shrines are in

Hondvar and Kumta. They have no subdivisions. In their

appearance they do not differ from Havigs. Their home tongue is

Kdnarese. They live in one-storied houses with mud or laterite walls,

wooden ceilings, and thatched roofs. The houses have spacious
verandas and front yards with sweet basil plants, the houses being
kept neat and clean. Their food and dress are the same as those
of Havigs. They are sober, hardworking, orderly, and polite, but
like the Havigs over-fond of going to law. Their hereditary calling

is to gather flowers, to sprinkle the floor of the temples with
cowdung water, to serve the god, and to carry his litter or palanquin.
Some, like the Havigs, devote themselves to garden cultivation and
some are village accountants. They are well-to-do and improving.
All Dravid Brdhmans allow them to dine with them though they do
not take food cooked by them. Their daily life does not differ

from that of the Havigs. A family of five spends about 1 6s. (Rs. 8)
a month. In religion they do not differ from Havigs. Their

* Under native rule in Elnara women who did not like to live with their hnsbands
used to go to a temple, and, anointing their heads with the oil from the lamps bum-
ing before the idols, lived there as temple servants' with freedom to have connection
with any high class Hindo,
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religions guide is the head of the Kekk4r monastery in Hondvar.
They have no priests of their own caste and call the Havig priests

to perform their ceremonies, which do not differ from those of the

Havigs. Boys are invested with the sacred thread between seven

and eleven, and girls are married before eleven. The heads of

widows are shaved and they are not allowed to marry! They
neither eat flesh nor drink liqnor. Their social disputes are

settled at meetings of the men of the caste. They send their boys
to school and are a rising class, though they do not give their

children any English education.

Aigals, numbering 92 who seem wrongly returned as all men,
are found in the petty division of Ankola. They were originally

Koknas and take the name of Aigal, from ayya master, because they
serve in village temples. The names in common use among men are,

Hanma, Subba, Devappa, Devrdj, Bab, and Bam ; and among women,
Devki, Gaura, Lakshmi, Savitri, and Yesha. They take the word
Aigal after their personal names. Their family stocks are Kashyap
and Vasishtha. They have no surnames,and persons belonging to the
same family stock do not intermariy. They appear to have come
from the Konkan. As their numbers are small they intermarry with
the Konknas of Karwar, though they pretend to a higher social status

and claim to be a distinct caste. The principal object of their

worship is Venkatramana of Tirnpati whose local shrine is at Ankola
where they officiate. They are a branch of the Konknas ranking,
eating, and manying with them and not differing from them m
appearance. Their home tongue is Konkani but they can speak
K^inarese. They live in one-storied houses with mud waUs and
thatched roofs, verandas, and front yards. Their ordinary food
is rice and fish curry and vegetables. They eat meat sacrificed to

idols and drink liquor in private when they can afford it. Their
hobday dishes do not differ from those of Brahmans. They are
moderate eaters but poor cooks. The men wear the waistcloth, the
shouldercloth, and the headscarf

; and the women the robe passing
the skirt back between the feet, and no bodice. They are clean, but
lazy and dishonest. They gather flowers and make other arrange-
ments for the service of the gods in the chief village temples and
are paid in grain. Their women do house work. They are fairly

off and above want. When not employed in temple duties they
saunter about in idleness. A family of five spends about 19s.

(Rs. 5) a month. Their chief object of worship is Venkatramana of
Tirnpati and his attendant Hanumanta, whose shrine is at Ankola.
They worship all local gods and goddesses, carefully keep all Hindu
hohdays, and have faith in soothsaying, witchcraft, and sorcery.

They go to no local place of pilgrimage except Gokarn near Ankola.
Their spiritual Teacher is the Tatyachari of Govindrdjpattan near
Tirnpati, who is a Tengale Edmannj Brdhman. They employ
Karhada, Joishi, and Havig Brahmans to perform their ceremonies.
Their customs and ceremonies do not differ from those of the
Konknas. Widow marriage is not allowed ; they burn their dead.
Social disputes are settled by the headmen of the temples to which
they belong. A few send their children to school and teach them
Kdnarese, but they are not enterprising and take to no new pursuits.

B 1218—26
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Husbandmen included twenty-eight classes, with a strength
of 108,573 (males 56,846, females 51,727) or 25-73 per cent of this

Hindu population. The following statement gives the details

:

Kdnara Hushandrnen,

Class. Alales.
Fe-

males.
ToUI. Class. Males.

Ve-
maleg.

liotal.

H&lrakki Yakki^ 13»464 12,931 26,395 Sadars 266 244 490
A'rers 8929 8532 17,461 Sat&rk5n 260 223 480
Kookan or Eunbia ... 8033 677S 14,812 Mills or ^mtis ... 242 206 44S
Gibn Vakkals 5287 5285 10,672 A'reMarithia 149 U4 2S
Eare Vakkala ... 622<] 4624 9844 Habboa ISO 104 234
Koknas 3916 3898 7814 Bungirs 91 101 ns
Torke Kidors 2304 1272. 3676 A'tte Vakkals 71 S4 125
Sberogirs 1683 1488 3070 Nonbars 64 S» 113
Psdtis 1515 1399 2913 Sbilangis ... 75 19 04
Uppu N&dora HOC lOlO 2110 Padamsilis ... ... 22 41 63
I^chamsdlls 1140 806 1946 Gongdikirs 13 16 »
Kot Vakkals looa 819 1822 Tigleis 10 11 21
R&narese Jains 898 T66 1653 Davnis 10 1 u
Sndirs ...

Hanbars
651
432

658
373

1209
795 Total ... 66346 51,737

HaTvalchd. VakRalS or white-rice growers, a hardworking class
of husbandmen, numbering 26,395 of whom 13,464 are males and
12,931 females, are found in Knmta, Hon^var, Ankola, and K^rwfir.
Their chief centres in Kumta are Katgdl, Gokarn, Kalb4g, Ghand^var,
Bad, Dh4reshvar, K&gA], Agrar, Unchkeri, Eekkar, Mnrur, MaUipnr^
and Kumta ; in HonAvar, Idgnnji, Hospatna, Sdlkod, Gunavante,
Gungune, and Hebbdnkeri ; in Ankola, Ankola, Hiregutti, Agsnt,
Aursa, Hebbul, Gundbale, Ulvari, and Gangavali; and in K^£r>
Karwdr, Bingi, and AmdalU.

The word Halvakki comes from the Kinarese hdlu milk or milk-
white and akki rice, probably because the Halvakki Yakkals are the
chief growers of the better kinds of rice.^ In Maisnr a large class
of husbandmen bear the same name and follow the same calling.
They seem to be among the earliest settlers on the coast. They have
lost all tradition of connection with Maisnr, but a trace perhaps
remains in their worship of Venkatramana of Tirupati in North Arkot
As is shown later on the HMvakki Vakkals are notable for not
employing Br^mans. The names in common use among men are,
Bira, Ndga, Goli, Timma, Kuppa, Goinda, Tnlsu, V^su, Hanmanta,
Bomma, Pursu, Hnli, Bella, Dema, Deva, Badia, and Jetti; and
among women, Tnlsi, Karij^evi, Shivi, Gangi, Ndgi, Timmi, and
Putti. They have no surnames. The men add gauda, literally a
headman, to their names, some interposing the honoriBc appa or
anna, as Birappgauda or Venkanngauda. Except relations on the
father’s side they marry any member of their community. Their
family god is an nnhusked cocoanut, which is kept in a shed near
the sweet basil plant and worshipped daily, and their patron deity
is Venkatramana of Tirupati, a manifestation of Vishnu, and hin
attendant Hanumdn. One of their favourite places of worship is a
temple of Hannman at Chandavar in Kumta. The ministrant is a
Havig Brdhman, but the H41vakkis have the right to receive the
‘prasad or flowera used in adorning the god. They bear a strong

ff,

HdlaJcki is Kanarese means table rice,
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resemblance to and appear to be a branch of the Halvakkais of
Maisnr who rank first among the Vakkal communities.

Hdlvakkis are divided into eight clans or ballis from the Sanskrit
valli a creeper, Manj^lballi, Kadanballi, MAnalballi, Devanballi,

Bdleballi, Garvinbalb, Kodkalballi, and Mnskinballi. Among these

the Manjalballis hold the first rank and are entitled to receive tokens
of respect before any of the other clans. The other clans rank
in the order given. The Manjalballis have as their dan god
Manjaldevam whose shrine is Manjdl a high peak about ten miles
north-east of K^rwAr ; the KadanbaUis have Kadbaln for their clan

g
id whose shrine is at Gudehalli about six miles from KarwSr ; the
^n^ballis have no special clan god and are divided into seven

branches, AlbbaUi, Bargalballi, Deviballi, Knntiballi, Shaleballi,

Argalballi, and MiggibalU, each of which worships the god of the
village in which they live. Each of the divisions is said to have
some article which they are forbidden to eat. The information is

imperfect. But the fact that the KadanbaUis do not eatthe elk kadave
or admhar, that the Bargalballis do not eat the barga or hog deer,

seem to show that these are examples of the rule that it is nnlawfnl
to use the goardian or name-giving badge of the clan.

The men are dark and muscxdar with small heads, slanting

foreheads, round cheeks, somewhat flat noses, broad shoulders,

pK^ecting jaws, weU-cnt Ups, and long smooth black hair. The
women are like the men but slimmer. Their home-tongue is a
corrupt Kdnarese. The chief peculiarities are the use of n for I

as in mene for mele up or above ;
I for I as in helu for hefu tell

;
ya for

o as in hoyte for hogutte going
j
ya for da as in hogydne for hogidddtie

has gone ; and the frequent use of the words kandya and ambru
meaning ‘you see’ and ‘it is said’ at the end of every expression, as also

the word ra meaning Sir. Thus Nam bdva mane mege hogia, kandya.
My brother-in-law has climbed up the house, you see. Moudra, Yes
sir. Yalli hogti bdva, Brother-in-law, where are yon going ; Shdnhor
maneli madvi, hiitige hiduke banddre pdisa shikkudu, tamma, There
is a wedding in the house of the viUage accountant ; we have been
caUed to work without pay

;
we shall get pdisa that is rice molasses

and cocoanut milk cooked together, brother.

They Uve in one-storied houses worth £2 to £50 (Rs. 20 - Rs. 500)
with mud walls and thatched roofs with verandas and courtyards. In
the middle of the courtyard stands a sweet basil plant on a small

cowdunged earthen platform or altar on which is kept an image of

the patron god Venkatramana. The floor of the house as well as the
yard is scrupulously clean and beautifully polished by rubbing it with
smooth round stones. The courtyard serves for a hall and playground.

The walls of the houses are very low and there is little ventilation,

each room having only one window about a foot and a half square,

the horizontal bars being fixed so close to each other that they shut

out bght and air. One of the rooms is set apart for the worship of

Balindra the unhusked cocoanut. During the hot weather all the

inmates of the house sleep together in the yard, and during the
rainy season in the main room. They have no separate rooms for

the men and women of the family. Their furniture consists of low
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square wooden stools worth 3d. to 6d. (2-4 «ns.), a long raised

wooden bench worth 4s. to 12s. (Rs.2-Es. 6), brass lamps mounted
on wooden stands worth Is. to 2s. (8 ans.-Re. 1), a set of brass and
copper pots and bell-metal plates worth £1 to £3 (Rs. 10- Rs. 30),

and plaited grass mats worth S^d. to 2s. (3ans.-Re. 1). Their
staple food is rice and ragi-, but, when they sacrifice or go
hunting they eat flesh except beef and village-fed pork. In preparing
animal food they cut the meat into small bits of the size of a pea
and cook them with spices and with pieces of cocoa-kernel about
three times as large as the piece of meat. This dish is called rasa
and is considered a great dainty. They are great eaters, being
very fond of molasses and of paisa tlmt is rice molasses and
cocoanut milk cooked together. They never touch liquor and carry
their dislike of it so far that they never stand under a cocoanut tree

while it is being tapped. While at their meals, they do not take
off their headdress except on Saturdays when they bare their heads
in honour of their god Venkatramana. The men shave the head
except the top-knot and the face except the moustache, and the whole
face when any grown kinsman dies. The men’s dress is a head-
scarf, a loincloth hung from a girdle of silk threads about a quarter
of an inch thick, a shouldercloth, and a rough country blanket called
kambli also worn on the shoulder as a weight pad and rain-guard.
They also wear a pouch or wallet of sacking called hatva hanging
from the shoulder, holding betelnuts and leaves, tobacco, lime,
and other necessaries worth about 4s. (Rs. 2). The women put
cocoanut oil on their hair and wear it tied into a round knot which
they tuck up at the back of the head on the left side. They wear an
under-cloth or hachche and a black or reddish coarse cotton robe,
about twenty-four feet long and three broad, without passing the
skirt between the feet and drawing the upper end to cover the breasts
like an apron. They wear no bodice. The robe costs 2a. to 4s.
(Re. 1-Rs. 2). On their necks they wear a large number of strings
of glass beads of various colours, chiefly black, which cover the
greater part of the breast and shoulders. The beads are worth 2s.
to 8s. (Re. 1-Rs. 4). They wear head ornaments, necklaces, and
wristlets of gold silver and lac, worth £1 to £5 (Rs. 10-Rs. 50).
They mark their brows with red only on holidays and ceremonial
occasions. They buy a new suit once a year and the well-to-do keep
a stock of clothes for holiday wear worth 8s. to 12s. (Rs. 4-Rs. 6).
Boys and unmarried youths do not cover the head and are called
holmande kusas or baldheaded children, or if they wear a head-
scarf they take it off at meals. Girls leave the upper part of the
body uncovered. The heads of widows are not shaved, but they
no longer wear the red brow-mark, the lucky necklace, glass
bangles, and^ flowers. They are hardworking, honest, sober,
thrifty, and simple. They live in large undivided families and are
so orderly and have so excellent a social organization that they
SGldom appear either in the criminal or in the civil courts. They
have lately given up keeping Ganpati's day. Some time ago, on
Ganpati s day, a party of eleven went to the woods to gather fruit
and wild flowers. Before leaving the wood they determined to
count themselves to see that they were all right. One began and
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counted to ten, and not thinking of himself conld get no further

;

another in case of mistake counted again, but with the same result

as- he too forgot himself. There was no explanation of the missing

one except that Ganpati had spirited him away j so to show their

disapproval of Ganpati’s conduct they gave up worshipping him.

Their hereditary calling is husbandry, but they hire themselves as

labourers when their services are not required at home. Their daily

wages are Qd. (4 ans.) for a man and 3d. (2 ans.) for a woman. The
women and children never work except in the fields, being paid in

grain worth 2^d. to Sc?. {\^-2 ans.). They havethe monopoly of making
roofs of bamboos and coir rope and also of building the tops of the

great temple-cars or raths. Some of them are good physicians

using roots and bark to cure fever, carbuncles, inflammation of the

lungs, and liver diseases. They are paid only their boarding with

in some cases the present of a blanket worth 2s. to 6s. (Re. 1-Rs. 3).

Besides house work the women help the men in the fields and
also plait mats of grass or sedge called lava, worth i\d. to 2s.

(Sans. -Re. 1) according to size and quality. They are successful

cultivators, but their custom of spending as much as £4 to £10
(Rs. 40 -Rs. 100) on their marriages often forces them to borrow
money at twelve to twenty-four per cent. In many cases the

principal remains unpaid for generations, the interest being regularly

paid and the bonds on which the money is lent being renewed by
the borrower or his heirs. A Halvakki Vakkal seldom begs, the

old and infirm being supported by their neighbours in return for

such light work as they can do. The well-to-do bury their savings

in their houses in metal vessels, and the little they make by
matting the women store in a piece of hollow , bamboo and invest

in ornaments. They rank next to the trading classes and above
Halepaiks and other toddy-drawing classes. The men and women rise

before dawn and eat rdgi gruel cooked the day before. The men
plough, sow, reap, and thrash ; the women gather manure, transplant,

weed, reap, winnow, and husk rice. They return about eleven, and,

after bathing, water the sweet basil plant, bathe with water Balindra

the ancestral cocoanut, rub it with sandalwood paste, offer it flowers,

and wave a lighted lamp before it. After bathing they take some
gruel and again go to work. They return after sunset and sup
about eight on rice and fish or vegetable curry, and retire to sleep.

They do not care for instrumental music, but they are fond of

lightening their field labour with song. The boys and girls mind
the cattle and gather cowdung. A family of five spends about 12s.

(Rs. 6) a month, of which about 10s. (Rs. 5) goes in food and 2s.

(Re. 1) in clothes.

Their chief objects of worship are the village gods and goddesses,

and the unhusked cocoanut which represents the head of their family.

Their patron deity is Venkatramana whose shrine is at Tirupati in

North Arkot. Whenever they can afford the 10s. to 20s. (Rs. 5-Rs. 10)
which the journey costs, they go on foot to Tirupati. On their return,

during the rest of their life, they keep Saturday as a fast and abstain

from animal food till they propitiate the god and feast the community.
On the first fair day after the feast the pilgrims, with a band of

their caste fellows, hunt the woods with spears, and feed on any
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deer or hog they may kill. Every year, a few days after Yugddi
or New Year’s day, that is near the end of April, they celebrate the

day of Venkatramana catling it Earidina or Harisheve, that is

Hari’s day or Hari’s propitiation.* Eight days before the Haridina
metal vessels are cleaned and all earthen cooking vessels are broken
and new ones brought from the potter. The houses and yards and
the sweet basil altar are smeared with cowdung. On Hari’s day
the basil plant is ornamented with sugarcane and festoons of

flowers and mango twigs, and the image of Venkatramana is

worshipped by one of the caste people, who, by several pilgrimages

to Tirupati, has earned the title of das or servant of the god. The
worship begins about one in the afternoon and lasts for three hours.

The priest or das repeats Kanarese hymns in honour of Hari, and
offers fruit flowers and betel leaves and nuts, burning frankincense,

and waving a lighted lamp. The guests at the end of every hymn
shout Qovind

!

The men women and children who have been
asked to the feast have to fast from sunrise till four in the
afternoon when a dinner is given of rice, vegetables, fried rice, pulse
cakes called vadds, and paisa that is rice molasses and cocoanut
milk cooked together. The basil worship is repeated on the next
day and a small dinner is given to friends and kinsmen, the cost of
the whole varying from £2 to £10 (Rs. 20- Rs. 100) according to the
means of the family. This entertainment marks the beginning of the
agricultural year. The four months before it (December -March)
are a time of comparative leisure during which the Hdlvakki Vakkals
attend car festivals and other yearly fairs. They also, at a cost of
£1 to £4 (Rs. 10-Rs. 40), hold a social feast called hagna from
hagran fight which lasts six days, during which, every morning and
evening, the house gods are worshipped and neighbours and kinsmen
are feasted. In the evening the women sing songs, while the men
play on globe-shaped earthen drums or ghumtas with one end open
and the other end covered with a lizard skin. This drum forms an
excellent accompaniment to the women’s voice. To the singing and
playing they sometimes add a masquerade dance, differing little from
the round Shimga or Holi dance. In this men alone take part dressed
like Europeans, Brahmans, soldiers, constables, and messengers.

In the houses of those whose ancestors have visited Tirupati is

kept an image of Venkatramana, a miniature human figure about six
inches high carved in red sandalwood and covered with gold leaf.

He has four hands, and holds in the upper right a discus, in the lower
right a conch shell, in the upper left a lotus flower, and in the lower
loft a mace. The image is set in the vrinddvan or basil altar.
Part of their earnings is set aside as an offering to Venkatramana.
It is laid beneath the sweet basil plant at the time of worship and is
then removed and dropped into a hollow bamboo through a small
slit at the upper end of one of its joints. The head of the family
every now and again adds a coin to the store. When the bamboo is

i; „ , 1^
'^.worthy of note that the great Vaishnav holy place of Tirupati has been

’ aishnav raly since the time of B^nunnj the Vaishnav reformer of the twelfth

|. ? 0^*1*^?’** Tirupati was a Shaiv place of pilgrimage. Wilson’s Mackenzie
f Collection, 2nd Edition, 67.
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full, the contents are taken out and sent to Tirupati to be presented

to the god. This practice of setting apart savings for the god is

called chakra kattuvadu that is the tying of four-a>iJ?a pieces. The
savings are considered sacred and even in times of necessity are

carefully kept for the god.

Their other holidays are full and new moons, eclipses, the
Sankrdnt in January, Holi in March-April, Yiigddi in April, Divdli
in October-November, and Aliyan Amavdse or Son-in-law's new-
moon in October-November, On Ytigddi or New Year’s day they
wear new clothes, and feast on rice vegetable curry and pdisa that

is rice molasses and cocoanut milk cooked together, and hold a mind-
feast in honour of the family dead.

The Shimga or Holi lasts for six days. All men meet at the house
of the headman of the village and throw red powder at each other.

They are dressed in coloured drawers, long white coats, and red
sashes and headscarfs, with crests and streamers of pith and
tinsel, and carry in their hands a tuft of peacock feathers, and a pair

of sticks a foot long and an inch thick. Some of them carry
oblong drums and timbrels to which the men dance a circular

dance clashing the sticks together. After this they go from house
to house among the peojde of their own caste repeating the
entertainment, and getting 3d. to 6d. (2-4 ans.) from each house.
This goes on till the evening of the fifth day when they steal

cowdung cakes and firewood and burn them in a fire in which they
throw plantain trees and the pith flowers and crests they wore
during the holidays. After dawn they bathe, and retire to their
homes and pass the day in feasting, but not in drinkiug as the
Mar^thds do. Of the amount they gather from house to house part
is spent in feasting and part is credited to Venkatramana and sent
to Tirupati.

During the Divdli holidays in October-November they fill a new
earthen vessel with water, lay another smaller vessel on its mouth,
and worship it. They adorn it with flowers and in front of it

set a number of small round earthen lamps and halves of bitter

cucumbers or kdrits of the size and shape of hen's eggs. They
anoint themselves with cocoanut oil, put the pot on the hearth,
and bathe in the warm water. After bathing they take a hearty
breakfast of beaten rice or avlakki wetted and mixed with molasses
and cocoa-kernel. After this breakfast they make a figure of
Balindra, the god of cattle, and keep it in the cow-shed, with two
pounds of rice and a cocoanut tied to its neck. This is done on the
last of the Divdli days when they also decorate the cattle with
splashes of colour, and garlands of flowers half-cocoanuts pierced
with holes in the centre and baked rice-cakes strung together.
The fiercest bull and the swiftest heifer are covered with garlands
and driven along, followed by a crowd of youths and boys. The lad
who snatches a garland as the buU or heifer rushes along is loudly
applauded and thought a fit match for the best girl in the neighbour-
hood.

They likewise observe the hook-swinging or hhdnd festival. They
respect Brahmans but do not employ them to perform any ceremonies.
They believe in soothsaying, witchcraft, and the power of spirits
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exorcising them when there is sickness by the help of Ghddi and

Komarpaik soothsayers. They observe birth, naming, marriage,

and death ceremonies. They also believe in ceremonial impurity,

holding a family to be impure for three days after a birth or after a

death, and women for four days once a month.

When a woman is in labour a part of the veranda is enclosed with

palm leaves as a lying-in room and a midwife is called. Cases of

protracted labour are thought to be the work of evil spirits who are

propitiated with the help of a professional medium. The mother is

treated and nursed in much the same way as among other middle

class Kanarese. On the third day the house is cowdunged, and the

village washerman mixes ashes and potash with water and sprinkles

the inside of the house and its inmates, and gives freshly washed

clothes to the parents and child. This purifies the family, but the

mother is not allowed to enter the cook-room for eight days more,

when the women of the village are asked to dinner between three

and five in the afternoon. The charges connected with a birth

amount to 6s. (Rs. 3) which include a fee to the midwife of 6d. (4 ans.)

in the case of a girl and of Is. (8 ans.) in the case of a boy. No
ceremony is performed either on the fifth or on the sixth day. On
the twelfth day, after sunset, the mother goes to the well, and
dropping in it several pinches of rice, a couple of betelnuts and
leaves, and a burning cocoanut husk, waves a lighted lamp over it,

and draws three potfulls of water and empties them at the bottom
of a cocoanut tree. She then draws a fourth pot of water, takes

it into the house, and pours the contents into an earthen cistern,

the reservoir for cooking water. This water is used for making
supper. After supper the eldest male or female member of the house
calls out the Childs’s name and lays it in the cradle. The first-born,

if a boy, is given the name of the eldest deceased male member of

the family
;
and, if a girl, of the eldest deceased female member.

Other children are named according to the same rule in the order

of their birth. The guests then come in turns near the cradle, and
each, according, to his means, lays in it a quarter or half an anna.
The gifts generally amount to 4s. (Rs. 2) which the mother spends in

buying ornaments or a suit of clothes for the babe.

A boy, when about a year old, has his hair cut, and the children
of the neighbourhood are feasted. No other ceremony is performed
till the boy is married. Boys are married between twelve and eighteen
and girls between eight and sixteen. There is no rule that a girl

should be married before she comes of age. Double marriages are
generally arranged to save the payment of money by the bridegroom
to the bride's parents, which varies from f2 to £6 8s. (Rs.20-Rs.64).
When a match is proposed the eldest male member of the boy’s family
asks a Havig priest whether the marriage will be prosperous, and, with
some of the people of the family, goes to the girl’s house where he is

treated to rice, curry, and paisa that is rice molasses and cocoanut
milk cooked together. After the meal the elder walks up to the mother
or any other near kinswoman of the girl, drops into her hand a couple
of betel leaves and nuts with a two or four-anna silver coin and asks
the girl’s name. The woman tells the girl’s name and all the people
present chew betel leaves and nuts, and the boy’s party return home.



Efefore the marriage, at both the bride’s and the bridegroom’s, a shed

of bamboo and cocoa-palm leaves is raised for the guests. The shed
is plain and has no marriage altar as in the guest-sheds made by high
class Hindus. To the post of the shed which is first fixed in the

ground they tie mango sprays and call the post muhurtmed or the

auspicious post. No other ceremony is observed in connection with
this post. They do not bring new pots from the potter nor do they

in any way require the potter’s help in their marriage service. A
day or two before the wedding the boy’s father again goes to a Havig
priest, asks him to name a lucky hour for holding the wedding, and
pays him 6d. (4 ans.) for his services, together with two pounds of

rice, a cocoannt, and betelnuts and leaves On the evening before the

wedding day all caste people are invited. Next day they come,
each with a cocoanut or a pound of rice, which they present to

tie boy’s mother, and sit on mats spread in the marriage haU.
Early on the wedding morning his mother rubs the bridegroom
with turmeric paste and bathes him with water ont of the ordinary

bathing pot. They then lead him to the wedding hall and seating

Mm by an arch of atti or Ficus glomerata branches, sing Kfinarese

song^ and bathe Mm with water from two new earthen pots called

kumbhas, using five smaller pots called gadiges. At the same time

the bride is bathed by five women at her house. When the batMng
is over the bridegroom is dressed in a waistcloth, a long wMte coat

falling to his ankle, and a hea^carf. The bridegroom and bride

and their parents fast during the whole day. A metal pot called talige

fi.lled with water,and with mango leaves and a cocoanut in its mouth, is

set on a metal tray with a small quantity of rice. The bridegroom,
wearing the marriage coronet, w^ks to the sweet basil plant, and
bowing before it and the image of the patron god which is under
it, sets a cocoanut before them. A dinner is served to all except the

bridegroom and his parents, and a dinner is also given in the bride’s

house. The bridegroom then enters the house and bows to the

ground before the cocoanut-god and offers a cocoanut to it, and
holding a few betelnuts and leaves and a cocoanut in his hands,

leaves his house for the bride’s generally between nine and eleven

at night. He is accompanied by his house people and guests and
by a Bhoi fisherman who leads the procession carrying a lighted

torch. Close behind the bridegroom walks his best man, who is Ms
brother-in-law, cousin, or other near relative. The best-man is called

chanchi-kusa or box-carrier because be bears on his head a rattan box
called chanchi containing betelnuts and leaves, tobacco, three robes,

a wooden comb, and a small metal vial with eye-salve and another

with Vermillion paste. The box also contains flowers, the lucky

necklace, and some gold and silver ornaments worth £1 to £2
(Rs. 10 -Rs. 20). The bridegroom’s sister walks by his side with

a tray containing the water-pot or talige. When the procession has

started the women sing Kdnarese songs, two of them leading the
chorus with shouts of Suve from shubh happy or prosperous. When
the bridegroom draws near the bride’s house her father comes
ont with a small metal pot called chambit full of water, washes

the bridegroom’s feet, and leads him to the sweet basil plant,

near which is an arch of atti or Ficus glomerata. In front of the
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basil plant the washerman spreads a clean white cloth for the
bridegroom to walk on, and receives la. (8 ans.), one or two pounds
of rice, and a cocoanut. When in front of the basil plant the
bridegroom bows to it, while the women of the bride’s house wave
lighted lamps before his face. He then enters the house and
presents the bride with one of the three robes worth about 8s. (Rs. 4)
which were brought in the cane box, and in this she dresses herself

as soon as the bridegroom has gone back to the marriage hall. On
his return to the marriage hall the bridegroom is seated on one of
two low wooden stools which are placed close to the sides of the
arch, and soon after the bride is brought by her parents and seated
on the empty seat beside the bridegroom. Married women then
rub one of the bride’s and bridegroom’s arms with turmeric paste
and wash it off with water taken from the water-pots or kvmbhas.
Then the bridegroom presents the girl’s mother with a robe worth
4s. (Rs. 2), one of the three robes brought in the best-man’s box.
The couple then rise, pass through the arch, walk three times round
it, and move to a wooden seat or mancha in front of which they
stand face to face separated by a curtain held by two young men,
relations of the bride. The parents of the bride then join the right
hands of the bride and bridegroom, and pour cow’s milk on them
from a small metal pot. When the milk pot is emptied the curtain
is drawn to one side and the pair sit together on the bench, while
the guests throw rice on their brows, wishing them good luck, and
the women wave lighted lamps before their faces sprinkling grains
of rice on their brows and singing Kdnarese songs. When this is over
the bridegroom gives the bride a second robe worth 4s. (Rs. 2), the
last of the three brought in thebest-man’s box,and the maternal uncle
of the bride makes them rise from the seat, and tying the ends of
their garments leads them into the house where they bow to the
cocoanut-god, break a cocoanut before it, and sit on a mat spread in
the antechamber and are given refreshments in separate dishes.
The bridegroom for fear of being considered a glutton eats nothing,
and when pressed feigns want of appetite

; but he eats to his heart’s
content when all the guests have gone. On ordinary days the wife
eats in her husband’s dish without washing it after he has eaten ; but
during marriage ceremonies she eats in a separate dish in company
with other women. Next evening the married couple with their
guests return to the bridegroom’s house, bow before the basil plant
^ j

^nkatramana, and break the cocoanut which was offeredto them,
and then bow before the ancestral cocoanut and break the cocoanut
that was offered to it. The marriage coronet is then taken from
the bridegroom’s head and next day is fastened to the chief post of
the house. The ceremony ends with a dinner. At none of their
marriage ceremonies or processions is there any instrumental music

;

the only music is the women’s songs. A marriage costs the girl’s
mther about £6 (Rs. 60) and the boy’s father about £10 (Rs. 100).^
itvery year for several years the young pair spend a couple of days

£2 Jus
feasting, £4 (Es.40) ; cloth and ornaments,

(its- 60). For the boy’s father, price of the girL £3 (Rs. 30) *

cloth and ornaments, £3 (Rs. 30) ; feasting, £4 (Rs. 40) ; total £10 (^.lOO),
'
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at the bride’s father on all great holidays. Widow marriage and
polygamy are allowed and practised

;
polyandry is unknown. No

special ceremonies attend a widow’s marriage, except that her new
husband gives her a fresh robe worth 4a. (Es. 2), and that she leaves

her parents’ house by the back door.

The bodies of the married dead are burnt, those of the unmarried
are buried. When sickness takes a fatal turn the nearest relation

of the dying man feeds him with gruel from a shell spoon, resting

his head on his lap. When signs of death appear the das or

some elderly member of the family calls out the names of Hari and
Govinda. When the man is dead, the body is brought out, washed,
covered with a new shroud, and laid on a bier. As they draw near
the burning-ground, the bearers set down the bier, pick a small stone,

and lay it by the side of the corpse. They address it as the spirit of the

dead, and promise it a resting place and food till the spirit has been
formally called back to join its ancestors in the family cocoanut.

The bier is then lifted and taken to the burning-ground, where
the body is burnt without further ceremony. Before the party return

home, the chief mourner offers cooked rice and a young cocoanut to

the life-stone, and repeats the offerings on the second and third days.

On the third day the chief mourner goes to the burial-ground, and
gathering the ashes in a conical mound offers the dead a young
cocoanut and rice cooked without salt. On their return the faces

and the heads, except the top-knot of the male mourners, are shaved,

the house is cleaned by a fresh coating of cowdnng, and the

washerman sprinkles water over the people and over the house.

After the house has been cleaned and the people purified by the

washerman, the chief mourner goes to the family cocoanut, worships
it, and asks the spirit of the latest deceased to join its ancestors in

the cocoanut. The graves of those who are buried are filled with

earth, no salt is used. They do not call potters to perform kumbhdr
kriya or the potter’s ritoa In the evening a dinner is given to a few
of the castemen. On the twelfth day a feast is given to the whole
community, when a person of the age and sex of the deceased is

fed and presented with betelnuts and leaves, tobacco, and a new
robe of small value. The cost of a funeral varies from 10s. to £2
(Rs.5-Rs. 20).

HMvakki Vakkals live in isolated villages peopled by families of

their caste with a strong and elaborate social organization to preserve

purity of morals, simplicity of manners, and strict adherence to

the customs handed down from their forefathers. Their settle-

ments lie between the western slopes of the Sahyadris and the sea.

They stretch from the Kdlanadi near Kdrwar on the north to the

Shiravati near Honavar on the south. This tract is divided into

five social groups or circles : Hebbdnkeri or Hondvar, Chanddvar
or Kumta, Gokarn or Katgal, Ankola, and Nddgeri or Kdrwdr.
Bach of these village groups has a sMme-gauda or group-headman,
and each village or hamlet in the group has its village-headman or

ur-gauda. The five group-heads or shime-gmtdas are under a chief

or aras-gauda who has a minister orpradhdn-gauda. The civil head
OT^ aras-gauda has as colleague a religious head or guru-gauda, who
holds the rank of a svdmi and helps the civil head to enforce discipline.
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The religions head is a layman of the caste who marries in the caste

and eats with the members. His office is hereditary and his dnti^

are to fix the expiation of any offence proved against a member of

the caste. He does not join in the ordina:^ meetings of the caste,

bnt when an offence is proved before the civil head, the civil head

fixes the fine and refers the matter to the religions head who names

the expiation suitable to the offence. The religions head is treated

with much respect by the people, even by the civil head. The

head-quarters of the civil head are at Hegde four miles east of Kumta,

those of the minister at Vdlgalli three miles, and those of the

religions head at Talgod five miles from Kumta. The offices of all

the headmen, including the civil head the minister and the religions

head, even that of theMMr or beadle are hereditary. The functions

of the village heads are to call meetings to enquire into ordi^ry

breaches of social rules ; to dispose of minor offences against time-

honoured customs by fines up to 32s. (Rs. 16) ; and to report to

the group-head or shime-gavJia serious matters in which a heavier

punishment is deemed necessary. The group-head or shime-gauda

hears complaints against the decisions of the heads of the villages in

his group and has power to put out of caste or to levy an unlimited

fine. The village head is treated with much respect by the villagets

who offer him betel leaves and nut and give him the highest place

at any village meeting. The village heads in turn show like respect

to the group-head and the group-head to the civil head. Each village

head has a beadle or Icolhdr who carries messages from the village

heads to the people and to the group-heads. At certain intervals Hie

civil head and the religious head, with the help of the minister or

2?rad/iun,callageneralc3stecouncil to settle social disputes, punish the

refractory, or readmit the penitent. A penitent is allowed back to

caste on paying a fine varying from £1 10s. to £10 (Rs. 16 - Rs. 100).

The general caste meetingsand councils are held at uncertain intervals,

generally once in three or ten years, at any convenient place fixed by
the civil and the religious heads. When the day is fixed verbal

invitations are sent by the beadle or hollcdr who calls on the master
of each house and gives him the message along with a present of betel-

nuts and leaves. A large booth is made ready and at dawn on the
appointed day the people begin to pour in and take their seats on
mats spread in the body of the hall. Then the village heads come in

each in his hereditary rank. As they enter the common people rise

in their places and stand with clasped hands till the headmen seat

themselves on mats laid apart from the body of the people. Then
the group-heads or shime-gaudas enter, are saluted by the village
heads, and take their seats in a place apart from the village heads.
Lastly the civil head, the religious head, and the minister come
in, are sainted by the group-heads, and seat themselves on a
raised dais. The different ranks in the community are not marked
by any difference in dress. The breach of any of these rules of
etiquette is severely noticed. The meeting is under the presidency
of the civil chief or aras-gauda who gives the meeting a brief
account of the business before them. The religious head or
giiru-gauda gives his assent, and the questions are discussed. They

?
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are generally appeals against the decisions of village headmen.
Aignments are heard on both sides and the votes and opinions

of the several grades of headmen are taken. Freedom of speech is

allowed, but insolent replies to questions put by the headmen, words
of abuse, or the failure to salute the headmen are punish^ with

fines varying from 2s. to 20s. (Re. 1 - Rs. 10). These sums, together

with the fine levied for misconduct, go to meet the cost of the

council after a share has been set apart for their patron gods
Venkatramana and Hanumanta. The council lasts seven to twenty
days and sometimes a month, during which the members are fed

and other expenses met by contributions of food or of cash. The
ordinary charges vary from £10 to £30 (Rs. 100 - Rs. 300) besides the
materials and labour supplied by the people in making the council

hall. The right of being members of caste committees, jdti-bud

vantike, and of receiving certain complimentary offerings called mdn-
marydde are jealously guarded by some of the richer families. The
peculiar and apparently very ancient organization of this caste shows
no sign of decay. Though they do not send their children to school

or take to new pursuits, they are contented and prosperous.

A'rers, according to the 1872 census numbered 17,461, of whom
8929 were males and 8532 females. They are found at Sirsi,

Banvdsi, Sonda and other villages of Sirsi, and are scattered over
the whole petty division of Mundgod. They are descendants of

Mar£th£s who seem to have come from Belganm and Dhdrwdr.
The names of men are, Bassya, Ninga, Talla, Karya, Ndna, Manna,
and Ranlya; and of women, Yalli, Malki, Gubbi, Demi, Ndgi, and
Chandri. They have no stock names or gotras. Their clan names
or surnames are Chohdn, Povdx, Bhosle, Sinde, Gh4tge, Karade,
Shilki, Jddav, Yadav, Surve, Savant, Desai, and S41ve. Families

who have the same surname are considered to belong to one stock

and do not intermarry. Their family deities are, Bhavani, Khandoba,
Yallamma, Kedarling, and Maildrling. They do not keep their images
in their houses but visit their shriues in Belgaum and Dharwdr
where their parent stbck is found. They are divided mto Akarmdshes
and Bdramashes; The Bdrtoashes are regular Arers eating but
not intermarrying with the Akarmdshes who are descendants of

illegitimate children. They are dark, much like the Halvakki
Vakkals, of middle height, strong, muscular, and healthy, but dull and
clumsy. The women are like the men. Their original speech was
Mardthi, but they have now almost forgotten it. Iley speak a sing-

song Kdnarese with a large mixture of Marathi words. They live in

small houses with mud walls and thatched or tiled roofs. Their
houses are not clean and they have no furniture except mattresses,

low stools on which they sit when they take their food, and a few
cooking pots of copper or earth. The ground round their houses is

generally filthy. As husbandmen, they own cattle and farm stock and
'smaU round bams either of wood orbamboo in which they store rice.

Rdgi, rice, millet, split pulse, and home-grown vegetables form their

every-day food, and they eat mutton, fowls, and forest game, and
drink liquor, smoke tobacco and hemp, and chew betel leaves. Being
hardworking they take a hearty meal at noon and again at sunset.

They are not good cooks. Their holiday dishes are paisa that is rice
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molasses and cocoanut milk cooked together, Mttu that is rice udid
flour and molasses, and avlakki or beaten rice mixed with cocoa-

kernel and molasses. Sheep, goats, or fowls are killed and eaten on
Dasra day in October, and when offenders against social discipline

are readmitted into the community. The men wear a narrow
waistcloth and shouldercloth with a black blanket thrown over
the shoulder, and a headscarf; the women wear no bodice and
a dark robe the lower end of which hangs like a petticoat to the
knees, and the upper end is drawn over the head. They wear
cheap gold and silver ornaments on their heads, necks, fingers,

and wrists, and in their ears and noses. On holidays both men and
women put on fresh and richer clothes than usual, and the women
wear flowers in their hair. The men are not careful to have their

heads and faces shaved j and as on ordinary days the women bestow
no care on their hair, when it is dressed on festive days it has an
odd fuzzy appearance. Their clothes are made in the Belgaum and
Dhd,rwd,r hand-looms. The women wear the bugudi in the ear, the
tali on the breast, and bangles and rings on the wrists and on
the fingers. The bugudi and tali are of gold and the bangles and
rings are either of silver or gold. They also wear glass or lac

bangles. They are not very clean, but are hardworking, honest,
sober, even-tempered, and well-behaved. They are husbandmen,
the women helping the men in the fields and attending to cooking.
Children above twelve work in the fields. They own cattle which
they tend with great care, making clarified butter which they take
to market for sale. Some cultivate their own lands and get the
whole of their produce, some till lands on lease paying the owners
either in coin or kind, and some share the produce in equal parts
with the proprietors. Others work as day labourers, the men getting
fid. (4 ans.) or eight to twelve pounds of rough grain, and the women
3d. (2 ans.) or six to eight pounds. Some also are employed as house
servants and are paid £1 Ifis. to £2 8s. (Rs. 18 -Rs. 24) a year.
A large number own land and are well-to-do. The rest run

into debt to meet marriage and other special expenses, paying from
ten to twelve per cent interest. Still they are better off than the
coast cultivators as they discharge their debts without becoming
their creditors’ bondsmen They rank with the Kale Kunbis and
Kulvadis though they take food cooked by Banjigs. Their ordinary
hours of work are from six to twelve and from two to six. April to
May and September to December are their busy times, and June to
August is their slack time. They plough and sow in April and May
and they harvest the crops from September to December. During
the heavy rains of July and August they do not go out to work
but pass their time at home. The ordinary monthly expenditure
of a family of five varies from 12s. to £1 4s. (Rs. 6-Rs. 12) • a
marriage costs £8 to £10 (Rs.80-Rs. 100) ;

and a house £2 10s.’.to
£20 (Rs. 25-Rs. 200). They reverence all local gods and goddesses
to whom offerings of fruit flowers and oil are made, and go on
pilgrimage to Sirsi and Pandharpur and offer blood sacrifices to
Mandevi a local motheror Durgi. They respect Brahmans and employ
ttem at their birth marriage and death ceremonies. Their spiritu^
Teacher is the head of the Shringeri monasteiy in Maisur who collects
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tithes from them through his deputies. Social disputes are disposed

of by the Bdva of Parsgiri in Belganm. When a widow or a married
woman living separate from her husband has an illegitimate child,

she sends word to the BAva. He calls together the caste people,

and going to the woman's house makes her sit before a copper
pot filled with spirits. He then lights a lamp which is set in the
middle of the pot, plucks a couple of hairs from the woman's
forehead, and laying them in a toy hut of straw and sticks sets the
hut on fire and tells the people that the woman and her child

are pure. A ram is slain and the caste is feasted on mutton,
millet bread, and spirits. After this the B^rdmdshes as well as

the Akarmdshes eat with the family, but the child can marry only
with Akarm^he families. If the mother of the child dies before
this ceremony is performed the babe is given to the bdva who
makes him his disciple. The bdva is generally succeeded by one of

his disciples, who is an illegitimate child whose mother died before
the purifying ceremony could be performed. They are religions,

believing in ghosts and evil spirits and in times of illness consulting
mediums or exorcists. Their holidays are Yugddi in March -April,

Ndgar-panchami in July-August, Chauti in August- September,
Dasra in September- October, Dipdvali in October-November,
Shivardtra in December -January, and the local fairs. They keep
no images in their houses except a figure of Basava engraved on a
metal plate. Early marriage, widow marriage, and polygamy are
practised, but girls often remain unmarried till they come of age.

They hold themselves and families impure for eleven days after a
birth or a death and women for four days every month. W^omen are

confined in a room of the house with the help of a midwife, who
is paid 6d. to Is. (4-8 ans.)

.

The satti or sixth day ceremony is

observed on the fifth day after birth, and the child is cradled and
named on the eleventh day. When a month old the child's ears

are pierced. The marriage booth or chhappar is built about a week
before the marriage. The ceremonies last for six days, three days
at the girl's and three at the boy's. On the first day the bride's

party, consisting of four or five women with a few men, come to the

bridegroom's, and, singing Kdnarese songs, mb him with turmeric

paste, and bathe him in warm water in a square behind the house
shaded by festoons of mango leaves. The bridegroom's party then
take what is left of the turmeric paste and go to the bride's and rub
her with it and bathe her. At their own houses the boy and girl

are dressed in new clothes and a piece of turmeric is tied to the

wrist of each with a thread dipped in turmeric water. On the second
day a marriage altar is made with seats for the bridegroom and bride.

The third day is the marriage day. A copper pot full of water, its

mouth stopped by a cocoanut ornamented with flowers mango leaves

and Vermillion paste, is worshipped as the abode of the marriage

gods, and the marriage gods as well as the house gods are propitiated

and caste people feasted. The bridegroom, dressed in a waist-

cloth, long coat, shouldercloth, headscarf, and marriage coronet,

comes to the bride's, accompanied by his house people, relatives, and
friends. He is received by the girl’s parents who lead him to the

bridal seat after washing and drying his feet. The ceremony begins
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by fire women, each carrying a water pot, going from the marriage
booth to the nearest well, and bringing the water pots back filled

to the brim and placing them in the middle of the booth in a
circle close to each other. The Joishi then winds a long thread
round the pots, and from the pots passes it round the necks of the
bride and bridegroom who stand under the canopy, face to face.

The girl’s parents then pour water on the joined hands of the boy
and girl, and the mother or other nearest kinswoman whose -first

•

husband is alive fastens the lucky necklace round the bride’s neck.
The day’s ceremony ends at sunset with a dinner to all gnests
of rice, split pulse, curry, and paisa, and with the distribution of
betelnuts and leaves and lime. On the fourth day after dinner
the bridegroom, with the bride and a band of friends, goes to his
house, worships his family god, and gives a supper. The fifth and
sixth days are spent in feasting at the bridegroom’s. On the sixth
a sheep is slaughtered and the guests are treated to a dish of me^
with lice or millet bread, spirits, and cnrry and rice. When a

£
rl comes of. age, offerings of flowers and fruit are made to the
mily gods and she is bathed and dressed in a new robe worth

about 6s. (Rs. 3) and decked with flowers. The headman or gauda,
whose office is hereditary, under the orders of the Parsgiri bdva,
decides breaches of caste rules and settles social disputes. They
are a steady people, though few of them send their boys to school
or take to new pursuits.

Konkan or Kale Kunbis, numbering 14,812 of whom 8033
are males and 6779 females, are found in considerable numbers in
Hahydl, and in small numbers in Karwdr and Ankola. Their centres
are Supa, Tinai, Diggi, Diva, Barchi, Kumbdrv^da, Hahydl, and Atiqi
in Haliyal

; Mavinguna and Achra in Karwar
; and Achva in Ankola.

The Konkan or north coast origin which their name suggests is
supported by the relations which they maintain with the Knnbra
of south-west Doa. The names in ordinary use among men are
Ghurko, Koim, Munno, Mono, Rdmot, Lasko, Volno, Piso, Chimbdo^
Bhamto, Putto, Babli, Bingo, Chimno, Bd,rkelo, Tdmbdo, Phonda,
Bhiko, Puna, and Babi

;
and among women, Devd,i, Shevtu, Jdnki,

lesn, Phonddi, Giddi, Lakai, and Sdntdi. They belong to a certain
m^ber of clans or kuls each of which has special gods and goddesses,^e chief of these deities are, Rdmling, Ndiki, MontLi, Shrinath,
Bhutndth, and Kalnath, whose shrines are in villages which are^e h^d stations of the clans. Thus families whose surnames are
K4]uvkdr and Ndndkdr have Mondi as their family goddess • the
Gohekars have Naiki; the Sdmvarkars, Tirvalkars, Kumarkdrs.
Nujekdrs, Dmgakars, Mudekars, Kolalkars, Mainolkdrs, Irkolkars
and Dandalkdrs have Bhntnath; and the Kumgalkars Volkars’
Pdtankars, Turaikars, and Raikdrs have Rdmling. Persons with
the ^me surname and family god do not intermarry. All eat
together. Both men and women are dark, middle-sized, and
spare, with well-cut features. They are weak compared with tKe
residents of the Kdnara coast or the people of Dhdrwdr and Belganm.
they live in tent-like huts with roofs of bamboo rafters thatched
with palmyra or betel-palm leaves, and walls of wattled reeds, in atew cases plastered with mud. They live generally in isolated
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villages near forests ; the hats are so close to one another that if one
takes fire it is seldom possible to save the rest. The hat nsnally

contains one or two copper pots for cooking, a couple of low wooden
stools, a small copper water>pot, a round earthen lamp, a cane
elothes-box, and mats. Unlike most Hindus the head house of

the family or clan alone has the sweet basil plant and himily gods.

The men’s every-day dress is a loincloth hung from a couple (rf

red cotton thre^ girdles about a fourth of an inch thick, a
shouldercloth, a country blanket or headscarf, and a ponch called

dheutlo which is worn under the left arm. The women wear a robe
about three feet broad and eighteen long, hanging like a petticoat

from the hips to the knees, the npper part of the body being
covered by a part of the robe drawn from the waist over the back to

serve as a bodice, which they do not wear. Like the H^lvakki Yakkals
they wear a red brow-mark, many strings of white and black glass

beads round the neck, bangles on the wrists, and rings on the

nose, ear, and toes. The holiday dress of the men as well as of the

•women is the new suit of clothes which they buy after harvest. On
holidays the women wear their hair carefully combed and oiled

and tied into a bunch which is decked with dowers. Their staple

diet is m^i-gruel and rice eaten with a hot curry called tival

made of chillies, tamarind, and salt. The only animals they eat

are deer, -wild pig, wild fowl, and fish i any one who eats domestic

animals or birds is liable to be turned out of caste. They have an
equally strict rule against the use of intoxicants and are so
Dwticnlar that they will not even stand under a tree which is tapped
for liquor. Their holiday dish which is called ros is rice-flour mixed
with boiled cocoannt milk and molasses and eaten with baked rice

cs^es called jpoli. They are quarrelsome, but truthful and simple, and
have a good name for honesty. Their hereditary calling is cultivat-

ing patches of woodland, and since this practice has been restricted

they have become labourers. Most of them help Havig Brdhmans in

their gardens and are paid Zd. (2 ans.) a day with food. They are also

employed by the Forest Department to gather myrobalans for which
they are paid Qd. (4 ans.) a day. The women, besides cooking, watch
the cattle of their rich neighbours, and plait palm-leaf mats, earning

perhaps about l^d. (1 anna) a day. Children begin to help their

parents when about eight years old. Their employment is rather

uncertain. They borrow from Havig Bhats and Grand Brahmans
at high rates to meet marriage and other charges, and not being able

to pay their debts are forced to work for their creditors. They rank
with Maratbfe though they do not eat with them. The ordinary

monthly expenditure of a family of five is about 10s. (Rs. 5).

Their chief object of worship is Basava or Nandi, the bull-carrier of

Shiva, whose chief local shrine is at Ulvi in Supa. Most of them make
pilgrimages to Ulvi daring the yearly fair which is held for ten days
in February. Under Basava, their &mily gods are N^uki, Bhutnath.

Mah4mai, and Rdmling, who have shrines in each of their settle-

ments. They also worship their ancestors who are represented by
an unhusked cocoanut kept in a separate room in the house of the

head of the family. They believe that persons who die by accident

become troublesome, and that the souls of those who die a natuisi
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death become good spirits. The bodies of those who die accidentsd
deaths are buried beyond the limits of the village

; and with the
view of consigning them to the care of the guardian spirit or naa
of the neighbouring village, the temple servant is employed to
offer a cock which he is allowed to take away. The worst spirit
is dlvantin the ghost of a pregnant woman. When a pregnant
woman dies, the husband who accompanies the body to the burial-
place opens the womb, takes out the child, lays it on the mother's
breast,and cuts the tendons ofher feet that she maynot come back and
haunt the house. In ordinary cases, on the evening of the third day
after a death, a soothsayer is employed to persuade the spirit which is
believed to live on a tree near the burial-ground to come home and
join the ancestors. Their ceremonies are performed by the Ling4yat
priest or ayya who ministers in the tJlvi temple. Their village
temple ministrants are their own caste people called velips, who^ paid from the temple funds. Their chief holidays are Ulvi fen-
in Februa^, Soli in March-April, and Divdli in October-IfovembeR
At Soli time the men, each with a parr of sticks fifteen inches long
and three-quarters of an inch thick, go to the house of the village
priest or velip and lay the sticks before the basil plant. The
priest breaks a cocoanut, sprinkles the water over the men, and
retuiTO their sticks. The men sing and dance in the tem,ple-yajd
keeping time by clashing the sticks, and go dancing from house to
Iwuse getting a cocoanut from each. This entertainment lasts
three days. On the night of the third day the cocoanuts are broken^d eaten. Till last year (1881) they were followers of the
Lmgayat guide of Ohitaldurg in Maisur. But the pdrupatyagdr or^napr of the Smdrt Jagadguru of Shringeri has persuaded them
to acknowledge him as their Teacher and to pay a nominal contai-
bntion.

A woman aftp child-birth and for three days in eveiy month is
considered unclean. The lying-in room is a part of the front
veranda pelted with wattled bamboos or reeds. No midwife isemp%ed. The mother cuts the navel cord with a bamboo knife,

1 j
between two pieces of a broken earthen

pot and buned m the yard On the third day the village washermanbnnp two newly washed white robes and some ashes. All the^ple in thehouse bathe and receive from the washerman a mixture
of ashes and water and the mother and child are dressed in the

filn ^
cashed clothes. A dinner is served to children. On the

fifth day after supper they lay a little rice, a cocoanut, and somew +
a winnowing fan, and the mother and child

“i? fr ‘^^J'o^tents to a Jogi peddler in exchange
for glass beads which form the child's first ornaments. Two women

One of th^mlS
fan which serves as a cradle,

fen tfe ofw r/i
lap and sets it in the

into the mother’s lap and this is

1

comes forward and calls the babe by a name

iaw itTs^himo-bt
begin to show first on the upper

Slill omen
^ ^o ward offthe 111 omen, the child a face is covered with apiece of cloth and the
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^cle or aunt piicks ita forehead with a needle and removes the
-cloth from its face after some blood has oozed out. When about

^ three years old both boys and girls are shaved by the village
barber^ who receives l^d to 3d. (1-2 ans.). The boy's hair is

thrown at the foot of a jack tree and the girl's at the foot of a
plantain. There is no nde that girls should marry before they come
of age. Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised j

polyandry is nnknown. Proposals for marriage come from the boy's
parents. The father of the boy goes with some castemen to the
girl's and asks her father if he is willing to give his daughtw in
marriage. If he is willing he presents the boy's father -with betel-
nut and leaves, and a meal of rdgi gruel and rice, with a dessert
of cocoa-kernel and molasses. After the meal they settle the
amount to be paid to the girl's father, which is called rdibharpa'A.

The boy’s father goes home and on the next or other convenient
day the fathers go together to a Havig Brahman and ask him to
fix the time for the WFedding. On the day before the wedding,
five married castewomen come by invitation to the bride’s and
bridegroom's, and, close to the basil plant, rub them with
iiormeric paste and bathe them with water drawn in five small jars

out of a large new earthen pot. The women are feasted with cooked
mri and rice gruel called ros. Then the bridegroom's &ther,
with friends and relations, goes to the bride’s taking with him
two new robes. The bridegroom's people spend the night at the
bride's and early next morning give one of the two robes to the
bride, and the other to her mother. The bride, dressed in her new
robe, is brought out by her father, and the boy’s father t^es a
piece of copper cut in two, and waving the pieces round the girl's

face, drops them into her father’s hands, who makes her over to
him shedding tears. On this the party with the bride, but withoidi

ber parents, starts for the bridegroom’s, singing Konkani songs.

On reaching the boy’s house the bride is led to a bench called sdvo,

where she stands facing the bridegroom and separated from him
by a cloth curtain. The Lingayat priest comes forward, joins the
h^ds of the bride and bridegroom and pours water over them, and
a woman of the Devli caste fastens the lucky necklace. The brother
of the bride then ties the ends of their garments together, and
women sing songs and sprinkle rice on their brows.

They mourn a death three days and are then purified by the
washerman. They bury their dead, the men shaving the moustache
in sign of mourning. On the third day they employ a medium to

persuade the spirit to leave its seat on the trees of the burial-ground
and come home to their house where rice is cooked in its honour
and caste people are feasted. They also feed a representative of the
dead person on the twelfth and thirtieth days and at the end of a
year ^er the death. Every Knnbi settlement has a headman called

budvant in whose house caste meetings are held. The settlements

are grouped into circles called mahdls, each mahdl having a superior

headman called mahdl-budvant, and they in turn are subordinate

to the gauda at Phondiya in Goa, who is the head of the whole caste.

The -village heads have the power of putting out of caste for a time
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and fining np to £10 (Es. 100) -women guilty of adultery and _aH

who eat with people of low caste. The power of permanently pnttii^

out of caste is reserved to the group-head and the right to readmit

into caste belongs to the supreme head. Their chief circles a,r®

.A-chra, Mdvingnna, Nanai, Ulva, Snpa, and Ldnd. Every fe,mily

pays 6d. to Is. (4-8 ans.) a year to the supreme head. These dues

are le-vied once in three years by the manager of the supreme head,

who comes and lodges in the house of the group-head. Every

family sends one man to the house of the group-head -with the

subscription, and they remain three to ten days in general conned

to settle social disputes. The expenses of the council are met 1^
subscription. Fines are spent in feasting the caste people, each

house furnishing one guest to the feast. They do not send their

children to school, and as forest tillage, which was their chief

livelihood, has been greatly restricted, they are at present somewhat
depressed.

Ga'm Vakkals, numbering 10,572 of whom 5287 are males and
5285 females, are found in small numbers in Honavar and Kumta.
They take their name from gam a corruption of the Sanskrit gram a
-village. They are chiefly found in lowland -villages between the

Grangivah and Shirdvati They have no tradition of a former home
and have no connection with any country but K5nara. Their patron
and family gods are Venkatramana of Tirupati in North Arkot and
Balindra the ancestral cocoanut, the same as those worshipped by the

Hdlvakki Vakkals. The names of the men and women are the same
as those of the Hdlvakki Vakkals, and like them they have no sur-

names. Men add to their names the words appa or father, naik or
chief, and ganda or headman. Like the Hdlvakki Vakkals they marry
with any member of the community except blood-relations. They are

a branch of the Vakkals or husbandmen ranking next to the Hdlvakki
Vakkals and neither eating nor marrying -with any other sub-
division. The men are dark, and generally tall strong and mu^mlair;
the women are like the men except that they are slimmer. They
do not differ from the Halvakki Vakkals in appearance, complexion,
or dress, the only difference being that theGdm Vakkal women wear
fewer bead necklaces than the Hdlvakki women. Their home tongue
is a coiTupt Kanarese, the peculiarities being the same as those of the
Edlvakki Vakkals, Their houses are like the houses of the HalvakM
Vakkals. Their common food is rice and rdgi and fish, and when
they sacrifice or hunt they eat flesh except beef and tame pork.
Both men and women drink country distilled liquor called challi
but seldom to excess. Like the Hal-vakki Vakkals they are great
eaters and fond of molasses ; their favourite dish is paisa. The men
wear a loincloth, shouldercloth, and headscarf, and carry a black
blanket on their shoulders. The women wear the robe in the same
way as the Halvakki Vakkals and a few necklaces of red black and
white beads. They wear no bodice. They have the same ornaments
as the Hdlvakki Vakkals and their way of tying the hair is the same.
They wear flowers on holidays and other grand eccasions, and are
not fond of gay colours their robes being black or reddish. They
buy a new suit once a year and only the well-to-do have separate

, holiday clothes. They are hardworking, thrifty, sober, and orderly.
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They their living as landholders and field and general

labourers. They are fairly off.

Kare or Black Vakkals, numbering 9844 of v^hom 5220 are

males and 4624 females, are found in the forest tracts and remote
vill^fes of- Ankola, chiefly at Shivegnli, and a few in the forest tracts

of Sirsi, Kdrwar, Kumta, Hondvar, Sidddpur, and YelMpur. As their

name shows they are much darker than other husbandmen. They
have no tradition of a former home. The commonest names of men
are, Kariya, Giriya, Shiva, Tippa, Venka, and Timma ; and of women,
E4mi, Gangi, Gubbi, Gopi, Doddakka, Sannakka, and Snbbi. They
haveno surnames, but the men add gauda or headman to their names.
Except blood-relations all intermany. Their family god is Venkat-
ramana of Timpati in North Arkot. They are genei^ly middle-sized
and strong, like other Vakkals except that they are darker. The
women are like the men but shorter. Except a few who talk

Konkani, they speak Kdnarese like other Vakkals. Their houses

do not differ from those of the Hdlvakki Vakkals except that

they are smaller, some of them mere huts of palm-leaves and straw.

Their ordinary food is rice and ragi, but they eat fowls and goats

when sacrificed to the village gods. They never drink liquor.

They are moderate eaters and not good cooks, fond of parched rice

and molasses made from cocoa-palm joice. They dress in the same
way as the Atte Vakkals. They are goodnatnred, peaceful, thrifty,

Botor, and hardworking. They are husbandmen and field labourers

and are generally tenants, only a few holding land. Their form
of tillage is the Jcumri or wood-ash tillage and some of them
still bum patches of forest-land and rear crops of rdgi and
vegetables. They are much indebted to their landlords. They
rank next below Atte Vakkals. Their daily life is pretty much the

same as that of the Halvakki Vakkals. A family of five spends
about 8s. (Rs. 4) a month. Their chief objects of worship are

Venkatramana of Tirupati, Jatga, Hulidev or the tiger-god, Karidev
of Shivegnli in Ankola, and v^age-mothers ammas or shaktis to

whom they offer blood sacrifices. They also have a strong belief in

ghosts, soothsaying, and witchcraft. Their customs are the same
as those of Atte Vakkals. They either bum or bury the dead and
their other ceremonies do not differ from those of other Vakkals.
Their social disputes are settled by hereditary headmen called

budvants or wisemen. Their settlements are grouped into eleven

circles with a shime-gauda or group-head over each circle. But
they have a much less elaborate organization than the Halvakki
Vakkals. They do not send their children to school or take to new
pursuits and are not nearly so prosperous as the Hdlvakki Vakkals.

Kokna's or Eonkan Mara'tha's, numbering 7814 of

whom 3916 were males and 3898 females, are found in Kdrwar
and Ankola. Their name shows that they came from the coast

to the north of Kanara and points to Goa as their former home.
They claim to be Kshatriyas or warriors, but they are generally

ranked as the highest class of Shudras. Like the Sherogars,

whom they resemble in many respects though they neither eat

nor marry together, the men take the word ndik or chief after

their names, and have Sdvant, Des^, and as surnames. The
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common names among men are, Nilo, Kdlgo, Gauro, Porso^'

Bhikaro, Phakiro, Mulo, Chaudo, Snbba, Soirn, Koim, K^dlo,
Bdlso, Sapurlo, Tnlo, Phokru, Babghato, Kuday, Kundlik, ^md
Dulba

;
and among women, Ubge, Bdije, Gomte, Kochi, Gh^di,

Bhagi, Vithai, Sakha, Bhike, Shevantn, Ruku, Anande, and Jivii.

Most of the men are fair, tail, and wheat-coloured with well-cat
features. They are like Deccan Mardthds. The women have
more delicate features and are fairer than the men. They speak
Konkani with a Goanese accent like the Shenvis- They live in
one-storied houses with mud walls and thatched roofs with narrow
verandas and front yards, but without ceihngs. They live in large
undivided families, the house being jointly managed by the olde^
male and female members. The cost of their houses varies from
£5 to £50 (Rs. 50 - Rs. 500). Their staple food is rice and fish, but
they eat mutton, fowls, and game except the bison, when they sacrifice

to the gods Nirankd,r, Mam5i or Mahamai, Ranlnath, Jatga^, and
Khetri, and to their ancestors on their All Soul's day or mahdlaytt
paksha in October. They drink palm spirits. About eight in the
morning they take rice porridge, about twelve rice and fish curry, and
at eight at night rice and curry again. The men are fond of Hmolring
tobacco and the women chew betel leaves. Their holiday dishes arc
small fried rice and vdid flour cakes called vadds, and guloni that
is rice flour cocoanut mUk and molasses boiled together. The men
wear the loincloth, a headscarf, and a grey or black blanket, and
as ornaments gold ear and ^ger rings and silver waistbands-
They shave the head except the top-knot and the face except the
moustache. The women pass the skirt of the robe back between tha
feet and draw the upper end over the head. They wear no bodice.
Their ornaments are nose and earrings of gold, the lucky necklace,
glass bangles, and finger and toe rings. The men's holiday dress is
a waistcloth, shouldercloth, and headscarf costlier than those in-
ordinary wear. The women also keep good clothes in stock for
special occasions, but they are not fond of gay colours. A man's
ordinary dress costs about 6s. (Rs. 3) and his holiday dr^S
about 12s. (Rs. 6). A woman's every-day robe costs 4s. to 5s.
(Rs.2-Rs. 2^) and her holiday robe about 8s. (Rs. 4). The men's
ornaments are worth about £5 (Rs. 50) and the women's about
£10 (Rs. 100). The clothes come from Hubli in Dhdrwar and
Shfipur in Belgaum. They are clean, thrifty, sober, and honest,
but lazy and effeminate, and the women are very quarrelsome.
Most of them are husbandmen either holding land or working as
tenants or field labourers ; others serve as messengers in public
offices and as day-labourers.^ Besides house work the women help
the men in the field by gathering and carrying manure, planting,
weeding, reaping, and thrashing and husking rice. The recent
increase in the assessment has reduced their income as they generally
keep only a little land as a home farm and rent the rest to tenants

1 The tools used by the field-labourers are the spade, the hoe worth 1*. &I.
^2 am ); the plough, worth 10s. (Ks. 5) ; the sickle, worth 6d. (4o»«.); and theMhook or heavy cutting knife called koito, worth about 1*. 6d. (12 ans^.

•'1 bullocks or botEaloes worth £3 to £6
(Ks. 30 • AS, 60).
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leceiving only a certain quantity of produce. Still as a class
tiiey are fairly off. They rank next below traders. Koknas rise
early and in the fair season the men go to the fields and the women
gather manure or firewood or husk rice. Those who go to gather
firewood take rice porridge early in the morning. The rest take
their porridge about eight and stay at home till after their dinner,
when about three they go back to the fields and work till sunset.
They then return home, sup about eight, and go to bed about nine.
During the south-west monsoon (June -October), which is the crop-
raising season, men as well as women work in the fields carrying
manure from their houses to the fields, sowing, planting, weeding,
reaping, thrashing, winnowing, and storing. A family of five spends
about 10». (Rs. 6) a month. They are Smarts, and worship all the
ordinary gods and keep all local hohdays. Some who are Sh^kts
worship shdktis or mothers at least once a year during the Basra
holidays (September-October). They believe in sorcery and sooth-
saying, in the power of evil spirits, and in the spirits of the dead.
On the day of the feast of RanlnAth, a KomfirpfiUr, who belongs to a
family holding temple lands, cuts the palm of his hand with a knife
and lets three drops of his blood fall on the ground. They make
plgrimages to Goa, Gokam, Benares, and Pandharpur, and employ
Karh4da Brahmans to perform their marriage puberty and death
ceremonies, and pay them greSat respect. They have priests of their
own caste called lavas who live in Krishnfipur near Saddshivgad in
KArw^. At marriages, on the sixth day after a birth, on the night
of mahdlaya or AU Soul’s day, and on other convenient occasions
between January aud April, the lavas are called to perform worship
OT bhajan. They bring an image of Vithoba, worship it by offering
flowers and fruit and by waving burning incense and lighted lamps
before it, and sing Tukarfim’s hymns, explaining their meaning
to the listeners. After the service is over the lavas are treated
to a supper of rice, bread, fowl, and vegetable curry, paisa,
and country liquor. The lavas are married men who live partly
on the funds of the Krishndpur temple and partly by labour as
husbandmen. They are worshippers of Vithoba at Krishnapur
and have no other duties to perform except service or lhajan at
the houses of their employers. They have no disciples. Succession
is confined to the members of the family of the first lava. The
first of the lavas, it is said, was a pious old man, who, after his
wife’s death, became a devotee of Vithoba and regularly visited his
shrine at Pandharpur with his only son once a year. As he grew
old he lost his eye-sight and was unable to make his yearly
pilgrimage. Still his desire to visit the shrine grew stronger,
and Vithoba, knowing this and pleased wdth his devotion, promised
him in a vision that if he would build him a temple he would come
and live in it. Accordingly a temple was built at Krishnapur, and,
ever since, the descendants of the first lava have visited Vithoba’s
shrine at Pandharpur regularly once in three years carrying with
them the image of the Krishndpur Vithoba. The Vithoba worshipped
at Krishnfipur is a stone image about a foot and a half high in the
form of man with two hands. During the yearly fair aud on other

l^eat occasions, this image is dressed in a waistcloth, a shoulder-
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cloth, and a Deccan Brdhman tnrban or a Kanara headscarf. The
images which are carried to Pandharpur and those taken to the

houses of the people for ser\rice or bhajanskre of brass about, fire inches

high Once every year about the middle of December {Mdrga-

shirsha shuddha 10th) a fair is held at Krishnapur in honour of this

Vithoba which lasts for five days. And once in three years on the

last day of Basra one of the brass images is carried in a palanquin

to Pandharpur by a party of the people who meet at the temple for

the purpose. On their way they halt at every village where their

friends live who entertain them and receive in return flowers offered

to Vithoba. They reach Pandharpur a day or two before Kdrtihi

ekddashi (15th November), on which day they bathe the image in

the Chandrabhdga and carry it in a palanquin thrice round the

Pandharpur temple. They employ a Brfihman cook and feast about

a dozen Brdhmans. They stay at Pandharpur for a couple of days

and return to Krishndpnr after about three months’ absence

Besides Vithoba the Koknas reverence the other ordinary Brahmanic
gods and regularly worship the sweet basil plant and the images of

their family gods every day after bathing and before they take their

first meal. In manners and customs they resemble Sdvantvddi

Marathds. Boys are married between fourteen and eighteen and
girls between eight and twelve. Widow marriage and polygamy
are allowed, and polyandry is unknown. Widows are not allowed

to wear ornaments, but their heads are not shaved. Marriage is

forbidden between families bearing the same surname. They bum
their dead except infants who are buried. They mourn for eleven

days and on the twelfth feed their caste, and, as the representative

of the deceased, give one of their castemen a complete suit of

clothes with a metal plate and a small water-pot. This ceremony
without the presents is repeated at the end of every month till the

end of a year after the death. On the first day of the second year
another present of clothes and a metal plate and pot is made. After

this on every anniversary during the lifetime of the eldest child of

the dead person some castemen are feasted. Each village has a
headman called hudvant who has power to call caste meetings and
settle social disputes. Their spiritual Teacher is Shankardcharya,
the head of the Shringeri monastery in Maisur. Many of them
hold land and are village headmen. On the whole, they are well-to-

do and are beginning to teach their boys to read and write Marathi.

Torke Na'dors, numbering 3576 of whom 2304 are males and
1272 females, are found in Kumta, Ankola, and Hondvar, their chief

centres being Ankola, Mirjan, Sanekatta, Unalli, Masgeri, Torke,
Shedgeri, Hiregutti, Talgeri, Hannalli, Advikdn, and Chandavar.
Their family god is Venkatramana whose shrine is at Tirupati in

North Arkot. Their surnames are Churi, Kippa, Kania, Janga,
Poska, and Donka ; they are not taken into account in settling

marriages. The ordinary names of men are, Hanma, Rama, Monna,
Bomma, Venkanna, Mari, and Jogi; and of women, Devamma,
Biramma, Nagamma, Sannamma, and Honnamma. They have no
subdivisions. Both men and women are tall and strong, most of
them I eing dark and well-featured. In speech, house, and belongings
they do not differ from Halvakki Vakkals. 'ITieir staple diet is rice.
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rdgi, and fish ; they eat fowls game and mutton, but do not drink
liquor ; their specim dish is pdiaa. The men wear the loincloth, and
waistcloth, a folded blanket on their shoulders, and a headscarf.

The women wear the robe hanging from the waist like a petticoat,

and no bodice- They are clean, hot-tempered, hardworking, honest,

thrifty, sober, and ra-deriy. Both men and women work in the fields

^d gfirls and boys herd cattle. Many own a large area of land,

Bcnne being village headmen and moneylenders. They rank with
the Eonkn£s and Hdlvakki Yakkcds and above the IJppn N^ors.
Their daily life, style of living, and expenses do not differ from
those of the Halvakki Ys^kkals. Their chief objects of worship m'e
the village gods. They keep the ordinary Hindu holidays, and on
marriages and other festivals have the special dish called pdiaa,
fleir spiritaal Teacher is T^tyachari of the Shri Yaishnav monastery
of 6ovindi4jpattan near Tirupati in North Arkot to whom they pay
yearly tithes, and by whom they are branded on their shoulders and
breast, when they go on pilgrimage to Tirupati and when he
comes to EAnara. Their family god is Yenkatramana of Tirupati

mnl they pay great reverence to Hanumanta, going on pilgrimage

to Krupati, whence they bring holy watOT (^ed ttriha. They
are a very religions class offering blood sacrifices to the village

gods, believing in witchcraft soothsaying and ghosts, and respecting

Br&hmans though they do not employ them as family priests. They
observe the handin or Yishnu's ^y, and always bathe and worship
the household gods before they take their first meal. Their girls

are married between seven and twelve and their boys between
fourteen and twenty ; widow marriage and polygamy is allowed

and practised, and polyandry is unknown. They burn their dead and
mourn eleven days. Their ceremonies are the same as those of H&l-
vakki Yakkals. The marriage ceremony lasts for five days among
the rich and for three days among the poor. They have a strong
aoci^ organization and settle dispates at meetings held under an
heredita^ village headman or hudvant. Their villages are grouped
into three circles or shimea, Ankola, Mirjiin, and Chanddvar. Each
circle has a group-head or shime-budvant, the Ankola group-head
living in Shetgiri, the Mirjdn head at Hiregutti, and the Chandavar
head at Aghn&hani in Kumta. These three heads are directly

under the Teacher or Tatyachari of Timpati who corresponds with
them on caste matters. Once in five or ten years, or when the

Tiitydchdri comes to Kanara, the group-heads hold a council to
dispose of caste matters. They have the same powers as the rdj~

hudvant of the Halvakki Yakkals, but have no such titles as aras-

gauda or civil head, guru-gauda or religious head, or shime-gauda
or group-head. Slight breaches of social discipline are punished with
fine and serious offences with loss of caste. The fines are spent in

caste dinners. A few of them teach their boys to read and write

Kdnarese. They take to no new pursuits, but are a vigorous, frugal.

Mid prosperous class.

Sheroga'rs or Messengers, numbering 3070 of whom 1582 are

males and 1488 females, are found on the coast of Hondvar and
Kumta, They are also called Konkan Yalegars from the Kanarese
vale the palm-leaf on which messages are written. Their Konkani
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name Sherogar also means a messenger. They are said to have come

from Goa and to be a branch of the Konkan Marathas who have

Sdvant, Naik, Sail, and other surnames. The men add the word ndik

to their names, but since their settlement in Kanara the use of

surnames has been discontinued. Their home tongue is Konkani

;

and their family gods are Raulndth, Niranbdr, Kalbhairav, and

Mahdmai, whose shrines are in Goa. Men’s names generally end in

ayya, as Pursayya Appayya Santayya, and women’s names in amma
as Nagamma. A few who have risen to high positions in Maisur

have lately added the title rdo to their names. Most of the men are

tall, regular-featured, and wheat-coloured. Some are fair and the

women are fairer and better made than the men, and much like

the Sasashtkar Brahman women except in dress and ornaments.

Their home tongue is Konkani spoken with a Kdnarese accent

and much mixed with Kdnarese words, the chief peculiarity being

the use of z for j, a sound which is unknown in Kdnarese.

Many of them read and write Kanarese. They live in middle-class

houses with mud or laterite walls, wooden ceilings, and roomy
verandas and front yards. The dwellings stand in gardens

enclosed by thorn hedges. The cost of an ordinary house is £5 to

£20 (Rs. 50 - Rs. 200) and of a good house £40 to £50 (Rs. 400 -

Rs. 500) . They live in large families. Their common food is rice

fish or vegetables, but they eat fowls and mutton when they sacrifice

to the village gods, and game whenever they can get it. They drink
no liquor. For breakfast they take rice or rdgi porridge seasoned
with salt, for dinner dry cooked rice and curry, and for supper
rice and curry. They are neither great eaters nor good cooks and
their special holiday dishes are paisa and vadds. The men wear
a narrow waistcloth, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf, and the
women a robe falling like a petticoat and no bodice. Both men
and women keep a store of rich clothes and use ornaments of

gold and silver, the women being particularly fond of anointing
their hair with cocoanut oil and decking it with flowers. They are
clean, hardworking, and trustworthy, but as timid as the Konknds
of Karw4r. Their women are very quarrelsome. They were
formerly soldiers but most are now husbandmen. Some serve as
messengers in public offices and some are petty shopkeepers and
deal in rice, fruit, vegetables, betelnut, cocoanuts, currystuff,
flowers, coir rope, and oilman’s stores. Besides minding the house,
women work in the fields and gather cowdung and dry leaves which
they bury together in manure pits. They also plant, weed, reap,
thrash, winnow, and husk rice. They were formerly tenants,
but have lately become landholders. Like the Konkan Marathas
they stand at the head of the Shudra castes. Sherogdrs risa

early, and wash. Except those who are employed as messengers
the men go to their fields

;
of the women some gather cowdung

and leaves for manure and others remain at home to cook. The
men return about nine and take rice porridge for breakfast. After
breakfast they talk and joke, in which they have considerable
cleverness, till three, when after dining they again go to work.
They come back by sunset, sup between eight and nine, and go
to bed. A family of five spends about 12s. (Rs. 6) month. Their
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family gods are Eaulndth and NiranV^r whose shrines are in Goa.

They also worship all Brdhman and village gods, and Musalmdn
saints or pirs. They believe in the power of evil spirits, and
have great faith in soothsaying and sorcery. They make
pilgrimages to Gokarn, Tirupati, and Dharmasthal. They employ
Havig Brdhmans to perform marriage puberty and death
ceremonies, and show them great respect. Their spiritual Teacher is

the head of the Smart monastery at Shringeri in Maisur. Girls are

married between eight and eleven and boys between fourteen and
eighteen. The men wear the sacred thread. Polygamy is practised,

widow marriage forbidden, and polyandry unknown. The heads
of widows are not shaved. They burn their dead except infants

who are buried. They mourn ten days, and on the twelfth feast the

caste and present a person of the same sex and age as the

deceased with a suit of clothes, a metal plate, and a small pot.

Dinners are repeated every thirtieth day after the death for a

year, on the last day of the twelfth month, and afterwards on the

first day of every year during the lifetime of the children of the

deceased. A general commemoration of the dead is held during
the second half of Bhddrapad (September - October) . Social disputes

are settled by committees of the caste under the presidency of

headmen. Each village has its headman called hudrant. Ordinary
disputes are disposed of by the committees, but serious matters

- are reported to the Teacher who passes his decision on the

proceedings forwarded to him through his representative the

dchdrya, who is a Smd,rt Brdhman. The Teacher punishes with fine

or expulsion according to the gravity of the offence. A person
who has been put out of caste may be allowed back on paying the

Teacher a certain sum through the dchdrya. They are skilful culti-

vators and are likely to rise to importance as they send their boys

to school and are gradually improving their condition.

Fadtis, numbering about 2913 of whom 1515 are males and
1398 females, are found in Karwdr and Kumta. They belong to two
classes, Kdnarese and Konkani. Kanarese Padtis make salt, and
Konkan Padtis labour. The two divisions neither eat together nor
intermarry. They are short, dark, and regular-featured. Some
speak Kanarese at home and others Konkani. Most live in huts or

sheds with mud walls, thatched roofs, narrow verandas, and small

yards with a sweet basil plant in the centre. Their common food is

rice and fish, but they eat flesh when they can afford it and drink
liquor though not to excess. The men wear the loincloth, the head-
scarf, and a folded blanket either on their heads or on their shoulders,

with gold ear and finger rings and silver girdles; the women wear the

ordinary robe the skirt hanging from the waist to the knee and the

npper end drawn across the shoulder and breast. They wear no bodice,

and have gold silver or brass ornaments like those of the Halepaiks.

They are dirty, hardworking, honest, thrifty, and sober. Most are

tenants and in poor circumstances ; a few make salt ; the rest are

day-labourers. Besides keeping the house the women help the men
by working in the fields. Children herd cattle, take care of the

house, and watch crops. Most borrow money at high interest for

their weddings. Between interest due to moneylenders and to
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landlords in retnm for advances of seed and for the nse of cattle

and field tools, little is left. They rank next to Gam Vakkalg.

Their daily life and expenses do not differ from those of the Halvakki

Vakkals. They worship the ordinary Brd,hman and villag^e gods,

and observe all local holidays inclnding the hhdnds and jatrds,
^

and

have faith in soothsaying and sorcery and in the power of spirits^

They employ Joishis to perform their ceremonies and treat them with

great respect. They marry their girls between ten and twelve and

their boys between fourteen and eighteen. They consider themselves

impure for ten days after a birth or a death. They are cleansed on

the eleventh by bathing and drinking watertouched by the Joishi,and,

after being purified, they feast their castemen. Women are impure

four days in every month, when they bathe and wash their clothes.

Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed. Social disputes are

settled by committees of the caste under the presidency of hudvants

or hereditary headmen.

Uppu Na'dors, numbering 2110 of whom 1100 are males and
1010 females, are found in considerable strength along the Kumta,
Hondvar, and Ankola coast. They are said to take their name from
the Eldnarese uppu salt and nddu a village. Their names, surnames,
parent stock, and patron god are the same as those of the Torke
NAdors. The two castes neither eat nor intermarry, but do not

differ in appearance, speech, house, food, dress, or character; both
are husbandmen and the style of living of both is closely alike.

Their girls are maraied between nine and twelve and their boys
between fourteen and twenty. Widow marriage and polygamy are
allowed, and polyandry is unknown. They bum their dead. Their
social organization does not differ from that of the Torke Nddors.
They have the same three circles, Ankola, Mirjdn, and Chanddvar.
The head of Ankola lives at Tenkankeri, the head of Mirj^ at
Mddangeri in Kumta, and the head of Chand^var at Unalli. All are
subject to the T^ty^h^ri of Timpati in North Arkot. Several of

• their boys are being taught Kdnarese at Belekeri, Ankola, mid other
villages.

PaucllEmsalis, numbering 1946 of whom 1140 are males and
806 females, are found in the Sirsi, Siddapnr, Yellapur, and Haliyal
sub-divisions. They are Lingdyats and do not differ in any particulars
from Banjigs and Mallavs with whom they eat but do not intermarry.

Eot Vakkals, numbering 1822 of whom 1003 are males and
819 females, are found above the Sahyadris in Sidddpur and SirsL
Kot Vakkals or bagmen get their name from being chiefly employed
in covering bunches of tender betelnnts with bags made of the
canvas-like sheeths of the betel-palm, which shelters the fruit bunches
when tender and protects them from heavy rain. They are a sub-
division of the Gauda or Vakkal caste ; but neither eat nor marry
with any other branch of it. Both men and women are middle-sized,
strong, and dark. Their home tongue is Kdnarese, like the speech
of the Halvakki Vakkals. Their houses do not differ from those of
Halvakki Vakkals. Their staple diet is rice and rdgi, but they
occasionally eat fowls and goats offered in sacrifice. They drink no
spirituous liquor. Both men and women dress like Halvakki Vakk^s,
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and like them are simple, hardworking, thrifty, and orderly.

They work as gardeners and field labourers, and do not differ in

condition from other cultivating castes. They rank next to Halvakki
Vakkals, and do not differ from them in their daily life or
expenditure. Their chief objects of worship are the village deities

to whom they offer goats and cocks. Their family god is Venkat-
ramana of Tirnpati and they make pilgrimages to las shrine. Their
girls are married between ten and twelve and their boys between
fourteen and eighteen. Widow marriage and polygamy are forbidden
and polyandry is unknown. They burn their dead and mourn ten
days. Bach village has a caste-headman or gaiida. Their social

disputes are settled at meetings of the men of the community
under the presidency of the gauda. They do not send their boys to

school nor take to new pursuits.

Jains, numbering 1653 of whom 898 are males and 755 females,

are found in small nnmbers at Bhatkal, Mnrdeshvar, Knmta, Sonola,

Banvdsi, and Mundgod. The word Jain means conqueror from the
Sanskrit yi to conquer. According to Mr. Rice the Jains appeared
in the Kamatak about the same time as the Buddhists, that is in

the third century before Christ.^ The Jain faith was predominant
in the Kamdtak during the early centuries after Christ. It suffered

from the attacks of the Kongu or Chera kings in the third or

fourth century ^ and again ia the eighth century from the success

of Shankardchdiya and from the introduction of northern Brahmans
by Mayura-varma of Banvdsi. From the eighth to the eleventh

century the Kalachnrya chiefs of Hnmcha in north-west Maisur,

and, until 1117 or 1132 the Balals of Dvara-samudra in west
Maisur fevoured the Jains. The conversion to Vaishnavism of the

great Baldl chief Vishnu Vardhan (1117-1137) was a severe blow
to the upland Jains* and their power was further impaired in the

fourteenth century by the rise of the Lingdyat faith at Kalydn. The
coast Jains seem to have escaped this loss of power, as, according

to the Arab historian Rashid-ud-din, in 1290, all the Hindus of the

Malabar coast from Sintakula or Sindabur to Quilon were Samanis or

Jains.* Both of the Vijayanagar dynasties (1330-1480 and 1480-

1560) though not Jains were friendly to the Jains. After the fall

of Vijayanagar (1 556) in the south of Kdnara the Gersappa and
Bhatl^l chiefs continued Jains tiff, their overthrow by Venkatappa
Naik of Bednur about 1600 and in the south the Sonda chiefs

remained Jains till Sadashiv was converted to the Ling^yat &ith
in the latter part of the seventeeth century. In the south about

1600 the Bednur conquerors almost exterminated the Jains. At
present the chief Karnatak seats of the Jain faith are in Maisur,

at Shrdvan, Belgol, Maleyur, and Humcha.® In appearance

and character Jain saints are closely alhed to Buddhist saints.
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* Mysor, I. 313. Mysor, I. 314.

’ According to Buchanan (III. 123 and Wilks’ South of India, I. 514), Yishna-

vardhan treated the Jains with savage cruelty; according to Wilson (Mack. Oil. 2nd
Ed. 65) he did not molest them. * Elliot and Dowson, L 68.

® Rice’s Mysor, I. 340, 374 ; Buchanan’s Mysor, in. 123, 134, 166, 173, 234; Wilks’

South of Indm, I, 514 ; Wilson’s Mackenzie Collection, 2nd Ed. 38, 40.
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Both seem taken from one original. They have the same tender-

ness for life and nearly the same rules of conduct.^ Jains differ

from Buddhists chiefly in acknowledging an Eternal Mind and in

having many more ideas in common with modem Brahmanism, its

caste system, its ceremonial impurities, and its respect for Brahman
gods. How far these beliefs and observances were absent from the

life of ordinary Buddhists even in early times is doubtful. The
opinions which distinguish the Jains from Brahmanic Hindus
are their extreme tenderness for life, their denial of the divine
origin of the Veds, and the reverence they pay to certain saints or
Tirthankars, who, by the practice of self-denial and other virtues,

are believed to have gained a position higher than that of the
Brahmanic gods. The names in common use among men are,

Padmappa, Anantayya, Adrappa, Nagappa, Rayappa, and
Chandrappa; and among women, Padmawa, Sarasvatawa, Savitri,

Nagawa, and Devki. Their surnames are local, marking their
birth-place or country

; they are not taken into account in settling

marriages. The Jains of Belgaum, Dhdrwar, North Kdnara, and
South Kanara eat together; but the North and South Kanara
people alone intermarry. Almost all the lay Jains of North Kdnara
are husbandmen. Their family god, Jineshvar, Arhat, or Parmeshvar,
has temples at Gersappa, Bhatkal, and Sonda, and their patron
goddesses, Padmdvati, Jvala, Kushmd,nddevi K41i, and Gauri, have
shrines in almost all Jain settlements. The Kdnara Jains belong to
three divisions, the Chaturths, the Tagar-Bogdrs, and the Priests.
They have no badges or devaks. The Chaturths and the Priests eat
with each other but do not intermarry

; and both of them hold aloof
from the Tagar-Bogdrs, whom they look upon as inferior though they
do not differ from them in religion. The Priests are again divided
into Indra or family priests and ascetics yatis or svdmis, and the
ascetics into Digambars that is sky-clad or naked and Shvetambars or
white-robed. The Digambars, according to rule ought to be always
naked

;
in practice they are never without clothes except at their

meals. The rule of nakedness is strictly observed in Digambar
images, which have no covering of any kind, not even colour or an
ornament. The Shvetambars dress in white and adorn their idols
mth earrings and other jewels. The two sects differ in other points,
the Shvetambars holding that there are twelve heavens and sixty-
eight Indras, and the Digambars that there are sixteen heavens and
a hundred Indras. The number of ascetics of either class is small.
They are friendly towards each other

; a Digambar may become a
Shvetambar and a Shvetambar a Digambar. A scetics do not attempt
to spread their religion and laymen are indifferent to sectari^
differences. The ascetics keep up the order by buying children
from Jain parents and making them their disciples. Parents
sometimes vow to devote their children to the service of Jina and
give them to ascetics who make them their disciples. There are
no fema,le ascetics in Kanara. The daily life of a Kanara Jain
ascetic is almost the same as that of a Gujarat Jain ascetic.

1
(Mysor, I. 374) holds that Mahivira thelast Jain saint and Gautama the last Buddhist saint are the same.
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The ascetics cannot be distinguished by their appearance from
laymen, and, among the ascetics, the Digambars cannot be told

from the Shvetambars. Both men and women are tall and well-

featured, the men being darker than the women. Their Kanarese
does not difPer from that spoken by other husbandmen. They live

in one-storied houses with mud walls, thatched roofs, verandas,

and front yards with sweet basd plants. Their common food is

rice and vegetables. They neither eat flesh nor drink liquor.

They are great eaters. Their special dishes are holige or wheat
flour bread stuffed with boiled pulse and molasses and eaten

with milk or clarified butter. The men wear the sacred thread,

the waistcloth, the shouldercloth, and a small red headscarf

;

and the women the robe, passing the skirt between the legs and
drawing the upper end across the shoulder and breast. They also

wear a bodice with short sleeves and a back. The women wear their

hair in a braid like Vdni women and the men shave the head except
the top-knot, and the face except the moustache. Their ornaments
do not differ from those of the other coast classes. They are thrifty

mild and orderly, but not hardworking. Most are husbandmen,
and a few are petty traders, dealing in grain, cloth, condiments, and
betelnut and leaves. They rank with traders. They rise early

and are afield before daybreak, returning home about ten and
breakfasting on rice porridge. After breakfast they rest till one,

when they dine, go to work, and return at sunset. The women
besides minding the house help the men in the field. A family

of five spends about 1 Os. (Rs. 5) a month. They worship the Jain

saints or Tirthankars, and reverence Briihman gods and village

deities as the servants of the Almighty Jineshvar, offering to all

cooked rice, fruit, and flowers. In most houses they keep a figure

of Jineshvar in the form of a man, and worship it with offerings

of flowers, fruit, and cooked food, and by waving before it burning
incense and lighted lamps. This daily worship is performed by
one of the male members of the house, women being forbidden to

perform it. The family priests, who are married and are called

pujdris OT purohits, hold their position hereditarily and are supported

in the same way as Brahman priests. They serve in the temples of

Jinas and Devis, and act as astrologers, drawing up horoscopes,

and fixing the time for ceremonies according to the same system

of astrology as is in use among Brahmans. As family priests

they perform the same duties as Brahman priests and are much
respected. A layman by learning the profession can become a

priest, and a priest can give up his profession and become a layman

;

but marriages between priests and laymen cannot take place. Their

special holidays are the ninth and the fifteenth days of the bright half

of Ashddha, (June- July), Kdrtik (October-November), and Phdlgun
(February -March), which are kept as feasts; the eighth and the

fourteenth, that is the days before, being kept as fasts. Of the

ordinary Hindu holidays they observe Yugddi and Shimga in March-

April, Ndg-panchami in July-August, Shrdvani Paurnima in

July -August, Ganesh-chatiirthi and Anant-chaturdash.i in August-

September, Basra in September -October, and Divdli in October-

November.
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The Jains ^ believe that the universe is uncreated and etemaJ.

They divide it into three parts, the pdtdl or under world, the bhulok

or middle world, and the dJcdsh or upper world. They believe that

the pdtdl or under world consists of three sections adhogati, narak,

and pavanlok. Adhogati is a hopeless hell where the souls of the

damned crawl; narak is a hell with hope in which sinners with a strain

of good have the chance of atoning their sin and are then sent to

transmigrate
;
pavanlok is a purgatory from which after a course of

purifying punishment the souls of the faulty good rise to heaven.

Above the purgatory or highest part of the under world comes the

earth, hhumi or bhulok, of land and water divided into several parts

each inhabited by a separate class of creatures. The upper world or

dkdsh has also several divisions. The lowest is the home of the

demons mantralok ; the second is the home of a class between men
and demigods called vidyddhars; the third is the home of the demigods
or devlok; and the highest is mokshalok the world of bliss and the home
of the Supreme Being, the Eternal Mind. With the Eternal dwell

the seventy-two saints or favoured ones of whom twenty-four belong
to a past cycle, twenty-four to the present cycle, and twenty-four to.

a cycle which is to come. These saints are believed to have been
endowed with all knowledge, to have understood all ceremonies, and to

have read the thoughts of men. They are believed to be equal with
the Eternal and to deserve the same honours. The twenty-four saints

of the past cycle receive no worship. Divine honours are paid only
to the twenty-four saints of the present cycle, who have thirty-six

attributes in common and certain personal peculiarities in colour,

stature, and age. Two of them are white, two yellow, two red, two
blue, two black, and fourteen are golden or yellow-brown. The
height and age are arranged according to a gradually decreasing
scale from Rishabhadev the first saint, who was five hundred poles
high and lived a life of 8,400,000 great years, to Mahdvir the last saint,

who did not exceed the ordinary size of a man and hved only forty

years. The object of special Jain reverence in Kdnara is Gantam^
a disciple of Mahavir and variously named Indrabhuti, Tirthankar,
and Jina. His images, which are generally standing, have crisp
curly hair, thick lips, and a black skin, with the hands held straight
down close to the sides. He is worshipped both by Digambars and
Shvetambars with offerings of fruit and flowers, and by waving
lightyd lamps and burning incense before his face. They also keep
the images of other Tirthankars in their temples, monasteries, and
houses, which are either seated or standing according to the
descriptions given in their holy books. The Eternal is known as
Arhat, Argan, or Jineshvar. He has one thousand and eight sacred
names and receives the homage of the three worlds. He is all-

knowing, all-powerful, all-present; in him everything has been, is,

and will be without beginning and without end. He does not
create, but shows grace mercy and love to all living beings. For
the happiness of all living beings he has revealed the twelve Jain
scriptures or veds, and has declared that theJain scriptures, the world.

* This account of the Jain faith as far as possible represents the religions ideas and
beliefs of pious and intelligent K^narese laymen,
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Ijme, the soul, duty, and virtue shall last for ever. He is shown

with four beautiful faces, seated under an ashok tree, and adorned

with three wheels of justice and a triple umbrella. According to the

Jains the Brahmanic gods, including Shiv, Brahma, Vishnu, and

Ganpati, are followers of Arhat. Both laymen and ascetics therefore

reverence them though with a lower reverence than that paid to the

Tirthankars. Of the Brahmanic gods the most revered by the Jains

are Shiv, Vishnu, Ram, Krishna, and Vithoba. They worship the

shdktis or mothers with decent rites and say that Vithoba is a Jain,

god. They keep the images of these gods in their houses and temples,

visit their shrines, and make vows to them.^ In spite of their

reverence for Brahmanic gods they are as indifferent to Brd.hman3

as they are to Lingayats.^ Of animals they revere the cow and
worship the cobra; and of plants and trees they worship the pimpal

and the ashok trees and the basil plant. They worship stones in the

form of village deities, and believe in spirits, devils, witchcraft, and
soothsaying. They have also well-disposed spirits of their ancestors

whom they please but do not worship. They think that the

spirits of unmarried men, pregnant women, of persons killed by
accidents, and of the greedy dead haunt their old homes and annoy

the living. When a sick man x’aves or is struck senseless he is

believed to be possessed by a spirit. They apply to a soothsayer

of their own or of any other caste to drive out the spirit, the Jain

methods of exorcising not differing from those adopted by other

mediums. They resort to black magic or sorcery, jddu, to be

revenged on an enemy, and with this object employ men of any caste

who are expert in the use of charms and spells. They believe in

good and bad omens and think that iron has power over spirits.

Among the Jains the chief rules of conduct are not to kill, not to

lie, to be humble-minded, not to covet, to have no strong wishes,

not to eat after sunset, not to drink liquor or unstrained water,

and not to eat figs, banyan pipal or jujube berries, poppy-seeds,

snake-gourds, or other many-seeded fruits or vegetables. Opium,

asafoetida, garlic, radishes, and mushrooms are also forbidden.

Altogether there are 12,000 observances. No layman can hope to

keep them all
;
therefore eternal bliss is possible only for an ascetic.

Quarrels with Lingayats, with Gujarat Jains, or among themselves

between Digambars and Shvetambars are unknown. They formerly

used to make converts ; they now make no attempt to spread their

religion. The Jain faith seems to be slowly dying.

When a woman is pregnant for the first time, she goes to

her parents’ house to be confined. In the seventh month of her

pregnancy she is dressed in a new robe and decked with flowers

and ornaments. She is made to sit by the side of her husband,

her lap is filled with rice a cocoanut and betelnuts and leaves, and

^ Buchanan (Mysor, III. 83) notices in South KSnara that though there were
Brahmanic gods in Jain temples they were never worshipped. If a Jain wished to

worship a Brjihmanic god he worshipped him in a Brahmanic temple.
* Wilks (South of India, I. 514) notices that in ISOO there were about fifty Bnlhman

families among the Mysor Jains and that in the Jain temple the priest was a
Brdhman. Buchanan (Mysor, III. 80) notices that the South Kandra Jains had
Brihmans who acted both as temple and as house priests.
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lighted lamps are waved round her and her husband's' &cea.
They employ a low-caste midwife, paying her Is. (8 ans.) if the

child is a boy and 6d. (4 ans.) if it is a girl. The child is bathed
as soon as it is born, and for eleven days the mother and child are

considered impure and kept apart. On the sixth day they perform
the same satti ceremony as B:^hmanic Hindus and lay an iron nail

under the child's bed. No paper is left for Brahma to write the
child’s destiny. On the eleventh day the mother and child ae
purified by the Jain priest or purohit who offers a horn or fire

offering in the house, and kinsmen and neighbours are asked to dine.

The eldest member of the house, either man or woman, lays the babe
in the cradle, and, according to its sex, names it in a loud voice

after the eldest deceased member of the family, and drops into its

hands a gold or a silver coin. The guests repeat the name, place
copper or silver coins in the child’s hand, and feed on rice, curry, and
paisa that is rice molasses and cocoanut milk cooked togeth^.
No twelfth day ceremony is observed and the mother does not
worship water at the well. The child is not presented to the sun
and no horoscope is drawn up. Between the ages of two and three
boys are shaved by the village barber who is given 6d. (4 ana.),

half a pound of rice, and a cocoanut. After being shaved the boy
is bathed by the people of the house. The observance ends with
a feast to kinsmen and friends. . When a boy is between ten
and twelve arrangements are made for girding him with the
sacred thread ; these are the same as the Brfihman arrangements
and are made by the priests. His parents, with their Jain
family priest or purohit, go to their spiritual Teacher or guru of
whom there are two in Kdnara, in Sonda and in Mudbidra. Early-
on the day fixed the boy is bathed and led by his parents to the
Teacher, who purifies him with the five products of the cow, girds
him with the sacred thread, and teaches him the sacred prayer.
Then the family priest kindles a sacred fire and is paid 8s. (Rs. 4).
The ceremony ends with a feast to the caste people. Boys are
married between eight and sixteen and girls between eight and
eleven. Proposals for marriage come from the parents of the boy,
and the time for the wedding is fixed after consulting the family
priest or piirohit. They build marriage booths with a lucky post or
muhurtmed in the centre, bring earthen pots from the potters, and,
on the second day after the marriage, use them in bathing the bride
and bridegroom. On the evening before the day fixed for the
wedding, both in the house of the bride and of the bridegroom, the
family priest or purohit worships the Tirthankars and a dinner is

served to the guests. Next morning musicians play and in their
own houses the bridegroom and bride are rubbed with turmeric
paste and bathed in warm water. The bridegroom is clothed in a
waistcloth, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf over which is set the
marriage coronet. He holds in his hand a couple of betelnuts
and leaves and bows to the family gods. Meanwhile the priest
fills with rice a metal pot or gindi, and, on the mouth of the pot, lays
mango leaves and on the leaves a cocoanut, and sets the pot on a tray.
The bridegroom and his people start for the bride’s hons^ his
sister carrying the tray with the pot. When he reaches thy
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bride’s her father comes out with two cocoanuts which he places

in the bridegroom’s hands and leads him to the family gods,

where the bridegroom lays the nuts and prostrates himself before

the gods. A.fter worshipping the gods he comes from the house
and sits on a low wooden stool in the marriage booth. Then the

bride is led out and seated on another stool placed alongside of

the bridegroom’s. The bride and bridegroom are then stripped

to the waist and the bridegroom rubbed with turmeric by five

women of the bride’s party and the bride by five women of the

bridegroom’s party, who sing merry songs in Kfoarese. Near
the stools are two earthen pots called kiimbhakils filled with water.

The bridegroom’s nearest relation presents the bride with a new
robe in which she is dressed on the spot with such ornaments as

the bridegroom can afford to give her. Both are then led by the
girl’s fether to a raised seat or altar before which they stand opposite

each other, separated by a cloth curtain held by two men. The
Jain priest or purohit then chants texts, and, when the lucky moment
eomes, the cloth is drawn aside, and the bride and bridegroom throw
wreaths of flowers round each other’s necks and the parents join

their right hands and pour water over them. Gfifts of money or

dakshina are made to the purohit and alms called bhiksha to Havig
Brahmans who come for charity. The guests put rice on the

brows of the newly married pair, throw grains of rice over their

heads, and wave lighted lamps round their faces. The second
and third days are spent in feasting, rice being sprinkled on the

brows of the happy couple and lighted lamps waved round their faces

in the mornings and evenings. On the fourth morning the two
water-pots or kumbhakila are worshipped and the water is thrown
away. The pair then bathe, dress in white, and stand before

the door of the marriage booth, and the washerman spreads on the

ground a newly washed white cloth. The bridegroom lifts the

bride in his arms and walks over the cloth and sets her down at

the entrance of the house. The white clothes worn by the

bridegroom and bride are presented to the washerman, who is also

paid Is. (8 ana.) in cash, a pound of rice, and a cocoanut
;
the priest’s

fee is 8s. (Rs. 4). On the fifth day the bride and bridegroom sit

together in the yard and bathe throwing water on each other
; after

dinner they play at odds and evens with betelnuts. When a girl

comes of age a sacred fire or horn is kindled and the same practices

are observed as among the trading classes. Widows are not
allowed to marry, but their heads are not shaved.

When fatal symptoms set in water sweetened with sugar is

dropped into the dying man’s mouth and the nearest of kin sits

by Ms side. When he has breathed Ms last the family priest is

sent for, who prepares a sacred fire, bathes and dresses the body,
wraps it in a wMte shroud, and lays it on a bamboo bier. The bier

is carried by four men, while the son of the deceased, or if he has no
son one of his nearest of kin, walks before the bier carrying fire in

an earthen jar. The women wait in the house wailing but do not
best their breasts like Gujarat Jains. When they reach the burning-

ground the mourners make a funeral pile, place the body on it, and
set it on fire. The death of a layman or a priest is not an occasion
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for joy and no mnsic is played either when the body is being carried

to the burning-ground or while it is burning. The impurity caused

by a death ends on the tenth day. On the tenth the karmapuja

and on the anniversary the varahadina ceremonies are performed to

save the dead from the torments of purgatory and hell. On the

eleventh day the family priest gives the mourners the five products

of the cow, but they do not freely mix with their caste-fellows till

the sixteenth day. On that day they perform a ceremony called

either the water-pot purification kalashdbldshek, or the corpse

purification mriidhhisheh. The mourners collect nine to 108 earthen

pots, each able to hold about a quart, and a large jar able to hold

four gallons. The mourners go with the pots to their temple and

fill the large jar from the temple well. The large jar is then

worshipped by the priest and brought into the temple. The small

pots are also filled with water, the mouth of each is stopped by

a cocoanut, and they are set before the image of the temple god each

on a heap of one or two pounds of rice in which a half-anwa (fd.)

or a silver two-anna (3d.) bit are hid. All are then covered with a
new white cloth and worshipped. The jar is worshipped by itself

and the pots together. After this the temple god is worshipped

and sweetmeats are offered to it, and the water of the pots is poured

over the head of the image, and strained cooked rice is sprinkled on
the floor of the temple yard. This ceremony lasts during a whole

night. The priest is given 4s. (Rs. 2) in cash, all the fruit and rice,

and part of the cloth which has been used. Unlike those of Brahman
ascetics the bodies of Jain ascetics are burnt. The death of an
ascetic is a joyful event as his soul is believed to pass to eternal bliss in

Ahmiudralok or Indra’s heaven. Others according to their deeds go
either to adhogati the hopeless hell, to narak the hell with hope, or to

pavanlnk or purgatory. They build no tombs and write no inscriptions

in honour of their dead. They have hereditary village headmen
called Indvant.i, who are subject to the spiritual guides or bhatkamis,

who are ascetics, and whose chiefs, the senior ascetics of the

orders, live at Sonda in Sirsi and at Mudbidre in South Kanara.
The village headmen settle common social disputes with the help

of a council of castemen. Serious cases are referred to the spiritual

Teachers whose orders are enforced on pain of loss of caste.

They are not well off and neither send their children to school nor
take to new pursuits.

Sudirs or Shudras, numbering 1209 of whom 651 are males
and 558 females, are found in small numbers in Haliyal and
Yellapur, mostly in villages with a mixed population. The names
in ordinary use among men are, Yithal, Govind, Gopal, Lakshman,
and Nariiyan ;

and among women, Lakshmi, Parvati, Bhagirathi,

Yamni, and Ganga. They have no clan names but have place

names for surnames of which the commonest are, Sangekdr,
Gunjikar, Bandodkar, Mulekar, and Lajekar, all villages in Gt>a.

Families bearing the same surname do not intermarry. There are no
subdivisions. Most are dark but a few are wheat-coloured, and they
do not differ from Kulvadis in appearance. Their home tongue
is Konkani with a large mixture of corrupt Marathi which they talk
in a peculiar shouting . tone. The walls of their houses are either
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of mud or wattled reeds and the roofs are thatched or tiled. They
are one-storied and stand in rows and a few by themselves in

gardens or near fields. Their common food is rice, rdgi, millet,

and fish, and they eat meat and drink liquor. Some smoke hemp
flowers and others take opium. They eat flesh and drink liquor

whenever they can get them and are greedy eaters and poor cooks.

As a class they are dirty and untidy in their dress. The' men
either wear the waistcloth, shouldercloth, coat, and headscarf, or

the loincloth, headscarf, and blanket. The women wear the skirt

of the robe passed back between the feet, with a bodice with short

sleeves and a back. They arefond of yellow and sweet-scented flowers.

Grirls under five wear gowns with cloth caps and after five narrow
robes and bodices. Both men and women wear all the ornaments
used by other husbandmen. Their cloths are mostly of local

make and bought in shops near their homes. They are hard-

working, honest, thrifty, and orderly. Their hereditary calling is

husbandry. Besides field work the men serve as messengers and
domestic servants, and men women and children work as unskilled

labourers. As husbandmen they rent lands from the holders

generally on condition of equally sharing the produce. Their daily

hire as labourers is generally fid. (4 ans.) for a man, 3d. (2 an$.)

for a woman, and 1 ^d. ( 1 anna) for a child between twelve and fifteen.

House servants, besides their keep, are paid about 4s. (Rs. 2) a

month. Their busy season is from June to October and their slack

season from December to April. As a class they are well employed
and fairly off. A few marry their children without running into

debt but most have to borrow. Even those who are in debt
work themselves clear sooner than the peasants of the sea coast.

They rank with Hdlvakki Vakkals and Nadors and hold aloof from
shoemakers, Mhars, and other depressed castes. In the busy season

(June to November) they work all day hardly stopping for their

meals. The first meal is taken in the early morning before going
to work, the second at midday which they generally oat at home,
and the third about eight in the evening. Their slack season is

passed in house work and in visiting neighbouring villages where
they have relations or where fairs are held. A family of five spends
about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. Their house costs from £10 (Rs. 20-

Rs. 100), their furniture 10s. to £2 (Rs. 5 - Rs. 20), and their

marriages £5 to £15 (Rs. 50-Rs. 150). They are religious and
worship all Brfihman gods as well as local village gods and goddesses.

They employ Brfihmans to perform their ceremonies and show them
much respect. They have strong faith in soothsaying and ghosts,

offer blood sacrifices to village gods, and go on pilgrimage to

Benares, Pandharpnr, Gokarn, and Rdmeshvar. Their spiritual

Teacher is the head of the monastery at Shringeri in ilaisur, to

whom they pay contributions, which are collected by his representative

called shudri. Their customs and social rules do not differ from
those of the Gongdikars. They have lately begun to send their boys
to school.

Hanbars, numbering 795 of whom 422 are males and 373 females,

are found above the Sahyadris, living mostly in villages mixed with
other people, chiefly in the Sirsi sub-division. They are said to have
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come from Kalyda in tie Nizam’s dominions, but all communication

with their Kalyan caste-fellows has ceased. Their home tongue a
Kanarese. Their household gods are Birappa, Hanumanta, Mid

Shinghosanna, whose images they keep in their houses and

worship daily. They have no badges or derafes. Families who have

the same gods are considered to belong to one stock and therefore

to be too closely related to allow of interimrriage. The names in

common use among men, to which gauda is generally added, are,

Bdma, Bhiku, Tammanna, Baba, B^la, N^gya, Bira, Ven^a^
TTaTima^ and Malla; and of women, Malln, Tnlsi, Gangn, Devku, Sajn,

Avu, Ramakka, Baiki, and Bdya. They are divided into Hale or

old Hanbars and Hos or new Hanbars who neither eat together nor

intermarry. They speak a corrupt Kdnarese with a large mixture

of corrupt Mardthi words. They are dark, short, and disposed to

stoutness. Their houses are one-storied with wattled reed walls

and thatched roofs. The furniture includes low wooden stools,

palm-leaf mats, rattan, boxes, copper and brass pots, and a couple of

small metal lamps. Their common food is rice and rdgi. They'

may eat flesh and drink liquor, but because of its costliness they

seldom touch flesh except mutton on the last day of Dotra
(September. October). They are moderate eaters but not good

cooks, their special dish being paisa that is rice molasses and
cocoanut milk. The men wear the loincloth, the shoulder-

cloth, the blanket, and the headscarf; their ornaments are gold

earrings and silver wristlets and girdles. The women wear the robe,

passing the skirt back between the feet and drawing the upper

end over the head like a veiL The women have gold ornaments for

the head ears and neck, and silver bell-metal or tin wristlets,

bracelets, and toe-rings. Both men and women keep a store of

holiday clothes. They are hardworking, thrifty, honest, even-

tempered, and orderly, but dirty. Their only and hereditary

profession is husbandry. Children begin to work at about eight

and from eight to twelve they herd cattle and gather cowdung.
Women, besides minding the house, help the men in the fields.

Most of them own small farms which they till with their own hands.

They are above want and are free from debt. They rank next to

Maratha Kunbis, Hiilvakki Vakkals, and Lingdyats; and claim
to be superior to Lohars, Badigis, and Thakurs. They breakfast

between seven and eight and work in the fields till sunset, stopping
to dine about one. lu large families the cooking is done in turn

by one or more women according to the demand for labour. They
sup immediately after their return from work. Their busy seas<m
is from June to December and their slack season from January to

May. A family of five spends about 14». (Rs. 7) a month Their
marriages cost £5 to £10 (Rs. 50 - Rs. 100), and they spend little

on their houses except labour, as the materials are free. They
reverence all local gods, their chief holidays being Shimga in March-
April, Ganesh-chaturthi in August- September, and Dipavdli in
October. Their family priests are Karhada Brdhmans and their

spiritual Teacher is the head of the Shringeri monastery in Maisnr.
They treat their priests with much respect and pay tithes to
the Teacher. They have faith in soothsaying and ghosts and offer
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blood sacrifices to village deities. The Teacher gives them flowers

which have been offered to his house gods and passes decisions on
matters referred to him. He seldom comes in person but sends his

deputy or pdrupatyagdr to recover his dues and to act for him.

On the sixth day after birth the spirit of the sixth or satti is

worshipped and four caste-women are feasted. On the twelfth

day all the people in the house bathe and drink water which is

brought from the house of the family priest. The lap of the

mother is filled with rice^ a cocoannt, and a couple of betel leaves and
nuts. On the thirteenth day the child is laid in the cradle and
named. Boys are shaved by' the village barber between two and
three, thebarber receiving onepound of rice and a small handkerchief.

Boys are married between ten and twenty-five and girls between
eight and twelve, but there is no strict rule against girls remaining
onmarried after they come of agn Marriage and death are

the only ceremonies which require the help of a Brahman. Widow
marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised and polyandry
is unknown. On the fourth day after a girl comes of age a few
caste-women, generally relations, bring rice, betelnnts and leaves,

and flowers, and deck the girl with the flowers and lay the nuts

and leaves in her lap. They bum their dead and mourn ten days.

On the fifth they diink water which is given them by the family

priest. They have no hereditary headman and settle social disputes

at meetings of the castemen. Breakers of caste rules are either

fined or put out of caste.

Sft'dars, numbering499 of whom 255 are males and 244 females,

are found in YeMpur, Haliyal, and Sirsi, living in towns and
villages along with other people. Some of them are said to have
come from Dharwar and others from Maisur. Their home speech

is K4narese. The common names of men are, Bassappa, Kallapa,

Ningappa, Yellappa, Gadigappa, Irappa, and Sangappa; and of

women, Bassavva, Ningavva, Yellawa, Gadigawa, Irawa, and
Sangawa They have no surnames. Some of them have Kundgol,
Basvanna, and Kuknur Dyamavva for their family god and goddess,

whose shrines are in Dharwar and Maisur. They are divided into

Kumbalbadka Sddars and Yetrik Sadars who eat together but do not

intermarry. They are short, dark, muscular, and round-faced ; their

home tongue has a large mixture of Mardthi. They live in one-

storied houses with mud or laterite walls and tiled or thatched roofa

Their furniture includes low wooden stools, palm-leaf mats, copper
pots, and brass lamps. Their houses are generally built in lines.

Their staple diet is rice, rdgi, millet, and split pulse. They smoke
tobacco and hemp, but neither drink liquor nor eat flesh. They
are not good cooks and are moderate eaters. Their special dishes

do not differ from those of Banjigs. The women wear the robe

without passing the skirt between the feet. They cover the head
with the upper end like a veil, and wear a bodice with short sleeves

and a back. The men wear either a narrow waistcloth or breeches,

the shouldercloth or blanket, and the headscarf. Their clothes

mse generally dirty and of country make bought of native shop-

keepers who import them from Dharwar. Men as well as women
nse all the ornaments worn by Baujigs and like them have a
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store of good clothes for holiday wear. They are hardworking,

thrifty, and well-behaved. Their hereditary calling is husbandry.

The women work with the men in the fields and children begin to

help at ten. Some who own considerable estates lease their land

and live on the rents, and some cultivate them by employing their

own caste people as labourers. When working as day-labourers

the men get 3J pounds (5 shers) and the women 2^5 pounds (3 shers)

of grain. They are busy in the rains and idle in the fair weather.

They keep cattle and add to their income by selling milk and
butter.

Some of them are large landowners and moneylenders. The
rest though not rich are above want, but are obliged to borrow to

meet marriage and other expenses. They rank below Banjigs and
above Arers. During the rains men and women and children over
ten, work during the whole day except a short rest after their mid-
day meal. During the fair weather the women husk rice and make
cowdung cakes, and men pass most of their time gossipping and
smoking tobacco and hemp. A family of five spends about 12s.(Rs. 6)

a month. Their furniture is worth £10 to £50 (Rs. 100 -Rs. 500),
and their house £5 to £100 (Rs. 50 -Rs. 1000). A marriage costs

them £10 to £100 (Rs. lOO-Rs. 1000).

As a class they are religious. Their spiritual Teacher is the head
of the Ling4yat monastery at Chitaldurg in Maisur. They keep
in their houses images of Kallappa, Basavana, Yellapa, and Kuknur
Dyamavva. These images are worshipped every day after bathing
when they offer them fruit, flowers, and cooked rice. They are
adherents of the local Lingayat priests, but they also treat Joishi
Brdhmans with respect and employ them to perform their marriage
ceremonies. Their principal holidays are, Holi or Shimga in March-
April, Yugfudi in April, A^d^-panchmi in August -September, Dasra
in October, Dipdvali in October-November. They go on pilgrimage
to Ulvi, Kundgol, and Kuknur. They are not strict Lingayats, they
hate Vishnu and his followers, but they offer fruit and flowers at
all shrines of Shiv and Parvati though they may be under the
management of Brahmans. Their ceremonies from birth to death
do not differ from those of Banjigs. They have no hereditary
headman. Their caste disputes are settled at meetings of adult
castemen under the local ayya or Lingayat priest. Minor breaches
of caste rules are punished with fine. Widows who become pregnant,
women who form intimacies with low caste men, and all who eat with
other castes are punished by excommunication, after the sanction of
the spiritual head has been obtained. They have begun to send
their children to Kanarese schools, but they do not take to new
callings.

Sata'rka'rs, numbering 489 of whom 260 are males and 229
females, are found in small numbers in Haliyal. They are said to have
come from Safari, a village in Goa near the British frontier and they
still marry and eat with the Goa Satarkars. Their home tongue
is a corrupt Konkani. The names in common use among men are,
Mddu, Govinda, Ganesh, Bhima, Santu, Guno, Ndgo, Soma, Arjnn,
and Rdma ; and among women, Yashodi, Rdmdi, Jdnki, Radha,
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Lakshtni, Gk)pi, Lakmai, Rukmini, Bhagirathi, and DranpadL Their
family goddesses are shaktis or mothers called Ramanimaya,
S^ivitrimaya, Kelvaimaya, and N^akimdya. They hare no stock

names, surnames, or badges. Persona who hare the same family

goddess are held to belong to one clan between the members of which
marriage is forbidden. They are dark, middle-sized, and strongly

made. In speech they do not differ from Konkani Kunbis, Their
houses are small and one-storied with mud or wattled walls and
thatched or tiled roofs

;
their furniture is the same as a Konkan

Knnbi’s. Their ordinary food is rice, but they eat flesh, except beef

tame pork and bison, and drink liquor when they get it cheap. They
are moderate eatersand poor cooks, their holiday dishes being fried rice

and udid cakes, baked rice and udid cakes mixed with cocoa-kernel,

and wheat cakes stuffed with pulse molasses and cocoa-kernel. The
men wear the loincloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf ; and
the women wear a short-sleeved and backed bodice, and pass the skirt

of the robe back between the feet and cover the head with the

upper end. Both men and women wear ornaments of gold silver

and bell-metal or tin. They buy their clothes off shopkeepers who
bring them from Nandigad in Belgaum. Men generally dress in

white and women are fond of flowers and of dull colours. They
are hardworking, thrifty, even-tempered, and well-behaved, but

rather dirty, l^ey are husbandmen and field labourers, the men
earning 6d. to 7 id. (4-5 ans.) and the women 3d. to4d. (2-2i ans.) a
day. Some are house servants getting £l 4s. to £1 12s. (Rs. 12-

Rs. 16) a year besides food. The women mind the house and help

the men in the field. Their busy season is from June to December.
Some of the petty landholders borrow at high interest especially to

meet marriage expenses. They rank next to Mardthas, and along

with Konkan Kunbis. Men women and grown children work from
sunrise to sunset, with short rests for their meals. During the busy
season from June to March their first meal is taken at home soon

after sunrise, the second between eleven and twelve in the fields

where it is brought by one of their women, and the third immediately

after nightfall. A family of five generally spends about 12s. (Rs. 6)

a montL Their houses cost almost nothing as they are built with

the help of their neighbours. Their furniture is worth 10s. to £5
(Rs.5-Bs.50)

;
and their marriages cost £8 to £15 ^Rs.80-Rs.l50),

They daily worship family gods whose images they keep in their

houses, and strongly believe in soothsaying and ghosts. Their

chief holidays are Shivardtra in Febmary-March, Shimga in February-
March, Gokul-dshtami in August, Ganesh-chaturthi in August

-

September, and Dipavdli and Kartiki ekddasi in October -

November. Their family priests are Karhdda Brahmans, and their

spiritual Teacher is the head of the Smdrt monastery at Shringeri

in Maisur. They pay him tithes and receive from him flowers offered

to the god of the shrine or prasdd through his representative th&
pdrupatyagdr, who makes yearly tours and settles social disputes.

They offer blood sacrifices to the village gods and never go on
pilgrimage. On the fourth day after a birth the house people are
cleansed by drinking water brought from the house of the family

priest. On the twelfth day the child is named and cradled. Boys
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are shaved about two and married between sixteen and twmity.

Girls are generally married before twelve but there is no rule against

their remaining unmarried till they come of age. Widow marriage

is allowed, polygamy is rare, and polyandry is unknown. On the

fifth day after a girl comes of age she is bathed and decked with

flowers and jewels, dressed in a new robe, and her lap is filled with

rice, a cocoannt, and betelnut and leaves. If the ceremony cannot

be performed on the fifth day, it is done on any lucky day before

the sixteenth. During her first pregnancy a woman is dressed,

adorned, and presented with gifts in the same way as when she comes
of age. They either bnrn or bury their dead, mourning three days,

and then cleansing themselves by drinking water brought from the

house of the priest. All ceremonies end with a caste dinner. Ott

every new-moon crows are fed to please the family spirits. Breaches

of social discipline are enquired into and punished by a committee of

hereditary headmen called hudvants, whose decisions, if no appeal is

made to the Teacher, are final, and are enforced on pain of loss of

caste. The headmen have power to inquire into all matters affecting

the observance of caste rules. Trifling misdemeanours are punished

with fines varying from la. to £2 (8 o»«.-Bs. 20). Adultery between
women and low-caste men and eating with lower castes are punished

with excommunication. One-fourth of all fines is set apart for the

village god and the rest spent in feasting the caste. They send

their boys to school and do not take to new pursuits. As a class

they are gradually improving.

Mails, also called Ka'mtis and Eunchgi Yakkals,
numbering 448 of whom 242 are males and 206 females, are found
in Yelldpur and Sidddpur, generally in towns and villages. They
take their name Knnchgi Vakkals from the cloak, or hunchgi which
they wear daring the rains. Their family god is Venkatramana
whose shrine is at Tirupati in North Arkot, and they seem to have
come from Maisur as their patron goddess is Chandragntti whose
shrine is in Sorba in Maisur. They have neither clan names nor
family names. The personal names in common use among men
are, Rdma, Venkatramana, Shankara, Shiva, Yellya, Linga, Bassya,
and Kedari ; and among women, Bassi, I^akshi, Pdrvati, Gangawa,
Durgi, Devi, Venki, and Rami. They are dark, short, and strong,
and like the Hdlvakki Vakkals are apt to grow stout. Their home
tongue is a corrupt Kanarese, which like the Dhdrwdr dialect is

largely mixed with Mardthi words. They live in lines of one-storied
houses with mud walls and thatched or tiled roofs. Their furniture
includes palm-leaf mats, low wooden stools, copper pots, and bell-

metal plates. They are moderate both in eating and drinking.
Their staple diet is millet, rice, and fish, but they eat mutton, poultry,
and wild game when they can get them, and drink distilled and
fermented liquor. The men usually wear short drawers reaching toi

the knee, with a cotton waistband, a shouldercloth, and a head-
scarf. Their ornaments are a silver bolt and gold ear and finger
rings. Some wear a narrow waistcloth and a short coat. The
women wear the robe with the skirt hanging like a petticoat and
the upper part covering the head like a veil, a short-sleeved
bodice, and gold and silver ear, neck, nose, and wrist ornaments.
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They also wear flowers of all colours and keep a store of rich

clothes for holidays and grand occasions. Their erery-day clothes

are coarse and strong hand-woven Dharwdr cloth. Though not

(dean or tidy, they are thrifty, well-behaved, and orderly. They
hold vegetable and fruit gardens and sell the produce. Some of

them are also field-workers and some are unskilled labourers. They
live above want and borrow at moderate rates to meet marriage

and other expenses. They have fair credit and seldom sink

hopelessly into debt. They rank with the Marfithfis of the Bombay
Kamatak and the Gfim Vakkals of the Kfinara coast. The men
employ themselves from sunrise to sunset in garden and field work,
and the women besides cooking help the men in the gardens. They
take their first meal at eleven, their second at three, and their third

at eight. Their gardens yield mangoes, betelnnts, and vegetables,

tod their fields rice and sugarcane. Children help in watering the

gardens and minding the cattle. Their busy season is from June
to January and their slack time from January to June. A family

pf five spends about 16s. (Rs. 8) a montL Their house costs £1 to

£5 (Es. 10-Rs. 50) their furniture 4s. to £1 (Es. 2-Es. 10), and they
spend £5 to £10 (Ra. 50 -Rs. 100) on their marriages. They are a

religious people, worshipping Venkatramana, Yellamma, Gnttiamma,
and Hanumanta They have no priests of their own, but employ
Brdhmans to perform their ceremonies and show them much respect.

Their chief holidays are Yugddi or New Year's day in April,

Ndg-'panchami in August, and Dipavdli in October-November

;

they go on pilgrimage to Tirupati and Yellammangndda in

Belgaum. Those who go on pilgrimage to Tirupati are called ddsas

or devotees, and are treated with much respect. Their religious

Tether is the Tfity4chari of the Shrivaishnava monastery at

Govindrajpattan near Tirupati. They offer fowls and sheep to

the shaldis or mothers and feed on the victims. They have a
strong belief in soothsaying, witchcraft, evil spirits, and ghosts.

After a birth or a death the family are unclean for ten days, when
they are purified by drinking water in which a basil leaf is dipped.

When a girl comes of age they dress her in new clothes, deck her

with flowers and jewelry, fill her lap, and feast the caste people.

A woman in her eighth month of pregnancy is presented by her

husband with a green robe and bodice and the community is feasted.

Women pregnant for the first time go to be debvered to their

father's house and are brought back in procession with music to

their husband's house in the fifth month after debvery. Children

are cradled and named on the twelfth day after birth ; they

are not married before five. Widow marriage and polygamy are

allowed and practised, and polyandry is unknown. Though widow
marriage is allowed women who marry again are looked down on
and are not allowed to share in marriage or other joyful ceremonies.

They bum their dead except children under five who are buried.

They mourn ten days during which they keep aloof from other

people. On the eleventh day they present Brtomans with rice,

Cocoanuts, and money, and drink water sanctified by the basil leaf.

They have a headman whose office is elective and is held for life.

He settles social disputes according to the opinion of the majority
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of the caste. The decisions are enforced on pain of loss of caste.

Minor offences against caste rules are punished with slight fines, Md
serious breaches such as eating with low-caste people by expulsion.

They do not send their children to school and do not take to new

pursuits.

A're Mara'tha's or Kulva'dis, in 1872 numbered 263 of whom
149 were males and 114 females, are found in Sirsi and Haliydl, mostly

in towns and large villages. They are said to have come from

Kolhdpur and ShoMpnr in the Deccan, and from Belganm and other

places in the Bombay Kamatak, but why and when they came is not

known. Their family gods are Tulja Bhavani and Yellamma whose

shrines are in Kolhapur and Belgaum. Their surnames are, Mdne,

Salunke, Snrvase, Jadav, Tadav, Bhosle, Sinde, Gaikhed, Adkar,

and Bankpdl. The names in common use among men are, Yellappa,

Tuljappa, Khandappa, Rdnba, Subbanna, Fakirappa,and Satvappa

;

and among women, Tuki,Pakiri,Satvi, Demi, Sdntnbfii, and Tuljdbdi.

They are divided into two sections, one of which speaks a corrupt

Marathi and the other Kanarese. These subdivisions eat together

but do not intermarry. They have no intercourse with their

relations in the Deccan or Kamdtak. Families bearing the same
surnames do not intermarry. They have well-cut features, the nose

being long and the body spare compared with most Kanarese-

speaking cultivators. They are wheat-coloured, of middle size, and
strongly made. Those who speak Marathi mix with it a large

number of Kdnarese and Konkani words, and those who speak

K4narese use many Marathi words. Their houses, which are general-

ly one-storied, stand either in gardens or near their fields. They have
mud walls, thatched roofs, and front yards. The furniture includes

low wooden stools, palm-leaf mats, brass lamps, and copper pots.

They have ploughing bullocks and field and other tools. Their
staple diet is cheap rice, rdgi, and millet. When they can get them,

they eat fish, fowl, mutton, wild pork, and venison, and drink liquor,

but not to excess. In October during the Dasra holidays they

sacrifice fowls and sheep to the goddess Durgi and eat the flesh of

the victims. They also eat mutton and fowls at their wedding
feasts. They are moderate eaters but not good cooks. Their
special dish is paisa and cooked fowl or mutton with rice-bread

called poll or hhdkri. They are fond of fish, molasses, hot and
sour condiments, and betelnut and leaves, and tobacco. The men
wear the loincloth, a narrow robe round the waist, a shoulder-
cloth or blanket over the back, and a headscarf. They shave the
head except the top-knot and the face except the moustache. The
women wear a bodice with short sleeves and a back and a robe
whose skirt hangs like a petticoat to the ankle, and whose upper
end is drawn over the head and shoulders like a veil. They dress
their hair neatly and carefully and deck it with flowers. They mark
their brow with red, and wear ornaments of silver or gold in their
ears, necks, wrists, and toes. Those who are married and are not
widows also wear the nose-ring, the lucky necklace, and glass
bangles. They are sober, mild, and cleanly, but cunning and fond
of going to law. They hold land and a few work as labourers.
The men plough, sow, and thrash; the women weed, reap, and
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winnow. Their busy season is from June to November, and their
^ck season from December to May. The large landholders
are well-to-do, many being village headmen, and the smaller
holders are above want though they are often in debt for sums
borrowed to meet marriage charges. They consider Brdhmans and
Inngayats superior to them, and Halepaiks and others inferior.

They do not touch Mhdrs, Chambhars, and other impure castes.
Men and women rise about half-past six and after a cold breakfast
go to their fields. They come home about half-past eleven and
after dimng return at one, and come back about six. Boys over seven
herd cattle and young girls help their mothers in the house. When
not busy sowing or harvesting they go to the forests and gather
leaves which they bury in pits with cowdung. The women also
husk rice. Girls are married between ten and thirteen and boys
between twelve and twenty

; the ceremonies differ bttle from those
observed by Komdrpaiks. Women are considered impure four days
in - every month, and they perform puberty, naming, and death
ceremonies but no thread ceremony. Their funeral rites are the
same as those observed by Komdrpaiks. They bum their dead and
mourn them ten days, during which they are considered impure and
not to be touched. On the eleventh day they are cleansed by their
family priest, a Havig Brahman, who gives them the five products of
the cow. On the twelfth day the caste people are feasted and some
one of the age and sex of the deceased is presented with a suit of
dothes. This ceremony is repeated at the end of every month and
at the end of a year after the death. Besides their family goddesses
Xellamma and Tulja Bhavdni, they worship local gods and goddesses
and have faith in soothsaying and in witchcraft. They have no priests
of their own caste, and employ Havig Bhats or Joishis to perform
marriage and death ceremonies. Their other ceremonies are
performed without the help of Brdhmans. They go on pilgrimage
to Kolhapur and Belgaum, where are the shrines of their family
goddesses. Their spiritual Teacher is the chief of the Shringeri
monastery who is represented by certain Brahmans, called shdstris
to whom they pay contributions. They have hereditary leaders
called budvants and gaudas. The gaudas are presidents and the
hudvants represent the people. With the concurrence of the bud-
vants the gauda calls a meeting of the castemen, enquires into the
offence and according to the majority of votes dismisses or fines the
delinquents. Cases requiring severer punishment than fine are
submitted to the Teacher whose decision is final. Some who live
near towns can read and write Kanarese and send their children to
school ; they show no inclination to take to new callings.

Sabbus, who claim to be Brdhmans and number 234, of whom
130 are males and J 04 females, are found on the coast in Kdrw4r,
Yellapim, and Hondvar. The word Habbu is supposed to be a
corruption of Habshi or Abyssinian, and according to a local tradi-
tion the people are the descendants of the followers of a Habshi or
Abyssinian who was the husband of Bhairddevi one of the Jain
queens of Gersappa whose power was destroyed by Venktappa of
the Bednur family about the close of the sixteenth century. In
1800, according to Buchanan, the land in the north of Kdnara
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held by Habbn Brahmans who were considered degraded and were
miserably ignorant.* The traditions both of North and South.

Kdnara make the leaders of the early tribes who were defeated by
Maynryarma of the second Banvasi dynasty (about 700) a family of

the name of Habashika.® The evidence of early foreign settlers

along the western coast of India, and the presence in Kanara of a
class of modem east Africans or Sidis who rank as Hindus favour the
idea that the Habbus may be of Abyssinian descent. But at present,
as the resemblance of name is the chief argument, such an origin
must be considered unlikely.®

The Habbus claim to belong to the Vashisth, Jamdagni, Kanshik
and Agastya family stocks. Their patron god is Mahadev of Bad
in Karwdr. The names in common use among men are, B4b, Ndra-
yan, Vitla, Anant, Jog, Shankar, Venkappa, Sadashiv, Kari, and
Ganpa ; and among women, Pandhari, Bdije, Durgi, Devki, Ling-
amma, Chendu, and Ganri. Almost all men add the word Habbn
to their names. They have no subdivisions. The men are dark, of
middle height, and thick-lipped; and the women do not differ from
the men except in being fairer. Their home tongue is Hanarese
with much the same mixture of Konkani words as among the
Komarpaiks and other Kanarese-speaking people in Kdrwdr. Most
of them live in one-storied houses surrounded by fenced gardens like
those of Havigs, but not so clean. Their furniture includes straw
mats and low wooden stools and metal lamps and cooking and water
jmts. They use neither flesh nor liquor and their common food is
rice and vegetebles. The women dress like KomArpdik women,
and the men like Komarpdik men, except that they wear a narrow
waistcloth, a shouldercloth, and a small headscarf, and that they
are not fond of bright colours and do not dress with taste or
neatness. The women^s every-day clothes are of coarse dark hand-
woven cloth with red or yellow borders. Their holiday dress is
richer and their ornaments are the same as those of the cultivating
classes of Kdrwar. They are clean, orderly, and hardworking, and
like the Havigs are fond of going to law. Most of them follow
their hereditary calling of husbandry, with their own hands
performing all branches of field work except holding the plough.
They are a well-to-do class adding to their gains as farmers by
profits made from moneylending. Most of them own large landed
properties which they either cultivate or lease to tenants. Among
husbandmen they rank next to Brahmans. The men either work
with their own hands or employ hired labourers to cultivate their
^rdens or fields. The women mind the house and help the men in
the field, ^^ey take three meals a day, in the morning, at noon, and
at sunset. Their busy season is during the rains (June -October)

^ 1 f
®®^son in t^ fair weather. A family of five spends

about 14s. (Es.7) month. They are Sm^Lrts by religion and ^e a

* Mysor and Kdnara, III. 179 2 Buchanan, III. 100 11 1.

•arr.

lAely denvation of Habbu is the Kinarese ham a snake The Eabbnawould then represent the one-fifth of Mayur-Varma’s
to tradition (Buchanan’s Mysor, HI. I63)^ere degrad^.
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religious class fond of making pilgrimages to Hindu sirines. They
employ Joishis as family priests and show them much respect.

The head of the Shringeri monastery in west Maisar is their spiritual

Teacher or g^iru. They keep all regular Hindu holidays and are spe-

cially careful to observe the yearly festivals called hAdnds andyWms,
to secure the goodwill of the village gods.^ During the first nine days
of the April-May fair in the morning and evening the god of the
chief village temple, generally Malridev, is worshipped and bands
of dancing-girls and musicians dance and play before him. On the
tenth day the idol is borne by Devlis in a palanquin to a neighbonr-

. ing village, where all the villagers are feasted. After sunset the
procession comes back to the temple, where the night is passed in

looking at dancing-girls and listening to musicians and actors.

In April or May before the south-west rains begin the second ten
days’ feiir called the hook-swinging or hhdnd festival is held to
win the goodwill of the gods who preside over crops. These gods
have no images, but during the festival small metal water vessels

called kalashas or gindis are set for them on a altar-like stone

platform in the village temple which is called kalashdevasthdn?
The hereditary priests of the Kalash temples are Kumbars or
potters who are c^led gungas. On the first day of the car festival

the gunga fills it with water, ornaments the pot with gold flowers,

and worships it with the help of musicians and dancing-girls.

The ceremony is repeated morning and evening for nine days. On
the tenth day the villagers go in procession from the temple to a
neighbouring grove or patch of brushwood with the leading potter

or gunga bearing the jar on his head. On reaching the grove he
sets the water-pot by the side of a number of roughly hewn square
granite or laterite pillars six to nine inches thick and two to four

feet long. Close to the pillars is a pyramid of unused earthen pots.

These pot-shrines or homes are prepared for the local spirits with the

view of making them friendly. The potter sets down the jar and
worships it along with the village gods, presenting flowers fruit

and frankincense, and waving a lighted lamp. He gives the god
plantains and cocoanuts, returning halves of them to the worshippers.

At the same time a Ghddi slaughters fowls and sheep which have
been brought by the villagers, and returns them the carcasses. The
potter gets %d. (^anna) for every offering of fruit and the Ghddi

fd. anna) for each cock and 3d. (2 ans.) for each sheep that is

offered. Half of the fruit and all the heads of the animals are kept
for the potter and other temple servants, and are divided into equal

portions. In the evening, when all offerings have been made, the

worshippers return in procession to the temple bearing the water-pot

* Bhdnd is a corruption of the Kduarese hhandi a carriage. Before hook-awinging

was forbidden the chief part of the bhdnd festival was to drag a large wooden
car mounted on four to eight solid wooden wheels with a projecting pillar with a cross-

beam on the top. An arrangement in the joint made it possible to lower to the ground
either end of the cross-beam by means of ropes which also served to keep the beam
horizontal, from this beam ropes were hnng and fastened to iron hooks which had

previously been worked into the muscles of the devotee’s back. Formerly two to

twenty devotees used to hang from one car.

* On ordinary days the altar is worshipped without the gxndi or hedash.

*y.
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or halash} The temple of the village gods is generally built of

rough stones with mortar; the inner space is about eight feet

square, the walls about six feet high, and the roof rounded in a
rough stone dome. Inside are a small central altar with a flat

stone on which are roughly carved rude figures of the gods. In
some of the temples are also heaps of pots and a number of stone
pillars.

During the sixth night after birth a watch is kept, and the child

is named on the twelfth day. Between seven and fourteen boys orb
girt with the sacred thread. The marriage age for girls is between

:

seven and twelve and for boys between eight and sixteen. They
bum their dead except infants, whom they bury. Widow marriage
is forbidden and their heads are shaved. They have an hereditary

headman called moMesar that is chief man or hudvant that is

wise man. Social disputes are settled at meetings of adult castemen
under the presidency of the headman, and the punishment is either

fine or loss of caste. The power of the community is strong and
those who do not agree to abide by their decision are put out of

caste. An appeal lies to the spiritual Teacher whose orders are final.

They send their boys to school and have lately begun'to teach them
EnglisL On the whole the Habbns are a prosperous and rising class.

A'tte Vakkals or Kxiubis, according to the 1872 census

numbered 1 25 of whom 71 were males and 54 females. They are

found in the depths of the Arikola and Yelfapur forests. They take

their name from the word dtte an oblong rattan hoop used in carrying

loads. Their home tongue is so curious a mixture of K4narese and
Konkani that it is unintelligible to most Kanarese and Konkani
speaking people. Their family god is Venkatramana whose shrine

is at Tirupati in North Arkot. They have no surnames. The
common names of men are Shiva, Timmu, D^u, Santa, Chimno,

Somno, Paik, Itoba, Yamno, Hama, and Kevgo ; and of women Santu,

Timmi, Rami, Paiki, Shivai, Shdnteri, It4,i, and Bud^ii. People who
have the same family gods are considered to belong to one family

stock and care is taken that they do not intermarry. Their home
tongue seems to be Kanarese corrupted by Konkani and by the

addition of words which are neither Konkani nor KAnarese.* Of

Konkani words there are hag for vdg, tiger ; tikli for takli, head

;

' The exercise of priestly functions by potters seems to be due to the fact that they

make pots, one of the earliest forms of a shrine or spirit house. At most Hindu

funerals a water-jar is carried round the pyre, and then dashed on the ground,

apparently to show that the spirit has left its earthly home. So the Surat Chaudhraa

set up as spirit homes large whitewashed earthen jars laid on their sides. So to

please any spirit likely to harm a crop an earthen jar is set on a pole as the spirit’s

house, and so at a wedding or other ceremony jars, sometimes empty sometimes filled

with water, are piled as homes for the planets and other marriage gods and goddessM

that they may feel pleased and their influence be friendly. Finally, it seems probable

that the form of Hindu spire which is known as halmh or the water-pot, and has its

surface covered with pot-like ornaments has its origin in a pile of pots, each the home

of a spirit, like the pyramid of pots in the KAnara forest. Occasionally small metal

pots may be seen crowded on the spires of temples apparently with the same object.

2 The following are examples of the corrupt Kdnarese wrds in ordinary use : aw
for the Kdnarese ama mother ; kaidi for kardi^ bear ; tint for iinnu, eat ;badii for

bad, poor ; Mi for Mvu, snake j abi for akka, sister ; madke for madike, earthen pot

;

sokw for hobtnt, dirt,
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hoil for httil, ballock. Of peculiar words there are tadam wood,
hercmdu what, kalla now, hadti hair, hal curry, nikre cucumber,
khekru lizard, halache bloodsucker, pavo lips, and pivond shoulders.

They live in small groups of closely-packed huts with thatched roofs

and palmyra-leaf walls, some having front-courts with a sweet basil

plant, a sign that the owner of the house is the head of a clan.

Their huts are so close together that when one hut takes fire it is

next to impossible to save the others. Even when if they tried they
might stop the fire, they do nothing, thinking it wrong that a few
should be comfortable and the rest miserable. If the fire is put out
after the destruction of a small number of houses the sufferers are

helped by those who have escaped in building and furnishing their

houses. The furniture generally includes a mat, earthen cooking
pots, bamboo baskets, a low wooden stool, a winnowing-fan, a bill-

hook, and a pestle for pounding rice. Their houses are cowdnnged,
but they are not so clean as those of the Hdlvakki Vakkals. Their
dress and food do not differ from those of the Halvakki Vakkals,
except that they do not eat the fipsh of tame animals. Like them
they have strict rules against the use of liquor and other intoxicat-

ing drugs. They are gentle, simple, and hardworking, but lax in

the relations between men and women. Their hereditary calling

is wood-ash or kumri cultivation and cane plaiting. Since kumri
cultivation has been restricted they work as labourers in betel leaf

and cardamom plantations, earning two meals and 3d. (2 ans.) a day.

Children of eight years and upwards graze the cattle of their richer

neighbours, mostly Havig Brahmans, and are paid 2s. to 4s. (Re.l-
Es. 2) a month with food. They do not cultivate fields on their own
account. They often borrow from Havig Brahmans £3 4s. to £8 8s.

(Rs. 32-Rs. 64) at high interest to meet the expenses of their

weddings, and work during the greater part of the year in their

creditors’ houses, getting nothing but their food till the principal is

paid. They are superior to Kare and Gdm Vakkals, and rank next
to.Hdlvakki Vakkals and Konknas neither ofwhom eat or marry with

them. Men women and children work from seven to twelve in the
morning and from two to six in the evening. Their busy season is

from May to December and their slack time from January to the
end of April. A family of five spends about 10s. (Rs. 5) a month.
Their houses cost about £1 (Rs. 10) and the furniture about 10s.

(Rs. 5). Like the Halvakki Vakkals they keep an image of their

family god Venkatramana at the foot of thesweet basil plant and make
pilgrimages to Tirupati. Those who make the pilgrimage are called

ddsas and are treated with great respect. Once a year in the house of

the representative of the family stock, which is called mahdlghar, the
festivals called haridina or Vishnu’s day and hagna are held in honour
of Venkatramana. These festivals do not differ from those of the
Halvakki Vakkals. Their patron god is Malikarjun whose shrine is

at Kdnkon in Goa. It is visited by one person from each house every
year during the fair in November. They also worship their deceased
ancestors who live in an nn’iusked cocoanut which is kept on a
raised platform near the hearth in the cook-room. They hold a feast

in honour of their ancestors in June, when every member of the
family brings a pound of rice, a cocoanut, and 3d. to 6d. (2-4 ans.)

B 1218-32
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to defray the cost of the worship and of a dinner to the villagers.

This ceremony is called jeye. They strongly believe in the power
of evil spirits and in soothsaying. They do not require a Brdhman
priest for any purpose except to fix the time of their marriages.

They consult Devli mediums when there is sickness in the house,

who tell them what spirit has caused the sickness, and advise them
to pacify the spirit by killing a goat or a cock. Women are

considered impure for four days in each month and all the members
of a family for one day after a birth or a death. Like the Hdlvakki
Vakkals they are purified by the washerman. As among othm:
Hindus the lying-in room is part of the front veranda enclosed by a
bamboo mat. They differ from the Halvakki Vakkals in naming the
child on the fourteenth day, in using no cradle, and in shaving only
the eldest boy. They marry their girls before they come of age.

When the father of a boy wishes to marry his son he finds a
suitable gfirl aud goes to her house with a parfy of relations taking
flowers with him. He then makes his proposal to the girl’s father
and fixes her price with him and gives the girl a couple of betel
leaves and a nut ; molasses and cocoa-kernel are handed round, and
a dinner is afterwards given to the boy’s people. After the girl has
been thus betrothed the boy’s father goes to a priest and giving
fid. (4 ans.), a cocoaunt, and two pounds of rice, finds out the best time
for holding the marriage. The marriage booth is built and caste
people are asked two days before the marriage day. On the
wedding mormng, three days’ provisions are laid in the marriage
booth and an eighth of the whole is set apart on plantain leaves for
Venkatramana. Two or more of the bridegroom’s family go to the
bride’s with betelnut and leaves and tell her parents that the bride-
groom’s party are ready. Next evening after dinner two men from
the bridegroom’s house go to the bride’s with two Jcdms or copper
coins and two plates full of betelnut and leaves with eight copper
pieces in each, and hand them to the girl’s father as an offering to
his household god. This is placed before the image of Venkatramana
and the men return. After this two more men come with a
shouldercloth worth about la. fid. (12 ans.) and a robe worth
about 2s. (Re. 1) and give them to the girl’s father and mother.
Next, in their own houses, the bridegroom and bride are rubbed with
turmeric paste and bath^ in cold water to the singing of Kanarese
songs. When the bathiug is over the bridegroom’s party, leaving
him behind’ go to the bride’s singing Kdnarese songs. On reaching
the bride s the bridegroom’s father pays her father £1 4s. to £2 10s.
(Rs. 12-Rs. 25). Then the bride’s father leads the bride into the
marriage booth and makes her over to the bridegroom’s father who
returns with his people and the bride and her people. On reaching
the bridegroom s the bride and bridegroom are made to stani
opposite each other separated by a curtain. Then the curtain is
withdrawn

; the brother of the bride joins the right hands of the

‘ The songs are of the simplest

:

SthTL’iSr?"""’ tMaleJcu madmagage;Bathe me in cold water, and rub the bridegroom with turmeric.
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bride and bridegroom and pours water over them ; the maternal
uncle ties together the ends of their garments ; and supper is served
to the guests as well as to the bride and bridegroom who have
fasted the whole day. After supper the bride’s people go home
leaving some men and women at the bridegroom’s, who come next
day with the married couple to the bride’s house, and after being
feasted return on the third day. When he comes to the bride’s

house the bridegroom wears a waistcloth, a long coat, a shoulder-

cloth, a headscarf, and a pair of sandals. He holds in one hand a
coloured handkerchief and a cocoanut, and in the othm- a dagger, a
pair of betel leaves and a betelnut. After this the cocoanut which
was set apart for Venkatramana is broken and the rest are eaten.

When an Atte Vakkal girl comes of age she is kept by herself

for a month and four days. Caste-women are called and the girl is

dressed in a new robe presented by her husband’s father or any
other kinsman or kinswoman. Her lap is filled with rice and betel-

nnts and leaves, and the guests are feasted. When a woman is

pregnant for the first time, she is decked with flowers which are
presented to her by neighbours and relations on both her husband’s
and parent’s side. She wears a new robe and eats some of the sweet-
meats put in her lap by the relations and guests.

All the Atte Vakkals in a village mourn when one of their caste
people dies. Their usual death ceremony does not differ from that
of the Htllvakki Vakkals. But, like the Konkan Knnbis, in the case
of accidental deaths, to keep the spirit from haunting them, they
offer a cock to the guardian or nds of the next village. The throat
of the victim is cut by their headman who has to wash five times in
cold water to purify himself. They do not ask the spirits of their
dead to their houses, believing that the only wandering spirits are
those who die unnatural deaths by falling from trees, by murder, or
by drowning. The spirits they most dread are khetri, raudri, and
dlvantin} In honour of the dead they feast caste people on the tenth
and thirtieth day after death and once a year during the lifetime of
the son or other heir. At the yearly ceremony a limited number of
caste people are fed. Each village has an hereditary headman called
Jialhdr. The villages are grouped into circles called mahdls, each
with a group-head or mahdl-gauda. Under each village-head is

a Tcolkdr or orderly. The village-head calls caste meetings to
enfox'ce social discipline and punishes breaches of rules by fine.

The power of putting out of caste belongs solely to the mahdl-
gaiida or group-head, who presides at meetings held to enquire into
serious charges. They do not send their children to school nor
take to new callings and show no sign of rising from their present
depressed state.

Nonbars, numbering 113 of whom 54 are males and 59
females, are found in small numbers above the Sahyddris in Sirsi

;
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^ Khetri is the spirit of one who is killed in war or by some weapon
; Saudri, of one

who dies by snake-bite, drowning, or other accident ; and Alvantin, of a woman who
dies in pregnancy or after child-birth while she is still impure.
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and also on the Kumta coast. Nonbars seem to have come from
Maisur where in early Hindu times the present north and west of

Chitaldnrg formed a province named Nonambavddi, apparently
from the Nona, Nonaba, or Nonabarn Vakkals.^ They have no
divisions. Both men and women are middle-sized, dark, and
regular featured. They speak Kdnarese with a large number of

Mardthi words. They live in one-storied houses with mud walb
and tiled roofs, having mats, low stools, and a few copper pots,

brass plates, and lamps. Their staple diet is rice, rSgi, and millet

;

they eat no animal food and never touch bquor or other stimnlanfcs.

The men wear a narrow waistcloth, a shonldercloth, and a head-
scarf; and the women dress like Banjig women. They are even-
tempered, thrifty, sober, and orderly. They are husbandmen, some
of them field-labourers, others landowners ; as a class they are
well-to-do. They rank next to Banjigs. Their life does not differ

from that of other husbandmen. A family of five spends about
14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They wear the ling and are careful to keep
the leading rules of their faith.^ Lingayat priests or ayyas are their
spiritual Teachers and attend their ceremonies but only to receive
charity. Their marriage and death ceremonies are performed by
Joishis. Girls are generally married between nine and twelve, and
boys between fourteen and eighteen. They hold the LingAyat
doctrine that nothing can cause impurity to one who wears the ling.
They bury the dead and do not allow widows to marry. Each
village has its headman or gatida who, with the help of a council of
castemen, punishes breaches of caste rules. Some read and write
K^narese and most send their boys to school. They do not take to
new pursuits.

Shilangis or Shilgauda's, numbering 94 of whom 75 are males
and 19 females, are found above the Sahyhdris in the towns and
villages of Sirsi. They are said to have come from Maisur in very
early times. Their home tongue is Kdnarese. The names in ordinary
use among men are, Annu, Krishna, Rdma, and Venka ; and among
women, Ammi, Krishni, Venki, and lUmi. Men add the word gauda
to their names and women gaudti to theirs. They belong to nine
family stocks, the chief of which are Sarianballi, Depnigtelli, and
Manjkinballi, and their family god is Narsioha of Honnalli in Sonda.
Members of the same family stocks do not intermarry. They have
no subdivisions. They are dark, short, and disposed to stoutness.
Their language does not differ from that of the Ling^yats. They
live in small one-storied houses with mud or wattled walls and roofs
thatched with straw or betel-palm leaves. Those who have gardens
live in separate houses; those who have fields live in lines op
groups. Theirordinaryfoodisrice,m5ri, and millet. They eat fish
and flesh, except beef and tame pork, but are forbidden liquor.
Any one found drinking has to make a pilgrimage to their god at
bonda. Opium and Indian hemp are not forbidden and are

i Of
If- 29 ; Rice’s Mysor, I. 338, 11. 297, 459, 482.

but^aLy
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commonly used. They are moderate eaters and bad cooks their

diief dishes being doshe, rice and udid cakes, and hoUge or wheat
bread stuffed with boiled pulse and molasses. The men wear a loin-

cloth with a narrow waistcloth wrapped over it without passing its end
between the feet. They also wear a shonldercloth, a headscarf, and
a blanket. Women wear the robe without passing the skirt between
the feet, and no bodice. They dress their hair carefully, oil it, tie

it in a knot or bunch, and deck it with flowers. Their every-day
clothes are dirty, but they have better clothes for holiday wear.
They are of country make and bought of native shopkeepers. The
men wear gold earrings, silver bracelets, and silver girdles, and the
women nose and ear rings, bangles, necklaces, and hairpins. They use
tiie black eye-salve and the red brow-mark. They are hardworking,
thrifty, even-tempered, hospitable, simple, and honest. Their
hereditary calling is husbandry, but they also work as unskilled

labourers earning 4^d. to 9d. (3-6 ans.) a day. When ten years
old children begin to herd cattle, and are taught field work between
fourteen and sixteen. Women, besides minding the house, do all

field work except ploughing. Their trade is steady. They earn
enough for their maintenance, and do not borrow for their ordinary
expenses. They have credit enough to raise 2s, to £1 0 (Re, 1 -Es, 100)
on personal security. They rank with the Halvakki Vakkals and take
food from no one but Brdhmans. A Brahman bathes if he happens
to touch a Sbilgauda and a Shilganda bathes if he happens to

touch a Mh^Lr or Ch^mbh^r. Except when at meals men and
boys over fourteen spend the whole day in the field. The women
helped by the girls mind the house. Their busy time is the rainy
season and their slack season lasts from December to April. A
family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. Their houses
cost £1 to £5 (Es. 10 - Rs. 50) and their marriages £5 to £10
(Rs. 60-Rs. 100), They are religious, worshipping all local gods,
believing in soothsaying ghosts and witchcraft, and observing all

Hindu holidays. Their family priests are Havig Brahmans, to
whom they show great respect, and their spiritui Teacher is the
chief of the Smdrt monastery of Honnalli at Sonda in Sirsi. They
pay him yearly contributions and offer fruit, flowers, sheep, and
fowls to the shaktis or female powers. Their only formal ceremony
is marriage. As is the custom among Lingdyats girls continue
marriable after they come of age. Widow marriage is forbidden
and polygamy allowed. They either bury or bum their dead,
mourn ten days, and feed the caste on the eleventh. Every new-
moon they cook special dishes and before they eat feed crows to
please their ancestors. Social disputes are settled at meetings of
adult castemen called by the headman or gauda. Betrothals also
are made in the presence of the headman and a company of
elders. They do not send their boys to school and take to no new
pursuits.

Gongdika'rs, numbering 29 of whom 13 are males and 16
females, are found in YeUapur and SiddApur. They live in towns
and villages along with other Hindus. They seem to have come from
Maisur and still eat and marry with Maisur Gongdikars an important
tribe who seem to have given south-west Maisur its old uamR of
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Gangav^di.^ Their home tongue is Kanarese. The names in

common, use among men are, Iranna, Kempanna, Lakshanna,
Govinda, Huchchnaik, Channappa, Shingappa, Sdtappa, Ddsanna^

Timmanna, Ningappa Venktappa, and Muvappa
;
and among women,

Huchchakka, Kempakka, Timmakka, Gangakka, Chikkamma,
Hombakka, Ganrakka, Lokavva, and Bhadrakka. Their surnames
are, Kateyavaru, Hulijavaru, Gadiyappanavaru, Imdiknavaru, Chann-
alliyavaru, Peteyavaru, Channgirannanavaru, Kachcheyavaru, Gntti-

yavaru, Satvannauavaru, and Nilnaiknavam. Persons bearing the

same surnames are held to belong to the same femily and do not
intermarry. Their family god is Virbhadra and their family goddess
Honnamma, whose head shrines are said to be at Belganji about nine

miles from the town of Maisnr. They are divided into Dassosara
and Mnljanas who eat together and intermarry. They are dark
short and stout, with.short flat noses and high cheek-bones. Their
home speech is a Kanarese, which does not differ from that of most
Dhdrwar cultivators. The houses are generally one-storied with
mud walls and thatched roofs standing in lines along the sides of a
public road ; a few have stone walls and tiled roofs and stand in
gardens. Their staple food is rice, raqi, and pulse, and they eat
fish and flesh, but do not drink liquor. They are temperate eaters,

bnt not good cooks. Their holiday dishes are 'holige wheat-bread
stuffed with boUed pulse and molasses, hadbu or rice-pudding, and
shdvige or vermicelli. The women wear the robe without passing
the skirt between the feet. They draw the upper end over the
head like a veil, and wear a bodice with short sleeves and a back.
Girls before marriage wear a skirt, which is changed to the regular
robe as they grow up. The menh dress includes a pair of. short
drawers falling to the knee, a short coat, the shouldercloth, a
blanket, and a headscarf. Their dress is generally untidy and dirty.

The cloth is country-made and brought from Dharwdr. They keep
in store clothes for holidays and grand occasions

; and both men and
women use all the ornaments worn by other cultivating classes.
They are not fond of any except white flowers, which the women wear
sparingly on holidays. Though not clean in their habits, they are
honest, thrifty, even-tempered, and orderly. Their hereditary calling
is husbandry. Boys begin to be of use when they are ten, and
women, helped by the girls, mind the house and work in the fields.
&ome till their own land, some hold land on lease, and some on
condition of sharing the produce equally with the owners. The rich
lend money at interest. The poor work as field-labourers and are paid
in grain, a man’s daily wage being ten pounds or three shers of 140
tolas each and a woman’s 6§ pounds or two shers. Some who own
large estates are in a position to lend

} others borrow at twelve per
cent to meet the cost of their marriages. They rank next to Rajputs
and above Mhars and Halepaiks. Except when at meals they spend
the whole day in the fields. Their busy time is from June to
December, and their slack season from January to May. A family of
five generally spends about 12s. (Rs. 6) a month. Their houses cost
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£5 to £200 (Rs. 50-R8. 2000), tRe famitnre £2 to £20 (Rs. 20-

Ra. 200), and a marriage £5 to £40 (Rs. 50-Rs. 400). They are a

religions people. Their family priests are Brdhmans. They keep
images of Virhhadra and Honnamma in their houses, bathing them
and serving them every day with flowers, fruit, frankincense, and
sandal paste. They worship all Hindu gods chiefly Hanumanta,
observe all Hindu holidays, and go on pilgrimage to Tirupati in

North Arkot and Shikarpur in north-west Maisur. They have a
firm belief in sorcery, witchcraft, ghosts, and evil spirits. Their

religions Teacher is a Lingayat, whose head-quarters are said to

be at Channgiri in north Maisur, and who passes orders on social

disputes reported to him by the headmen. Girls are married either

before or after they come of age. Widow marriage and polygamy
are allowed and polyandry is unknown. Children are named and
cradled on the twelfth day after birth, and when girls come of age

caste people are feasted. They bury their dead, mourn thirteen

days, and hold a feast at the end of a year. They have an elaborate

social organization, including suhheddrs, hillidars, shdnhhogs, gaudas,

hhdnddris, budvants, and kolkdr$, who are subordinate to their

Teacher and hable to be dismissed for misconduct by him. The
tubheddr is the head of a group of villages and has under him a
shanbhog or secretary, gattdas or village-heads, a bhdnddri or

treasurer, and a kolkdr or orderly. The killiddr remains with the

Teacher and acts as a medium between him and the people. Breaches
of social discipline are reported to the subheddr by the shanbhog,

who appoints a day for inquiry and comes to the place. The
orderly summons the parties concerned, and the village head ; the

treasurer and the circle-head attend and dispose of the question if

it is trivial, or if serious, submit the case for the orders of the

Teacher. The village-head gathers contributions which every family

has to pay according to its means. The secretary keeps an account

and remits the money to the circle-head who forwards it to the

Jeilliddr to be paid into the treasury of the Teacher. All orders from
the Teacher are addresfed to the circle-head who communicates
them to the people through the village-head and secretary. They
keep their boys at school learning Kanarese till they are fifteen or

sixteen ;
they take to no new callings.

Tiglers, that is Tiglaeh or Tamils, numbering 21 of whom 10
are males and 11 females, are found above the Sahyddris in Sirsi

and in Sidddpur. They are said to be a branch of the Maisur
Tiglers or Tigalas, also known as Tallis who are found in large

numbers near Bangalor.^ The names in common use among men
are, Manja, Sheshu, Nago, Rama, and Ayyanna ; and among women,
Lakshmi, Rami, Manjamma, Gauramma, and Subbamma. Their
family goddess is Gnmathamma who has shrines in Maisur and
Kdrkal in South Kdnara. They are of two divisions Tiglers

proper and Hale or Old Tiglers who are the Bangalor husbandmen
and with whom Kanara Tiglers neither marry nor eat. They are

Popnlatioif^
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dark and middle-sized. Their home speech is Ebbar or a corrupt

Tamil and out of doors they talk Kdnarese. They live in sm^
houses with mud walla and tiled roofs, furnished with low wooden
stools, brass lamps, copper pots, and straw mats. Their common
food is rice, pulse, and dried fish, but they eat flesh and drink
liquor. Their special dishes are kolige wheat bread stuffed with
boiled pulse and molasses, and khir or parmdnna that is split wheat
sugar milk and cocoanut-milk boiled together. Sweetmeats are their

chief dainty. Like Lingayats men wear the waistcloth, the shoulder-
cloth, and the headscarf ;

and women, the short-sleev^ bodice and
the robe with the skirt hanging like a petticoat and the upper end
drawn over the shoulders and chest. They are hardworking,
intelligent, and sober. They are labourers and husbandmen, and
a few are in Government service as clerks and messengers. In
Maisur some are retail traders and shopkeepers. They are above
want though not well-to-do. They rank next to Hdlvakki Vakkals
and above the impure classes. Tiglers rise in the moming, breakfast,
and go to work about eight; they return at noon, dine, go back to

‘

work at two, stop about six, sup, and go to sleep about eight. Some
women attend to the house and others work as labourers. A
family of five spends about 16s. (Rs. 8) a month ; their furniture costs
£2 10s. to £10 (Rs. 25 - Rs. 100), and their marriages £5 to £10
(Rs. 50 - Rs. 100). They have no family priests but employ Joishis to
conduct their wedding and other ceremonies. Their religious guide
is the head of the Smdrt monastery at Kundal in Supa. They
reverence the ordinary Brahman gods and keep the usual holidays,
but their chief objects of worship are local deities. Girls are gene-
rally married before they come of age, but the custom is not enforced
by a strict rule. Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and
practised

;
polyandry is unknown. On the night of the sixth day after

a birth a feast is given at a cost of 4s. (Rs. 2). In his third year a -

boy’s head is shaved, and the ears of boys and girls are pierced.
The thread ceremony is performed on the day before marriage. The
marriage ceremony lasts eight days. On the first day the devkdrya
or god-pleasing ceremony is performed. On the second day the match
is settled before some elders, and texts are repeated. The third day
is the day of the dhdre or regular marriage ceremony. On the
fourth day the ceremony is completed by a dinner. On the fifth,
sixth, seventh, and eighth days dinners are given and processions
pass between the bride’s and bridegroom’s houses. The cost of a
wedding ranges from £10 to £20 (Rs. 100 - Rs. 200). Puberty and
pregnancy ceremonies are performed with almost the same details
as in other castes and at a cost of lO.s. to £1 (Rs. 5-Rs. 10). They
bum the dead, and spend £1 to £5 (Rs. 10 -R^. 50) on death
dinners and charity. Their social disputes are settled at meetings
of the men of the caste called by the headman or hudvunt. Some
of them send their boys to school and teach them to read and write
Kanarese. They are a vigorous pushing class, ready to take to new
pursuits, and likely to rise in position and wealth.

ptisans included sixteen classes with a strength of 24,942 or
5’91 per cent of the Hindu population ;
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Kdnara Artisans.

CAgn.
Stpesoth.

CAfiTB,

STRBNexH.

Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. Total.

Sonin 6020 5138 10,158 Sbimpis 348 280 628
Aks&llB 200 Rann^d Kumt^ra ... 1600
Oolak SooArs ... Konkani „ 600
KSs4ra 74 36 130 LingaTats ,, 600
Badigea 6658 i ogirs 15
Satyrs 1729 1491 3220 GauRd» 80
lioh&rs or A'charls... 428 406 834 Kallukutigs 100
Gudig^rs 190 190 sso
Jingirs le 14 30 Total ... 24,942

Sona'rs op GoldsmithSj numbering 10,158 of whom 5020 are

males and 5138 females, are found in small numbers in almost all

towns and large villages. They are said to have come from Goa
on its conquest by the Portuguese in 1510. Like Kasdrs or brass-

smiths, Badiges or carpenters, Lohars or iron workers, Gudigdrs
or carvers, and Aksdiis or goldsmiths, they are called Pa'nchals
and take the word shet after their names.^ They also call themselves
Daivadnya Brdhmans or astrologers from the Sanskrit daiv fate

and dnya to know. The names in ordinary use among men are,

Jattaishet, Bhikarshet, Raulshet, R4mshet, Rdmchandrashet,
Snbrdysheb, Krishnashet, Manjandthshet, Ganpaishet, Sukdashet,
Apshet, Anantshet, and Venkappashet ; and among women, Nagma,
Snbbamma, Rukmini, Shivamma, Lakshmi, Dnrgamma, Sdntamma,
Mhdlma, and Pdrvati. They are said to belong to the Vatsa,
Kanndanya, Vishvdmitra, Bhdradvdj, and Kaushik gotras or family
stocks. Almost all their surnames are place names, such as
Komtekdr, Haldipurkdr, and Karkekdr, all in Kdnara. They still

marry with those of their class who remained in Goa. They are
middle-sised, fair, and delicate, and speak a somewhat peculiar

Konkani, using a instead oij. They live in one-storied houses with
mud walls and tiled or thatched roofs with verandas and front
yards. Their every-day food is rice and fish, except on full-moons,

new-moons, and other fast days. They eat no animal food but fish,

and drink no liquor though some smoke hemp or bhang. They are
extremely fond of fish and are good cooks and moderate eaters.

Both men and women dress like Konkanasth Brahmans. They are
sober and thrifty, but quarrelsome and proverbially skilful cheats.
They mix copper with gold ; they imbed pieces of copper in what
are professed to be solid gold ornaments

;
they line hollow ornaments

with layers of sand or of wax. They have also a bad name for
receiving and melting stolen ornaments. They work in silver

and gold. They do not bind themselves as apprentices but between
eight and ten begin to work under their father or some other
relation. Their charges for nsaking silver and gold ornaments vary
from 2s. to 8s. (Re. l-Rs.4) the tola of rsths of an ounce for superior

workmanship and from 3d. to 6d. (2-4 as.) for ordinary workmanship.
Am honest goldsmith earns Is. to 3s. (8 a«s.-Rs. 1|) a day. Women
do nothing but house work. Their calling is well paid and their

work is steady. They are a well-to-do and rising class, many owning
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land which they rent to husbandmen. They claim to be Brdhmana

but other Brdhmans rank them as Pdnchal Shndras and hate them.

They claim to be superior to Konkanigs or Sisashtakdrs whom they

regard as Mogers or fishermen, and call them nindiks or scoffers. ^
keen is the rivalry between the two classes that the Sasashtakars till

lately did not allow Panchdl processions to pass through their stre^
Even now fear of the police alone keeps the peace. A tradition

says that a father had two sons who would not agree. After t^ing

to reconcile them the father determined to end the feud by dividing

the family property between them. Unseen by his sons he put au

the provisions in one box and all the gold and silver in another.

He asked his sons to choose each a box. The brother w^ho got the

jn-ovision box was told by his father to live by trading, and the

other brother by tnaking ornaments. They rise early and at onoo

begin to work. After working till ten, they bathe in warm water

and breakfast on rice gruel, and soon after dine on cooked rice

strained dry with curry. They work till sunset and sup about eight.

A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. Their fam%^

gods and goddesses are Mhalsa, Shantddurga of Kavle, whose ori^nal

temple is at Mddadol, and Mangesh of Mangeshi eighteen milw -

from Panjim in (roa. They also worship the ordinary Brahman and
village deities and keep local holidays. They are Vaishnavs and

have as their religious Teacher Vyasrdj Svdmi, the head of the i

Vaishnav monastery of Udipi in South Kanara. They pay him lai^
sums which are called garukdnike or presents to the Teacher, and in i

return have their breasts and shoulders marked with hot metal

seals bearing Vishnu’s signs, the shankha or conch, thechakraor disc,

the gada or mace, and the padma or lotus. They make pilgrimage

to Benares, Tirupati, Dharmasthal, Pandharpur, and Rdmeshvar.
Their boys are girt with the sacred thread between eight and twelve,

and their girls are married before ten. When a girl comes of age

the puberty ceremony is performed. They are isolated in the matter

of food
;
they eat with no other caste, and all other castes refuse to

take food cooked by them. They shave their widows’ heads and do
not allow them to marry. In Goa and Karwdr they have family

priests or purohits of their own caste ; in other places they employ
Havig or Karhada Brahmans and show them much reverence.
Social disputes are enquired into and reported to their Teacher
whose decisions are final and enforced under loss of caste. Most
are illiterate, but some teach their boys to read and write Kanarese
or Mardthi.i

AJtsalis or Goldsmiths, numbering about 200, are found above
the Sahyddris in Sirsi, Haliyal, and Mundgod. They are said to

(: 1 The Pdnchdls are a widespread and a peculiar class. Their notable Brdhman
hatred makes them leaders of the left-hand or anti-Brdhman castes of South India.
The name Pdnchil is generally derived from pdnch chdl five erafts, though in detail

V the crafts come to be six or seven instead of five. Sir W. Elliot (Jour. Ethn. Sec.
; Lend. New Series, I. Ill) has shewn reasons for believing that the Pdnchils area
^

relic of the Buddhists. If this is so their name may be a changed form of Pdnchsil,
:

the followers of the Five Rules, an old name for Buddhists. Besides by Sir Walter
^ Elliot accounts of the Ram^tak Pinch^ls are given by Buchanan. Mvsor I 7S 2S1

II. 270, 476 ; and Mr. Rice, Mysor I. 343, ni. 211 .

' ’ ’
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hare come from Shikdrpur in north-west Maisur about a hundred
years ago. Like Sonars they are called Panchals and take the word
^het after their names. The names in common use among men, like

those in. use among Banjigs, are Irappa, Kalvirappa, Irbhadrappa,
Bndrappa, and Pnttappa; and among women, Iramma, Nagamma,
and Gauramma. Persons belonging to the same family stock and
near relations do not intermarry. Their parent stock is said to be
the Maisur Aksdlis, but they hare lost all connection with Maisur.
They are dirided into two classes, Aksilis or goldsmiths, and
Kanchugdrs or braziers, who eat together but do not intermarry.
The Aks51is work in gold and sdrer, and the Kanchngars in brass
copper and other inferior metals. They claim superiority orer the
coast Sondrs and do not associate with them. The men are generally

middle-sized, slender, and weak but actire, and dark. The women
are below middle size, slender, somewhat fairer than the men, and
regular featured. They speak a sing-song Kanarese like Banjigs,

and there is a small mixture of Marathi. They live in houses like

Banjig houses, but smaller, low but fairly clean with tiled roofs
and front yards. They have stools, wooden cots without rattans,

brass and copper pots, brass lamps, and wooden boxes. They do
not whitewash their houses, but use cowdung. Their ordinary
food is rice, rdgi, pulse, curry, and chatnL They eat no flesh and
drink no liquor and are good cooks and moderate eaters. They
dress like flavig Brithmans the women passing the skirt of the
robe back between the feet. Their jewels are the same as those
worn by Banjigs. They are hardworking, sober, and frugal, but
untrustworthy and dishonest like the coast Sonars. They work in
gold and silver like the coast Sondrs and are skilful workmen. The
Kanchngars work in copper and brass. The women do nothing but
house work. They do not bind themselves as apprentices, but begin
under their father or some other relation. Their daily earnings
vary from 1». 6d. to 2s. (12 ans.-Re. 1). They are well-to-do and
prosperous, and a few own land. They rank with coast Sonars but
neither eat nor marry with them. Their daily -life is the same as

that of the Sondrs. They take three meals a day, rice gruel in the
morning, dinner at noon, and supper at sunset. The women cook and
look after the children, A family of five spends about 1 6s. (Rs. 8)
a month. They are religious, observing all local holidays and
worshipping the ordinary deities. Their family goddess is Kalamma

Bednur and Rattalli Rudra of Dhdrwdr. They have caste priests

of their own, but they respect Brdhmans. The well-to-do make
pilgrimages to the shrines of their family gods and to Tirnpati,

Benares, and other holy places. They are Vaishnavs by sect,

but have no spiritual head. They believe in witchcraft and
soothsaying and are careful to keep the sixteen ceremonies or
saunskdrs after the Brdhmanical ritual They wear the sacred
thread like Sondrs, and marry their girls before they come of age.

Widows are not allowed to marry, but unlike Sonars they do not
shave their widows’ heads. Polygamy is allowed and practised. The
aatti ceremony is performed on the sixth day after a birth, and the
child is named and cradled on the eleventh day. Boys are girt

with the sacred thread at the age of seven. They are careful to
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keep the ordinary ceremonies observed by Havig Brdhmans K
marriage, puberty, pregnancy, child-birth, and death. They biira|
their dead and mourn ten days daring which as well as for ten days
after a birth, they consider themselves impure. Social disputes are
enquired into and settled at caste meetings under the presidency of
one of the elders. They have no headmen. Some can read and
write Kanarese and they have begun to send their boys to school
They do not take to new pursuits.

Golak Sona'rs are found in considerable numbers near Sonda
in Sirsi. Like Golak Brahmans, who are said to be descended from
Brahman widows, these are the offspring of Sonar widows. The
men are middle-sized fair and well-featured, and the women
delicately made. They speak Kanarese. They live in one-storied
houses with mud walla and tiled or thatched roofs. Their diet does
not differ from that of the Aksalis or Kanarese goldsmiths. The men
wear the waistcloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf* and
the women the robe hanging like a petticoat and a bodice unth a
back and short sleeves. They are quiet, hardworking, and thrifty
but have a poor name for honesty. They earn their living as gold-
smiths. They are well-to-do and as a class are free from debt. They
rank above the Padiyars or Kdnarese prostitutes. Their daily life
does not differ from that of Aksdlis, and like them a family of five
spends about 16s. (Rs. 8) a month. Their religious observances do
not differ from those of the Aksdlis, and their religious Teacher is
the head of the Vaishnav monastery at Sonda. Their customs are
the same as those of Aksdlis. Breaches of social discipline are settled
at meetings of adult castemen whose decisions are subject to the
sanction of the Teacher. Of late they have begun to teach their
boys to read and write Kanarese. They do not take to new pursuits.

Ka'sa'rs or Kanchuga'rs, numbering 130 of whom. 74 are
males and 36 females, are thinly scattered over the district Their
family god is Kdsdrpal whose shrine is in a village of the same name
near ^njim in Goa and their goddess Kalamma. They have comefrom Goa within the last hundred years. The names of men are,Manjanath, Krishnashet, Ramchandrashet, Gopdlshet, Venkappshet •

and of women Tashoda, Lakshmi, Satyabhdma, Rukmini, Mrvati"and Gauru Their surnames are, Kukolikar, Madgdvkar, Kaulekdr!
in Goa. They keep their connectionmth their Goa relations. They are divided into two branches, KonkanKdsars andKdnareseKasars, who neither eat togethernor intermarryThe men are fairish short, and rather stout, and the women are likethe men but fairer. The home speech of those who live on the coSt

IS Konkani, and of those who live above the Sahyadris KdnareseThey live m one-storied houses with mud walls,^ thatched roofs*narrow verandas, and front yards. Their staple diet is rice^nd
fish, but they also eat flesh and drink liquor, a few to excess TW
»re temperate eaters feed of fish, li '„„t Jeod S;men wear the waistcloth, shouldercloth, and headscarf and th«

backed bodice. They are hardworking thrifty and clean buthave a poor name for fair dealing. The^ makeUselstf c^pp^^
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«nd brass, and cast articles in brass, copper, and bell-metal. Their

hereditary and only calling is brass work. There is no apprentice-

ship. Boys begin to work between ten and twelve under their father

or some other relation. They work to order, seldom seliiog their wares
in the market. Their daily earnings vary from 7d. to Is. (5-8 ans.).

Their wares are not in much demand owing to the competition of

cheap Poona and Malabdr brass work. They get sheets from
Bombay at 18s. (Rs. 9) the quarter, and seU them worked into water
and cooking vessels, lamps, hinges, plates, and cups the prices repre-
senting about £1 10s. (Rs. 15). They rank next to the trading classes.

They rise early and work tiU ten when they take gruel and afterwards
rest till dinner at about three. After dinner they again work till eight
at night, when they sup. The women do nothing but house work.
A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They worship
the ordinary Brahman and village gods and goddesses and keep all

local holidays. Their spiritual Teacher is the head of the Smdrt
monastery at Shringeri in Maisur. They employ Havig Brdhmans
to perform their marriage and death ceremonies, and burn their

dead. Girls are married before they come of age
;
widow marriage

is forbidden, polygamy is common, and polyandry is unknown. Boys
are invested with the sacred thread between ten and twelve. A
Havig priest attends, and, after kindling the sacred fire, girds the
boy with the sacred thread. Married women sing Kdnarese songs
and wave lighted lamps round the boy’s face. A dinner to the caste
ends the ceremony. Their customs from birth to death are the
same as those observed by Gudigdrs. Social disputes are settled
according to the opinion of the majority of the adult castemen.
The Kanarese Kasars have no headmen though those in Goa have
hereditary hudvants. They do not send their boys to school and do
not take to new pursuits.

Badiges or Caepenteks, from hadige a mallet from hadi a stick,

numbering about 6560, are found above the Sahyddris chiefly at
Terga, Havgi, Mangalvdd, and Haliydl in the Haliydl sub-division.
They live with other castes both in towns and villages. They
talk Kdnarese and the shrine of their family goddess is at Shirsangi
near Ramdurg in Belgaum. They are said to have come from
Parasgad in Belgaum where families of their class are settled.

The names in common use among men are, Bassappa, Narsappa,
Lakshman, Eayappa, and Devappa; and among women, Bdlawa,
Rudravva, Demavva, and Kallavva. They have no surnames,
clan names, or subdivisions. They are dark, short, and strongly
made, of middle height, and with round features. Their home tongpio
does not differ from that of the Lingayats and other residents of
the Kanara uplands. Their houses are one-storied, the walls of
earth, and the roofs either of straw or tiled. The chief articles

of furniture are mats, wooden boxes, metal pots, and lamps. Their
common diet is rice and millet, and they eat fish and flesh, but drink
no hquor and take no intoxicating drug. They are moderate eaters
and poor cooks. Their special dishes are the same as those of
Lingayats. The men wear the waistcloth, the headscarf, and a
jacket

; and the women the robe hanging like a petticoat and
the upper end drawn over the head like a veil. They also wear
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bodices with short sleeves and a back. .

-- They are fond of decking

their hair with sweet-scented fl'-.owers and wear the ordinary gold

and silver ornaments Roth men and women are dirty and untidy

in their dress. They keep a store of special holiday clothes which
like their hvery-day dress come from the Belgaum and Dharw&r
hand.L^ooms. Though dirty in their habits, they are thrifty, hard-
' working, and orderly. Their hereditary calhng is carpentry. The
women do not help the men in their work. Some are skilful

workers carving beautiful designs in wood. Boys do not bind

themselves as apprentices, but begin to learn under their fathers or

relations at the age of twelve. A good worker earns Is. 6d. (12 ans.)

a day and a poor worker 9d. (6 ans.). Their calling is steady and
well-paid and some of them own land which they let to tenants.

They occasionally borrow to meet the cost of a wedding, but most
of them are free from debt. They rank above Marathas, Kunbis,

Bedars, and Kumbhars, and below the trading classes. They eat

nothing hut what has been cooked by people of their own caste.

They take two meals a day, about noon and about eight
;
and they

spend most of the day at their work. Their slack season is from
June to October, and their busy season from November to the end of

May. A family of five generally spends about 1 6s. (Rs. 8) a month

;

their houses cost £3 to £30 (Rs. 30- Rs. 300), their furniture £2 to

£10 (Rs. 20-Rs. 100), and they spend £10 to £20 (Rs.lOO-Rs. 200)
on their marriages. They are religious. Their family priest or bhai

is of their own caste; they neither employ Brd.hmans to perform
their ceremonies nor pay them respect. Their special object of

devotion is Kdlamma, and they make pilgrimages to Gokarn,
Benares, Rdmeshvar, Pandharpur, and Tirupati. They keep all

local hohdays though of the greater gods they worship only Ishvar
or Shiva. Their spiritual Teacher called Monappa who is of their own
caste lives in celibacy in his monastery at Hubli in DhArwAr and
receives tithes. They do not offer blood sacrifices, but are strong
believers in soothsaying and spirits. Girls are married between
eight and twelve and boys between sixteen and twenty. They
bum their dead and mourn them ten days. For ten days after a
birth or a death the family is considered unclean. On the eleventh
day their family priest purifies them by kindling the sacred fire and
giving them the five products of the cow. Widow marriage and
polygamy are allowed and practised. On the fifth day after a birth
they worship a cocoanut and offer it a dish called khichdi made of
rice molasses and cocoa-kernel scrapings. This the midwife eats,
and ties a girdle of cotton thread round the child’s waist. On the
twelfthday,after a purifyingceremony, the childis named and cradled
and caste people are feasted. When about twelve years old boys
are girt with the sacred thread with the help of the family priest.
This and their other ceremonies do not differ from those of Vdnia
and Brahmans. Their social disputes are euquired into and reported
to the spiritual Teacher by committees of adult castemen under the
presidency of an hereditary headman called budvant. Eating with
people of other castes is punished by expulsion. Other offences are
punished by fines varying from 8s. to £25 (Rs. 4 - Rs. 250) which
are paid to the Teacher. Those who are too poor to pay the fine are
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made to sweep the floor of the village temple for a certain number
of days. Their boys learn to read and write, but they do not take

to new pursuits.

Suta'rs or Caepentees, numbering 3220 of whom 1729 are males
and 1491 females, are found in all K4,rwar villages. They are included

in the Panchal community and are said to have come from Eatnagiri

about a century ago. The names in ordinary use among men are,

Hondn, Yesu, Sh4mba,Goma, Soiru, Janu, Pnndlik, and Bhiku. The
i word mest, a short form of mestri or foreman, is added to every name.

The women are called Sdvitri, Sita, Gopi, Jdnki, Tashoda, Dvarki,

Venkn, and n.vdu. They have no surnames. Their family gods are

Shamba of Eatnagiri, Bhavani of Kolhapur, and Raulnath and
Mduhof S4ntode near Savantv4di. They are said still to marry with
those of their class who have remained in the Konkan. They have
no subdivisions. They are of middle size and somewhat dark, short,

and slender, but strong. They speak a Konkani which does not

differ from the home tongue of the Shenvis. They live in one-storied

houses with mud walls, thatched roofs, verandas, and front yards.

Their staple food is rice and fish, but they have no rule against eating

flesh or drinking liquor
;
they are moderate eaters, fond of fish chillies

and tamarind, and not good cooks. The men dress like Bdvkula
Vdnis in a waistcloth, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf. The
women wear the robe passing the skirt back between the legs, a
bodice, and ornaments of gold and silver. They are hardworking,

•c. sober, thrifty, andwell-behaved. They are carpenters, building houses
and making wooden stools and benches. They do not bind themselves
as apprentices but learn under their father or some other relation,

beginning work about ten or twelve. Their daily earnings vary
according to their skill from 9d. to Is. fid. (fi.-12 ans.). Their work
is constant. The women do nothing but house work. In rank and
condition they differ little from Lohdrs. The men rise early and go
to work ;

they-return at eleven, and after bathing in warm water eat

rice gpmel; they take their dinner at two, go back to work,and returning

home at sunset sup at eight. A family of five spends about 16s. (Rs. 8)

a month. They worship the ordinary Brdhmanic gods and keep the

usual holidays. Their family gods are the village gods and
goddesses. They have a great dread of evil spirits and ghosts and
believe in witchcraft. They employ Karhada and Konkanasth
Brdhmans to perform their ceremonies and treat them with great

respect. Girls must be married before they are twelve. Widow
marriage is not allowed, but polygamy is common. They bum their

dead and mourn for ten days. Social disputes are settled at

meetings of the castemen. They do not send their boys to school,

but are improving in their craft.

Loha'rs or A'cha'ris, that is Blacksmiths, numbering 834 of

whom 428 are males and 406 females, are found all over the district.

They take their name from the Sanskrit loh iron. Like the Sondrs
they are called Pdnchdls, a word derived by some from Pdnchdl the old

name of Upper India, but by themselves said to come from Panchanan
or five mouths in reference to the five mouths of the architect of

the universe. The ordinary names of men are, Kushta, Sukdo,

Chapto

LoTidra, -0"
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Forgo, Piso, Irappa, Annappa, Manjappa, Vithal, Kut, Boman,
Soman, Subraya, Rama, and Birappa; and of women, Janki^

Rnkmini, Yasboda, Cholai, Subbu, Naga, Baijn, Venku, and Lakshmi
They take mest or foreman. Lobar, A'cbari, or Badige after tbeir

names. They have such family stocks as Agnes and Mann, and
only persons of different stocks intermarry. Tbeir family gods
are Kalamma of Ankola and Somnatb of Tirgan in Goa. There
are two divisions, Konkan Acbaris and Kannad Acbdris, who
neither eat together nor intermarry. They are of middle height,

dark, and strongly made. The home speech of those who live on
the coast is Konkani, and of those who live above the Sahyddris is

Kanarese. They live in one-storied houses with mud walls, thatched

roofs, verandas, and front yards. On one side of their dwelling

they have their working sheds with a furnace, a pair of bellows, and
an anvil. Their furniture includes low stools, straw mats, brass
lamps, and copper vessels. Their common food is rice and fish, but.

they sometimes eat flesh and drink liquor. They are moderate
eaters bnt bad cooks. Pish is their chief dainty. Indoors the men
wear the loincloth, and out of doors the shonldercloth, waistcloth,

and headscarf. Among Konkan Lohars the women pass the skirt

of the robe back between the feet, draw one end over the upper
part of the body, and wear a bodice with a back and short sleeves.

Among Kannad Lohdrs the women wear the robe like a petticoat
drawing one end over the upper part of the body. They also
wear a bodice with a back and short sleeves. Some of them are
very skilful in making knives, muskets, brass lamps, and locks.
Their chief work is making and mending field tools for which
the villagers pay them a yearly grain allowance. They also
work in wood making furniture and building houses. When
they work in wood they are called Acharis or Badiges, that is

carpenters. Before hook-swinging was forbidden it was the
office of the Lohdr to work the iron hook into the muscles of the
devotee’s back. They do not bind themselves as apprentices, but
begin work between ten and twelve under their father or some other
relation. Most of them are hereditary iron-smiths and carpenters.
Their work is constant as they are always employed by husbandmen
to make tools and by others to make nails and other iron articles used
in house building. '1hey seldom work as day labourers, but prepare
articles to order and take contracts for building houses. Their
daily earnings vary from 9d. to Is. 6d. (6-12 ons.). They are well
paid, but their custom of spending more money than they can afford
on their children’s marriages keeps them encumbered with debt.
They rank next to traders. They rise early and after working till

ten take gruel and rest till two when they dine and work till sunset.
The women mind the house. A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7)
a month. They worship all Brahman and village gods and keep all
local holidays. They are religious and have faith in soothsaying,
witchcraft, and evil spirits, dheir spiritual Teacher is a monk of
their own caste who has four monasteries, at Madgaon in Goa, at
Mdjali and Chitakula, in Kdrwar, and at Ankola, He generally
lives in these monasteries when on visitation tours except at Chitdkula
where the monastery is ruined and the Teacher is entertained in
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the houses of well-to-do Acharis. The Teacher has generally a
disciple with him whom he appoints to succeed him after his death.

If he has no disciple and if he fails to name a successor, the

people of the caste choose one of their number and have him formally

initiated by some sanydsi or ascetic. Boys are girt with the sacred

thread by a Joishi Brdhman when they are about twelve years old

but without the regular upanayan ceremony.^ They marry their

girls before twelve. The heads of widows are shaved and their

marriage is forbidden. They bury their dead and mourn ten days.

With the help of some of the castemen, their spiritual Teacher
settles social disputes when he passes on tour through the district

and receives contributions from the people. They neither send
their boys to school nor take to new pursuits.

Gudiga'rs or Caevees, numbering 380 of whom 190 are males and
190 females, are found in small numbers in Sirsi, Siddapur, Honavar,
and Kumta. They also call themselves Chitars which is the name
given byManu to artisans. They take the word shetti after their name.
They came to Kdnara from Goa after the establishment of Portuguese
rule. Their family gods are, Ndgesh, Rauln^ith, Lakshmi-Narayan,
Mhdilsa, Shantadurga, Kaveri, and Kdmakshi, whose shrines are in

Goa. They claim to be Kshatriyas, and to belong to the Kashyap,
Kaundanya, Vasishtha, Gautama, and Bhiiradvaj stocks

;
but the

Brdhmans reject their claim and consider them Shudrhs. Their
surnames are place names, Kukolkar, Anklekdr, Hon£varkd.r,

Kumtekdr, Bilgikar, Sidd^purkar, and Sondekar, all except
Kukolkdr from villages in Kdnara. The names in common use
among men are,Manjappa,Monappa,Subbanna, Durgayya, Venkappa,
Devappa,Raulayya, Krishna, Nardyan, Santayya,Gurappa, Hanmant,
Venkatraman, Ganpati, Vishnu, and Subraya

;
and among women

Gauramma, Gangamma, Iramma, Pomma, Nagamma, Venku, Kaveri,

Santeri, Honnamma, and Chinnamma. They eat and marry with
those of their class who remained in Goa. They are fair, middle-
sized, and most of them weak. Their home speech is Kdnarese, and
those who live along the coast also speak Konkani. They live in

one or two storied houses with mud or stone walls and tiled and
thatched roofs with wide verandas where they sit and work. Their
common food is rice and fish, but they eat flesh and drink liquor

when they offer blood sacrifices to shaktis or when they can afford

to buy them. They are moderate eaters but hard drinkers. They
are extremely fond of fish and of hot and sour dishes. The men
wear the waistcloth, shouldercloth, and headscarf; and the women
the robe, passing the skirt back between the feet, with a short-

sleeved and backed bodice. The up-country women do not pass

the end of the robe between the feet. The men, though skilful,

are unsteady, thriftless, untruthful, lazy, and inattentive to their

work. They carve sandalwood, ivory, and ebony with great skill.

They also work on the lathe in wood, making beautiful lacquered

articles, the pith crowns worn by bridegrooms, and the pith flowers

-- -ii
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* In Coa they have priests of their own caste who officiate at all their ceremonies.

In K^nara they have no priests of their own caste.
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Mid crests which are mnch nsed by the lower classes of Hindns dimng
the Shimga holidays in March-April. They do not make wedding
coronets for dancing-girls, as dancing-girls refuse to dance in

their houses. The Gudigars work the lathe with a bow strung with

raw deer hide, not like most carpenters with the help of a second

workman. 'The women help the men especially in making articles

of pith. They prepare work-boxes costing from £3 to £50 (Rs. 30-

Rs. 500), cabinets from £15 to £100 (Rs. 150 -Rs. 1000), work-
tables from £20 to £60 IRs. 200 - Rs. 600), watch-stands from 4*.

to £15 (Rs. 2 - Rs. 150), glove-boxes from £l to £5 (Rs. 10 - Rs. 50),

jewelry-boxes from £3 10s. to £20 (Rs. 35 -Rs. 200), writing

boxes from £3 10s. to £25 (Rs. 35 - Rs. 250), pen-holders from £1
10s. to £3 (Rs. 15 - Rs. 30), pen-stands from 2s. to £1 (Re. 1 - Rs.lO),

card-cases from 7s. to £2 (Rs. 3^ - Rs. 20), chess-boards from £5 to

£100 (Rs. 50-Rs. 1000), paper-weights from 6s. to £2 (Rs. 3-Rs.20),

paper-cutters from Is. to 12s. (8 ans.-Rs. 6), needle-cases from 2s. to

10s. (Re. l-Rs. 5), card-boxes from £3 10s. to £20 (Rs. 35-Rs. 200),

and handkerchief-boxes from £1 10s. to £5 (Rs. 15 - Rs. 50). An
article worth £8 takes about three months’ labour and the cost of

the sandalwood is about £1 (Rs. 10) the man or quarter. They gene-

rally work to order, seldom offering articles for sale except snch
as have been condemned by the people who ordered them. Their
chief calling is engraving and painting. They paint boards for

various purposes and do all sorts of turning work. They were once
well-to-do, and owned land, but inattention to work and improvident
habits have greatly injured them. They rank next to traders,

but do not eat food cooked by any one except a Havig Brahman.
They work from early morning to ten, then take gruel for breakfast,

and after dining about one go on working till sunset. The women,
besides house work, help the men in making articles of pith and
in painting. A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month.
Their spiritual Teacher is the Smdrt head of the Shringeri monastery
in Maisur. They worship all local gods. Their family priests are
Havig Brdhmans whom they treat with great respect. They make
pilgrimages to Tirupati, Dharmasthal, Gokam, and Rameshvar.
They marry their girls between nine and eleven, and gird their

boys with the sacred thread before marriage. The bridegroom
wears a pith crown prepared by one of their own caste. He pays
10s. (Rs. 5) for the crown, the amount being distributed among
the castemen. Other sums of Ss. to 12s. (Rs. 4 - Rs. 6) are also
paid to the caste by the bride and bridegroom. On the sixth day
after a birth they perform the satti ceremony, and name and cradle
the child and worship jaladevata or the goddess of water on the
twelfth. They observe the ordinary puberty and pregnancy cere-
monies. The heads of widows are not shaved, but they are not
allowed to marry. Their other ceremonies do not differ from those of
Vtois. Two ranks among them hold a specially high position, gaudas
or district-heads, and budvants or village-heads. The budvants
preside over all caste meetings, and there is generally an appeal or
reference to the gauda. They teach their children to read and
write Kanarese.

Jinga'rs, numbering 30 of whom 16 are males and 14 females.

9^

Jingdrs,
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are found in the Sirsi sub-division and in the town of Hondvar. The
Word is generally taken to mean saddle-maker from the Persian
jin a saddle ; their Hindu name is said to be Chitrakar or painter.*

The names in common use among men are, Lakshman, Krishna,
Manjappa, Keshvappa, Mallappa, Kallappa, Nilappa, Lingappa,
Choklmppa, and Mailarappa ; and among women, Devamma, Pdrvati,

Nilamma, Ningamma, Venkamma, and Manjamma. Their surnames
are Kaligr^nt, M^palkar, and Potlakiir. Their &mily god is Mailar-
linga, whose shrine is at Harpanhalli in Bellari. Their home tongue
is Kdnarese and bheir parent stock is found in Maisnr whence they
are said to have come and with whom they still ^t and inter-

marry. They are divided into Jingdrs and Chitars or painter^
who neither eat together nor intermarry. They are short, wheat-col-

oured, and well-made, with round nnnoticeable faces. Their Kanarese
does not differ from that of other local Kanarese-speaking classes

above the Sahyadris. They live in lines of one-storied houses with
mud walls and thatched roofs. Their staple diet is rice, split pulse,

and fish, and they eat flesh and drink liquor. They are not good
cooks, but are moderate eaters, their special dishes being paisa,

vadds, chakli, and wheat-bread stuffed with boiled pulse mixed with
molasses. The women wear the skirt of the robe passed back
between the feet and the upper end drawn over the head like a veil,

and a bodice with short sleeves and a back. Their gold and silver

ornaments are like those worn by other classes above the Sahyddris.

The men’s dress is a waistcloth, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf,

with gold ear and finger rings, and silver girdles. Both men and
women wear Dharwar and Belgaum cloth and have a store of rich

clothes for holiday use. Their hereditary caUmg is said to be
saddle-making, but they work iu wood and deal in gram, pulse, spices,

fruit, and groceries. Tlie women do not help the men in their work.

Boys begin to learn between twelve and sixteen; they have no
system of apprenticeship. An ordinary workman earns fid. to 9d.

(4 - fi ans.) a day, and a skilled workman 9d. to Is. (6-8 ans.). Their
calling as carpenters has of late suffered by the competition of

Gndigars and other workers in wood who surpass them in skill.

Many of them have been forced to borrow and are badly off. They
rank with Gndigars and other artisans. The men work during

most of the day taking two meals, one between ten and eleven, the

other between seven and eight ;
the women mind the house. They

are busy during the fair season, but have little to do during the rains.

A family of five spends about 1 4s. (Rs. 7} a month. Their house

varies in value from £5 to £50 (Rs. 50- Rs. 500), their furniture

is worth about £5 (Rs. 50), and their weddings cost £10 to £50
(Rs. 100-Rs. 500). They are a religious people. Their family

jwiests are Havig, Konkanasth, Deshasth, or Karhada Brahmans to

whom they pay great respect. They worship all local gods and
keep aU holidays, their special deities being Venkatramana and
Mailarlinga, and they go on pilgrimage to Harpanhalli, Timpati, and

Gokarn. Their spiritual Teacher is the head of the Smilrt monastery

' Buchanan’s Mysor, I. 254. They are also called Muchis or leather workers and
Bannagaras or decorators Rice’s Mysor, I. 328, 334.
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at Shringeri in west Maisnr. They believe in soothsaying,
witchcraft, and spirits, and offer animal sacrifices to the village go£.
They employ Brahmans to perform their marriage and death cere-
monies. Girls are married between seven and twelve, and boys
between fourteen and sixteen. The dead are burnt and mourned
ten days, and a family is considered impure for ten days after a
birth or a death. On the eleventh the family priest n".rifiesrthem

by giving them the five products of the cow They teach their boys
to read and write Khnarese,

Shimpis or- T'ailoes, numbering 628 of whom 348 are males
and 280 fethales, are found above the Sahyadris in Sirsi, Yellapnr,

tincf Haliyal. They are said to have come in search of work from the

Bombay Karnatakdistrictsabont the beginning of the present century.

Their surnames are, Shendgi, Achalkar, Mohinderkar,Phople, Suldke,

Lokhande, Ransinkar, Tirmule, and Karmuse. Persons bearing the

same surnames do not intermarry. Their family god and goddess
are Vithoba of Pandharpur and Yelamma of Saundatti in Dhdrwar.
There are two subdivisions, Rangdris and Shimpis proper. The
Rangari Shimpis are dyers, while the Shimpis proper do needle-

work. They eat with each other but do not intermarry which is the
only distinction between the two subdivisions. They are of middle
size, dark complexion, weak, and flabby, with regular features, high
noses, and roundfaces. Theirhome speech is Mardthi and with others
a rough Kanarese. They live in one-storied houses with mud waUs,
thatched roofs, and front verandas. Their every-day food is rice

and pulse, but they eat flesh and fish and drink bquor. They are
moderate eaters and good cooks. The men wear the waistcloth,

the shouldercloth or a long coat called angi, and the headscarf

;

and the women the robe, letting the skirt fall like a petticoat from the
waist and throwing the upper end over the head like a veil.' They
also wear a bodice with a back and short sleeves. They are hard-
working, sober, thrifty, and well-behaved. They are tailors and
retail cloth-sellers and are notorious for filching pieces of the cloth.

They are fairly well-to-do, ranking next to traders and differing
little from them in their daily life. A family of five spends about
14s. (Rs.7) a month. They worship the ordinary Brahmanic gods
and keep local holidays. Their family god is Vithoba. They employ
Havig, Karhada, or Konkanasth Brahmans to perfoi'm their marriage
puberty and death ceremonies, and show them much respect. Their
favourite places of pilgrimage are Pandharpur and Gokarn, and
their spiritual Teacher is the Smart head of the monastery at
Shringeri in west Maisur. They marry their girls before they come
of age. They burn theirdeadandallowwidow marriage and polygamy.
On the sixth day after birth the satti ceremony is performed and
on the twelfth day the child is named and cradled. They do not
wear the sacred thread. At the end of the first year the child’s
ears are pierced, and, if he is a boy, his hair is closely cut with
scissors. A boy before he is twelve years old is initiated by having
certain texts whispered in his ear by a Teacher or guru. After the
religions part of the ceremony is over a dinner is given. Boys
marry between twelve and eighteen and girls before they are twelve.
On the day before a marriage the deities are propitiated and a dinner.
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is given. On the wedding day the boy and girl are bathed and
turmeric is rubbed on both of them and the guests are presented
with sugar and betel leaf. The wedding coronet or bhdsing is put
on and kanicanddr, dlidre, and arte or lamp-waving ceremonies are

performed and dinner given to the caste people. The wedding
ceremony lasts four days at a cost of £10 to £20 (Rs. 100- Rs. 200).

The expenses of a puberty ceremony vary from £1 to £1 10s.

(Rs. 10-Rs. 15). The dead are burnt. The fire is carried by a
married son of the deceased, or if he has no married son by a married
nephew or other near relation. On the eleventh day a dinner is

served to relations and food and money are given to Brdhman
priests or bhats. On the anniversary another dinner is given to

relations. Death and memorial ceremonies cost £3 to £5 (Rs. 30-
Rs. 50). Their social disputes are settled at meetings of castemen
under the presidency of a headman or biidvant. Few can read or

write, but some send their children to schooL A few are prosperous
cloth-dealers.

Eannad Ktunba'rs or Kdnarese-speaking Potteks, numbering
about 1500, are found in small numbers throughout the district.

The Kumbdr or potter, probably iromkumbh a water-pot, is paid by
an allowance of grain known as the kumbdr geni or potter’s due.

Before the arrival of Brd.hmans pot-makers seem to have held a
position as a religious or priestly class. They still officiate in the
temples of local deities and are employed to perform funeral rites

which are called kumbdr-kriya or potter’s rites. These resemble the
funeral rites of the Komdrpaiks except that the Joishi’s place is taken
by a potter or Kumbd,r. They make pots and figures representing

rural gods, among which Vdgro has the form of a tiger and ammas
or mothers are heaps of pots. The names of men are S^tappa,
Nagappa, Manjappa, Birappa, Lakshman, Ganpayya, Devayya,
Tammanna; and of women, Demawa, Sdntu, Biramma, Nagamma,
Timmi, and Venku. Their family goddesses are Marka Devate of

Haldipur near Kumta and Durgddevi of Kumta. They probably
came from the Bombay Karndtak. The men are of middle size,

some tall and some short, wheat-coloured, and disposed to

stoutness, and strongly made ; the women are like the men but
somewhat fairer. Their home speech is Kdnarese. They live in

one-storied houses with mud walls, thatched roofs, and courtyards,

on one side of which stands their working-shed with the potter’s

wheel. Their ordinary diet is rice, fish, and rdgi, and they do not
drink liquor. They eat fowls, sheep, and forest and feathered game
on the last day of Basra in September- October, on the bhdnd or car

festival in April -May, and on other occasions when they can afford

it. They are moderate eaters but poor cooks. In dress they
resemble Konkan Kumbars. The women wear the robe without
drawing the lower end back between the feet. Both men and
women wear the silver and gold ornaments ordinarily worn by the

lower classes. They are thriftless, and not well-behaved. Most
are servants of the village deities, the origin of their office being

apparently the fact that they make clay figures and earthen pots, a

primitive form of shrine. A Kumbdr man and woman working
together earn about 9c?. (6 ans.) a day. Kumbars who act as
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temple servants are called Gnngas. They bear the pot or Jcalash

worshipped during the bJuind or car festival which is a small copper
or silver vessel called gindi like an English jug. This jug or gindi

is filled with water and on its month mango sprays and an unhusked
cocoanut are laid. Near the neck of the gindi on one side are

engraved gold rays like the nimbus in Eoman Catholic pictures.

The gindi thus adorned is called kalash, and is placed on a low
wooden stool and worshipped with offerings of flowers, fruit, burning
incense, and camphor. Besides acting as temple priests, they
perform death ceremonies called Kumbdr-kriya for all Shudr^
except the depressed classes. They serve as mediums between the
gods and all classes of Hindus and also act as soothsayers. During
the rains the men till and the women cook and help the men in

the fields and in making pots. They are badly off as most of

them have alienated the lands which they held as temple-servants.
They rank next to the trading classes. Both men and women
make earthen vessels and children of seven and over help their
parents. A family of five spends about 16s. (Es. 8) a month.
They worship the ordinary Brahmanic gods, but the objects of their
particular devotion are the local deities known as ammas or mothers
and jatga or jattig a wrestler. They employ Havig Brahmans to
perform their marriage, puberty, and death ceremonies, and pay
them great respect. They marry their girls between nine and twelve
and their boys between fifteen and eighteen, and either burn or bury
their dead, allowing polygamy and widow marriage, but seldom
practising them. The ceremonies attending birth, marriage, and
death do not differ from those of the Nadors. Social disputes are
settled at meetings of castemen under the presidency of an heredi-
tary headman or budvant. Their spiritual Teacher is the Smart head
of the Shringeri monastery in west Maisur to whom they pay tithes
through his representative who lives at Gokam. They do not
know how to read and write and do not send their boys to school
or take to new pursuits.

Konkaa Kumba'rs or Konkani-speaking Potters, numbering
about 600, are found in sm.all numbers in Karwar and Tellapur.
They appear to have come from Usgaou in Goa. Like the K^narese
Kumbars they seem to have been local priests before the Brdhmans
came to Kanara, and they still officiate in some of the temples of the
local deities. At Asnoti in Karwar there is a temple dedicated to
E^mnath, and another to Kattinbira, where none but a Konkan
KumbAr can act as ministrant. They have the privilege of
making pots and earthen figures of rural gods which they pile in
heaps in the temples or gudis and among evergreen shrubs on
the verge of forests. The names in common use among men are,
Kushta, Shiva, Tambdo, Govinda, Bdlso, Pavto, and Sagun ; and
among women Savitri, Janki, Ubge, Bhime, Yashode, and Eukmin.
They have no surnames. They still eat and marry with those of
their caste who have remained in Goa They are middle-sized and
slender. Their home speech is Konkani, and their houses do not
^ffer from those of Kanarese Kumbars. Their every-day food
is rice, tagi, and fish, and they eat animal food but do not drink
liquor or use any intoxicating drug. They are moderate eaters but

W-
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not good cooks. The men wear the loincloth, the shouldercloth,

and the headscarf
; and the women in Maratha fashion draw the

skirt of the robe back between the feet. They are hardworking,
thrifty, and well-behaved. They make earthen pots and tiles, the
price of a pot varying from \d. to Is. (J -8 ans.), tiles selling at 5s.

to 7s. (Rs. 2|-Rs. 3^-) the thousand. 'J’he men are helped by the

women. None of their work requires special skill. They take clay

from fields for which they pay the owner about 2s. for a hundred tons,

besides filling and levelling the ground where they have dug.

They fire their jwts and bricks by stacking them between thick layers

of dry branches. They also turn roof tiles, earning fid. (4 ans.) a day,

and act as husbandmen raising crops of rice during the rainy

season. The women, besides house work, help the men in the
field and in making and selling pots. Though their calling is not
well paid they are fairly off. Their social position and their daily

life do not differ from those of the Kanarese Kumbars. A family

of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They worship the

village gods and have strong faith in soothsaying and witchcraft.

They employ Karhdda and Joishi Brahmans to perform their

ceremonies and treat them with great respect. They have a house-

hold god called Puris of whom a brass figure is kept in most houses.

Their spiritual Teacher is the jagadgnru or world-teacher of

Shringeri in west Maisur to whom they pay 6d. to Is. (i-8 ans.) a
year through a representative or pdrupaitjagdr. Their girls are

married between eight and twelve and their boys between fourteen

and twenty. Widow marriage is not allowed, but polygamy is

common. Their ceremonies at birth, puberty, marriage, and death
resemble those of the Konknas. They burn their dead. Their here-

ditary headman helped by the castemen settles social disputes.

None of them read or write and they do not send their boys to

school or take to new pursuits. They are an ignorant people.

Linga'yat Kumba'rs, or Lingatat Potters, numbering about

500, are found above the Sahyadris. They are said to have come to

Kanara about the same time as the Banjigs. They are short, stal-

wart, and muscular. They speak Kanarese and live in one-storied

houses with mud walls and tiled or thatched roofs, and their furni-

ture includes low wooden stools, palm-leaf mats, brass lamps, and
copper pots. Their every-day food is rice, pulse, and millet. They
do not eat animal food or drink liquor. I’hey are moderate eaters

and good cooks. ITie men wear the waistcloth, shouldercloth, and
headscarf

;
and the women a bodice wdth a back and short sleeves,

and the robe whose skirt hangs like a petticoat and whose upper end
is drawn over the shoulders and breast. They wear gold and silver

ornaments in their noses and ears, and round their necks, wrists,

and toes. They are hardworking, thrifty, sober, and honest. Like
Konkani and Kannad Kumbars they work in clay using the

potter’s wheel. They are well off. They rank next to Banjigs and
Mallavs who do not take food cooked by them. Both men and
women work from morning to sunset and children begin to help their

parents after they are about eight years old. A family of five spends

about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They wear the ling in a silver box
folded in a handkerchief, and worship Shiv, Parvati, and Basava the
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founder of their sect in the form of Shiv’s bull or nandi. They do
not differ in any particular from the Banjigs. The Lingayat ayya is

their family priest and they bow to Brahmanic gods when they pass

their temples, though they neither worship nor visit them. They
believe in soothsaying and sorcery, using trinkets containing charms
written on slips of paper by Grhadi, Komaiyaik, Maratha, and
Namburi charmers and soothsayers to cure sickness or avoid evil.

They hold the usual Lingayat beliefs, that a true believer has no need
of sacrifices, that a birth or a death cannot make him impure, and that

girls need not be married before they come of age. Their weddings
and other ceremonies are performed by Lingayat ayyas whom they
treat with much respect. They keep all Lingayat holidays and
make pilgrimages to Gokam, Ulvi, and Benares. Their social

institutions and their rules regarding caste offences are the same as

those among the Banjigs. They do not send their boys to school or
take to new pursuits.

Boga'rs or Bangle-sellers, returned at about fifteen, are found in

small numbers in Karwar and Ankola. They are said to have come
from Goa within the last fifty years and to be a branch of the Jain
Bogdrs now found above the Sahyddris with whom they have no
intercourse. They add shet to their names. The names in common
use among men are, Gopal, Ganu, Lddu, Jirgo, Rdghoba, and
Lakshman ; and among women, Lakshmi, Gopi, Subadri, Shevantu,
Baije, and Bdyu. Their family goddess is Kdlamma of Savantvddi.
They neither eat nor intermarry with other bangle-makers. They
are middle-sized, spare, and wheat-coloured. Their home speech
is Konkani with a large mixture of Mardthi and Portuguese words.
They live in one-storied houses with mud walls, thatched roofs,

narrow verandas, and front yards. Their every-day food is rice

and fish, and they eat flesh and drink liquor. They are moderate
eaters, fond of tamarind and chillies, but not good cooks. The
men wear the loincloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf.
They may be known by the strings of bangles they carry slung over
their shoulders. The women wear the robe passing the skirt between
the feet, and the short-sleeved and backed bodice. They are hard-
working, thrifty, mild, and orderly. They make and bring glass
bangles from Goa and have much skill in putting them on, which
is a difficult operation, as the women pride themselves in wearing
bangles of the smallest possible size. They do not take to new
pursuits, and owing to the importation of cheaper and finer

English and Chinese bangles, their present state is somewhat
depressed. They rank with Lofidrs and Gudigars. The men go out
to hawk their bangles and the women do house work during the
greater part of the day. Their daily life does not much differ from
that of the Telugu Banjigs. A family of five spends about 12s,
(Rs. 6) a month. They employ Karhada or Konkanasth Brdhmans
to perform their marriage, puberty, and death ceremonies. Their
family god is Nirankdr whose shrine is in Goa, and they are
worshippers of shaJctis and of the ordinary local gods. They listen,

to soothsayers and employ sorcerers and keep all local holidays.
They wear the sacred thread and acknowledge as their spiritual

Teacher, the Smart head of the Shringeri monastery in west Maisur,
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Girls are married between nine and twelve and boys between
fourteen and eighteen. Widow marriage is not allowed but polygamy
is common. The dead are buried. Their other customs and ceremonies
do not differ from those of the Lohd,rs. Their social disputes are

settled at meetings of the men of the caste under a headman or

budvant. They do not know how to read or write and do not send
their boys to school.

G-aundis or Masons, about ninety, are found in the Haliydl
sub-division. They live with other castes both in towns and villages.

They are said to have come from Belganm about ten years ago in

search of work, and they still eat and marry with the Ganndis
of Kittur in Belganm. Their home tongue is Kanarese. Their
family deities are Yellamma and Nandydl Basaveshvar, whose shrines

are in the Parasgad sub-division of Belgaum. The names in

common use among men are, Rilmappa, Kenchappa Dnllappa,

Mhdlappa, and Chennappa; and among women, Shivnaujavva,
Yellawa, Mallavva, and Kallavva. They have no subdivisions.

They are dark, muscular, round-featured, and middle-sized. Their
Kdnarese does not differ from the local dialect. Their houses are

one-storied with mud walls and tiled roofs, and their chief goods
and chattels are palm-leaf mats, copper and earthenware vessels, low
wooden stools, and brass lamps. Their staple diet is rice, millet,

and split pulse, and they eat fish and flesh and drink liquor.

They are moderate eaters but bad cooks. Their special dishes

are holige and a sweet gruel called paramdnn which differs from
paisa o^y in being made of cow’s milk instead of cocoanut milk.

They take two meals every day at noon and at eight. The men
wear either a narrow waistcloth or breeches, a shouldercloth, and
a headscarf ; the women wear the robe hanging like a petticoat,

and the upper end drawn over the head like a veil
;
the bodice has

short sleeves and a back. They wear gold and silver ornaments
like those worn by Liugayats, but they show little taste in their

dress which is dirty and untidy. They buy their clothes from
local shopkeepers who get them from the hand-loom weavers of

DhArwar and Belgaum. Though neither clean nor tidy, they are

hardworking, thrifty, hospitable, and well-behaved. Their hereditary

calling is stone-cutting. They build stone walls, plaster houses, and
roughen grind-stones. The women mind the house and neither they
nor boys under sixteen help the men in their work. A good mason
earns 9d. to Is. 6d. (6-12 ans.) a day. Their calling is steady and
they are fairly off, being able to raise loans on personal security, which,

as a rule, they are careful to pay. They rank next to Marathas and
Lingdyats. Men work from six to twelve and from two to six, and
women and children remain at home minding the house. They are

busy during the fair weather but have little to do during the rains.

A femily of five spends about 16s. (Rs. 8) a month. Their houses are

worth £5 to £20 (Rs. 50 -Bs. 200), their furniture £1 to £5 (Rs. 10-

Rs. 50), and a marriage costs them about £10 (Rs. 100). Their chief

gods are Shiv, Basaveshvar, and Yellamma, and their family priests

and spiritual guides are Lingayats. The spiritual Teacher is the head
of the Kalmath monastery at Kittur in Belgaum. They venerate

Br^mans and Brahman gods and their special holidays are Hoii in
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March- April, Oanesh-chaturthi in August - September, Dasra in

September- October, and Dipdvali in October-November. Tbs

Teacher, who is of their own caste and a married man, lives on funds

subscribed by his followers. He wears the ling though he calls

himself a Gaundi not a Lingayat. He is invited by them on all

grand occasions, feasted, and given Is. to 2s. (8 ans. -Be. 1). He
officiates at marriages, and lays his feet on the head of the dead for

which he is paid Is. (Saws.). In his absence the ceremonies are

performed by any Lingdyat priest. The Teacher is succeeded on his

death by his son or next-of-kin. If he has no near relation the :

community chooses some one to fill his place. They do not offer

blood sacrifices but have faith in soothsaying. They make pil^mages
to the shrine of their family god in Belgaum. On the sixth day

after the birth of a child they feed their caste people and give them
each Is. (8 ans.) if the child is a girl and 28. (Re. 1) if he is a boy.'

This is spent in buying liquor which the men drink. On the

thirteenth day the community is again feasted, and the child is

named and cradled. They bum their dead without mourning.

Child marriage is allowed and practised. If a girl comes of age
before she is married she has to undergo a purifying ceremony
which costs abouts £5 (Rs. 50). Widow marriage and polygamy- are

allowed and practised
;
polyandry is unknown. When, as often

happens, an infant is married a few months after birth, the marriage

coronet is tied to the cradle instead of being placed on the child^s

brow. Their hereditary headman or budvant settles social disputes

with the help of a council of adult castemen. Offenders against

caste rules are punished with fine or expulsion according to the

gravity of the offence. The offender dines the community when his

case is disposed of. Boys go to school till they are twelve. . . ,

KallukutigS, a class of wandering stone-masons not shown '

separately in the census, number about a hundred. They are found
in small numbers in Gokarn, Sirsi, Siddapur, and other parts of

the district. Their name comes from the two Kanarese words
kallu stone and kuttu to cut. They are said to have come from the
Bombay Karnatak and Maisur. Their own tradition traces their

descent from theWorld-builder Vishva -karma. They are considered
one of the Panchals, a word which is supposed to mean the five classes

of artisans. The men’s names are, Nagya, Shetta, Yella, Timma, Sidda,

Bassya, and Rdma ; and the women’s, Devi, N^,gi, and Timmakka.
Their family god is Hanumanta who has many shrines in the
district. They eat and marry with the Kallukutigs or stone-cutters

of the Bombay Karnatak. Both men and women are dark,
middle-sized, and strong. ITiey talk both Mardthi and Kanarese.
They have seldom houses or huts, generally putting up in rmt-
houses. Their staple diet is rice, millet, fish, and vegetables.
They eat the flesh of fowls and mutton and drink liquor. The men
wear the loincloth, a narrow waistcloth without passing the skirt

between the feet, a headscarf, a shouldercloth, and a blanket.
The women wear the robe hanging like a petticoat and a bodice wi&
short sleeves and a back. Besides the lucky necklace and glaiSS

bracelets they wear gold and silver earrings, necklaces, and wristlets.

They are hardworking, orderly, and well-behaved, but thriftless
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and fond of drink. They roughen gfranite grinding-stones and maie
granite flour-mills. They move from place to place with a low
cart with solid wood wheels drawn by buffaloes. Their tools are a
short heavy-headed hammer and three to eight chisels. When at

work they earn about 4d. (2^ ans.) a day ; but they never find many
days’ work in one place and have always to keep on the move.
They are badly off and are often forced to beg. They rank with

Vadars and like Vadars take three meals a day. When they come
to a village men and women go from house to house asking

for work. A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month.

They worship village gods and goddesses, and have great faith in

soothsaying and witchcraft, and in the power of evil spirits to

whom they offer blood sacrifices. They keep the ordinary local

holidays. They generally marry their girls before they come of

^e and their boys between fifteen and twenty-five, but there is no
rule that a girl should be married before she comes of age. They
perform all their ceremonies without the help of Brahmans. Widow
marriage and polygamy are allowed and polyandry is unknown.
They name a child on the twelfth day and do not ask Brahman
priests to cast a nativity. The bridegroom wears no marriage

coronet or bhdsing. The usual marriage ceremonies are omitted

except the rubbing of turmeric paste, pouring water on the hands
of the couple, and tying the karemani or black bead necklace round
the bride’s neck. The bridegroom has to pay the bride 2 varahas

or 16«. (Rs. 8) to meet the cost of the wedding. They bury the

dead, and mark the third day after death and the anniversary^

with a caste dinner. Women after child-birth are considered as

andean for five days, but they have no ceremony when a girl comes
of age. Their social disputes are settled at meetings of adult

castemen. They neither send their children to school nor take to

new pursuits.

Manufacturers included eight classes with a strenth of 3769

or 0‘89 per cent of the Hindu population. Of these 1 70 (males 93,

females 77) were Patsalis or silk-cord makers; about 100 Jads or

hand-loom weavers ; 1971 (males 1055, females 916) Ganigs or

oilmen; about 200 Lingayat Ganigs, or Lingayat oilmen; about 100

Mitgdvdis or salt-makers; about 900 Uppers or cement-makers;

about 190 Bangars
;
and about 136 Padmasalis.

Fatsulis or Silk-weavers, numbering 170 of whom 93 are males

and 77 females, are scattered over the district. They take their name
from the Kdnarese patte silk and the Marathi sdli a weaver. They
are said to have come from Maisur. They have no surnames, but they

add the word shetti to their names. The names in common use among
men are, Vasu, Manjayya, Timmappa, Na^ppa, Subrdya, Ndrayana,

Lakshmana, Devayya, and Ramchandra; and among women, Manji,

Durgi, Devku, Mhankdli, Putti, Sdvitri, and Parmeshri. Their

family goddess is Durga Parameshvari whose shrine is at H41adi

aair Kundapur in South Kanara Their chief god is Venkatramana.

Both men and women are middle-sized, wheat-coloured, and strong.

Their home tongue is Kdnarese. They live in one-storied houses

with mud walls, thatched roofs, verandas, and front yards. Their
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every-day food is rice vegetables and fish, but they eat fowls

mutton and game except pork and beef. They drink no liquor and
use no intoxicating drugs. They are neither great eaters nor good
cooks. Like the Marathas the men wear the sacred thread, the
waistcloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf, and carry in

their arms satchels containing the silk thread in which they deal.

The women wear the robe hanging like a petticoat and a bodice
with a back and short sleeves. They are hardworking, sober, and
thrifty. They import cotton and silk yam from Bombay, and
twist them into cords which are used by all for girdle strings

and other purposes. The women help by spinning cotton. Their
calling is fairly paid, and they are well off, some owning lands which
they do not themselves cultivate but lease to tenants. They rank
next to traders. The men travel in the fair weather, offering their

wares in all fairs. The women attend to the house, and twist

silk cords. A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month.
They worship the regular Brahman gods and observe the ordinary
holidays employing Havig Brahmans and paying them great respect.

Their chief deity is Venkatramana whose shrine is at Tirapati in
North Arkot. Their spiritual Teacher is the head of the Sm4rt
monastery of Havigs at Kekkdr, five miles east of Knmta. Their
birth marriage and death ceremonies are performed by Havig
Brdhmans. Boys are invested with the sacred thread between
ten and twelve. After the boy is shaved and bathed the priest

kindles the sacred fire and mutters in his right ear twenty-four of
Vishnu’s principal names. They marry their daughters between
seven and eleven, and their sons between twelve and twenty.
Widow marriage is not allowed, but polygamy is practised. They
burn their dead. They have no hereditary headmen and settle

their disputes at meetings of adult castemen subject to the approval
of their religious Teacher. They do not send their boys to school
or take to new pursuits.

Ja'ds, a class of Hand-loom Weavers, numbering about a hundred,
are found above the Sahyddris. They are said to have come from
Maisur and Dharwar, and their names and family gods do not differ

from those of the Banjigs. Both men and women are tall, dark,
and strong. Their home speech is Kanarese but they also know
Marathi. They live in one-storied houses with mad walls and tiled
or thatched roofs. The staple diet is rice, millet, split pulse, and
vegetables. They are strict vegetarians. The men wear the waist-
cloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf, and the women the
robe hanging like a petticoat, a short-sleeved bodice with a back,
and ornaments of silver and gold which do not differ from those
worn by Banjigs. They are hardworking, thrifty, sober, and well-
behaved. Their hereditary calling is the weaving of the coarse
cotton cloth which is worn by the poorer classes

; their actual
employment is silk-twisting. In Kanara they also deal in cloth,
rice and groceries. Their calling is fairly paid. The women spin
and arrange yarn for the loom and mind the house. The cotton,
which is brought from Dharwar, costs about 3d. (2 ans.) a pound.
A man and a woman working together earn about 9d. (6 ans.) a day.
They are well off, and rank next to Banjigs. In the morning the
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' women cook and do other house work. At eight they take their

breakfast and after breakfast the men resume their work and the

women spin. Between twelve and two the women make dinner

ready and dine about two. After dinner both men and women
rest for a while and then resume their work of spinning and silk-

twisting. Their work is finished by sunset after which they rest

amd take their supper about eight. During the fair season men
go from place to place to sell their goods and open stalls near

temples during car festivals and at other fairs. They spin cotton

on spindles ; the only other instrument used by them is scissors.

They do not work on looms. A skilled workman earns on an
average 6d. to 9d. (4-6 ans.) a day, and a family of five spends
about 10s. (Rs. 5) a month. They are Lingdyats by religion and
their priests are ayyas or jangams. Social disputes are settled

at meetings of adult males under the presidency of ajangam or

ayya. They send their boys to school and are fairly pushing and
prosperous.

Ga'nigS or Oilmen, numbering 1971 of whom 1055 are males
and 916 females, are found below the Sahyadris in the chief villages

of Honavar, Kumta, and Ankola. They teke their name from the

Kanarese gdn an oil-mill. They add the word shetti to their names,
and are supposed to have originally come from Maisur. The common

^
. names of men are, Venkatesh, Govinda, Parameshvar, Manjappa,

j-' NdrSyan, Ndgappa, Shivappa, Devappa, and Honnayya ; and of

,
women, Lakshmi, Subbi, Ganpi, Hanmi, Ndgamma, and Pndtangi.

Their family god is Venkatramana of Tirupati, who has shrines at

Honavar and Gersappa. They are divided into Makkal-Santfo or

son-heir Gdnigs and Aliya-Santdn or sister's son-heir Ganigs. The
Aliya-Santans take food cooked by the Makkal-Santdns, but the

Makkal-Santans do not eat with the Aliya- Santins. They are

sturdy, of middle height, and generally dark. Their home speech

is Kdnarese. They live in one-storied houses with mud walls and
thatched roofs and large yards on one side of which under a shed
is the oil-mill. Their every-day food is rice and fish, but they eat

mutton and fowls on the last day of Dasra in October and when
they get them cheap. Liquor is forbidden and the rule against it

is kept. The men wear the sacred thread, a narrow waistcloth, a

shouldercloth, and a headscarf ; and the women the robe with the

skirt falling from the waist like a petticoat and the upper end drawn
over the shoulders and bosom. They also wear a bodice with a

back and short sleeves. Their ornaments do not differ from those

of the Gudigars and the Vanis. They are, for the head, tirpinhuvu

and hedige ; for the ear, bugudi, vale, and kdrdphul

;

for the neck,

mangalsutra, gejje-tikke, sarige, and strings of beads and coins ; for

the wrists, bale bangles, dundu, cholke, vnnki, himbale, havalbale,

sadchude; for the arm, ndgmurgi, bdjuband, aad vankisarige

;

and

finger and toe rings. They are hardworking, thrifty, well-behaved

and fairly off. They hold themselves to be high class Vaishyas

and will not eat food cooked by any one but a Havig Brahman.

Their hereditary calling is oil-pressing, and they also make palm-leaf

umbrellas, till, and work as labourers. A man and a boy or girl of

about twelve working together earn about 9d. (6 ans.) a day. Men
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and women work daring the whole day ; and children of oyer eight

help their parents. A family of five spends aboat 14s. (Rs. 7) a
month. They worship the chief Hindu gods, and pay special

reverence to Venkatramana. of whom they keep in their houses a
brass or red sandalwood image about six inches high. Its shape
is that of a man with four arms. They keep the regular Hindu
holidays, and make pilgrimages to Gokarn, Tirupati, Dharmasthal,
and other Hindu shrines. They employ Havig Brahmans to perform
their chief ceremonies, and their religious Teacher is the head of

the Sm^irt monastery at Shringeri, in west Maisur. Their girls

are married between eight and twelve, and their boys between
fourteen and twenty. They shave their widows' heads and do
not allow them to marry. Their ceremonies at birth, marriage,

puberty, and death are the same as those observed by Gudigdrs and
other Shudra classes. Their hereditary headman or hudvant settles

social disputes with the help of adult castemen. They have no
social organization like that of the Halepaiks and Nddors. Their
work is steady and they are comparatively well-to-do. Except a
few, they do not know how to read and write and do not send their

boys to school. Some are village headmen, itgrdnis or revenue
messengers, and constables ; others are petty traders dealing in rice,

vegetables, and fruit.

Linga'yat Ga'nigs or Oilmen, numbering about 200, are found
above the Sahyadris in Sirsi and Haliy^l, and in the petty divisions
of Mundgod and Supa. They seem to have settled in Kdnara about
the same time as the Lingdyat Banjigs. The names of men and
women do not differ from those of the Banjigs. They are of two
classes, Kade Ganigs and Charkad Gdm’gs, who neither eat together
nor intermarry. They are short, dark, and strong. They speak a
Kanarese which does not differ from that spoken by Banjigs and
other Lingayats, and their houses are the same as Banjig houses
except that they have an oil-mill close to the front door. Like the
Banjigs they are strict vegetarians, and never drink spirituous
liquors. Their dress does not differ from that of the Banjigs. They
are hardworking orderly and well-to-do, ranking next to Banjigs
and other high class Lingayats. In calling and daily life they do
not differ from the Kanarese Gamgs or oilmen. They rise early
and work at their mills till eleven. Between eleven and two they
take their dinner and rest. They begin work again at two and do
not stop till sunset. They sup about eight and go to sleep about
ten. The women, besides minding the house, help the men by
garbling the oil-seeds and driving the bullock. Dried cocoa-kernels
for manufacturing oil are brought from the coast and oil-seed from
Dhdrwar. The oil-press is the ordinary wooden mortar and pestle,
and a capstan worked by one or two bullocks or by one or more
men. Fresh oil sells at 2jd. to 3|d. (l2~2J ans.) the sh&r of
thirty-two tolas or ^ pound. They are strict Lingayats, keeping
the religious rules of the sect and worshipping Shiv, Pdrvati,
Virbhadra, Ganesh, and Basava. They worship in Shaiv temples and
reverence all village gods except those of the Vaishnav class whom
they despise and abuse. Their customs do not differ from those
of the Banjigs. They have a headman of their own who decide^
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Social disputes at meetings of the adalt male members of the caste.

They send their boys to school, but do not take to new pursuits.

Mitga'vdiS or Salt-makers, the same word as the Kb^rpatils of

Bassein in Thana, are a class of labourers who number about 100,

and are found in Kumta chiefly at Kalbag and Alvekodi. They are

said to have come from Malvan, Vengurla, Ratndgiri, and Goa, at

different periods within the last 400 years and to have originally

been salt-makers. The common names among men are, Honnappa,
Narayan,B^mkrishna,Hari,Timmappa, Shiva, Lakshman, Gopal, and
Vithoba; and among women, Lakshmi, N4gn, Shivamma, Tashode,
Shivie, Bhagle, Eukmini, Devle, Manji, and Venku. They still

marry with those of their class who have remained at Vengnrla,
Malvan, Batnagiri, and Goa. Their family gods are Gavdodev of

Vengurla, Eaulndth of Harmal near Qoa, and N^gnath also near Goa.
Their surnames are Vengurlekdr, Harmalkar, Naikar, Malvankdr,
Rant, Parab, Shirodkar, and Mitgavdi, all of whom intermarry and
eat together. The different families have separate gods, and those

of the same surname do not intermarry. They neither eat nor marry
with other salt-makers. They are tall, dark, and muscular. Their
home speech is Konkani, but some of the men talk Marathi and both
men and women speak Kanarese. They live in one-storied houses
with mud or laterite walls and thatched roofs and harrow verandas
and front yards. Their staple diet is rice vegetables fish and curry-

stuff, and they eat meat except beef and country pork. Few drink

liquor though liquor is not forbidden by their caste rules. They are

great eaters b^g fond of fish and Uqnor, but not good cooks. The
men wear the waistcloth the shouldercloth and the headscarf, and
the women wear the robe passing the skirt back between the feet

and drawing the upper end across the shoulder and bosom. They
wear no bodice. They are hot-tempered, thrifty, hardworking,

sober, and well-behaved. They used to make salt till the pans at

Kumta were closed. Some of them now work as masons and some
as labourers earning 6d. to Is. (4-8 ans.) a day. The women also

work as unskilled and field labourers and earn 4d. (2^ ans.) a day,

the field labourers being paid in grain. During the rains some of

them grow rice on their own account. They are well-to-do and
rank next to the cultivating classes. Both men and women spend
almost the whole day in the fields. They eat their breakfast before

they go out, go home for dinner about noon, and again work in the

fields till sunset. A family of five spends about(14s. (Es. 7) a month.
They worship village deities, and are strong believers in witchcraft,

sorcery, and the spirits of tbe dead. They keep all public Hindu
holidays, employ Havig Brahmans to perform their marriage puberty

and death ceremonies, and show them much respect. They consider

the head of the Smdrt monastery at Shringeri their spiritual Teacher.

Girls are married between nine and eleven and boys between fourteen

and twenty. They either bury or bum their dead. Widow marriage

and polygamy are allowed and practised and polyandry is unknown.
The customs and ceremonies observed at birth, naming, head-shaving,

marriage, puberty, and death do not differ from those observed by
the Konknas. Their social disputes are settled at meetings of their

castemen under the presidency of the hereditary headmen or budvant.
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None of them read or write, and none send their children to school.
They take to no new pursuits but on the whole are prosperous.

Uppa'rs, a class of cement-makers, according to the 1872 census
numbered about 900. They are found on the coast in the Kumta
and Ankola sub-divisions, and in Sirsi above the Sahyddris. They
are said to have come from Maisur as masons.^ The names in
common use among men are, Bhima, Hanma, Phakira, Basava, Bdla,
Mhasti, Durga, Honnappa, and Manja

; and among women, Mdri,
Kanne, Mhasti, Durgi, Lakshmi, Marki, and Nagu. Men add appa
or ayya to their names. They have no subdivisions. Both men and
women are middle-sized, black, sturdy, and regular featured, much
like Mukris a depressed class. Their home tongue is a Kanarese like
that spoken by Mukris. They live by themselves on the skirts of
towns in huts with mud walls, thatched roofs, narrow verandas, and
front yards. Almost their only articles of furniture are straw mats
and earthen pots. Their every-day food is rice, rdgi, and cheap fish.

They eat flesh when they get it cheap and are excessively fond of
liquor, drinking palm-beer every evening. The men wear a loin-
cloth, a shoulder-blanket, and a headscarf; and the women like
the Hdlvakki Vakkals let the skirt of the robe fall like a petticoat
and draw the upper end across the shoulder and bosom. The men
wear gold or brass rings in their ears and on their fingers, and the
women wear the lucky necklace of glass beads and a large number of
other strings of beads, and glass or brass bangles on their wrists, and
gold or brass rings in their ears and nose and on their fingers. They
have no special holiday clothes but generally buy new clothes before
the yearly festivals or on marriage occasions.

They are orderly and hardworking, but thriftless and drunken.
They were formerly masons, but they now make shell-lime,
burning the shells either in holes or in kilns in some outlying place
among the hills or in the forest. The kilns are made by kneading
red earth and water and heaping the mud into a circular wall about
four feet high, pierced with four openings, and enclosing a space
about eight feet in diameter. A layer of &ewood is laid at the
bottom of the kiln, and over the firewood mixed shells and wood,
the top being open to the air. The firewood at the base is lighted
through the holes and the burning goes on for two to three days.
When pits are used instead of kilns only a small quantity of shells
are burned. When the burning is over the shells are sprinkled
with water which turns them to powder. This shell-lime is used
both in building and m eating with betel leaves. The women help
the men in their work. A man and a woman earn together about
yd. (6 ans.) a day, but their thriftless habits keep them poor. They
rank With Mukris and other classes whose touch a Brahman considera
impure. Both men and women take gruel in the early mornino-, and
then go to fetch firewood or to gather the cockle or oyster shells

’ The Maisur Uppars are a large class numbering 92,000. Mr. Rice (Mvsor I ^71notices two divisions Kaimataks who make salt and Telings who make ’bricks^

Tvf
* as mud waE buUders, husband-

Xttis!
^ tamers. They were Vaishnave worshipping Dharmrija and mothers or
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that lie near people’s houses. A family of five spends about 10s.

(Es. 5) a month. They have great faith in soothsaying, witchcraft,

ghosts, and the power of evil spirits. Their chief holidays are
Shivrdtra in February, Yugddi in March, Holi in March and Chauti
or GanesK-chaturthi in August. They keep no images in their

houses but worship Durgadevi, Hulidev, Hanumanta, Venkatramana,
and the village gods. The Uppars round Kumta consult the Lingayat
Banjig who officiates at the temple of Ishvar at Hervata near
Kumta. They make no pilgrimages except to the yearly fair at

Gokam. Their girls are married between ten and twelve and their

boys between fifteen and twenty. Widow marriage and polygamy
are allowed and practised. The safti or sixth-day ceremony is

performed on the fifth day after birth. The child is named and
cradled on the eleventh day, and boys when two years old have their

heads shaved. On the evening before the marriage day the bride
is bathed, dressed in a new robe, and decked with flowers. On the
morning of the marriage day the women of their families rub the
bride and bridegroom with turmeric paste and bathe them in hot
water. The marriage coronet or bhdsing is fastened to the brow of

the bridegroom and he is led in procession to the bride’s house,

where he is seated on a wooden bench or cot with the bride on his

left. In front of them two brass or copper pots are set, filled to the
brim with rice and with a cocoanut placed in the mouth of each.

When the bridegroom and bride seat themselves on the bench the
eldest unwidowed woman present goes behind and ties together the
ends of their garments. The boy and girl join hands and the
headman or budvant pours a little milk over their hands. Next
the boy and girl stand up and a cloth is drawn between them.
The budvant marks the brows of the bride and bridegroom with rice

dipped in turmeric water, and the rest of the people follow his

example, wishing good luck to the married pair. The knot in their

garments is untied and the day’s ceremonies end with a dinner of

paisa, vadds, and hittu. After dinner the bridegroom takes the
bride to his house where she stays for five days. On the sixth day
the parents of the bride go to the bridegroom’s house and bring
back the bride and bridegroom, and all the guests are served with a
dinner of flesh and liquor. On the eighth day a similar dinner is

given at the bridegroom’s. When a girl comes of age, she is held

to be unclean for five days. On the sixth she is bathed and given a
new robe. Her husband is sent for, and they are seated on a mat in

the house and yellow rice is stuck on their brows. Her mother
presents the girl with four pounds of rice and five cocoanuts of which
a dish of paisa is made and served to the people of the house.

When a man or woman dies the body is at once brought out of the

house, washed in cold water, laid on a bamboo bier, and either burned
if the family is well-to-do or buried in some neighbouring hill-side.

On the eleventh day and at the end of a year after the death a
small dinner is given to the relations. Disputes are generally settled

at meetings of adult castemen under the presidency of the here-

ditary headman or budvant. They are also sometimes referred to

Havig priests of the temple of Hanumanta at Chandavar or to

Lingd,yat priests of the temple of Ishvar at Hervata in Kumta. Of

B 1218—36
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the whole youth ofthe caste only two boys in Sirsi go to school. Th^
take tononewpursuits and show no signs of improving their condition.

Banga'rs or Baiinagars, numbering 192 of whom 91 are males

and 101 females, are found in Sirsi and Siddapur. They are said

to have come from Maisur at the beginning of the present century.

Their names do not differfromthose of Banjigs andlike them th^ have
no surnames and add either the word appa or shetti to their names.
Their family gods are the same as those of other Lingayats. They
do not differ from Banjigs in appearance, home tongue, house, food,

dress, or character. They are petty shopkeepers retailing cloth,

grain, betelnuts, cardamoms, and vegetables. They are well-to-do

but rank below Lingayat Banjigs with whom they eat but do not
intermarry. Their daily life does not differ from that of

Banjigs. The women help their husbands in their calling besides

doing house work. A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a
month. The people are religious, worshipping all Lingayat gods
and keeping all Shaiv holidays. The head of the Chitaldurg
monastery in Maisur is their spiritual Teacher, but they also respect

Brdhmans. They keep a representation of Basava in their houses
engraved on a silver plate for daily worship. Their customs are

the same as those of other Lingayats except that their religions

ceremonies are performed by a Banjig shetti who also presides

over councils held to settle disputes the decisions being subject to
revision by the Teacher at Chitaldurg. They send their children

'

to the local schools. Many of them can read and write Kanarese.
They are steadily improving and are likely to rise.

Fadamsalis, according to the 1872 census numbered 136, of
whom sixty-one were males and seventy-five females. They are
found in the town of Sirsi, and at Banvasi, Malgi, and other
villages in Sirsi. They are said to have come to Kdnara from the
Bombay Karnatak. The names in common use among men are,

Lingappa,Hannappa,Mallappa,Madlingappa,Mariyappa,and Basappa;
and among women, Mallava, Chemiavva, Lakshmavva, Madlingawa,
Simmavva, and Lingawa. They add the word sheth merchant
or pallya a camp to their names. They have neither clan nor
family names, but have family gods. Families with the same
house god are supposed to belong to one stock and cannot
intermarry. Ishvara or Omkar in Sholapur, and Venkatramana
of Tirupati are their family gods and Yellamma of Gruladgudda
in Dhdrwdr is their family goddess. An engraving of Ishvara
in the form of man on a small gold or silver plate is kept in every
household and at Banvdsi there is a small temple of Ishvara
where they go on pilgrimage. Their parent stock is found in
Dharwar, speaking Tamil. According to their own account they
are descended from the Hindu sage Markandeya. In Kanara they
are divided into Arasinapatlas and Padmasdlis. PadmasaUs look
down on Arasinapatlas and do not marry or eat with them, though
Arasinapatlas take food cooked by Padmasalis. The men are dark
and much like Banjigs, the women being fairer than the men and
better featured. Their home speech is Kdnarese which does not
diSer from the language of Banjigs; according to their own account
their original language was Tamil. They live in small houses with
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ipiid walls and tiled roofs like Banjigs’ hoases. A few well-to-do

&milies have stools^ planked cots, wooden clothes-boxes, copper or

brass cooking vessels, and lamps. The rest use low wooden stools

and mattresses and earthen vessels and lamps. Rice, rdgi, wheat,
and pulse form their ordinary food, but fish, meat, and liquor are used
when they can afford it. Their holiday dishes are like those of the

Arers. They are moderate eaters and good cooks. The men wear the

waistcloth, the shonldercloth, and the headscarf with a blanket; and
the women wear the robe the skirt hanging like a petticoat and the

upper end drawn over the head, and a bodice with short sleeves and
a back. Both men and women ornament their persons with gold and
silver jewelry like the Banjigs. Their hereditary calling is hand-
loom weaving, but at present they are shopkeepers dealing in grain,

oilmanh stores, fruit, and groceries. They are hardworking, sober,

hospitable, and well-behaved. Some of them own land, and as a
class they are fairly off and free from debt. They rank below
Lingayats, about the same as Jddars, and above the degraded or

impure classes. They rise at six, visit their shops, and after a morning
of gruel go to their villages to fetch articles for sale. They

return about noon and take a midday meal, and again go to their

shops at two. At sunset they come home and after supper at

eight go to bed at nine or ten. Their women and elder children

mind the house and help the men in shopping. Their busiest

times are on holidays and during the harvest and wedding seasons,

their bosiness is dull during the rains. A family of five spends
about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. The coat of their house varies from
£2 10s. to £20 (Rs. 25 - Rs. 200), and of their marriage ceremonies

from £4 to £10 (Ra 40 - Rs. 100). As a class they ai-e rebgious,

having family priests of the Jangam caste called dchdris who
ofliciate at their naming, thread-girding, marriage, puberty, and
death ceremonies. Among these dchdris there are no classes all

being held of equal position. At the same time they respect

Brdhman priests and as an act of charity ask them to attend their

births, marriages, and deaths. Their spiritual head is a Smdrt
Brdhman, M4rkendeya Guru, who lives at Ron in Dharwar. Their

chief objects of worship are Ishvara and Vithoba. Like the

Lingdyats, they wear Shiv’s emblem,and their boys after they are ten

years old wear the sacred thread like high caste Hindus. They are

religious believing inwitchcraftandghostsandconsultingprofessional

mediums in times of illness or during other family calamities.

The satti ceremony is performed on the fifth day after birth.

On the eleventh day the child is cradled and named. On the

first day of the fourth month or sometimes at the end of the year

the javli or shaving ceremony is performed, and at any period

between seven and twelve boys are invested with the sacred thread,

but with no ceremony except a feast to the caste people. Boys are

married between fifteen and twenty, and girls as a rule before they

reach womanhood, though there is no rule making it compulsory

to marry a girl before she comes of age. Two days before the

lucky moment fixed for marriage a band of women with musicians

go from the bride’s house to the bridegroom’s and rub the

bridegroom with turmeric paste. When the rubbing is over an equal
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number of women from the bridegroom’s go to the bride’s and
mb her with tarmeric, and after this cocoa-kernel, molasses, and
betelnnts and leaves are handed to the guests. Next day the

family gods and ancestors are propitiated by worship and a dinner

is given to the whole community. On the third day the bridegroom,
dressed in the gayest apparel and wearing the marriage coronet,

comes with musicians and friends to the girl’s house. The ceremony
does not differ from the Arers’ marriage except that on the fourth

and last day of the wedding the newly married couple goes in
procession on horseback to the village temple. In the fifth month of

a woman’s first preg^nancy, the ceremony called shimanta is observed.

Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised, and the
dead are burnt and mourned ten days. The eleventh day is

observed as a day of purification, when water brought from a
Brahman priest is drunk and caste people are feasted and crows
are fed to please the dead. These observances are repeated on the
anniversary of the death during the lifetime of the direct

representatives of the deceased, and a general commemoration of the
dead is held during the All Soul’s days in the black half of

Bhddarpad (September-October) . Social disputes are settled at caste

meetings under an hereditary headman called budvant, and offenders
are punished either with fine or expulsion and re-admitted into
caste on atonement. The fine is spent in entertaining the caste.

Their children are being taught in village schools to read and write
Kdnarese. They do not take to new pursuits, but on the whole are a
prosperous and rising class.

Palm-Tappers include five classes, with a strength of 61,646
of whom 31,959 are males and 29,687 females, or 14'61 per cent of
the Hindu population. Of these 42,939 (males 22,388, females
20,551) were Halepdiks ; 978,1 (males 4985, females 4796) Bhanddris

;

8743 (males 4497, females 4246) Komarpdiks; 27 (males 16, females
11) Kalals; and 156 (males 73, females 83) Chaudris.

Halopa'iks, numbering 42,939 of whom 22,388 are males and
20,551 females, are found in Hondvar, Kumta, .^kola, and Bhatkal,
their centres being Chanddvar and Konalli in Kumta. The
name is commonly derived from hale old and pdik a soldier.^ Like the
Kom4rpaiks the Halepaiks were a troublesome banditti when (1 799)
the English occupied Kdnara. The names in common use among
men are, Hanmanta, Jatti, Irappa, Jatta, Bdma, Venka, Krishna,
Na.gappa,Nar4yan,andPutta; and among women, Ndgi,Devi, Krishni,
V’enki, Durgi, Lakehmi, Shivi, and Mari. Like Bhand^risand other
palm-juice drawers they add the word ndik to their names. They
have no surnames. Their family gods are Venkatramana of
Tirupati and his attendant Hanumanta who has a shrine at Chand4var

Eice 8 Mysor, I. 311. suggestion maybe ofiFered that pdii rather comes
from pm mpey the chief spirit worshipped by the Shdnars or palm-tappers of South
India. (motrnJour lith.Soc. Loud. New Series, I. 115). Phika would then be thesame as Dewa-m^alus or spirit children or the doubled form Hale-paika Devams

whwh the tappers of South K^ara and west Maisar are known
which seem to appear in Mvar the name of the
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in Kniuta. The Head settlements of the caste are above the Sahyddris,

but those above and below the Sahyadris neither eat together

nor intermarry. The coast Halepdiks, who are also called Divars,

are divided into Tengin Divars and Kan Divars, who do not eat

together or intermarry. Both men and women are middle-sized,

strong, well-made, and regular featured, their colour varying from
dark to wheat-colour. They speak both Kdnarese and Konkani.
Most of them live in middle class houses, which do not differ from
those of Komdrpdiks or Bhandaris. Their every-day food is rice,

ragi, and fish. They eat flesh except beef, and althongh caste rules

forbid the use of liquor or drugs, some Halepdiks ^ink country
liquor, and those who go above the Sayh4dris to work in betel-le^
gardens smoke hemp-flower or gdnja and tobacco. All of them,
men women and children, are fond of chewing betelnuts and leaves,

which the women carry in bags and the men wrap in the folds of

their head-scarves. They are poor cooks and moderate eaters, fond
of hot bitter relishes. Till lately in Honavar the people used to

collect wild sago from the pith of the Caryota nrens, baini mara.
This when dried in the sun, pounded, and strained, yields a white
flour, which after repeated washings in cold water is dried and
stored in pots and eaten as cakes or as gruel. It is strengthening

and is much prized. Since 1870, except under permits, the cutting

of the wild sago-palm has been stoppedL The men wear a loincloth

a yard square, a narrow tightly worn waistcloth, a shouldorcloth,

and a headscarf wound round a skull-cap. The headscarf is about

a yard square and is generally red or black. Betelnuts and leaves

are generally stored in the cap or folded in the scarf. To one end
of the scarf is tied a small brass chain fastened to a small metal box
holding the hme which is taken with the betelnut. Women wear
the robe like a petticoat the skirt hanging from the waist to the

knees and the upper end dravra over the shoulder and bosom. They
wear no bodice, but round their necks have thirty to forty strings of

glass beads worn like a necklace, weighing one to three pounds, and
generally covering the greater part of the bosom. They wear gold

silver or gilt ear, nose, wrist, and neck ornaments, and for holiday

wear have better clothes than those ordinarily worn. They are

clean, hardworking, thrifty, sober, and orderly. Besides palm-
tapping, some keep shops or take liquor contracts. Many are

husbandmen, most of them being tenants and a few over-holders.

Their condition does not differ from that of the Komarpdiks. They
rank below Vakkals, high class Hindus not associating with them
and considering their touch defiling. In the mornings and evenings

the men gather palm-juice, and the women mind the house, pound
rice, work in the fields, or look after the cattle. A family of

five spends about 10s. (Rs. 5) a month. Their family god is

Venkatramana of Tirupati whose image, about a foot high and
rudely carved in red sandalwood, is kept at the foot of the

sweet basil plant in the houses of those who have made a pilgrimage

to Tirupati. They also worship Hanumant as a servant of Venkatra-

mana, with all the local gods and goddesses and keep the leading

Hindu hohdays. They have no family priests and their spiritual

Teacher is the Lok^ichdrya Svdmi of the Shaiv monastery of
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Sagar near Shimoga in Maisur. They are firm believers in

soothsaying, witchcraft, and ghosts. Like the Halvakkals they

observe the chakra katlodu practice of setting apart a four-anna bit

in honour of Venkatramana. Their girls are married between nine

and thirteen, and their boys between fourteen and twenty. Widow
marriage is allowed but is unusual. When a man dies his widow’s

ornaments are stripped off, but her head is not shaved. A man may
have more than one wife, but a woman cannot have more than one
husband. They mourn a death three days. On the fourth day they
give a caste-feast, being first purified by the washerman who brings
them clean clothes and ashes. The well-to-do bum their dead ; the

rest bury. Their ceremonies from birth to death are the same aa

those of the Hdlvakki Vakkals. The wedding ceremony, with the
leave of the head of the caste, is performed by the next of kin,

who ties the ends of the bride’s and bridegroom’s garments, and
joins and pours milk over their hands. Each village has its

hereditary headman called budvant. Social disputes are settled

at meetings of the men of the caste under the presidency of the
headman. The headman’s authority is strong, those who refuse
to obey being put out of caste. The chief of the headmen or the
head budvant lives at Konalli four miles from Kumta. Except
that he has no ministers he has the same influence over the headmen
as the rdjgauda or chief head of the Hdlvakkals has over his

headmen, appointing and dismissing them and fining them up to
£10 (Rs. 100). Few of their boys go to school. They are a steady
though not a rising class.

Bhanda'ris or Distiileks, from the Sanskrit mandhdrak a
distiller,! also called MIdkars, numbering 9781 of whom 4985 are
males and 4796 females, are found chiefly in K4rw4r, Ankola, Kumta,
and Honavar. They are said to have come from Goa. They have
no surnames, all of them adding the word Bhandfiri. Near relations
do not intermarry. The names in common use among men are,
Vitoba, Fatu, Dulba, Ganu, R4m, Bhikdro, Mhddo, Phakira, Ravlu,
Kusht, Gopu, Zanzu, and Keshav ; and among women, Bhagu,
Bdije, Janke, Dvdrke, Pdrvati, Marte, and Savitre. Their family
god is Raulnath who has local shrines and a chief temple in Bardesh
in Goa. Their vernacular is Konkani and their relations, with
whom they eat and intermarry, are still in Goa. In Kumta
and Hondvar they are called Mddkdrs or palm-tappers, and in
Karwar and Ankola Bhandaris, but all belong to the same class.
The men are above the middle size, well-made, fair and with good
features, with broad chests and muscular arms, active, and intelligent

;

the women are fairer than the men, strongly made, and much better
looking than the women of any other palm-tapping class. Their
home tongue is Konkani ; but both men and women in Hondvar and
Kumta talk Kdnarese. They live in one-storied houses, a few of
laterite and tiled, but most with mud walls and thatched roofs and
narrow verandas and front yards in the middle of which is a sweet

local denyation is from bhandar a treasury, but liquor-tappiov and selline
rather than guarding seema their special work,

°

-4
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basil plant. Their house gear includes a couple of brass lamps and
brass or copper cooking pots, bell-metal plat^, low wooden stools,

a wooden box, and straw mats. Their every-day food is rice and
fish, but they eat flesh except country pork and beef, and drink
fermented palm-juice almost every day. On the Basra in October,
and on the bhdud and jatra holidays which occur at different times
of the year, they offer blood sacrifices to the village gods and
drink distilled liquor. They are temperate eaters, fond of tamarinds
and chillies. The men’s every-day dress is the loincloth, shoulder-
cloth, and headscarf

; and the women’s the robe which is worn without
a bodice, the skirt being passed between the feet and tucked in at
the back and the upper end passed over the left shoulder so as to
cover the upper part of the body except the head. They are fond
of gay clothes and flowers with which they deck themselves with
much taste. On big days the men wear the waistcloth, a short
coat, and a fresher and richer headscarf

; and the women a more
costly robe. They are hot-tempered, vain, untrustworthy, and
dishonest, but clean and tidy. Their hereditary calling is to draw
palm-juice and distil liquor, both of which are largely drunk by
the lower orders of Hindus. They also take liquor contracts, go
to sea as sailors, drive carts, till land, and work as labourers. A
man earns 6d. (4 ans-) and a woman 3|d. (2| ans.) a day. The
women, besides minding the house, make coir rope, which they sell

to those who come to their houses to buy it, or offer it for sale in

the market once a week, and husk rice for which they are paid
twelve pounds the hundredweight. Most earn a decent living

and a few are fairly rich owning land. They rank with
Komirpdiks, next to the cultivating classes. The men go to

work at daybreak and return about nine to breakfast. Some of

the women, whose turn it is to cook, prepare the food; the rest

employ themselves either in making coir rope or in husking rice.

Between nine and ten all breakfast, and rest till about two, when
they dine. After dinner they again work till sunset. In the fair

season the women go to large river sand-banks to gather cockle-

shells. The shell-fish are brought home early in the morning, thrown
into an earthen pot without water, and set on a slow fire. Under
the influence of the heat the cockles open and give out a milky fluid,

which supplies the place of water. When they are boiled the

sheU-fish and the liquid are poured into an earthen bucket and
the cockles are gathered, dried in the sun, and sold at about |d.

(J anna) a pound. The fluid is boiled in an earthen pot till it

becomes as thick as molasses when it is sold at about IJd. (1 anna) a

pound. A family of five spends 8s. to 12s. (Rs. 4-Rs. 8) a month.

Bhandaris reverence the regular Brahman gods, keep the usual

holidays including hhdnd or hook-swinging and jatra or car

feasts, and make pilgrimages to Gokam, Benares, and Rameshvar.

In Karwar their ceremonies are performed by Karhdda Bj-ahmans

or Joishis and in Honavar by Havig Bhats. Their chief

objects of worship are Vithoba and MahAm4i, whose images they

keep in their houses and worship every day. They also worship the

YiUage gods, and have much faith in soothsaying, witchcraft, and

evil spirits. Girls are married between eight and twelve and boys
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between twelve and eighteen. Men may re-marry and may have

more than one wife, women can only have one hnsband and must

not marry after his death. They bum their dead and mourn
ten days, and on the eleventh feast their caste people. Special

ceremonies like those of the Komarpdiks are performed at the

end of the year by the heir of the deceased, and the spirits of the

dead are yearly propitiated on All Souls' Day or mahdiaya pahsha

in September, eleven days after Oanesh-chaturthi. Their other

ceremonies do not differ from those of the Konknas. Each village

has its hereditary headman or budvant, who presides over their

meetings for settling social disputes. Eating with people of a lower

class is punished by loss of caste. Their women are seldom punished

for intrigues with Brahmans or other high class Hindus. But any
connection with low caste Hindus or with non-Hindus is punished

with expulsion. Their calling is well paid and they are above want.

A small number of boys attend village schools where they are taught

Mardthi and Kanarese.

Koma'rpalks, numbering 8743 of whom 4497 are males and
4246 females, are found on the coast, their centres being Sad^shiv-

gad, M^ljali, Karwar, Bingi, Arge, Todur, and Chandia in Karw^r;
Aursa and Ankola in Ankola ; and Gokarn and Knmta in Kumta.
They are also found in small numbers above the Sahyddris where they
go in search of work. According to their own account they have
come from Kulburga in the Nizdm's dominions. The name Komdr-
panthis or followers of Komdr, is probably taken from the Lingdyat
teacher Komdr Svdmi, whose head-quarters are in Kalddgi. They
take the word ndik or metri, meaning headman, after their names.
They are said to have formerly served as soldiers to the Sonda
chiefs. After Haidar Ali's conquest of Kanara in 1763 they took to
brigandage and became the terror of the country, but, since 1 799,
when the countiy came under the English, they have grown peaceful
and orderly.* Many took service in the British army, and some rose
to posts of trust. Their family gods are their ancestors, who
are represented by unhusked cocoanuts which are called mhdlpura.
The ancestral cocoanuts are kept at the house of the representative
of the eldest branch of the family and give it the name of
mhnlghar. Their home tongue is a corrupt Kanarese. The common
names for men are, Kira, Chincha, Purso, Chdru, Chikka, Gutti,
Sidrdm, Kencha, Giryga, Rumo, Danu, Siddappa, Munga, Lingappa,
Chenna, Ira, Venku, and Mhddu ; and for women, Vordi, Vantai,
Shivdi, Chuddi, Buddi, Gandi, Sesdi, Anande, Nagma, Neru, Eern,
Govri, and Hemdi. They state that their parent stock are the
Lingdyats of the Nizam’s dominions, and that the Lingayats hold
them degraded because, since coming to the coast, they have taken
to eating fish and flesh and drawing palm-juice, practices which are
against the Lingdyat religion. Most of the men are tall, strongly
made, and dark, with well-cut features. A few are short and fair.

^chanay (Mysor, II. 323, 324) mentions two Komdrpdik chiefs, Gida Ganesh
aao^Henja htdik, who were the terror of KdrwAr and Sonda at the beginning of the
century. Henja forced Brahmans to adopt his caste.
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The women are like tke men but fairer. Both men and women talk
Konkani, but their home tongue is a corrupt Kdnarese with a large
mixture of Konkani words.^ Their houses are one-storied with mud
walls, thatched roofs, verandas, and front yards, by the side of which
generally stand the cattle-fold and dung-pit, both of which are kept
cleaner than those of the Havigs. The veranda, which is about four
feet broad, is used as a sitting room and the courtyard is used for

thrashing, pounding, and winnowing corn. The house, inside of

which is a scaffolding of bamboos kept together by ropes, is usually
divided into three rooms, a large room used as a sleeping room, and
two smaller rooms about nine feet square, one used as a god-room
and the other for cooking and dining. Their ordinary diet is rice,

rdgi, fish, and condiments
; but they eat mutton, fowls, and game

except the bison. They do not drink liquor, though some of them
take opium and Indian hemp. Their chief holiday and wedding dish
is paisa or sweet rice-gruel, with vadds that is fried rice and black
gram cakes. Though their ordinary dress is scanty and untidy, on
holidays and grand occasions they dress with care and taste. A man’s
ordinary or indoor dress is a loincloth with a silver or silk girdle,

and ear and finger rings. Out of doors he wears in addition a head-
scarf, and a shouldercloth or black blanket. The women wear a robe
with the skirt passed back between the feet and the upper end drawn
across the shoulder and bosom. They have no bodice, but wear gold
and silver ornaments on theirheads wrists and fingers and in their ears,

noses, and necks. A man’s holiday dress includes a clean loincloth

or waistcloth, a shouldercloth with or without a jacket, and a head-
scarf with a coloured kerchief. Women wear a specially good robe
and deck their hair neatly and tastefully with flowers. Married
women whose husbands are alive wear the lucky necklace of black
beads with a golden centre bead and glass bracelets

;
they also

mark the brow with red. Besides these signs of wedded life

the well-to-do wear gold and silver earrings, necklaces, and
bracelets, and carry a small bag of cloth with betelnuts and leaves

and lime. Their ornaments do not differ from those of the

Shenvis, but are inferior in design and value. Widows are forbidden

to wear ornaments. They are hardworking vigorous thrifty and
sober, but proud and quarrelsome untrustworthy and dishonest.

A few of them are sawyers and petty contractors, but most are

husbandmen and cart-drivers, and a few are palm-tappers and
palm sugar makers. The women help in the fields and the children in

gathering cowdung and herding cattle. The men are fond of acting.

They know many dramas by heart, written by Brahmans in Kanarese
from passages in the Ramayan and Mahabharat. Bands of six

to twelve perform at fairs, earning about <S». (Rs. 4) a night, for eight

or ten nights at a time. When engaged by private persons for a
single performance the payment varies from 12s. to £1 (Rs.6-Rs. 10),

1 They use almost as many Konkani words as KAnarese. Some sentences ar»

entirely Konkani : Thus Ulo rdtuie ! Kundya poti ? that is What ! wench, (only)

bran-bread? This sentence in Kinarese wo\i\Ah& Elr rnmif ! Ta>'urlu rnlti ? Again

in the sentence Bdikeyauda dniddyamode shirkinila The woman's husband has stuck

in the stile, the whole is Konkani except the word gauda husband, the case ending ht

in fcdiie and the causative suffix inida in the predicate MrHxitla.
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Since they have settled as husbandmen and labourers, they havC
become hardworking and their state has greatly improved. As a
class they are well-to-do, owning land, cattle, gold and silver

ornaments, and some money, which they seldom invest in Government
banks. They rank with Bhanddris and Halepdiks next to the

cultivating classes. They take three meals a day. The palm-juice

drawers go early in the morning to their work, return home
about eight, and again go to work at five to return by sunset.

Husbandmen work like Konknas, and sawyers and cart-drivers from
six to eleven in the morning and from two to six in the evening, as

is the case with unskilled labourers. The women, besides house work,
help the men in the field by burning and preparing manure, weeding,
reaping, carrying, husking rice, and winnowing. A sawyer earns

on an average to 9d. (5-6 ans.) a day and field labourers two
pounds (1 gher) of rice. Their busy season is from June to October
and their slack season from November to May. A family of five,

three adults and two children, spends about 16s. (Rs. 8) a month.
The religion of the Komarpdiks is at present passing through a
change. The representatives of the original community above the
Sahyddris are staunch Lingayats, and the coast Komdrpdiks are still

Lingdyats in several respects ; they honour Ling^yat priests, and at
certain times worship Basava or Shiv’s bull the representative of the
head of the Lingayat religion ; they even sing hymns in honour of
Basava’s defeat of Brdhmanism. At the same time their change of
life to the coast, and probably intermarriage with women of the coast
districts, has introduced flesh-eatingandotheranti-Lingayat practices.
They are disowned by their own people above the Sahyadris and seem
to be transferring their reverence from the Lingdyat priests to the
Joishis, the advanced guard of Brdhmanism, who, by no means
regular in their practices, leave their followers free to perform what
religious rites they choose. They are a religions class, being
careful to keep Sankrdnt in January, Shivardtra in February, Shimga
in March, Yugddi in April, Ashddh ekddashi in July, Ndrali-
paurnima and Ookul-dshtami in August, Ganesh-chaturthi in
September, Dasra in October, and Gipavali and Kdrtiki-pauTnimcg
in November, the eclipses of the sun and moon, and the days of
Venkatramana, Nali Bhairava, and of their ancestral gods or
mhdlpnrs. They are also fond of consulting soothsayers or ghddis
of the Ghadi, Komdrpaik, and Kumbdr castes. They offer fruit
and flowers to Brdhman gods, and blood sacrifices to village and
household gods, except to the spirits of sutig. They make pilgrimages
to Gokam, Tirupati, Pandharpur, and Benares. They do not belong
to any regular Hindu sect. They honour the Lingayat gods and
revere and support the jangams or Lingdyat priests, who live in the
Lingayat temples at Amdalli and Siddar in Karwdr. They employ
Joishis to perform all their ceremonies and are entirely guided by
Aeir spiritual advice. The objects of their particular devotion’*are
Basava, vefikatramana, Kdibhairava, mhdlpnrs or ancestral godi,
&ud mlAstis or ancestral satis, in honour of whom they hold yearly
festivals. On the first evening of the Shimga holidays, at the full-
moon nearest to the vernal equinox, all men and big boys, each with
two wooden sticks go to either of the temples of Basava, and after
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falling before the idol, lay the sticks in front of it. Then the ayya or
Lingayat priest of Basava sanctifies the sticks by the touch of his feet.

After receiving from each ^d. anna), a cocoanut, and one pound of

rice, he lifts the sticks in pairs, and hands them to the men in turn
according to their social position. The men and boys then sing

Kanarese songs in honour of Basava’s triumph over Brahmanism
and dance, keeping time by clashing the sticks. After dancing for

about an hour they go to the headman’s house, lay the sticks

near the sweet basil plant, and retire for the night. Next morning
they put on long white coats falling to the ankles, a pair of coloured

drawers, and a Targe red headscarf, surmounted by a crescent of pith

and tinsel flowers, covered with wreaths of white and red flowers

which fall in streamers from the head to the arms, chest, and back.

They gather in the house of the biidvant or headman and dance in

a crowd beating their sticks and drums called ghumtas as well as an
accompaniment of regular country music. After this they go and
dance at every caste house till midnight. On the last or sixth day
of Holi, all the crescent and flowers are thrown in a blazing fire

which is lit at a conspicuous place near the town or village
; and the

image of Venkatramapa, whose shrine is at Tirupati, is laid at the

foot of the sweet basil plant in the house of the eldest representative

of each family and worshipped by one of the men in the morning
fasting. The image is first bathed with water and then rubbed with
sandalwood paste, and a lighted lamp is waved round it. On a
convenient day in the dry season solemn worship is performed and
the caste people are feasted with rice vegetables and sweetmeats.

Kdlbhairava, that is Shiv and his wife Kali cut out of one block of

wood, are kept separately about six feet from the basil plant. This

image is worshipped every day like Venkatramana, but on the day
after Venkatramana’s festival they kill cocks and sheep before it

and feed on the flesh with rice-bread. On this occasion as well as

on the day of Venkatramana all the members of the family who are

descended from one common ancestor or mhalpur attend. Once a
year all the members of the family come to the dwelling of the

head of the family, with half a pound of rice, a cocoanut, and half

a pound of molasses. The rice, cocoannt-kernel, and molasses are

cooked and offered to the forefathers, one of the castemen being

fed as the representative of the dead. The members of the family

alone partake of the dish, the rest of the caste being feasted

separately. This dish is called cliaru. Another yearly observance is

in honour of the mhdstis or mahdsatis, that is of the caste widows who
have burnt themselves with the bodies of the husbands. Yearly

feasts are given by the representatives of these satis and public

fairs are held in their honour. They believe that all who die

accidental deaths become evil spirits. These evil spirits are of two
classes, a kindlier class who if honour is shown them can be
persuaded to do good, and a fierce class who are kept from doing harm
only by being imprisoned. The kindlier class are called mhdrua

and are propitiated by gifts. The chief of them are the khetris who
receive offerings of fowls and sheep on the last day of Basra. They
are the spirits of ancestors who have died in battle or by accident.

They become the guardians of the house but are dangerous to their
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neighbonrs. The fierce class of spirit are the bhuts, whose chief is

ulvantin, the spirit of a woman who died in child-birth,whom it ismost
necessary to deprive of the power of doing harm. The people who
have the power of controlling the bhuts are called ghddis in Konkani
and gungds in Kdnarese. The ghddis or soothsayers by the use of

charms confuse the bhuts and prevent them from stirring beyond
certain limits. Every disease is due to the agency of an evil spirit,

either of a bhut who has to be puzzled or of a mlidru who has to be
pleased. A soothsayer or ghddi is always consulted before medicine
IS given. He is paid 6d. to 2s. (4 o««.-Re.l), and patients often die

before they are placed under medical treatment. Of the sixteen Hindu
sacraments Komdrpaiks perform marriage, puberty, and death
ceremonies with the help ofJoishiBrdhmans. Immediately after birth

the child is bathed in warm water, wrapped in swaddling clothes, laid

in a winnowing fan with an iron nail under its pillow, and for three

days is fed with rice-broth mixed with molasses. The mother is kept
on low diet for three days, and from the fourth gets full meals and
begins to suckle the babe. The goddess Satti, the spirit of the sixth,

is worshipped on the night of the fifth day, the child is named and
placed in the cradle on the twelfth, and on the thirtieth day jaladevata
or the water-goddess is propitiated, the ceremony not differing in

any important point from that practised by the Shenvis. Girls are
married between eight and twelve, and boys between fourteen
and twenty. Widow marriage is allowed and practised, but
without any ceremony except that the bridegroom presents the
woman with a robe. A third marriage is allowed. But they
believe that the partner of the man or woman who has been
twice married is certain to die soon after the marriage. To prevent
this, if the man has been twice married before, be is wedded to a
plantain-tree and fells it with a billhook immediately after the
ceremony. If the woman has been twice married before, she is

married to a cock whose throat she cuts with a knife as soon as
the mairiage is over. The puberty ceremony is performed as soon
as a girl comes of age. The girl and her husband are seated together,
the family priest kindles a sacred fire, and the women of the
caste are fet^ted. Sixty or seventy years ago they used to bury
their dead in Ling^yat fashion. Since then they have begun to
bum their dead, except infants who are buried. After ten days’
mourning they purify themselves by drinking water brought from
the house of the Joishi priest and call caste people to dine with
them. A person of the same age and sex as the dead is presented
with clothes and other gifts. If a man, he gets a loincloth, a
headscarf, a bell-metal plate, and a pair of sandals

; if a woman,
she gets a robe and betel leaves nuts and lime. Besides these
presents, the representative of the dead dines with the mourning
family every thirtieth day till a year has passed. Each settlement
of Komarpaiks has its hereditary headman called budvant with
an orderly or padddr, and each group of villages has its superior
headman or hallos. Social disputes are referred to the village
headmen, who meet together under the presidency of the circle-
head and settle disputes. In important matters a meeting of the
men of the class is called and they are told the decision of the heads.
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Any who question the decisiqn are pat out of caste till they submit.

If the headmen do not agree, the matter is referred for settlement

to the head of the Smart monastery at Shringeri in filaisur whose

decision is accepted as final. Ordinary offences are punished by
fine, the amount being credited to the village temple. For serious

breaches of caste rules the offender has to make atonement by
eating the five products of the cow, and, if he has disgraced himself

by eating with people of low caste, the offender must go to Gokarn
in Kumta and have his head shaved, and then sitting under a

triangle made of the base or stem of coacoa-palm leaves and laying

a few blades of straw on his head, he must bathe in the holy pool

and swallow the five products of the cow. The power of caste

rules is said of late to have grown weaker. Some of them can read

and write Kdnarese and send their boys to school. They are an

active and pushing class who are likely to rise.

EalaTs or Tavern-keepers, numbering 27 of whom 16 are males

and 11 females, are found in Yelldpur and Sirsi. The names
in common use among men are Motildl, Makuldl, Kanialdl,

Rdmlal, Brijlal, Gattulal, and Krishnalal ; and among women
Rddha, Sita, Rukmini, Yashoda, Devki, and Kdshi. They say that

their original home was in Central India. But they seem to have

come to Kdnara from Southern India, as there are families still

settled there with whom they eat and intermarry. They have no
subdivisions. The men are tall fair and strong, and the women
shorter and fairer than the men. Their home tongue is Hindustani

and with others they speak Kanarese. They live in rows of one-

storied houses with mud walls and tiled roofs. Their every-day

food is rice, wheat, butter, and vegetables. They eat flesh except

pork and beef, and drink liquor on grand days especially on the last

day of Basra, and on the jatra or yearly fair days. The men wear

a waistcloth, a short coat, and a headscarf about ten feet square

folded diagonally into puckers in Pardeshi fashion, and elaborately

wrapped round the head. The women wear the skirt of the robe

hanging like a petticoat and the upper end drawn over the head like

a veil. They are brave, thrifty, orderly, sober, and honest. Their

hereditary calling is liquor-making and they keep taverns and take

liquor contracts. They earn enough to live decently. They rank

with Bhandaris and other spirit-sellers. The men sit in their shops

and retail spirits, and the women mind the house and sell in the shop

if the husband has other work to attend to. A family of five spends

about 14s. (Es. 7) a month. They worship the ordinary Hindu
gods and keep the regular holidays. They employ Brdhmans at

their chief ceremonies and treat them with great respect. They pay

special reverence to the shaktis or female powers. They marry

their girls between seven and ten and their boys between sixteen

and,twenty. Widow marriage and polyandry are not allowed, but

poly^my is both allowed and practised. They do not wear the

Mfted thread. Their social disputes are settled by adult castemen.

-—-^hey teach their boys to read and write Kdnarese and Marathi, but

do not take to new pursuits.

Chaudris, numbering in 1872 156 of whom 73 were males and

83 females, are found in Haliyal and in the petty division of Supa.
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They appear to have come from Goa after the Portuguese conquest.

They live in towns as well as villages. They speak Konkani and their

family gods and goddesses are Kumbalpaika, Shirodbai, Bhavani,
Mdvli, Somvdsi, Konasari, Mhalsai, and Pdvanai, whose images they

keep in their houses and worship daily. They have no family

names, but those who worship the same household gods are

considered to form one clan. Two families of the same clan are not
allowed to marry. The names in common use among men are, Shdbi,

Bhiva, Ganba, Ndgo, Rama, Ghongi, Bombda, Dadu, Baba, Tdno,
Puno, Lakmo, and Dhondo; and among women, Ndgi, Bamai,
Bombdi, Puni, Lakmai, Tondi, Anandi, and Eddi. In appearance
they do not differ from Bhandaris. Indoors they speak Konkani,
and ont of doors Kanarese. Their house food and drink do not
differ from those of Are Marathds. The women wear the skirt of

the robe passed back between the feet and the upper end covering
the shoulder, bosom, and head. Their bodice has a back and
short sleeves. The men’s full attire is a loincloth, a narrow waist-

cloth, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf, all of local make. On
holidays they wear their bridal suits which are kept with great
care. The women make the red brow-mark and wear the lucky
necklace, the nose-ring, glass bangles, and toe-rings as signs of
married life, using flowers and gold or silver ornaments in their
hair and on the neck and wrists. The men wear silver girdles

and bracelets. They are untidy, inhospitable, and unfriendly to
strangers, but hardworking mild and honest. Their hereditary
calling is palm-tapping but they are also husbandmen and work as
unskilled labourers, the women helping the men in the fields.

Children begin to work between eight and nine and help their
parents in the house as well as in field work. Pew among them
own land. Most of them cultivate on condition of giving half
the produce to the landowner, and sell their share after keeping
enough to last till the next harvest. A palm-tapper earns 8s.

to 9s. (Rs. 4-Es. 4^) a month and a labourer fid. to 9d. (4-fi ans.)
a day, but they do not get regular work. They earn enough for
a living but have to borrow at about twenty-five per cent to
meet special expenses. They rank with Bhanddris. Some men
are employed in tapping palms from six to eight in the morning
and from four to six at night, passing the rest of the day in sleep
and amusement. Others, both men and women, work in the fields
from morning to evening with little more than a nonlinal rest
for their meals. Children spend almost all their time in herding
cattle. Their first meal is taken early in the morning between four
and seven, the second at noon, and the third at seven in the
evening. Their busiest season begins in June and ends in November,
and the slack season lasts from January to May. A family of
five usually spends about 10s. (Rs. 5) a month. A house costs
£1 to £20 (Rs.lO-Rs. 200), and marriage £4 to £10 (Rs.40-Es.l00).
Their house furniture includes palm-leaf mats, low wooden stools,
brass lamps, copper pots, and a grind-stone. They are pious people.'
Besides their family gods, whose images they keep in their houses,
they worship local gods and observe the regular holidays, paying
BrMunans great respect, and employing them to perform their
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ceremonies. Their family gods have no shrines and they never go
on pilgrimage. Their Teacher is the chief of the Smart monastery

of Shringeri in Maisur. They wash their household images in

water and rub them with sandalwood paste, offering fruit and
flowers, and waving lighted lamps before them. They give

blood sacrifices to village gods and goddesses and eat the flesh of

the victims at their yearly feasts. They do not practise witchcraft,

bnt consult soothsayers and think that sickness and other misfortunes

are the work of evil spirits and ghosts. Women are considered

impure for four days every month, and the whole family for ten

days after a birth or a death. They are cleansed by bathing and
drinking water brought from the house of their family priest. They
have no separate lying-in room ; a part of the veranda is enclosed

by bamboo mats. On the twelfth day the child is laid in the

cradle and named. Girls are married between eight and twelve,

and boys between fourteen and twenty. Polygamy is allowed and
practised, widow marriage is forbidden, and polyandry is unknown.
They mourn the dead for ten days and on the eleventh feast the caste

people. Their caste headmen or budvants are hereditary and preside

over meetings to settle social disputes. The offender is generally

made to feed a large number of his castemen and to have water

brought from the family priest’s house and poured on his right hand
by the headman. They do not send their children to school or

take to fresh callings.

Shepherds, with a strength of 4286, of whom 2509 are males

and 1777 females, included four classes. Of these 1714 (males

1015, females 699) were Dhangars
; 1025 (males 587, females 438)

Gaulis; 347 (males 207, females 140) Gollars; and about 1200 (males

700, females 500) Kurubars.

Dhangars, numbering about 1700, are found in the wilder parts

of Yellapur and Haliyal. The word Dhangar is generally derived

from the Sanskrit dhenu a cow. They keep both buffaloes and
cows. The names in common use among men are, Babya, Pdr.siya,

Kedari, Piraji, Sahdji, Bhavani, and Ninga; and among women,
Narsi, Koini, Sau, Ganga, Godu, Satu, and Baija. They are said

to have come to Kanara from the Bombay Karnatak. The
men are short and dark. Their home speech is Marathi but they

can speak Kdnarese. They live in huts with walls of wattled reeds

and roofs thatched with straw. The only furniture is palm-leaf

mats, brass lamps, earthen and copper pots, and low wooden stools.

Their common food is rice and rdgi, but they also eat flesh. Their

holiday dishes are rice, bread, meat, curry, and sweet gruel. They
are not good cooks. The men wear the loincloth or a waistcloth, a

blanket on their shoulders, and a headscarf or riinuU. They wear no
sacred thread. The women wear the bodice and the robe falling

from the waist like a petticoat and with the upper end drawn over the

shoulder and breast. They buy fresh clothes once a year, and have

a spare suit for special occasions. They are dirty in their habits,

but thrifty, honest, kindly, and hardworking. They keep a special

breed of cows and buffaloes knowm as Dhangars’ buffaloes and cows,

Dhangar mhasis and Dhangar gdis, which are the largest cattle in

Kanara They allow the calves to drink the greater part of the
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milk. The rest they make into clarified butter and store it in

holes in the earth, which are opened only when butter-dealers

come to buy. Their male buffaloes are very powerful and are in

demand by the people of the coast for ploughing and for carrying

and drawing loads. In the fair season they remain near villages

supplying the people with manure for which they are paid in grain.

During the rainy weather (June-October) they go to Satarim and

Sdnkli in Goa teriitoiy where is a large stretch of pasture land-

men graze the cattle and the women busy themselves in cooking.

Children begin to help their parents when about seven years old..

They are a well-to-do class. They rank with Gaulis and GoUars.

A family of five spends about 12s. (Rs. 6) a month. They

worship all village and other ordinary Hindu gods, offering blood

sacrifices to the female powers or shaktis, and having great faith in

soothsaying and in the power of evil and other spirits. The marriage,

age of ^Is is between ten and twelve, and of boys between sixteen

and twenty-five. Widow marriage and poly^gamy are allowed
;
and

polyandry is unknown. The details of their ceremonies do not differ -

from those of the Mardthds of the Bombay Kamdtak. They have

a headman called budvant under whose presidency social disputes

are settled. They occasionally suffer severely from cattle disease

and are not well-to-do. They do not send their boys to school.

Gaulis or KonkaniCowherds, with in 1881 a strength of about a

thousand, are found in Karwar, Sirsi,Sidd£pur, Haliyil, and Yelldpur.

They seem to have come from the Bombay Deccan as their family god
is Vithoba of Pandharpur, and their home tongue is Marathi. Their

surnames are, Potlo,Gujir, Katie, and Kable. The usual names of men
are, Bdba, Itu, Gopdl, Rama, Hondu, and Kusht

; and of women,
Pandari, Lakshmi, Bdija, Dvdrki, Rukmin, and Saju. Both men
and women are tall, wheat-coloured, and strong. Their home
speech is Marathi and with others they talk a rough Kdnarese.
They live in small houses with wattled reed walls and thatched

roofs. Their every-day food is rice, miUet, and pulse
;
but they eat

fish and flesh and drink liquor. They are not good cooks, their

great dainties being tamarinds and chillies. The men shave the

head and face except the top-knot and moustache. They wear the
waistcloth, a short coat, a headscarf, and a silver girdle, carrying
on their .shoulders a wallet for money, tobacco, and betel leaves

nuts and lime. The women wear a dark-red Marathi robe and
keep their hair carefully oiled. They are hardworking, sober, and
thrifty. They live near towns, keeping buffaloes, tilling small
patches of ground, and selling the produce of their dairies. They
are a well-to-do people, and rank next to Marathas. In the early
morning both men and women are busy milking their buffaloes.

After clearing the cow-shed, between six and seven, they start to
sell milk, curds, and butter. They take their breakfast about nine
and from eleven to four are busy in the dairy. After four they
again go to sell milk. Children of seven begin to help their
parents by herding cattle. A family of five spends about 14s,

'

(Rs. 7) a month. They are a religious people, employing Brdhmans
to perform their ceremonies, worshipping the village gods, and
keeping all local holidays, having faith in soothsaying, witchcraft,

>

f
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and the power of evil spirits. Girls are married between nine and
eleven, and boys between fourteen and sixteen. They burn their

dead and mourn ten days. Widow marriage and polygamy are

allowed and practised
;
and polyandry is unknown. An hereditary

headman called budvant settles their social disputes with the help

of a council of castemen. They are better off than Dhangars and
on the whole are well-to-do.

Gollars or Kanabese Cow-keepehs, numbering about 350, are

found in small numbers above the Sahyddris, especially in Sirsi

and Srdddpur. According to Buchanan they are partly of

Telugu and partly of Karnatak descent,^ and claim Krishna, the

eighth incarnation of Vishnu, as one of their caste. In north

Maisur the chief surnames of the Telugu Gollars are, Mutsarlu,

Brinde, Mola, Sadalavaulu, Perindalu, and Torole.^ Marriage

between persons of the same stock is forbidden. In Kdnara the

names in common use among men are, Shikka, Ira, Timma,
Tigla, Bomanna, Ndga, and Bora

;
and among women, Iramma,

Bangamma, Sannamma, Ndgamma, Shivamma, and Putamma.,

They are divided into Gollars proper, Kemper-goUars, Ur-goUars,

Kad-goUars, H41-gollars, and H4v-gollars, who neither eat together

nor intermarry.® The men are dark, stout, and strongly made

;

and the women though dark are well-made and have good features.

Theuf home tongue is Kanarese. They live in one-storied houses

with mud walls and thatched roofs. Their ordinary diet is rice,

split pulse, and dried fish, and they eat fowls, sheep, and deer, and
drink liquor. They are moderate eaters, very fond of chillies, but
not good cooka The men wear the waistcloth, the shouldercloth,

and the headscarf
;
and the women the robe hanging like a kirtle

from the waist to the knee with the upper end drawn over the head.

They wear a bodice with a back and short sleeves, and gold hair

ornaments, earrings, and necklace. They are clean, thrifty, kindly,

and orderly. They were formerly noted for their honesty in

carrying Government treasure.* In North Kdnara they are cluefly

husbandmen and milk and butter sellers. They are well-to-do and
rank next to husbandmen. Their daily life does not differ from
that of other husbandmen. A family of five spends about 10s.

(Rs. 5) a month. Their chief gods are, Krishna, Shiv under theterrible

form of Kalbhairav, and Pdrvati. They pray to the ordinary Hindu
gods and goddesses, offering blood sacrifices to mothers or female
powers, and employing Shrivaishnav Brdhmans whom they greatly

respect. They believe that after death good men become gods, and
bad men devils. They know nothing of the transmigration of

the soul. Though none of them wear the ling, their spiritual guide
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* Bachanan’s Myaor, I. 347 ; EC. 8. * Buchanan’s Mysor, I. 348.
® Mr. Rice (Mysor, L 332) divides the Mysor (JoUas, who are nnmeroas in north

Maisur, into YAkuls or Yidavkula, KiUns, Eavddigas, K4du Gollas, Kuri GtoUas,

Gop4ls, and Nanda Vamsikas.
* Buchanan (Mysor, I. 347) says all were armed and held themselves bound to die

in defence of their trust. If one of a band was proved to have embezzled money
entrusted to him the head of the band went to the nearest magistrate and gained
leave to shoot him. Mr. Rice (Mysor, I. 332) says, they were famous for their

integrity in carrying treasure.
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is Malayeshvar Sv^mi, who is a LingAyat and lives at M^pakali

about fourteeii miles noilih of Dodda-Ballapur in Maisur. They

marry their daughters between nine and twelve and their sons

between fifteen and twenty. Girls continue marriable sifter they

come of age. Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and

practised. The women are hardworking and are rarely a burden

to their husbands, who when rich often have from two to seven

wives. They bury their dead. Their funeral and other ceremonies

do not differ from those of the Lingdyats. They have hereditary

headmen called gottigarux who settle social disputes. In cases o^

adultery the headman and four elderly men of the caste call the

adulteress before them, rebuke her for her ill-behaviour, and if she-

shows sign of repentance advise the husband to take her back

;

otherwise she is divorced. Trifling offences are condoned by a
caste-feast. Most of them do not send their children to school but

a few can read and write Kdnarese.

Kurubars or Shepherds, numbering about 1200, are found in

Sirsi, Sidddpur, and Yellapur.^ The name comes from the Kanarese
huri a sheep. They are said to have come to Kdnara from Chitaldurg

in Maisur. Their surnames are, Ane, Hal, Kolli, Nelli, Samant, Koti,

Asil, and Murhindu. The shrines of their family goddesses are at

MuhUdd, Chandragutti, Uchangi, Haldava, Shikarpur, and Giri ia

Maisur. The common names of men are, Mallappa, Lingappa, Bora,

and Tirkappa; and of women,Gangawa, Nagawa, Irravva, Puttawa,
Mallavva, and Gaurawa. Marriage between families with the same
surname is forbidden. They belong to the important class of

shepherds, who, under the name of Kurubars in Kanarese and of

I Sir W. Elliot {1869 Jour. Eth. Soc. Loud. I. 104, 110) makes the Kurubars one of
the most important elements in the early population of South India. They appear as
Kurumbars in Tamil and Malayali, as Kurubars in KAnarese, and are the Dhangars
of the Marathils and Upper Indians. Some in Malabir are bondsmen, others in the
Madras Karnitak bred horses and served as troopers in the Maritha armies. In early
times in the east Kam4tak they are said to have formed a federal community of
twenty-four states, to have been converted to Buddhism, to have gained much skill in
the arts, and to have been overthrovm by a Chola king of Tanjor in the fifth or
sixth century. Sir W. Elliot notices that their truthfulness is proverbial. On this
and other grounds he would trace a connection between the Kurubars and the Santhdls
of Bengal, and through the SanthMs with the Abirs or Abhirs. He thinks they were
the people who buried in rude stone tombs. Mr. Taylor (Madras J. Lit. and Scien.
\ III. 261) suggests that some of the South Indian dynasties who claim to be Yddavs
may be BrAhmanised Kurubars. The Kurubars have a special interest in KAnara, if,

as seems possible, Kadamba, the name of two of the leading dynasties of BanavAsi
(a. o. 300-400 and a.d. >00- 1200) is a BrAhmanised form of Kurubar. Mr. Kice (Mysor,
I. 333) describes the Kurubars of Maisur as anumerous class scattered over the whole
province. They are of two main divisions, Ilande-Kurubars and Kurubars proper.
Among the subdivisions are Heggades, Aidu-varahAda-sAla, KAgara Knla, SAvanti
Kula, bangama Kula, Peddala Kula, Atti Kankana, Halu Kuruba, Hande Kumba,
Dh.anga, Kambali Kuruba, Kankaiyana JAti, Banda Nuliru. He notices (Ditto, I. 311)
that Kurubars stretch as far south as the hiilgiris where they are feared as sorcerers.

^ Coorg he mentions five classes, Kambalis or blanket-weavers, HAls or milkmen,
^ttas or hillmen, Jenns or honeyraen, and Kadus. (Ditto, III. 208). Buchanan (Mysor,
II. 128) describes the Kad Kurubars of south Maisur as dark and 'weak, with hair like
mops and a few rags for clothes. They were famous for their honesty and for their
coulee in driving off wild elephants by rushing up to them and holding a blazing torch
in the^ faces. The South Kauara returns for ISOO (Buchanan, III. 7) show only 183

cattle-dnv ers and dealers. They seem to have been numerous in Goa as

of Ju "k r husbandmen Corumbins or Kummbis as if they wereof the shepherd rather than of the Knnbi caste. .See Linschot’s Navigation, 77.
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Ktummbars in Tamil and Malayali, form a large section of the
population of Southern India. Their house god is Birappa who is

represented by a ling and has a shrine in every Kurub village.

The Kanara Kurubs keep a close connection with their parent stock
in Maisur. They are divided into Hande Kurubaru, Unne Kurubaru,
and Hathikankandavaru, who eat together but do not intermarry.

Bothmen andwomen are short and strongly made. Their hometongue
is Kdnarese. They live in lines of small one-storied houses with
mud or stone walls and thatched or tiled roofs. Their every-day
food is cooked and strained rice, rdgi, vegetables, fish, and most
miimal food except beef and village pig.i They smoke Indian hemp
or gdnja and are very fond of palm-juice and whey. They are
moderate eaters, but poor cooks. The men wear a very narrow
waistcloth which they fold tightly round the waist, a country
blanket woven by themselves, and a headscarf. Their ornaments
are silver and gold eaiTings, girdles, and finger rings. The women
wear the robe with the skirt hanging from the waist and with the
upper end drawn over the head like a veil, and a bodice with a
back and short sleeves in loose folds. Some women on going out
"wear a blanket on their shpulders drawing the upper ends across the
bosom and tucking them into the folds of the robe. Besides the
signs of married life, the nose-ring glass bangles and lucky necklace,

they wear gold and silver ornaments and flowers in their hair.

»eir clothes are made in the hand-looms of Maisur and Dhdrwdr.
ey are dirty in their habits, but hardworking, sober, and kindly.

According to Buchanan they were formerly shepherds, khandakars
or hill militia, allavana or armed attendants, and ancheyavai'U or
post messengers.® As, especially during the rains, the climate of

K^ara is fatal to sheep and as there is no demand for military

service, almost all now live as blanket-weavers, cart-drivers, and
husbandmen. The women are hardworking, digging ploughing
and doing all field work besides minding the house. They buy
wool from Maisur shepherds of their own caste who come to

Kdnara during April and May. Their blankets, which fetch Is. 3d.

to 2s. (10 ans. - Re. 1) are much in demand among cultivators, who
use them in all seasons, in the cold weather as coverlets at night
and in the wet weather as cloaks. Besides weaving blankets they
till and work as field-labourers, the men earning 6d. (4 ans.) and
the women 3d. (2 ans.) a day. Their busy season lasts from June
to November and their slack time from December to May. They
earn enough for their maintenance. They rank with Gaulis and
Collars. Men women and children above seven work from
daybreak to sunset, cleaning sorting and spinning wool and
weaving, or the men drive carts, or both men and women work in

the fields. A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month.
Their chief gods are Birappa and Battedevaru, and their chief

goddess is Tellamma. The ministrants in the shrines of these

deities are Kurubs of their own class and rank. On the days sacred
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' Animal food is forbidden for a month after weddings, during the first nine days of

the Daxra in October, and on the Ganesh-ehaturthi or Ganpati’s birthday in Aug. -Sept,
s Mysor, I. 396.
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to these deities they propitiate them by oflfering fowls and s^p
killed in some forest or on the bank of a stream or pond where

the deity is supposed to dwell The flesh of the victims is given to

be eaten by washermen or barbers. On ordinary days these deities

are worshipped by ofiering fruit and flowers and by waving lighted

lamps and burning incense before them. The spirits of men who

die unmarried called virhas are held in great respect and fear.

Their friendship is sought by yearly offerings of red cloth, molassra,

and cocoa-kernel. If these offerings are forgotten the spirits

of the unmarried are believed to send pestilence among men ai^

sheep and to disturb people by dreams and nightmares.^ Thett

hereditary Teacher is a Ling^yat priest called Revansiddeahv&r,

whose head-quarters are at Sarur near K^gan Pattan in Maisur.

He visits the Kurubar villages every year and in return for cow-

dung ashes or whliut receives presents of money and flxed fees for

marriage and other ceremonies which are coDected for him hy

agents. Neither the Teacher nor his agent takes any part in th^
ceremonies. Though they believe in the Lingdyat religion md
have a Lingdyat Teacher they are not allowed to wear the lm§.

Girls continue marriable after they reach womanhood. They can

be divorced only for adultery with low-caste men. Adulteresses,

widows, and girls who fail to find husbands are free to consort with

men of all except the impure castes, with whom they . live as

concubines. These women are called Kattigarus or concubines.

Ihough scorned by regular wives they are not put out of caste,

and their children marry with the children of pure Kurubars.

Polygamy is practised. Adultery is often detected but divorce is rare

as the wives are useful workers, and because a man who puts away
his wife is despised unless he gives a caste-feast and persuades the

Teacher to speak to his caste-fellows in his favour. Their marriages

are celebrated with the help of the village Joishi A Jangam priest

attends, but does not officiate though he receives a fee. They bury
their dead in Lingdyat fashion and do not mourn. Their hereditary

headmen are called gavdds whether they are village pdtils or not.

They have power to call meetings of the caste and to settle breaches

of caste rules with the help of the men of the caste. Their
employment is steady, but poorly paid. They do not send their

boys to school or take to new pursuits.

Fishermen included ten classes, with a strength of 22,183 of
whom 11,584 were males and 10,599 females

:

Kdnara Fishermen,

CiSTK.

Strbnoth.
Casts.

Stbbnoth.
I

Males. Females Total. Males. Females Tot^

A'lnbi^fs

Bhois
Gabits
Harkantras
Kabbem
Eh^de Khknds...

1463
729
1372
1961
697
406

1407
427
1154
2170
627
422

2870
1156
2526
4131
1224
828

Konkan Ehirvis ...

Kolis
Mogera ...

Total ...

2978
34

1919
130

2774
1

1497
120

6747
36

3416
250

11,684 10,599 22,183

' Compare for the Maisur Kurubars Bnchauan, I. 396-39S.
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A'lnbigS nmnbering about 3000, are fomid along the coast in

Kdrwar, Ankola, Kumta, and Hondvar. '^e word dmbig is derived

from the Sanskrit amhu water. The Ambigs are both sea and
river-faring people, fishermen, sailors, and litter-carriera The
common names among men are, Jetti, Kitn^ Timmappa, Durgn,
Mhasti, Honnapp, Venka, Manju, Badka, Govind

;
and among

women, Mari, Devi, Sukri, Sanni, Gauri, Honni, Jetti, Putti, Subbi,

and Mhdsti. They have no surnames. Their family goddess is

Gange of Gangdvali near Ankola. Unlike Khdrvis, Harkantras,
and Bhois, who throw the circular hand-net from the level of the

elbow, Ambigs throw the net from above the head. In other

respects they are much alike. Both men and women are dark, short,

and sturdy. Their home speech is Kanarese. They live in small

one-storied houses with mud walls, thatched roofs, and front yards,

with a central basil plant. Their every-day food is rice, rdgi, and
fish, and they eat fowls, sheep, goats, and most wild animals except

the bison. They are great eaters, their favourite feast being ro£^
fidi and palm-beer. The men shave the head and face except the
top-knot and moustache, and wear the loincloth, the shouldercloth,

and the headscarf. The women wear the robe drawing the upper
end over the left shoulder and then throwing it back over the
right shoulder. They wear no bodice. Besides the marriage
nose-ring necklace and glass wristlets, women wear gold silver or
brass nose-rings, earrings, necklaces, wristlets, and finger and toe

tin^. On grand occasions and on holidays they wear yellow and
white flowere. They are gentle, simple, and hardworking, but
neither sober nor thrifty. They are fishermen, sailors, and palanquin-
^bearers and go to sea in small canoes with an outrigger or uldndi,
a light block of wood (about 6' x 1' x 1') hung horizontally from two
poles fixed across the boat. The owners of boats and nets take
their castemen into partnership, themselves holding the place of
tindal or captain and taking an extra share of the produce as hire

for their boats and nets. Their nets are of hemp. New nets are

boiled in a mixture of water and lime for a day and a night, and
afterwards soaked in a strong decoction of Tenninalia or matti bark.
This is repeated at least once every ten days. The nets are of four
kinds, hale, rdmpan, yendi or ddndjdl, and hdtjdl or kaibale. The
bale nets are large pyramid-shaped bags, about fifteen feet broad
at the mouth and forty feet long, with lead weights aU round and
meshes which grow smaller towards the bottom of the pocket where
the ends are made fast. They are tied to stakes driven into the
mud. In driving them into the mud the stakes are kept upright
by passing a rope through a hole in the point, and, when the point
touches the bottom, forcing the stake down by working it backwards
and forwards. Each net has three ropes of coir. One of these

ropes at the upper border is tied to the stake opposite the nets

and the other two ropes fasten the ends of the lower part of the
net to two stakes on either side. This keeps the mouth of the net
open and stretches it out facing the current. Before the tide turns
the nets are taken up, the &h picked out, and the net again set

facing the fresh tidal current. The rdmpan nets are plain, from six

to ten feetbroad, and from thirty to fifty long,with large meshes and
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wooden floats on one side and lead or iron weights on the other.

They are spread in about thirty feet of water and as the upper side

has floats and the lower is weighted, they keep upright, and the fish'

that swim against them get entangled, and are picked off by the

fishers who keep close to the nets pulling them up and letting them
down when they see that a fish is caught. These nets are intended

only for large sea fish. The yendi or ddndjdl net is like the

rdmpoM, except that it has no wooden floats and that the meshes
are small. They have two upright poles fastened at the sides to

serve as handles, and are laid down in about five feet of water,

pulled landwards and hauled up by the handles. The hdijdl or
hand-net is like the hale except that it is much smaller and has a
cord fastened to the pointed end. The fisher ties the cord to his

right hand, and laying part of the net on his right and part on his

left arm, raises it above his head and jerks it from him so that it

drops all round evenly into the water. In working the yendi and
hdtjdl two men sometimes run splashing towards the fisher, holding
between them a rope with slips of tender cocoanut leaves fastened

to it to frighten the fish towards the nets. As palanquin-bearers
Ambigs are paid 6d. to 9d. (4-6 ana.) for a stage of nine milea
They dislike carrying palanquins. When bearers are wanted Hie
headman of the village or the mdmZatddr is told. He calls on one
of the leading fishermen to supply the required number and he
sends the men whose turn it is to go. Some of the men are
employed in the different branches of Government service as
messengers and torch-bearers. The women help the men in making
nets and spinning hemp. They also carry fish in baskets. They
are not well off, but are above want. They rank with Mogers,
Gabits, and other fishing classes. Most Karwar Ambigs work as
husbandmen and unskilled labourers, their daily life not differing

from that of Konknas. Fishers put to sea on bright or moon-light
nights with the rising of the moon and return when it sets. They
do not go to sea on moonless nights, but catch small fish during
the day and fish with palm-leaf torches in the rivers at night.
In dark nights they sometimes make a loud noise by striking
the oars against the gunwales of the boat, netting the fish as they
come to the surface to see what the noise means. During the rainy
months and in rough weather during the fair season they fish
in the rivers. The palanquin-bearers go to work when required
and return home after the end of their stage. Sailors are employed
only from November to the end of April. During the sailing

season they pass their whole time on board their boats except that
they come home for a day or so when their vessel happens to he
near their Aollage. When prevented from going out by the weather
the men weave nets and prepare fishing-lines. A family of five
spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They worship all village gods
and gc^desses, the object of their special veneration heing jetka or
the spirit of an unmarried Brahman, aTtvma or a village goddess,
and holra an unfriendly spirit to whom they offer goats and fowls,
^eir chief holidays are Shitnga in March, Ashddi ekddashi in July,
N’drli-paumima^ in August, Dasra in October, and Bivdli and
KaHik ekddashi in November. Their religious Teacher is the Sm^it
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head of the Shriiigeri monastety to whom they pay tithes accmding
to their means. Theif family priests are Joishis and Ha^ig bhats,

who perform all their ceremonies at birth marriage and death,

and are much respected. Infant marriage, widow marriage, and
polygamy are allowed and practised, and for ten days they mourn
their dead, whom they either burn or bury. They conmder that

the impurity caused by a birth or a death, after a certain number
of days, can be removed by cowdimging the floor of the house and
drinking water called tirth brought from the family priest. For
four days in the month their women keep separate, bathing and
changing their clothes at the end of the time. As with most
Hindus, when a woman is near her confinement, part of the front

veranda is enclosed as a lying-in room. If the child is a boy the
mtti ceremony is performed on the sixth day and if it is a giri

on the fifth. Between the sixth and the eleventh day the family
priest is asked to find whether the time of birth is lucky or

unlucky. Slight elements of ill-luek can be removed by gifts of

rice, cocoanuts, and money to the family priest. In bad cases, when
the child seems likely to bring ill-luck on the family, it is given
to any one who is willing to adopt it, as the ill-luck does not affect

the foster-parents. Unlucky boys are generally fostered by
caste people and unlucky girls are bought by dancing-girls or

courtezans. But the provisions in the Penal Code against selling

children to be brought up for immoral purposes (Sections 372,373)
have of late greatly checked this pra^ice. On tiie twelfth day
relatioUs and neighbours are treated to a dmner, and the child is

named by the eldest male in the house. After it is named the child

is laid on the lap of the eldest woman in the house, who puts it in

the cradle which is rocked by women singing songs. "V^en the
child is about three years old its ears are pierced, and gold silver or

copper rings are put in the holes. Girls are married between nine

and twelve, and boys between sixteen and twenty. The wedding
ceremony lasts five days. On the eve of the wedding day the

parents of the bridegroom, after worshipping the family gods and
giving a caste feast, send to the bride betel leaves, betehmts,
tobacco, and flowers. The bride is decked with the flowers, and
the leaves, nuts, and tobacco are handed to the guests. Early on the

marriage morning the bride and bridegroom in their houses are

rubbed with turmeric paste and bathed in warm water by married
women called savdshins who sing Kanarese songs. The bridegroom
is dressed in a waistcloth, shouldercloth, and headscarf of

white slightly tinged with turmeric water and over the scarf the
marriage coronet is bound tight to the brow

;
the bride wears a

robe cmled kirgi worn like a petticoat, a shouldercloth worn like

a mantle, and a chaplet of pith flowers called a lotus or kartial.

The bridegroom takes in his hands a couple of betel leaves and
a cocoanut, and, bowing to the sweet basil plant, starts for the

bride’s with a party of guests accompanied by caste-women
chanting Kanarese songs. On the way, whether by day or night,

the bridegroom is sheltered by a palmyra-leaf umbrella held by
a brother-in-law or other near kinsman. On reaching the bride’s

he is offered water to wash his feet, and led to a raised seat in the
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courtyard which is roofed with cocoanut leaves. The bride is. at

once brought out by her maternal uncle or cousin and set opposite,

the bridegroom on the other side of a cloth curtain which is held

by two men. The priest repeats texts till the lucky moment, when

the curtain is dragged to one side. Then the family priest hands

the bride and bridegroom a garland of flowers who throw them

round each other’s necks, and the father of the bride pours water

on their hands which are held joined by the bride’s mother. The

mother of the bridegroom, if her husband is living, or if not, some

near female relation, comes forward and fastens the lucky necklace

on the bride’s neck, while the maternal uncle ties together the

ends of the bride and bridegroom’s garments. Married wom^
shower rice on their heads and wave lighted lamps round their

faces. The guests are feasted the next day, and, after dinner, t^
bride and bridegroom with a party of guests go to the bridegroom’s,

where they are again feasted. On the fourth day the pair bathe

in turmeric water and play at odds and evens with betelnuts,

the guests looking on and applauding the winner. When the

games are over dinner is served and the party return to the

bride’s house and remain there till the evening of the fifth, when the,^

bride is formally made over to the bridegroom’s parents, who return

home with the bride and bridegroom. This ends the- marriage

ceremony, but on every great holiday during the first year after

marriage the couple are invited by the bride’s parents. When girls

come of age the puberty ceremony is performed by dressing the

girl in a new robe and flowers and giving a feast to the women of

the caste. On the eleventh day relations and neighbours are feasted.

A person of the sex and age of the deceased is fed and presented

with a suit of clothes. This is repeated every thirtieth day during

the first twelve months, and after the first year the spirit joins

the army of the spirits of the dead which are yearly worshipp^ on
the maWfeyopa&slta or All Soul’s day. Their hereditary headman
called metri or budvant settles aU social disputes, his decisions being

obeyed on pain of loss of caste. Like the KhArvis they have also

inferior hereditary officers called holhdrs who act as the headmen’s
messengers. They are not well-to-do and neither send their boys
to school nor take to new callings.

BLois, numbering about 1150, are found at Kdrwdr and Sunkeri
in Karwar; at Chandavar in Kumta; and at Murdeshvar in

Hond,var. They have neither surnames nor household gods. Their
family gods are Venkatramana of Tirupati, and Chandrandtdev.
Members of the same family stock do not marry. The names in
common use among men are, Gunya, Venkta, Timbuya, Krishna,
Boya,Nardyan, Nagu,Devappa, Timma,aud Pursu; and among women
Mensi, Omi, Devi, Chudu, Rumi, Sukurli, and Kusli. They have no
tradition of having been formerly settled in any other part of India.
They throw the casting net without swinging it over the head as
the Ambigs do. The men are dark, wheat-coloured, short, strong, and
well-made ; and the women are like the men, but perhaps stouter.
Their home speech is Kfoarese, but they can also talk Konkani.
They build their dwellings in a cluster on a river bank or on the sea
shore. They have huts with mud walls and thatched roofs, with
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narrow verandas, and cowdunged yards with a basil plant in the

centre. Their breakfast is rice or rdgi gruel and boiled fish, and
their dinner strained’rice with fish curry and palm-beer. They are

great eaters and drinkers of palm-beer. The women are fond of

chewing betel leaves and betelnuts with tobacco and lime, and
the men smoke cigarettes and pipes. The men wear the loincloth,

the shouldercloth, and the headscarf, and wrap a piece of cloth

round the waist. The women wear the robe with the skirt falling

like a petticoat to the knee and the upper end drawn over the

shoulders. They wear no bodice. Besides the marriage nose-ring

lucky necklace and glass bangles, they wear earrings and tin

bangles. They are steady and orderly, but do not save. They are

fishermen and palanquin-bearers, ^me serve as messengers in

revenue offices, as torch-bearers in village temples, and as

- umbrella-holders at marriages. They are not well off. They do not
eat with Ambigs or any other class of fishers. Their daily life does

not differ from that of other Kanarese-speaking fishermen. A
family of five spends about 14s. tRs. 7) a month. Their religion

does not differ from that of the Ambigs and Harkantras. They
worship all village gods and goddesses, are firm believers in

witchcraft and soothsaying, and employ Joishi, Karhdda, and Havig
hhats to perform their birth, marriage, and death ceremonies.

Their spiritual Teacher is TdtyAchdri, a Rdm^nuj Brahman whose
monastery is at Govindrdjpattan in North Arkot, to whom they
pay tithes through his representative the pdrupatyagdr of Ankola.
Iffieir customs do not differ from those of the Ambigs. They have
a headman or budvant who settles social and even family disputes.

Above the budvant is a metri or over-head who settles serious caste

disputes. They neither send their children to school nor take to

new callings.

Gabits or G^pitS, a class of fishermen numbering about 2600,

are found in Karw^, Kumta, Ankola, and Hondvar. Before the

establishment of British supremacy at sea (1760), and to a less extent

until 1800 when the creeks and backwaters passed under British

control, the Gabits caused serious loss by their piracies. They add
the word tdndel or steersman to their names. The names in ordinary

useamong men are, Vithu,Santayya,Kushna,R4m, Bdpu, Gopal,Janu,

Timmu, Govind, Appa, Tukaram, Atmaram, and Pimu
; and among

women, Yeshode, Pdrvati, Jdnki, Durgi, Shivu, Itdi, Lakshmi, Enkn,
and Nagu. Their surnames are Kubal, Jddav, Takar, Kamblu,
Yesluskar, and Tari. Persons bearing the same surnames do not
intermarry. Eaulnath and Shdnteri of Vengurla are their family

god and goddess. Their parent stock is in Batnagiri and they visit

their native places once in two or three years. Each family has a
separate god or goddess such as Kamakshi, Eamnath, Bhavdni,

Parvati, and Yetdl but they have no local temples. There are

no subdivisions. Both men and women are strongly made, but

vary greatly in size and colour. Their home speech is Mardthi

mixed with Konkani, and out of doors they speak Konkani and
Kfcarese. They live in one-storied houses with mud walls, thatched

roofs, and courtyards. Their furniture consists of metal water-pots,

brass lamps, low wooden stools, benches, straw mats, and earthed
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cooking vessels. Their every-day food is rdgi rice and fish.

drink liquor and eat game and fowls, and goats and sheep when they
sacrifice to the village gods. The men wear the loincloth, shoaldei*i

cloth, and headscarf, ear and finger rin^, and a silver girdle.

The women wear the full Marathi robe the ^irt drawn back between

the feet and fastened into the waistband behind, and the upper end
drawn over the shoulder and across the breast. They wear a bodice

with a back and short sleeves. Besides the marriage nose-ring lucky
necklace and glass bangles, they wear earrings necklaces and
wristlets. They have a store of clothes for holiday wear. They are

hardworking and bold sailors, and well behaved except that they are
somewhat given to pilfering their cargoes. Their hereditary calling

is sailing and catching fish. They go to sea in native boats, generaUy
with crews of a captain or tdndel and four seamen. Besides rations a
sailor gets Is. (8 ans.) for a trip that takes four days, and if the vessel

.

gets return cargo the sailors are paid Is. (8 ans.) more. The captain

is paid double the wage of an ordinary seaman. When engaged by
the day a seaman’s daily wage is 6d. (4 ans.). As fishers the Gabite
use the same nets as the Ambigs. Fish are caught during the
whole year except when the sea is too rough. Fish caught -in

rivers are sold in the country by the Gabit women who go through
the streets and lanes with head-loads of fish. They also sell

sea fish caught either by the hook or in nets. Some of the sea fish

are preserved, and a re^lar trade in dry fish is carried on by
Musdmdns and Native Christians, who buy it in large quantitica
and send it up-country. They are now peaceful subjects and go<^
neighbours, many of them owning fishing boats and trading craft.
They rank with Mogers and Ambigs next to the cultivating classes.

A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They worship
all Brahman and village gods, but their principal deity is Vithoba
whose shrine is at Pandharpur. They are firm believers in eVil

spirits, in the spirits of the dead, in soothsaying, and in sorcery.
They go to Pandharpur on pilgrimage, offer blood sacrifices fruit
and flowers to village gods, and employ Joishi Karhdda and Havig
Brdhmans. They marry in their own caste. Giiis are married
before they come of age. Widow marriage and polygamy are
allowed and practised. Except the poorest families they burn their
dead. Their birth, marriage, and death ceremonies do not diff»
from those of the Ambigs. They have an hereditary headman
called hudvant, who settles social disputes with the help of the men
of the caste, and whose decisions are enforced on pain of loss of
caste. They have begun to send their boys to schools, but .have
not taken to any new callings.

SftrEkEIltrss are a class of fishermen, numbering about 4000,
found at Karwdr and Bing in Karwar

;
in Ankola

;
at Sanikatta,

Kumta, Halkar, Gudeangdi, Hinni, and Kagiil in Kumta
;
and at

Honavar, Haldipur, Karki, Manki, Murdeshvar, and Bhatkal in
Honavar. The name seems to come from the K&arese huriharta/ru
a maker of cocoa fibre ropes which is one branch of their work.
They have no tradition of any home except Kanara. Their
family god is Venkatramana whose shrines are found in almost
aU their villages. They have no surnames. The names of men soe
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BeTarsa, Ira, Mhasti, Ganpu, Ketru, Chenna, Durga, Barma,
Shivappa, and Hosba

;
and of women, Devi, Kanni, Gauri, Durgi,

Ningi, Mari, Nagn, Mhasti, and Shivi. They are dark, middle-sized,

and stoutly made, with round featurea Most of the women are dark,
but some are fairer and shorter than the men. Their home tongue
is KAnarese, but some talk Konkani and HindustdnL They live in

small one-storied houses with mud walls and thatched roofs with
front verandas and yards with a basil plant in the centre. They take
rice-gruel in the morning, rdgri-gruel at noon, and rice and fish curry
at night. They eat flesh when they sacrifice during Dasra in
Octoter, at the bhdnd or hook-swinging festivals, and at any other
time if it happens to be cheap. Both men and women drink palm^^

juice in the evening. Their favourite feast is palm-juice and roask
fish. ‘ Their dress does not difier from that of the Ainbigs, Kharvis,
and Bhois. They are hardworking and thriftier than other
Kanarese-speaking fishermen. They catch fish like the Ambigs, and
work as sailors and as palanquin-bearers. Some who are natives

Kumta are well-to-do owning cargo boats. The rest earn enough
for a maintenance. They do not eat or marry with other fishers

though they resemble them in appearance dress and customs. A
family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They revm-ence
all Brdhman gods and have a special regard for Somnath, Mariamma,
and Jatga, of whom Somndth has shrines at Ashnoti and Mudgeri,
Mid Mariamma and Jatga in almost every village. Their religion

and customs do not difier from those of the Ambigs. They employ
Bhivig or Joishi priests to officiate at their marriages whnai are not
performed imtil the sanction of the hudvant has been obtained.

On the occasion of a marriage the priest hands wreaths of flowers"

to tlie bride and bridegroom saying sdvadhdn^ or take care, oir

which they throw the wreaths round each other’s necks. The priest

ties the ends of their garments into a knot and asks the bride’s

father to pour water on the right hands of the bride and bridegroom
which are held folded together by the bride’s mother. Their

headman or hudvant presides over meetings of adult castemen and
settles social disputes. Before birth, marriage, and other ceremonies
are performed the heads of the family go to the hudvant and ask
his leave. They do not send their boys to school, but are not a
falling class.

Kabhers, numbering 1224, are found in small numbers in Kumta,
HonMar, Sidddpur, Yellapur, and Supa They are also called

Gangemakkalu or Water Children. They are said to be depressed

Bhois. Their home speech is Kanarese. The names in common
use among men are, Basva, Dema, Rama, Ranga, Bhima, Iva, and
Parsha

;
and among women, Gutti, Bassi, Gauri, Gangi, Bhimi,

and Tulsi. Their surnames are Gauda handmaid, Mash4l torchman,

Koli boatman, and Pdtrachandri singer. Their family gods are

Guttiamma of Banavdsi in Sirsi, Maildrdev of Dharwdr, Yellamma
of Parasgad in Belgaum, and Basava and Maridevi of Sirsi.

Families with different surnames are held to belong to separate

divisions and neither eat together nor intermarry. The men
Me of middle size, rather dark, with regular features, strong,

muscular, and intelligent. The women are fairer than the men.
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^ut, and roundfaced. The only language they talk is Einarese
which, like the Banjigs, they speak in a singing tone. They live

in small mud-walled houses, cowdunged instead of whitewashed,
with tiled roofs and front yards with a basil plant in the cei^re.

Their houses are clean and neat. The furniture includes low
wooden stools, mats, mattresses, broomsticks, brass cof^r and
clay cooking vessels, and brass lamps. They have no servants,

but most families have two or three butfaloes whose milk they use
in the house and seldom selL Rice, rdgi, and pulse are their every-

day food, but, except pork and beef, they eat flesh sacrificed to

idols, and drink liquor. They are fair cooks and moderate eaters.

Holige and paisa are eaten on holidays when flesh and liquOT are
forbidden. Once a year each family sacrifices a goat or sheep
to the goddess Mari. The carcase is brought home, cooked and
served at a dinner to which friends and relations are asked.
Fish is also eaten. The men wear the waistcloth or dhoti, a
white short coat or handi, the shouldercloth or shdl, the headscarf
or rumdl, and sandals. Except the Pdtrachandri women, who pass
the skirt between the feet, the women wear a black or r^ robe
hanging from the waist like a petticoat. All the women draw the
upper end of the robe over their heads like the Banjigs and wear
the short-sleeved and backed bodice with ornamental borders. The
men wear the moustache and shave the beard and the head except
the top-knot. The women carefully oil and comb their hair and
tie it in a knot behind the head. Favourite hair ornaments for
evening or holiday wear are the white flowers of the betel-palm,
the leaves of the pachche plant, and aholi flowers. They keep a set
of clothes for holiday wear of somewhat higher value than those
ordinarily worn. The men wear a plain gold ring in the left ear,
and a silver girdle. The women, besides the marriage nose-ring
necklace and bangles, wear a button earring, a gold necklace or
galsari, a silver belt called patto, silver anklets, gold and silver
bracelets and filler rings. The Patrachandris or singers are
specially fond of jewels. Both men and women rub their brows
mth cowdung ashes. They are clean, temperate, honest,
hardworking, and generally well-behaved. Their herediWc^iM IS fishmg, but they work as field labourers and petty
shopkeepers, dealing in rice and currystufF. Some keep buUock-
carts for him The fairest among the Patrachandri women do
not marry but earn their living by singing and prostitutiou
They earn enoi^h for their maintenance. They rank above the

from whom they hold aloof, eating only in the houses
of Br4hmans and Banjigs. The men take a slight breakfast and
go to work at sunrise; they return at noon for dinner, and going
back atone, stay at work till sunset; they sup about eight and
go to bed soon after. Women and girls above eight nund the

children or go to grind £.rn or work

n^v?r wS' apply to Patrachandri women, who

S ^ of ^ods about 16«.

S religious, offering flowers and fruit toall local gods and goddesses and blood sacrifices to the goddess Mari.
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They respect Br^ihinans bnt show still greater reverence to Banjig

priests c^ed .ayyas whom they employ to perform their religious

ceremonies. Their spiritual Teacher is the head of the Lin^yat
monastery of Chitaldurg in Maisur, to whose agent each family

pays a yearly contribution of Is. to 2s. (8 ans.-Re, 1). They keep
all Banjig festivals. They believe in witchcraft and sooth^ying.

The object of their special worship is Basava whose image, in the

form of a bull carved on a metal plate four or five inches square, is

kept in their houses for daily worship. They are bound to marry
their daughters before they come of age. Widow marriage and
polygamy are allowed and practised. They burn the married and
bury the unmarried dead, and do not consider death an occasion of

rejoicing. Their other customs do not differ from those of the

Banjigs. Social disputes are settled by their hereditary village

headmen or budvanta. Breaches of rules are punished by fines up
to 10s. (Rs. 5), the amount being spent on a caste dinner. Though
they do not send their children to school or take to new callings,

they are intelligent and well-to-do.

Eha'nde Kha'rvis or Sword-wearing Sailoes, numbering about
800, are found in several villages in the Hondvar sub-division,

especially at Hondvar. They are probably fishermen who in piratical

times us^ to go armed withswords. The names incommon useamong
the men are, Irayya, FuUayya, Rogu, Tondo, Bhim, Komar, Murari,

Ganu, Paik, and Bhikaro
;
and among the women, Lakshmi, Gauri,

Pdrvati, and KurshL The men add to their names the words Bhimi,
Mesta, and Tdndel ;

these titles are not taken into account in settling

marriages. The Khdnde Khdrvis are said to have come from Goa, and
Raulndth of Topdem at Goa is their family god. They are slenderer,

weaker, and fairer than the fishing classes. They speak a drawling

Konkani and some also talk Kdnarese. The well-to-do live in one-

storied houses with mud walls, thatched roofs, verandas, and front

yards. Their common food is rice and fish, but they eat flesh

when they sacrifice to the village gods and when they can afford

to buy it, and drink liquor. They are great eaters and fond of

palm-beer, but are not good cooks. Those who work as boat-

carpenters wear the waistcloth, shouldercloth, and headscarf.

Sailors wear the loincloth, a narrow waistcloth, a shoulder-

cloth, and a headscarf. The women wear the skirt of the robe

hanging like a petticoat without passing the end back between the
' feet. They do not wear the bodice. They are hardworking, sober,

mild, kindly, and well-behaved. Some work as carpenters, especially

as boat-builders, and some sail coasting craft. They never fish.

Their daily earnings vary from 9d. to Is. (6-8 ana.). A canoe able

to carry five cwt. takes one man a month to make
;
a cargo-boat of

four tons burthen employs four men for six months
;
and one of ten

tons five men for a year. The carpenters use two kinds of axes

the taani and the moeh, a chisel or vinur, a plane or kiauli, a hammer
or kudti, a gimlet or birle, a borer or mm, a saw or kharvat, and a

^ triangle or mdtle. The timber comes either from the Government
foreste or from timber merchants. The longest voyages they make
are north to Goa and south to Bhatkal. They are chiefly engaged

m carrying goods from Honavw and Tadn to Gersappa and
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K4g4L The exports from Kumta are salt and eocoanuts ; tiie chieJf

import is rice. The sailor’s wages are about 3|d. (2^ ans.') a day4

with food. The women husk rice and make coir rope. The.

unhusked rice is brought from merchants who pay the women ,

10 pounds of paddy for every 120 pounds they huslc Three women
working together husk about 76 pounds of rice a day, of wbhdi:

each woman gets about two pounds worth. To make coir rope

they buy cocoanut husks and bury them in mud for about a year,

till the pulp which holds the fibre together has rotted. At the

end of the year the husks are drawnout, carefully washed, and beaten

with wooden hammers on smooth flat granite stones till the fibres

are separated. After this the coir is dried in the sun and made
into simple twist by taking small quantities of the fibre in th®

hand and rolling it on the ground. Two rolls are twisted together

and joined with fresh twist at the ends till the cord is 150 feet long.

It is then rolled into a bundle a foot and a half long. A woman caa
make ten bundles in one day. This is worth 6d. (4 ans.) half of which,

goes to pay for the husks. Their work is not steady and they are

badly off, little raised above want. They rank next to husbandmen.
The men work all day except in the morning and at noon when they
stop for their meals. A family of five spends about 14s. (Us.?) a
month. They worship all Brahman and local gods, and have gr^
faith in soothsaying and sorcery. They are a religious people

and make pilgrimages to Gokarn, to Tirupati in North Arkotr
Dharmasthal in South Kdnara, and to Rdmeshvar at Cape Comorin,
Their family god is Raulnath of Topdem in Goa They also pay
great reverence to Hanumanta of Chandavar whose image is once
a year carried in a palanquin through the coast villages, when
the people pay tithes and make offerings which are received Iqr

the Havig priest or bhat who is in charge of the palanquin. They
employ Havig Brahmans to perform their ceremonies. Their
Teacher is the head of the Smdrt monastery at Shringeri in Maisur.
Their girls are married before they are twelve. Widow marriage
is allowed but seldom practised, and their ceremonies from birth

to death do not differ from those of the Sherogars. They have
an hereditary headman called budvant who presides over meetings
of the castemen and settles social disputes. The assistant head-
man or chaugulo, whose office is also hereditary, ranks next to the
budvant and is consulted by the budvant in settling social disputea
None of them can read or write. They do not send their boys to
school or take to new pursuits.

Eonkan Kha'rvis, numbering about 5700, are found all

along the Kdnara coast. The name Khdrvi seems to come from
khdr a corruption of the Sanskrit Jcshdr salt. They seem to be a
branch of the Cambay Khdrvds whom they greatly resemble ia
dress, manners, customs, and appearance. The family deities
are Kantradevi and Bdneshvar, whose shrines are at Aursa in
Ankola. The names in ordinary use among men to which tandel
or captain is generally added, are, Lakma, Venkappa, Kommarsa*
Timappa, D^marsa, Durgayya, Dipu, Narayana, Rama, Govinda,
Pursayya, Irayya, Ballu, Devappa, Boti, Shivayya, Rupo, Omu,
Ananta, Hivayya, and Jaya; and among women, Jatu, Patti,
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Mhd.ldi, S&itAi, Shes4i, Sulbi, Dev^ Hemdi, Pdrvati,
- Gangii, Manju, and Huv^. The men are middle-sized and strong,

and the women are fairer than the men, strong, well-made, and
^althy. Their home speech is Konkani, but they can talk
Kinarese. They live in small one-storied houses with mud or

p^m-leaf walls and thatched roofs with narrow verandas and
tront yards with a central basil plant. Their common food is

rice, rdgi, and fish, mid they eat flesh except beef and village pig
(Ml the last day of Basra in October, and at any other time when
they can afibrd it. They drink palm-heer every evening, often to
excess. They are great eaters and fond of hot and sour dishes.

The men wear a loincloth, a shouldercloth, and a small head-
cloth

; and the women the robe with the skirt falling from the
waist like a petticoat and the upper end drawn over tbe shoulder
and bosom. They wear no hodice. The men shave the head
and face except the top-knot and the moustache and wear rings of

gold in. their ears and on their fingers. The women, besides the
marriage nosering necklace and bangles, wear earrings, necklaces,

bracelets, finger rings, and flowers in the hair. They are hard-
working, thriftless, and much given to drink, chiefly palm-beer.
They are salt-water fishermen and good sailors, and their fiishing

Ixiats and nets do not differ from those of the Ambigs. They also

work as house servants and labourers, and occasionally as
husbandmen, and like other Ashing classes carry palanquins. The
women employ themselves in cooking, spinning hemp, and selling

fish. When the men come home they hand the fish to the women
and dine, and in the evening after their day’s work gO in a band
to a liquor shop and drink often to excess. On returning home
from the liquor shop they sup about seven. A family of five

spends about 10a. (Rs. 5) a month. They rank next to husbandmen
and as a class are badly off. Their family goddess is Kmitradevi,
also called Bd,neshvari, whose temple is in Aursa near Ankola. They
employ Havig Brahmans and Joishis to perform their marriage,
puberty, and death ceremonies, and treat them with much respect.

They make pilgrimages to Gokam, to Tirupati in North Arkot, and
to Dharmasth^ in South Kanara. Their religious Teacher is the
head of the Smdrt monastery at Shringeri in west Maisur and they
pay him tithes through the manager of thetemple of Mahdbaleshvar
at Gokam in Kumta. Their customs do not differ in any important
point from those of the Ambigs. Each vfllage has a committee of

chaugulas formed of the leading members of the community under
the presidency of a headman called budvant or wise man The
budvant decides all social disputes according to the opinion of the

majority of the chaugulas, and refers difficult and contested

questions to the rdut or trooper who is the head of a group of

villages. The rdut submits to the head of the Shringeri monastery
any complicated question which he finds difficult to settle. The
decisions of the heads of the caste are enforced by kolkdrs or

messengers. None of them can read or write and none send their

boys to school They earn good wages, but want of thrift and
fondness for drink combine to keep them poor.

£olis, a class of Mardtha fishers, numbering about 30, come

Chaj^li
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during the fair season from the North Konkan as sailors in native

craft to Karwar, Kumta, and Honavar. Most of them belong to

Alib^g and Cheul in Koldba, and Harnai in Katn^giri. They do
not difler in any respect from the Kolis of the Northern Konkan.
They bring gunny-bags, copper and iron plates, and dates ; and
take to Bombay cotton, betelnuts, cardamoms, pepper, myrobalans,

timber, teak, blackwood, and sandalwood. They are better off

than Kdnara fishermen and rank next to Mard,th^s.

Mogers, a class of fishermen, numbering about 3500, are found
in the town of Kumta and in Manki, Murdeshvar, and Shirali in

Honavar. They seem to be foreigners, as they are taller, fairer,

and more enterprising than other fishermen. It is worthy of note

that there is a Centr^ Indian caste of the same name. The names
in common use among men are, Manjayya, Bajirdo, Timmappa,
Subr^Lyya, Dasa, Venkappa, Jettayya, Annappa, Kdntappa, B^a,
and Siddappa

;
and among women, Parmeshri, Subadri, PadmAvati,

Mahdlakshmi, Ganpi, Devamma, Shivamma, and Venkamma. They
had originally no surnames, but names formerly used to distinguish

families from one another by means of the situation of their

houses and professions have come to be treated as surnames.
They are Mapdri meaning salt-weighers, Hadimani or road-side

house, Kadimani or last house, and Taribdgla or ferry-gate. The
men are tall and strongly made, either dark or fair, and the
women are generally fairer than the men and well-made, with good
features. They speak Kdnarese at home, but most of them Imow
Konkani. They live in one-storied houses with mud or laterite

walls, thatched roofs, and courtyards with sweet basil plants in
the centre. Their furniture includes low wooden stools, brass
lamps, bell-metal plates, earthen cooking pots, and straw mats.
Their every-day food is rice, rdgi, and fish

;
they eat flesh like the

Ambigs and drink liquor, though the Kumta Mogers profess neither
to eat flesh nor to drink liquor. They are great eaters, but not
good cooks, being fond of hot and sour dishes. The Kumta Mogers
dress in Brahman fashion, wearing waistcloths, coats, and head-
scarves. The women wear the robe hanging from the waist like a
petticoat with the short-sleeved and backed bodice. Some of the
men wear the sacred thread. The Honavar Mogers carry palanquins
and catch fish. In dress and jewelry they do not difler from the
Ambigs. The Kumta Mogers are thriftless, vain, and badly behaved,
but sober and clean ; and the Honavar Mogers, though less clean
and fonder of drink, are simple and hard-working. Their hereditary
calling is catching and curing fish and sailing. Those who live in.
Kumta have taken to trade in cotton, betelnuts, and rice

; they
also take service with Gujarat Vdnis. Many can read and write and
serve as clerks and brokers, still eating and marrying with the
fishers. As a class they are badly off. They rank with inibigs,
next to the Nadors, Sherogars, and other husbandmen. The daSy
life of Kumta trading Mogers does not differ from that of other
t^ers, and the fishing Mogers’ life does not differ from that of the
Ambigs. The ordinary monthly expenditure of a family of five
is about 14s. (Ks. 7). Their spiritual guide is the head of the
Vaishnava monastery at Partagali in Goa. They pay him
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contributions and in return are branded with hot metal seals bearing
the conch-shell, discus, mace, and lotus of Vishnu. They employ
Havig Brdhmans and pay them great respect. They reverence all

Brahman and village gods, especially Vithoba and Yenkatfamana,
whose images they keep in their houses. They have also a great
r^ard for Jatga gods to whom they offer blood sacrifices. They
are strong believers in sorcery, soothsaying, and in the power of
spirits. They marry their girls between eight and twelve and
their boys between sixteen and twenty-five. Widow marriage
and polygamy are allowed but seldom practised. Soon after a
man’s death his widow takes off her marriage ornaments. They
burn their dead, burying those only who die of cholera and small-

pox. In other respects their customs do not differ from those of
the Ambigs. The Kumta Mogers try to copy the customs of the
Sdsashtakdr Brdhmans and call themselves of the daldl or broker’s

caste. They have an hereditary headman called hudvant, who calls

and presides over meetings, settling social disputes in accordance
with the opinion of the majority of the eastemen, whose decisions

are enforced under pain of excommunication. None but the traders
and clerks send their boys to sehooL The Kumta Mogers ate
energetic and ready to take to new callings.

Fa'gis, numbering about 250 souls, are foimd in the Karwdr
sub-division living on the banks of the Kdlanadi in small isolated

settlements. They derive their name from the Konkani word pag
to fish, and appear to have come from Goa where there are shrines
of their family gods and goddess Malkdrjun and Gurupardeshi,
and Mahdmai. Their home tongue is Konkani. The names of men
are Jogu, Kusht, Fakir, Ithoba, Vantu, and Pursu; and those of
women, Eukmini, Anandi, Bhdgi, Teshode, and Pandhari. They have
neither stock names nor family names, but the men add the word
Pagi to their names. They have no subdivisions among them, but
they are said to be a branch of the Kharvis of Goa. They are
wheat-coloured, middle-sized, and strongly made, but spare with
well-cut features

;
the women do not differ from the men. They

live in one-storied houses with mud walls and thatched roofs,

their furniture including mats, metal pots, lamps, and low wooden
stools. Their ordinary diet is rdgi, rice, and fish, and they use
animal food except beef and tame pork, and the men drink
liquor, their special dish being pdisa and vadds. The men wear the
loincloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf; and the women the
robe passing the lower end between the legs, and covering the upper
part of their body with the exception of the head with the upper
end. The men use gold ear and finger rings and silver girdles

; and
the women make the red brow-mark and deck themselves with
flowers and ornaments of gold in their ears, nose, neck, and wrists.

They are hardworking, sober, honest, and thrifty. Their hereditary
calling is fishing, but they now seldom catch fish but mostly ply
ferry boats across the Kdlanadi, cultivate lands, and work as
unskilled labourers. As a class they are comparatively well off
They are often compelled to borrow to meet the cost of marriage
ceremonies at twelve per cent, which they pimctually pay. They
rank with Khdrvis and other fishermen. The ordinary monthly
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expenditure of a family of five is about 12s. (Rs. 6) ; the cost
a house from £2 to £10 (Rs. 20-Ks. 100) ; of furniture from
10s. to £2 (Rs. 5 - Rs. 20) ; and of marriage from £5 to £10
(Rs. 50 - Rs. 100). They are very religious, worshipping all local
gods and goddesses and keeping all ffindu holidays. The object
of their particular devotion is Mahdmaya who has a shrine at
Kadra, which they visit every year during the annual festival,
between October and November, when they offer blood sacrifices of
fowls and sheep to the goddess. Their family priests are Joishis
and their spiritual Teacher is the head of the Smdrt monastery at
Shringeri, and they have strong faith in soothsaying, witchcrafti
and ghosts. They hold themselves impure for ten days after births
and deaths and purify themselves on the eleventh day by drinking
holy water or tiHh brought from the house of their family pri^
They burn their dead. Girls are married before they come age.
Widow marriage is allowed and practised. They observe sixth
and naming ceremonies after a birth, the shaving ceremony in thec^e of ma^ children, and the puberty ceremony when a girl comes

ceremonies on the whole resemble those of the
Harkantr^. They do not send their boys to ‘school, but are an
mtelligent class.

Musieians^cluded six classes, with a strength of 7034 or 1'65^r cent of the Hindu population. Of these 361 0 (males 2 179, females
1431) were Sappaligs or Devdigsj about fifty Ghadsis or Mardthi
V4jantns; 82 (mrira 42, females 40) Bhanddri Vdjantris

; 1732(mal^866, females 866) Haller Vdjantris ; 818 (males 439, females 379)Koravs or Kunchi Koravs ; and 742 (males 389, females 363) Mangs.
SappaUgs or Devdigs, numbering 3610 of whom 2179 were

are found in Hondvar, Sidd4pur, Kumta,Ankok, and Sirsi, and m the petty division of Mnndgod. The
“f"r,“aker from the Kdnarese sappal noise,and Devdig means God s Musicians from deo god and vadiq music"Some of them have MSI as a saroame, a Telnfa word for aservaat, showmg that like the Dorlis, PdKlis, and PadiLS

Sonth Kinara follow the law of nephe^^Lee^S oTol,','"”'’ ,

"
But the North K&ar. Sappaligs, e'rcejtTfowX
lith“heT ^or°the f'='“^1”^" Sapmligs neither eat nor marry
Sapp.ligs"p

“
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mad walls, thatched roofs, narrow verandas, and front yards.

Their common food is rice, rdgij and-fish, and they eat animal food
and drink liquor. The men wear the loincloth, and a headscarf,

and the women wear the robe hanging from the waist to the knee
like a petticoat. They do not draw one end over the head and wear
no bodice. Their holiday clothes are the same but a little more
valuable than those ordinarily worn. On holidays the men wear a
white jacket or bandi and a white headscarf. Their ornaments
are the same as those of the Bhanddri Vajantris. They are clean,

thrifty, sober, and generally well-behaved and peaceful. Their
hereditary calling is music. Their instruments are the bass-horn or
shritiy the clarionet or movri, the double drum or sammelu, the
drum or dholu, cymbals or idl, and the small drum or gidhidi.

Like Bhandari Vdjantris they perform in temples and in private
houses on high days and daring street processions. Those who
dmi land till it themselves

; others rent land as tenants. Before
the salt-works in Bhatkal were closed they used to make salt.

They now work as field-labourers. Some are poor but most earn
enough for a living and are not in want. They rank next to the
Sherogdrs and Hdlvakki Vakkals. Both men and women work in
tho fields during the busy season. Boys and girls under six are
allowed to play about the house. Afterwards the boys herd cattle

and tho girls help their mothers in cooking. The ordinary monthly
expenses of a family of five are about lOs. (Rs. 5). Though they
have no family gods and no family priests they hold Brdhmans in
great respect and invite Havigs to perform their marriage and
death ceremonies. They reverence the leading Brdhman gods and
observe the principal Hindu festivals, but do not belong to any
sect. Their chief objects of worship are the village gods, ammaa
and jatgas, to whom they offer animal sacrifices and fruit on Basra
day in September -October, and on the bhdnd or hook-swinging
fe^ivals which are always held in May before the sowing season.

They are firm believers in soothsaying, witchcraft, and sorcery.

Girls are married between eight and thirteen, and boys between
fourteen and twenty. Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed,
and polyandry is forbidden. Those who can afford it burn the
dead; the rest bury. They have an hereditary headman called

gauda who presides at caste meetings and settles social disputes.

They do not send their children to school or take to new callings.

Mara'tlli Va'jantris or Gliadsis, numbering about fifty but
not shown in the census tables, are found at Ankola and Kdrwd.r.
Their family goddess is Mhdlasa whose shrine is in Goa. They have
no stock names or surnames, but they add the word Gurav to their
names. The names of men are, Ndrayan, Krishna, Gop^l, Govinda,
Vithoba, Rama, andBhima; and of women, KAshi,Tashoda,Rukmini,
Bdija, Lakshmi, and Jdnki They are middle-sized, wheat-coloured,
and muscular, and have weU-cut features. Their home tongue is

Konkani hardly differing from that of the Aigals and Konknas.
They live in one-storied houses with mud walls, thatched roofs, and
front yards, famished with copper pots, bell-metal plates, low wooden
stools, and straw mats. Their staple diet is rice, fish of which they
are extremely fond, and curries. They also eat flesh except beef, and
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tame pig. They drink no liqnor. The men wear the waiatcloth,

the shoulderclothj and the headscarf; and the women the robe
passing the skirt b^k between the feet. They wear no bodice. They
mark the brow with red, and wear gold and silver ornaments on
their hair, neck, ears, nose, wrists, and toes. Widows never wear the

lucky necklace or glass bangles. They are vain, showy, and
but orderly. Their only occupation is playing instruments, their

instruments and their style of playing not differing from those of

the Bhandari musicians. They earn enough for their maintenance,
but have to borrow for their marriage ceremonies. On the whole
they are not well off. They rank with Bhanddri Vajantris. They
take no food that is not cooked either by their own people or by
Brahmans. At the same time not even the lowest of the pure classes

will touch food cooked by a Ghadsi. Their ordinary life is very idle.

They play in the temple for an hour or two in the morning and
evening, and spend the rest of the day wandering about the village

and talking. In the wedding season they are very busy, working
from five in the morning to eleven at night and often during the
greater part of the night. The women mind the house, and boys
are very soon taught the use of some instrument. The ordinary
monthly expenditure of a family of three adults and two children
is about 16«. (Rs. 8). Their houses cost £5 to £20 (Rs. 50-
Rs. 200) and their marriages £6 to £15 (Rs. 60 -Rs. 150). Girls are
married before they come of age and boys between twelve and
twenty. Their marriage, puberty, birth, and naming ceremonies
are the same as those of Ronknas and Aigals. Widow marriago
and polygamy are allowed and practised. They burn their dead
and mourn ten days. They are a religious people worshipping
all local deities and keeping the regular holidays. They are firm
believers in soothsaying, witchcraft, and ghosts. They offer blood
sacrifices to the female powers or shaktis and go on pilgrimage to
Gokam, Pandharpur, and Sirsi. Their family priests are Havig
Brahmans. Social disputes are settled by a council of men under
the presidency of an hereditary headman. They do not send their
children to school or take to new callings.

S]ia.iid.a. ri Vajantris or Musicians, numbering 82 of whom
42 are males and 40 females, are found in Rumta and Honfivar,
Aeir chief centres being Radtoke, Chanddvar, and Dh^reshvar in
Rumta. They appear to be descendants of persons put out of
^ste for adultery, and some of their women live as prostitutes,^e names in common use among men are, Parmeshvar, Nagappa,
Jettayya, Manja, Putu, Linga, Shiva, and Ganapaya. Those
among women are, Nagamma, Shivamma, Dnrgamma, Narsamma,
Lakshmi, Gauri, and Parmesri, They have no surnames except
names lurking their birth-place. They are of two divisions,
Xannad Bhanddri Vajantris and Hondvar Bhandari Vdiantris, who
neither intermarry nor eat together. The family god of the Kannad
Vfijantns IS Ishvar of Dhareshvar near Honavar

; the gods of the
Monavar Vdjantris are Ddmodhar and Mahalakshmi of Raule in
oa. Ihey also worship other local gods and goddesses such asH^umant and Durgi. The men as a rule are fair, tall, and

regular-featured, but dehcate ; and the women fairer than the men
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and with fine features. The home tongue of the Honavar Bhandari
Vajantris is Konkani and of the Kannad V^jantris Kanarese. They
live in one-storied houses with mud walls and thatched roofs with

courtyards and low narrow front verandas. Their common food is

rice, rdgi, and fish, but they eat flesh and drink liquor. They are

great eaters, being fond of spices, but not good cooks. Like all

Hindu wives their married women wear the lucky necklace and glass

bangles, and gold and silver ornaments. The skirt of the robe is

passed back between the feet and the upper end is drawn over the

shoulders. They wear a bodice with short sleeves and a back.

Their carefully oiled and combed hair is worn in a long plaited

braid tied across the nape of the neck, and is often decked with

flowers. They are showy, untruthful, and extravagant. They
work as menial servants in temples. A few of the girls are married,

but most become prostitutes, some being mistresses and the rest

public women. Some of the younger married women add to their

husbands’ earnings by practising prostitution. Besides at temples

the men play at private parties. They perform in bands of four to

seven on the drum or dhol, the timbrel or sammel, the flat drum or

tdshya, the clarionet or sanai, the bass-horn or shriti, and the horn

or shing. They are fed and each is paid 6d. (4 ans.) a day. Some
have begun -to open shops for the sale of rice, cocoanuts, jackfruit,

plantains, oil, and currystufl ; others are hustendmen ; and others

make palm-leaf umbrellas and work in brass. Their income is larger

than that of the BAndis and Adbatkis, but they are always in debt.

They rank next after dancing-girls. Temple servants go eveiy

morning to sweep, cowdung the floor, and play in the temple.

Those who have taken to crafts live like other craftsmen. Others

live like dancing-girls except that they do not teach their children

to sing. The ordinary monthly expenditure of a family of five is

about 12s. (Rs. 6). Their chief deities are Shiva, Vishnu, Ganpati,

and the female powers or shahtis. They keep all local holidays.

Their priests are Havigs. Unmarried girls, who are set apart for

prostitution, undergo the shes ceremony which is described in the

account of the KaMvants. When a girl comes of age she sits alone

if unmarried, and if married sits with her husband, in front of a
Brahman who kindles the sacred fire or horn and caste people are

feasted. The lap-filling or phalbhama ceremony is performed in

the case of married women as well as of prostitutes. Widow
marriage is not allowed or practised, but the widow’s head is not

shaved. They bum the dead. Their caste disputes are settled by
hereditary headmen or hudvants. They teach their boys to read

and write Kdnarese. In 1881 a boy of this caste was head of the

Knmta English school.

Haller Va'jantris, a class of musicians numbering 1732 of

whom 866 are males and 866 females, are found in Bdd, Shiddar,

Shiveshvar, Majali, and Kadvdd in Kdrwdrj in Ankola; and in

Karki and Haldipnr in Hondvar. The men’s names in common use

are, Pandurang, Appa, Krishna, Bdlu, Itoba, Mani, Ramji, Jdya, and
Somaya; the women’s names, Jayu, Rukmini, Parsi, Dulu, and SubL
They have no surnames. Their family gods are Mahddev of Bdd in

Kdrw^, Venkatesh of Ankola, and Sailkardev of Mdffij nine miles
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north of K4rwar, They are said to have originally come from

Tirnpati in North Arkot. Persons belonging to the same femily

stock do not intermarry. They have no subdivisions. They are

considered impure rauMng with the Mukns. The men are short,

dark, and muscular, and the women are like the men but spare and
somewhat fairer. Their home speech is a corrupt Kanarese with a
large mixture of Konkani. They live in small one-storied houses

with mud walls and thatched roofs, narrow verandas, and front

yards. They use earthen and a few copper pots for cooking, brass

lamps for lighting, straw mats and long low wooden benches for

sitting on, and copper pots for storing water. Their every-day food

is rice and fish curry, and they eat flesh which has been sacrificed

to the village gods and goddesses, or whenever they can buy it

cheap. The men use liquor freely. They are great eaters but not
good cooks. Their favourite dish is fovds or beaten rice mixed
with molasses and cocoa-kernel scrapings. Their chief holiday

or feast dish is paisa that is rice boiled in cocoannt milk with
molasses. The men wear a loincloth, a shonldercloth, and a
headscarf, and on holidays and great days, a white jacket, a neat
white headscarf, and a white shonldercloth. The women wear the
skirt of the robe passed back between the feet and the other end
drawn over the upper part of the body. They wear no bodice. The
ornaments worn by men are gold or gilt rings in their ear-lobes and
on their fingers. The women’s ornaments are the lucky necklace
of glass beads

;
glass, tin, and brass bangles on their wrists

; and
gold or gilt rings in their ears and nose and on their fingers. They
are mild, goodnatured, hardworking, and well-behaved. They are
musicians and play on grand occasions in the houses of all classes

of Hindus. A few hold land as tenants. Their musical instruments
are the drum or dhol, the double drum or sammel, the timbrel or
Tcdnsdl, the clarionet or sanai, the bass-hom or shriti, the comet
or kahalo, and the hom or shing. They also perform in and before
temples and play during street processions. A band of four to six
are paid 12s. to £1 (Rs. 6-Rs. 10) with rations and presents
of clothes. They are above want and as well-to-do as most
husbandmen in Kdrwar. Though held to be impure, they have a
better social position than other ' impure ’ classes, and are allowed
to walk at the head of processions. During the rains both men
and women work in the fields. Between half-past five and six they
take a morning meal of rice or rdgi gruel ; a midday meal of rice
and fish curry between twelve and two; and an evening meal also of
rice and curry, "^ey spend their leisure in practising music and
teaching their children. During the fair months the men attend
marriages and other festivities, and the women at all times do
house work. The ordinary monthly expenditure of a family of five
varies from 8s. to 12s. (Rs. 4 - Rs. 6). They worship all village and
Brdhman gods and goddesses, but their chief object of worship is
Mamdi or Mahamai whose fane is at Chitakule near Sadfehivgad
to the north of Karwdr. Her shrine is generally a rock or undressed
boulder and her image the miniature figure of a woman with four
arms. She is believed to have the power of spreading and of
staying pestilence. They sacrifice goats, sheep, and fowls, and offer
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cooked rice, flowers, and fruit, waving frankincense and lighted

lamps. She is worshipped by all Hindus including Brahmans.
Their family gods are Mahadev of Bdd, Sailkardev of Majdli in

Kdrwdr, and Venkateshdev of Ankola They keep in their houses a

foot-high image of Venkatesh carved in red sandalwood or chandan.

There are temples to Venkatesh in Hondvar, Kumta, and Goa.
The Hdller Vajantris have the hereditary right to perform in village

temples. Their family priests are Havig or Joishi Brahmans. They
go on pilgrimage to Tirupati whenever they can afford it. Their
spiritual Teacher is the head of the Shringeri monastery in Maisnr to

whom they pay a yearly house-tax of 6d. to 1«. (4-8 ans.) through the
pdripatyagdr of Ankola. They are firm believers in soothsaying,

witchcr^t, and sorcery, and stand in great fear of the spirits of the

dead. Sickness of all kinds is believed to be the work of spirits and
Ghddi and Komarpdik magicians are the doctors in whose hands
lies the cure. When a person is sick one of the members of the

house goes to a Ghddi or Komarpdik soothsayer and takes him to

their house. He discovers the cause of sickness, summons the spirit

who is worrying the patient, and forces it by threats or promises
to give np troubling him. The soothsayer is paid 3d. to fid. (2 -4

annas) with two pounds of rice and a cocoannt. A woman is held
unclean for ten days after child-birth. On the eleventh day she is

purified by being presented by the washerman with a new or a
newly washed robe. The house is cleansed by sprinkling potash and
cowdung water. On the twelfth day the child is named and laid

in the cradle. Boys are married between fifteen and twenty-five and
girls between eight and thirteen, as a rule, before coming of age.

Proposals for marriage come from the boy’s parents. On the first of

the three marriage days the boy pays the girl 6». (Rs. 3). All the
leading ceremonies at a Hindu wedding are carefully performed : the
bridegroom’s tinsel crown, the procession to the bride’s, the garland
decking, the pouring of milk on the hands, the tying of the robes,

the waving of lighted lamps, and the final dinner of rice cocoannt
milk and molasses and the distribution of betelnut and leaves.

The bride remains with her parents till she comes of age, and then
goes to live with her husband. When she reaches womanhood a girl

is considered unclean for five days. On the fifth day she is bathed,
presented with a new robe, and sent to the nearest village temple
to offer the god a cocoannt and flowers. On her return she is

seated on a mat in the veranda and her women relations and
friends drop presents of cocoanuts, rice, and flowers into her lap.

Widow marriage is allowed and freely practised; polyandry is

unknown. They either burn or bury their dead, the eleventh day
being kept as a day of purification, when a small dinner is given to

relations. Social ^spates are settled by the hereditary headmen of

the caste called budvants who are held in great esteem. They are

a pushing class, popular, and persevering. They take to no other

calling and do not send their children to school.

KoraVS or Kunchi Koravs, numbering 818 of whom 439 are

males and 379 females, are found in Sirsi, Sidddpur, and Yellapnr,

living in lonely settlements on the skirts of the inhabited country.

Their hereditary calling is music. The Koravs seem coimected
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with the Korchars or Koramas hack-bnllock keepers and bamboo
workers of whom an account is given under Carriers.

Ma'ngS, numbering 742 of whom 389 are males and 353 females,
are found in Yellapur, Supa, and Siddapur, and in the petty division

of Mundgod. Their first local settlement seems to have been at Ulvi
in Supa where they are believed to have come from the Bombay
Karnatak about a hundred years ago. The names in common use
among men are, Shiva, Devn, Koneri, and Bhima; and among women,
Budu, Nagu, Devi, and Bhimi. Their family god is Basaveshvar
whose shrine is at Ulvi and whose ministrant is a Lingayat pri^t.
Both men and women are dark, round-featured, and stout. Their
home tongue is the ordinary local Kanarese. They live in lines of
one-storied houses with mud walls and thatched roofs famished
with palm-leaf mats, brass lamps, bell-metal plates, and copper,
brass and earthen cooking vessels. Their staple food is rice, fish,

and currystuS, and when they can get them, fowls, mutton, and
game. They drink country liquor and smoke Indian hemp. The
men wear a loincloth, a narrow waistcloth, and a headscarf ; the
women pass one end of the robe back between the feet, wear a bodice
with a back and short sleeves, and gold gilt or silver ornaments in
their ears, nose, necks, and wrists, and on big days flowers of all

colours. They keep in stock holiday clothes, a little more valuable
than those worn on ordinary days. They are sober, hardworking,
and well-behaved, but untidy. Their hereditary calling is music,
though of late they have taken to husbandry. Besides minding the
house, the women work in the fields and boys begin to leam music
after twelve. As their services are in constant demand and are
well paid, they are well-to-do, and not forced to borrow to meet
wedding and other expenses. They rank with the Koravs, Hallers,
and Mukris. They take three meals a day, the first at sunrise, the
second at noon, and the third after sunset. During the fair season
the men generally go to play, the women mind the house, and
the boys herd cattle and practise music. During the rainy months
most men and women work in the fields. Their busy seasons are
from June to November in their fields and from January to March
as musicians. The ordinary monthly expenditure of a family of
three adults and two children is about 16s. (Rs. 8), a wedding costs
£6 to £10 (Rs. 60-Rs. 100), and furniture 10s. to £1 (Rs. 5 . Rs. 10).
They are a religious people. Their spiritual Teacher is the head of
the Smart monastery of Shringeri in Maisur, but their chief object
of worship is Basaveshvar whose shrine is at Ulvi in Supa. They
make pilgrimages there and pay great respect to the Lingdyat priest
who ofliciates at the shrine. They also honour Havid Brahmans
whom they propitiate with gifts. Besides Basaveshvar they worship
the Shivling, Shiv s consort Parvati, and local mothers or awiTnas,
but do not offer blood sacrifices. They keep Ndg-panchami inAngust-
September, Basra in September- October, Bipavdli in October-
November, and Tulsi-paumima in November-December. They
perform thesatti on the sixth day after a birth, and naming, marriage
and death ceremonies. The parents conduct the ceremonies without
the help of Brahmans. Their customs do not differ from those of Ire
or cultivating Mardthds. Child marriage is uncommon, widow
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marri^e and polygamy are allowed, and polyandiy is nnknown. Their
hereditary chief or budvant settles their disputes with the help of
councils of adult castemen. He has the power of fining, putting
out of caste, and re-admitting offenders. They neither tie to new
pursuits nor send their children to school.

Courtezans included three classes with a strength of 770.
Of these 520 (males 220, females 300) were Naikins or Konkani
KaUvants ; 250 (males 100, females 150) Kannad Kalavants or
S4nis; and Saibs.

Kala'vants or Professionals, from the ' Sanskrit Icala an art or

.
profession, are singers and dancers, who are perhaps better known
under the name of NIikins or La^es. They number about 520 of
whom 220are males and 300 females. They are found along the coast
in’ Mudgeri, Sunken, Ankola, Honavar, and Knmta. They trace
Hieir origin to the heavenly nymphs whose office was to entertain
tike gods and to lead astray the seers or risMs when by penance
they had amassed a dangerous store of merit. The class is said to
have been formerly recruited from women taken in adultery.
But it seems to have its origin in the female singers and attendants,
Tvho, according to old Hindu custom, used to wait on the chiefs

of Sonda and Goa. The descendants of the Sonda dancers still

hold a specially high rank among Kanarese dancing-girls. The
class is at present recruited by the purchase of Kunbi children, by
the admission of persons who have been put out of caste, and by the
adoption of their children. Naikins have certain hereditary rights,

such as beginning dances in certain temples, and receiving betel-

leaf cigars from their employers and from their own people
on marriage ceremonies and when a girl comes of age. Their
irregular habits and often a fondness for spirits shorten their

lives. In spite of their care and skill in dressing they begin
to loose their looks by twenty-five, they are faded and old by
thirty-five, and seldom live to be fifty. The common names
among men are, Ganesh, Kusht, Hondu, Bhikaro, Bhiku, Shaba,
Shinga, Shina, E^im, Datta, Raghnndth, Teshvant, Pundlik, and
B^lkrishna; and among women,Maina, Jdib,Anande, Sundare, Gb,nga,
Krishni, Mog, Bhika, Datte, Kasture, Sham, Ratna, Pnttu, Tamne,
Avdu, Pinne, Godn, Gomte, Marte, and Bhime. Their surnames are
Shirodekar, Kakodkar, Parvatavaile, Phdtarpekdr, Navekar, Borikdr,
B^ndodk^r, and Jotkdr. Their family goddesses areMhi,lasa,Shdntd-
durga, Kfotra, and Shanteri-kdmdkshi, whose shrines are in Goa.
They are divided into as many sections as there are families, as they
neither dine together nor intermarry. But there are two chief

subdivisions, regular Kalavants and Devli KaMvants. Among the

regular KaMvants, Borikdrs rank first, Bdndodkars next, Shirodkdrs

third, Kakodkars fourth, and Phdtarpekars fifth. Both men and
women are for the most part fair, regular-featured, and delicate.

Their home speech is Konkani. The natives of Karwar speak like

Shenvis, those of Ankola like the Ankola S^ashtkars, and those

of Honavar and Kumta like the Kushasthalis.

Some of them live in two-storied houses with stone walls and tiled

roofs, but most live in one-storied houses with mud walls and thatched
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roofs. Their houses are like the dwellings of high class EUndna and
have broad verandas and front yards. Their furniture includes

mats, low stools, chairs, wooden benches, cots, and copper and brass

vessels, of which they lay in a store when they are young and often

have to sell as they grow old. Their every-day food is rice and
fish, and they eat flesh and drink liquor. They take three meals in

the,day, the first between seven and nine of rice gruel with numgo
pickle or roasted dried fish ; the second, between one and two, of

boiled rice strained dry j and the third, which does not differ from the

second, between eight and ten at night. The men are particularly fond

of smoking Indian hemp or gdnja Cannabis indica, and both men
and women smoke tobacco and chew betel leaves and betelnnts

with lime. The women dress in Maratha fashion wearing a full

robe and a short-sleeved bodice. The skirt of the robe is drawn back
between the feet and tucked into the waistband behind; and .the

upper end is carried over the right shoulder, as married Hindu women
carry it and tucked into the waistband in front at the left side.

Besides the regularornaments of Hindu married life,thelnckynecklace
glass bangles nose-ring and red brow-mark, Ndikins wear many gold
ornaments on the head, wrists, arms, and fingers, many necklaces,
waistbands, and toe-rings, and a profusion of flowers. They dress,

with great care and taste, wearing their robe, which is often of
silk sometimes with lace borders, in most graceful folds, and
choosing rich soft colours. While dancing, they unloose the skirt

of the robe which is generaUy drawn back and let it fall in front to
hide their limbs. They throw a white cotton scarf across the
right shoulder, like the sacred thread, one end of which hangs
in front and the other behind, and bind brass bells on their ankles.
The men's dress is a mixture of the Musalman, Pardeshi, n-nd

Briihman styles.

They are fond of show and pleasure and most of them are
thriftless. Though nominally singers and dancers their actual
calling is prostitution. They are taught to sing and dance when
young, but very few sing well or dance in time, being much
less skilful than their caste-fellows in Goa. The well-to-do employ
them to sing and dance at thread and marriage ceremonies and
on other grand occasions paying them 6s. to 16s. (Rs. 3-Es.8).
They are also engaged to dance in Hindu temples, and in return
enjoy the produce of certain temple lands. The men teach the
children to play and sing and accompany the dancers and singerS on
an oblong two-faced drum called mridanga, the timbrel or tdl, the
fiddle or sarangiy and the double-drum or tuhld, A. party of singers
consists of not fewer than four women and four men. The women
dance two at a time, while the rest sing. Women of other prostitute
classes, Devlis, Bandis, Adbatkis, and Padidrs, are not hired to
dance unless they are invested with the scarf and bells by a member
rfthe dancing-girl community. Even after they have been invested,
Ralavants look down on other dancers and refuse to perform with
them.

^

Of late some Devlis andBdndis have become dancing- girls and

V.

great jealousy between the two classes. The dancing-girls
o ^nd^ property and make much money in their youth but they

spen so freely and foolishly that in their old age they have often
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to depend on others for their maintenance. They rank below the

cultiyating classes and above the impure castes. The highest in

rank among them are natives of the PanchMahal division now known
as the Novas Conquistas or New Conquests, because they were the

last territories won by the Portuguese from the Sonda chiefs. Married
and old women rise early and attend to the house. The younger
women and the men rise late, and, after sitting chewing betel leaves

or smoking, bathe and breakfast on rice-gruel about nine. After
breakfast they sleep generally till three. They then dine and pass
their time chatting, smoking, or chewing betel leaves with their

protectors or admirers, who generally visit them in the evening.

They sup between eight and nine and generally dance and sing to a
late hour. The boys and girls begin to learn to sing and play about
four or five, their teachers being old women, men of their own
caste, or professional singers of other castes. A family of five

generally spends 16s. to £3 (Rs.8-Es. 30) a month.

They worship Brahman and village gods, keep local hohdays,
and have great faith in soothsaying, witchcraft, the spirits- of

the dead, and the power of evil spirits. They employ Konkanasth,
Earhdda, or Havig Brdhmans to perform their ceremonies, and
make pilgrimages to Gokam, Rameshvar, Benares, Dharma^hal,
and Pandharpur. They offer blood sacrifices to the ammaa or
ahaktis, and, in the hope that they will send them rich lovers,

repeatedly bring them offerings of fruit and flowers. They buy
girls generally of the Kunbi caste with whom their men marry.
The daughters of these marriages also become dancing-girls.

Unmarried boys have mistresses either of their own caste or of

other prostitute classes. When eight or nine years old girls go
through a marriage or shea ceremony. About a week before the
ceremony an astrologer is asked to fix the proper time for holding

it.^ At the girl’s house a booth of bamboos and palm-leaves lined

with cloth is raised for the use of guests and a day or two before

the day fixed by the astrologer, some men and women in holiday
dress, accompanied by musicians, go from house to house asking their

caste people to attend. In the morning of the marriage day the
family priest worships Ganpati and the Matrikas, the six wives of

seers who suckled Kartikeya the god of war and the patron of

courtezans, and the bride is rubbed with turmeric paste. When the
guests are assembling the people of the girPs house, accompanied
by musicians and women, wearing bell-anklets and scarves, go in

procession to the house of the bridegroom. The bridegroom is

one of the dancing-girls who is dressed in a long coat, a waistcloth,.

and a headscarf, and wears a marriage coronet and sandals. In her
right hand she holds a dagger or katdr, the emblem of Subrahmanya
or Kartikeya, the god of war, to whom as the patron of courtezans

the young dancing-girl is to be married. Wken the bridegroom
reaches the entrance to the booth, which is ornamented with arches

of mango leaves and pillars of plantain stems, the mother of tho
bride or her guardian comes and leads the girl-bridegroom to a

* The astrologer’s fee is t-wo pounds of rice and pulse, a cocoanut, some betelnuts

and leaves, molasses, and 6d. to 2s. (4 ans. -Be. 1) in cash.
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raised place or altar in the centre of the booth, where she is seated

on a wooden bench. The girl’s mother then washes her feet, mbs
them with perfumed powder sandalwood paste and sandalwood
oil, and pours water on her hand which she sips. The bridegroom
in turn presents the girl’s mother with clothes and ornaments
which are afterwards returned. Then the maternal uncle of the

bride brings her from the house and sets her facing the girl-

bridegroom, who is separated from her by a cloth curtain held by
two women. The Brdhman priest recites marriage texts or

mantras and the bride and bridegroom throw garlands of flowers

round each other’s necks. Soon after, the curtain is withdrawn and
the priest ties a cotton cord called kanhandor round the wrists

of the pair. On this the girl’s mother joins their hands and pours
water on them. A sacred fire or horn is kindled and the couple
walk round it three times and make seven paces before it. Scents,

sweetmeats, sugar, fruit, and betel leaves and nuts and lime
are handed round and the guests are afterwards feasted. In the
evening the bride and bridegroom, with their friends and relations,

go in procession to the village temple, where they bow to the gods
and return to the bride’s house. The poor finish the ceremony in
one day ; with the rich it lasts five days, a feast being given each
day, and the bridal procession taking place on the fifth. On the
last day the head woman of the caste ties strings of small bells round
the bride’s ankles. When the girl comes of age the puberty
ceremony is performed. After this ceremony, the dancing-girl
community and the manager of the village present the girl with the
white scarf. Each girl has generally a protector who supplies her
with clothes, jewels, and food so long as she holds aloof from low
caste menj faithfulness to the protector is seldom insisted on or
expected. They bum the dead and mourn ten days. The ceremo-
nies do not differ from those of Konkan Marath^s. A dancing-girl
never becomes a widow ; if the wives of the brothers and sons of
dancing-girls survive their husbands, they strip themselves of their
ornaments and do not remarry. They admit outcastes from all

classes except those whose touch is considered impure. On the
whole they are badly off.

Kannad Kala'vants number about 250 of whom 100 are males
and 150 females. They are found in small numbers at Dhareshvar
and Murdeshvar inHondvar, at Gokam in Kumta, at Banavasi in
Sirsi, and in different parts of the country above the Sahyadris.
They take the Kanarese word sani after their names. They are
said to be descended from Kanarese women who have been put out
of caste, though, like the Konkani Kalavants, they claim descent from
the heavenly singers. The names of men are, Tamma, Kn'sTina,

Edmchandra, Timmappa, Lakshman, Venkappa, Manja, and Vithoba;
and of women, "Venku, Lakshmi, Santu, Yesu, Kagi, Sanni, Idanju,
Mukambe, and Parmesri. They have no surnames, but their family
god is Gurunath whose shrine is at Kagar or Bednur in Maisur where
the heads of their caste are still found though they have now no
commumcation with them. They belong to three leading subdivisions,
lelugu Kalavants, Padidr Kalavants, and Bhandari Kalavants. The
eiugu Kaldvants are of Telugu origin and are chiefly found at
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Banavfei in Sirsi
;
Padiars areKauarese temple-servants corresponding

to Devlis, who have learnt dancing and singing and are found at

Murdeshvar ; and the Bhanddri KaMvants are singers and
courtezans of the Bhandari musician caste. Most of them are fair,

well-featured, and middle-sized, but weak. Their home tongue is

Kanarese but they also speak Hindustani. Except that they
are tidier, their houses do not differ from those of the Konkani
Kalavants. Their staple diet is rice and vegetables, and they eat

mutton, fowls, and other animals except cows, buffaloes, and
village pigs

;
they drink both country and European liquor. They

are temperate eaters and good cooks, being fond of spices. Their
dress does not differ from that of the Konkani Kaldvants. They
are lazy, thriftless, and untruthful. Like the Konkani KaMvants
they sing, dance, and act as courtezans, and they do not differ from
them in condition, yank, or manner of life. The ordinary monthly
expenses of a family of fire vary from £1 to £2 10s. (Rs. 10-Rs. 25).

They worship all local gods and keep all holidays, having a great dread

of Spirits and believing in witchcraft andsoothsaying. Their spiritual

Teacher is the guru of the Shringeri monastery and their family

priests are Havig, Konkanasth, Kamfitak, or Karhada Brfihmans,

Their boys are married between sixteen and twenty-five, and
their girls undergo the marriage or sAes ceremony between nine and
twelve and the puberty ceremony when they come of age. Their

ceremonies are performed by Havig Brfihmans. Their social disputes

are disposed of at meetings of adult castemen under the presidency

of a headman or hudvant. The women have no voice in the

settlement of disputes. They teach their boys and girls to read and
write Kanarese, but they do not take to new callings. They are

thrifty and well-to-do.

Saibs, a mixed class of courtezans, are found at Banavdsi in Sirsi.

They are said to have come from Kulburga in the Nizam's dominions
where some of their caste are still settled. They eat and intermarry

with the Saibs ofKulburgaand are believed tohave come to Kanara to

earn their livelihood. Their home tongue is Kanarese. The names in

common use among men are, Bashya, Putta, Manja, Durgu, and Yellaj

and among women, Bassi, Putti, Telli, Manji, and Durgi. Their
surnames are Bhikshadavaru and Parivardavaru. Families bearing

the same surname do not intermarry. Their family god is Ishvar,

whose shrine is at Kulburga. Like the Kalavants and other mixed
classes they admit outcastes from all Hindu castes except the impure
classes. They have no subdivisions. They are dark, middle-sized,

and strongly made, with well-cut features. Their Kdnarese does

not differ from that of their neighbours except that they use certain

peculiar words such as change for tambige a small water-pot, and
tdmbdn for harivdn a metal tray. Their houses are either one or

two storied, with mud or stone walls, and tiled or thatched roofs.

Their furniture consists of low wooden stools, benches, boxes, copper
pots, country carpets, metal pots, and brass lamps. Their ordinary

diet is wheat and millet and they neither use animal food nor drink

liquor. They are good cooks and temperate eaters, their favourite

dishes being ioL'yeand kadbu. The men wear the waistcloth, a coat,

headscarf, and shouldercloth ; and the women, a bodice with short

Saibs.
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sleeves and a back, and a robe with the skirt hanging like a petticoat

and the upper end drawn over the head like a veil. The men wear
gold rings and silver girdles, and the women are extremely fond

of flowers and of gold and silver ornaments. Both men and women
dress with taste, generally wearing Dharwdr and Belgaum hand-
woven cloth. They are sober, clean, and orderly, bat lazy and
thriftless. They are dancers, singers, and courtezans ; most women
earning their living by prostitution, only occasionally singing Mid
dancing. The men sing and accompany the women when they

dance. The prostitutes rise late and pass the greater part of

the day in talking and their nights in singing and dancing. Both
boys and girls after seven attend school and at home learn to sing

and play ; the married women attend to the house, and a few
work in the fields. A family of five spends about £1 4s. (Bs. 12)

a month
;
their houses are worth £10 to £50. (Rs. 100-Rs. 500),

and their furniture £2 to £10 (Rs. 20-Rs. 100). Their mock'
marriage or shes ceremonies, which they call gagevanklet, cost them
£10 to £30 (Rs. 100-Rs. 300). They are religions, worshipping all

Lingayat gods and observing all the local holidays. Their family
priests are Lingdyats and their spiritual Teacher is the head of the
Chitaldnrg monastery to whom they pay contributions. They
go on pilgrimage to Gokam and IJlvi and do not offer blood
sacrifices. Their customs are the same as those of Lingdyats, except
that they admit outcastes from high class Hindus. Good-looking
girls become prostitutes, the homely marry. Girls who are to
become courtezans, when between eight and twelve years old, are
invested with anklets of small brass bells called gage. Unlike other
Lingayats the Saibs have great rejoicings when a girl comes of age.
Breaches of social discipline are punished by an hereditary headman
called gauda, who is helped by a council of adult castemen. Their
decision is subject to confirmation by the Teacher. Offenders are
punished with fine or loss of caste, according to the nature of the
offence, and are allowed back into caste on atonement. Both boys
and girls go to school, but they do not take to new pursuits.

Servants included eleven classes with a strength of about 17,500
or 4T4 per cent of the Hindu population. Of these about 6000 were
Washermen, of whom about 3000 were Agasaru or Kannad Madivals,
about 2000 Konkani Madivals, and about 1000 Ling4yat Madivals,
about 1600 were Barbers of whom about 700 were Kannad Kelasia
or Kshauraks, about 500 Konkani Kelasis or Haj^ms, about 300
Lingayat Kelasis, and about 100 Telugu Kelasis

; and about 10,000-
were Servants of whom about 1900 were Adbatkis or Chedus,
4500 Bandis, 3200 Devlis, and 228 Padiy4rs.

Aga.sa/rtl or Kannad Madivals, a class of washermen numbering
about 3000, are found above the Sahyadris in Siddapur, Sirsi, Yellapur,
and Haliyal, and small numbers in Kumta and Hond.var on the coast.
The word agasa seems to come from agasi a turban or headscarf,
most clothes in Kanara, except the headscarf, being washed at home.
Both men and women are regular featured, dark, short, and stout,
rh^home tongue is K4narese. They live in one-storied houses with^d walls and thatched roofs and large porches and front yards.
Iheir common food is rice and fish and they eat flesh. Few drink
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liqoor though Kquor is not forbidden by their c^te rules. They
are good cooks and moderate eaters. They wear the waistcloth, the

shouldercloth, and the headscarf ; and the women wear the robe
falling from the waist like a petticoat and a bodice with a back and
short sleeves. They are orderly and hardworking. They wash the
clothes of Christians, Muhammadans, and all Hindus except the

impure castes. As private servants to Europeans they get £1 to £2
(Bs. 10-Rs. 20) a month. Their pay is high because they are put
to considerable expense in providing starch, soda, firewood, and
charcoal. Native Christians, Musalmans, and Hindus give them
6». to £1 4s. (Rs. 3-Rs. 12) a year, with presents of clothes on grand
occasions and of food on holidays. Husbandmen give them a load of

nnthrashed grain at harvest time. They earn enough for a living

and are not in want of the necessaries of life. They rank above
the impure classes. Both men and women spend most of the day
in washing clothes, which are brought from and taken back to their

eustomers' houses. A family of five generally spends about 14s.

(Rs. 7) a month. They employ Havig Brahmans to perform their

ceremonies and show them much respect. Their Teacher is the head
of the Smdrt monastery at Shringeri in Maisnr. They keep
the ordinary Hindu holidays, worship vill^e deities, and make
pilgrimages to Gokam, to Dharmasthal in ^uth Kanara, and to

Timpati in North Arkot. They marry their girls between eight

and twelve and their boys between fourteen and twenty-five. Widow
marriage is forbidden, but polygamy is allowed and practised. The
well-to-do bum and the poor bury their dead. Their social

disputes are settled at meetings of adult castemen presided over

by the headman or hudvant. They do not take to new pursuits or

send their boys to school.

Konkani Madivals are a class of washermen numbering
about 2000, who are found in Sirsi and below the Sahyadris in

Kdrwtir, Ankola, Kumta, and Hondvar. The word Madival is from
the Kdnarese madi a clean cloth. They appear to have come from
Goa Their family gods are, Mangesh whose shrine is in Salsette

in Goa, Baneshvar and KdntrAdevi of Aursa in Ankola, and
Venkatramana of Honavar. The names of men are. Ram, Mahadev,
Mangesh, Nardyan, Purso, Devappa, and Nagappa ; and of women,
Mahalkumi, Rnkmini, Ndgi, Krishni, Gopi, and Durgamma. They
take the word metri or headman after their names, and have no other

surname. They are a branch of the washerman class but neither

eat nor marry with other washerman. Both men and women
vary in colour from dark to fair ; they are middle-sized and spare.

They are healthy and their habits are clean. They speak Konkani
and can talk a corrupt Kfinarese. They live in one-storied houses

with mud walls and thatched roofs with large front porches in which
during the rainy season they dry the clothes. Their every-day

food is rice rdgi and fish, and they eat flesh except beef and
pork when they sacrifice to village gods and when they get it

cheap. They drink no liquor, and their special dishes are paisa,

vade and sukrunde. They are not great eaters. The indoor dress of

the men is the loincloth and a small scarf wrapped round the head.

Out of doors, in addition to the loincloth, men wear a waistcloth
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falling like a petticoat nearly to the knees, a shonUercloth, and a
headscarf. They seldom bay clothes and generally wear some of

the articles that have been sent them to wash. The women wear
the robe hanging hke a petticoat from the waist to the ankle,

with a bodice with short sleeves and a back. Married women mark
the brow with red, and wear the nose-ring, lucky necklace, and glass

bangles. They also wear gold earrings, necklace, and bracelets. They
are thrifty, hardworking, and well-behaved. They wash the clothes

of all classes except the lowest castes, sach as Mhdrs and Cham-
bhars. Though not very well off they live without running into debt.

They rank above the impure classes. Both men and women employ
themselves in washing clothes. The ordinary monthly expenditure
of a family of five is about 10s. (Rs. 5). Their religions Teacher is the
head of the Smdrt monastery at Shringeri. They keep the regular
local holidays and worship the usual gods and female powers or
shaktis, especially the females called mothers or ammas. They
make pilgrimages to Goa, Gokam, Dharmasthal, Pandharpur, and
Timpati. They marry their girls before they are twelve. Widow
marriage and polygamy are common. Most of them bum the dead.
They employ Havig and Joishi priests to perform their marriage,
puberty, and death ceremonies, and pay them great respect. On tire

twelfth day after birth a child is named and cradled and a burnt
offering or horn is made to purify the mother. Boys have their heads
shaved in their third year. The marriage ceremonies last for five

days. The sacred fire or horn is lighted on the day of the wedding,
and the marriage, puberty, and death ceremonies do not differ

from those of other lower class Rdnara Hindus. Their social disputes
are settled at meetings of the men of the caste, with the headman
called hudvant or metri as president. Their services are poorly
paid, and they do not take to new pursuits or send their Boys to
school.

Linga'yat Madivals or Cloth-cleaners, numbering about a
thousand, are found in small numbers above the Sahyadris, at
Sirsi, Mundgod, Yellapur, and Haliyal. Their family god is

Virabhadra and their family goddess is Parvati whose shrines are
in most Lingdyat villages. Their names and family gods are
the same as those of the Banjigs. The men are dark, short,
and robust. Their home tongue is Kdnarese and their houses
do not differ from the houses of the Banjigs. Their every-day
food is rice, millet, and pulse, and they neither eat flesh nor drink
liquor. They are great eaters and are specially fond of sweets. The
men wear the waistcloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf

;

and the women the bodice with short sleeves and a back and the
robe worn like a petticoat with the upper end drawn over the
head like a veil. They keep in store clothes for holiday wear. They
are mild, thrifty, sober, and orderly. They wash the clothes of
Lingayats only, though they have no objection to wash clothes of
other people, even of the most degraded classes. They are paid
about §d. (I anna) for every piece of cloth they wash, or a family
pays 2s. or 3s. (Re. 1 -Rs. 1^) a month. They are fairly off and rank
next to Banjigs. Their daily life does not differ from that of the
Kannador Konkani Madivala A family of five spends about 14s.
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(Bs. 7) a montlu Tn religion and customs they do not differ from
Banjigs. They settle social disputes at meetings of a committee of

jeastemen with a priest or ayya as president. The decisions are

enforced on pain of los8«of caste. They are fairly off, but do not
send their boys to school or take to new pursuits,

Eannad Eelasis or Ejshaubaes, that is Barbers, numbering
about 700, are found in small numbers at Earki, Haldipur, Nayalgon,
Ho8dkuli,Salkod,Mugve,Kadtoke,and Kekk^r in Honavar; at Mumz,
Talgod, Dhareshvar, and Handigon in Knmta^ and in Sirsi. The
names in common use among men are, Krishna, Naga, Timma,
Honnappa, Annappa, Birappa, Honnayya, Mari, and Gh,tti ; and those
among women, Subbi, Knppi, Venku, Ntlgamma, Devi, and Putti.

Their family gods are Venkatramana of Timpati and Maildrdevi.

Members of the same stock do not intermarry. They are of

middle size, well-made, and dark with regular features. Their
heme speech is Kdnarese. They live in one-storied houses with mud
walls, thatched roofs, narrow verandas, courtyards, and small shaving
sheds in front. Their common food is rice rdgi and fish, but they
eat flesh except beef and pork. They drink no liquor and are
moderate eaters. The men wear a narrow waistcloth, passing the
end between the legs, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf, and carry'

their shaving wallets under their arms. The women wear the robe
hanging like a petticoat and a bodice with a back and short
sleeves. The men also wear gold ear and finger rings and silver

girdles. The women, besides the ordinaiy signs of married life,

wear gold and silver earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and toe-

rings. They are thrifty, honest, steady, and clean in their habits.

The men shave only upper class Hindus and Musalmdns refusing
to serve low class Hindus, Native Christians, or Europeans. The
women do nothing but house work. They are paid ^d. (| anna) for
shaving the chin and |d. (J anna) for shaving the head and face.

Their services are in pretty constant demand. They are fairly off

earning as much as they require to meet their ordinary expenses.
Some of them lay by money investing it in ornaments for their women.
They rank next to palm-tappers. Most men sit on the look-out for

customers in sheds about ten feet square without walls and
supported by wooden pillars. Some shave the rich in their house*
or work in the verandas of empty houses or shops or under trees.

They come home between eleven and twelve, and bathe and break-
fast on rice-grueL They dine at three and sup about eight or nine,
spending the time between dinner and supper in talking, except
\^en they are called to open an abscess or perform some other
small operation, for they are village surgeons as well as barbers.

A family of five spends about 10s. (Rs. 5) a month. They worship
village and Brahman gods and keep all local holidays. They are
strong believers in soothsaying and witchcraft and their family god
is Venkatramana of Tirupati. They employ Havig Brd,limans to
perform their birth, marriage, puberty, and death ceremonies, and
their spiritual Teacher is the head of the Kekk^ monastery in
Hondvar. They many their girls between eight and twelve and
their boys between fourteen and twenty-five. Widow marriage is

allowed but is seldom practised. The well-to-dobom their dead and
B 1218-42
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the poor bury, the ceremonies being the same as those of the

Nadors. Their social disputes are settled at meetings of castemen
with the headman or gauda as president. The headman has power
to fine and expel breakers of caste ruleSk An appeal lies to the

decision of the spiritual Teacher whose orders are final. They do
not send their boys to school or take to new pursuits.

. Eonksmi Eelasis also called Hajams, numbering about 500,

are found in small numbers in several villages in Ankola, Hondvar,
and KarwAr. They are said to have come from Goa. Their gods
are Nirankar of Goa and Lakshmi-Narayan of Ankola. The men’s
names are, Rama, Krishna, Venkatesh, Devayya, Ndrdyan, S^ntayya,
Jana, Nazap, and Anant

;
and the women’s, Lakshmi, Ndgamma,

Kaveri, Krishna, Bhagi, Subbi, Chandra, and Durgi. The men are

wheat-coloured, middle-sized, and strong ; and the women are shorter

and fairer. Their home speech is Konkani and they can talk

Hindustani and Kanarese. Their houses do not differ from those
of Kanarese barbers. Their common food is rice and fish, but
except beef and country pork they eat flesh, when they sacrifice

to their gods and when they can get it cheap. They drink liquor;

They are moderate eaters but not good cooks. The men wea^
the waistcloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf; and the women
the robe with the skirt drawn back between the feet and tucked
into the waistband and the upper end drawn over the head. They
wear no bodice and their ornaments do not differ from those of the
Kannad Hajams. They are thrifty, clean, sober, and well-behaved.
They shave people of all classes except the impure castes. They
go to the houses of Brdhmans well-to-do Musalmdns and Christians,-
and shave the lower orders of Hindus in their sheds close to their
houses. Well-to-do natives to whose houses they go pay them

anna) for shaving the face and \\d. (1 anna) for shaving the face
and head. Those who come to their sheds pay them \d. (I anna) for
shaving their heads and faces, a bundle of unthrashed grain every
year at harvest, and special presents of molasses cocoanuts and
money on births marriages and deaths. Besides working as
barbers the Kelasis used to bleed, open abscesses, and do other
small acts of surgery. Their employment as surgeons has now
fallen into disuse owing to the spread of English practice. They
earn enough for their maintenance, are free from debt, and are able
to invest small savings in ornaments. They rank above the impure
classes and about the same as Kannad Kelasis, and their daily life
does notdifferfromthatof Kanarese barbers. A family of five spends
about 14s. (Es. /) a month. The Karwar Kelasis have Nirankar
of Goa for their family god and the Honavar Kelasis have Lakshmi-
Narayan of Ankola, and they make pilgrimages to Gokam,
Dharmasthal, and Pandharpur. Their spiritual Teacher is the head

the Smart monastery at Shringeri, and they employ Konkanasth,
Karhada, or Havig Brahmans to perform their ceremonies. Their
girls are married between eight and twelve and their boys 'between
twelve and twenty. The heads of widows are not shaved, but^dow marriage is not common; polygamy is allowed and practised.
Ihey burn their dead and mourn ten days. Their ceremonies are
the same as those of Konkanasth Brdhmans. Social disputes are
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settled at meetings of the men of the caste with the headman or

budvavt as president. They do not send their boys to school or

take to new pursuits.

Linga'yat Kelasis or Baebees, numbering about 300^ are found
above the Sahyddris in Sirsi, TelMpur, Haliyal, and Mundgod.
They are a branch of the Lingdyat community but considered
rather low, neither the Jangams nor the Panchamsalis eating or

marrying withthem. Theirhousehold gods areParvatiandVirabhadra,
who have shrines near every Lingayat settlement. Their names and
surnames are similar to those of the Banjigs. Members of the same
family stock do not intermarry. Theyhave no subdivisions. They are

short, dark, and strongly made like Ling^yats. Their home speech
is Kanarese. Their houses do not dilfer from those of the Banjigs.

Their Common food is rice, millet, and pulse, and they neither eat

flesh nor drink liquor. Their dress is the same as that of the
Banjigs. They are mild and hardworking. The men are barbers
shaving none but Lingayats and other upper class Hindus. They
are fairly off and rani next to Banjigs. A family of five spends
about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. Their religion does not differ from that

of the Banjigs and their priests are ayyas. They have no priest

of their own caste
;

all their services are performed by Lingayat
priests.

,
Their family gods and goddesses are Virabhadra, Basava,

Maildrdev, and Yellamma. Their religious and social customs are

the same as those of the Banjigs. They do not send their boys to

school or take to new pursuits.

Telugu Kelasis or Tehtgct Baebees, numbering about 1 00, are

found in Honavar and above the Sahyadris at Sirsi and Supa.
They are said to have come from the Eastern Deccan soon after

the English conquest of Kdnara. They have no surnames. Their
family god is Venkatramana of Tirupati, who has a shrine at Hondvar.
The names in common use among men are, Manja, Gurava, Subha,
Krishnayya, Appanna, Venkta, and Annappa; and of women, Nagi,
Lakshmi, Gopi, Gopamma, Tangamma, Durgamma, and Savitri.

They keep close relations with the parent stock in the Telugu
country. They have no divisions. They are short, dark, and robust.

Their home speech is Telugu, but they can talk Kanarese and Hindu-
stdni. They live in one-storied houses with mud walls, thatched roofs,

narrow verandas, and front yards, with a working shed like that of

the Kdnarese Kelasis. Their common food is rice and fish. Except
beef and village pork they eat most kinds of flesh, especially fowls
dnd sheep when they offer blood sacrifices and when they can get them
cheap. They drink liquor. They are poor cooks, being excessively

fond of sour and hot dishes. Like Konkani Kelasis the men dress in

a waistcloth, a shouldercloth, and a small headscarf ; the women
wear the robe like a petticoat and a bodice. The men wear gold
earrings and finger rings, and the women wear all the ornaments
worn by Kannad Kelasis. They are orderly and hardworking, but
thriftless and drunken. They shave most people except the
impure castes, receiving Jd. (J arina) for shaving the face and |d.

(J anna) for shaving both face and head. The women look after the
house. They are badly off, generally in debt. They rank above the
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impure classes and with other Kdnarese-speaking barhers. Their

daily life does not differ from that of Kannad barbers, but their

estimated expenses are greater. A family of five spends about 14a.

(Rs. 7) a month. Their family god isVenkatramana of Tirupati. They
employHavigBrdhmans to perform theirmarriage, puberty, and death

ceremonies, and pay them great respect, worshipping all BiAhmMr
and village gods, and offering blood sacrifices to the female powers

or shaktis. Their spiritual Teacher is the head of the Smdrt monastery

at Shringeri and they have faith in soothsaying, witchcraft, and
ghosts. Boys are married between twelve and twenty and girls

-

between ten and fourteen. Widow marriage and polygamy are

allowed and practised
;
polyandry ismnknown. A woman is held

to be unclean for twelve days after child-birth. On the twelfth day
the mother is purified by bathing and drinking water touched by
the family priest, and the child is named and laid in the cradle. The
usual services are held on the sixth day after a birth. Boys
are shaved on their third birthday. Their marriage, puberty, and
death ceremonies are nearly the same as those observed by the

Kannad Kelasis. Social disputes are settled at meetings of the

men of the caste with their hereditary headman or budvant as

president. They do not send their boys to school and take to no.
new pursuits.

A'dbatkis or Half-Slaves, also called Chedus or Girls, are a cla

of servants numbering about 1900, of whom 900 are males and 11

females. They are found in small numbers over the whole distridfe-

They are said to be the offspring of people who have been put ont
of caste, and they admit outcaste Brdhmans, Kunbis, Bhandaris,
fishermen, and other classes, except those considered impure.
The names in common use among men are, Kagappa, Venkatramana,
Vithoba, V^enkatesh, Rdmchandra, Chandra, and Hanumanta ; and
among women, Hemi, Snbbi, Venkn, Sukn, and Ammu. They
have no special family gods and have no subdivisions. They vary
much in appearance, some being fair, some dark, some wheat-
coloured, some tall, and some middle-sized and strong. Some of
them speak Konkani and others Kfoarese. They live in small
houses with mud walls, thatched roofs, and frontyards. Their
every-day food is rice, but they eat flesh and drink liquor. They
are moderate eaters and good cooks. Those who live on the coast
imitate Konkani-speaking Brahmans in their dress, and those who
live above the Sahyadris imitate Havigs, They often get clothes
from their employers. They are clean, but thriftless and dishonest
Many of them work as house servants to well-to-do Hindus, and
at one time served as bondsmen in Hindu households. They do not
mourn for their employers as Bandis do, and are now free to work
for whom they please. They are not well-to-do, and many are in.

debt. They rank next to Devlis. Early in the morning they clean
copper vessels and wash clothes, pound and winnow rice, and some-
times go to the forest to fetch firewood. A family of five spends about
14s. (Ks. 7) a month. They worship all Brfihman gods and have
great faith in witchcraft and soothsaying. They have no household
gods, worshipping in their place village deities, especially Sirsiamma,
Honavaramma, and other local mothers. On the coast their



ceremonies are performed by Havig, Karbdda, and Joishi Brdhmans,
and above the Sahyddris by Lingayat'ayj/a«. Girls are married
between eight and twelve and boys between fourteen and eighteen.

Like BAndia few marry, most of the girls becoming prostitutes.

Those who are set apart as prostitutes are married to a knife

between eight and twelve, and when they come of age they perform
the same ceremony as the Kalavants, and caste people are feasted.

Their other ceremonies do not differ from those of the cultivating

classes. Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised.

They bum their dead. They have no headman, and have caste

committees to settle social disputes. They do not send their boys to

school and show no signs of improving their position.

Ba'ndis or Bondsmen, numbering about 4500 of whom 2000 are

males and 2500 females, are found in small numbers in Karwdr and
Kumta and along the coast as far as Hondvar. They are the descend-
ants of the bondsmen whom the landed proprietors formerly owned.
Their ancestors were probably prisoners of war, imported slaves,

and perhaps women taken in adultery. They are said to have come
with the Konkani-speaking Brahmans from Goa after the Portuguese
occupation of the country. The names in common use among
men are, Pursu, Kamu, Nagu, Chiku, Narayan, and Kushta ; and
among women, Shevantu, Putli, Krishni, Kasi, Venn, and ThakSi
They have no surnames or household gods but members of the same
family do not intermarry. The Bandis of different parts of the coast

do not intermarry or eat together. They are short and muscular,
some of them fair and some of them dark, and most with well-cut

features. All speak Konkani. They live in huts with mud walls and
thatched roofs. Their every-day food is rice, but they eat fowls,

mutton, and game, and drink liquor. They are immoderate eaters

and bad cooks. The men generally wear a loincloth, a coarse

blanket, and a headscarf ; and the women the robe with the skirt

passed between the feet and a bodice with short sleeves and a back.
They mark their brow with red and wear the lucky necklace, nose
and ear rings, and glass bangles. They are hardworking, but
careless, vicious, thriftless, hot-tempered, and dishonest. Both men
and women are employed as domestic servants by Br^mans and
other high class Hindus. Their chief work is to clean copper pots

and pound rice, cowdung the floor, and bring headloads of fire-

wood, but some men work as carpenters and a few as husbandmen.
Their earnings as prostitutes which are insignificant are spent in

buying flowers, clothes, and sweetmeats. They are almost destitute.

They rank with the Adbatkis next above the impure classes. Their
daily life does not differ from that of the Adbatkis. A family of

five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They worship aU Brahman
gods and evil spirits, employ Joishis to perform their ceremonies,

and stand in great fear of the spirits of the dead. Their spiritual

Teacher is the head of the Smart monastery at Shringeri. Few
of them marry, most of the girls becoming prostitutes. The
married women are allowed to consort with whom they please,

except with men of the impure castes. Their ceremonies are the
same as those of the Devlis. Social disputes are settled by caste

councils under the presidency of an hereditary headman.
,
They do
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not sond tlioir boys to school^ and sbow no si^ns of improving
their position.

Devlis or Temple Attendants, numbering 3200 of whom 1580 are
males and 1620 females, are found in small numbers in Karwdr
Supa, Yellapur, Ankola, Knmta, and Honavar. They appear to be
the descendants of women put away for adultery who, according to
the local law, were made to serve as temple servants. They
have no surnames, but their family gods are Bidi Bira of Apursa in
Ankola, Ramnath of Asnoti, and Nirankar and Malikarjun of Kinnar
in Karwar. The names of men are, Babi, Kushta, Ladn, Ram,
Shaba, Lakshman, Ithoba, Venkti, and Yesn; and of women,
Shevantu, Devkn, Gunai, Bhiku, Puttu, and Chandru. They have
no family names and no subdivisions. The men are fair, tall, and
strong, and the women fair and well-made. Their home tongue
IS Konkani, closely like that spoken by Shenvis. Their houses do
not differ from those of the Kaldvants. Their every-day food is
nee, ndchni, and fish. They eat flesh and drink liquor, and are
moderate eaters, being fond of hot and sour dishes. The men
ordinarily wear the loincloth, shouldercloth, and headscarf, and on
holidays, a iraistcloth, a short coat, and a richer shouldercloth and
headscarf. The women wear the robe after the Brfihman fashion
and a bodice with short sleeves and a back. They are neat clean
and thrifty but hot-tempered, fond of pleasure, unfaithful, and
dishonest. Both men and women are generally employed in
temples to sweep and cowdung the floor and wave the fly-whisk
before the god. The men blow the temple horns and trumpets in
the morning and evening, and are paid partly in cash and partly
by a sh^e of the offerings. They also attend and blow horns athusbandmen s weddings receiving in return all the rice that is
scattered over the heads of the wedded pair and 4s. to 8s.
(Ka.2 -Rs. 4) in cash. Some of the men work as husbandmen and
labourers, holding land on mulcjeni or permanent lease. Theyouns'erwomen earn £10 to £20 (Rs. 100- Rs. 200) a year, but they are afedby twenty and earn little after thirty. The men earn little and as
a class are badly off . They rank below Kalavants. Their daily lifedoes not differ from that of Bhanddris or Vajantris. A family of
five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They employ Joishis toperform their ceremonies, and the objects of their special devotionare Mhalasa, Venkatramana, Mahadev, and the unfriendly female
spirits whose title Brahmanism has changed from mothers or ainmasto powers or shaJctis. They have no family gods. They worshinthe village deities and observe local holidays, offering goats andfowls to the deities and miffhers to whom they pay g?eat respect

head of the Slmingeri monastery, and they have strong faith insoothsaymg, witchcraft, and spirits. Most girls become nrostitiitesand between eight and twelve undergo the shes or knife-marriageceremony. The first man with whom a girl consorts after she^
T.O +L ? ™ ‘^^ree months. They mav
hells and scarf. When the wife of one of the men of the caste
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becomes a widow she may, with the leave of her caste people, become
a prostitute. Widow marriage is allowed. They bum their dead.

They adopt people expelled from all Hindu castes except the impure

classes. Caste disputes are settled by their hereditary headman or

hudvant. They do not send their children to school and show no
signs of improving their position.

Fadia'rs or SEEVAUTS,*who resemble the Bhavins of Eatnagiri

and the Devlis of Karwar and Ankola, number 228 of whom 112
are males and 116 females. They are found above the Sahyadris.

The word Padiar is a modification of the Tamil padivdl a hired

servant paid with grain. It comes from padi a measure of

capacity equal to 3 lbs. 6 ozs. Like the Devlis and Bhandfiris the

Padi&s are house servants in Haiga, that is the country lying

between Baindur the northmost limit of South Kanara and the

Tadri river. Their family god is Venkatramana of Tirupati. The
names of men in common use are, Venkta, Edma, Gopal, Nagappa,
Virappa, Durgappa, and Tirmmappa

;
and of women, Nd^,

Parmeshri, Mukambi, Venku, Pursi, and Shivi. They have no
subdivisions. Both men and women are fair, middle-sized, and
well-made. Their home speech is Kdnarese. Their houses do not
differ from those of the Bhandaris and Devlis. Their staple diet

is rice, rdgi, and fish, and they eat all flesh except beef and pork
and drink country as well as European liquor. They are moderate
eaters, with a great fondness for cocoanut oil and hot bitter relishes.

Their dress does not differ from the Bhandaris’ dress. They are

intelligent, vain, lazy, thriftless, and untrustworthy. Most of the girls

become prostitutes. Some of the men and women, like Devlis and
Bhanddris, do menial service in temples and some cultivate land.

The men also act as musicians and the women as dancers. Some
have learned to sing in the Kanarese style, but none are better

performers than the Kalavants or nearly as good as the Goa dancers

and singers. They consort with all castes except the impure classes.

Some are kept women, but most are public prostitutes. They make
10s. to £2 (Ks. 5-Ks. 20) a month. The men chiefly depend on
their wives and daughters who when young earn considerable sums.
But their calling is precarious and on the whole they are not well-to-

do. They rank with Devlis and do not differ from them in their

daily life. A family of five spends 12s. to £1 10s. (Es. 6 - Es. 15) a
month. They employ Havig Brahmans to perform their ceremonies.

Their religious Teacher is the Havig svdmi of Eamchandrapur in

Maisur. They go on pilgrimage to Gokarn, Dharmasthal, and Udipi.

Widows are not allowed to marry. They burn their dead and
perform the knife-marriage or slies ceremony when a girl is about ten

and the lap-filling or garbhddhdn ceremony when she comes of age.

Funeral rites are performed by sons or brothers. They settle social

disputes at meetings of the community. They do not send their

children to school and seem to have no prospects of bettering their

position.

.Carriers included three classes with a strength of 829 of whom
520 were males and 309 females. Of these 167. (males 108,

females 59) were Korcharus ; 21 (males 14, females 7) Kormarus;
and 641 (males 398, females 243) Lambmis.
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EorchErus, numbering about 160, are found at Kundal in

Siddapur. They are said to have come from Bell^ in Madras
in search of pasture.^ They are cattle-breeders of Telugn

extraction, who have exchanged their home tongue for K^arese.
They still eat and intermarry with their parent stock. Their

family goddess is Mariamma, and their gods Gurappa and
Venkatesh whose shrines are at Bellari and at Ohandragntti in

Maisur. They belong to four family stocks, Santipadia, Kavadia,

Manpadia, and Menragutti. Persons belonging to the same stock

do not intermarry. The names in common use among men are

Venkta, Naga, Timma, and Rama; and among women, Nagi,

Gangi, and Sanki. They are divided into Bid Korcharus, Dable
Korcharus, Ur Korcharus, and Kunchi or Conjevaram Korcharus.

Bid and Dable Korcharus dine together ; and Bids give their girls to

Dables though they do not marry Dable girls. The Urs and Kunchis
neither eat together nor intermarry. They take food cooked by the

first two subdivisions ; but the first two do not eat or intermarry with
them. They are dark, strongly made, and flat-featured with short
broad noses. Their home tongue does not differ from the home
speech of the Bellari Korcharus. During the rainy season they live

in temporary tent-shaped huts with palm-leaf walls and roofs ; and
during the dry season, in blanket tents. Their only furniture is palm-
leaf mats, earthen pots, and copper or brass pans and plates. Their
staple food is millet and rdgi, but they eat rice, and, when they
can afford it, eat flesh and drink liquor. They are moderate eaters.

Most of the women wear a robe of white unbleached cloth, the skirt

worn like a petticoat, the upper end drawn over the head. They
wear no bodice. On holidays and grand occasions they deck
their hair with flowers. Their ornaments are brass earrings, bell-

metal bracelets, glass bangles, brass rings, and strings of small
coloured glass beads round the neck. 'The men wear drawers
of coarse strong cloth drawn in puckers round the waist and
reaching the knee, a cloth band round the waist, a shoulder-
cloth and blanket, and a headscarf. Their dress is untidy, and
only the well-to-do have spare holiday clothes. They are thrifty,

even-tempered, and hardworking, but untidy and fond of thieving.

Most of them are pack-bullock drivers and carters, carrying up-
country produce to the coast and taking back cocoanuts and salt^

partly on their own account and partly on behalf of merchants.
The poor among them work as servants, taking care of cattle and
being paid £1 4s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 12 -Rs. 15) a year besides food and
clothing. A bullock costs about 3s. (Rs. 1|) a month to keep.
The women travel with the men and help them in loading their
carts and bullocks. Boys and girls of seven and upwards help their
parents by herding cattle and cooking. They hire themselves to

' Korchars, also called Koramas and apparently connected with the Koravs, »»
3^ 000 strong in Maisor. They come from the Northern Cirkdrs, that is Belliiri, aiV
divided into Uppus and Kages, and speak mixed Telugn and Tamil, They carry
and gram on cattle and asses, thieve and rob, and make bamboo mats and baskets.
The men wind the hair in a large side-knot. The women have strings of red and
white beads and shells falling over the bosom ; in the forest they are said to wear
nothing else. Bice’s Mysor, 1. 312 and 350, and III. 214.
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mereliants and rich people, but do nothing except their hereditary

work. A man and woman together earn about Is. (8 annas) a
day, but their work is not steady. They earn enough for their

maintenance, but are forced to borrow to buy cattle when they
loose their stock by disease and also to meet marriage expenses.

As they have to pay twenty-five per cent interest, most of them
find it difficult to free themselves from debt. Of the four
divisions Bids rank first, Dables second, Urs third, and Kunchis
fourth. They hold themselves higher than barbers and washermen,
and avoid touching shoemakers and other castes who are

considered impure. When on the march they do nothing but drive

and look after their animals ; when they halt they mend their

pack-saddles and bags and go about looking for lading. A family

of five spends about 12s. (Rs. 6) a month; their hut costs about

£1 (Rs. 10) to build ; their furniture, including small copper or brass

pots called tambiges, five earthen pots, two water pots, two bell-metal

plates, one wooden pestle, a grind-stone, a cane basket, a billhook,

and an axe, is worth £1 4s. to £2 (Rs. 12-Rs. 20). They are a
religious people, having no family priests, but consulting BiAhmans
and paying them great respect. Their chief objects of worship are

Mariamma, Tirmal, and M4ruti. They keep SanJeraman in January,

Tugddi in April, Dasra in October, and Divdli in November.
They never go on pilgrimage and have no religious Teacher
except their headman. They offer fruit, fowls, sheep and goats

to Mariamma, and eat the victims especially during the Dasra
holidays in October. They are firm believers in witchcraft, sorcery,

and the spirits of the dead, employing sorcerers who are generally

the priests of the village temples to lay troublesome ghosts. They
consider themselves impure for three days after a birth. Children

are named on the twelfth day. The name is fixed by the father

or in the father’s absence by the eldest person in the house
after consulting a Brahman who is paid fid. (4 as.). They fix the lucky

moment for marriage with the help of a Brahman, who also tells

them whether the marriage will prove lucky or not. On the evening
before the wedding day the bride is brought to the bridegroom’s

house. On the morning of the wedding day the bridegroom falls at

the feet of his parents and he and the bride sit on a blanket in two
circles within which figures of the sun and moon have been marked
in quartz powder and a heap of rice with five annas in copper piled.

Five married women come and rub the bride and bridegroom with
turmeric paste, lead them outside of the marriage booth, and
bathe them thrice in water. Then a branch of the Jchair or catechu

tree is felled and dropped into the nearest well. At midnight the

five married women singing songs go to the well and after each has

drawn a potful of water take the branch out of the well. The branch

is then planted opposite the front door. Close to it are piled two heaps

of millet, two small water-pots, a large pot full of oil, and fourteen

pounds of cotton seed. All are set on fire and when the

flame is at its fiercest, they take rice in their hands, mb some
grains on the bride’s and bridegroom’s foreheads and sprinkle the

rest on their heads. Early next morning the men take 8s. (Rs. 4)

from the bridegroom and spend it on liquor. The Ichatr branch

B 1218—43
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IS plucked up and thrown into running water. This

ceremony. Tke whole company are fed on mutton, curry, ij

vegetables, and sweetmeats. Polygamy is allowed and pi

polyandry is unknown. Widows may marry but not mori
seven times. They mourn the dead three days, during whic

j

are impure. They have an elective headman called hudvat

is held in high respect, and settles social disputes and ,
strictly

controls the conduct of the caste people. His decisions are fin^
and those who demur are put out of caste. Ordinary breaches <A

caste rules are punished by fine, and eating with impure castes by
expulsion. If a man who has been put out of caste makes atone-

ment, the headman or budvant may receive him back. They do not
send their children to school or take to new callings.

RormaniS, also called Maeiyavaetjs, a class of cattle-breedera
and carriers, number about twenty. They are found in Sirsi and
Sidddpur and are said to have come from the Telngu country. The
men are stout, dark, stalwart, and regular featured. Out of doors
they talk Kdnarese, but their home speech is Telngu. They live
in small houses with mud walls and front yards. Their every-day
food is rice and dried fish, and, when they offer sacrifices, they eat
flesh and drink liquor. They are great eaters and good cooks, but
are excessively fond of chillies and tamarind. The men wear a
narrow waistcloth in Maratha fashion, throw a black blanket round
their shoulders, wind a black scarf round their heads, and sling
a wallet on their backs. The women dress like Halepdik womem
They are clean, hardworking, honest, sober, and thrifty. They
are carriers and have large numbers of pack-buUocks. Like the
Lambanis the men spend the fair season in carrying betelnuts,
molasess, and rice to the coast, and taking cocoanuts and salt inlnTid

,

They are well-to-do and rank next to GoUars. Their daily life does
not differ from that of the Lambdnis. A family of five spends about
14s. (Rs. 7) a month. Their chief deity is Alariamma whose temple
is at Chitaldurg in Maisur. They also worship evil spirits and believe
in soothsaying, witchcraft, and in the power of spirits. There is no
rule that a girl should be married before she comes of age. But they
generally marry their girls between ten and thirteen and their boys
between sixteen and eighteen. They bury their dead. Their caste
affairs are managed by their own community. The making of
roads has broken their monopoly as carriers. They are not well-to-
do, and show no signs of improving as they neither send their boys
to school nor take to new pursuits.

Lamba'nis, numbering about 640, are found during the feir
season in bands of ten to fifty moving with pack-bullocks to and
from the coast. They generally spend the rainy season above the
bahyadris, but they have no regular settlements. They are said to
have come from Gujarat to the Karnatak, and as their women and
cniidren came with them they keep clear traces of their northern
origin in appearance, speech, manners, and customs.^ They have

Lambdnis or Brinjdris have an estimated strength of 33 000 TKfewomen keep their pecuhar Edjputdna petticoat and shawl, and wear thehLir m
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no snbdivisions. Both men and women are fair-akinned, tall, and
strong. Their home speech is a mixture of Gnjardti and Hindi,
but they can talk Hindnstani and Kanarese. They have no fixed
homes. During the feir weather they live in tents about twelve
feet by seven, worth about 6s. (Ra. 3), made of large bamboo mats
on rattan or bamboo skeletons. They can be taken down or set
up in a few seconds and carried on their bullocks wherever they
go. During the rains they live in small sheds with wattled reed
walls and thatched roofs either near villages or near pasture-
grounds. Their ordinary food is millet, rice, and dry or fresh-
fish, bat they also eat flesh except pork and beef and drink liquor.
They are great eaters and are very fond of sweets. The men
shave the head and face except the top-knot and moustache.
They wear a waistcloth or loose drawers, a shonldercloth, and
a headscarf, and sling on their shoulders a large wallet in which
th^ carry their money, tobacco, betel leaves, betelnuts, and
lime. They wear silver girdles. The women have a short
petticoat of coarse dark and red striped cloth tied with a string in
puckers round the waist and falling almost to the ground, a rudely
embroidered short-sleeved bodice open at the back, and a scarf
drawn over the head like a veil. Their dishonest thieving ways
keep them under the special charge of the police. From the interior
to the coast they bring dry betelnuts, molasses, chillies, rice, rdgi,

pepper, and cardamoms, and take salt and cocoanuts inland. Their
trade as carriers has greatly suffered by the opening of roads and
the increased use of carts. Some of them are petty dealers and
almost all own pack-bullocks, and as carriers earn enough for their
maintenance. They suffered terribly during the 1876 and 1877
famine. They rank next to Gaubs. Men, women, and children
attend to the driving of cattle when they travel from place to place.

When they halt the children herd the cattle, the women cook, and the
Inen load and unload the bullocks. A family of five spends about
14«. (Rs. 7) a month. Their chief deity is Krishna, an incarnation of
Vishnu, and they worship all ordinary Hindu gods, but have no faith in
soothsaying, witchcraft, or sorcery, and neither reverence nor employ
Brahmans. Their spiritual Teacher is the headman of their own caste
who is called budvant. There are no rules restricting the marriable
age of boys or of girls; andtheir birth, marriage, and death ceremonies
are performed by their headman. Boys as well as girls are married at
any time. The bridegroom has to give the father of the girl about
£l0 (Rs.lOO) and four bullocks as the price of the girl. In widow
marriages this sum is not paid. If a woman wishes to divorce her
husband and marry another, she is allowed to do so provided the new
husband pays the old one £6 8s. (Rs. 64) to make good what he spent
on the firat wedding. They bum their dead and mourn ten days.*

On the third day after a death a feast is given to the caste peopld
tmd food is offered to the crows in the name of the dead. On the
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ringlets decorated with plants and shells. (Rice, L 349). Great nnmhera were
attracted to the English £unny during the third Maisnr war (1789-1793) (Wilks?
South of India, III. 209) and agrin during the fourth Maisnr war in 17^ when they
fid much harm by pillaging the country (Buchanan, 1. 180, 182).
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tenth day ^ter a death and on its anniversary they again offer food

to the crows in the name of the dead. On these days they do not

cook fish or flesh, nor drink liquor. They have a strong social

organization. Each band or tdnda has its headman or ndik who
directs its movements, and is often the owner of most of the

bullocks. Disputes are settled at meetings of the men of the caste

with the headman as president. They do not send their boys to

school and are a declining class.

Labourers included six classes with a strength of 4502. Of
these 487 (males 294, females 193) were Buruds or Medars, basket-
weavers ; 646 (males 345, females 301) Chetris ; about 70 Golaks ;

about 50 Kas4is, butchers ; 140 (males 75, females 65) Kathkaris j

atnd 3109 (males 1642, females 1467) Vaddars or earth-workers.

Buruds or Medars, according to the 1881 census numbered
489 of whom 294 were males and 193 females. They are found
scattered above the Sahyadris. They seem to have come from
Dharwar. Their family deities are Basvanna, TTanuTnantn.

,

Udchamma, and Devamma. The names in common use among men
are, Bajsappa, Ramappa, Kalappa, and YeUappa

j
and among women,

Tellawa, Mariavva, Udchavva, and Devamma. They have no ela-n

names or stock names. They are said to be the same as the
Dharwdr Buruds who like them speak Kanarese. They have no
subdivisions. Most of them are dark and look like Ling^yats.
Their Kanarese does not differ from that of the Banjigs and
other Lingdyats. They live in rows of small one-storied houses
with mud walls and thatched roofs. Their staple diet is rice, rdp*,
and millet, and they eat flesh and fish, drink spirits, and smoke
hemp. They always have a feast of mutton and liquor on the last
day of the Muharram. They are bad cooks and great eaters. In-
doors the men wear the loincloth, and out of doors a narrow waist-
cloth, a jacket, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf. The women wear
a bodice mth a back and short sleeves, and the robe with the skirt
hanging like a petticoat and the upper end drawn over the head like
a veil. Their clothes are seldom washed and they almost never wear
flowers except when a girl comes of age. They keep good clothes for
holiday wear. Their clothes are of country make brought from shops
near where they live. The men wear silver girdles and bracelete,
and the women gold earrings, nose-rings, necklaces, and wristlets.
They are lazy and dirty, but honest, thrifty, and hospitable. Their
chief calling is making baskets, fans, and bamboo mats , but they
also work as unskilled labourers, the women helping the men and
^ding to the family income. Children begin to work about twelve.
They earn enough for their ordinary expenses, live above want, and
are careful to pay the sums they borrow to meet marriage and other
special charges. They think themselves above Koravs and other
low-castes and below Lingdyats, Brahmans, and Vdnis, Except
that the men alone split the bamboos, the women and children do the^me work as the men. Women and children take an early meal on
the Wngs of the l^t day’s supper. The men do not eat till noonand all sup about nine. They are busy from December to the end
Of June, and slack from July to November. A fomily of five spends
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about 16s. (Rs. 8) a month ; the cost of building a house is about £2
10s. (Es. 25) ;

and of a marriage £5 to £10 (Es. 50 -Rs. 100). They
pay great devotion to Basvanna, TJdchamma, and Devamma^ as well

as to all local gods and goddesses whose days they keep. Their
chief holidays are Malcar-sankrdnt in January, Yugddi or New Year’s

day in April, Ndg-panchmi in July, Ganesk-chaturthi in August,
Dasra in October, and Divdli in November. Their family priests

are Lingayat ayyas to whom they show great respect and supply with
provisions and 3d. to 2s. (2 ans.-Re.l) in cash. The priest comes to

their houses on the new-moon of Shrdvan (July-August), His
feet are washed and the water is appUed to the eyes of all the
people of the house, each of whom gets a gift of cowdung ashes.

They keep images of their family gods and goddesses which every
Tuesday are bathed with water, decked with flowers, and rubbed
with sandalwood paste. They also offer them fruit, frankincense,

and cooked rice and other eatables prepared in the house, and
wave a lighted lamp before them. On the last day of the Muharram
they cook mutton and eat it after offering it to their house gods,
and drink hquor which like the meat they offer to their house
gods. Except that they revere Lingayat priests and obey a
Lingdyat Teacher, they do not differ from low-caste Brahmanic
Hindus, offering blood sacrifices to the mothers or powers and
making pilgrimages to Devargudda in Dharwdr. They are not
careful to keep the regular Hindu ceremonies. Children are cradled
and named on the thirteenth day after birth, and girls are married
either before or after they come of age. Widow marriage, with the
restriction that the widow must not marry a bachelor, and
polygamy are allowed and practised

;
polyandry is unknown. They

form a compact community and breaches of social discipline are

enquired into and disposed of by councils of adult easternen under a
hetman whose office is elective and is held for life. The decisions are

communicated to the whole caste and enforced by them. If the
offence is a breach of religious rules the Lingayat priest is asked to

attend the caste meetings, and makes the offender drink water in

which his feet have been washed. If the offence is purely social the
culprit is fined 2s. to £1 12s. (Ee.l-Rs.l6) and the amount is spent in

entertaining the caste. They do not send their boys to school or
take to new callings.

Chetris, according to the 1881 census numbering 646 of whom
845 are males and 301 females, are found in Siddapur and YelMpur.
They live either in towns or villages with other high-class Hindus.
The word Chetri is said to be a corruption of the Sanskrit Ksha-
triya, and their ancestors are said to have come from Central India.

The names in ordinary use among men are, Putapp, Mudiyana,
Iranna, and Huchanna

; and among women, Shitamma, Irrama,
Pnkamma, and Lingamma. Their family stocks are Bhdradvdja
and Kashyapa, They speak Kanarese and have no surnames, but
persons bearing the same stock names do not intermarry. Their
feimily god is Venkatramanawhose shrine is atTirupati inNorth Arkot.
They are of middle height, dark, and disposed to stoutness. Their
home Kdnarese does not differ from that of their Kdnarese-speaking
neighbours. They live in one-storied houses with mud or stone
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walls and tiled or thatched roofs. Their furniture includes low
wooden stools, wooden boxes, cooking and water pots of copper,

bell-metal plates, and brass lamps. Their staple food is rice milk

and pulse. They use no animal food and drink no spirituous

liquors. They are good cooks and moderate eaters. - Their

favourite dishes are the same as those of Kamdtak Brdhmans.

The men wear the waistcloth, the shonldercloth or a white coai^

the headscarf, and a pair of sandals, and the women the robe with-

out passing the skirt between the feet. The other end of the robe

is drawn over the upper part of the body covering the head like a
veil. They also wear a bodice with short sleeves and a back. Both
men and women wear gold and silver ornaments like those in ordinary

use among Kamatak Brahmans or Joishis. All of them have a store

of rich clothes for grand occasions. They are fairly clean, hard-

working, thrifty, and honest. Fighting is said to be their hereditary

calling. Some of them are now husbandmen and others petty shop**

keepers. The husbandmen are busy in the rains and the traders in

the dry weather. The husbandmen either till their own land or
take land on lease from others, either on condition of sharing the
produce equally or of paying the landowner a fixed quantity of

grain or money. The traders deal in rice, fruit, spices, and oil, which
they buy wholesale from the producers. Women and children over
twelve help the men in their work which is steady and well paid.

Some of them have landed property and are weU-to^o, but mosthave
to borrow at high interest to meet marriage and other special charges.
As a class they may be said to be fairly off. They rank with Mard-
th4s. During June and July the husbandmen are busy all day
ploughing and sowing, and during September and October reaping
and thrashing. Shopkeepers spend the whole day in their shops except
about noon when they go home to dine. The women besides cooking
help the men in their callings and during the dry weather husk rice.

The ordinary monthly expenditure of a family of three adults and
two children is about 16s. (R.s. 8). Their house is worth £5 to
£50 (Rs. 50-Rs. 500), and their furniture £10 to £20 (Rs. 100-
Rs. 200). They spend £10 to £60 (Rs. 100 -Rs.600) on a marriage.'
As a class they are religious. Their family god is Venkatramana
of Tirupati, their family priests are either Karnatak Brahmans ot
Joishis, and their spiritual Teacher is Tatyachdri, a Shrivaishnav
Brahman who lives at Tirkavlur in South Arkot. He is a married
man and comes on visitation tours generally once in three years,
when his adherents pay him 6d. to 8s. (4 ans. -Rs. 4) according to
their means. They are Vaishnavas and worship all Vaishnav gods,
especially Venkatramana, going en pilgrimage to Tirupati and
offering the god fruit and flowers. The Tdtyachari inquires into
breaches of social discipline, punishes offenders, and re-admits the
excommunicated. Fines levied for misdemeanours belong to the
Teacher whom all hold in such high respect that they prostrate them-
selves at his feet and worship him when he visits them. The office
of Teacher is hereditary. They believe in soothsajdng and consult
jTOfessional mediums who generally belongto the Halepaik caste. Of

Brdhman sacraments they observe seven, Oatihddhdn or
puberty, Shimanti or pregnancy, Sdmakaramt or nmning, Chaula op
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having, Upanayana or thread-girding, Vivdha or marriage, and
Shrdddha or funeral rites. On a day fixed by an astrologer, within a
fortnight after a girl has come of age, the girl and her husband bathe
in warm water and dressed in silk sit separately on low wooden stools

on a spot carefully purified with cowdung. The family priest sits

opposite them and kindles the sacred fire or horn. Gifts of money
are made to Brahmans, and the couple sit on a mat and are presented
with clothes by their relations and friends. The whole ends in a
dinner to women who alone are asked. A similar ceremony, except
that a cup of medicine is given to the women, is performed on
the seventh month of a woman’s first pregnancy. After this the
pregnant woman generally goes to her parents for her confinement,
mid is invited by relations and friends to feasts. Chetri women
like other Hindus are confined either in an enclosed part of the
veranda or in a separate lying-in room. On the sixth night after a
birth they perform the satti worship which does not differ from that
performed by the Mardthas. On the twelfth day the house people
cowdung the floor of the house and swallow the five products
of the cow, which they take from the hands of the family priest
After they are purified a horn or sacred fire is lighted. The priest

spreads a Httle rice on a metal plate on which, with a piece of turmeric
root, he writes the name of the child and in return for this is given
money and provisions. The child is then called by its name, first by
the eldest person in the house and then by the rest. Friends and
neighbours are asked to attend, and are feasted. After the meal is

over the child is laid in a cradle, while the women sing merry songs.
Boys are shaved by the village barber and the children in the neigh-
bourhood are treated to a meal The boy is bathed in warm water and
girt by the priest with the sacred thread. After the investiture he
begs alms of the guests, and the money collected is given to the femily
priest, who distributes it to Brdhmans. Caste people are feasted. Girls

are married before they come of age and boys between sixteen and
twenty-five. Widow marriage is not allowed. When a match is

proposed the village Joishi or astrologer, who is asked to see whether
the match will prove lucky, comes to the houses of the bridegroom and
the bride, and, after comparing their horoscopes fixes a time for the
marriage. The ceremony lasts four days. In the morning of the day
before the wedding five women from the bridegroom’s house and five

from the bride’s visit the bride and the bridegroom in their houses and
rub them with turmeric paste. On the first day the bridegroom, dressed
in a waistcloth, a long white coat, and a h^dscarf, and wearing the
marriage coronet, goes in procession with a knife, betel leaves, and
a cocoanut in his hands to the bride’s house. When he reaches the
bride’s house her father comes forward, washes his feet, and leads him
into the booth where he sits on a bench, and is presented with clothes.

A doth curtain is then held in front of him by two men, the bride is led
in, and the bride and bridegroom stand facing each other separated

by the curtain. The priest repeats texts and, at the proper time the
curtain is withdrawn, and the bridegroom and bride throw strings of

flowers round each other’s necks, and the parents of the bride pour
water on their joined hands. Then the e^-averting strings called

kftnkandora are tied round their hands and the bridegroom pots
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round the neck of the bride the Incky necklace, the sign of married
life. Five large betelnuts are tied to the ends of the bridegroom's
and bride’s robes who sit side by side and have the ends of their

robes tied together. Gifts of money are made to Brahmans and
easte people are feasted. Women sprinkle red rice on the brows of

the pair and wave lighted lamps round them. The second and the

third days pass in the bride’s house in entertainments. On the

fourth evening the bride and bridegroom, seated either in a palanquin
or on horse or bullock-back, are taken to the village temple to bow
to the god. On the fifth day the pair go in procession to the bride-

groom’s where a feast is given. This concludes the marriage cere-

mony. After death the body is bathed in cold water, dressed in, a
waistcloth, wrapped in a new cloth, and laid on the bier. While the
women wail, four castemen start with the bier on their shoulders

to the burning-ground. The chief mourner walks before the bier

carrying fire in an earthen jar. On reaching the burning-ground
the body is placed on the funeral pile which has been made ready by
a Mhdr or other low-caste man. The shroud is taken off and given
with 2 id. (If ans.) and two pounds of rice to the Mhar. Logs of

wood are piled over the body and the chief mourner sets fire to the

,

pile. When the body is consumed the chief mourner offers the
deceased cooked rice, and all except the mourners go to bathe in some .

pond or spring. When they have bathed they accompany the chief
mourner to his house and retire to their homes. As soon as the body
is removed from the house the widow is stripped of her nose and ear
rings and the lucky necklace and glass bangles, but her head is not
shaved. On the twelfth day after the death all the mourners shave
their faces and swallow the five products of the cow. Crows are
then fed and caste people feasted, and a feast is again given on every
anniversary day. They have no hereditary headman but their,

disputes are settled by Lokdchari, a Shrivaishnav Brdhman, th& .

deputy of Tatyachari, their rebgious Teacher. He punishes minor
offences with fine and refers cases of excommunication to the Teacher,
They send their boys to school, but do not take to new pursuits.

Glola>ks, or Illegitimate BkAhmans, are found at Sonda in Sirsi

where there is a large settlement of Havig Brahmans. The Kanara
Golaks are said to be Rand-golaks, that is the illegitimate
descendants of Brahman widows. They are chiefly the children of I

Havig widows put out of caste for misbehaviour. They call

themselves Golaks and consider the trading and warlike classes
'

inferior to them. The Havigs ofiGciate in their houses as their
family priests, but do not eat with them. The men and women are
middle-sized, fair, and regular featured. They speak Kanarese. In
house, diet, dress, and daily life they do not differ from Havig
Brahmans. They are hardworking, thrifty, and well-behaved, but :

have a poor character for honesty. They are husbandmen,
labourers, and traders, and are helped by their wives. They till

'

gardens and fields, deal in rice and other grain, and work for
hire as labourers. They are fairly off and free from debt. They
rank as middle class Hindus above Padiars and other courtezan '

classes. A household of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month, f
They have no separate family gods. Their chief deities are Vishnu,
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M^i^der, Oanpati, and Durga. They keep all Hindu holidays, visit

Hindu holy places, and employ Havig Brahmans as priests. Their
religious Teacher is the Smajrt head of the Shringeri monastery.
Their customs do not differ from those of the Havigs. They marry
their girls between eight and twelve and their boys between
sixteen and twenty. They do not admit fresh illegitimate children
into their community, llie heads of widows are shaved and their

marriage is forbidden. They bum their dead and mourn ten days.
Social disputes are settled by committees of the caste with the
help of the priests. They send their boys to school and on the
whole are well-to-do.

Easa'is or Mutton Bctchees, numbering fifty, are found at
Santhalli and Belankeri in Sirsi. They are found both in towns and
villages. They are said to have come from the Nizam’s dominions.
Their home tongue is a drawling Marathi mixed with E^arese
and Hindustani. They claim to be descendants of the Sun and
to belong to the Kashyap and Kaundanya family stocks. Persons
of the same stock do not intermarry. The names in common
use among men are, Ndgoji, Yellappa, Venkoji, and Parashnrdm

;

and among women, Tulji, Lakshmi, Ganga, Yamuna, and Sita.

Their family goddess is Yellamma whose shrine is at Kulburga in

the Nizdm’s country. They are wheat-coloured, tall, and strongly

made, with well-cut features. They speak Hindustani and K^narese,

but their home tongue is Marathi. They live in rows of one-storied

houses with mud walls and tiled roofs. Their furniture includes

wooden blocks, cutting and chopping knives, low wooden stools,

palm-leaf mats, metal pots, lamps, and wooden boxes. Their

chief food is rice, wheat, millet, and rdgi, and they eat flesh, except

beef and village pork, and fish, and drink liquor. They are moderate
eaters and good cooks. Their dress iq neat and tasteful. The men
wear the waistcloth, the long coat, and the headscarf ; and the

women the robe without passing the skirt between the feet. The
upper end is drawn over the head like a veil, and they wear a bodice

with short sleeves and a back. They keep good clothes in store for

holiday wear. The clothes are partly of Indian and partly of

European make and are bought from local shopkeepers who bring

them from the Belganm and Dharwar districts and from Bombay,
They are fond of gay colours and the women of sweet-scented

flowers. Both men and women wear ornaments like those worn by
Brahmans and other high Deccan castes. They are showy,
lardworking, and hot-tempered, but orderly and sober. Their

lereditary calling is that of sheep-butchers and some of them
are excise-farmers. Women and boys under sixteen do nothing

mt house work. Their calling pays them well and some of

';hem own land which they rent to husbandmen. Most are free

Tom debt though their calling and marriage expenses often force

;hem to borrow. They rank below Marathas, Kunbis, and
lalvakkals, and above Mhdrs, Mukris, and Dppars. The women
•ise early, sweep the house, and begin to make ready their first meal

which is taken about eleven. The time between noon and sunset is

}pent in chatting and joking with their neighbours. After sunset
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they busy themselves in preparing the second meal which is serve3

between eight and nine. The boys go to school and the men spend

the whole day in their shops except when they come home to iheir

midday meal. They are busy during most of the year, and seldom

rest except on Shivardtra in Pebrnary, on Bdm-navami in April, and

on other leading Brahman holidays. A family of five spends abont

£1 (Es. 10) a month j
their fnmitnre is worth £2 to £10 (Rs.20-

Rs. 100); their house £10 to £50 (Rs. 100 - Rs. 500} j and their

marriage ceremonies cost £10 to £30 (Rs. 100- Es. 300). They are

a religious people, worshipping all Brahman and village gods.

Their family priest is a Havig Brdhman to whom they pay great

respect, and they go on pilgrimage to Dharmsthal in Sooth

Kdnara and to Chandragntti in Maisnr, abont fifteen miles south of

Banav4si. Their spiritnal Teacher is the head of the Smfirb

monastery at Shringeri. They consider themselves impnre for

eleven days after a family birth or death, and are cleansed by
family priest on the twelfth day who gives them the five pr(^ncts

of the cow, milk, curds, clarified butter, urine, and dang. Childreoi

are named and cradled on the twelfth day after birth. Boys are

mairied between sixteen and twenty and girls between eight a^
sixteen. Polygamy is allowed and practised, but widow marriage

is forbidden. A ceremony is performed when a girl comes of aga
Their caste disputes are settled by an hereditary headman helped

by a council of adult castemen. Offenders are punished by loss

of caste for a time or for ever according to the gravity of the &nH.
They send their boys to school and are ready to take advantage of
new openings.

Ka'thkaris or Catechu-makees, numbering 140 of whom 75 ate
males and 65 females, are found in Yellapur. According to thw
own account they came from the Konkan and still eat and marry
with Konkan Kdthkaris. Their family goddess is Mali whose
shrine is in Goa, and their home tongue is Marathi. Their surnames
are Shinodkar, Kalvekar, Kingoli, Agarvddkar, and Mitgdvkar.
People with the same surname do not intermarry. The names in
common use among men are, Ramo, Yesu, Krishna, Lakshman,
Qopal, Bhikaro, and Ganesh ; and among women, Devki, Jdnki,
Pdrvati, Gauri, Yashoda, Lakshmi, and Shita. They are sturdy,
middle-sized, and spare. Their home tongue is Marathi mixed with
a large number of Konkani words. They live in one-storied
garden houses with mud walls and thatched roofs. Their diet
consists of rice and rdgi, and they eat fish and flesh and drink
bquor, being neither good cooks nor great eaters. The men wear
the loincloth, a narrow waistcloth, a headscarf, and a shoulder-
cloth or blanket; and the women the robe passing the skirt
between the feet, and a bodice with short sleeves and a back.
Both men and women keep good clothes in store for holiday use,
and the women, in addition to the marriage nose-ring necklace and
glass wristlets, wear earrings, nose-rings, necklaces, and wristlets
of gold or of brass. They are hardworking, thrifty, and weU-
behaved, but not clean. Most are husbandmen and a few are
unskilled labourers. The women help in the field work. They rent
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land from the holders and generally get half of the produce. As
labonrera the men earn about 6d. (4 ans.) a day. They are fairly

off ; they have to borrow from their landlords at times, but are
careful to pay what they owe. They rank with B^ikads below
Konknas, Marathds, and Vakkals. Their daily life and their busy
and slack seasons do not differ from those of other husbandmen.
A fiimily of five spends about 148. (Rs. 7) a month. As a
class they are religions. They worship all lo<^ goddesses and keep
the ordinary holidays. Their religious Teacher is the head of the
Smart monastery at Shringeri in west Maisur. Their family
priests are Havig Brihmans, and their special gods are Vithoba
of Pandharpur and Mah4baleshvar of Gokam. They hold
themselves impure for ten days after a birth or after the death of a
grown member of the famdy. They are purified by drinking
water_which has been touched by a Havig Brdhman. They employ
Havig Brahmans to conduct their marri^e ceremonies, which do
not differ from those of Kunbis. They perform birth, puberty,

and death ceremonies without the help of a Brdhman. Their

hereditary headman or budvant settles all breaches of caste rules

with the help of adult castemen. Their decisions are final and are

enforced by fine. They do not send their children to school and do
not take to new pursuits.

Vaddars or Eaeth-diggees, numbering about 3000, are found
scattered over the whole district, except Hondvar and Ankola.
They are of Telugn origin and are believed to take their name from
the word oddu to join from their occupation of joining stones in

building^ The men’s names in common use are, Parskya, Timma,
Shattya, Hanma, Bashya; and the women’s Timmi, Shetti, Yelli,

N4gi, and Ghavdi. llie names of their birth-places are sometimes
used as surnames, and their family goddesses are Yellamma,
Durgamma, and Shettiamma, whose shrines are said to be in
Dh^mfir. They have no subdivisions. Both men and women are
dark and tall, and the men are muscular. Their home speech is

Telngu, but they can talk Kanarese with strangers. They are a
wandering unsettled tribe living in small huts of bamboo
matting and thatched roofs on the borders of towns. Their
every-^y food is millet, bread, and currystnff er cbatni pounded
and mixed with sesamum oil. They eat fiesh, including rats,

monkeys, jackals, bears, and tigers, and drink country liquor. They
eat the flesh of victims offered to all deities except Yellamma. The
men wear short trousers to the knee, a woollen blanket, and a head-
scarf. The women wear the robe hanging from the waist like a
petticoat. They do not wear the bodice. They are honest and hard-
working, but thoughtless, thriftless, and ^ven to drink. Most are

stone-breakers and earth-workers, digging wells and ponds, and

CSiapter
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^ Yaddars are returned as nambering 11S,000 in Maisur. Mr. Kce (1. 337) divides

them into Boja Vaddas, Fattin&rams, K:dln Vaddas, Manna Vaddas, and BaUa
Vaddas. They have come from Telangan and Orissa. In 1800 Bachanan described
the Maisnr Yadaroa (I. 312) as boildi^ dams and reservoirs, making roads, and trading
in salt and grain. They csilled no priest to their marriages and performed no ceremony
except that the bride and bridegroom together walked thrice round a stake.
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breaking road-metal The women do as much work as the men and
earn nearly as high wages. They move from place to place passing

the rains where they find work. Their employment is fairly constant.

A man and woman together earn about Is. (8 ans.) a day which is

generally paid in cash. They also tend cattle and sheep and the

women work as grain-grinders and house-servants. In spite of

their regular and well paid work their want of thrift and
forethought keeps them poor. They are above the impure classes,

and are touched by Brahmans and other high class Hindus who
rank them between husbandmen and the impure classes. Men
and women in the early morning take some rdgi-grael and the

remains of the last evening’s supper and go to work about sunrise.

They come back about eleven, dine and return to work at one, and
stop for the day at six. They dine and sup on millet and pulse curry.

A family of five spends about 16s. (Rs. 8) a month. ' Their religious

Teacher is the head of the Shrivaishnav Brahmans whose
monastery is at Shriranga on the banks of the Kaveri near
Trichinopoly.* They generally wear the marks of Vishnu. Their
favourite deities are Vishnu and the goddess Yellamma, whose
chief shrine is at Ugragal in Dharwdr. They carry with them an
image of Yellamma in the form of a woman and in her honour hold
a yearly feast which lasts for three days. The ceremonies are
performed by a man of their own caste.^ The offerings consist of
cocks, goats, fruit, spirits, and flowers, and the ceremony ends
with a general feast to the whole community. The special dishes
are mutton or chicken stew with millet bread and liquor. As the
women are most useful workers, well-to-do Vaddars have two
to eight wives whom they buy from people of their own caste of
the neighbouring districts. The only check on the number of a ^

Vaddar’s wives is the expense of the marriage ceremony as the i

bridegroom has to give the bride’s parents £3 (Rs. 30) and a
)

hundred cocoanuts. Idle wives are divorced but may marry again.
Girls are married between ten and fourteen and boys between four- I
teen and twenty. Widow marriage is allowed. Marriages take

|
place at caste meetings. The ceremony consists of the bridegroom I

and bride walking thrice round a stake. A marriage costs about
£5 (Rs. 50) . On the wedding day and the day after, they feast the
guests and present them with betel leaves and betelnuts. They
either bury or burn their dead. Social disputes are settled by the
decision of the majority of the castemen. They do not send their
children to school or take to new pursuits

; and as a class are poor.

Beggars included seven classes with a strength of 1504 of whom
808 were males and 696 females. Of these 231 (males 130, and
^males 101) were Ddsas

; 68 (males 39, females 29) Gidbudkis,
Gidbidis, or Ping’lis; 215 (males 121, females 94) Gosavis ; 85&
(males 437,females 422) Jogis; 26 (males 11, females 15) Kanphate
Jogis; 89 (males 61, females 28) Gondhalis ; and 16 (males 9,
females 7) Thakars.

froiPrtP the Eastern to distinguish it

MvTor* n Western Sn-ranga, that is Seringapatam in Maisur. Eice’sysor, u, zob. - Comime Buchanan’s Mjsor, I. 312.
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Da'sas, or Slaves, a class of religions beggars numbering
about 230, are found in most parts of the district. Like the Gosdvis

they are recruited from different castes, but are known by the

name of das or slave because they are devoted to the service of

Venkatramana of Tirupati. Their home tongue is Kanarese ; their

femily god is Venkatramana ; and the names in common use among
men are. Kanaka, Honnappa, Jetti, Bira, Shidda, Naga, and Parma;
and among women, Honamma, Iramma, Jettn, Manjamna, Santamma,
andBhimi A servant of Venkatramana does not cease to belong
to his own fe,mily. A man is either an hereditary servant of the
god or he becomes a servant vowing to devote himself to the god
if some sick member of his family recovers. A man who has made
such a promise goes to Tirupati and is initiated, and makes a
pilgrimage to the god every year unless he is prevented by sickness.

When a servant of the god dies the yearly pilgrimage is kept up by
his heir. Though the Dasas form one religions order the members
who belong to different castes neither eat together nor intermarry.

The only point of difference between the Dasas and the lay members
of their castes is that theDasas support themselves by begging. They
eat the same food as the laymen of their caste except that they
keep from flesh and liquor on Saturdays, new-moons, and fast-days.

When they go to beg the men wear a long white coat reaching to

the ankle, a headscarf, and a number of scarves and other articles of

dress thrown across their shoulders and hanging from their arms
and waistband. They also carry a conch shell in their hands. The
skirt of the women’s robe hangs like a petticoat ; they have no bodice,

and wear no ornaments of gold or silver. The men go about
singing hymns called, Ddsara Padagalu, or Slaves’ Songs, in praise

of Venkatramana with a bell and conch accompaniment. The people
give them rice and money. The women do not beg but mind the
house and work in the fields. They earn enough to keep them in fair

comfort. During the rainy months (June-October) the men and women
work in the field. During the dry weather, after attending the
yearly fair at Tirupati in January, the men make a begging tour
returning to their homes before the rains set in. They worship
all Brahman gods and keep all local holidays. The object of their

special reverence is Venkatramana of Tirupati. Their spiritual

Teacher is the head of the Vaishnav monastery at Tirupati called

Tatyachdri. Their customs and caste organization are the same as

those of the caste to which they belong.

Gidbudkis or Gidbidis, that is players on the small drum, also

called PmoLis, numbering about seventy, are found in different

parts of the district, especially at Sirsi. The gidbidi, a small drum
three or four inches in diameter, is played as an accompaniment to

the songs which they sing as they walk begging from door to door.

They are natives of Sdvantvddi, Ratnagiri, and Goa, and only
occasionally visit Kanara. They belong to no one caste, being
recruited from Marathas, Dhangars, and other Mardthi-speaking
people. On entering the order the novice has to learnby heart certain

secret texts or mantras. Their family gods are Bhavani and Ambabdi
whose shrines are in the Mardtha country. The names of men are,

Govinda, Hurgoji, Sidram, Haiunanta,Baasappa,and Yellappa; and of
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women, Lingi, Parvati, Basvi, and Devi. Their somames are N4ikal,

Ghdti, Bhise, and Kadam. Pereons bearing the same surnames do nob

intermarry. They have three divisions, Gondhalis Bhats and Gidhidis.-

The Gondhalis do nothing bnt sing ;
the Bhdts are fortune-tellers j

and the Gidbidis sing Marathi h
3
rmns to the accompaniment of a

small drum. Some of the men and women are tall and some are

middle-sized, and they vary in complexion from fair to wheat colour.

Their home speech is Mardthi and they also talk Hindnstdni. In

their native country they live in one-storied houses with mud walls, -

thatched roofs, and front yards. Their furniture includes mats,
'

low wooden stools, brass lamps, metal plates and pots, and earthen

vessels. Their ordinary food is rice and fish, and they occasioiudly

eat flesh and drink liquor. They are moderate eaters and drinkers,

but not good cooks. Like the Dasas the men wear a long white.-'

coat reaching to the ankle, a headscarf, and a number of clothes

thrown over their shoulders and hanging from their arms and waist*

band; the women wear the robe falling like a petticoat and a bodice

with a back and short sleeves. They are thrifty and sober but lazy.
"

They are professional beggars and soothsayers, moving in bands of

two or three, singing as they walk from door to door. Their songs
are for the most part in praise of Krishna, Radha, and other characters

in the Mah^bhdrat. About the middle of May they return to their -

native villages where they are said to work as husbandmen during
the rains. They are not well-to-do and rank with Dasas. A family

of five spends 12». (Rs. 6) a month. They worship all Brahman gods
and keep the local holidays, but their special deity is Vithoba
of Pandharpur in Sholapur, whose shrine they occasionally visit.

They employ Konkanasth or Karh^a Brdhmans to perform their

marriage, puberty, and death ceremonies. They many their girls

between eight and eleven and their boys between fourteen and '

twenty. Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised ; i

the dead are buried sitting, generally at the foot of some hill or
|

rising ground. Their other ceremonies do not differ from those I

of Eatnagiri and Savantvddi Mardthas. They have headmen or
*

fdtils who settle social disputes with the help of the men of the
caste. They do not send their boys to school or take to new pursuits.

Gosa'vis, a class of traveUing beggars, numbering about 200, are
found in different parts of the district, especially in the larger towns.
Theorder issaid to have been foundedby Shankardcharya, the apostle
of the Smart sect of modem Brdhmanism about the eighth century
after Christ. It contains ten divisions: Giri, Puri, Bhdrti, Van,
Aranya, Sarasvati, Tirth, Ashram, Sdgar, and Parvat. It is a
brotherhood of wandering beggars most of whom belong to UppOT
India. A novice begins by vowing in the presence of an eld^y
member of the order to keep the rules of conduct. The initiator

becomes the novice’s teacher or guru, and the novice becomes his
pupil or chela. The chelds are either voluntary converts or they are
children who have been given by their parents in fulfilment of a vow.
Their chief observances are to live in celibacy, to feed the hungry,
to ea.m their living by begging, and to visit holy places. On
entering the brotherhood the novice becomes free from • caste
rules. He removes the thread or silk girdle which is worn by aD
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Hmdas and to which when worn the langoti or loincloth is fastened,

and in its place he puts a piece of cloth. For a time a novice is free

to withdraw, but after the time of grace is ended he takes a solemn
oath which cannot be recalled. The Gosdvis are staunch worshippers

of Shiv and deadly rivals of the Bairdgis or Vaishnav ascetics. Most
Gosdvis are tall, wheat-coloured, and regular featured. Their

vernacular is Hindustani. Some are settled in Kumta, Gokam, and
Sirsi, but most pass through the district on their way to or from
B^meshvar near Cape Comorin. They live in rest-sheds. They are

strict vegetarians, living chiefly on rice, split poise, wheat-flonr, and
clarified butter. They do not drink liquor, but are fond of smoking
tobacco, drinking hemp or bhang, and eating opium. They mb their

bodies with ashes and dishevel their hair. Their clothes are a
loincloth and a long reddish-brown gown. They shave neither

the head nor face and generally have their long matted hair

rolled in a great coil at the back of their heads. They are very lazy,

“irritable, and given to hemp-smoking. They practise such austerities

as sitting in the sun surrounded by fire, exposing themselves to

pinching cold, standing for a long period on one leg, and holding

one or both their hands over their heads. They live on charity,

especially rations distributed in temples at Kumta, Gokarn, and
Sirsi, where the traders lay by a certain part of their income to feed

Hosdvis. They rank next to Brdhmans. They go to beg in the

mornings and evenings passing the rest of their time in cooking,

smoking gdnja, and sleeping. A single Gosdvi spends about 3s.

(Rs. IJ) a month. They worship all Brdhman gods, especially all

manifestations of Shiv and Parvati, and the Ram incarnation of

Vishnu, and keep all Hindu holidays. They do not marry but many
have concubines. They adopt disciples who are called chelds. They
are free to dine with all classes of Hindus, but none of the Kanara
Hindus take food cooked by them. They bury the dead without
mourning. They have no social organization, but they often travel

and live in bands, one of them being head and keeping the rest in

order. Some can read and write and some are well acquainted with
the doctrines of their religion.

JogiS, who are also called Manigdrs orBogdrs, number 859 of

whom 437 are males and 422 females. They are found in the Sirsi

sub-division living with other castes. They take their name from
the Sanskrit yog meditation. They are said to have come about 100
years ago from Tuljdpur in the Nizam’s territory on account of the
unsettled state of their country. The founder of their community is

said to have been one MachcMndar Bdva who was born at Tuljdpur
and became a monk. Their home tongue is Marathi. Their family
goddess is Tnljdpur-Bhavdni, whose shrine is at Tuljdpur. The
names in common use among the men are, Ranoji, Krishnoji, Bdloji,

Lachardm, Fakirappa, Limbaji, Bhainoji, Bhagvantappa, Tukn,
Hirnath, and Edya ; and among the women, Shiddu,, Krishni, Jivi,

Sanki, Tuki, Dvdrki, Santu, Tulja, Iri, and Sukri. Their surnames
are Todkar, Sntar, Pdtil, Bhanddri, Kotval, Sonar, Gongdeker,

- and Desuk. They are said still to eat and intermarry with their

relations in Sholapnr. Persons bearing the same surnames do not
intermarry. They are divided into twelve sections which do not
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intermarry or eat together. The names are, Mnr^, Ker-jogi, J.ogM-

jogi, Kindri-jogi, Davarji-jogi, BalgSr-jogi, Mendar-jogi, Are-jogi,

Mardthi-jogi, Kurub-jogi, Berak-jogi, Bhorpi-jogi, and Dombsu:-

jogi. They are dark, short, and spare, with well-cut features.

Their home tongue is Marathi, largely mixed with Kdnarese and
spoken with a drawl. Their houses are generally one-storied with
mud or stone walls and with thatched or tiled roofs ; and their

furniture consists of mats, copper pots, and wooden boxes. Thmr
staple diet is rice, millet, and split pulse, and they eat animal food,

but do not use any intoxicating drink or dmg. Their holiday

dishes are cooked meat and millet bread and holige. They are

moderate eaters but not good cooks. The men wear the waist-

cloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf with gold finger and
ear rings, and a silver girdle. The women wear the robe one end
hanging like a petticoat, the other end drawn over the head like

a veil. The bodice has a back and short sleeves. They wear gold
and silver ear, neck, waist, finger, and toe ornaments. They are
fond of wearing flowers chiefly shevantis or crysanthemnms, sampiges
or champa flowers, and malliges or jessamines. They are hard-
working and frugal, sober and orderly. They are peddlers dealing -

in glass and lacquered beads, knives, needles, corals, bells, and other
articles. They bring metal vessels and scents from Poona and glass

beads and other articles of European manufacture from Bombay.
They move from place to place and attend local fairs or jatrds laying

’

out their wares in booths made of coarse red cloth stretched across a ,

cord tied to two bamboo posts. The women sell as well as the men-
The little children beg and after twelve boys begin to help their

fathers. Some of them work as husbandmen. Competition is said of
late years to have greatly reduced their profits as peddlers. Though
a falling class some of them own small landed properties and most
of them are free from debt and able to borrow as much as £100
(Rs. 1000) on personal security at twelve per cent. Of the twelve
divisions the Balgar-jogis and the Jogdi-jogis rank highest. These 1

two classes consider themselves equal in social position and eat with I

each other, though they do not intermarry. The rest claim equality
with one another but neither eat together nor intermarry. In the
early morning both men and women arrange their wares in front of
their shops or booths. Then the women go to prepare food and the
men attend to customers. When breakfast is ready between ten
and eleven the women take the men’s place in the shops while the
men take their midday meal. Then the men go back to their place
in the booth and the women have their meal and after it string and
sort the beads which have come loose from Bombay. The ordinary
monthly expenses of a family of three adults andtwo children are 14 j.

'

(Rs. 7). Their houses costto build from £5 to £50 (Ra 50-Rs. 500)
and their furniture £1 to £10 (Rs. 10- Rs. 100). They spend from
£10 to £20 (Rs. 100 - Rs. 200) on their weddings. Jogis are a
religious people, their chief objects of worship being Tnlja-Bhavdni
and Elhandoba, whose images they keep in their houses and worship
every day before they take their meals. They also venerate all local
gods and observe their days, making pilgrimages to Gokam, Tulj^ipur,
and Jejur in Poona where is the shrine of Ehandoba. They respect
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HavigBrdhmans,andtheir chief holidays are Shivratra,Ndg-panehami
Dasra, and IKvdli. Their spiritaal Teacher is a .Mardtha
named Machchindar. He lives in the Sholapar district and on his

death is succeeded by a member of the Bhanoa monastery near
Savantvadi in the Ko^an. They are said to have no faith in sooth-

saying and witchcraft and do not offer blood sacrifices. Girls are

married either before or after they come of age and boys at any
time after eight. Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed, and
the dead who are either burnt or buried are mourned for ten days.

On the tenth day after a birth or a death the family priest purifies

the family by giving them the five products of the cow. Ceremonies
are perform^ in honour of the dead at the end of a month and at the
end of a year after death, and all the departed are remembered on
MahMpakaha or All Souls’ Day (September-October). Caste disputes

are settled at meetings of adult castemen under the presidency of

their hereditary headmen or buduanis who have the power of fining

offenders, taming them out of caste, and receiving them back.

They teach their boys to read and write EAnarese and Marfi.thi, but
do not take to new pursuits.

Ea'npha'te Jogis, numbering twenty-six, are found in Earww.
They claim to be immigrants from Northern India. The names
in common use among men are, Sukdu, Bdbu, Kusht,Vomno,
Hari, Bhikaro, and ToLio ; and among women, Mh^lknmi, Janki,
Devki, Gundi, Yashoda, and Rukmin. Their home tongue is

Konkani and their family god Kalbhairav whose shrine is in

Goa, where their caste, with whom they eat but do not
intermarry, is found in large numbers. They are tall, spare, and
wheat-coloured, with well-cut features. They live in one-storied
houses with mud walls and thatched roofs with narrow verandas
and front yards in the middle of which stands a sweet basil plant.

They are not good cooks but moderate ^ters. Their staple food is

rice and rdgi. They are also fond of fish, and when they can
afford it eat flesh except beef or village pig. They drink liquor.

The men wear a loincloth, a narrow ochre waistcloth, an ochre head-
scarf, and a blanket. The men’s only ornaments are a pair of
metal earrings. The women pass the skirt of the robe back between
the feet and draw the upper end over the shoulder and bosom. They
do not wear the bodice. Besides the marriage nosering lucky
necklace and glass wristlets, the women wear earrings. Theyarehard-
working, sober, thrifty, honest, and well-behaved. Their hereditary
Calling is begging and singing hymns. They now also work as
husbandmen, gardeners, and unskilled labourers. Besides doing
household work the women help the men in the field. Some of
them are priests in the temples of Kdlbhairav,and on All Soul’s Day or
Mahdlpaksha (Sept.-Oct.) are asked to pray at the houses ofKonlmds
who feast them and pay them a half-penny or a farthing (J-J anna).
At harvest time they sing hymns at the doors of Hindu husbandmen
and get one to four pounds of unhnsked rice and \d. (J anna) in
cash. As labourers the men earn 6d. (4 aws.) a day, and the women
who reap, weed, and thrash, get six pounds of unhnsked rice and a
meal. They do not make more than a bare living and are forced to
bOTTow on marriage and other occasions. As husbandmen and field
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workers tlieir daily life does not differ from the life of oiitOT

hnsbandmen and field workers, except that on Saturdays and during

the harvest season they go begging. Thosewho do nothing bnt h^,
start at daybreak and come home about noon

;
go out again in the

afternoon, and retnm about sunset. A family of five spends about

16s. (Rs. 8) a month. Their furniture is worth 4®. to 10s. (Rs. 2*

Rs. 5), and their marriage expenses vary from £5 to £10 (Rs. 50 -

Es. 100) . They worship all local go^ and keep all holidays,

especially bhdmd or hook-swinging festiv^s andjatrds or fairs. They
employ Joishi Brahmans to perform their ceremonies and have a§
religions Teacher the head of the Kadre monastery near Manga^
in South Kanara. Each house pays the Teacher a yearly caniA-

hntion of fid. to 2s. (4 aws.-Re.l), which is either collected by an
agent of the Teacher or sent with a deputation of the caste once in

four or five years. Their family god is Kdlbhairav whose shrine

in Goa is visited by them at least once in their life. They have
also local shrines of Rshetrapdl at Saddshivgad, Bharmanath
Asnoti, and of Shioda at Bhaxr in Kdrwdr, where they repraitedfy

go on pilgrimage. They have also household gods called puris't

deceased ancestors represented by unhnsked cocoannts, which fro
Worshipped and changed every year on New Year's Day or Yug&di
in March - April. The old cocoannts are made into oil with which
the lamp that bums before the cocoanut-god is fed. This god fa

kept only in the house of the head of each family group. On the
first day of the year all the members of the family, each bringing a
pound of raw rice, a cocoanut, and a half pound of molasses and
some money, go to the house of the head of the family. There the
victuals are cooked with a varietyof dishes, the chief ofwhich is pdis(^,

the cost of these dishes being met from money contributions. They
keep an iron trident, a symbol of KAlbhairav, and to this, as well w
to the village gods they offer fowls and sheep during the Basra
holidays in October and feed on the flesh of the victims. They are
firm believers in soothsaying, in witchcraft, and in the power of evR
spirits. As a rule girls are married before they come of age.
Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised, and
polyandry is unknown. They monm the dead ten days and arp
purified by drinking water touched by their Joishi. When boys are
about three years old an elderly man called guru or Teacher puts
metal rings called mudrds in their ears and teaches them prayers oi^

mantras. When this is over the guests are treated to a feast. Thflfa
other ceremonies do not differ from those of the cultivating classes.
They have (an hereditary headman called hudvant who lives a|
Halja in Karwir. He settles their social disputes with the help pf
the men of the caste. His decisions are final and are enforced on
pain of loss of caste. They do not send their children to school OT
take to new pursuits. , -

Gondlialis,numbering 89 of whom 61 were males and 28 females,
are widely spread over the district. They are professional beggars
and do not differ in any point from Yengurla and Savantv4^
Gondhalis. They are of Mardtha extraction and came to R^naift
from Sdvantvfidi.

T]i9i'Ra,Bg, numbering 16 ofwhom 9 were males uid 7 females, sixf
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found in the Kam4r snb-division. They speak Mardthi and are said

to be an offshoot of the Savantvadi Thakars. They are professional

beggars. They make nets and catch sweet water fish and crocodiles

on which they feed, and spin woollen wigs called ckauris which are
worn by native women.
Leather-Workers, with a strength of 1704 included three

chases. Of these 1473 (males 785, females 688) were Ghamg^rs,
shoemakers; about 150 Dhors, tanners; and 81 (males 42, fei^es
y39) Mddigars, tanners and shoemakers.
' Chamga'rs, Shoemakers and Tahkebs, according to the
1881 census numbered 1473, of whom 785 were males and 688
females. They are found in small numbers over the whole district,

chiefly in Kdrwar, Knmta, Ankola, Honavar, Bhatkal, Sidd&pnr,
Sirsi, YelMpur, and Haliyid. The word Chamgar is derived from
the Sanskrit charm leather. The coast Chamgars are said to have
come from Goa and they still marry with the Goa Chamgars. The
•names in common use among men are, Yella, Bassya, Ira, Badiya,
V4sndev, Hari, Vasn, Shivgo, Venkta, and Bama; and among
-women, Ganga, Kushti, Gauri, Bassi, Venki, Durgi, Kdveri, and
Rukmini. Their patron god is Venkatramana, whose temple is at

Manjguniin Sirs!. Their family god is Basaveshvar of Ulvi in Supa,
and the Ammas and Mah4mdis of Bhatkal, Honavar, Knmta, Ankola,
and' K4rw4r. They are divided into Mochis and Ohamgdrs. The
Chamgars follow the Brahmanic mode of worship and employ
Brahman priests ; the Mochis hold LingAyat tenets and employ
Jangams. Mochi women mark the brow with cowdnng ashes or
vibhut and Chamgar women with red. Most of the men are fair,

' middle-sized, strong, and spare ; a small number are dark and stout.

Chamgar women are so famed for their beauty of face and figure that

there is a Kdnarese saying that Padminis, the highest type ofwoman,
middle-sized with fine features black lustrous hair and eyes full

breasts and slim waists, are all Chamgdrs. Those who live on the
coast speak Konkani and those above the Sahyddris KAnaresa
Except a few who are found in the towns of Sirsi and Ankola, the
Chamgars live in isolated villages on the skirts of towns in huts with
mud walls and thatched roofs and front verandas about six feet broad.
Their furniture includes low wooden stools, straw mats, and copper
mid earthen cooking vessels. Their ordinary food is rice and fish,

and they eat mutton, fowls, and pork, but do not feed on carrion or
eat beef or buffalo meat. About nine in the morning they take rice

gruel
; about one rdgi gruel and curry ; and about eight curry and

rice. They are fond of chillies, salt, tamarind, cocoannts, and
molasses. Their holiday dishes are paisa, vadds, and flesh. They
are moderate eaters, but the men are excessively fond of drink.

Indoors the men wear nothing but a loincloth. Out of doors, besides

the loincloth, they wear a narrow waistcloth, a shouldercloth folded

in puckers on one shoulder generally with a pair of shoes hid under
it, and a headscarf, all of cheap cloth, the whole suit not worth mol^
than 4s. to 6s. (Rs. 2-Bs. 3). The holiday dress is the same but of

better material, and is worth 8s. to 16s. (Rs. 4-Rs. 8). Some wear
silver girdles and gold ear and finger rings. The women^s robe is

worn without passing the skirt between the feet. Their every-day
dress is worth 4s. to 6«. (R3.2-R3.4), and their holiday dress 8s. to
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128. (Rs. 4-Rs. 6). On grand days they tie their hair neatly in lototA

and deck it with flowers. They also wear gold or brass ear and nose

rings, the lucky necklace, and glass bangles. These ornaments are

of little value as they are hollow and mixed with alloy. A.comply
set of a well-to-do Chamgdr woman’s ornaments costs £2 to £5
(Rs. 20-Rs. 50) and that of a poor woman’s £1 10«, to £3 (Rs.15-
Rs. 30). Boys wear nothing but a loincloth and girls only a small

cloth wrapped round the middle. Their clothes come from the
Belgaum and Dhdrwar hand-looms. Those who lire abore the
Sahy^dris are mild-tempered,hardworking, well-behaved, and thrifty,

but the coast Chamgdrs are excessively fond of drink, untmthfid,
thriftless, and quarrelsome. The coast Chamgars tan hides after they
have been cleaned by Mhdrs, and make sandals which according to

quality fetch 6d. to Is. 3d. (4-10 ans.) a pair. The tools they use
are an awl or ati, a knife or rampi, an iron hammer or mutio, and a
smooth stone for sharpening the Imife. Aman earns abont 9d.(6 ans.)

a day, but they are drunken and thriftless and always poor. The
np-conntry ChamgArs are better off than the coast people, earning
money as husbandmen, labourers, and cartmen as well as by working
in leather. Chamgdrs rank with Mddigs and Holay^s and their
touch is thought to defile high class Hindus. Chamgars are late

risers. Near the coast some go the first thing in the morning to a
tavern for a drink of palm-beer, and then to the tanning ground
where much time is wasted in talk. They go home for the midday
mealand again set to work generally finishing a pair of sandals by fonr.

When a pair of sandals is ready they stand in some prominent place in
the market, and by night time, if they hare found no buyer, greatly
lower their price. On the way home they call at a tavern and waste
part of their earnings. The women mind the house and ornament the
uppers of the sandals by sewing on slips of tinsel. A family of five
spends about 12«. (Rs. 6) a month. Their chief objects of worship are
Venkatramana, Sirsiamma, Honavaramma, Ankleamma, Mahai^yi,
MahddeV or Shiv, Ganpati, Jataka, Hanumanta, and the Nag or Cobra.
They have no priests of their own and never employ Brahmans except
before a marriage when they ask a Havig or Karhdda Brahman to

the lucky hour giving them 3c?. to 28. (2 ans. -Re. 1). They believe
in witchcraft, soothsaying, and ghosts, and offer blood sacrifices to
the village spirits. They never go on pilgrimage. Their holidays are
^hivardtra in February, Yugadi in April, If^dgpanchami in Augusl^
Dasra in^ October, and DivdZi in November. Girls are married'
between eight and twelve and boys between fourteen and twenty-five.
Widow marriage is forbidden, but polygamy is allowed. They
either bury or bum their dead, and mourn them eleven days.*
Midwives of their own caste are employed at births. The coast
Chamgdrs perform the satti or sixth day ceremony after a birth j
the Mochis or up-country Chamgdrs do not perform any ceremony
on that day. Children are cradled and named on the eleventh
^y. The marriage ceremony lasts six days. When a mat<^
is settled the fathers of the boy and girl, with some friends and
remion^ go to a Brahman priest, either a Joishi or a Havig, ask him
to fix the time for the ceremony, and pay him 3d. (2 ans.) rolledm a couple of betel leaves. From the priest’s aU go to the
bndegrpom s, where plantains and molasses are handed round- Hey
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^en go to tHe bride’s boose with not less than a bondred fried

cakes or vadas, a cooked fowl, a bodice, a robe, 4a (Ba 2) in cash,

flowers, and betelnuts and leaves. Tbe price of tbe girl, wbicb
varies from £1 12s. to £6 8s. (Es. 16 -Rs. 64), is settled and tbe girl

k dressed in new clothes. Tbe people then go to tbe tavern where
they spend tbe 4s. (Rs. 2) brought by tbe bridegroom’s father, and,
on their return to the bride’s, are feasted with rice and cocoanut
milk brought from the bridegroom’s, and go home. On the day
fixed by the Brahman the bridegroom is rubbed with turmeric
paste, bathed in warm water, and dressed in a waistcloth, shoulder-

cloth, and headscarf. Then holding in his hands some betel

leaves, a betelnut, a cocoanut, and a dagger, and wearing the
marriage coronet, he comes in procession to the bride’s house. He
is received with the same forms as among high class Hindus, enters

the booth, and stands opposite the bride, separated from her by a
cloth. The head of the caste calls sdvadhan, that is Take care,

the curtain is pulled aside, and the couple throw garlands of

flowers round each other’s necks. The bride’s parents join the
hands of the bride and bridegroom and pour water over them.
They then sit on a bench called sdvo, and each guest waves a coin

round their heads and drops it in a tray at their feet. After this is

over the guests are treated to a meal, the chief dishes in which are

paisa and vadds. On the second day the bridal party goes to the
bridegroom’s, and the ceremony in ^1 other respects does not differ

from that of other low castes. Their puberty and death ceremonies
€U« also the same. Social disputes are settled at meetings of adult
castemen presided over Tjy headmen called iudvants who have
power to fine offenders, to put them out of caste, and to allow them
to come back. The process of fines are spent in buying liquor
which is drunk before the meeting disperses. Up-country Cfaamgars
send their boys to school and are improving

; coast Chamgdrs are
declining or at best are stationary.

Dhors or Tansbbs, according to the 1881 census numbered 150
of whom eighty were males and seventy females. They are found
in the Haliyal sub-division, living on the skirts of towns hVo
Mhars, Mukris, and Holayas. They are said to have come from
Kulburga in Haidarabad and still to eat and marry with Kulburga
Dhors. Their home tongue is Mardthi. The names in common
use among men are, YeUa, Satvya, Rdmya, Bhikya, Bassya, and
Ranya ; and among women, Ganti, Nimba, Lokawa, Padmawa,
Nemawa. Their surnames are Godki, Gajdksha, Pola, Mdtkar, and
Hdtkar. Persona bearing the same surnames do not intermarry.
Their femily god is-Basaveshvar, who has shrines at Kulburga and
at Ulvi in Snpa. They have no subdivisions. They are wheat-
coloured, middle-sized, and muscular, with well-cut features. Their
home tongue is Mardthi with a large mixture of Kdnarese and
Konkani. They live apart in rows of one-storied houses with mud
walls and either thatched or tiled roofs ; and their furniture includes
low wooden stools, palm-leaf mats, and metal pots, lamps, and earthen-
ware. Their staple food is millet and rdgi, and they eat flesh except
beef and village pork, and drink hquor. They are temperate eaters
but bad cooks. The men wear the loincloth and the headscarf
and a blanket over their shoulders, and the women wear the robe with

Ciiaptar£^^

Popolatifflk I
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Qmpter III . the skirt hanging like a petticoat and the npper end drawn over tie

Population. ® They also wear a short-sleeved bodice with a back;

liXA w women do not wear flowers, but bothmen and women keep clotli^
Tura- ORKEBS.

gj;pj.g fgj. iioliday nse though they are neither cleanly nor tasteiol

in their dress. Their clothes are of country cloth bought from
local shopkeepers who bring it from Dhdrwdr and Belganm. The

; men’s ornaments are gold ear and finger rings, and silver bracelets

and girdles
;
and the women, besides the marriage nose-ring, necklaOe,

and wristlets, wear gold silver or brass earrings, necklaceifi

wristlets, and finger and toe rings. They are hardworking^
orderly, thrifty, and hospitable, bnt dirty. Besides tanning
which they buy from Mh4rs, Dhors work as field labourers. AM

^ tanners the men earn 6d. to 7Jd. (4-5 ans.) a day and ai
day labourers 44^. to fid. (3-4 ans.) and the women 3d. (2 ana);

> The women do not help the men in tanning, but add to the &mily
. income by working as labourers. Their busy season lasts fttBa

September to the end of July and their slack time is the montk
v of August. Their work as tanners is steady and well paid, and'
" though they borrow at twenty-five per cent to meet special marriagd

charges, they succeed in paying their debts. Like Cbamg4rs they,
J are held impure by high Hmdus. They take three meals a days

i
- the first early in the morning, the second between twelve and one,

f ' and the third about eight. They are a busy people working aa^

a rule from morning to night. They are religions, respecting

I Brdhmans and at the same time obeying the head of the lang^yat

,v monastery at Chitaldurg in Maisur, to whom they send yearly

contributions, receiving in return sacred ashes which they call

i prasdd. Their chief deities are Basava, Shiv, and Yellamma, and
their chief holidays are Shivardtra in February, Holi in March, Nag-
panchami in August, Ganesh-chaturthi in September, and Dasra
in October. They present blood offerings to the village gods and go
on pilgrimage to TJlvi in Supa. Their ceremonies and customs do
not differ from those of Chamgars, except that Ling4yat priests are
asked to purify their dead by placing their feet on the corpse’s head.
Their disputes are settled by their hereditary headman or budvant,
who is guided by the opinion of the majority of the adult castemen.
They have lately begun to teach their boys to read and write.

MiSdigs. Ma'digS, Shoemakees and Tannees, according to the 1881
census numbered eighty-one, of whom forty-two are males and
thirty-nine females. They are found above the Sahyadris. They have
neither surnames nor family gods. The names in common use among
men are, Basaya, Banna, Karya, Venka, Eanga, Lakshya, and
Yellya

;
and among women, Putti, Shivi, Bassi, Venki, and Lakshmi.

They are said to have come from Maisur and still keep theirconnection
with Maisur M4digs.^ Both men and women are short, dark, and

> Maisur MAdiga are of two tribes, TelingAs and Kamitas. They dress leather
and are the lowest of the left-hand faction. (Rice’s Mysor, L 347, 348). In 1800
Buchanan (Mysor, t 252) described them' as ve^ low, dr^sing hides, making shoes,
tilling, and working as servants. The class included many small tribes of ten or
twenty honses with whom the tribes people alone married as they were as f<md of
their rare as the higher castes. They ate carrion and drank spirits. They had
priests of their own. In Coorg the Madige Holayas are perhaps the lowest of the
impure classes (Rice’s Mysor, lU. 213).
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fiferongly made. Their home tongue is Ednarese. They Kve in enuJl

one-storied honses with thatched or tiled roofs and front Terandas^

Their daily food is millet, rice, and fish. They eat mutton and fowls

when they sacrifice to the village gods, and drink liquor. Th^ are not

particular about their food and eat carrion when they can get it.

The men wear the waistcloth, the shouldercloth, and the headscarf ;

and the women a bodice and the robe worn like a petticoat without

passing the skirt between the feet. The men wear gold and brass

rings in their ears and on their fingers ; and the women besides the

marriage nosering, bead necklace, and glass wristlets wear tin or brass

bangles, and gold or brass earrings noserings and finger rings.

They are hardworking but thriftless and given to drink. They sHir
^ad animals, dress hides, make shoes, and work as field labourers.

The Mddigs are better off than other low castes, though to meet the

e<»t of marriage they have to borrow at high interest. Other Hindus
look on them as impure like Mhars and Holay&. During the rainy

months, the greater part of their time is spent in field work. In the

dry weather they work in leather, the women helping the men, and
by their labour adding to the family income. A family of five spends

a^nt 14s. (Es. 7) a month Their chief deity is Venkatramana.
They are staunch devotees of Mariamma or Mother-death whose
shrines are found in many parts of Kdnara. They also keep
idols in their houses. Once every two or three years they raise

subscriptions, make a small shed, buy a brass pot which represents

the goddess Mariamma, stop it with a cocoannt, cover it with
flowers, and keep it for three days which they spend in feasting and
drinking, sacrificing lambs and fowls. At the end of the third day
the pot is thrown into a river or pond. They do not employ or respect

Brahmans, but have priests of their own c^ed ffuruswhom the Imty
support and who eat but do not marry with them. They have also a
religious Teacher named Jiimbu whose monastery is at Kadapa in

Madras where they go on pilgrimage. Polygamy is allowed ; but
few men take more than one wife as money has to be paid to the
girl's father. Widow marriage is allowed and practised. They
either bury or burn their dead and their ceremonies do not differ

from those of the Holayas. Caste disputes are settled by the headman
or gauda with the help of a council of adult castemen. They do
not send their children to school and show no signs of improving
their position.

Depressed Classes included sixteen castes with a strength of

23,079, of whom 12,223 were males and 10,856 females. The
details were

:

CAsn.

STRBS9TH.
1

_
Strength. i

lUTales. Females. Total. Hales. Females. Total.

A'gers or Balt-makers ... im 1040 2118 Holay^a 330 310 696
129 133 262 Kusais 1 1

521 446 967 Korlrs or Korgirs 116 123 239
3 7 10 Koteg&rs or Jietris 129 79 208
76 15 91 Eang^ris 125 120 246

978 886 1864 Mukris 2503 2481 4984
Hatg&ra 11

1414
5

1215
f6

^29
Mh&rs or HuIst^ 4732 3981 8713-

HalADdiors or Bhangia .. 27 9 36 Total ... 12,223 10,856 23,079

Cbaptarl^

Fopnlatioi^

Leaxhbb-Wos^
MaiSf!,''

3.

Bbpresskd 4^

Classes.
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A'gers or Salt-mAKEES, from dpar a salt-pan, numbering 2118
of whom 1078 were males and 1040 females, are found at Kumtai
Chanddvar, Gokam, HannaUi, S^ikat, and Miij4n in Kumta

; at

Shirur in Hondvar
;
and at Gundbali and Ankola in Ankola. The

names in common use among men are, Bomma, N^gu, Jetti,

Mhisti, Venkta, Timma, Honna, and Bira ; and among women, Itevi,

Sukri, Ndgi, Timmi, Jogi, and Jettu, They have no stock names
except names called after places or crafts. Their household god is

an unhusked cocoanut. "I^ey have no subdivisions. Both men and
women are middle-sized and dark. Their home tongue is Kdnarese.
They live in small one-storied houses with mud walls and
thatehed roofs, and verandas and front yards. Their common food
is rice and fish, but they eat flesh and drink liquor though they do
not touch beef. Their special dishes are fowls and sweet-gruel or

paisa with liquor. They are great eaters but poor cooks. The
men wear the loincloth, a coarse narrow waistcloth worn without
passing the skirt between the legs, a blanket, and a headscarf. The
women wear no bodice, and the robe, which is generally dark, falls

like a petticoat without the skirt being passed between the feet
The men wear gold or brass earrings and finger rings

;
and the

women the lucky necklace, glass tin or brass bangles, and gold or
brass earrings, noserings, and finger rings. Only a few have a
store of holiday clothes. They are hardworking and orderly.

Their hereditary calling is making salt, and they also work as
field-labourers and make palm-leaf umbrellas which the people of
K^nara use at all times of the year. lake the Buttals and other
field laboimers, they are gener^ly indebted to the landowners and
work off loans by serving on very low wages. They rank above
Kotegirs and about the same as Uppers. Their daily life does not
differ from that of Mukris or fishermen. A family of five spends about
8s. (Rs. 4) a month. Their family god is Hanumant. They worship
all village gods and goddesses who are represented by stones and
white ant-hills. All their ceremonies are performed by their
headman or kolkdr. They do not employ Brdhmans though
they treat Havigs with great respect. They have much faith in
soothsaying, witchcraft, and in the spirits of the dead, and keep Soli
in March, Yugddi or New Year’s Day in April, Chauti in August,
Oawpatis day in September, and Tulsi’s wedding and Divdli in
November. They have no images in their houses. They make no
pilgrimages except occasionally to Gokam during the SMvardtra
holidays in February. Their girls are married between ten and
twelve and their boys between fourteen and twenty-five.
Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised; polyanciy
is unknown, ^eir customs are like those of the ITppars, except
that a betel-palm blossom is fixed in the bridegroom’s turban o*
headscarf instead of a marriage coronet, and that the marriage
ceremony lasts for six days. Their social disputes are settledat
meetings of adult castemen under a headman styled hudvant
They live from hand to mouth and show no signs of improving
their condition.

®

or Bakadigarus, numbering 262 of whom 129 were
males and 133females, are found only at Ankola The word b^ead is
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Mud to come from the Hindust^ hdk a crop estimate, because their

Wages are paid in grain and not in cash. They call themselves
Bants or warriors. The names in common use among men are,

Honnappa, Devappa, Pursappa, Birappa, Timmappa, Hammayya,
Lingappa, Devendra

;
and among women, Lakshmi, Devamma, Sukri,

Avi, Grune, Gungamma, and BdnL Their family god is Bantdev
whose shrine is at Amdalli in Ankola. They say they came from
Bantval, a village near Mangalor, and that they were once Bants,
whom Buchanan^ describes as the chief middle class or Shudra
husbandmen in South Ei.nara, and that they were put out of caste

and have no intercourse with the parent stock. Bant in K^narese
means a warrior and they still take the word ndiJc after their names.
In South Kdnara they are large landowners. They are middle-sized,

dark, and strong. Their home speech is Kanarese pure from
Sanskrit words, and spoken with a better accent and articulation

than the Kanarese of other low classes. They live in small one-
storied houses with mud walls and thatched roofs, verandas, and
front yards. Their furniture is mats, earthen cooking vessels,

and brass lamps. Their common food is rice rdgi and fish, and
they eat flesh but do not drink liquor. Their favourite holiday dish

is sweet-gruel or pdisa. They are great eaters, fond of fish, beaten
rice, cocoanuts, and molassea The men wear the loincloth, a narrow
waistcloth, and a headscarf, with a country blanket or kambli on
their shoulders; the women wear the skirt of the robe hanging
like a petticoat from the waist and the upper end drawn over the
shoulder and breast and no bodice. They buy clothes once a year,

the new clothes serving as holiday garments. The men wear gold

or brass ear or finger rings and silver girdles
;
and the women wear,

besides the signs of married life, brass or tin bangles and gold or

brass rings in their ears and on their fingers and toes. They are

clean, honest, sober, thrifty, and hardworking. They earn their

living chiefly as husbandmen. Most of them are well-to-do and
their condition is better than that of the other degraded classes.

Some of them own land They rank with Kotegars and Mukris,

and their daily life does not difier from that of the Halvakki
Vakkals, the women and children helping the men in the field. A
family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month. They worship
all village deities and employ Brdhmans to whom they show great

respect. Their chief holidays are Shimga in March, Basra in

October, and Bhdnd or car festivals, and they have great faith in

soothsaying and witchcraft. The object of their special devotion is

Venkatramana of Tirupati where they go on pilgrimage. They also

worship unhusked cocoanuts. They marry their daughters between
eight and ten and their boys between sixteen and twenty-five.

Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed, and polyandry is

unknown. They either burn or bury their dead. They engage

Havig bhats to perform their birth, marriage, and death ceremonies.

CuLssas.

* Mysor, ITT. 17, 32. He calls them Baatara, divides them into Massadis, Jains, and
Paiivaradus, and notices that they eat and drink bat do not marry with Naira, that

their headmen or moiasiaa inherit through women ; and that the men have several

wives one of whom must be the daughter of the husband’s maternal uncle.

b121&-^
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At their ceremonies the horn or sacred fire is not burnt. They
mourn the dead ten days, during which, as well as for ten days after

birth, they hold themselves impure and are cleansed by a mixtinre

of so^ and ashes with water which is supplied by the village

washerman. Their ceremonies differ in no important point from

those of the Komatpaika Social disputes are settled by hereditary

headmen or hudvants. Serious breaches of caste rules are punished

by excommunication, and small offences by fine, part of which is

credited to their family god and part spent in feasting caste people.

They are a steady but not a rising class, and do not send their boys

to school.

Beds or Talva'rs, according to the 1872 census numbered 967
of whom 521 were m^es and 446 females. They are found above
the SahyAdris. They are the well known Bedars or Byddarus
who are believed to be of Telugu origin. They seem to be a branch
of the Maisnr Bedars with whom they eat and marry The names
in common use among men are, Durga, Mari, Yellappa, Karjannay

\
kc

T-

^ Of the Maisnr Bedars or By^dams, Bochaiiaii (1800, Mysor, T. 358'300) gives this

following interesting details; Baydams are of two classes Kam^tas and Xdingaa.
The KamAtaa wear the ling and are nnmerous near Baya-dnrga. Those in the ntwth-
east of Maisnr are of Telinga descent and speak Telngn . They are thetme Sbndra or
local cnltivators and milit^ of Telingana and were introdnced in great nnmhers
into the south when the south was conqnered by the Andhra or Telingana princes.

Kamdta and Telinga Bedars neither eat together nor intermarry. TeUngas eat
together but marry only in certain families. They have nobles called CbimMas and
social heads called Giotogarus. They belong to the class who are called Pdleg^ or
Sausthinikas. They are soldiers, hnnters, andhnsbaudmen. They eat fowls, dieep,
goats, hog, deer, and fish, and drink liquor. PoI;^my is allowed and practised. The
women are hardworking, and marry atany age. Widows are not killed but they do not
mai^ again. They bury the dead. They believe that after death the wicked become
devils and the good are bom as men. The spirits of unmarried men or PiriioA come
back, and if not worshipped get angry. The Virikas’ shrine is a rough heap of stcmes,
and the object of worship an oiled shapeless stone. The Baydams become religious
or Diseris in sickness. Their god is TrimaUa Devam, an immense block of granite on
a hill-top. Under one side is a hollow painted red and white, a mde stone is in
the hollow, and a SatAnana or Vaishnav Gurav is the ministrant. Once a year tha
Baydarus meet at Trimalla’s shrine. The ministrant offers the god food and hands it
to the worshippers. Trimalla is the name of the hill at Tripatti on which Venkatram’s
temple is built. The Baydams pray to no mother or female power except to the
goddess of small j»ox Marima that is Mari amma the mother of death. To her they
offer animal sacrihces. Their Teacher is a Shri Vaishnav BrMiman who marks the
worshippers and gives them holy water. The Brahman viHage priest acts at their
marriage and memorial feasts. Buchanan (Mysor, III. 163) held that the Kadambas of
Banav^i were Baydams, He notices (Mysor, I. 29) that in east Maisnr the Baydams
were strongly Telngn and that near Velur on the crest of the Eastern Ghits the
Telngn lavage was caUed Bedari. They ranked (Mysor. I. 77) among the left-hand
closes. He notices (Mysor, III. 6) that in Sonth Elnara theBedars are a savage race
who eat cats and with great propriety were called murderers. Wilks (1810, Sooth of
India, 1.447) makes theBoyas and Bedars the same. Hedescribes them as wonderfully
endurmg Md (Mysor, II m) as by their admirable staunchness to their chiefswn^g the aeration M Haidar All who turned them into Musalmdns and f<»med
battahras of the Bedar Boyas or cAelds. Mr. Rice (1876, Mysor and Coorg, I 331)gvra them a strength of 260,000 ; caUs them Bedars or Kayaks and also ^takaSL
Bin^s, and Kannaiya^ Some are KarnMas and others Telingas. They have familyst^ OT gotrams^e Brdhmans. Most Maisnr Pdlegdrs or pitty chiefs are Bedars.
Ihe Be^re or Baidsrus are of importance in the^mbay Presidency. They are

Kto^eseupland districts, H! irw4r Belgaumand KaMdgi, and wider
through Kolhapur and Sdtdra to Poona Ind ShoUpuii

Shepherd or Kurubam and hnsbandman or Kunbi tlie
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Mallya,-Bassya, Hanma, and Rama; and among women, Mallava,

Yellavva, Bassawa, Hanmavva, Kanchawa, and Bharmawa.
Names marking the calling or the place of birth are used as surnames,

such as Kattadavaru or Catechu-makers, Yemmeyavaru or Buffalo-

keepers, and Koreyavaru apparently a place name. Their family

deities are Ranmd.th whose shrine is at Siddapur, and Yellamma
whose shrine is at Saundatti in Dhdrwar. Both men and women
are short, dark, and muscular. Their original home tongue is

said to have been Telugu, but they now speak Eanarese in a
singing tone like the Lingayats. They live by themselves in small

houses with mud walls and thatched or tiled roofs. Their common
food is rice and rdgi, but they eat almost any animal including the

cow, buffalo, rat, and monkey, and drink liquor. The men wear
either short drawers or a loincloth, a shouldercloth, and a head-

scarf; and the women a bodice and the robe with the skirt

banging from the hips to the shins like a petticoat and the

upper end drawn over the shoulder and across the breast.

The men wear rings of gold or brass in their ears and on
their fingers

;
and the women wear the lucky necklace of glass

beads, glass tin or brass bangles on their wrists, and gold or brass

rings in their ears and nose and on their fingers. They are brave
and hardworking but thriftless and fond of drink. They formerly

lived either as hunters and fowlers or as village watchmen and
guards. They are now husbandmen and field labourers and some
of them inferior village servants. They are fond of drink and are

badly off They do not rank so low as Holayas, Kotegars, and Mukris.

Both men and women work as labourers. They t^e a meal in the

early morning before starting for work, rest for about two hours

about midday when they eat the remains of their breakfast, and
have a third meal on their return home after dark. A family of five

spends about 1 2s. (Es. 6) a month. Their chief god isYenkatramana
of Tirupati in North Arkot; and they also worship virikas or

bachelor spirits. They employ Joishis to perform their ceremonies

and show them much respect. They keep Holi in March, Tugddi
in April, Ganeah-chaturthi in September, Haiti or Dipavdli in

November, and all other Hindu feasts. They have images of

Parshurdm and YeUamma in their housea Girls are married

between eight and fourteen and boys between twelve and twenty.

Widows are not allowed to marry, hut they are taken as concubines.

They bury the dead and give caste feaste on occasions of birth,

naming, marriage, puberty, and death. Their social disputes are

settled by their headmen. They do not send their children to school

and are neither a rising nor a pushing class.

Sellers, numbering 10 of whom 3 were males and 7 females, are

found in the petty division of BhatkaL They perhaps take their

name from hale bamboo-fibre. They are a hrandi of the Holayda but
they neither eat nor marry with them. Both men and women
are short, stout, and weU-featured. Their home speech is KAnarese.

They live in small one-storied houses with mud walls and thatched

roofs and verandas and front yards. Their staple diet is rice and
fish. They also eat carrion and drink liquor. The men wear the

hfindoth, a narrow waistcloth like the Buttals, a sboalderdoth or

chAp^nc':#
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black blanket, and a headscarf
;
the women wear the robe like a

petticoat
;
they have no bodice and cover the bosom with strings

of beads. The men wear gold or brass earrings and finger rings,

and the women the lucky necklace of glass beads, glass tin or brass

bangles, and gold or brass earrings, noserings, and finger rings.

They are orderiy but thriftless and given to drink. Like the KotegSrs
they skin animals and make bamboo mats and baskets. They are

badly off. They rank with the Kotegdrs and do not differ from
them in their daily life. A family of five spends about 8s. (Bs. 4)
a month. They worship all village gods and goddesses, and offer

them blood sacrifices. They are firm believers in soothsaying and
sorcery. They pay Brahmans great respect, but do not employ
them to perform their ceremonies. Girls are married either before
or after they come of age. Widow marriage and polygamy are

allowed, and polyandry is unknown. Caste disputes are settled by
headmen called budvants with the help of a council of adult members.
They do not send their children to school and show no signs of

improving.

Buttals or Basket-makers, according to the 1872 census
numbered 91 of whom 76 were males and 15 females. They
are found in small numbers on the coast. The name seems
to come from the Kdnarese butti a basket. They neither eat
nor marry with other impure castes. Both men and women are
short, dark, and regular featured. Their home speech is Kdnarese.
They live in small one-storied houses with mud walls and thatched
roofs, a veranda, and front yard. Their staple diet is rice and
they eat all sorts of flesh except beef, and drink spirits when they
sacrifice to the village gods and at any other time when they can
afford it. The men wear the loincloth, a narrow waistcloth
covering only the thighs, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf. The
women wear no bodice and pass the skirt of the robe back between
the feet. The men wear gold or brass earrings and finger rings

;
and

the womenthe lucky necklace of glass beads,glass tin or brass bangles,
and gold or brass earrings noserings and finger rings. They are
hardworking and orderly. Both men and women work as field
labourers. They are often little better than bondsmen, working off
advances made to themselves or to their fathers, in some cases even
their grandfathers. Like the Kotegdrs they are deemed impure.
Their daily life does not differ from that of the Mukris. A
family of five spends about 8s. (Rs. 4) a month. They worship all

gods and goddesses but their chief object of veneration is
Jatga. They believe in soothsaying and witchcraft, and have a
^eat dread of the spirits of the dead. They respect Brahmans
but do not employ them to perform any of their ceremonies. Their
^rls are married between ten and thirteen and their boys between
sixteen and twenty-five. Widow marriage and polygamy are

polyandry is unknown. Their marriage ceremony,
which IS the same as the Ch^mbhdr marriage, is performed by their
headmen who are called Jcolgars or sceptre-holders, and who settle
their c^te disputes. Their state is wretched and they show no
signs of improving it.

Ghchalva'dis or Channayan Holeyarus, according to the
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1872 census numbered1864 ofwhom 978 weremales and 886 females.
They are fovind at Sirsi, Banavdsi, and Mulgi in Sirsi; at Mundgod in

YeMpur; and at Haliydl. The usual names among men are, Gutti,

Ira, Banna, Gurva, Suba, Basva, and Fakhra
;
and among women,

Lingi, Basvi, Fakiri, and Chimni. They are believed to have come
from Dharwdr where some of their class are said still to be found.

They are of three divisions Chchalvddis proper, Kaudis, and
Kamblers, who eat together but do not intermarry. The men are

dark, sturdy, middle-sized, and dull in face; and the women are
much like the men except that they are regular featured. All talk
Kdnarese and a few Bdndustdni. They live in dirty untidy huts
with mud walls roofed with bamboo and straw. Their usual food is

rdgi rice and fish. They never touch beef or pork, and flesh of any
kind is rarely used owing to its cost ; the men are fond of smoking
tobacco and hemp and of drinking spirits. They are moderate
eaters and bad cooks. Their holiday dishes are sweet-gruel or pdisa,
holige, and cooked meat. The men wear a short waistcloth, a
shouldercloth, and a small headscarf

; the women pass the skirt of

the robe back between the feet and draw the upper end over the
head. They tie their hair in a knot behind the head and seldom
use flowers except on holidays. The men wear a small gold ring
in the left ear and the women ear-studs, earrings, and a necklace
of glass beads and another of inferior gold silver and glass

bangles and gold finger rings. They are hardworking and orderly
but dirty, and the men are fond of dnnk. They are temple servants
in Ling^yat temples or gudis and monasteries or maths, the men
carrying bells which are rung during service and in processions.

The women sweep temples, and like the Devlis many are unmarried
and prostitutes. They are badly off, borrowing money to meet
marriage and other special expenses and often serving as bondsmen
till the debt is paid. They rank with Mukris, Kangaris, and other
low classes, but they do not marry with any of them, ^eir hours
of work are from six to eleven and from two to six. They take
their breakfast in the morning before going to work

;
they dine

at noon, and sup about eight. The women mind the house. A
family of five spends about 8s. (Rs. 4) a month. They are a religious

people. They respect Brahmans but their family priests are
Lingdyat ayyas who perform their religious ceremonies, officiating

at births, marriages, and deaths. They have no house gods, but
worship Shiva, Basava, Yellamma,andMaridevi, making pilgrimages

to their shrines at Ulvi in Supa, at Sirsi, and at Gokarn. They are
careful to keep the chief Hindu festivals. They pay tithes to the head
of the Shringeri monastery in Maisur who is their spiritual Teacher.

They are a religious class and offer flowers, cocoanuts, and oil to the
village gods. They believe in ghosts, and consult mediums or

hhagats generally during epidemics, when offerings of fruit and
flowers are made to local deities. The mediums are usually paid fid.

(4 ans.). There is no rule requiring the early marriage of girls, but
girls are generally married before they come of age, and boys
between sixteen and twenty-five. Widow marriage and polygamy
are allowed and practised. Ceremonies are performed on the fifth

day after birth, and the child is named and cradled on the eleventh
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day. The child’shead is shaved when two years old. Their marriage

.

ceremonies begin the day before the marriage when the bridegroom
and bride are rubbed with turmeric paste. On the wedding
day the bridegroom comes with his people to the bride’s house
and is received by his parents-in-law at the entrance to the house
and seated on a mat spread in the veranda. The bride is

brought out and the pair stand face to face, separated by a
curtain. The curtain is soon after withdrawn, their hands are
joined by the bride’s parents; water is poured over their hand^
and the bridegroom’s mother fastens the lucky necklace round
the bride’s neck. Women sprinkle rice on the brows of the coujde
and wave lighted lamps round their faces

;
the Idngdyat prie^

blesses them, and dinner is served. Next day after dinner the
bridal party go to the bride’s house where the guests are feasted.

When a girl comes of age the same ceremony is performed as among
the Chdmbhara Those who can afford it bum their dead the rest,

bury. They mourn ten days, feed their caste people on the eleventh,'

and the next of kin performs a ceremony on the anniversary of the
death day. Social disputes are settled by a headman or budvant
who is of their own caste and whose office is hereditary. He has
power to fine 2a. to 4s. (Re.l-Rs.2) and is highly respected. They
do not send their children to school, improve their condition, or
take to new pursuits,

Hatga'rs, according to the 1881 census numbered 16 of
whom 11 were males and 5 females.^ They are found on the
Dharwar frontier. Both men and women are dark, short, and
sturdy. Their K^narese resembles the home tongue of the'

They live in small one-storied houses with mud walls and
thatched or tiled roofs and small front verandas. Their staple#
diet is rice and millet. They eat fiesh when they sacrifice to the
gods, and drink liquor, but as a class they are temperate. The
men wear short drawers, a narrow waistcloth, a shoulderclotli,
and a headscarf

;
and the women the robe, the skirt bnnmTig

like a petticoat and the upper end drawn over the head like a
veil. They also wear a b^ice with short sleeves and a back.
They are thrifty, hardworking, sober, and orderly. They are
husbandmen, landholders, tenants, and field workers. Besides
^ding the house the women help the men and add to the
family earnings by working in the fields; after ten the boys
hCTd cattle. They are not successful as husbandmen, and are bamy
off, as the Dharwar frontier, where they live, suffers from irregular
r^fall They rank with the Bdkads and Hdlvakki Vakkals, and
above the classes which are considered impure. Their daily life
does not differ from that of other husbandmen. A family of five
spends about 10s. (Rs. 5) a month. Both men and women wear the
fon^rmacase hung round their necks, like the Banjigs and other
Bn^^yats. They venerate Ling^yat priests but employ Joishi
^ratoans to perform their ceremonies, and pay their chief devotion
to Amba Bhavani whose shrine is at Tuljapur in the Nkirn’s

Hat^ra are an ontlying settlement at the shepherdMSS anown m the Marathi Deccan as Dhangars, or more generaUy Hatg^-Dhai^ars.
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dominions, where they go on pilgrimage. They have great faith in

soothsaying, witchcraft, ghosts, and evil spirits. Their spiritual

Teacher is the head of the Smart monastery at Shringeri and their

chief holidays are the feasts of Amba Bhavani and Yellamma.
They marry their girls between seven and twelve and their boys
between twelve and eighteen, but age is no bar to marriage.

Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practise

;

polyandry is unknown. Some of them bum and others bury the
dead. Swial disputes are settled in accordance with the opinion
of the majority of the castemen at meetings held imder headmen
called gaudds. They do not send their boys to school and take to

no new pursuits.

Haslars, according to the 1881 census numbered 2629 of

whom 1414 were males and 1215 females. They are foimd in

isolated settlements in Sirsi and Honavar. The word Haslar seems
to come from the Kdnarese hasula a child, in the sense of servant.

Like Mhdrs and Chi.mbhars they live on the skirts of towns and
villagea. They seem to have come from Shimoga in north-west
Maisur, where the caste is found about 5000 strong speaking the same
langut^e and following the same customs as the Kanarese Haslars.^

They belong to three family stocks, Bettaballi or cane-men,
Honaballi or gold-men, and Anuballi or elephant-men. They have
no surnames. The names in common use among men are, Huliya,
Bola, Jette, Kariya, and Bira

;
and among women, Kottu, Jetto,

Shivi, Puti, Yidi, and Mari. Families belonging to the same stock

do not intermarry. They have no family gods. They seem to have
the same origin as the Bdkads or Holayas though they neither

eat together nor intermarry. They are short, dark, and stoutly

made with flat noses and thick lips. Their home tongue is

K&narese of a less pure type than that spoken by Brahmans.
They live in small one-storied houses with mud walls and
thatched roofs. Their ordinary diet consists of rice-gruel for

breakfast, r%i-gruel for dinner, and cooked rice strained dry with
curry for supper. They eat mutton, fowls, wild pig, and venison,

and are excessively fond of palm-spirit. They do not touch beef or
use opium or any other intoxicating drug. Flesh is mostly eaten
on New Year’s Day or Yugddi in April, on Basra in'^October, and on
Bivdli in November. The men wear the loincloth, a country blanket
across their shoulders, and a headscarf

;
and the women a bodice and

the robe whose skirt is worn falling like a petticoat. They wear
brass hair ornaments, the nose-ring, the lucky necklace, glass

bangles, and brass wristlets and toe-rings. Their clothes come from
the Belganm and Dhdrwar hand-looms, and they keep a store of

rich robes and on grand occasions the women deck their hair with
flowers. Most men and women work as labourers in fields and
gardens. They are paid both in cash and grain, the men getting 6d.

(4 ans.) and the women 3cZ. (2 ans.) a day
; some of them take land
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* Rice’s Mysor, 1. 350. Mr. Rice (Ditto, 351) describes the Shintoga Haslars as like

Hie Solig^ of south-east Maisur, a short thick-set race very dark am curly haireih

They aie timbeC'mtteis and work in beteluut and spice gardens. Their home ^eech
is Kitnarese.
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on lease from superior holders. After ten boys help their parents,

working in the fields or watching cattle, and, after seven, girls mind
the house when their mothers go to work. In spite of fair wages
they save little, and as they borrow £4 to £6 (Rs. 40 -Rs. 60) for

their weddings they have to work for long terms for their creditors,

getting little more than nominal wages. They rank with Mukris
above Mhdrs and Holayas and below Halep^iks. High class

Hindus do not touch them. They work all day from sunrise to

sunset except short intervals for their meals, and generally go to

rest about eight. A family of six spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) a month.
Their houses cost £1 to £3 (Rs. 10- Rs. 30) ;

and their dress costs a

grown person 3s. to 5s. (Rs. l^-Rs. 2^) a year, and achild Is. to Is. 6<i.

(8-12 ans.). They spend about £2 (Rs. 20) on a birth and 8s. (Ra 4)

on a death. They worship none of the regular Hindu gods
;
they

have no family gods or priests, and they make no pilgrimages.

They please the spirits of the dead whom they believe to have the

power of harming them. They offer them cocks, sheep, and fruit,

and have much faith in soothsaying and witchcraft. They trace

all disease to the working of iinfriendly spirits against whom,
when they become unusually troublesome, they employ wizards or

ghddis. Their customs do not differ from those of the Mukris and
other impure K4narese-speaking castes. Hereditary headmen called

hudvants settle petty disputes, and serious matters are disposed of at

meetings of the caste under the headman. Except for eating with
a lower caste, which is punished by temporary excommunication,
the usual pimishment is fine varying from la. to £1 12s. (8 ans.-

Rs. 16). The proceeds of the fine are spent on a caste feast. They
do not send their children to school

Halalkhors or Bhanghis according to the 1872 census
numbered 36 of whom 27 were males and 9 females. They are a
mixed class composed of Central Indian scavengers and local

outcaste women. They are found in Karwdr, Kumta, Sirsi, and
Haliydl. All have come within the last thirty years and they still

come in small numbers. The word Haldlkhor is derived from the
Persian haldl clean or lawful and khor eater, apparently because to
them everything is lawful food. They admit outcastes from all castes
and creeds. The names of men are, Kalu, LAla, Ayta, Mimda, and
Bindra

;
and of women, Shita, Ganga, Rada, Putli, and Ganpi. Both

men and women as a class are tall, wheat-coloured, and regular
featured. The home speech is Hindustani. Most of them live in
small huts with wattled reed walls and thatched roofs, which they
set up in outlying parts of towns or villages. Their every-day
food is rice and fish, but they eat beef and other flesh and
drink liquor. The men wear the waistcloth, a jacket or coat, and
a headscarf

;
and the women a short petticoat, a bodice with

sleeves and a back, and a piece of cloth like a veil which is tucked
in at the waistband of the petticoat and passed over the left
shoulder. The men wear gold or brass ear and finger rings, and
the women gold or brass nose and ear rings, the lucky necklace, gla®i
tin or brass bangles, and gold or brass finger rings. They are hard-
working and orderly, but thriftless and given to drink. Tbay^
ate employed aa scavengers and perform the lowest duties including
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Mting as hangmen. They earn. 16s. to £1 4s. (Es. 8 - Es. 12) a
month, but are thriftless and extravaganl^ always in debt and
borrowing money at high interest. They are the lowest class of

Hindus ranking below lilMrs and Koteg^. Both men and women
go out to clean privies early inthe morning and returnabout eleven
and spend the rest of the day in eating and drinking till they go to
bed about seven. A family of two spend about £1 (Rs. 10) a month.
They bow to a church or a mosque, and reverence Hindu gods, but
have no family gods, no shrines, and no religious Teacher. They
observe deaths and marriages only by feasting their people,^ their

favourite dishes being flesh and spirit. They have no hea^an and
so social organization.

Holaya's, according to the 1872 census number 696 of whom
380 are males and 316 females.^ They are foimd above the

Sahy^ris. They are said to have once b^n a warlike race and to

have ruled the Kamatak. In South Kdnara they are called Ranar
or kings.® The home tongue of the Holay^ is K&iarese. They
p^orm mean offices such as scavenging. They have no subdivisions.

They are dark, middle-sized, and strongly made, and in spite of

their degraded condition have an air of manliness. Their home
speech is Kmiarese which is spoken in a sinfflug tone. They live in

huts or small houses with wattled reed or mud walls and thatched

roofs, which they set up outside of towns and villages. The larger

towns have several streets of Holaya houses along which a Brdhman
never passes. Their common food is rice and millet, but they eat beef,

fowls, mutton, pork, and game when they ofier blood sacrifices and
at any other time when they can procure them. The men drink

* The HoUyjs aeem to belong to the earliest tribes of which traces remain in Soothem
India. Buchanan (1800, Mysor, I. 352-353) foundinSirainNorthMaisurtwo classes of

Whalliarua or Holayars, Kamafcis who were Vaishnavs and Morasus who worshipped

:Ma-Bhairav. He considered the PariArs of the Tamil country, the Whalliarus of

the KamAt^ and the Maliwanhis of TelingAna the same. They ate together but did

not intermarry. The highest class was the Morasu Holayars who tilled, weaved, and
smelted iron. (Ditto, I. 313-315). In South KAnm-a as many as 47,300 Whalliarus are

returned in 1800 as land-slaves. (Ditto, TIL 7). Sir W. Elliot (1869, J. Eth. Soc. Lond.

1, 103 ; compare Capt. Mackenzie, Ind. Ant. II. 65) inclines to make the KAnara HoliAr

a Whalliaru which in early KAnarese is written PoliyAr, and the Tamil Pulaiyar, the

same word, and to derive both from hola land or soil. Br^mans spell the name Holeya

that is nndean, taking advantj^e of the fact that Aofu, apparently the same as Aokz,

like the English soil, means both earth and dirt. Sir W. Elliot makes them Holayars,

rmnains of the early race to whom the Deccan impure classes and the Konds and

Oonds belong. In proof that in Maisnr the Holayams are sons of the soil, that is

are the earliest remaining race. Captain Mackenzie (1873, Ind. Ant. II. 65) notices

that the village watchman who is a Holayar by caste settles boundary disputes

zmd receives a burial-fee. Mr. Bice (1876, Mysor, L 347) notices that in Maisnr the

Holayars are the lowest of the right-band cast^ as the MAdigas or leather-dressers

ate the lowest of the left-hand castes ; that there are two classes of Maisnr Holayar^

T'elingas and KamAtas, who eat together but do not intermany ; and that there are

fhnr Holayar classes in Kurg, the Kembattis and the MAringis from MalabAr, the

Kukkas from South KAnara, and theBadagas or northerners from Maisur. All used

to he slaves and are devoted to demon worship (Mysor and Coorg, III. 213).

* According to tradition, ParshurAm’s BrAhmans were driven out by low-clasa

tduefs, one a Mogayar or fisher the other a Holayar. In later times, though the two

stories perhaps belong to the same event, the Kadamba or Mayurvarma BrAhmans

1 about A.D. 700 were Srivenoutby a Holayar chief named Nanda and were brought

Iw Nanda’s son. (Buchanan’s Mysor, m. 163). According to another tradition

^ee’s Mysor, I. 194) the Eadambas of BanavAsi destroyed HubAsiga, the king of the

rtbanfign Oumdilas and annexed bis dominions.
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fermented palm-juice and spirits, being great eaters and bad cooks.

Tbeir favourite dishes are holige or baked cakes and mutton with

spirits. The men wear the waistcloth, the shouldercloth, and the

headscarf
;
and the women wear a bodice with short sleeves and a

back, and a robe, whose skirt hangs like a petticoat, and the upper

end is drawn over the head. The men wear gold or brass ear and
finger rings, and the women gold or brass nose and ear rings, the

lucky necklace, glass and brass or tin bangles, and gold or brass

finger rings. They are hardworking and orderly but thriftless and
fond of drink. They are scavengers and field labourers. As scavengers

they carry away dead cattle and skin them, selling the hides and
horns like the Mhars and Kotegars. They also work as sweepers and
are paid 10s. to 14s. (Rs. 5-Rs. 7) a month. As field labourers

they are paid in grain or if in cash men get 6d. (4 ans.) and women
3d. (2 ans.) a day. They are very poor and live from hand to mouth.
They hold the same position as Mardtha Mhars, below HdlepAiks and
Komarpdiks. When engaged as field labourers men and women go
to work at dawn and return about eleven. They dine and go back
to work about one, come home at sunset, sup, and go to sleep about
seven. A family of five spends about 12s. (Rs. 6) a month. They
worship the locm village gods and goddesses offering them blood
sacrificea Their chief deity is Venkatramana whose shrine is at
Tirupati in North Arkok TheY pay Brdhmans great respect but do
not employ them to perform their ceremonies. Their spiritual Teacher
who is called Kempu Nullari Ainavaru, lives in Tirupati. They
marry their girls when young, but child marriage is not compulsory.
Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised, and
polyandry is unknown. They bury their dead and mourn ten days
during which they consider themselves impure. On such grand
occasions as marriage they feast their whole caste. An hereditary
headman, called gottaga, performs their ceremonies and settles their
disputes. Offences against the community, such as adultery either
by men or by women, and eating in lower caste houses, are punished
by fine. The fine is spent in buying liquor which the castemen drink.
They do not send their children to school or take to new pursuits.

EuseIs are found at Murdeshvar, Shiralli, and Bailur in Hondvar.
Only one man of this class is entered in the 1881 census returns-
They take their name from two Kanarese words kasu a child and
alu a labourer, apparently because they are descended from children
who have been bought and brought up as house servants. They
are said to have come from Maisur. They belong to six family
stocks,

^

Honnaballi, Chandaballi, Kolorballi, Bhanyarballi,
Hoiiballi, and Shadiballi. ramifies belonging to the same stock do
intermarry. The names in common use among men are Jetti, Bira,
Soma, Mangla, Shuka, Budha, Guruva, and Shanivara. In language,
condition, and customs they do not differ from the Haslars.

or Korgars, according to the 1872 census numbered
* oy 01 whom 116 were males and 123 females.^ They are found in

Buc^^n (Mysor, m. 100) the Kordrs once ruled South Kdnara

bunch of
HnbMhika. He describes them in 1800 as wearing little bn* anch of grass, eating beef and offal, and worshipping a stone called Bi^, He rfao
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small numbers at Kumta, Monki, Shirali, Bhatkal, Mm'deshvar, and
other villages and towns. Under the names Koragas, Koramas, and
Korachas they are found in Maisur and Coimbatur. Another branch,

named Korars by Buchanan, occurs in South Kdnara where they
live in the depths of the forest, and until lately wore no clothing

except a leaf apron. The language of the South Kanara Korgdrs is

a mixture of Telugu and T^u. The North Kdnara Korgte are

middle-sized, very dark, and strongly made, with slightly projecting

jaws, high cheek-bones, and sloping foreheads. Their Kanarese
does not differ from that spoken by other people. They live in

wretched huts, with mud walls and thatched roofs, and their only
furniture is straw mats, blankets, earthen cooking vessels, and
earthen lamps. Their common food is rdgi, rice, and fish, but they
often eat dead cattle and always drink to excess. The men wear
the loincloth, a narrow waisteloth the end of which is not passed
between the feet, a blanket over their shoulders, and a coarse cloth

wrapped round the head. The women wear the robe falling from
the waist like a petticoat. They have no bodice but wear a number of

strings of red beads. They also wear a lucky necklace of glass beads,

glass brass or tin bangles, and gold or brass earrings, noserings,

and finger rings. The men wear gold or brass ear rings and
finger rings. They are orderly, but thriftless and given to drink.

They skin dead animals and sell the hides to Chdmbhlrs. They also

plait bamboo baskets and mats, work as field labourers, and sweep
the streets and otherwise act as scavengers. They are wretchedly
poor being always in debt. They are a low class ranking with
and living in the same way as the Kotegars. A family of five

spends about 12s. (Rs. 6) a month. They worship all village gods
and goddesses and have strong faith in sorcery, soothsajing, and

f
hosts. They make no pilgrimages, do not employ Brahmans, and
ave no family gods. Their girls marry between ten and fourteen,

and their boys between sixteen and twenty-five. Marriage and other

ceremonies are performed by the headman of their caste who is called

hudvant, the marriage ceremony consisting in tying the ends of

the bridegroom’s and bride’s garments, joining their hands, and
pouring water over them. Widow marriage and polygamy are

allowed and practised
;
polyandry is unknown. Disputes are settled

by their headman, who has power to call caste meetings to settle

social disputes. Serious transgressions are punished with loss of caste

and ordinary offences by fine, the proceeds being spent in buying
liquor which is drunk by the caste. They are badly off and do not

seem likely to improve, as they neither send their boys to school nor

take to new pursuits.

Eotega'rs or Metris, according to the 1881 census numbered 208

fl.
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(Mysor, I. 249) mentions the Koramas or Korraarus of Maisur, an impure class who
made baskets and carried salt, and the Koravans, a wild tribe of Coimbatur ( Ditto, I f.

336), Mr. Rice (Mysor, I. 312, 350, and III. 214) names them Koragas, Koramas, and
Korachas. He describes them as thieves and robbers, moving with droves of cattle

and asses carrying salt and grain and making bamboo mats and baskets. They speak
Telugu and Tamil and are said to use a gypsy language of their own. The men wear
the hair in a bunch on one side of the head like figures on mbmorial-stones : the
wcmien wear strings of red and white beads and shells falling over the bosom ; in the
forest they are said to wear nothing else.
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of whran 129 were males and 79 femalea They are found in small

numbers above the Sahy^dris in the Sirsi, SiddApur, Mundgod«
YeMpur, and Haliydl sub-divisions. They are said to have OHCe \

been a strong clan whose original seat was in the Karnatak
;

uplands. They are also found in South K^inara where they hold a
good position among middle class Hindus. Both men mid women
are middle-sized, dai'k, and muscular. The names in common use

among men are, Karia, Guttia, Bassia, Durga, and Fakira ; and
among women, Dargi, Gutti, Demi, and Fakiri; They have no
surnames or family gods. People of the same descent on the fatheFa

side intermarry. There are no subdivisions. Their home speech is

Kanarese spoken with an accent like that of the Banjigs. TSiey live
,

in small huts plastered with mud and thatched with straw, in isolated

villages at some distance from high class Hindus. Their furniture ,

’

consists of mats and earthen pots. Their every-day food is rice,

but when they can get it they eat any flesh, even tiie flesh of animals
found dead, and dnnk spirits, their favourite dishes being cooked
meat and sweet-gruel or paisa. The men wear a short waistclotb tho
end of which is not passed between the legs, a sbouldercloth, and a
headscarf, and the women a bodice vdth short sleeves and a back, *

and a robe with the skirt hanging like a petticoat from the waist to J

the knees and the upper end drawn over the head like a veil The
men wear gold or brass ear rings and finger rings and the women
gold or brass nose and ear rings, the lucky necklace of glass beads,

glass brass or tin bangles, and gold or brass finger rings. The
clothes are brought from ^Igaum and Dh4rwdr hand-looms, dark
red and yellow being the women’s favourite colours. They are

^

hardworking but rough, improvident, dirty, and fond of drink.
{

They are employed in burying paupers or strangers, sweeping the ?

streets, carrying torches, acting as guides, in removing and skinning
|

dead animals, in basket-making, and in selling firewood and grass. <

The men earn about 6<i. (4 ans.) a day and the women about 3d.
;

(2 ans.}. They borrow to meet their wedding charges, and most of
them are deep in debt. In ^ the early morning they go to some i

open raised spot and watch the vultures to see if any animal has died
during the night. If they find a cai’cass they skin it and take home
the hide, horns, and flesh. The women cook the fledi and the men
take the skin to the hide-market, generally a barren plot of land
near a Chambhdr village. The skins fetch la. to 6«. (8 ans.-
Es. 3), and the horns of a bufialo 6d. to IJa. (4-12 ans.). The
Koteg^r thinks the ChAmbh^’s touch is impure. In a bargiun
between a Chdmbh^r and Koteg^ the hide is laid at the bottom
of a tree and the Ch^mbhar takes it up and pays for it. On
receiving the money the Kotegar walks to a tavern, has a drink, and
goes home to the dish of flesh which his wife has made ready.
He p^ses the rest of the day in sleeping or quarrelling with
his neighbours or with his wife. When they get no carcasses both
men and women make baskets and mats. The ordinary monthly
charges of a family of five are about 8s. (Rs. 4). They worship the
village gods and goddesses, especially Maridevi the cholera
goddess, offering blood sacrifices and having strong faith in sooth-
saymg, witchcraft, and ghosta They respect Brdhmans and ask
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them to fix the proper time for marriages, but do not employ them
as priests. Girls are married between ten and fourteen, and boys

between sixteen and twenty-five. Widow marriage and polygamy

are allowed, and polyandry is unknown. A cMld is uam^ and

cradled on the fifth day after birth, the ceremony costing from Is. to

2s. (8 ows.-Ke.l). Boys when six months old have their heads

ahftvfid. A wedding lasts for six days. On the first day the boy and

girl in their own bouses are rubbed with cocoanut oil, bathed, and

dressed in new clothes. On the second and third day no ceremonies

are performed except daily feasts. On the fourth day the boy

is decked in holiday clothes, adorned with the wedding coronet,

and led to the girl’s house where a small booth is raised, and the

ceremony is completed with the same details as at a Ch4mbh^’s
wedding. The boy is kept two days at the girl’s house and on the

sixth day he returns to his house with his bride. A dinner is

given and the girl is made over to her husband. A marriage costs

; about £2 (Rs. 20). The dead are buried and mourned ten daya

The eleventh is kept as a day of purification, some cooked rice

being left at night on the grave for the dead. No death day is

observed. A headman called metri or gaudas settles disputes and

performs caste ceremonies. Breaches of caste rules are punished by
the metri and a council of adult castemen. The usual punishment

is fine, the amount being spent on liquor. They do not send their

children to school and show no sign of rm^g their position.

Kanga'ris, according to the 1881 census number about 246 of

whom 125 are males and 120 femalea They are found in small

numbers at Konolli in Kumta, and are said to have come from

Vijayanagar in BelldrL They have neither surnames nor familyg(^
The names in common use among men are, Jetti, Ganpa, Bira,

Sukra, Ira, and Badva ;
and among women, Shivi, Lingi, Kottu,

Jettu, Mari, and Iri. They are a branch of the Chchalvadi caste,

but they neither eat nor marry with them. The men and women
closely resemble the Bellers and Mukris. They speak K&iarese and

live in houses like those of the Holayds. Like the Hulsvars ^d
other impure castes they feed on carrion, and most of them drink

to excess. They are orderly and hardworking, but thriftless and

given to drink. They work as husbandmen and labourers.

Their regular callii^ is to gather the skins and horns of dead

cattle. A cow’s or a bullock’s skin fetches 2s. to 6s. (Re. 1 -Rs. 3) and

a buffaloe’s skin 4s. to 8s. (Rs. 2-Rs. 4). Their eamii^ though

irregular are considerable and they are above want. They rank

with Mh4rs and Koteg^irs and are not touched by high class

Hindus. A family of three adults and three children spends about

10s. (Rs. 5) a month. Their houses cost 10s. to £2 (Rs. 5 - Rs. 20)

;

their goods and chattels about 10s. (Rs. 5) ; and they spend £3 to £6

(Rs.30-Rs.60) on their marriages. Their chief object of worship is

an unhusked cocoanut which represents their deceased ancestors and

is kept in the comer of their house on a raised platform. They do

- not rear the basil plant, but reverence Virabhadra whose temple is

at Chanddvar in Hondvar. They have strong faith in soothsaying

and in the power of evil spirits, and believe that when angry the

spirits of the dead come and plague them. They also worship the
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village gods to whom they present blood offerings, fowls, pigs, sheep,

and goats, which they afterwards eat. This is done on the Basra
day in October and at the local Bhdnd or car festivala Their

holidays are, Sankrdnt in January, Shimga in March, Yugddi or New
Year’s Day in April, Basra in October, and Bifavdli in November.
Women during their monthly sickness are held impure for four days
and all the members of the family for ten days after a birth. Girls

are generally married before they come of age; but exceptions

occur. Polygamy and widow marriage are allowed
;
polyandry is

unknown. A day or two before marriage an elder from the
bridegroom’s house goes to the bride’s and settles how much the
bridegroom has to pay for his wife. They ask a Havig Brahman
to fix the time for holding the nuptials and pay him Qd. (4 ans.), two
pounds of rice, and a cocoanut. On the wedding day a feast is given
both at the bride’s and at the bridegroom’s. After dinner the
bridegroom with his house people and guests starts for the bride’s

wearing the marriage coronet of pith and holding in his hand a
couple of betel leaves and betelnuts. On reaching the marriage
booth the bridegroom pays his father-in-law the amount agreed
and is led to a bench in front of which he stands. The bride is

brought and placed opposite him separated by a curtain held by
two men. The headman calls aloud Sdvadhdn or take care, and the
curtain is withdrawn. The bride’s father and mother join the hands
of the pair and pour cocoanut-milk over them. The bride’s maternal
uncle ties the skirts of the couple’s robes who walk into the house
and bow to the bride’s house god. Supper is served and next
day the party returns to the bridegroom’s, where a feast is given.
The ceremony ends with a dinner on the third day. They bury
the dead, and mourn three days. At the end of the three days they
are purified by the washerman, who gives them a mixture of ashes
and water to drink. On the twelfth day cooked rice and palm-liquor
are laid for the dead near the grave and caste people are feasted.
Some one of the same sex and age as the dead is given a robe or
waistcloth, and is fed on the thirtieth day of every month till a
year has passed. They have hereditary headmen called hudvants,
who, aided by caste councils, enforce social discipline, fining for
minor breaches of custom and putting out of caste for ever or for a
time any one who breaks the more important rules. They do not
send their children to school or take to new pursuits.

Mukris, according to the 1881 census numbered 4984 of whom
2503 were males and 2481 females. They are found along the
coast between Kumta and Hondvar in small numbers, at Herouta,
ValguUi, Handguna, Talgod, Dhareshvar, and Gokam in the Kumta
sub-division; at Honor, Mairukurol, Hosakulli, Haldipur, and
Chandavar in the Honavar sub-division; and at Ankola in the
^kola sub-division.i Their family god is Virabhadra of Hegda
in Kumta, and their home tongue is Kanarese. They have neither
stock names nor surnames, but they add the word halli or

»t 687
Kinara, in 1800, Mokaris or boatmen are returned
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vmhri to their names. The names in common use among
men are, Bolla, Jetti, Bira, Maru, Durgu, Lingu, andNdgu; and
among women, Mari, Kanni, Jettu, Shivi, Yenki, and Lingi.

They have no subdivisions. Both men and women are stout, short,

and dark, with slightly projecting jaws, retiring foreheads, and
irregular features. Their Kanarese does not differ from the home
tongue of the HMvakki Vakkals. They live in isolated villages

in small huts with mud walls and thatched roofs, and have little

furniture except mats and earthen cooking vessels. Their food is

rdgi-gtu&\ eaten with dried fish, and boiled rice saturated with cheap
fish curry. Both men and women drink liquor and eat flesh except
that they do not touch beef or pork. Their special dishes are beaten
rice or povds with molasses and plantains, and rice cooked with
cocoanut milk and molasses called paisa, and fowl made into
curry. They do not lay by provisions but bring daily supplies from
the market. They are moderate eaters and bad cooks. The men
wear a loincloth with a large number of twisted cotton or silk

cords fastened with a knot round the waist, a blanket on their

shoulders, and a headscarf
;
and the women wear the robe hanging

from the hips to the shins without passing the skirt between the
feet. They wear no bodice, but draw the upper end of the robe
over the shoulder. The men wear gold or brass rings in their ears

and on their fingers, and the women the lucky necklace of glass beads,

glass tin or brass bracelets, and gold or brass rings in their ears

nose and fingera

They are hardworking and well-behaved, but thriftlesa They
are field labourers and makers of shell lime. Most of them
are employed by Havig Brahmans in their spice gardens and are
bound to labour for a term of years, for life, or for several

generations, in return for money advanced to meet marriage
expenses ;

some also work as labourers and take contracts to

dig wells and reclaim or level land. When money is borrowed
from the landlord, a man generally binds himself by a written
agreement to pay interest at ten to fifteen per cent. If he is unable
to pay, he generally works a certain number of years for the
landlord in return for the money and interest. They earn only
enough for their bare maintenance, many depending on the higher
classes of Hindus, especially on Havig Brahmans, for funds to meet
the expenses of their marriage ceremonies, in return for which
they have to serve their creditors for long periods. In such cases

they are required to work during the rainy season when tiUing

operations are carried on, and receive from their employers rice for

their maintenance and a suit of clothes. During the fair months
they are free to work on their own account.

^
They have a low

social position ranking with the Kotegdrs, Agers, Asades, and
KangAris. Both men and women go to work by sunrise taking
with them some cold food left from the previous evening. They
return about noon, dine, again go to work at two, and come home at

sunset, sup about seven, and go to bed. A family of five persons
spends about 10s. (Rs. 5) a month.

They worship village and Brdhman gods. They have no
religious Teacher and do not employ Brahmans though they show
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them mnch respect. Their chief deity is Virabhadra, whose shrine

is at Hegde in Kumta, where, in January, the whole caste meets at

the yearly festival of the god. The temple servant at Virabhadra’s

shrine is a Mukri. Next to Virabhadra they honour Yenkatramana
and Hanumanta of Chandavar in Hondvar. They call Haniunanta-
gv/rudevarv, the divine teacher. Each Mukri family pays 1^^.,

to 2d. (1-1J ana.) to Virabhadra and Hanumanta regularly every

year through their headman, and they keep wooden images of

Virabhadra and Yenkatramana in every pot or hoUow pillar of

sweet basil. The images are bathed and daubed with yellow clay

or gopichandan every day before meals. After bathing the gods,'

the worshipper walks several times round the sweet basil plant bow-
ing to it as well as to the sun. After this they pluck a leaf of the

plant and dip it in a metal water-pot set at the feet of the image of

Virabhadra and let the water drop from the leaf into their mouths.
Their leading holidays are MaJcar-sankrdnt on January12th, Shimga.
in March, Yugddi in April, Mdhalpaksha in September, Divdli in

November, JSiAndihahfui local hook-swinging festivals, and Tern.,

or car festivals. They make pilgrimages to Chanddvar in Hondvar
and to Tirupati near Madras. Those who go to Tirupati are called

ddaas or slaves of the god, and are treated with much respect. All

lay by small sums of money as offerings to Yenkatramana and either

take or send the amount

Girls are generally married before they come of age, but custom
does not strictly enjoin early marriage. Widow marriage and
polygamy are allowed and practised and polyandry is unknown.
The marriage ceremonies last four days. On the day before the

ceremonies begin the eldest man in the bridegroom’s house accom-
panied by friends goes to a Havig priest, asks him to fix the time
to performing the ceremony, and gives him six pounds of rice,

a cocoanut, and fid. (4 aris.) in cash. They then go to the house
of the girl and ask her parents, laying in the father’s hands a betel-

nut folded in a couple of betel leaves, and they also fix the price

of the girl which varies from £2 to £3 4s. (Rs.20-Rs.32). Then
the girl’s father distributes cocoanut-kernel and molasses and the
bridegroom’s party withdraw. Early next morning from the bride’s

and the bridegroom’s messengers are sent to ask the caste people
to the wedding. When the guests come they are seated on mats
spread on the ground in the marriage booth. Special respect is shown
to the headmen of the caste by seating them by themselves in a raised
part of the booth with an attendant standing behind them. When
the guests have come the bridegroom is dressed in a narrow waist-
cloth, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf. He takes in his hand
a couple of betel leaves, and holding a cocoanut in his hand, bows
to the family god which is an unhusked cocoanut, and to the sweet
basil plant, and breaks a cocoanut before each of them. When
this ceremony is over all present go in procession with the
bridegroom to the house of the bride. On reaching the bride’s,
her parents lead the bridegroom into the marriage booth where he
crawls under the low arched branch of a fig tree, and, while women
sing E^narese songs, he is bathed with water from two large
earthen pots placed on either side of the arch. When the bathing^
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is over, the bridegroom is seated on a low wooden stooL Cooked
rice, fish curry, vegetables, and sweet gruel are served. In the
evening a large quantity of toddy or fermented palm-juice- is set

before the guests, and both men and women drink freely and dance
moving in a circle to the sound of the pipe and drum. When the
liquor is finished and the dancers are worn out the headman ties

the ends of the bride’s and bridegroom’s garments, joins their hands,

and pours water over them. After this the bride and bride-

groom retire for the night and sleep in the same place. Next day
the pair go to the bridegroom’s house where they are feasted with
palm-juice and sweet gruel, rice, and fish curry. On the fourth

day the bridal party return to the bride’s house where a feast is

given. This ends the ceremony. The headman or hudvant is given
four pounds of rice and a cocoanut, and his messenger or holkar gets

two pounds of rice and half a cocoanut. When a Mukri girl comes
of age she is bathed on the fifth day, dressed in new robes, and
decked with brass ornaments and flowers. Female neighbours are

treated to a meal, the chief dish being rice mixed with cocoa-

kernel and molasses. On the occasion of a birth, as soon as the
child is born, both the child and the mother are bathed, and
then the child is fed with a decoction of cummin seed sweetened
with molasses, and its mother with a porridge of onions, fcdlgirge

or bitter cummin seed, pepper, cummin seed, molasses, and tender

leaves of jambi Xylia dolabiiformia This diet is continued for

two days. On the third day the floor of the house is cowdunged
and all the inmates bathe and wash their clothes. The mother is

then given a little spirits, and neighbours’ children are feasted with
cook^ rice strained dry, fish curry, rice, bread, and palm-liquor.

They bury the dead, and mourn three days. On the third day after

the death all adult male neighbours come to the house of mourning.
The chief mourner cooks a small quantity of rice without salt, strains

it dry, dissolves a little tamarind in the water, bakes three rice-

cakes, and brings some palm-beer. Then with the guests he goes

to the grave taking with him some of the food and lays it near

the grave as an offering, and stays there till the cakes are eaten by
. crows. When the men start for the grave the women begin to

cowdimg the floor of the house and finish the work before the

men come back. On returning, the mourners and the guests bathe

in cold water, take a little of the cakes and other eatables, and go
to their houses. On the eleventh day all the caste people in the

village are invited, those who are relations bringing wdth them
different kinds of eatables. The people of the house cook diy rice,

fish curry, and sweet gruel, and lay in a stock of palm-juice. Portions

of everjihing cooked in the house as well as of what has been

brought by relations, are spread on a plantain leaf and given to

a cow. After this all the guests and house people dine together and
drink palm-beer. On every new-moon day a cow is fed with rice,

curry, and sweet gruel to please the dead. This is done also once a
year on All Souls’ Day.

They have hereditary group-heads or hdrhas, and village-heads

or budvants, each of whom has an attendant or kolkar. Their

settlements are arranged into forty groups and the groups into four
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divisions. The fotir divisions are, Hebbanteri in Hondvar wifli

eighteen groups
;
Hegde in Kumta with six groups

; Sumta with
seventgroups; and Gokam with nine. The village-heads or buchxmts
who are subject to the group-heads or bdrkas have power to call

and preside over caste councils, to enquire into breaches of caste

rules, and to punish offenders in accordance with the opinion of the
majority of the members. The decisions are enforced on pain of
loss of caste. The gravest social offence is to beat a casteman
with a sandal, or to incur a sandal-beating from a man of another
caste. The punishment for beating or being beaten is a fine varying
from 2s. to £1 12s. (Re. 1 -Rs. 16) . Of this amount three-quarters are
spent on a caste feast. The remaining quarter is paid to the
manager of Hanumanta’s temple who keeps 6d. (4 ans.) for hims^
and places the rest to the credit of the temple funds. When
he receives his share of the fine Hanumanta’s priest gives a little

of the water in which the idol has been bathed. The offender,

whether the beater or the person who is beaten, is taken to a river

and after bathing is given some holy water, part of which he drinks
and part he rubs on his body. The caste is then feasted witii

palm-beer, rice, cuirry, and sweet gruel. A Mukri who eats with a
person of lower caste, or a Mukri widow who becomes pregnant, are
turned out of caste. The widow’s paramour has to pay a fine and to
undergo special purification. On paying the fine, which is spent in
the same way as the fine levied on a man who 'has beaten or been
beaten with a slipper, the offender with one or more castemen, goes to
Gokam where his head and face with the top-knot and moustaches
are shaved by a casteman. After he is shaved he is bathed in the
sea, and then led to the temple of Mahdbaleshvar, where, for the
use of the priest, he lays on a plantain-leaf two pounds of rice, a
cocoanut, and a copper coin. On returning to the village he again
bathes in the presence of two caste people and passes through seven
temporary cadjan huts which are burnt as soon as he passes through
them. When the huts are completely burnt the offender drinks water
brought from Hanumanta’s temple and joins some castemen in a
dinner. Adultery by married women is punished by severe beating
at the hands either of the husband or of the next-of-kin. Insult
to^ a headman or improper conduct at a public meeting is punished
with fine up to 2s. (Re. 1), the amount being spent in the same
way as the fine levied in a sandal-beating or widow-pregnancy case.
Once in two or three years the caste meets at Honjikatta near
Chandavar in Honavar. Every man has to take with him 6d.
(4 ans.), six to eighteen pounds of rice, and a cocoanut. The meeting
lasts three to ten days according to the business to be settled. At i

these meetings offenders against social discipline are tried, and ^

Mportant matters touching the welfare of the community are
discussed. They are badly off and do not seem likely to improve.

i-n
called Hulsvars and Parvars, according to.

ne 1881 census numbered 8713 ofwhom 4732 were males and 3981
temales. They are found along the coast in Hondvar, AnkolA
aTi ^^“^Kdrwar, their chief centres being Honavar, Kumta,’

Wo ° ^ PhatM, and Kdrwar. The names of men are, Punu, Gann,
ago, bhivu. Savant, Omaya, Vasu, and Goinda ; and of wom^.
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KdiVeti, Nagu, Gopi, Nani, and Ganri. They have neither stock

names nor surnames, but they have local names. Their family deities

are S^ntariamma, Maridevi, Bhumidevti, and Mahddev, whose
shrines are at Kumta, Honavar, Ankola, and Kdrwdr. They have no
subdivisions. Both men andwomen are tail, fair, and regular-featured.

They can speak Kdnarese but their home speech is Konkani. They
live in very small houses, with mud walls, thatched roofs, narrow
verandas, and courtyards, standing in groups on isolated spots on
the skirts of villages and towns. Their staple diet is rice and
animals that have died a natural death, and they are excessively

fond of drinking palm-juice and coimtry spirits. Their breakfast,

which is cold rice prepared the previous evening, is taken at six in

the morning, their dinner of rice and carrion or fish at noon, and a
similar meal at nine at night. Their special disbesare sweet rice gruel

and fowl curry. They are neither good cooks nor great eaters. They
dress like Ch^mbhdrs. Men wear gold or brass earrings and finger

rings, and women the lucky necklace of glass beads, glass tin or

brass bangles, and gold or brass earrings, noserings, and finger

rings. Most of them have some good clothes in store. They are

orderly but thriftless and drunken. They gather the skins and
horns of dead animals

;
plait bamboo mats and baskets

;
clean

towns and villages; and play kettle-drums at hhdnd and car

festivals. The hangman belongs to this caste. They are very
poor and have hardly any credit. They rank with Kotegdrs. High
class Hindus hold them impure. When a high class Hindu and a
Mh4r meet, the Mhar has to go to a distance as there is pollution

even in his shadow. Their dmly life does not difier from that of

the Kotegdrs. A family of five spends about £1 (Rs. 10) a month.
They worship all village gods and goddesses, offering them blood

sacrifices, and firmly believing in soothsaying and sorcery. They
keep, but with no great care, the Shivardtra in February, Holi in

March, and Ganpati’s day in August. Though considered impure
they are careful not to marry with any other class. Girls are married

between eight and fourteen, and boys between sixteen and twenty-
five. Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised

;

polyandry is unknown. They divide the proceeds of the sale of the

hide and horns amongallwho werepresentwhenthe animal wasfound.
They perform the satti ceremony on the fifth day after a birth,

and after consulting a Brahman name the child on the sixth day.

Their marriage ceremonies last five days. On the first morning, at

their own houses, the boy and girl are rubbed with turmeric and
bathed by the women of the family. Then the marriage coronet or

hashing is fastened to the boy’s brow and he goes in procession

to the girl’s house. Here the boy and girl sit on a mat,

the ends . of their garments are tied, and some women of the

house throw on their faces rice dipped in turmeric water brought

from a Brahman’s, and untie the knot. This completes the

marriage. The coronet is removed and the guests and the

married couple are treated to a dinner of rice, curry, and sweet-gruel.

The bridegroom returns to his quarters after dinner, taking his bride

with him. On each of the next two days a dinner of sweet gruel

is served in the bridegroom’s house. After this the couple return
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to the bride’s where a dinner is served on the fifth, and the
bride is again taken to the bridegroom’s honse and there made
over to the bridegroom’s p^ents. The dead are bnried and mourned
eleven days. A headman called budvant performs their ceremonies
and settles disputes. Ordinary breaches of rules are punished by
fine, the proceeds being spent on a caste dinner

;
serious breaches ot

rules are punished with loss of caste. They are badly off and show
no signs of improvement, their degraded state standi^ in the way
of their taking to other pursuits.

Native Catholic Christians, numbering about 12,000, are

found throughout the district except in Sidd^pur. Their chief centres

are Hondvar, Knmta, and Kdrwar. They live both in towns and
villages along with Hindus hut not close to Mns^m^s. In the
Native Christian population of Kanira there is believed to he a
strain of European blood passed down from the Portuguese, who,
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, settled along the coast
for trade and other purposes. There is also supposed to be an outside
element, the result of settlements of Native Christians from Goa.
But the bulk of the Native Christians are the descendants of loc^
converts. During their time of power and friendship with the
Vijayanagar kings (1510- 15Y0) the Portuguese were probably
allowed to make converts along the Kanara coast. But, as twr as the
recordoftreaties remains, itwasduring the early part of the eighteenth
century, after the Moghals had withdrawn and when the Sonda
chiefs in the north and the Bednur chiefs in the sonth were thw
close allies, that the Portuguese were most successful in spreading
Christianity along the X^nara coast. As is noticed in the History
Chapter, few of the treaties between the Portuguese and Bednnr or
the Portuguese and Sonda are without provisions for the protection
of priests, the building of churches, and the maintenance of aseparote
discipline among the converts. In 1758 Anquetil dn Perron
found a Roman Catholic bishop at Kdrw4r and in 1772 Forbes
mentions the Kdrwar bishop and notices that the Catholics of
Bombay were under his jurisdiction. At that time most of the
leading places along the coast seem to have had priests, churches,
and Christian congregations. The conquest of Bednur and Sonda
by Haidar Ali in 1763 stopped the progress of Christianily in
Kdnara So long as Haidar continued to reign (1763-1781) tbe
Christians remained free from persecution. After bia death, daring
the second MaisorWar (1779-1 783), Tipu, Haidar’s son and successor,
believed that the ease with which the English force under General
Mathew gained possession of the coast and estabbshed themselves
as far inland as Bednur was due to the friendliness of the native

j

Kdnara Christians, of whom, taking North and Sonth X^nara
together there are said to have then been as many as 80,000, Whenm 1784 he succeeded in driving the English out of Xdnara Tipn

both on political and on religious grounds, to couvrart
the Native Christians of X5.nara to IsMm, In the same year ho
msued orders that a secret census of Nasranis or Christians should
be taken and the result sent to him. On receiving the papers he
sent out detachments of soldiers under trustworthy officers, with
sealed orders and instructions that the orders should be opened
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and execnted on the same day one hour after morning prayer.
13iese instructions were carried ont, and, of the 80,000 Christians,

60,000 or according to other accounts 30,000, were made prisoners.

The churches were dismantled and every trace of the Christian
religion disappeared. Except infirm women and children the
prisoners were marched under a strong military escort to Serin-
gapatam, the capital of Maisur. Here under Tipn’s orders they
were divided into battaUons of 500 each and officered with men
who were versed in the Kuran. They were afterwards distributed
among the principal garrisons where they were taught the Kurdn
and named Ahmadis. The men were circumcised, the unmarried
girls carried away as concubines, and many of the married women
were badly treated. The change of climate from the coast to the
Maisur uplands, harsh treatment, and the nnhealthiness of some of

the places to which they were sent, so broke the health of the
converts that within a year 10,000 are said to have perished. On
the fell of Seringapatam in 1799, only 15,000 persona, 12,000 from
South K4nara and 3000 from North Kiinara, returned to their homes.
The whole number who returned to North Kdnara is said to have
been less than half of the former Christian popnlation of the single

parish of Ankola.^

The names in common use among men are, Forsn or Porso,
Joao, Pedm, Viter, Jiln, Anton, PaiSu, Monteo, Casmir, Bumas,
Andru, Salvador, Niclao, Jacob, and Caetan ; and among women.
Begins, Sabina, Estafana, Piedade, Bita, Efregina, MarceUina,
Romana, Jackina, Rosalia, Angelina, and Pa^nilla. Though
Christian names were given to both the lower and the higher classes

of converts, persons of good birth, especially Brahmans and
Charodas, were treated with special respect. They were allowed to

marry with Europeans and were admitted into the society of the
Portnguese gentry. The lower classes commonly remained illiterate

almost in slavery. The Christians have European surnames
which their ancestors are said to have received from those who stood
sponsors to them at the time of baptism. Some of them bear
native surnames in addition to their European surnames. The
European surnames are Saldhanha, D’Sonza, Lopes, Fernandez,
Rosario, IFSa, Seqneira, Borges, Fortado, Rodrigues, Comes, and
D’Almeida. The native surnames are, Porob, Shetti, Naik, Shenoi,
Poi, Kamot, and PadvaL The oldest families in Honavar and
Gudbale, which are the oldest Christian settlements in North
Eitnara, hear these native surnames. Shetti is a Vaishya sur-

name, but persons bearing the name of Shetti pass as high class

Br^maus in South Kfinara. Like European Catholics they have
patron saints of whom the most popular are Anna and Saint Antony,
Images of the patron saints, either of ivoiy or of wood, are kept in

their houses. They have no special rules forbidding intermarriage

except the rule ofthe Ecclesiastical law, that, without a dispensation,

marriage between relations within the fourth degree is void. Old

1 Forbes’ Oriental Memmrs, 1. 303 ; Bnchanan’s Mysor, 111.23,24; Wilks’ Soath of

India, 1. 185, U. 5^*^0 ; Bice’s Mysor, 1. 278 ; Arbnthnot’s Monro, L8%
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CSiapter m. caste distinctions are to some extent kept np. The Christiansw
^ divided into Bambans, Charodaa, Sndirs or Sndras, Eendeis, Gavids
Fopmatton.

Gavdas, and Modvals, Kaphris or Sidisj and Kumbdrs. These
Naiite Catholic together, but except the Bambans do not intermarry. The

Chbishaks.
ciiarodas are peculiar to North Kdnara, and Bambans, Modvals,

Renders, and Gavids are common to North and South Katiara.

In North Kanara Bambans have married with Charodas and in

South Kdnara with other lower classes.

The Bambans and Chaeodas are mostly fair and of the middle

height with well-cut features j
the Bendees, Gavids, KumbAbs,

Modvals, and Sudies are darkerand shorter. The EUpheis are tall

muscular and dark, with thick bps, slanting foreheads, and curly

beards. Some Bambans are extremely fair and appear to have a

strain of European blood, but as a class they resemble the Shenvis

and S4sashtkars, as do also the Charodas. Their home tongue is

Konkani which has a smaller number of Portuguese and Kdnarese

words than the Konkani spoken by natives either of Goa or of South

Ed.nara. The well-to-do Charodas and Bambans live in one-storied

houses. The waUs are either of mud or of laterite plastered both

outside and inside. The floor is cowdunged and polished by rubbing
with stones. The roofs are either thatched or tiled, and as a rule

the ceilings are of wood. The houses are divided into a veranda, a

hall, one or more bed-rooms, a dining-room, and a cook-room. In
some houses the cook-room is a separate building, near which stands

the bath-room and the cow-shed. In addition to wooden boxes, low
wooden sfools, bell-metal plates, copper pots, and brass lamps, the

furniture of the well-to-do includes the wooden tables, chairs, cots,

chests of drawers, side-boards, pictures, porcelain, glassware, and
cutlery, which are in common use among Iluropeans and Eurasians.

"With few exceptions the houses and furniture of the weU-to-do who
dislike European fashions resemble those of the Shenvis and
Sdsashtkars, The house and furniture of the poor do not differ

from those of Hindus who hold similar positions and follow the

same callings.

Their ordinary diet is rice, fish, vegetables, and condiments. The
poor take three meals a day. The first of rice-gruel and mango
pickle or dry or fried fish is taken early in the morning j

the second
of cooked rice strained dry with fish or vegetable curry is taken at

noon ;
and the third which does not differ from the second is taken

at eight in the evening. The rich use a variety of vegetables,
fish or flesh, and curries and pickles. In addition to the three
meals eaten by the poor, they take tea or coflee early in the
morning ; rice or wheat bread, butter or plantains, and tea or coffee \

about eight; and a cup of tea about five. They also use animal
food on Sundays and even on week days. The poor do not eat
animal food except on holidays, especially Easter Day in March or
April, on Saint John’s Day on the 24th of June, on Christmas Day
on the 25th of December, and on the occasion of the parish feast
which falls on the day of the saint to whom the church ia

dedicated. Flesh is generally eaten with rice cakes called sdndans,
or polos or hhakris, Sdndana are made of rice-flour cocoanut-
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sulk aad unfermented palm-juice j they are baked in steam like

puddings
;
polds are fried pancakes made of the same materials

;

and bhdkris are kneaded rice-flour cakes mixed with scraped cocoa-

kernel and boiled in earthen pans. The other holiday dishes do not
differ from those of the Hindus. On the 15th of Augnstj the day
of Assumption of the Blessed Virgin, they make rice-flour cakes
stuffed with cocoa-kernel and molasses. About an ounce of

kneaded rice-flour is spread on a green turmeric leaf to the thickness

of a wafer-biscuit, an ounce of scraped coeoa-kernel sweetened with
molasses is laid on the paste, and the leaf is folded double. These are

called pdtolis. On Christmas eve they make vadds or round cakes of

rice and wdid-pulse fried either in cocoanut oil or in clarified butter;

chaklis or Indian macaroni made of rice and udid-flonr mixed with
cocoanut milk and fried either in clarified butter or in cocoanut oil

;

nfvris, that is wheat-flour cakes stuffed with cocoa-kernel andmolasses
by the poor and with gingelly-seeds almonds and sugar by therich,and
fried in clarified butter or baked in ovens ; and mandares or wafer-
biscuits made of red pumpkin and rice ground together. The red
pumpkin is cut in slices, and being cleansed of rind and seed, is

boiled with enough water to prevent it being burnt in cooking. After
they are boiled the slices of pumpkin are ground with rice so sodden
with water as to make it shift sideways when laid on miything
and shaken. About a table spoonful of molasses is dropped on the

flat bottom of a plate called vdtli, and spread by waving the

plate to and fro till it covers the whole of the bottom. The plate

is then set on a wide-mouthed earthen pot half full of v^ter which
is left to boil over a slow fire. The steam partly bakes the cake and
makes it tough enough to be removed from the bottom of the plate.

On being removed from the plate the cake is exposed to the sun
on a clean cloth spread on the ground, where it dries and hardens.

It is then fried in cocoanut oil or clarified butter or roasted on
embers. This is a favourite dish. Besides these the rich make
many of the sweetmeats which are used by Shenvis and other high
class Hindus, as well as English cakes, puddings, preserves, and
other European delicacies. They also make vermicelli called shevio

by forcing rice-flour through a sieve. This is eaten with cocoanut

nulk sweetened with molasses. The commonest luxuries both
among the poor and the rich are paisa or Jchir that is sweet-gruel and
rice-bread or hhdhri. They have no rules against the use of flesh or

of spirits. Some abstain from pork, beef, and liquor ; others are

notorious drunkards. The poor indulge in palm-juice and other

country liquors, while the well-to-do prefer European spirits.

A poor Christian man’s every-day dress includes a loincloth,

a shouldercloth, and a headscarf, and the holiday dress of the

poor and the common attire of the well-to-do includes a white

waistcloth, a long coat, a headscarf, and a red handkerchief with a
pair of country shoes or sandals. The women, both rich and poor, wear
the skirt of the robe hanging like the petticoat nearly to the ankle

and a bodice with short sleeves and a back, over which the upper end
of the robe is drawn encircling the shoulders in graceful folds. The
upper end of the robe falls from the right shoulder and is either

held in the righth and or tucked into the waistband on the left side.
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like Shenvi women they oil their hair and dress it with gteal

care and taste. In their hair as well as on their wrists, fingers,

ears, and necks, they wear golden ornaments which among the poor
are like those worn by Hindns and among the rich are a combination

of European and native patterns. They also wear flowers in the hair,

the jessamine and chrysanthemum being most in favour. The use

of slippers and a fringe of lace on the church-robe are marks of high
social position. When going to church women cover the body
and head with a white over-cloth called vol which supplies the place

of both cloak and veil A woman's gay ceremonial dress includes,

besides a profusion of gold ornaments, a robe and bodice costlier

than those usually worn, with a muslin or white net shouldercloth
called tudlo. Men as well as women keep clothes and jewelry in
store for holiday wear. The ornaments commonly worn by women
include hairpins, earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and finger rings.

A poor woman owns at least £5 (Rs. 50) worth of ornaments, A
middle class woman about £50 (Rs. 500) worth, and a rich wonuni
about £600 (Bs. 5000) worth. Ihe poor let their children go about
thehouse naked tiU they are six or seven years old. Boys of nine wear
the loincloth and out of doors the shouldercloth and headscarf. The
common dress of rich boys and the church and ceremonial dress of
the poor includes a pair of drawers of coloured cloth or chintz, a
white or coloured long coat, a skullcap or red headscarf, and a hand-
kerchief with or without shoes or sandals. Girls before marriage
wear a waistcloth narrower but not otherwise different from the
robe worn by married women, and allow it to hang like a pettfooat.
They cover the upper part of their body with a close-fitting bodice
closed both behind and in front. Boys wear the same ornaments
as men and girls as women. As a class they are honest, thrifty,
tmththl, sober, and orderly, but wanting in energy and industry.

Moat are illiterate, on a par with the Hindus who follow the
same callings. The educated, though less ambitions than their
Hindu neighbours, earn enough to live respectably and are
comparatively well off. Bambans and Charodas either till land or
are Government servants ; Sudirs are either tailors, carpenters,
husbandmen, or labourers

; Renders are palm-juice( drawers

;

Gavids are salt-makers ; Modvals are washermen
; Knmbi.rs are pot-

makers ; and Kaphria or Sidis are either field or town labourers.
Before^ the transfer of North R6.nara to the Bombay Presidency
most high Government officials such as secretaries or dafti/rddrs, he^
clerks, subordinate judges, m^mlatd^rs, and customs assistants were
Native Christians. Besides their hereditary calling Christians freely
follow any profession except tanning and shoemaking, washing, and
pot-making. The women of the three lower classes, besides minding
the house, work as labourers earning about M. (2J ans.) a day. The
poorest men and women also take service as house servants, the men
earning 6s. to 10s. (Rs. 3-Rs. 5) a month with food, and the women
2s. to 4s. (Re. l-Rs.2) with food.

They rank on an equality with the Hindu castes which follow the^me calhngs. They are touched by Brahmans and other high ftlnaa
Hindus who consider them superior to Musalmans, admit them to
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their houses, and ask the edncated to their marriage, thread, and
other ceremoniea Elxcept that they are not particular about bathing
before taking-their first meal, their daily life does not differ front

' that of the Hindus who follow the same calling.

A poor fonrily of three adults and two children spends about 14».

(Rs. 7) amonth ; the value of their furniture is about £2 lOs. (Rs, 25),
and of their house about £10 (Rs.l00), and they spend about £10
(Rs. 100) on their marriages. A middle class Christian family of
five upends £2 to £4 (Rs. 20-Rs. 40) a month; their house is

worth £30 to £100 (Rs. SOO-Rs. 1000) and their furniture £10 to £30
(Rs. 100 -Rs. 300) ; a marriage costs £50 to £200 (Rs.500-Rs. 2000).
A rich man’s house is worth £100 to £300 (Rs. 1000-Bs. 3000), his

furniture £50 to £100 (Rs. 500- Rs. 1000), and he spends £100 to

£600 (Rs. 1000- Rs. 6000) on a marri^e. AR belong to the Roman
Catholic Church, some being subject to the Archbishop of Goa and
some to the Bishop of MangaJor. The objects of their particular

devotion are the Blessed Virgin Mary, St. Anne, St. Francis Xavier,
St. Antonio, St. Sebastian, and St. Joseph, whose images, with
the image of Christ, they keep in their houses and pray to. Each
family has one of these saints as a patron. A small figure of the
crucified Christ and of the patron saint are reverentially placed
either on an altar or in a niche in the wall of the house. The more
religious among the two higher classes pray five times a day, on
rising, at midday, at sunset, shortly after sunset, and on retiring

to rest. The morning prayer consists of a thanksgiving and the
recitation of the Mystery of the Conception of Christ, at the end of

each of the three parts of which the salutation of the Angel Gabriel

to the Blessed Virgin Mary is repeated and petitions are offered

for freedom from sin and evil. The midday prayer and the sunset

prayer are the recitation of theConception andthe Angel’s Salutation.

These prayers are mostly offered privately, except by little children

who are taught to pray together. The evening or after-sunset

prayer is recited by the whole household including the servants if

they are Christians. This prayer consists of four parts : first, the
Apostles’ Creedand the Acts of Faith Hope Charity and Contrition

;

second, five of the fifteen Mysteries of the Blessed Virgin, the Lord’s
Prayer, ten Hail kfarys, and one Glory; third, the Hail Holy Queen
and the Litany of the Blessed Virgin : and fourth, one Our Father,

one Hail Mary, and one Glory. The fifth or night-prayer is a thanks-

giving for preservation from evil daring the day and a prayer for

safe-keeping during the night.

Every large settlement has a church and small settlements have
chapels which are visited by a priest duringNovember and December
and in April and May. During his visit the priest celebrates the feast

of the patron saint which lasts for ten days. The churches are

buildings with high pitched roofs and steeples or towers in front.

Inside they are divided into porch, nave, and chancel. On the altar,

in addition to the crucifix and the image of the patron saint, they have
figures of one or more other saints. In each church there is a set of

two or more rooms for the use of the priest which are called the

parochial home. Every church has a sacristan who also leads a choir
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of boya wbo are trained to sing. In some cburcbes the singers are

accompanied by men who play the violin. All the leading churches

have brotherhoods both of men and women who wear a special cloak

and tippet. Each member pays a yearly snbscription of 3d. to 1«.

(2-8 ans.). The snbsoriptions are credited to the church and form

a separate fund which is not turned to any use without the consent

of the members. On paying his snbscription each member is

presented with a small wax candle. Members of the brotherhood

when they die are entitled to the free attendance of all the brothers

for which others have to pay 8s. (B». 4). On the day of the parish

feast the members of the brotherhood are met by the priest at a

short distance from the church wilii tokens of honour, and on the

morning of the day after the feast an office is sung for the repose of

the souls of dead brothers. The society has a president, a clerk. Mid a
treasurer, who are chosen in turn from the several divisions of the

parish. The officers may or may not be members of the brotherhood.

At an ex-president’s funeral a black flag is carried in token of honour.

All members abstain from, flesh on all Fridays and Saturdays in

Lent ; they confess their sins in the ear of the priest and receive the

communion at least once a year, and are bound to attend church every

Sunday and close holiday. Their chief holidays are Christmas (25tli

December), the Circumcision of Christ (January 1st), the feast of the
visit of the Magi Kings to the Infant Christ (Epiphany Day), Puri-

fication (February) j the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary
(March)

;
Holy Thursday, Good Friday, Low Saturday and the Pasch

(March -April)
;
Assumption (August)

;

the Nativity of the Blessed

Virgin (September); the Conception of the Blessed Virgin

(December), and the parish feasts.

The evening before most of the chief feast days is called the eve
and is kept sacred. The church is lighted and a service is held.

The parish feasts are an exception to this rule. They last for nine

days and are followed by vespers on the tenth. In the morning of

the day before the first day of the feast, the priest, after holding
mass, blesses the flag that bears the picture of the patron saint, and
sees that it is duly hung on the poonspar tree which is generally
planted about 200 feet in front of the chief gate of every church.
Next morning all the boys of the parish go with paper chaplets on
their heads and plates full of flowers in their hands. Theystand in lines
on both sides of the entrance to the chancel which has a wooden
railing. A miniature figure of the patron saint is set on a small
table near the first step of the altar in the middle of the chancel.
The sacristan and the boys sing the saint’s hymn in Konkani,
and the boys, beginning with the couple who head the two lines, go
in pairs to the table, strew flowers at the feet of the image and on
the floor of the chancel, and come back to their places. When the
strewing of flowers is over the priest says mass, and the boys
and others who attend the service retire. The altar is decorated
every evening with candles and flowers. In the evening the inside
of the church is lighted with globe lamps, and the approaches with
half cocoanuts filled with oded cloth and set on the tops of sticks.
After the evening service the people have refreshments in large
booths thatched with cocoa-palm leaves and bamboos which have
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been raised in front of the church. The cost of l%hting the church
and of making the booths is borne by the parishioners, each family

supplying a certaiu number of cocoa-palm leaves and a certain

amount of labour. Other expenses are borne by one or more
divisions of the parish in turn. All persons who can afford to

do so, attend the church both morning and evening. Those whose
turn it is to bear the cost of the day, bring cocoannts, candles,

flowers, cocoannt oil, molasses, and husked rice, betel leaves and
betelnuts. Between seven and nine in the evening the sacristan

sings in Konkani one Our Father, ten Hail Marys, and one Glory.

Half of each of the prayers is sung by the leading singer and half

by the rest of the people. Four others sing the same prayers in the

same manner, and then the Litany of the Blessed Virgin is sung in

Latin. The priest, dressed in a surplice stole and cope, sings Salve

Regina or Hail Holy Queen, the hymn of the saint, and the prayers

for the day, in Latin. ' This concludes the evening service. When it

is over the rice is soaked in water, mixed with scraped cocoa-

kernel and molasses, and distributed among the people. On the

tenth day the church is tastefully decorated with tinsel and flowers,

and a large nnmber of caudles and other lights are bt. The cost of

this day is borne by the president. Native sweetmeat-makers,

fruiterers, flower and betel leaf sellers, and peddlers, come in large

numbers to supply the wants of the people who flock from all the

parishes round. Between ten and twelve in the morning the presi-

dent, with the clerk and treasurer, comes accompanied by music.

Each of these officers carries in his hand a wooden pole called a
vara or rod about four feet long covered either with a thin plate of

silver or tinsel. They are met outside of the booth and led' into

the chnrch by the priest, who is dressed in surplice stole and cope,

and is preceded by the brotherhood with cross and candlesticks.

A solemn mass is sung with a long sermon after the epistle.

When the mass is over the friends and members of the brotherhood

accompany the president to his house, where they are given a meal of

rice, flesh, bread, sdndans, country liquor, curry, and sweet-gruel.

Either after the mass or in the afternoon the priest and the people

meet at the church, and the priest, taking the image of the saint in

his hands and singing Latin hymns or psalms, heads a procession in

which all join and then return to the church. Next, the people

again come to church and choose the new president and examine

the past yearns accounts. This is done by the priest and the head

men who sit together in the booth, the priest on a chair and the

rest on benches round a table. When tl^ work is over a solemn

mass is sung for the souls of the departed members of the society.

After the mass the priest instals the new office-bearers by putting

on their heads chaplets of flowers and sprinkling them with holy

water. The old officers make over their stafis to the new officers,

nTid the people accompany the new president to his house where

they are treated to sweetmeats, plantains, liquor, betel leaves, nuts,

and lime. The most popular services in the year are the Passion

Plays which are held at Easter time.

Girls are married at any age after twelve and boys after sixteen.

Infant marriage is forbidden, but girls under twelve are sometimes
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married ander a dispensation from the Bishop. Widow mamage
though allowed is unnsna!. Relations within the fourth degree are

not allowed to many except by a dispensation from the Bishop.

When a woman is near her confinement a room is set apart for .her

use and a midwife is called who is either a Christian, a M^ammadan,
or a low class Hindu. Young wives go for the first confinement to

their parents who bear all the expense. In the seventh month of a
woman’s first pregnancy her husband or his parents or nearest of kin,

present the woman with a new robe in which she is dressed, decked
with jewels and flowers, and along with some young women from the

neighbourhood fed on the choicest dishes. After this, both during

her stay at her husband’s and at her mother’s, she is asked to dinner

by relations and friends. As soon as the child is bom the mother
is given a dose of haljirem or bitter cummin seed, jirem ot
cummin seed, black pepper, turmeric, garlic, and raw ginger. Brforo
the navel cord is cut the father, or any other nearest of kin, hands
the midwife a copper or silver coin, which is laid on the cord where
it is cut. When the cord is cut the midwife takes the coin in addition

to her fee which varies from 6d. to 4s. (arts. 4-Rs. 2). For the first

three days the mother is fed with thick rice-grael without salt and
sweetened with molasses, and the child with boiled rice-water

mixed with sugar or molasses. On each of these three days the child

and the mother, except her head, are bathed in warm water. On
the fourth day the mother and child are rubbed with cocoanut oil and
again bathed. After her bath the mother is fed with her usual food
and one or more choice dishes such as khir or paisa, and she begim
to suckle the child. Women who have helped and female neighbours
are asked to dine. On the sixth night, the child is kept still and
watched, but no satti or sixth day ceremony is performed except among
the Gavids and other low classes. On the eighth day the child is taken
to the church to be baptised. It is carried by an elderly woman, either

a member of the family or a relation or fiiend, accompanied by the
people of the house and some friends. Before the party enter the
church they are met by the priest in surplice cope and stole.

He calls the child by a name which is told him either by the parents
or sponsors, and breathes three times into its mouth to drive out the
evil spirit and to make room for the Holy Ghost. He makes the
sign of the Cross on its forehead and breast and lays his right hand i

on its head. He puts a little salt in its month and again makes the
sign^ of the Cross. He then lays the end of his stole on the child and
carries it into the church. The priest and people recite the Apostle’s
Creed. Then the priest wets the point of his thumb with spittle
and with it touches the child’s ears and nostrils. He orders the evil
spirit to leave the child, and mbs a little holy oil at the middle of i

the collar-bone and at the end of the spine. The oil is then rabbed \
off with cotton wool. The crown of the child’s head is next anointed
with holy oil and the priest three times pours cold water from a. «

cup on the child’s head, saying ‘I baptise thee in the name of the
;

i? ather,
^

and^ of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.' A piece of
white linen is laid on the child’s head, and the priest lights a :

candle and sets it in the child’s right hand where it is held by the *

godfather and godmother, or in their absence by some other
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person. The priest repeats passages in Latin and ends by
singing the hymn Landate. The baptism fee varies from Is. to 10s.

Xans.8-Rs.5). On returning home the party is treated to sweetmeats
or to dinner. After dinner the eldest woman in the house lifts the
child and all in turn bless it, dropping into its hands copper or silver

(»ins which are made into ornaments for its use. Wben all have
given their blessing, the child is laid in the cradle, and rocked by
women who, as they rock, call down on the child all manner of
blessings. The mother keeps her room for a month and does not
leave the house for ten days more. On the thirtieth day when she
leaves her room all her clothes are washed and the house is cow-
dunged. Female neighbours help and are treated to a meal. On the
fortieth day the mother goes with her babe to church and kneels
outside the chief door till the priest comes in surplice find stole to

purify her and take ber into the church. On entering the church
she walks to the lowest step of the altar and laying the babe on the
step goes to her seat. A female friend lifts the child and takes it

baw to the mother. This ceremony, for which the priest

receives no fee, includes the purification of the mother and the
offering of the child. From the church the mother and the babe
go to the house of some near relation or friend where she stays one
or more days and then returns home. When they are between one
and two years old boys’ hair is cut or shaved and girls’ ears are
pierced. The cutting or shaving is done by the family barber
and the ear-piercing by the femily goldsmith. In both cases

neighbours’ cMdren are feasted.

Among the lower classes girls are generally married soon after

twelve and boys about sixteen. Marriage at an earlier age requires

the dispensation of the Bishop. Widow marriage is not forbidden,

but it is rare ; divorce is unknown. Proposals for marriage come
as a rule from the girl’s parents who seldom or never consult

the girl. Among the higher classes matches to a great extent

are a matter of dowry, and agents are often employed to bring
about settlements. When an agreement is made care is taken to

keep it secret till the exchange of rings and the reading of the bans,

for till these are over a higher offer might wreck the arrange-

ment. Soon after preliminaries are settled it is usual for the

bride and bridegroom accompanied by friends and relations to start

from their houses for the parish church where the priest

verifies the contract by asking both the parties whether they
have agreed to the marriage. When both say they have a^eed,
the priest announces in open church that the parties are going to

marry, and that if any one knows any objection to the match he
should come forward and state it. This announcement is made
on three successive Sundays. At the houses both of the girl and
the boy two sheds called matdvs are built, a guest shed in front

of the house and a cooking-shed behind. In the cooking-shed

a band of married women prepare earthen hearths singing

Konkani songs. When the hearths are ready sweetmeats or

cocoa-kernel and molasses are handed round. This is called

roshio ghahho. On any convenient day after the third announce-

ment the marriage is celebrated in the parish church. From
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the first day of the betrothal the friends and relations of the bride

and of the bridegroom invite them to feasts which last one or two
days. Three or four days before the wedding the lower classes

send two or more yonths from house to house with country music

asking people to the marriage. The upper classes send written

invitations and do not employ country music. Besides the formal

invitation the mother and father or a kinsman of the bride and
bridegroom go to their particular friends or relations to compli-

ment them. To friends and relations who live at a great

distance invitations are sent in time to enable them to attend.

Among the lower classes the sponsors receive and make handsome
gifts. A day or two before the wedding particular friends and
relations send presents of vegetables, fowls, pigs, liquor, wd
sweetmeats. During this time married female neighbours grind

cnrrystuffs, rice-flour, and other articles for the wedding, singing
Konkani songs as they work. This is called dalop. On the evening
of the second day before the marriage day the bridegroom and tho
bride sit with one or two men and maids in their houses and are

rubbed with cocoanut-ndlk while Konkani songs are sung. When
the rubbing is over they are bathed. This- is c^ed roslducho. On
the morning of the day before the wedding the bride and bride-
groom, with the bridesmaids and the best-men, attend mass and
receive the communion in their parish church. In the evening a
dinner is given to the poor with the object of satisfying the sews
of the deceased members of the family. This is called almamchem'
jevan or the dinner for departed souls. On the wedding day the guests
appear at the appointed time. The bridegroom is dressed in a
white waistcloth, a shouldercloth with red or yellow border, a white
long coat, and white or red headscarf with lace borders, with a red
handkerchief, a pair of sandals, a gold necklace, finger rings, and an
umbrella either carried by himself or held by his b®t-man. Before
leaving his house he stands with his hands clasped on his chest in
front of the saint’s altar or niche and the elder members of the house-
hold and the elder guests walk up to him and give him their
blessing, waving their right hands in the form of the Cross before
his clasped hands. The bride is dressed in a robe either of silk
or of cotton of any shade but black, with silk or lace border. It
is worn hanging like a petticoat from the hips to the ankles. The
upper part of her body is covered by a tight-fitting bodice. Over
the bodice she wears the white church cloak, which serves both for
cloak and for veil. Her head, wrists, neck, and fingers are almost
Covered with gold ornaments which the poor borrow from the well-
to-do. The head, besides being ornamented with gold, is decked
with a profusion of flowers, jessamines, Christmas roses, and yellow^
amaranths. Thus attired, and surrounded by the bridesmaids, the
bride, like the bridegroom, with bowed head receives in her house
her friends

^

blessings. In her left hand she holds a square hand-
kerchief with which she repeatedly hides her face. When the
bnde has received the good wishes of her friends her parly
starts in procession with country music to the church. The
bridegroom leaves his home about the same time. When both
reach the church the pnest in his surplice stole and cope comem
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to the front -gate where are the bridegroom with hia best-men
and the bride with her bridesmaids and her maternal uncle. The
priest asks the bridegroom ‘ Do you intend to wed the bride
according to the rites of the Catholic Church.* He answers ‘ I do,*

and the same question is put to the bride and answered by her. The
priest then joins the right hands of the couple, saying ‘ I join you in
matrimony, in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost.’ While he says this he sprinkles their hands with holy
water. This is done in the presence of two respectable witne^es
whose names are entered in the marriage register. Then the bride-
groom and the bride each hand the priest a gold ring which the
priest blesses with holy water and returns. The bridegroom then
puts his ring on the third finger of the bride’s left hand, and the
bride puts hers on the third finger of the bridegroom’s left hand.
The ceremony is generally completed between eight and ten in the
morning. When it is over the bridegroom and the bride walk hand
in hand to the middle of the chancel of the church, where they
remain kneeling and sitting during a mass which was begun soon
after the marriage ceremony. After reading the Gospel the priest

delivers a sermon in Konkani on the responsibilities of married bfe,

and at the close of the mass he blesses the newly married couple.

Then the bride and bridegroom, accompanied by friends and
relations, go in procession to the bride’s house. When they reach
the marriage booth married women of the bridegroom’s family stand
outside and sing merry songs in Konkani, the bride’s people praising

the bridegroom, while inside the booth a band of friend sing the
bride’s praisea This lasts for about half an hour. When it is over
the father of the bridegroom asks all guests to come into the booth
and the Laudato or Praise is sung. On entering the booth the bride

is taken into the house and the bridegroom and best-men sit on a
sofa in the booth. The upper classes sprinkle rose-water on the

guests, offer them scents and cake and wine, and treat them to an
English dinner. After a short time the bridegroom’s father mother
and relations and friends come with a large tray, borne by a servant

or a poor neighbour, containing two robes, a gold necklace, flowers,

a comb, and, according to the means of the bridegroom’s family, an
assortment of gold jewelry. When the party approaches the booth
the bridegroom and his best-men go forward and join it, and when
it reaches the booth the girl’s father and mother come out, and
offering them water to wash their feet, lead them into the booth. On
entering the booth they are seated either on chairs or mats spread

on the ground. Poor people distribute pieces of cocoa-kernel,

molasses, wet and dry dates, and plantains, with betel leaves and
nuts ; the rich hand slices of cake and glasses of wine. After a short

time some female relations and friends of the bridegroom, with the

Irave of the bride’s father and mother, enter the house, the bride-

groom’s elder sister carrying atray containing robes and other articles.

On this, the bride is led to the room where the family altar or prayer

^ace is and where the bridegroom’s party are waiting. The bride-

groom’s mother and female relations comb the bride’s hair with the

new comb and dress her in a new robe which is her bridal robe. The
mother of the bridegroom if her husband is living, or any other
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near kinswoman, ties the Incky necklace, wtich w either whcJIy of

gold with a pendant gold cross worth £5 to £25 {Bs.50-Rs.250)
or strings of black glass beads with a pendant gold figure of the

infent Jesns worth £1 to £2 (R3.IO-B3 .2O), or simple strings of

small glass beads with a gold bead in the middle worth 10s. to £1
(Rs.S-Rs.lO). -The bride is next decked with flowers and the gold

ornaments which came with the robe, and flowers are handed to the

married women who are present. The bridegroom’s mother presents

the bride’s mother with a robe worth 10«. to £5 (Rs.5- Rs. 50).

Under the robe which she wore at church, the bride generally wears

a shirt or under-cloth. When the new robe is put on the female
members of the bride’sand bridegroom|s parties, singing merry songs,

encircle the bride, and taking off her maiden shirt put on a fresh

one passing the upper part over the back and the right shoulder and
bringing the end in front to the left side. Then her maiden bodice

is removed and in its .place a new bodice is put on open in front

and knotted under the bosom. The bride is also invested with a piede

of white mnslin or net called tudlo, which is worn like a shawl by
all married women except when at church. As soon as the robing is

over the bridegroom i^ks into the house and stands by the side

of the bride, and all present say prayers and sing the Litany of the

Blessed Virgin. The bridegroom retnms to the booth leading the

bride by the hand and is seated with her on a so& which is set

apart for them. The bride sits on the bridegroom’s left, the best-men
on his right, and the chief bridesmaid to the left of the bride.

When they are seated the bride’s parents come and present the bride

with a robe and the bridegroom with a gold ring and a shoulder-

cloth worth IOn. to £50 (Rs. 5-Rs.500). The bride’s god-parents next
come and present the bride with clothes or ornaments, and other

kinsfolk follow, both men and women singing songs. Then the
wedding feast is served, either simply vegetables, curries, rice, and
fried cakes, or in addition pork, mntton, fowl, fish, liquor, bread, and
sweet gruel. The dinner is served on plantain leaves laid in front of

straw mats folded lengthwise on which the guests sit face to face.

One or two men pass along the rows of guests serving the different

articles in the following order ; First each of the plate-leaves is

sprinkled with water, then a little salt is dropped on each leaf, then
a share of pickle, then vegetables, then rice, then curry, then cakes,
then meat, and then bread, and then a soji or hhir of wheat or
green or horse gram. When everything is served the host calls
to his guests ‘ Devdchia ndvdn amrut hara/ that is. In God’s
name feed. When the meal is finished the guests join in singing the
Laudate or Praise God. The rest of the evening is passed in singing
merry songs. About midnight, the guests return to their homes,^
except those who are specially asked to stay the night. Next day they
come back to dine at the bride’s. After dinner the bridegroom and
bride stand in the booth ready to start for the bridegroom’s
house with their hands joined to receive the farewell blessing.
All the elders, both men and women, bless them as they did on the

^op in their hands gold rings or silver coins,
hen, yfith all the guests, they start in procession for the bride-

groom s, and, when they reach the house, they bow before the:
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fatnily ^tar aod I'eceive a blessing from the elders of the honse,

and, after t^e blessing, sit on a sofa prepared for them and for the

best-men and chief bridesmaid. Then, -with singing of songs, the

parents of the bridegroom present the bride with a robe worth

lOs. to £5 (Ra 5-Rs. 50). The sponsors and the relations of the bride-

groom make presents of gold ornaments or clothes, and are seated

by the bride and bridegroom and presented with wearing apparel

by the bridegroom’s parents. A dinner, not differing from the

dinner given in the bride’s booth, is then served. After dinner the

father of the bride makes his daughter over to the parents of the

bridegroom saying, ‘Prom her birth till now I have cherished my
daughter. I now give her to your charge and trust that you will

treat her as your own child.’ The parents-in-law embrace the

sobbing girl and try to soothe her. She is then led into the

honse and presented to the family patron-saint to whom she offers

a short prayer. After this the bride’s people leave taking with

them the bride and bridesmaids and the rest of their party except

a few who are specially asked to stay. Next day after dinner the

bridegroom and his parents with their friends and relations, come
to the bride’s house where they are treated to a sumptuous

dinner. After dinner one or two of the party, . corresponding

to those whom the bride’s party left at the bridegroom’s, come
next day to call the bride and bridegroom to the bridegroom’s

house. The bride and bridegroom start with the bride’s mother

and father and at the bridegroom’s are received with the same

civilities which they showed to the bridegroom’s party. On the

afternoon of the fifth day the pair again return to the bride’s and

^remain there five days, and, on the sixth, come back to the bride-

groom’s. After this they either go together or the bride goes

alone to her father’s house on all great hobdays during the first

year after marriage, and every year during the lifetime of the

bride’s parents on the occasion of the parish feast. Besides the

charges for the mass and sermon, the priest’s marriage fee is 12s.

(Rs. 6) of which 4s. (Rs. 2) are paid by the bride’s parents and

8s. (Ra. 4) by the bridegroom’s. In. widow marriages there is no

ceremonial except the simple religious rite in the church. No
ceremony is performed when girls come of age. In the seventh

month of her first pregnancy a woman is dressed in a new robe,

decked with flowers, and feasted by her friends and relations.

When sickness passes beyond hope of recovery news is sent to

the parish priest, who comes to the house to hear the dying man
confess and to give him the communion. The patient is then

anointed with holy oil. After death the relations wail and the

body is bathed and decently dressed in church clothes and kept

in the hall either on a couch or on a mat spread on the ground over

a clean white sheet. The beadle or chdmddor {kolkdr) goes from

house to house telling of the death and naming the hour fixed for the

burial. At the time named by the beadle most of the villagers attend.

The dead hands are tied together across the chest and a small

crucifix is placed in them. At the head is set a larger crucifix with

a pair of burning candles. The well-to-do lay the body in a coffin and

the poor carry it in the church bier. If the friends of the dead cannot
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pay for the priest's attendance at the grave, the priest^ in white

snrplice and black stole, conies to the church at the time fixed for

the burial and reads the service. In other cases, accompanied by
members of the church brotherhood, with a cross and two csmdl^
sticks, the priest goes to the house of the dead dressed in a bladk

cope besides the surplice and stole. The members of the brother-

hood over their holiday clothes wear white cloaks and red or green *

tippets. At the house of mourning the priest sings and blesses the '

body. Then the body is lifted either in the coffin, or if there is no
coffin in the bier, and brought from the house to the church. The
coffin or the bier is covert with a black cloth. As soon as the

body leaves the house the people raise a loud wail, and her nearest

kinswoman strips the widow of her lucky necklace, earrings, and
glass blaugles, the signs of married life. The funeral party goes

in procession, the cross and candlestick bearers leading,

walking abreast. They are followed by members of the brother-

hood in pairs about three yards apart. Behind them friends
|

and visitors walk in regular order ; then comes the body carried
^

by four men. The chief mourner with other near relations follow j

the body, and the priest, sacristan, and singers end the train. Ex- \

cept in the case of those who cannot afford a solemn burial, the
priest and the singers keep singing during the whole of the pro-

cession. At the church the body is taken inside, and if the burial

takes place in the morning and if the means of the family allow, a
solemn office and mass are sung and the body is buried either in

the church, in the veranda of the church, or in the common cemetery.

In other cases the burial takes place after the common prayer

has been offered. If the deceased is a pauper the body is brought
by his relations or friends to the cemetery where the priest goes to

recite prayers and to bless it. Burial inside of churches is now
forbidden on the score of health. If the burial of the well-to-do is

fixed for an evening a solemn office alone is sung on that day and
mass is performed on the third day after. On the day of death there

is seldom any cooking in the house of mourning as relatives and
friends generally supply the mourners with cooked food. On the
seventh day all the mourners with their friends and relations go to

the church and a solemn office and mass are sung for the repose of the
soul of the dead, and all persons who attend are given a breakfast
and dinner which do not differ from those given on festive occasions.
The office and mass are repeated on the thirtieth day and at the
end of the year. An ordinary mass is performed on every death-day
during the lifetime of the next-of-kin, and a general commemoration
of the dead is held on All Saints' Day on the second of November
by the second and later generations. The priest’s fee is 4s, (Rs. 2)
for a solemn mass, and for an office 8s. (Rs. 4), for an office and
mass 10s. (Rs. 5), the grave fee is 2s. to £5 (Re.l-R8.50), and the
brotherhood fee 8s. (Rs. 4) . Mourning is continued for one year durii^
which no marriage or other joyous ceremony is performed. On the
first death-day friends and relations are asked to attend the service
at the 'church and are also feasted at home.
Each parish is divided into a number of circles or village groups

with a budvani or headman at the head of each. The hudvant has
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an orderly called chaniddor or kolkdr. The budvant watches the
conduct of the community, and in cases of misdemeanour gives notice
to the priest, who calls meetings of adult men, and, according to the
opinion of the majority, punishes the delinquent vrith fine or even
with excommunication. Small fines and temporary excommunica-
tion can be inflicted by caste meetings.

Except the educated the Kfinarese Christians as a class are not well
off, but of late most of them have begun to send their children to
Kanarese schools.

Portuguese or East Indians, numbering according to the
1881 census 22, of whom 12 were males and 10 females, are found
at Kdrwar, Kumta, and Yellapur. They are the descen^nts of the
Portugpiese and Dutch settlers on theMalabdr coast. They came
about sixty years ago as clerks in Government oflBces when there
were no other English-knowing people in the district. The names
in ordinary use among the men are, John, Joseph, Antonio,
Erands, Lawrence, Charles, George, Pelix, Bonaparte, Raphael, and
hiingnel ; and among the women, Mary, Magdelena, Angelina, Rosali,

Petonniila, Fortunata, Cecilia, Izabella, Josephina, Adelaide, and
Charlota. Their surnames are, Pcmandes, Rosario, D’Sylva,
Rodrigues, Noronha, Braechen, D’Cruz, and Gonsalves. The men
are of middle height, a few of them dark and stout, but most of them
fair and spare with well-cut features. The women are fairer, shorter,

and more delicate-featured than the men. Their home tongue is a
corrupt Portuguese, but all know Konkani and the men can speak
English and Hindustani Their bouses, though small and one-storied,

are airy and resemble the dwellings of Europeans, and their

furniture includes sofas, chairs, tables, cots, porcelain, glassware,

cutlery, and copper vessels. They keep one or more servants.

Their common food is rice and fish with meat, milk, and butter

;

they use coffee and tea, and drink liquor either of country or of

European manufacture. They are fond of living in European
style. The dress both of men and of women, though a little inferior,

does not differ in fashion from that of the English. They are sober

trustworthy and intelligent, but not provident. They are employed
in the higher and lower grades of the revenue, judicial, and forest

departments and also in merchants' offices. Some who hold good
appointments are well off owning gardens and land. Others are

impoverished. They rank with Eurasians, next to Europeans.

After breakfast at ten the men go to their offices and the women
busy themselves in minding the house and in knitting, sewing, or

embroidering. A fcunily of three adults and two children spends

£3 to £8 (Rs.30-Rs.80) a month, and their houses are worth £20 to

£200 (Rs. 200-Rs. 2000). They are Roman Catholics and subject

to the Jesuit Vicar-Apostolic of Mangalor. They are religious,

paying great reverence to the Virgin Mary and to all the saints of

the Catholic Church. Their customs from birth to death resemble

those of Portuguese Europeans and none of their religious ceremonies

differ from those observed byEuropeanCatholics. They have no c^te
headmen like the Native Catholics. Scandalous conduct is enquired

into and reported by the parish priest to the Vicar-Apostolic whose
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decision either to pay fine or undergo corporal punishment is enforced

on pain of excommunication. They give both their boys and girls

an English edncation. Some have l^gun to take to engineering and
others to law.

Native Protestants, numbering about 55 of whom 23 are males
and 30 females, are found in the towns ofKdrwdr andHondvar. Those
at Edrw4r are converted Telngu Chsmbh^ and those at Hondvar
are low class Tnlu converts such as palm>jnice drawers. The
Telngu people cameabout twenty years ago from theDhirwAr district,,

and the Tuln people about fifteen years ago from South K^naxa.
Both of them came in search of work. The names in common use

among the men are, James, Paul, Samuel, John, Estephen, Ifosta;,

Aaron, and Nathan ; and among women, Christin, Paulin, Esthmr,

Sara, Leah, and Reb^ca. Except two families, the Kamsikt^
Costas, who were upper-class Hindus, none have surnames. All but
a few are short, dark, and spare. The home speech of the Hondvar
people is Tnlu and of the Kdrwdr people Telngu and: Ednareso.
They live in small one-storied houses with mud walls and tiled or
thatched roofs, and their furniture does not differ from that of tlto

poor Native Catholics. Their staple food is rice and fish. Th^
eat all kinds of flesh, and drink country liquor, some of them U>
excess. Except a few who wear European clothes, both men and
women dress like Hindus except t&it they wear no jewelry.

On their way to church women cover their heads with the upper
end of the robe. The Hondvar people are thrifty and hardworking
but the Kdrwdr. people are thriftless and lazy. The Hondvar people
are fairly off, but the Kdrwar Christians, except the two families

from Mangalor, are very poor. Of the Hondvar people one is a
Government servant, one a palm-jnice drawer, and the rest are

domestic servants to the missionaries. A family of three adults

and two children spends about I2s. (Rs. 6) a month, and the value

of their bouse and furniture is the same as that of the poorer Native
Catholics. They are Protestants under the Swiss Basel Evangelical
Society. Their head-quarters in India are at Mangalor and in
Europe at Basel in North Switzerland. The Hondvar people rest
from work on Sundays and holidays, but the Kdrwdr people except
the two Mangalor families do not attend to this rule. Their
holidays are Christmas, Epiphany, Good Friday, Easter, Ascension
Day, and Pentecost. From birth to death they do not perform any
ceremonies except baptism, marriage, and burial. The sacrament of
baptism is aduunistered at any time after the birth of a child.
Girls are married after fourteen and boys after eighteen. On the
occasion of a marriage the bride’s and the bridegroom’s parents
each give a dinner. After a death the body is decently dressed
and laid in a coffin, and earned on the shoulders of four men to the
Protestant burial-ground where the minister reads the service.
They have no caste headmen. Offences against conduct are enquir-
ed into and punished by the missionaries. As the rules of the
society reqi^e that in all cases of misdemeanour no man can be
punished without the direct evidence of two eye-witnesses belong-
ing to the commnmty, charges are seldom brought home to the
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delinquents. Tiny teach their boys and girls to read Kdnarese,
but do not take to new pnrsnits.

Maira'thi Sidis, nambering abont 190, of whom 100 are
males and 90 females, are found in small numbers in Snpa,
Yelldpur, and Ankola. Most of them live in the forests. They
are said to have come to Kanara from Goa where they were
brought from East Africa by the Portuguese as slaves and from
which they escaped. It is also said that they were once Christians
and that they changed their religion after settling in Kanara.
The names in common use among men are partly Christian as

Mannia for Manoel, and Bastia for Sebastiao ; and partly Kanarese
9S Pootia, Sanna, Ganpa, and Lookda. The women’s names are

said to be all Kanarese as Jetn, Pnti, Laxmi, Gampi, Somi,
Bukri, and Nagu. Their surnames are Musen, Matna, Muzua,
Yambani, and Marai. Persons bearing the same surnames may
marry. .They have no family god and their home speech is

Konkani. Their parent stock is said to be found in Mozambique.
The Christian names in use among the men and the absence of

Christian names among the women supports their tradition that

when they fled from Goa they had to leave their wives behind
and took up with KAuara women, some of whom are said to haye
been Brahman ontcastes. They are a hranch of the Goa Sidis with
whom they eat but do not marry. They are dark with broad
thick lips, curly beards and hair, and slanting foreheads. They
are not so bl^k as the Christian Sidis, the change in colour

being apparently due to intermarriage with Hindus. Their home
speech is Konkani largely mixed with Kanarese. They live in

small one-storied houses with mud walls and thatched roofs ; and
their furniture consists of low wooden stools, palm-leaf mats, and
earthen vessels. Their common food is ragi and rice. They drink
liquor and have no scruples about eating any flesh except beef

from which they abstain. They take three meals a day. Their
first meal, which is eaten at daybreak, consists of the remains of

the previous evening’s meal, either rdjri-gmel or rdpi-bread
;
the

second is of rice and pulse or vegetable curry with dry fish j and the
third is either rdgi-gmel or bread Their special dishes are paisa
or sweet gruel, and dosTie or pancakes. The men wear a loincloth, a
^ouldercloth, and a headscarf, and the women wear the robe
without passing the skirt back between the feet. They cover the
upper part of the body with the upper end of the robe and wear a

bodice with short sleeves and a back. The men wear gold earrings

'and silver or copper finger rings and a silver girdle ; and the

women gold nose and ear rings, glass and tin or silver bangles,

and gold brass or copper finger rings. They have generally a
spare suit of good clothes. They are hardworking and robust, but

cruel and given to robbery and are regarded by their neighbours

with fear and distrust. They work either as field labourers or on
public works. As a day labourer, besides his 'dinner, a man earns

eight pounds or 4 shers of grain and a woman four pounds or 2 shers.

On public works men are paid fid. (4 ans.) and women 3d. (2ans.) a

^y.. Children begin to work when they are about twelve and earn

about half the wages of a fulT-grown worker. Their busy seasons
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are fromApril to tlie end ofJone and from September toJanuary. As
all are laboorerSj and depend entirely on their earnings, they are

obliged to borrow for their marriages. They borrow £1 12e. to £3
(Rs.16-Rs.32) at high interest generally fromHavig Br^Unnaaswhom
they have to serve for certain periods to pay off the interest. Sums of

about £1 12s. (Rs. 16) are generally repaid in four, and sums about

£3 4s. (Rs.32) in eight years. About two months’ work a year is

reqnir^ as interest for the smaller, and about four months’ as

interest for the larger loans. A family of three adults and two
children spends about 10s. (Rs. 5) a month ; the house is worth
£I to £2 (Rs.l0-Rs.20), and the furniture 4s. to 10s. (Rs.2-Bs.5).

They rank next to Chaudris, Arers, Knnbis and fishermen,

above Mhara and other impure classes. They are firm believers

in soothsaying and in ghosts. They consult professional mediums
who are called devlis, employ no Brahmans to perform their

ceremonies, and have no spiritual guide. They worship an
unhusked cocoanut in which they believe the spirits of their ancestors

live. This cocoanut is changed every year on the last of the

Pitrupahsha Mahal or ancestors’ days in September. The kernel of

the cocoanut is used for making oil which isburnt before thecocoanut

god during the Basra holiday in October. On Basra day a new
cocoanut is installed and the old one taken away. Cooked flesh

and liquor are offered and caste people are feasted. The daily

worship of the cocoanut consists inoffering it flowers, waving a lighted

lamp in front of it, and laying before it all the cooked food in the

house. They have a great regard for village gods and for loctd

?
)irit8 among whom Sidi or Kaphri spirits are most reverenced.

o these they offer fowls and sheep and feast on their flesh. In
villages where the local spirit is a Sidi, the priest is a Sidi. The
land owners who are generally Havig Brahmans propitiate these

spirits through Sidi priests, whose office is hereditary, by offering

them animal sacrifices, cooked food, fruit, flowers, and scents. The
propitiatory ceremonies are performed once a year, just before the

sowing season. They do not perform any worship on Hindu holi-

days except on the last day of Mahdpaksha or All Souls’ Day and
on the day of the yearly f^ at the shrine of the nearest mother or
Burgi, when they offer blood sacrifices. On Holi in March, Yugadi
in April, Shrdvani in August, and Dipvdli in October, they prepare
special dishes such as pdisa, doshe or pancakes, and rotti or bread.

Wben a woman is brought to bed the household is considered
impure for three days. On the third day they bring ashes and soda
from the village washerman. The house is cowdunged and all clothes
are washed. The ashes and soda are dissolved in a vessel and
sprinkled over the house and the people of the house. On the
sixth day the satli ceremony and on the twelfth day the naTning
and cradle ceremonies are performed. Boys are shaved when they
are about three years old. None of these ceremonies differ from
those of lower class Hindus. Boys are generally married between
sixteen and twenty-five and girls before they are twenty. Widow
marriage is allowed and jpractised

;
polyandry is unknown.

Proposals for marriage come from the bridegroom’s honse. When
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the parents of a boy tMnk of proposing a marriage the father asks

a Havig Brahman, who is generally his creditor, whether the match
will prove happy. If the answer is favourable he goes with a few
friends and relations to the girl’s house with flowers, betel leaves,

plantains, and betelnuts. TH^ey tell the girl’s parents that they

have come to ask the girl in marriage and drop into their hands a
couple of betelnuts folded in betel leaves. The acceptance of

these offerings implies consent. Then all sit on mats spread on
the ground, and the bride is brought and, after the men have
settled the price of the girl which varies from £1 8s. to £4 (Rs. 16-

Rs. 40), the women from the bridegroom’s house ornament her head
with flowers and distribute plantains and betelnuts and leaves. A
meal of rice, cuny, liquor, and sweet gruel is then served. After this,

on a convenient day, the heads of the bridegroom’s and bride’s

houses go together to a Havig astrolc^r and get a day fixed for

the wedding for which they pay the priest 3d. (2 aws.)

The marriage ceremonies last three days. In the evening before

the beginning of the rejoicings two or more men from the bride’s and
bridegroom’s houses go to the house of the headman or budvatU, then

to the house of the orderly or kolkdr, and afterwards to the houses of

all other caste people and ask them to the wedding. On the first

morning in each of the houses women sing songs and rub the bride-

groom and bride with turmeric paste and bathe them in warm
water. The bridegroom has a best-man with him and the bride a
bridesmaid. After this the cocoanut-god is worshipped and guests are

feasted with liquor, rice, curry, and sweet gruel. The clothes worn
by the bride and bridegroom at the time of bathing are given to the

bridesmaid and the best-man. The next evening the bridegroom,

wearing a waistcloth, a shouldercloth, a headscarf, and a pair of

sandals, and carrying in his hands a knife, a cocoanut, and a couple

of betelnuts and leaves, and wearing the marriage coronet or hashing,

goes in procession with his guests to the bride’s where they are seated

on mats. The women sing merry songs, but there is no instrumental

music. The headman or budvant and the orderly or kolkdr and the

bridegroom and his best-man sit on separate mats. When all are

seated the head of the bridegroom’s house hands to the parents of

the bride a tray containing a robe, the price of the girl, flowers, and

any other ornament he intends to give the girl, with betelnuts and

leaves. These things are taken into the house and the bride is

dressed in the new robe and decked with flowers. She is then

brought into the booth where she stands before the bridegroom,

separated by a cloth curtain held by two men. The headman calls

aloud Sdvadhdn or take care ;
the curtain is withdrawn and the

parents join the hands of the couple and pour water on them from

a small pot. A dinner is then given to all the guests. The newly

married couple remain in the bride’s house till the evening of the

next day when the bridegroom wearing the marriage coronet comes

in procession to his house. He remains at home one day and one

night and goes back to the bride’s where he stays five days.

He then returns to his own house leaving his wife with
^

her

parents. He again goes to the bride’s house on the first holiday

and returns to his own house after one day’s stay, taking his wife
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with him. They perform no ceremony either in honotir of a girl's

coming of age or of her firat pregnancy^

They bury the dead, and, after mourning three dajra, purify them-

selves with ashes and soda brought from the house of the ^village

washerman. When a man is on the point of death they pour into his

mouth a little cold water in which they dip a leaf of the sweet basil

plant. After death the body is bathed in warm water, wrapped
in a new shroud, laid on a bamboo bier, and carried on the

shoulders of four men. On reaching the burial-ground the bier is

set down and the corpse lowered into the grave. The grave is

filled, and cooked rice, fowl, curry, and liquor are offered on the

grave. On the third day, after undergoing purification, as is done

on the occasion of a birth, they go with cooked rice, fowl, curry, and

liquor to the grave, and asking the spirit of the dead to strengthen

himself by feeding on the offerings, ask him "to come home and lire

with the ancestors in the cocoannt. After doing this they come
home and feed the crows and then the caste people. A person of

the sex and age of the dead is presented with a suit of clothes. A
similar feast to the commnnity and the present of a snit of clothes

is made on the first anniversary of the death. They hare an !

hereditary headman called budvant with an orderly called kolkaK

Breaches of social discipline are punished either witb fine or

excommunication at meetings of adult castemen under the presidency

of the budvant. When the refractory refuse to obey caste decisions

they are put out of caste until they submit. When a man is under

sentence of excommunication, none of the caste people hold anjr

intercourse with him. They do not send their children to school of

take to new pursuits.

KusaUna'llS, numbering 24,171 of whom 12,256 are maira

and 11,915 females or 6’78 c®nt of the total population, are

scattered over the whole district. They are divided into twelve

sections, Navaiyats, Dakhnis, Konkanis, Moghals, Mani4rs, Momins,
Mapillas, Kakars, Ghulams, Sidis, Dhobis, and Kasdis. All

Musalmans eat together, but as regards marriage the twelve

sections form nine distinct classes. Dakhnis, Konkanis and Moghals
intermarry and form one class ; Momins and Maniars or Patavkers
combine to form a second class ; and each of the remaining seven :

classes forms a distinct community.

According to theirown traditiontheNavAitats, a name which seems
to mean new-comers, fled from Kufa at the head of the Persian Gulf
to escape from the cruelty of Hajjaj Ibu Yusuf who was governor
of Irak about the close of the seventh century. The original

settlements were recruited by the Persian and Arab merchants, who,
between the eighth and the sixteenth centuries, settled in large »

numbers in the ports of Western India and married women of the [•

country,^

' Masudi’s Praines d’Or, II, 86. The Arab trareller Masudi who visited C3ieiil in
wly years of the tenth century, apparently from his own observation, states that
the bulk of the immigrants married women of the country. According to tire
account of their history given by the Navdiyats of Maisnr (Wilks’ South (dlndi^ I. 3^)
they are of pure Arab and Persian descent and in matters of marriage have front the
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The Kohkanis and Daidis believe that they came from RAjapur in

Ratnagiri about a century ago under the stress of a grievous

famine ; the Dakhnis state that they came from Bij^pur as soldiers

and officers during the seventeenth century when K4nara as far

south as Mirjan was held by the Bijapur kings. The MoghaIjS

claim descent from Upper Indian Musalm^ns who settled in the

country during the Moghal snpremacy (1680-1710), and perhaps

during the rule of Haidar and Tipn of Maisnr (1763-1799). The
MoitiNS are believed to have come in search of employment in

1818 when Bijapur passed from the Peshwa to the English ; the

MlpiiiLis are immigrants from the Malabiir coast; the KAkabs
and KAsiis have come from Dh^trwdr since the introduction of

British rule ; the GtHulams were formerly slaves of the Dakhnis and
NavAiyats ; the Siuis are descendants of African slaves who escaped

firom their masters in Goa ; and the Dhobis are local converts.

The Navaiyats are found oidy in Hondvar and its villages and the

Dakhnis and Konkanis are spread over the whole district. The
Mani^rs are found in Karw4r, Ankola and Knmta. The Moghals

and Momins are confined to Karwar. The M^pillfe are settled at

.
Gangavalli in Knmta and at Hondvar. The Sidis occur in Supa

and Yelldpnr, and the Dhobis and GhnUms in Kdrwdr and
- Honivar.

The Nav4iyats speak Eonkani much mixed with Kdnarese, and

the Dhobis Konkani mixed with Mardthi, the MapilUs Malaydli,

and the rest a modified Hindustani with a large number of Kdnarese

and Konkani words. The language of the Navdiyats and Ghuldms

does not differ from that of other Navaiyats, nor that of the Dakhni
Ghul^ms from the speech of other Daklmis.

The Navaiyats are fair, middle-sized and disposed to stoutness.

The men wear close-cut beards. The Datdinis are of middle

height, muscular and spare, but darker and perhaps manlier than

the Navaiyats. The Moghals are fair and muscular with short

beards and flat short noses. The Manidrs do not differ from the

Dakhnis except that they are fairer. The Mapillas are short, stout

and sturdy. The Daldis are for the most part short, flabby and

wheat-coloured. The Sidis are tall and robust, dark-skinned, with

curly hair and beard, thick lips, and slanting brows. The Kdkara

are short, stout, and strong, with ruddy complexions. The Dhobis

are short, dark, and stout.

Well-to-do Navaiyats have one to three storied houses with stone

walls and tiled roofs. They have front verandas where their visitors

are received. The inside is divided into sevei^ rooms according

to the size of the family. Their furniture consists of one or more

wooden benches or sofas, low wooden stools, wooden boxes, straw

mats, copper and brass cooking and water vessels, copper or brass

Chapto nil
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first held aloof from the women of the country. Masndi s statement is of gr^t

value There is little reason to doubt that it is true of many other classes of foreign

aettlera alone the west coast of India, whose forefathers mmried wrth the women of

the country and whose descendants like the modem Naviiyats claim to he of pure

nortiiem or western origin,
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plates, and lamps. Some also have wooden cots. The honse costs

£20 to £500 (Rs. 200 -Rs. 5000) and the furniture £5 to £50 (Rs. 50-

Rs. 500). Dakhnis, Moghals, and Manidrs live in one-storied houses
with mud or laterite walls and thatched or tiled roofs. They also

have front verandas which serve for visitors. The insides and the

furniture do not much differ from those of the Navaiyats. The cost

of the honse is £50 to £200 (Rs. 500 -Rs. 2000) and of the furniture

£2 to £20 (Rs. 20 - Rs. 200). Mapillas and Daldis live in small houses
with thatched roofs and mud walls. They are divided into three

rooms and have very narrow verandas. Their furniture includes
low wooden stools, straw mats, and earthen vessels and lamps. The
house costs £2 to £10 (Rs. 20-Rs. 100), and the furniture 4s. to £2
(Rs. 2-Rs. 20). Sidis live in small thatched houses, and Khdkars in

tiled huts with no furniture except earthen cooking vessels, a few
copper vessels, and straw mats for sitting and sleeping on. The
houses of Dhobis resemble those of Dakhnis, except that they
have sheds for drying clothes. They cost £1 to £3 (Rs. 10-Rs.30),
and the furniture 10s. to £l (Rs.5-Rs.l0). The houses of Dakhni
Ghulams do not differ from those of other .Dakhnis, nor those of
Navaiyat Ghulams from the houses of other Navaiyats.

The staple diet of the well-to-do is rice-gruel boiled and strained
dry and fresh fish curry. The Kdkars and others who live above
the Sahy4dris use millet bread instead of rice and dried fish or
mutton instead of fish curry. The poor people on the coast live
partly on rice and partly on rdgi. All take three meals a day ; the
first meal consists of rice-gruel taken at daybreak with mango
pickle

; the second, at noon, is of boiled rice strained dry, with
fish curry

; and the third at eight in the evening does not differ from
the second. The poorer classes take gruel in the morning, rdgi
gruel at noon, and rice and fish curry at night. Kakars and
other inland Musalmans take their first meal of pulse or mutton
curry and their second after sunset of bread and curry. Above
the Sahyadris most eat mutton daily, and near the coast few eat
mutton, fowls, or beef except on grand occasions and on the Ramzdn,
Bakar-id, and Muharram holidays. Drinking spirits and eating pork
are forbidden, though some Daldis, Kakars, and Kasais drink liquor
and fermented palm-juice. Public dinners are given on occasions
of marriage, death, and circumcision. The special dishes are hhir
that is rice boiled in cocoanut-milk and sweetened with molasses

;

piilao that is rice boiled and seasoned with clarified butter and
onions and eaten with mutton or beef curry; and rice-bread and fowl
or mutton curry.

^

Dakhni Ghulams use the same food as other
Dakhnis and Kavaiyat Ghulams as other Navaiyats. All are fond
of snmking tobacco and chewing betelnut and leaves with lime,
catechu, ®^d tobacco. Some take snuff and others take hhang or
hemp and opium, but these practices are considered discreditable.A feast to a hundred men costs about £2 (Rs. 20).

The Navaiyat men wear reddish checked waistcloths called .
wwgris hanging from the hip to the ankles without passing the end
between the legs Their headdress is a small embroidered red
8 cap with a red cotton or silk handkerchief wrapped round it.

I



Indoors the upper part of the body is bare; oat of doors they
wear a white or coloured cotton or silk jacket with a cotton or silk

shawl which they carry under one arm or over one shoulder. They
wear country sandals. Indoors the Nav^yat women wear the rote
like other Musalmdn women and a bodice with short sleeves and a
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back. Out of doors they use wooden shoes like those worn by Hindu
aanydsis or aaceticSj and a checked overcloth which covers their

head and the whole body like a veil and cloak. Among the
Havaiyats a man’s every-day dress costs 8a. to £1 (Rs.4-Rs.l0) and
a woman’s 6s. to 16s. (Rs. 3-Rs. 8). Dakhni and Manter men
ordinarily wear a white waistcloth passing the skirt between the
legs, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf, none of which differ from
those worn by high class Hindus. Those who are military officers

Wear white drawers, long white or coloured coats, head-scarves,

and shoes. Grovemment messengers who belong to this class of
Musalmtins wear a jacket or bandi instead of the waistcloth. The
women wear the robe without passing the skirt between the legs, and
a bodice with short sleeves and a back. The upper end of the

robe after covering the.back is drawn over the head and breast.

When they go out they wear a loose white over-cloth or sheet

which covers the body except the face and feet. A man’s every-day
dress costs 6s. to I2s. (Rs. 3-Rs. 6), and a woman’s 8s. to 12s.

(Rs. 4-Rs. 6). Among the M4pillas the men wear a white or checked
waistcloth without passing the end between the feet, a close

fitting jacket, a red headscarf, and sandals. The shape of

the clothes does not differ from that of the Havaiyats but the
material is cheaper. The women wear the robe like the waistcloth

without drawing the upper end over the back. They cover the

upper part of the body with a loose jacket, and the head, like Khoja
women, with a white or coloured kerchief. Ddldi men wear the

loincloth and wrap round the waist a narrow cloth without passing

the end between the legs. They also wear a shouldercloth and a
skullcap. K^kar, Kasdi, and Sidi men dress in Mardthi fashion,

in a waistcloth, a tight fitting jacket, and a headscarf. The
women of the Daldis, Kdkars, and Sidis wear the robe without
passing the skirt back between the feet. They draw the upper
end of the robe over the head, and wear a bodice with short sleeves

and a back. Neither Daldi, Kdkar, Sidi, nor Mdpilla women wear
the overcloth when they go out-of-doors. Most Navaiyats,
Dakhnis, and other well-to-do men wear either country sandals

or Dharwar shoes, coating Is. to Is. Qd. (8-12 uns.) the pair. Both
men and women keep costly clothes in store and wear them on
holidays and at weddings. Boys of less than fourteen generally

dress in a pair of gay coloured drawers or paijdmds, a long coat,

and a headscarf with a pair of slippers ; and girls in skirts and
backed bodices. Boys wear round their neck silver chains with
a pendant gold coin either an Akbari mohar, an English sovereign,

or a Portuguese crusada. They also wear silver bracelets and gold
or silver finger rings. Girls wear gold nose and ear rings, gold or

silver necklaces, gold or silver bracelets, and gold or silver finger

rings. Men wear few ornaments except a silver waistband and a
set of gold or silver finger rings. Women wear gold noserings.
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earrings, necklaces, bracelets either of gold or silver, wid gold or

silver finger rings.

The Navfiiyats, including the Ghnlam Navdiyats and the Maniars,

are even-tempered and hardworking, but have not a good name for

honesty. The Dakhnis including the Ghnldm Dakhnis are hot-

tempered and truthful but lazy. The Daldis are lazy and timid.

The Moghals, Mapillas, and Sidis are hardworking but proud.

Khakars are willing to work bat have not a good name for honesty.

The Dhobis are quiet hardworking and even-tempered.

Except a few head and chief constables, some pensioned military

officers, and some revenue clerks, most Dakhnis are either

messengers in the revenue and judicial departments and police

constables or husbandmen, or petty traders retailing fruit eggs
and hides. A small number live on incomes derived from hereditary

land. The Kas^is are sheep-butchers and earn about £20
(Rs. 200) a year. Some Dakhnis who live on the banks of rivOTS

own and work boats, Manim^ are mostly peddlers hawking cotton
and thread, glass bangles, beads, knives, needles, combs, and sundry
silk articles

;
some of them also deal in cloth. Moghals, Mdpillas, and

Sidis are unskilled labourers and gardeners. The Daldis, from
dalad fishing, catch and cure fish and go to sea as sailors. Kdkars
work as horse-keepers. Navdiyats are large landed proprietors and
merchants, who deal in country and European cloth. They are also
moneylenders. The Navdiyat Ghnltos are traders and the Dakhni
Ghnlams are messengers and husbandmen. The Navaiyat traders

earn £50 to £200 (Es. SOO-Rs. 2000) a year. The yearly salary of

Navaiyat clerks employed in shops, exclusive of food, varies from
£10 to £30 (Rs. 100 - Rs. 300). The Maniars earn £10 to £30
(Rs. lOO-Rs.300). Except of landholders, military pensioners, and
clerks the average yearly income is about £10 (Rs. 100). AU rest
from work on the Ramzan and Bakar Ids, and on the last two days
of the Muharram. In the rural parts if a Musalman dies the other
Musalman villagers stop work for a day. Traders are busiest in
the fair season and husbandmen during the rains. Navaiyats and
Maniars save enough to meet marriage and other special expenses
without borrowing. Dakhnis and others, though not scrimped for
food, borrow to meet marriage expenses and are generally in
debt. Daldis generally build their huts on lands belonging to
others ; but most other Musalmans own land either as proprietors or
as permanent tenants.

Except Daldis, Kasais, Sidis, and K4kars, the Efi.nara Musalmans
are careful to keep the rules of their religion. Each settlement,
however small, has a mosque with a miilla or priest and daily
prayers, and a special weekly meeting on Fridays at noon when the
Jcazi or judge, the deputy hdei, the Tthatib or preacher, or the
mulla leads the prayers. The Navaiyats, Konkanis, Mapill^
and the Daldis are Shafis and some of the remaining classes are
Hanafis. In most houses the Kurdn is read either by the head of the
family, or if he cannot read by some hired reader. The different
hfrhammadan settlements are grouped into circles, each under a hdzi
who is an hereditary officer holding a diploma and free-grant
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from former Mnsalman roleirs. These grants have been continued
by the British Government. But the hdzVs duties are now con-
ned to registering marriage contracts and presiding over meetings
to settle social disputes. The khatiba and mullaa also hold fr^
land-grants. Where the Tcdzi^s circle is too large to admit of his

attending all marriages he appoints a deputy or ndih. The mulla
can read prayers and the hhaiih can preach whether or not the
hazi is present, but the ndib cannot act without the Kdzis
permission. The mosque is generally in charge of at least four
laymen of character called mutavdllia or wardens. The mullaa
are also leaders of the burial service, preparing the shroud,
bathing the body, and reding prayers at the grave. Besides at
inosqnes Mnsalmdns worship at the shrines or dargds of saints or
|mVs. At these shrines people make vows, bum incense, and offer

plantains, molasses, and cocoanuts. Each of the larger shrines ha,g

a beadle or muzdvar whose office is to sweep and light the shrine
and receive the vows. They also hold Government lands free of

rent. Once a year on the anniversary of the saint these shrines
are lighted and a dinner is given to the Muhammadans of the
neighbourhood. Most Kdnara Musalmdns have a feir acquaintance
with the leading tenets of their faith. They believe that when
the funeral party retires forty paces from the grave, two angels
called Mrmkir and Nakir enter the grave and ask the dead man,
by whom he was created, who is his Prophet, and whose rules of
conduct he followed. If the man’s life was good he Answers
My God is Alla, my Prophet Muhammad, and my conduct was
guided by the precepts of Muhammad. If a man's life has been
sinful he grows confused and is unable to answer. After these
angels have visited it, the soul of the righteous enjoys the pleasures
of heaven and the soul of the wicked suffers the torments of hell till

the judgment-day when the righteous go to heaven and the wicked
for a certain period to hell. Eternal damnation is reserved for the
unbelieving.

As women seldom take part in processions during the day all

joyful Musalnrin ceremonies are held at night. When women are
required to go out during the day they are careful to keep to bye-
paths and both at night and day they enter the house by the back
door. After child-birth women keep the house for forty days.
As soon as the child is bom it is washed, wrapped in a cloth, and
laid in a winnowing-fan. The mulla or some elderly neighbour
comes, offers a prayer, and names the child. For three days the
mother is fed on rice-gmel sweetened with molasses and without
salt, and the child with rice water mixed with molasses. On the
fourth day the mother gets her usual diet and begins to suckle
the child. The midwife who may be of any caste remains with the
woman for six days. About nightfall on the sixth women neighbours
come to the house. The midwife places on a plantain leaf two
pounds (one aher) of rice, a cocoanut, some betelnuts and leaves,

and some plantains and jessamine flowers. Fine cooked rice
seasoned with butter and the fried leg of a cock are offered to the
contents of the plantain leaf with the prayer that the child may be
destined to fere well. Women watch the rice and betelnnt by
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turns during the whole night. The rest of the women, after taking

a supper of rice, fowl curry, and sweetened rice and cocoanut milk
or Tchir, pass the night in singing. At dawn the midwife carries

the things away and the guests return to their homes. On the

fortieth day they cook rice curry and sweetened rice boiled in

cocoanut milk, and ask the mulla’s wife and other women. When
the guests are come the young mother goes along with them to the

well, and lighting a lamp waves it over the well. Lamp-black or

antimony is rubbed on the well, and a couple of betel leaves and
nuts are dropped into it. They return to the house and are feasted.

Boys are circumcised between one .and eight. The village barber,

who is specially trained for the work, performs the operation and
is paid Is. to 4s. (8 urns. -Rs. 2) in cash, besides a new handker-
chief worth about Is. (8 ans.). On the day before that fixed for

the ceremony a dinner is given to propitiate the spirits of the dead.
The ceremony of circumcision generally takes place in the afternoon.

In the country both men and women are invited. The boy is

seated on a stool and his hands and feet are held by some strong
man. The mother who is surrounded by women guests is made to
stand in a small wooden tub filled with water with two rice cakes on
her head. The barber draws out the foreskin with a pair of pincers
and cuts off the skin with a razor. As soon as the operation is

over a little water from a metal pot is poured on the head of the
boy’s mother. The cakes which were on the mother’s head are given
to a MusalmtLn beggar with l^d. to 6d. in cash (1-4 ans.) and some
molasses. The guests are treated to a meal of rice, curry, and rice

sweetened and boiled in cocoanut milk. The ceremony costs £2 to

£10 (Rs. 20-Rs. 100). Few perform the bismilla or initiation but all

perform the akhika or sacrifice ceremony. The sacrifice consists
of killing one or more goats and feeding the caste people with puldo
and meat curry. Navd.iyat, Dakhni, Manidr, Moghal, and Ghuliam
women do not appear in public except with a veil or hurka.
Mapilla, Sidi, Kakar, Dhobi, and Daldi women go out without a
veil.

There is no rule enjoining early marriage, but girls are generally
married before they come of age and boys between sixteen and
twenty-five. Divorce and widow marriage, though allowed, are rare.
Formal proposals for marriage come from the bridegroom’s father
who first ascertains from the bride’s people that the proposal will
not be rejected.

^

I'he master and the mistress of the bridegroom’s
house, accompanied by male and female neighbours go to the bride’s
house with a robe and flo wers, and betel leaves and nuts. The women
go into the house and dress the girl in the new robe and deck her
with ornaments and flowers. The men fix the amount of the
marriage settlement or mahar, which the husband has to pay the
wife. The amount varies from 10s. to £100 (Rs.5-R3.1000>.
Bei,el leaves and cocoanuts are then distributed to the house people
and neighbours and all present are treated to a meal of rice
cur^ and sweet rice boiled in cocoanut milk. Like other natives

j
temporary booths, and send a man

called %zni whose duty it is to invite all the community to be present
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during the marriage. The marriage ceremonies last five days. On
the first day the feast of hakdars in memory of deceased ancestors

is held, and neighbours, particular friends and relations are

invited. This feast consists of puldo and fowl or mutton curry. On
the second day a party from the bridegroom’s house and another
from the bride’s go in procession with molasses turmeric paste sweet
oil and scented flowers, and deck the bride with flowers and mb her
with the paste, oil, and powder. After this the whole community are
invited and treated to a meal the same as that on the previous day.

On thethird day, after the arrival of theguests, a party from the bride’s

house come with music bringing a garland or hdr

,

a crest or tura,

and a badge or shera of flowers, a gold ring with the bridegroom’s
name engraved on it, another ring, a headscarf, a long coat,

trousers, drawers, a handkerchief or rumdl, a pair of sandals or juta,

a copper tray for betel leaves, a brass spittoon, a small copper pot, a
brass basin or tdsht, a copper plate or thala, a copper cup or hta, and
nine new earthen pots. These things are t^en into the house
where a party of twenty-five women are assembled who have come
from the bride’s house by bye-paths. The bridegroom then comes and
bathes in the bath-room and after he is bathed his female relations

pour on his head scented water from the nine new pots that came
from the bride’s house. They then make the bridegroom sit on a
stool and wave round his head copper coins which they drop in a
tray laid at his feet. They afterwards place in his hands silver

coins worth 2s. to 10s. (Re.l -Rs. 5). The money which was waved
round his head is given to a Muhammadan woman called nvushaka
whose duty is to accompany the people of the house when they go to

invite women guests. The men guests are asked by the izni, who has a
fixed allowance and for his services has the right to take to his house
a plateful of cooked food from all public dinners. The bridegroom
afterwards goes to put on the dress brought from the bride’s house
and the guests begin to feast. After the meal the bridegroom fully

attired comes into the wedding booth. When he makes his appear-
ance the guests rise and salute him and again sit down, and he
takes his seat along with them. All relations and friends of the
bridegroom then rub him with scented oil and present him with
ornaments of gold or silver or with shawls or waistcoats. Mean-
while the guests amuse themselves listening to singing and dancing
girls. When this is finished the bridegroom goes in procession,

often on horseback, to the bride’s house in company with all the
guests. This is called shabgast. As soon as the procession enters

the bride’s wedding booth the bridegroom’s party is received with
every mark of respect, and the kdzi or his deputy draws out and
regi^ers the marriage contract which is signed by the bridegroom
and by the agent for the bride. When the marriage contract, which
provides for a marriage settlement, is read in the booth the mother
or any kinswoman whose husband is alive puts round the bride’s

neck a fivefold string of black beads. This is called the lucha.

The kdzi is paid a marriage fee of 6s. (Rs. 3). If the ceremony
is performed by the deputy kdzi he keeps 4s. (Rs. 2) and hands the
remaining 2s. (Re. 1) to the kdzi. The rest of the night is spent in

bearing songs and watching dancing-girls dance. Most guests.
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except near relations and special friends, retire before daybreak In
the morning a feast is given by the bride’s people, and in the
afternoon, at the invitation of the women the bridegroom enters the
women’s quarters where he sits on a bed with a companion, who is

generally a young lad. The bride is seated opposite to him, with
her face covered. Between them a copy of the Kurdn is placed on a
low wooden stool. The white sheet that covered the bride’s fa(» is

removed by a near female relation of the bride. The bridegroom,
the bride, or any other person who can read Arabic, opens the book,
and the chapter on peace is read aloud. The bride then bids fare-

well to her parents and relations and is led by them into the hall

where the sister of the bride or some other near female relation

says to the parents of the bridegroom, ‘ Heretofore we cherished the
girl as we could. Now we make her over to you and pray yon
will treat her as your daughter.’ At this the bridegroom comes
forward and lifting the bride in his arms places her either in a
bullock carriage in which he and liis companion and the bride’s
female companions also ait, or on horseback. A private dinner
party is then given in the bridegroom’s house. Next morning the
pair are bathed by women in turmeric water. At night they go
to the bride’s house where they are again bathed. On the fifth day
the pair return to the bridegroom’s house and a feast is given to aU
the female relations of the bride who are specially invited.
the feast cocoanuts and wheat-flonr cakes, stuffed with scraped coeoa-
kemel and molasses and fried in cocoanut oil, are put in the laps of
all relations, one cake in the laps of distant relations and seven in
the mother’s lap. This is called parent-meeting or samdi mUdva.
Daring the whole of the marriage Mnsalman women sing Hindustani
songs in the house and country musicians play. About a fortnight
after the marriage the bride comes to her parents with a variety of
sweetmeats which are distributed to her relations friends and
neighbours. She remains at her father’s for a week or ten days
and returns with similar eatables which are distributed among the
boy’s friends. The couple are afterwards invited with some friends
on the Khudba holiday and after dinner the bridegroom and bride
are presented with clothes. Then the bridegroom goes home
leaving his wife to follow in a couple of days.

If a married girl is living in her husband’s house when she comes
of age, women from her own house accompanied by musicians go
to her husband’s with several kinds of sweetmeats. On arriving
they enter the women’s room and deck the girl with flowers and lay
in the upper half of her robe a small quantity of sweetmeats, part
of which she eats. A dinner is served to the visitors and to femtde
neighbours, and they return home. If the girl is living at her
mother’s when she comes of age a party of women from her husband’s
house come and deck her with flowers and are given a dinner. The
cost of this ceremony varies from £1 to £2 (Rs.l0-Es.20). When
a woman becomes pregnant for the first time her mother’s people treat
her in the same way as when she came of age. At the seventh
month she is taken to her mother’s house and seldom returns to her
husband until four months after the child is bom.
When a man is sick lieyond hope of recovery some one who
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can read the Kurdn ia called and in a load voice recites the cln^ter

on death and the happy -future of the believer. The creed and the

prayer for forgiveness are read and a little sugared water is^

dropped into the month of the dying man. When all is over the

people of the house wail bitterly and beat their months. The eyes

of the dead are carefully closed and the great toes are tightly tied

together. On hearing of the death aU men of over ten years of age
come decently dressed to the house of mourning. The bier and a

plank about six feet long by two broad is brought from the mosque.
A plot of ground about six feet by three is dug about six inches

deep and a scaffolding of bamboos about a foot high is tied over it

and the plank laid upon it. The toes are untied and the body is

carefully washed with hot water by men if it is a man^ and by
women if it is a woman. It is then clothed in a white waistclotb

OT lungi«Jid a long shirt called Tcafni. Antimony or black salve is

applied to the eyes, and the body is wrapped in two white scented

shrouds which have been prepared by the mulla. The shrouds are

tied with three bandages, at the head, the middle, and the feet;

Before the bandage is tied over the head friends relations and
neighbours come and beg pardon for any evil they may have done
the deceased and offer him their forgiveness should he in any way
have wronged them. The wife comes forward with sobs and
frees her husband from the marriage settlement and the mother
frees him from the claim which she has to his support. The bandage
is tied above the head and the face is hid. The body is laid in the

bier and carried on the shoulders of four men who with others call

Ldildha illalldh, 'There is no Grod but one*. As soon as the body
is taken away, the widow takes off her lucky necklace, her

nose-ring, her glass bangles, and her bracelets. As they carry the

body the bearers pray t&it the sins of the dead may be forgiven.

The body is taken to the mosque and laid there, while the people

wash. They then stand in three lines behind the bier and pray,

and after praying start for the grave. On reaching the grave, which
has already been dug, the people once more pray. Two of the

bearers go into the grave and one standing at the head and one at

the feet lower the body and lay it with the head to the north,

leaning on the right side, that it may face Mecca. When the

body is in its place all the three shroud bands are untied. All

present repeat the prayer called kulkula, and pass to two men
in the grave three handfuls of earth which they lay under the

head of the corpse. The men in the grave come out and ail

thrice throw handfuls of earth into the grave saying, ' Of earth we
made you, to earth we return you, and from earth shall raise yon on
the resurrection day.’ The mulla prays and pours a large potfnl

of water on the grave. The whole party retire forty paces and
again pray. After this they return to the house of mourning,
and standing at the door, pray for the soul of the dead. Relations

and particular friends remain with the family and dine with them.

Some near relations pass their time at home reading the Kurdn
with friends and relations until the fortieth day, but most only till

tike tenth day. On the second and the third day they go to the
•nrosqne and pray. On the morning of the third day a lai^e number

B 121»—52
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of friends and relations meet in the mosque, and after hearing

the proper portion of the Kurdn read, pray that the merit of

this act of devotion may pass to the soul of the dead. On this a
tray of flowers and a vessel of scented water is passed among the

guests who each pick one flower, dip it in the scent, and lay it on the

grave with the short prayer called Darud. The rest of the flowers

and the scent are also laid on the grave, and two stones are planted

on the grave, one at the head and one at the foot. Fried rice

called churmuri, dry dates, and sweetmeats are handed round and

the guests withi^w. ' On the tenth and fortieth days after death,

and again when a year is over, dinners of mutton are given, when
the guests pray that the dead may rest in peace.

Among Kanara Musalmdns the Navaiyats, the Dakhnis including

the Moghals, and the Konkanis hold the highest social position ; neart

come the Manidrs and Memans, then the Mapillas, -Kh^ikarS,

Ghulams, Sidis and Easais, and last the Dhobis.
^

Serious breaches of social rules are brought to the notice of the

Kdzi who calls a meeting of adult Mnsalm^ns, and presiding over it

passes a decision in accordance with the opinion of the majority.

Minor offences are punished with fine which is partly credited to Ihe

mosque and partly spent in entertaining the community. In
scandalous cases the offenders in addition to paying fines are ordered

to ask public pardon. In default the offenders are excommunicated
j

until they submit to the decision of their caste-fellows.
j

Under the influence of European officers, Musalmans are beginning

to send their boys to vernacular schools and may be said to be in a
fair way of improving.

Sulta'ZL Lads, numbering 81 of whom 40 were males and 41*

females, are found in the Haliydl sub-division. They are half-

Muhammadans and half-Hindus and have Mullds for their priests.

They are said to beep all Hindu customs on the occasions of birth

marriage and death, and do not undergo the rite of circumcision.

They are butchers and liquor-sellers and are comparatively well off.

Turk Ba'bis, numbering 65 of whom 35 are males and
30 females, are found at Murdeshvar in Honavar. They are said

to be descendants of Konkani and Sonar outcastes. The founder
of the caste is believed to have been one B4bi, who, having been
forcibly converted to Islam by Tipu Sultdn and having reverted
to Hinduism on Tipu^s death, gained the surname of Turk,
which is the common title for Muhammadans in Kdnara. His
family intermarried with the illegitimate children of Son^r and
Konkani women and this practice still continues. The names in
common use among the men are, Ganpaya, Rdmaya, Shivappa,
Sheshgneri, and Kushta, and among the women, Nagamma, Shanteri, j'

Subbi, Savitri and Rukmini. They are fair, muscular, and strongly- -

'

made, living in one-storied houses with either mud or laterite waUfi
and thatched or tiled roofs. Their ordinary diet includes rice, veget-
tables, and fish. Their holiday dishes do not differ from those
the Konkanis. The dress and speech of the men as well as of thfl

women do not differ from those of the Konkanis. They are pet^
dealers and husbandmen tilling either their own or hired iand>
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They are generally hardworking and thrifty, living above want,

thongh forced to borrow to meet marriage and thread ceremonies.

They employ Havig Brahmans as their family priests and to conduct

their ceremonies. Boys are girt with the sacred thread between
eight and eleven

;
girls are married before eleven, and boys between

mxteen and twenty. The details of their naming, puberty, and death

ceremonies do not differ in any important particular from those of

the Kushasthalis. The dead are burnt and mourned ten days.

The heads of widows are shaved and they are not allowed to marry.

As a class they are religious, like the Sahasrastkers, being specially

devoted to the worship of Venkatramana of Tirupati. They have
great faith in soothsaying, witchcraft, and ghosts. Their religions

Teacher- is the head of the Sm4rt monastery at Shringeri in west
Maisur. But they are not strict followers of their sect and have a
leaning towards Vaishnavism. A family of five spends about 14s.

(Bs. 7) a month. They send their boys to school and are ready to

teke to any new calling which promises welL

Europeans, numbering 45 of whom 30 were males and 15

females, are found at Kdrwdr, YelMpur, and Sirsi. With the

exception of three, two B4,sel Protestant missionaries and a forest

contractor who are Germans, they are English Government servants.

Chinese, numbering 25 of whom 15 were males and 10 females,

tire found at KArw^ir. They are convicts transported by the English

from China. They are said to have been convicted and punished

fm* piracy with murder. Some of them have turned Roman
Catholics and some are still Buddhists. The Christians have

married Goa Christian girls and have children by them. Some work
os masons, some as sweepers, some as gardeners, and some do
wicker work. They are passionate if provoked and are under police

Burvelliance as they are suspected of theft and robbery. They are

good workmen earning Is. to 2s. (8 ans.-Re. 1) a day.

Beni Israels, numbering 25 of whom 14 were males and 11

females, are found in the towns of Karwar and Yellapur. They are

Government servants, speaking a corrupt Mardthi, and not differing

from the Beni Isrdels or Indian Jews of Bombay to which class

they belong.

Pa'rsis, numbering 1 7 of whom 9 were males and 8 females, are

found in Kdrwdr. Three of them are Government servants and the

rest traders. They come from Bombay and do not differ from the

Bombay Parsis.

According to the 1881 census eight towns had more than 5000

and two of the eight more than 1 0,000 people. Excluding these

eight towns, which together numbered 57,830 or 13’70 per cent of

the population, the 364,010 inhabitants of Kanara were distributed

over 1 102 villages, giving an average of one village for 3 54 square

miles and of 330'30 people to each village. Of the 1 102 villages 271

had less than 100 people, 276 between 100 and 200, 382 between 200
and 500, 111 between 500 and 1000, 47 between 1000 and 2000,

8 between 2000 and 3000, and 6 between 3000 and 5000. Besides

the 1102 villages there were 2490 inhabited and eighty uninhabited

hamlets.
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There is no marked difference between a K4narese hamlet and«
Kanarese Tillage. As the whole of the district has not been snrreyed

.

the retoms are uncertain. Some villages include sever^ hamlets

widely apart, and in many cases the lands of different villages are

.

mixed together. This confusion arises from the practice of including

in a single private or temple estate plots of land held by one owner

in several villages. Karwar before the survey had only thirly-sevrai

.

villages, under the survey it has sixty-one. Simi^ly in Kumta
the number of villages has been raised from 164 to 260. Under

the old system the units were sthals or holdings, majras or hamlets

of two or more holdings, grams or villages of two or more hamlets,

and mdganis or groups of two or more villages. Under the new or

survey system the revenue charge of a shanbhog or village account-

ant takes the place of the mdgani or village group. Some garden

villages are inhabited solely by Havigs and their dependents
;
most

other villages have a mixed population.'

According to the 1881 census, of 74,991 the total number of

houses, 68,832 were occupied and 6159 unoccupied. The total gave

an average of 19*17 houses to the square mde, and the 68,832

occupied houses an average of 6*12 inmates to each house. K4nara.

houses may be arranged under four classes. Houses of the first

class are two-storied, with verandas and front yards, tiled roofs,

laterite walls, and wooden ceilings, containing a haU, two or three

sleeping rooms, a cook-room, a bath-room, and a cattle-shed. The
floors of all are smeared with a wash of cowdung and polished by
stones. The bath-room and the cattle-shed form a separate block

which generally stands behind the main building. Houses of the

second class are two-storied, with mud walls, laterite pillars, thatched

roofs, and floors cowdunged and polished as in first class houses.

Houses of the third class are smaller than first and second class

houses. They are one-storied, with mud walla, laterite pillars,

thatched roofs, and wooden ceilings. Houses of the fourth class are

small one-storied huts or cottages, with mud wattled reed or cocoa-

palm leaf walls and thatched roofs. The walls of houses of the first

and second classes are plastered with cement and those of other

houses with cowdung mixed with mud. In the smaller or third ‘

class houses the side verandas are used as cattle-sheds and bath-

rooms. In the palm and spice garden country the house of the
Havig owner stands in the middle and the labourers live in huts on
the skirts of the garden. The furniture of most Kanara houses
includes straw mats, wooden boxes, benches, stools, brass lamps,
copper brass and bell-metal vessels, and, in the houses of the rich,

silver dining and drinking plates and cups. Some Hindu families,

who know English, use tables, chairs, and other articles of European
furniture, and some Native Christians and Eurasians use English
cookery, glassware, and cutlery.

Except in Haliyal and Mundgod petty divisions which border on
Belganm and Dharwdr, there are no village communities proper-
The village e.stablishment is more complete in the villages above

* Mr. A. R. Macdonald, C.S.
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than in those below the Sahjadris. A complete village commnnity
contains a purohit or hunily priest, a joishi or astrologer, an archak or
temple servant, muktesara or temple council, apdnchdl or goldsmith,
a badige or carpenter, an achdri or blacksmith, a kelasi or barber,
a madival or washerman, a shimpi or tailor, a kumbdr or potter, and
a ehamgdr or shoemaker ; and of vill^^e officers the gauda or village

headman, the shdnhhog or village accountant, and the ugrani or
village messenger. Brides these the patanashitti or shopkeeper
is fonnd in large trading villages. Not more than twenty-five per
cent of the villages have the full establishment of officers and
servanls. Of the Government officers, as a mle, the headman or
pdtil is fonnd alone in each village, and the accountant or shdnhhog
and the messenger or ugrani in each mdgni or village 'group.
The headman in K4nara villages is not an hereditary but a Govern-
ment stipendiary officer chosen for his position and wealth.
Formerly most headmen belonged to the lower orders of husbandmen,
Nadors, Gondas, Halepdiks, Komarpdiks, Karivakkals, Sherugdrs,
or Mardithds. Of late in several cases the office has been given to
Havigs, Shenvis, Sarasvats, Habbus, Chitpavans, Lingayats, Jains,

and Mnlevars. The kulkatni or village accountant as a rule is a
Br4hman. The ugrdni or messenger is either a Halepaik, Komdrpaik,
Devli, or Mnsalm^n.
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Though he is not so powerful as in districts where the office is

hereditary, the K4nara village headman takes a leading part in
village affairs. So great is his importance as the leader of village

ceremonies and festivals, that few are held unless the headman or
some member of his family is present. He is the first to receive the
betelnut and leaves at social gatherings, and the offerings and flower
garlands at religious gatherings. Under the Madras Government
till 1862, in addition to his revenue and police duties, the village

headman was the head of the village council or panchdyat which
decided petty civil disputes. Though he no longer has this judicial

power, the headman is stiU often consulted and appointed mediator
in disputes between neighbouring villages or between landlord and
tenant. He also settles family quarrels between husband and wife,

parent and child, brother and brother. On marriage and other great
femily festivals a whole village is seldom feasted. But a headman
or rich landholder besides the caste people of his own and neighbour-
ing villages often asks as many as 1000 or even 2000 of his tenants,

field servants, and other poor neighbours. At birth, thread-girding,
marriage, death, memorial, and forest feasts or vanbhqjan a number
of guests are generally fed.^ As a rule caste and other neighbours
are asked to marriages, caste people alone to deaths, and only a
few friends and relations to birth, memorial, and other feasts.

’ On forest feast days the vill^e people carry the image of the village god in a
palanquin to a river bank on the border of the village forest. At the river bank the
people wash the god and their own bodies in the water and take a meal which is

speciadly prepared on the spot. After snnset the procession returns with mnsic and
dancing girls walking in front. On these forest feast da^ the village is lighted at
night and cm their way back from the forest the procession passes through Oie chief
struts of the village.

_ 'A
‘S.
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The villagers as a body are considered to have the right to use
the village grazing and forest lands, the village paths and roads,

the village cattle troughs, ponds, wells, and rivers, and the village

temples. In some large villages the grazing ground is divided into

plots, each plot being allotted to a fixed number of families ; but
no limit is set to the number of cattle which a man may send to

the village grazing ground. Villagers are allowed either from '.(heir

own or from neighbouring forests to take free of charge as much,
dead wood as they want for home use. All classes of villagers draw
water from the village cattle troughs, ponds, wells, and rivers, except
that in some cases the right to use the water of the village pond
for tillage is confined to the owners of a few fields, and that

Holayars, Hussalars, Mhars, Mangs, and Ch^bhdrs, who are

regarded as impure, are not allowed even to touch the village

drinking well, and have a well set apart for their use. Besides
being forbidden the use of the village well the degraded classes are
not allowed to enter the village temple but they may present offerings

through the temple priest. In carrying out works of common
usefulness, such as building the village temple, digging the village

well, or deepening the village pond, the villagers help according to
their means and position, rarely by paying cash, generally by
supplying either material or labour. In the case of works, which
are useful only to a particular caste, the caste who benefits is

alone expected to contribute.

Besides their own land villagers often till land in one or more
neighbouring villages. New settlers are not reqmred to pay any fee
when they settle, though some secure the favour of the goddess of
the new village by offering her presents. Except in large lowland
villages, where the moneylender and grain-dealer is often either a
Konkani, a Vdni, ora Nav^iyat Musalm^Ln, and in upland villages,
where he is a Dharwdr Lingayat, the person who lends grain and
money to the poorer villagers is generally a well-to-do local landlord.

The purohit or family priest and the joishi or astrologer are the
religious guides of the Hindu villagers. The astrologer consults
the almanac, tells the villagers what days are lucky for birth and k i

marriage ceremonies and for beginning to sow and to reap. The
family priest conducts the family ceremonies, births, thread-girdings,
marriages, deaths, and memorial feasts. Among high class Hindus
the family priest is a Brdhman or a Ling5,yat, and among the lower
classes either a Gauda, a Budivanta, or a Kolkar. Besides their
family priest most Hindus have a spiritual Teacher or guru, who or
his representative visits his followers from time to time, advises
them, purifies and blesses them, and receives their worship. The
family priest is paid both in grain and in cash, and the spiritual
Teacher in cash. The religious leaders among the Musalmans are
the lihatib or preacher, the viulla or priest, and the hdji or judge.
The preacher or khatib, who is found only in large villages, conducts
the Friday prayers or namdj, and generally enjoys some rent-free
land. The kdji, who was formerly the judge, or in the kaji’^
absence the naib, conducts marriage, and the priest or mulla conducts
birth, death, sacrifice, and other religious ceremonies. On these
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occasions the hdji and mulla are paid in cash by the persona for

whom the ceremonies are performed, and in large towns besides
private fees they draw a Government allowance.

Carpenters, blacksmiths, and other village craftsmen are paid either

in cash or in grain or both in cash and in grain. For ordinary work
the village craftsman is engaged and for bailding a new house or
other more difficult work a more skilful craftsman from a neighbour-
ing town is sent for and paid in cash.

Of the people of K4nara the trading and educated classes alone
leave the district in search of employment. The traders of Kumta,
Kdrwar, and Sirs! either go or send agents to Bombay and Hubli.
A few educated Hindus and Christians also find Government
employment outside of the disi>.' t, and some send their sons to be
educated in Bombay. Within the district there is much movement
of trade between the uplands and the coast and of labour between
the coast and the uplands. Traders, who attend fairs or weekly
markets, return to their homes within four days, and those who go
to the larger markets are absent from a week to a month. The
brisk demand for field labour in the upland parts of the district is

chiefly supplied in Yelldpur from Goa, ^rwdr, Ankola, and Kumta,
and in Sirsi and Sidddpur from Hondvar and Baindur, Knnddpur,
and Udapi in South Kdnara. For a month or two during the hot
season the demand for labour in road-making, pond-digging, and
well-sinking also brings considerable numbers of workmen from
Dh4rw6r €ind Belgaum. Most of the Goa labourers are Christians.
They find work chiefly in Havigs’ gardens where they dig, carry
manure, and do other garden work. They rarely bring their families

with them and do not settle in the district. They stop for the eight
fair months (October to May) and return with the setting in of the
south-west monsoon. The same workmen generally work for the
same master year after year. During the rains they work at home
either in their own fields or for hire on their neighbours’ land. A
few carpenters and other skilled artisans from Kumta and Honavar
find employment during the eight fair months in Sirsi, Sidd5,pur,

and other upland towns, and return home during the rains. The
local labourers move from place to place, selling fuel and grass, and
digging and making bricks. They are never away from their homes
more than fifteen days at a time. The Yellapur saw-mills give
employment to a few hands, but the people find the climate so

unhealthy that few except Sidis remain there for any time. In
December, January, and February a few workmen go from village

to village tilling suggi or dry crop rice land, and return after a
month or two when the work is over. Formerly some Kunbis and
famihes belonging to the forest and hill tribes used to move about
the district carrying on the wasteful system of wood-ash tillage in

different parts of the forest. Since the area available for wood-ash
tillage has been restricted, these wandering husbandmen have settled

chiefly as labourers.

Cbajf^ im
Popiilatiaa«!k

Moyementi.
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APPENDIX.

FOREST RULES.

It is the desire of the Government of Bombay that in future supplies of

timber should be cut by the officers of the Forest Department, and collected

in convenient depots where it will from time to time be sold by public

auction under the rules that may be in force. In this way people will be

able to procure timber at the sales, but it is necessary to make provision

so that the people of the district may have the means of getting wood,

bamboos &c. which they may require for their own wants, and not for

purposes of trade. The following rules regarding permits to cut wood &c.

on Government land are therefore published :

I. The people may, in accordance to customary usage, cut and collect

in the Government forest of their own villages, when not specially reserved

for the growth of timber or other conservancy purposes, the following sorts

of forest produce : (1) Bamboos of sorts
; (2) Junglewood for small houses,

huts, chuppers, cattle-sheds Ac.
; (3) Dry wood for fuel

; (4) Leaves and

grass for manure &c. ; (5) Thoms and brushwood and st^es for hedges

and dams ; (6) Wood for agricultural implements
; and (7) Dead sago and

other palm-trees for water-courses &c. excepting always squared timber

for houses of a superior description, planks for solid wheels of carts, wood
for rice-grinding mills or the rollers of sugar-mills, and any other

descriptions that may from time to time be prohibited.

They must not trade with the wood <kc. so cut and must not cut or destroy

any trees of the kind excepted under section 5. The headman, pdtil, and

accountant, kiilkarni, wUl be responsible that this rule is not abused. In

the case of villages within the boundary of which there is no forest, an

adjacent tract beyond the boundary will be set apart for the use of the

villagers (this they must take great care of, as they not get any more

when this is exhausted), who must, however, before resorting to it,

produce before the pdtil or other officer in charge of it, a permit from

their own village officer.

II. Except in such villages as the Collector, acting in concurrence with

the Conservator of Forests, may exclude from the operation of this rule,

owners and cultivators of land are permitted to clear away all small brush-

wood and thick low jungle within fifty feet of the boundaries of their

cultivated land, so as to secure their cattle from the depredations of wild

animals, and they may use the bmshwood and small wood cut for their

own purposes, but this provision does not extend to any trees of the nature

specified in Rule V.

IIL Except as provided for in the above two sections, no one is to cut

wood of any description in any Government land in Kfinara without a
permit in writing from the mamlatddr or mahdlkari of the district, and any

one found cutting wood &c. without such permit will be liable to be

prosecuted according to law.

IV. Persons requiring permits should apply to the mamlatddr or

B 1218-53
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mahalkari of the district, stating the quantity and the description of the

wood, the purpose for which it is required, and the number of trees required,

and depositing the fees according to the rates which may be in force. A
form of permit to cut is annexed.

1. Teak. 2. Sandal.
3. Blackwood. 4. Ebony.
5. Honi, Pterocarpns marsupinm.
6. Poon, surhoni, Calophyllom elatnm.
7. Matti, Terminalia tomentosa.
8. Balfjhay, Vitex altiaaima.

9. Karimutal, Ongeinia dalbergiodea.
10. Shivani, Gmelina arborea.
Any other which may from time to time

be added.

V. Permits for cutting the

trees noted in the margin sh^ not

be given without the special sanc-

tion of the Collector, and for cut-

ting these special rates will be im-

posed and from time to time, as

found necessary, fixed by the Col-

lector in communication with the

Conservator of Forests.

VI. Subject to the conditions of Rules XXIV. to XXVII. and if the fees
are less than Rs. 25 (£2 10s.), and" the m&mlatddr or mahalkari sees no
objection to the grant, he may give a permit. If the fees are more than
Rs. 25, he should report the case to the Assistant Collector with his opinion.
The Assistant Collector may sanction the issue of any permit the fees on
which do not exceed Rs. 60 (£6), provided that no person shall be
permitted to cut more than 50 khandis (625 cubic feet) of squared timber
within ten years without the special permission of the Collector. The
Collector shall not sanction the issue of any permit in excess of 100 khandis
(1250 cubic feet) without a previous reference to the Revenue Commissioner
through the Conservator of Forests. For every grant of more than fifty
khar^is, it shall be competent for the Conservator, in communication with
the Collector, to exact special rates not exceeding twice the ordinary rat®m force.

VII. A register shall be kept of all applications in each village, and no
shall be gianted till the register shall have been examined and it

^ j" S'Ppear that applicant has had no grant within a reasonable period,
and that he is honajide in want of timber for the purpose indicated.

VIII. Permits should be granted as soon as possible after the date of
application, and should be issued for as short a period as is consistent with
the tacdities of cutting the timber. The permits should specify the num-
ber of trees to be cut and the village jphirka or forest in which the wood is
to be cut and due mtimation should be given to the pdtil and kulkarni;
the exa,ct trees to be cut vnU be pointed out to the applicant by the forest
subordmates deputed for that purpose.

, given except in emergent cases to cut timber
from the 31st of May to the 31st of October.

X. Xo person should continue to cut after the expiry of the time
mentioned m his permit, but he should, if necessary, apply for an extensitttt

XI. The person to whom a permit is granted should report to the pdfil
or to the rnamlatdar or mahalkari as soon as he has cut the number of
trees specified in the permit and the wood is ready for measurement, and
no wood should be taken away from the forest tiU it has been measured
and stamped with the permit mark (S)

AJ.1. ihe wood wiU be measured after being squared, except in th
case of bamboos, firewood, and poles, and in measuring it, all logs 0
4 khnndi (3^ cubic feet) and upwards, and all branches capable of producmg logs of that size will be estimated. If the total quantity is less thaj
that entered in the permit, another tree or trees will be pointed out, orth
difierence of the fees wiU be returned to the grantee. If the ta^ point©
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ontr to the applicant yield a greater quantity of timber than that permitted,

the excess will be charged. This measurement or stamping of the timber

cut on permit, will be done by a fit and responsible subordinate of the

Forest Department.

XIII. When any person has received a permit under Rule IV. he must

not use the timber for any other purpose than that assigned in the applica-

tion for permit, and if he is found so using it, it will be liable to confisca-

tion, and after enquiry such case should be reported to the Collector, who
will, if he considers it necessary, pass orders for confiscating the wood and

for prohibiting that person from ever receiving a permit under these rules.

Xrv. The -whole or part of the fees will be remitted in the following

cases

;

1st.—Works of public utility : (1) village chauhis or offices
; (2) village

schools
; (3) dharmshdlds or rest-houses ; (4) covers, fences ckc. of public ^

wells
; (5) bridges over ndlds. and water-courses ; (6) works of bond fide

public utility when paid for by private contribution or out of local funds

not particularised above.

2nd.—Repairs of village chvuches, temples, maths or monasteries,

mosques, and grants for religious edifices not the property of individuals

but public as regards whole sections of the community.

3rd.—'Reconstruction of houses injured or destroyed by fire, flood, or

similar calamity, if the houses so injured or destroyed belong to persons

paying revenue to Government or their tenants, or to lowly paid Govern-

ment servants. Construction of houses which Government servants may
be obliged to erect in consequence of their being stationed at newly

established revenue and police stations where there is not sufficient house

accommodation.
^dtk.—In cases of distress or poverty not coming under the above heads,

the Conservator is authorised to remit the permit fee to the amount of

Rs. 15 (£1 10s.).

XV. The Assistant Collector or Deputy or Assistant Conservator of

Forests will have authority to remit the fees up to Rs. 1 5 in any one case.

All cases in which a larger sum is to be remitted should be reported for the

orders of the Collector, or, if necessary, of the Revenue Commissioner or

Government.

XVI. The number and date of the order for remission should be noted

on the back of each free permit and the full value of the fees should be

credited to the forest revenue, corresponding debit being made of the simi

remitted.

XVII. The owmers or occupants of lands which have not paid revenue

to Government from a date anterior to 1st January 1844 may purchase the

right of ownership in the timber growing in their fields on application to

the Collector, who, in concert with the Forest Officer, will fix its value.

XVIII. All timber passing in or through the district of K4nara

without a pass or rahdddri from some officer authorised to give passes will

be liable to detention for enquiry.

XIX. The mdmlatddrs or mahalkaris or any subordinate forest officer

having special sanction will give passes or rahdddri for all timber carts on

application and after enquiry.

XX WTien timber <fec. is to be exported beyond the inland frontiers

of the district above the Ghdts the mdmlalddr or mahdlkari or any

subordinate forest officer having special sanction wiU give a^ pass on green

paper which must be exchanged at the appointed frontier ndka for a similar
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pass on white 'paper. Passes on white 'paper will not be cfiectave for pass-

ing timber at any of the stations in K^nara, but are only of use in other

districts. Forms of these papers are annexed (B and C).

yXT All wood &c. bought at public sales (Revenue, M^isterial,

Chvil, or Forest) is entitled to a pass for export.

XXII, Passes for export may also be issued for wood &c. grants on

seigniorage and converted to tiie use for which it was originally granted

when it is desired to export it, provided that such wo^ when sold to

outsiders should be charged on export an additional fee of fifty per cent on

the seigniorage paid or remitted at the time of cutting.

XXIII. This additional fee may be reduced or remitted by the Collector

or his Assistants or Deputies in cases of wood so exported when it is given

for charitable purposes or where the grantee moves his abode to another

district.

XXIV. Permits to cut wood in the Government forests will not be

granted to any persona who are able without difficulty to supply themselves

with the timber or other articles they require from the timber depots.

XXV. In the event of any villager to whom by usage a permit to

cut in the Government forests would have been granted being refused a

permit on account of the proximity of a timber dep6t, such person may, at

the ColleetoFs discretion, be excused from the necessity of purchasing his

timber by public auction, and it may be issued to him from the depots on
payment of a price calculated to cover the cost of cutting and carting

(including superintendence) and the seigniorage fees of the district as may
from time to time be fixed, these fees, but not the cost, being remitted in

cases coming under Rule XIV.

XXVI. Permits to cut wood in the Government forests will not be
given to cultivators who have many suitable trees other than fruit trees

(which are excepted) standing in their own estates.

XXVII. Whenever it is discovered that large and valuable trees have

been cut down without permission in the Government forests adjoining any
village or town and there is a clear and reasonable presumption that such

trees must have been cut with the cognizance of such villagers or towns-

people, and they fail when called upon to supply any information which
may lead to the apprehension of the actual depredators, then section 37 of

Regulation XII. of 1827, which is printed below, will be put in force :

‘ When robbery has been committed within the boundary of a village, or
the perpetrators of a robbery have been satisfactorily traced thereto, and
neglect or connivance be charged against the inhabitants or the police

establishments with regard to prevention, detection, or apprehension, it

shall be competent to the Magistrate to investigate the matter as a criminal
offence, and if the fact be well substantiated, to exact a fine not exceeding
the value of the property lost, the whole or part of which may be awarded
in compensation to the owner, according as the degree of caution and
activity which he evinced on the occasion may deserve.’

W. PEYTON, Major,

Conservator of Forests, Southern Divisiwi,

A. R. MACDONALD,
Collector of Kdnara.
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Bombay Castle^ 18th October 1879.

No. 6587.—In exercise of the power conferred by Section 75 of the
Indian Forest Act, 1878, the Governor in Council is pleased to make the
following subsidiary rules

;

1. One-half of the proceeds of fines and confiscations under the Act
shall be paid by way of reward to the officers and informers through whose
instrumentality the conviction was obtained, or the property liable to
confiscation was discovered

: provided that the Magistrate who tries any
case under the Act may, if he thinks fit, direct that a larger amount than
one-half shall be so paid.

When more persons than one are entitled to the reward imder this rule

the Conservator of Forests shall determine the proportions in which it shall

be divided amongst them.

2. No person who holds land on which trees are growing which are
the property of Government shall cut, lop, or in any way injure any such
tree, or knowingly and wilfully permit any other person to cut, lop, or in

any way injure the same without having first obtained the permission of
the Collector, or, in the case of the teak, blackwood, or sandalwood trees,

of the Conservator of Foresta

By order of His Excellency the Honourable the Governor in Cotmcil,

J. B. Peile,

Acting Chief Secretary to Government.

Bombay Castle, 20th October 1879.

No. 5587A.— In exercise of the power conferred by section 51 of the
Indian Forest Act, 1878, the Governor in Council is pleased to make the
following rules concerning the collection of drift and stranded timber :

1. Any person may collect timber of any of the descriptions set forth
in section 45 of the Act, and, pending the bringing of the same to the
proper dep6t for the reception of drift timber, may keep the same in his
own custody, but he shall report his having done so within twenty-four
hours to the nearest forest officer.

2. Any person may register in the office of the Conservator of Forests
one or more boats for use in salving and collecting timber, on payment of
a fee of one rupee for each boat.

Such registration shall hold good for the period of one year only, but
may be repeated from year to year.

3. Every person, whether a forest officer or not, who collects any such
timber shall be entitled to receive a recompense equal to fifteen per cent
of the estimated value of the timber. Such estimate shall be made by any
forest officer not lower in rank than an Assistant Conservator of Forests,
whom the Conservator specially authorizes in this behalf, and the
recompense shall be paid at once by Government

:

Provided that when the timber has been recovered by means of a boat
registered for use in salving and collecting timber, the person who collected
it shall be entitled to receive a recompense equal to twenty-five per cent of
its estimated value, and that in special cases the Conservator may increase
the amoimt of the recompense to a sum not exceeding fifty per cent of the
value of the timber collected.

4. If the timber collected shall be proved to be the property of any
person other than Government, such person shall be liable to pay to
Government under section 60 of the Act the following amounts (viz.) :

(1) on account of salving and collecting, the actual amount of recompense
paid to the person who collected it

;
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(2) on account of moving, the actual cost incurred in moving it to the

dep6t for the reception of drift timber

;

(3) on account of storing, such fees as shall from time to time be fixed

by the Conservator of Forests, with the previous ssmction ed

Government, for the storing of timber at such dep6t.

5. No person other than a forest officer authorized in this behalf by

the Conservator of Forests shall mark any timber, or have in his possessitm

any hammer for marking any timber to which these rules refer.

6. Any person who breaks Rule 1 or Rule 5 shall be punished with

imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months, or fine whidi

may extend to five hundred rupees, or both.

By order of His Excellency the Honourable the Governor in Council,

.

J. B. Peile,

Acting Chief Secretary to Government.

Bomhay Castle, 9th Axiyust 18S0.

No. 4133.—Under the provisions of section 41 of the Indian For®*
Act No. VII. of 1878, His Excellency the Right Honourable the Governor
in Council is pleased, with the previous sanction of the Government of

India, to make the following rules for regulating the transit of timber and
other forest produce :

1. All words used in these rules and defined in Act YII. of 1878
(The Indian Forest Act) shall be deemed to have the meaning respectively

attributed to them by the said Act.

2. No timber or other forest produce shall be moved into or from any
of the districts in the Presidency of Bombay mentioned in Appendix A
except by the routes therein respectively specified.

3. No timber or other forest produce shall be moved Avithin any district

of the Bombay Presidency, except within the limits of a reserv^ forest

(whether a village forest or not) or of a protected forest,

and, except as 'is hereinafter otherwise provided, no timber or other
forest produce shall be moved from or into any such district,

without a pass from a Conservator of Forests, or from some officer

empowered by a Conservator of Forests, or from some person duly
authorized under Rule 13 to issue such pass, nor otherwise than in

accordance with the conditions of such pass :

Provided that nothing in this rule shall be deemed
() to apply to timber or forest produce which is the property of

Government, or
_

() to apply to timber or other forest produce, the property of one
person, or the joint property of two or more persons, which is

conveyed in quantities not exceeding one head-load once in twenty-
four hours, or

(c) to require a pass for the removal of any timber or other forest
produce within the limits of the village in which it was produced.

4. Every pass issued mider the last rule shall specify

(1) the name of the person to whom such pass is granted ;

(2) the quantity and description of timber or other forest produce
covered by it

;

(3) the places from and to which such timber or other forest produce
is to be conveyed, and the route by which it is to be conveyed

(4) the period for which such pass is to be in force
;

(5) the officer to whom it is to be returned on the expiry of such
period, or on the arrival of the timber or other forest produce at its
destination, whichever event happens the first
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' 5. In the case of timber or other forest j»oduee which it is wished to

import otherwise than by sea from any place beyond the frontier of British

India, no pass shall- be issued under Buie 3 unless upon production of a
‘Foreign Pass’ covering such timber or other forest produce, nor, if such
timber be of large scantling, unless it bears a Foreign-Property mark.

6. Every such Foreign Pass must be in a form and every such Foreigit-

Property-mark must be of a description which has been r^;istered in the
Qffice of the Conservator of Forests of the Division into which it is sought
to import such timber, or forest produce, and such Foreign Pass must bi^
the signature of some officer or other person whose name has been duly
registered in the said office as an officer or person duly authorized to sign

such passes.

7. • Any timber or other forest produce which it is wished to import
otherwise than by sea from any place beyond the frontier of British India
may be conveyed within such frontier by any of the routes named in

Appendix A as far as the first depbt on such route estabUshed underRule 15,

without a pass under Rule 3, if it is covered by a Foreign Pass in proper
form and duly signed and if in the case of timber of large scantling, it is

marked with a registered Foreign-Property-mark, but not otherwisa
No such timber or forest produce shall be stacked, or deposited in any

place between the frontier and such depot, or be moved beyond such dep6t
without a pass issued under the said rule.

8. If the Conservator of Forests of the Division shall so direct, no
timber-of large scantling, which has been imported as aforesaid by any
particular route, shall be moved beyond such first dep6t without first

having a Government transit mark of such description as the said Conser-
vator shall prescribe stamped upon it.

9. In respect of every pass issued under Rule 3 there shall be payable
such fee, if any, as the Conservator of Forests shall, from time to time,

prescribe with the previous sanction of Government, for each district, and
no such pass shall be issued until the fee so prescribed has been paid.

10. No person who belongs to a community to which a village forest

is assigned and no inhabitant of a town or -village in the -vicinity of a
protected forest, who is permitted to take timber or other forest pi^uce
from such forest for his own use, shall be entitled to receive a pass under
Rule 3 for the removal of timber or forest produce from such forest to any
place beyond the limits of the town or village in which such person
resides

:

Provided that in the district of Kanara a pass may be issued for

moving from -the said district any timber which has been given, on pay-
ment of the fees to be hereafter prescribed, for a specific purpose, and has
been used by the grantee for that purpose,

but only on payment of an additional fee of fifty per cent on the amount
of tile fee originally paid, if such timber is being moved by any person

other than the origin^ grantee,

unless the Collector, or the Conservator of Forests, or any of their

Assistants or Deputies to whom an application may be made in -this behalf,

shall be satisfied that such timber is being moved for charitable purpose

Mid shall be of opinion that such additional fee should be reduced or

remitted,

in which case a pass may be granted either -without additional fee, or on
payment of a reduced fee, as the Collector or other officer aforesaid shall

determine.

11. In every other case the owner of timber or other forest produce
shidl be entitled to receive a pass for the same und^ Rule 3 fw any of the

purposes for which such passes may be granted.
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12. In the district of Kdnara passes under Rule 3 for the moving

timber or other forest produce beyond the inland frontier of the said

district will be issued in duplicate, one white and one green, and the date

of exit will be recorded upon each of such duplicate pass^ by the forest

officer at the appointed watch-house on the frontier, and the green pass

shall be surrendered by the holder thereof to such officer, who shall return

it without delay to the office from which it was issued.

13. The Conservator of Forests may, if he thinks fit, at any time,

an order in writing,

() authorize any person who is an owner of timber or other forest

produce, or the agent ofany such owner, to issue passes under Rule 3

in resi)ect of any timber or other forest produce which belongs to

such person or to the person for whom such person is agent, and

() cancel such authorization.

When the Conservator of Forests authorizes any person under clause (a) of

this rule he shall furnish such person from time to time with authenticated

books of blank printed forms of passes with the particulars required by

clauses (4) (5) and (6) of Rule 4 already fiUed in, and no alteration shall

be made by such person in any of the said particulars, or if made, shall

have any validity.

The said person shall pay for each such book such sum as shall from

time to time be determined by the Conservator of Forests, and in the event

of an order being passed by lie Conservator of Forests under clause (6) of

this rule, shall at once return to the said Conservator every unused book

and every unused portion of any such book then remaining in his

possession, and shall be entitled to receive back the amount paid by him

in respect of such unused book or portion of a book.

No pass issued by any such person after the issue of an order under

clause (6) of this rule and no pass issued by him which is not on a form

supplied to him as aforesaid, shall have any validity.

14. Timber or other forest produce in transit may .be stopped and

examined at any place by any forest or police officer if such officer shall

have reasonable ground for suspecting that siny money which is payaUe

to Government in respect thereof has not been paid, or that any forest

offence has been or is being committed in respect thereof.

The person in charge of any such timber or other forest produce shall

furnish to any such officer all the information which he is able regarding

such timber or other forest produce, and if he is removing the same under

a pass shall produce such pass, on demand, for the inspection of such officer,

and shall not in any way prevent or resist the stoppage or examination of

the said timber or other forest produce by such officer :

Provided always that no such officer shall vexatiously or unnecessarily

delay the transit of any timber or other forest produce which is lawfully

in transit, nor vexatiously or unnecessarily unload any such timber or oilier

forest produce or cause the same to be unloaded for the purpose of

examination.

15. The Conservator of Forests may establish at such convenient places

as he shall think fit on the routes by which timber or other forest produce
may lawfully be conveyed, depAts to which such timber or other produce
shall be taken for aU or any of the following purposes (viz.) :

for examination previous to the grant of a pass in respect thereof under
Rule 3 or under Rule 13, or

for determining the amount of money, if any, payable on account
thereof to Government, and for the payment of such money, or

in order that any mark required by law or by these rules to be
thereto, may ^ so affixed.
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16. A forest oflS.cer appointed by or under the orders of the
Conservator shall have charge of each such depot, and no timber or other
forest produce shall be brought into, stored at, or removed from a depot
without the permission of such officer, and for storing timber or oilier

forest produce in such depot, and allowing laden carts, or loads or cattle to
stand or be deposited therein, such fees shall be payable as the Conservator
of Forests, with the previous sanction of Government, shall from time to
time notify.

17. The Conservator of Forests shall from time to time make known
by notification published in the Bombay Government Gazette, and locally in

such manner as he deems fit, the name and situation of every depdt in hi^
division.

18. The person in charge of any vessel which carries timber or other
forest produce on a river on the banks of which one or more of such depdts
are situated, shall call and stop his vessel at each such depot which he has
to pass, in order that the timber or other forest produce may be examined,
if necessary, under the provisions of Rule 14, and the person in charge of

such vessel shall not proceed with such vessel past any such depot without
the permission of the forest officer in charge of such dep6t.

19. No person shall close up or obstruct the channel or any portion of

the bank of any river lawfully used for the transit of timber or other forest

produce, or throw grass, brushwood, branches, or leaves into any such river,

or do any other act which may cause such river to be closed or obstructed.

20. Any forest officer not lower in rank than a Sub-Assistant
Conservator of Forests may take such measures as he shall at any time
deem to be emergently necessary for the prevention or removal of any
obstruction of the channel, or of any part of a bank of a river lawfully

used for the transit of timber or other forest produce, but any such case

which is not emergent shall be reported to the CoDector, who may by
written notice require the person whose act or negligence has caused or is

likely to cause the obstruction, to remove or take steps for preventing the
same within a period to be named in such notice, and if such person fails

to comply with such notice may himself cause such measures to be taken
as he shall deem necessary.

The reasonable costs incurred by a forest officer or by the Collector

under this rule shall be payable to Government by the person whose act or
negligence necessitated the same.

21. No person shall establish a saw-pit or convert, cut, burn, conceal

or mark timber within one mile of the limits of any reserved forest

(whether a village forest or not) or of any protected forest, without the
previous written permission of a forest officer not lower in rank than a
Sub-Assistant Conservator.

22. No timber of large scantling which does not belong to Government
shall be moved from any district of the Presidency of Bombay, unless

there is affixed thereto a distinguishable Private-Property-mark of the
owner of such timber of a description which has been registered in the

office of the Conservator of the Division, nor (if the said Conservator
shall so direct) unless there has been made thereupon a Government
transit mark of such description as shall from time to time be prescribed

in this behalf by the said Conservator.

23. The Conservator of Forests shall upon receipt of an appHeation for

registration of any form, mark, or name for the purposes of Rule 6 or
Rule 22, inquire into the authenticity of the same, and if he sees no
objection shall, on payment by the applicant of such fee as shall from
time to time be prescribed by Government, register such form, mark, or
name in his office.

s 1218-64
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Every such registration shall be held good for a period of one year (Aly.

24. No person other than a forest officer whose duty it is to use su^
mark, shall use any property mark for timber which is identical with or
nearly resembles any Government transit mark or any mark with whi^
timber belonging to Government is marked

;

and no person shall, while any timber is in transit under a pass issued

under Rule 13, alter or efface any mark on the same.
25. Any person who breaks any of the foregoing Rules 2 to 24, both

inclusive, shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which may
extend to six months, or fine which may extend to five h\mdred rupee^;W
both.

APPENDIX A. (see Rule 2).

Routes by which alone timber and other forest' produce may be moved
into or from the Kanara district

:

1. Tinai Gh4t Road. 2. M4j41i Road-
3. Mouth of the Kalinadi river, Sadashivgad, Kodibdg, and Kadra

Bandars.

4. K4rw4r Bandar. 5. Belikeri Bandar. 6. Ankola Bandar.
7. Mouth of the Gangavali river, Maniguni, Gangdvali, and ^

,

Gundbala. I

!

8. Mouth of the Tadri river, Tadri, Aghndshini, Miijfin, H^de^ I
Devgi, Manki, and XJpinpattan Bandars. I

9. Mvtrdeshvar Bandar.
|

10. Mouth of the Venktdpur river (Shirdli and Venktapur Bandars). I

11. Bhatkal river (Bhatkal Bandar.) ;

12. Gersappa Gh4t Road to T41guppa(Gersappa and Hondvar Bandars).
13. Siddapur Road to Sorab vid Vardha.
14. Sirsi to Sorab vid Banavasi.
15. Sirsi to Sammasgi via Dasankop.
16. Sirsi to Hangal and Bankdpur vid Pdla.

17. Katur to Murguddi
18. Mufadgod to Bankapur vid Sauvalli.

19. Mundgod to Taras vid Targatti.
20. Yellapur to Hubli vid Kirvatti.

21. Haliyal to Dharwar vid Mdvinkop.
22. Haliydl to Belgaum-Madanhalli.
23. Anshi Ghat Road vid Supa and Shitovde to Belgaum.
24. Supa vid Jagalpet, Amod, and Hemarge to Khdndpur.
By order of Hia Excellency the Right Hononrable the Governor in Council,

J. Nugent,
,

Acting Secretary to Government. -

TREES AND SHRUBS.*
The following list contains most of the trees and shrubs not mentioned

above at pp. 60-79
;
also many of the more common herbs found on the

Sahyddris of North Kanara

:

Manunculacece .—Naravelia zeylamca, D.O. A climbing shrub common
above the Sahyadris. Flowers in October.

Anonace(e. Uvana narum, WalL A woody climber found below the
Sahyadris at Katgal. Flowers in November.

* Contribated by Mr, W. A Talbot, Assistant Conservatw of Foresto.
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OmtinrtfiaTamiTg csu^opetalus, Hf. & T.—A small common in some

-rf the evergreen forests of the Kumta sab-division. Flowers in February.

Annna squamosa, L.—The Custard-apple. A small tree naturalised in

ptffts of the YeUdpur forests.

Anona reticulata, L.— BuUock’s-heart. Cultivated in Dhirw4r and
probably in North K&uara.
Unona discolor, Vahl.—A climbing shrub with sweet smeUing flowers.

Found in K4rw4r. Flowers in August.

Sacco petalum tomentosum, Hf. Hoorn.—A large tree with valuable

-wood. Ilowers in March and April.

GapparideoB.—Capparis zeylanica, L. ; O. Heyneana, Wall
; 0. Moonii,

Wgt. ; 0. sepiaria, L.

;

0. Horrida, L. ; 0. tenera, Dalz.—Shrubs and
climbers found in North Kdnara and flowering in the cold and hot seasons.

Violacem.—lonidium suflBmticosum, Ging. A variable perennial found

nem* Kumta. Flowers at diflerent times.

MenispermacecB—Oocculus macrocarpus, W. & A.

—

A large climber,

common in the Supa forests. Flowers in the cold season.

C. villosus, D.O.—A species common about Kirwar. Flowers in the

hot season.

Cycles peltata, Hf.—A very common species near YelMpnr.
Stephania hemandifolia, Walp.—Common about YeUdpur. Flowers in

Hie cold season.

Bixinea.—Flacourtia Eamontchi, L. Herit. A small armed tree common
near YellApur. Flowers in the hot season.

Scolopia crenata, Olos.—A small armed tree found near K4rwir. Flowers

in the hot season.

Pittosporeae.—Pittosporum dasycaulon, MiqueL A small tree common
along the Sahyddris. Flowers in the cold season.

PolygalesB.—Poligala chinenses, L., and Polygala elongata, Klein, are
both found in North Kdnara, and flower during the rains.

Oaryophyllese.—Stellaria media, L. A common weed. Flowers
throughout the year.

Hypericine®.—Hypericum japonicum, Thumb. A common herb in rice

fields near Yellipur. Flowers in March.

GvUiferce.—Garcinia Cambogia, Desr. An evergreen tree yielding an
insoluble gamboge. The grooved fruit of this species is characteristic.

This tree flowers in the cold season.

Garcinia ovalifobus. Hi.—A large tree common in parts of the Ankola
sub-division. Flowers in the cold season.

Bipterocarpece .—Ancistrocladus Heyneanus Wall. A climbing shrub, with

woody tendrUs, found in the Ankola subdivision. Flowers in the cold season.

Shorea Talura, Boxb.—A large tree said to yield a kind of lac, foimd in

the Sirsi sub-division. Flowers in the cold season.

Malvace®.—Sida humilis, Willd. A trailing herb
;
common above the

Sahyddris. Flowers during the rainy season.

Sida mysorensis, W. & A.—An under-shrub. Flowers at the end of the

rainy season. Common about Yellapur.

Sida carpinifolia, L.—A shrub. Flowers at various times. Common
about YeUdpur.

Sida rhoimbifolia, Linn.—A wiry shrub, common about Yelldpur.

Flowers in August.
Abutilon polyandrum, Schlect.

—

-A large herb, found on the Arbail

Ghdt. Flowers in the cold season.

Abutilon indicum, G. Don.—Herb. Flowers in November. Pdla.

- Urena lobata, Linn.—An under-shrub. Common in most open places of

North Kanara. Flowers in the cold season.

''

^4’

-
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TJrena sinuata, liinn. — Under-shrub, common throughout Kdnara. -

Flowers in the cold season.

Decaschistia trilobata, Wgt.—A shrub common in parts of the Sidddpur
sub-division of North Kdnara. Flowers during the rains. Closely allied to

the genus Hibiscus.

Hibiscus Trionum, L.
;
H. hirtus, L.; IL Solandra, L’Her.

;
H. vitifoliu^

L. ;
H. cannabinus, L. ; H. Sabdarippa, L. ; and H. tetrapyllus, Roxb.—

-

All these species are to be found in different localities throughout North
Kdnara, H, cannabinus and H. Sabdarippa are introduced cultivated

species.

Thespesia lampas, Dalz.—A common shrub found throughout North
Kanara. Does not become arborescent. Flowers in the cold season.

tsterculiaceos ,—Pterospermum acerifolium. A large tree with very large

beautiful flowers found on the Devimani Ghat and in parts of the Ankola
sub-division. Flowers in November and December.

Pterospermum Heyneanum, Wall—A large tree found near the falls of

Gersappa, Flowers in the hot season.

Melochia corchorifolia, Linn.—An erect shrub common about Yellipur.

Flowers in September.
Waltheria indica, L.— A perennial shrub, common along the coast.

Flowers throughout the year.

Tiliacem .—Grewia microcos, L. A common shrub. Flowers during the
rainy season.

G. pilosa, Lam.—A small tree common in most parts of North Kanara.
Flowers in the hot weather.

G. lajvigata, Vahl.—Arborescent, often shrubby. Flowers in October.
Grewia columnaris, Sm.—A shrub found in North Kdnara near the falls

of Gersappa. Flowers in the rainy season.

G. umbelHfera, Bedd.—A scandent shrub found on the Arbail Gh4t at

the falls of Jog and elsewhere. This is one of the doubtful species of the
Flora of British India of Hooker. Flowers in the cold and hot season.

Triumfetta pilosa, Roth., flowers in September
;
T. rhomboidea, Jacq.,

flowers in October
; and T. Annua, L., flowers in the hot season.

Corchorus capsularis, L.—Found on road-sides sparingly throughout
North Kanara. Flowers in the rainy season, and yields the jute of
commerce.

Corchorus olitorius, L. — A small herb which yields a kind of jute.

Abundantly wild about Yelldpur. Flowers at the end of the rainy season.

C. urticifolius, W. and A.— Either this or a closely allied species is

common near Belikeri in North Kanara and flowers in August.
Corchorus fascicularis, Lam.— An annual common in fields near Pflla^

North Kinara. Flowers during the rains.

Eleocarpus, Sp.—A tree found near the falls of Gersappa, and buds in
December.

Linese.—Linum mysorense, Heyne. A small slender herb common near
Yellapur and elsewhere. Flowers in September.

Mafpighiocea;.—-mptage Madaclota, Gaert. — A tall climber
;
common

below the Sahyddris in North Kanara, and flowers in the cold season.
Aspidopterys cordata, A. Juss.—A climbing shrub, very common about

Yellapur, and flowers in October.
Zygophijlleix

.^
—Tribulus terrestris, Linn. This remarkable herb is com-

mon about Dharwar and may occur in parts of Kanara. Flowers in the
rainy season.

G^anirtcece.— Oxalis comiculata. A common weed, found everywhere.
Biophytum, Reinwardtii, Walp, and B. sensitivum. — Both species

found in North Kdnara and flowering during the rainy season.
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AvCTrhoa carambola, L., and A. Bilimbi, L.— Both species are cultivated

by the Havig Brahmans for the fruit.

Impatiens rivalis, Wgt.
; I. diversifolia, Wall

; I. tenella, Hejme

;

1. tomentosa, Heyne ; I. Balsammia, L.
;

and I. pulcherrima, Dalz.,

1. Kleinii, W. and A., I. Lawii, Hf. and T.—All herbs with succulent

stems, appearing during the rainy season.

RtUace(6. — Evodia, Roxburghiana, Benth. A moderate-sized tree,

common in parts of Kdnara. Flowers in August.

Zanthoxylum ovalifolium, Wgt.—A prickly shrub with a scandent habit,

common in the Sidddpur sub-division of North Kanara. In flower and fruit

during the hot season.

Z. Bhetsa, D. 0.—A middle-sized tree, armed with sharp prickles and
very common throughout North Kanara. Flowers in August and
September.

Toddalia aculeata, Pers. — A rambling prickly shrub found in some of

the Siddapur forests.

Acronychia laurifolia, Blume.—A small tree found near Karw^ and
flowers in July.

Glycosmis pentaphylla, Correa.—A common shrub abundant in most
of the evergreen forests throughout Kanara. Flowers at various times.

Murraya koenigii, Spreng.—A small tree with odorous flowers, common
near Yellipur, and flowering in the hot season.

Clausena indica, Oliv.—A small tree found near the Nilkund Ghat in

North Kkuara. Flowers in the cold season.

Luvunga eleutherandra, Dalz.—A scandent shrub with recurved spines;

common on the Sahyadris near Supa.

Ochnacece .—Ochna squarrosa, Linn. A shrub common near Karwar,
not»0. pumila, mentioned by Dalzell in the Bombay Flora, page 46. Flowers

in the cold season.

Burseraeece .—Garuga pinnata, Roxb. A large tree much resembling

Odina Wodier in habit. Common in the Mundgod petty division and
elsewhere in North Kanara. Flowers in the hot season.

Meliacea. — Turraea villosa, Benn. A small weak shrub, flowering

during May on the Sayhadris.

Nageramia alata, W. and A—A small shrub with long white flowers.

Appears during June and July below the Sahyadris in flower.

Dysoxylum, Sp.—A large tree differing from all the known species.

Found in the Kumta sub-division in flower in December. Fruit unknown.
Aglaia, Roxburghiana, Mig.—A tree or shrub common near Kdrwar and

elsewhere in North Kanara Flowers in October and November.
Lansium anamalyanum, Bedd.—A tree common about the falls of

Gersappa. Flowers in April.

Walsura piscidia, Roxb.—A large tree found in the evergreen forests on
the Devimani Ghdt. Flowers in the cold season.

Chailletiacect—Chailletia gelenoides. Hook, f.—A shrub common near

Karwir. Fruit with a red mesocarp. Flowers in the hot season.

Olacineoe .—Cansjera Rheedii, Gmel. A climbing evergreen shrub with

doubtful affinities. Common below the Sayhddris and flowers in the cold

season.

Olax scandens, Roxb.—A scandent shrub found on the forests of the

Siddipur sub-division. Flowers in the cold season.

Mappia fcetida, Miers.—A tree with foetid flowers. Common on the

Vaddi Ghat. Flowers in the rainy season.

Mappia ovata, Miers, and M. oblonga, Miers.—These are both small

trees and were determined as above from specimens sent to Calcutta and
Kew. There is a doubt, however, as to how far they difier from

AppemEG^
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M. foetida, Miers, all of the three species feeing profeafely identwsaL It
foetida flowers at the end of the rainy season and the other two speciea.ia

October and November.
CelastrineeB.—I^uonymns indicus, Heyne. A shrub or small tree found

on the Arbail Ghat, also in the Sirsi sufe-division and profeafely elsewhere

in Eanara. Flowers in the cold and fruits in the hot season.

Lophopetalum Wightianum, Am.—A large tree with useful '^ood.

Common in many of the evergreen forests of North Kamura, and flow^t*

in the hot season.

Celastrus paniculata, WillA—One of the most common s<andent shmhs
in Kanara. Flowers in the hot season.

Gymnos'poria.—Gymnosporia puberula. Laws (?). This is a shrub found .

at Siddapur and near the fells of Gersappa. Flowers in April.

G. Eothiana, W. and A.—A common shrub below the Sahyadris in th»

Eumta sub-division. Flowers and fruits during the cold season.

Gymnosporia montana, Roxb.—This is No. 65 of the forgoing list,

tered as a Celastrus. It is now entered as Gymnosporia in the Hora
British India of Hooker.

Eloeodendron glaucum, Pers.—A middle-sized tree found sparingly in.

parts of Kanara, and flowers in August.

Hippocratea indica, Willd. and H. Grahamii, Wight.—These two climl»-

ing shrubs are found on the Sahyddris in the Kumta sub-division. The
former flowers throughout the cold season and the latter during the rainy

season.

Salacia priniodes, D.C.—A climbing shrub not observed as a tree in

North Kanara. Flowers in the cold season,

Rhamnem.—Ventilago calyculata, Tulasne. A climfeing and scandent
shrub, very common above the Sahyadris. Flowers in October. >

Zizyphus nummularia, W. and A.—A very common armed shrub found
in the inland parts of North Kanara. Flowers in the hot season.

Z. (Enoplia, MiU.—A very common scandent shrub found throughout
North Kinara and flowers in the hot weather.

Z. rugosa, Lamk.—A straggling climbing shrub with white edible fruit.

Flowers in one cold season.

Gouania microcarpa, D. C.—An unarmed climber, common near Yella-
pur and elsewhere in North Kanara. Flowers in the cold season, and
fruits in January.

Ampelidece.—Vitis repens, W. and A, flowers in the hot season. V.
discolor, Dalz., No. 76 of other list, flowei^ in the rainy season. V. glauca,
W. and A, flowers in the hot season. V. repanda, W. and A.
flowers in April V. adnata, Wall., flowers in April-May. V. tomentosa^
Heyne, flowers in the cold season. V. latifolia, Roxb., flowers in the
rainy season. V. indica, Linn., flowers in the hot season. V. camosa.
Wall., flowers before the rains. V. Canarensis, Dalz., flowers in the cold
season. V. auriculata, Roxb., flowers in the hot season, and V. lanceo-
laria, Roxb., flowers in November. V. lenuifoha, W. and A, flowers in the
rainy season. V. gigantea, Bedd, flowers in the rainy season. V. elongata.
Wall., common about K4rw4r, flowers in July. All these species and
several others are to be met with throughout the forests of North Kanara.

Leea macrophylla, Roxb. A shrub with simple leaves of great gize
probably larger than the leaves of any other tree or shrub growins in
North Kdnara. Flowers in October.

“W crispa, Willd, and L. Sambucina, WiUd.—Both these species are
mort TOmmon throughout North Kanara

; the former below the Sahyddrfe
and the latter above. Both species flower in the cold and rainy g»<^sons
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. Ii. ttspeni. Wall — 'Hiia species is eommon on the Gaddehalli hill near

Kiirwir. Rowers in the rainy season.

SapindacecB.—Cardiospermum halicacabiini,L. An annual cwnnuHi near

-Kdrw^ and elsewhere. Flowers in the rainy season.

Nephelitnn Longana, Camb.— A middle sized tree common in many of

the evergreen forests of North N4nara. Flowers during the hot season.

AUophyllus Cobbe, Blume.—One of the most common climbing shrubs

found in North K4nara, where it is not at all variable. Stated to be a

most variable species in the Flora of British India of Hooker.

Harpullia cupanoides, Soxb.—A large tree with remarkable inflated

fruit of a bright yellow or orange colour. Common in many of the ever-

green forests. Flowers in the cold season
;
fruit ripens in the hot season.

Turpinia pomifera, D.C.—A large tree found in the Siddapur subdivision

and flowers in the cold season.

ATUicardiaceee.—Solenocarpus indica, Wgt. and Am. A large tree very

rare on the SahyMris of North KAnara. Flowers in the rainy reason and

found near Bara in ripe fruit in December.

.Holigama Grahamii, Hook.—^A large tree 80 to 100 feet high. Not a

amall tree in North Kanara. Flowers during the cold season and com-

mon on the Sayhddris near Bara.

Connaraceoe .—Rourea santaloide, W. and A.—^A shrub common about

K4rw4r and near Yelldpur. Flowers in the hot season.

Connams Wightii, Hook.—A shrub common below the Sayhddris near

K4rwar. Flowers in the cold and hot seasons. The capsular fruit of

this species is characteristic. The base of the seed is surrounded by a

eolou^ aril

iegummosee.—Crotalaria filipes, Benth., flowers appear in the cold and

rainy seasons. C. albida, Heyne variety, epnnctata, Dalz., flowers appear

in the cold season. 0. thana, Burm, flowers appear in the rainy season.

0. linifnlia, L., herb two feet high, flowers in September. C. Calycina,

Sdhrank, flowers appear in the rainy season. C. dubia. Grab., flowers appear

in the cold season. 0. lutescens, Dalz., flowers appear in ^e cold season.

0. retusa, Linn., flowers appear in the cold season. C. sericea, Betz., flowers

appear in the rainy season. 0. Leschenaultii, D. C., flowers appear in the

cold season. C. verrucosa, Linn., flowers appear in the cold season. 0.

Heyneana, Grab., flowers appear in the cold and hot seasons. C. leptos-

tachya, Benth., flowers appear in the cold season. 0. juncea, Linn., flowers

appear in the cold season. C. fulva, Boxb., flowers appear in the cold

season. C. striata, D. C., flowers appear in the cold season, C. orixensis,

Boxb., flowers appear in the hot season. All these species are found in

North Kanara. The list is not yet complete.

' Indigofera endecaphylla, Jacq.—Flowers in the rainy season. I. hirsuta,

T-inn.
,
flowers in the rainy season. I. tinctoria, Linn., flowers in the rtdny

season. I. pulcheUa, Boxb., flowers in the cold season. L glandnloim,

Willd., flowers in the cold season. I. trifoliata, L., flowers in the cold

season.

L triquetra, Dalz.—A prostrate herb growing on the laterite near the

coast at Kximta. Flowers in September.

Kanara species of Indigoferse.— I. tinctoria appe^ to be indigenous

in the Kumta subdivision but is nowhere plentiful,

Psoralea corylifolia, LiuTi.—A common erect annual, found on the

borders of the Kanara district near Pdla. Flowers in the rainy seaK)n.

Millettia racemosa, Benth.—A woody climber with silky leaves, found at

Yell4pur. Flowers in the hot season.

Tephrosia tinctoria, Pers.—An under-shrub comiuOQ about YeMpur
and elsewhere. Flowers in the rainy season.

Tans mu*
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k AND SaUTBS.

^ '

k'

SesbanJa acnleata, Fers.—

A

robust herb, common near Yelldpur, fioiirmr-

ing in the cold season.

Sesbania grandiflora, Pers.—A soft-wooded tree with large Sowers
planted commonly about Karwar and elsewhere. Flowers at different

times during the year.
•

'

Geissapsis cristata, W. and A.—A very common trailing annual grow-
ing in damp localities. Flowers in September.

G. teneUa, Benth.—Has the habit of G. cristata, but is a more slender

species j common near Kumta and elsewhere. Flowers in September and
October.

, , .
, . -

Zomia diphyUa, Pers.—A common herb. Flowers in October.

Smithia sensitiva, Art., Sowers in the cold season ; S. bigemina, Daho-.

Bowers in the rainy season ;
and S. dichotoma, Dalz., Bowers in Sep-'

’

tember.

S. capitata, Dalz.—Common in forests near Siddalgundi. Flowers ’in

August and September.

S. pycnantha, Benth. Common near SirsL Flowers July to Septemb^,
. .ffischynomene indica, L.—An annual. Flowers in October and November.
M. aspera, Linn. — A swamp species. Common in North K4nan^

Yields the pith of which sun-hats are made. Flowers in the cold seascm.^.''

Pseudarthria viscida, W. and A. — A scandent ahrub common about
YeUapur. Flowers at the end of the rainy season.

'

Uraria hamosa, WalL'—Shrub common near Yelldpnr, Flowers ip
October.

,

Alysicarpus hamosus, Edgew. ; A. vaginalis, D. C.
; A. buplerifoUn^

D.C.
;
A rugosus, D. C., and A tetragonolobus, Edga.—All these sped^

are found in North Kinara. A va^naJis is very common and flowers, in
the rainy season as do the others ako.

Desmodium cephalotes, Wall. ; D. pulchellum, Benth.
;
D. laxiBomm,

D. 0. ; and D. gangeticum, D.C.—All these species flower during the rainp
season, found as forest undergrowth.

D. difiusum, D. C., flowers during November and found near P41a in thf
rice-fields. D. polycarpmn, D. C.

;
D. heterophyllum, D. C. D. triflorum,

D.C. ; and D. gyrans,, D.C., flower during the rainy season. D. poly-
carpum and D. gyrans are common in the forests of North Eti^ra.
D. heterophyllum is an herb found in the rice-fields and along road-sides.

Abrus precatorious, L.—A common climber. Flowers at the end of the
rainy season.

A. pulchellus, Wall.—A species found at Karwdr. Flowers in Septem-
ber and October.

Glycine pentaphylla, Dalz.—A slender twining plant. Common n^ur
Yellapur and flowers in the rainy season.

Teramnus labialis, Spreng.—A climbing slender plant, flowering in the
'

cold season.

Mucuna monosperma, D.C.— A woody climber, common in parts cff

North Kdnara. Flowers during the rainy season.

M. pruriens, D.C. —A common climber with S-shaped pods, floweimg
in the cold season.

Erythrina stricta, Eoxb.—A large tree common near villages. Flowers
in the rainy season.

Canavalia ensiformis, D. C.—A glabrous climber common on the cbs^
flowering during the rainy season

; pods remain long on this shrub.
Phaseolus trilobus, At. ; P. Mungo, L.

;
and P. trinervius, Heyne. „

Common in North Einara during the rainy season.
Clitoria Temalea, E.—A common climber of North Einaip. Flowmns

during the rains.
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Bcditdies Lablab, Linn.—Wild wide-twining plant, flowering in tbe cold

season.

A^oria lineata, W. and A.-<—Erect shmb, common about YeMpur and
elsewhere. Flowers in hTovember and Decmnber.
A kulnenais, Dalz.—A very rare climbing shrub found on the Vaddi

.6h4t, flowering in December.
Gylista scariosa, Ait.—A woody twining shrub, very ctmunon, flowering

in- the cold season.

Flemingia strobilifera, B. Br.—An e^rect shrub ;
flowers in the cold

season. Common in the forests near Yellapur.

Dalbmrgia sympathetica, Ifimmo ; D. tamarindifolia, Roxb. ; D. volubilia,

Bo:sb.
;
and D. rubiginosa, Boxb.—Four climbiag species, found in the

Korth K4nara forests.

D. lanceolaria, linn, — A large whitish barked tree, flowering in March
and c<m>mon about Mundgod and F41a.

Derris thrysiflora, Benth.; D. canarensis. Baker, and D. ulignosa, Benth.

Cflimbing shrubs flowering during the cold and hot seasons.

D. scandens, Benth.—Climbing over very high trees. Comes into flower

at the beginning of the rainy season, when it is a beautiful object in the

forest.

Caesalpinia sepiaria, Boxb.—^This thorny climber is only found on the

borders of Kinara and is very conunon in Dhirwar- Flowers in die cold

season.

C. BonduceUa, Fleming.—A prickly shrub found above and below the

Ohkte. Flowers in the rainy s^won.

C. mimosoides, Lam.—This species with handsome yellow flowers is most

common about Yell4pur and elsewhere forming impenetrable thicketa It

.flowers in the cold season.

C**”**^ sophera, Linn. C. aunculata, Linn, j
C. timoriensis, D.C. C.

glanca-, Lam. ; C. Absus, Linn. ;
C. pumila, Lam.

; C. Tora, L. ; C.

mimosoides, lunn. j
and 0. nigricans, Vahl.—All these species of Cassia are

found in North K4nara and flower during the rainy season- C. auriculata,

ghmca, and Absus also flower during the cold season.

TUnbinia. Lawii, Benth.—This is described in the Flora of British India

as scandent. It is however, as described at page 63, a very large tree.

Specimens were referred to Kew and it was named as above. It difiers

from B. Lawii in several respects and may eventually be separated from

that species.

Neptunia triquetra, Benth.—A shrub with sensitive leaves found near

Dh4rw4r
;
not yet observed in KAnara. Flowers in the cold season.

Benth.—ALn immense climber with long sword-like

pods found in the Kumta sub-division. Flowers during the hot season.

Mimosa pudica, Linn.—The sensitive plant, spread throughout E4nara.

Flowers during the cold season.

Acacia Intsia, WiUd. and A. pennata, Willd., are prickly climbei?,

flovering in the hot and rainy seasons.

Albizzia odoratissima, Benth.—A large tree common in parts of Kinara,

and flowers in the hot season.

Kthecolobium bigeminum, Benth.—A large tree growmg in the ever^^n

forests on the Arbail and Vaddi Gh4ts. Flowers during the hot season.

®ie twisted fruit of this species is remarkable.

CVossithice®.—Bryophyllum calycinum, Salisb. Common in damp loca-

iities.
. TT VI x> iv

Droseraceae .—Drosera indica, L. and D. Burmann, Vam.
^

Bow
common in rice-fields, the former during the rainy and the latter during the

cold season.

-
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-‘Xbkbs and Shbdbs.

Shiz^horem .—Rhizophora mncronats, Tjum. A tree common alAt>g tidal
creeks in North KAnara. Flowers in the cold season.

Comhretacece.—Calycopteris floribnnda, Lam. Probably the commonest
shrub (very diffiise) throughout Rdnara. Flowers in the hot season,
Combretum ovalifolium, Roxb., and C. extensum, Roxb. — Both these

scandent species are found common throughout North Rjtnara, flowering
in the cold season. The winged fruits appear to ripen shortly after the
flowers disappear.

Quisqualis indica, Linn .—Has nm wild around Dhdrwtur and not found
as yet in K4nara in a similar manner.
Myrtaeem.—Eugenia malaecensis, L. Cultivated for its flowers by the

Havig Brdhmans. Flowers in the hot season.
E. Jambos, Linn .—A large tree with white flowers, found in the Sirsi

sub-division. Flowers in the rainy and cold seasons.
E. Wightiana, Wgt., and E. zeylanica, Wgfc-r-Two Gh4t q)ecies which

flower in March are found in moist situations.
E. macrosepala, Duthie.—A shrub common below the Sahyidris in the

Ankola sub-division and flowers in the cold season.
E. laeta, Ham.—A small tree fcmnd near the &lls of Cersappa and

flowers in the cold season.

- Wight.—A small tree very common in North Kiuiara.
* lowers m the hot season. Fruit black edible.

He^eana, Wall.—A small tree foimd on the Ankola 8ub-divisi<m
Ixhats. Flowers in the cold season.

E. Mooniana, Wight.—A wiry shrub found at Guddehalli. Flowers
during the ramy season.
Bamngtoma acutangula, Gaert.—A small tree with pendant spikes of

flowere which blossom in the cold and hot seasons. .

Melaatomaetce. — Osbeckia cupularis, Don, Common about YelUpuruurmg the rams. ^

O. truncata, Don. A nearly allied species to O. cupularis. Flowers in
the ramy season.

® A species quite distinct from S. Wsdlachii
^ P- “•) in having a distinct stem. Flowersm^e ramy season below the Sahyddris near the coast.

Memecylon edule, Roxb.—A common shrub in North Kanara. Flowersdurmg the cold season.
M. termmale Dalz.—A species with terminal flowers and sessile leaves.

1* lowers in the hot season near Supa.
Ai/iWos. - Ammania pentandra, Roxb. An herb common in dampplaces. Flowers m the cold season.

are herbs common in dampplaces. Flower during the rainy reason. ^
floribimda, Salis—A shrub with long slender branches, most

sJ[^
situations. Flowers principally in the cold and hot

T,

acijla, L.—A small tree found along the banks of the Kffi-nai, flowermg durmg the rainy season.
Oma£?race<e.—Jussiiearepens, L., and J. suffurticosa, L. Both sped^are common m moist situations throughout North Kdnara The f^er

A common herb found near YeUdpur duir-

se^^ ‘^ispinosa, Roxb.—A common pond herb
; flowers in the hot
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Samydaeeee—Casearia tomentosa, Roxtk A very, common tree in parts of
Iforth Kinara, particularly in the Sirs! sub-division, ' Flowers in the hot

' season.

. 0. graveolens, Dalz.—A small tree found along river-banks and flowers
during the hot season.

Fosst^or®.—Modecca palmata, lAm. A glabrous plant with scandent
habit. Flowers and fruits during the hot season. Seeds large pitted.
Very common at GuddehaUi near K.drw4r.

Oucurbitaceae-Trichosanthes cucumerina.

—

A. twining plant common near
KArwir. Flowers in August.
Momordica dioica, Eoxb.— Found above and below the Sahyddris.

Flowers in September.
M. Charantia, linn,—A cUmber with simple tendrils, found in hedges

near Yellipur, running wild. Flowers in October.
Oucumis trigonus, Roxb.—Common throughout North Kdnara.
Cephalandra indica, Nand.—A climber with scarlet fruit, common near

YellApur. Flowers during the rains.

It. zehneria umbellata.—A very common climbing plant in North Kdnara.
Rowers during the rains.

Bryonia laciniosa, Linn.—A climbing scabrid herb with befid tendrils

and.rough seeds Rowers in October.

Mukia scabreUa, Am.—A climbing angpilar stemmed herb, with bright
red fruit the size of a small cherry. Rowers in October.

Begoniacem .—Begonia concanensis, D.C. Found on the Nilkund Gh4t
Rowers during the rainy season.

Begonia Sp.—A small-leafed species growing on stones in the beds of

rivers and flowers in August.
B. integiifolia, Dalz.—An ornamental species common in the Anshi Gh^t.

Rowers during August and September.
B. crenata, Dryand.—A small species found near Kumta. Rowers in

September.
UmheUifera.—Hydrocotyle asiatica, L. and H, javanica. Thumb. Both

common herbs in moist situations near ponds and streams in North Kanara.
Rower in the hot season.

PimpineUa, Sp. (tomentosa, Dalz).—An herb growing near Yelldpur and
flowering during the rainy season.

Araliace<e.—Heptapleurum venulosum, Seem. A small tree very common
in the Siddipur sub-division. Rowers in the hot season. There is also a
climbing variety of this species which is common about YeUdpur and
flowers in the hot season.

Bviiaeece .—Anthocephalus cadamba, Miq. A large tree with fruit the

size of a small orange. Grows wild in the forests of North K4nara, but
rarely met with. Rowers at the beginning of the rainy season.

Wendlandia Notoniana, WaU. — A small tree or shrub with terminal

panicles of fragrant flowers, and very common throughout North Kdnara.
Rowers in the cold season.

DenteUa repens, Forst.—^An herb very common in moist places, and,

flowers in May.
Hedyotis coerulea, W. and A. ; H. hispida, Betz ; H. nitida, W. & A.

;

.and H. Auricularia, L.—These species are common throughout the district

of North K4nara and blossom at various seasons of the year.

Oldenlandia corymbosa, L., and O. difiusa, Roxb., are common weeds
found in moist places throughout the district of North Kanara.

Oldenlandia Heynii, Br.—A common herb appearing during the rainy

season.

Anotis foetida, Dalz.
;
A. camosa, Dalz. ; and A, Rheedii, W. & A.—'Com-r

mon herbs appearing during the rainy season.

AppcD^i^^
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Ophkrrhisa Hsrrigiaiia, Heyne.— common herb on the ArbaiJ Ghit
and elsewhere in North K&nara. Flowers in the rain; season.

Gardenia lucids, Roxb.

—

A small tree with resinous buds common in the
Siddipor tiluka. Yields the dikemdli resin used in cutaneous diseases.

Mowers in the hot season.

G. gummifera, L.— A bosh with resinous buds. This species also

yields a resin much used in skin-diseases.

Knoxia corymbosa, Willd.—An annual, common about Tell4por at the
end of the rainy season.

Canthium Rheedii, D. C.—An armed shrub, common about Yelli^por,

erect, not scandent. Mowers in the hot season..

G. parvifloram. Lamk.—A rigid shrub armed with straight i^iaes and
found near Pala. Mowers in the hot season.

Vangueria spinosa, Roxb.—A small tree with large green globose finiit.

Pyrenes four to five black. Mowers in the cold and hot seasons.

Ixora lanceolaria, Colebr.—Shrub found in the evergreen forests of the
Kumta subdivision. Mowers in the cold season.

I. brachiata, Roxb.—A small tree found in the evergreen forests through-
out the district. Mowers in January.

I. nigricans, Br.—A very common shrub with handsome flowers, growing
in the evergreen forests of North Kdnara. Mowers in April and May.

Pavetta indica, linn—There are two distinct varieties of this shinb.in
North Kanara, one with glabrous and the other with tomentose leaves.

Both are common throughout the district and flower in the hot season.
Morinda citrifoha, L.—A smaU tree with yellow wood common near

Devikop.

Psychotria truncata. Wall., and P. Dalzellii, Hook, F.—Both these shrubs
are very common throughout North Kinara. P. truncata flowers in the
hot season and P. Dalzelii during the rainy season.

Cbasalia cuiviflora, Thw.—A common shrub in parts of Einara, mostly
found in evergreen forests. Mowers during the hot season.
Rubia cordifolia, linn.—A climbing plant with scabrid leaves, very

common in parts of the Yellipur sub-division. Mowers during the rainy
season.

CompoaitcB.—Veronia divergens, Benth., and V. indica, Clarke. These
two species are found throughout Einara, flowering in the cold season.
Adenostemma \-iscosum, Forst.—A common erect herb of North Einara.
Elephantopus scaber, linn. — Common everywhere, flowering in the rainy

Season.

Grangea madraspatana, Poir.—A common rice-field species, fiowming
throughout the year.

Epaltes divancata, Cass.—A rice-field species flowering during December
and January.

Sphaeranthus indicus, L.—Common in rice-fields during the cold and hot
Seasons.

Eclipta alba, Hassk.—Common during the rainy season at Eirwiir.
Blainvillea latifolia, D. 0.—A common herb, appearing during the rainy

season.

WedeUa urticaefolia, D. C.—Common at Eirwfir during August.
Glossocardia linearifolia, Cass.—A very small plant appeMing during the

ramy season.
® ^

Laun^ pinUatifida, CaSs.—A species growing on the sand ahmg the
coast. Mowers during the rains.

Ca-rnpanvlacem.—lobelia trigona, Roxb.
during the rainy season.

-A. taU hollow-steamed plant with minute
**** S^bfAdrii, flowering during the onkt

A common herb aj^iearing
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zeylanica, Linn. A common shrub found in

parts of North KAnara, flowering in the cold season.

- P; rosea L. Shrub cultivated for its handsome flowers by the Havigs

in their betelnut gardens, and has escaped cultivation in many places, being

found on the pathways near their houses.

Myrginece. Maesa indica. Wall. A small tree very common on the

Devimani Ghdt, flowering in ^e cold season.

Maesa dubia, WaU.—A hairy shrub found near the falls of Gersappa

and elsewhere, flowering during the cold season.

Myrsine capitellat^ Wall.— A small tree common near the falls of

Gersappa. Flowers in the cold season.

Embelia robusta, Roxb. — A rambling scandent shrub, very common
above and below the Sahyadris. Flowers during the rainy season.

E. Bibes Burni -“A scandent shrub found near the falls of Gersappa.

Flowers during the cold season.

Ardisia humiliSi VahL— An erect shrub very common in the evergreen

forests of North K^inara. Flowers in the hot season.

.^giceras majus, Gaertn. — A small tree growing near the coast,

lowers in the cold season.

Sapotacece. Bassia malabarica, Bedd. A small or middle-sized tree

found along river-banks in the Eumta sub-division. There are two varie-

ties of this tree, one with large and the other with small leaves.

'Sideroxylon Roxb.—A very common small tree found in

many of the evergreen forests above the SahyMris. Flowers in the cold

season.

Ehertacci. Maba nigrescens, Dalz.—A small tree foimd near the falls of

Gersappa and elsewhere in North Kduara. Flowers in the cold and hot

Season.

Diospyros pruriens, Dalz.—A medium-sized tree, found on the NiUcund

OhAfe Mowere in the cold season.

D. Embryopteris, Pers.—A small tree flowering in the cold season iuid

found near Yellipnr-

Diospyras microphyUa, Bedd.—An immense evergreen tree very common
in North Kinara. The foliage much resembles that of the boxwood tree in

Europe. Flowers in the cold season.

D. Tupru, Buch-Sam.—A small tree found near Yelldpur in North

Eteara. Flowers in the cold and hot seasons.

D. CandoUeana, Wgt.—A large tree with coriaceous leaves, flowering in

the hot season and found near Siddapur and elsewhere in North Elnara.

Diospyros paniculate, Dalz. — A large tree on the Sahy4dris near

Mavimone and found flowering during the cold season.

Styracem. Symplocos spicata, Roxb. A small tree common on the

Sahyadris. Flowers during the cold season.

S. Beddomei Clarke.—A tree found near YeUapur and doubtfully refer-

red at Eew to this species. Flowers during the rainy season.

Ofefflcew.—-Jasminum pubescens, WUld.; J. Bottlerianum, Wall.; J. flexile,

Vahl. • J. arborescens, Roxb.; J. Roxburghianum, Wall. All these species

of Jasminum are common, particularly J. Arborescens, throughout parts

of E4nara. The first four flower during the cold season, and the last

during the hot season.

Nyctanthes ^ small tree cultivated along the coast

in the villages. FlcWrers principally during the rainy season, A dye is

Obtained from the orange-coloured corolla tube.

Olea dioica Roxb.—A large evergreen tree, common in many of the

forests of North Efeara. Flowers in the cold season.

Linociera malah**’®*’ Wall—A small evergreen tree common in the

Yell4pur forests of North Eanara. Flowers during the cold season, the

4X 1 -icr 1+ rir onn' •
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.4pocy»aeecB.—Rauwolfia serpentina, Benth. A shrub wiQi haads«ne --t

white flowers, common at the beginning of the rainy season. '
; -nJ”

Vinca pussilla, Murr.—A small herb found near BeKkeii. Flowers in- -i'

September. /

Tabemamontana Heyneana, WaU.—A middle-sized tree, common ne^ _

'

YeUipur and elsewhere in North K^nara, flowering in the c old seascm.
,

The feuit rix)ens in the rainy season.

Holarrhena antidysenterica, WaU—A small tree very oonimcHi in NortA
K^nara. Flowers in the hot and rainy seasons.

Wrightia tinctoria, Br., and W. tomentosa, Boem.—Two small tre^, very -
^

common in parts of K4nara along the Sahy^dris, flowering in the hot s^tscmi

Ichnocarpus frutescens, Br.—A cUmbing shrub common in NortibKinaruj 1

;

flowering in the cold season.
;

Chonemorpha macrophyUa, D. Don.—An immense climber, common in

North K4nara. Flowers in May and June. . ;

Aselepiadeai.—Hemidesmus indicus, R. Br. A twining plant, very con- ;

mon in North Kdnara ; the root yields a kind of sarsaparilla. FIowot in >

the hot season. .

'

~:J

Holostemma Rheedii, R. Br.—A twining shrub common about
during the rainy season. - -

Galatropis gigantea, R. Br.—^A large shrub, common in dry situations m'
‘

North K^nara. Flowers throughout the year. *

Asclepias curassavica, L.—A herb with beautiful red and yelfew ..

flowers. Common throughout the year in North Kinara, and intr^m^
from the West Indies.

Mitrasacme polymorphs, Br.—A small herb three to four inchra high
,

Common near Miijan in September. .

Gymnema sylvestre, R. Br.—A twining shrub common about EArwfr -‘-

during the rainy season.

Tyophora asthomatica, W. & A.—A climbing plant found at Kdiwdr. ,

Flowers in J uly.
" -

Loganiacea.—Fagraea oborata, Wall A scandent, common in the forests

of North Kinara. Flowers during the rains.

Gentianacece .—Exacum punulum, Gries
; FL bicolor, Roxb.; E. petiolare^

Gries. All common herbs, appearing during the rainy season in North
K4nara.
Hoppea fastigiata, Clarke.— A small herb common in grassy places •

throughout the forests of North K4nara and appears in August.
Er^hraea Roxburghii, Don.—A small herb with pretty star-like flowers

common in the rice-fields after the rainy season.

K ramosissima, Pers. — A small herb common on the laterite rocks j.

near Kumta after the rainy season.

Canscora decurrens, DaJz.; C. perfoliata, Lamk.; and 0. diffusa, R. Rx>wn.—These three species are common in North Kdnara in favourable localities,

flowering in the cold season.

C. decussata, Roem.—A species with winged stem and 3-nerved sesile

leaves found near Yelldpur. Flowers in October.
'

Limnanthemum cristatum, Gries.—A very handsome flowered aquatic
plant with orbicular cordate leaves. Common in ponds throughout North
Kinara.

Hydrophyllacete.—Hydrolea zeylanica, Willd. A creeping herb common
in most places with deep blue flowers which appear in the cold season.-

'

Boraginece.—Ehretia laevis, Roxb. A small tree common in Mundgod*
petty division. Flowers in April.

Ehretia canarensfe, JVIiq.—A small tree found in the evergreen forests
near Yelldpur. Flowers at the beginning of the rainy season.
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]^iabdia lysiodes, Mart.—A shrub common along river-banks, flowering

in the cold season.

Coldenia procumbens, L.—A weed common in rice fields in the cold s^son.
Heliotropimn indicum, L.—A common herb near YelMpur and else-

vrltere, flowering in the hot season.

H. strigosum, WillA

—

A very common rice field weed found in North
E4nara.
H. matifolium, Retz.—^A common diffiise herb, flowering in the hot

^^on.
Cosdia -Myxa, lann.—A small tree common throughout the district, par-

ticularly about Mnndgod. Flowers in the hot season.

Cordia Wallichii.

—

A small tree with densely tomentose leaves. Common
about Mundgod, and flowers in the hot season.

Cordia obUqua, Willd.-^A small tree found near Mundgod with slightly

oblique glabrous leaves, and flowering in March. Has been referr^ at

Kew to this species.

Cynoglossum furcatum. Wall.—An erect herb, flowering during the
rainy season. Common at YeUapur.
- ConvohmlaeecB. —^ Erycibe panicnlata. A large climber. Common in

North K4nara.
A^yreia speciosa, Sw. (Elephant Creeper).

—

A common climber in

North E4nara. Flowers during the rainy season.

Tpomea reptans, Foir.
;

I. bUoba, Siv.
; I. angustifolia, Jacq. ;

!•

Tur^thum, Br.j I. vitifolia, Siv. ; I. obscura, L ,
and I. digitata, L.—These

and several other species are common about the forests on the Sahyddris.

L belbba. Sweet, is found on the coast growing on the sand.

Evolvulus hirsutus, Lam.—A small herb -wdth blue flowers. Common in

the rice-fields during the cold season.

Solanaeeas,—Solanum indicum, L., flowers in the cold and rainy season.

S. Xmithocarpum, Willd., flowers tdl the year. S. verbascifoUum, Linn.,

flowers in the rainy season. S. giganteum, Jacq., flowers in the rainy and
cold seasons. S. bigeminatum, Nees, found near Yellipur and flowers

during the rains. S. l»ve, Dunal, flowers in the rainy season. All these

species are common throughout North E4nara in favourable localities.

Datura fastuosa, L.—^The common datura plant. Flowers at difierent

times.

-Scropkiilanneee.—Limnophila racemosa, Benth. This and several other

species are common in North Ednara on the borders of ponds,

YandeUia criistaceae, Benth.—An herb found near YeUdpur. Flowers
in June.

Striga orobanchiodes,Benth.—A common parasitic herb appearing during

the rainy i^ason.

S. Hirsuta, Benth.—An herb, flowers during the rainy season.

Centranthera Bmnoniana, Bth.—A small herb found in rice fields and
common in North Eanaia.

, Bamphicorpa longiflora, Benth.—Very common at YeUapur during the

rainy season
' Sopubia delphinifoUa, G. Don.—An erect annual appearing during the

rains in North Kdnara near YeUapur. Also common in the drier climate

near Dharwar.
BiffTwniacecB .—Spathodea crispa, WaU. A middle-sized tree, with hand-

some Powers which appear in the hot season. AU the other species found

in North KAnara are mentioned above pp. 60-76. Panjanetia Bheedii is a

common tree in parts of YeUdpur sub-division.

PedalinecB.—Martynia diandra, Don. An introduced plant, has run wfld

in various parts of the district. Flowers in the cold season.
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Sesamum indicinn,D.C.—Cultivated plant ; found occasionally aloi^irwd-

sides, having sprung up from seeds dropped by the wayside.

AcarUhacece.—Thunbergia fragrans, Boxb. A commmi dimlnng |dant

found in North Kanara. Flowers in the rainy season during Octolxar.

T. mysorensis, Wgt.—A beautiful climber, common near the faUs oi

Gersappa. Flowers in May.
StrobUanthes Heyneanus, D.C. ; S. sessiliodes, Wgt. (variety) ; S.

rimus, D.C. ; S. callosus, WalL ; S. Neesianus, Wgt. j S. cLUatus, Nees.

All these species of Strobilanthes are common in North Blinara. S. cab

losus and S. Neesianus cover immense tracts of forest as undergrowth.

S. asperrimus and S. callosus flower at fixed times and after a number of

years. S. sessiliodes flowers in the rainy season and yearly. 8. Neeaimius

and S. ciliatus flower during the cold season.

Barleria involucrata, Nees.—A beautiful blue-flowered ^pemes appeaodg

in flower during November.
B. nutans, Nees.—Found near Sidddpnr. Flowers in May.
Blepharis asperrima, D.C.—A very common sub-erect herb. Flowersm

the hot and rainy seasons.

Gymnostachyum latifoUum, T. Anders.—A shrub found in many of fba

North Kanara forests. Flowers in the- cold season.

Acanthus ilicifolia, Juss.—A common shrub, along the banks of tidal

rivers. Flowers in the rainy season (June).

Justicia montana.—A large leafed shrub found near Sidddpur. Flowers

in May,
Eranthemum crenulatum, Wall.—A shrub common in the forests dutii^

December.
Dsedalacanthus montanus, T. Anders.—A common shrub in North

K4nara. Flowers in December.
Bhinacanthus communis, D.C.—A common shrubby plant in the drier

parts of North Kanara nearthe Dhdrwdr frontier. Flowers in the hot seascm.

Phaylopsus parviflora, WiUd.—Common near YeUdpur during the ho*
season. The flowers are very -viscid.

Several species of Adhato^ and Justicia are also found, but generally

cultivated as road-side trees or for their flowers.

Verbenacece.—Symphorema involucrata, Boxb. A climber, flowering in

the hot season in North K4nara, and found in evergreen forests.

S. polyandra.—An erect spreading shrub found near Mundgod, flowering

in the hot season. Not observed so far north up to the present.

Premna latifolia, Boxb.—A small tree common in North Kinara on the
coast. Flowers during the hot and rainy seasons.

Premna serratifoUa, linn.—A shrub common near the coast at Belikeri.

Flowers in the rainy season.

Premna sp.—A climbing shrub with regular flowers in large corymbose
coloured cymes. Common throughout the forests of North Kinara, and
probably a new species.

CalHcarpa WaUichiania, Walp.—A small tree or large shrub, very com-
mon throughout the evergreen forests of North Kinara. Flowers in the
cold season.

Clerodendron infortunatum, Linn., and C. serratum.—Both flower during
the rainy season ; the former is very common in North Kinara.

Avicennia officinalis, L.—A small tree -with opposite coriaceous leaves.
The seeds have a woolly radicle. The s«i-shore at Kdrwdr is often strewn
wth these seeds carried down the Kalinadi during the monsoon. Flowmrs
in the hot season.

Orobanchew.—./Eginetia indica. A common parasitic herb in North
Kanara. Flowers in the rains,'



2aStafe<e.—Qdjniim canom, Lmn. Aa er^ hrarb cratumon iit |Murts of

Kinara.—^Mowers in lie cold s^son. Tans
tHrophyUa tomentosa^ Dalz.—A small herb common in tiie rice fields of

. the ^nmta sub-division. Flowers daring the cold season.

f^ectmnthns striatus, BUl

—

common herb appearing daring the rainy

aeafitm near YelMpor.
~ ColebrO^da oppositifolia, Sm,—A common herb found on ihe Ghdte
^^wers dining ^e'rains.

. ,
Ajnoceb^us capitatus, Bth.—^A small herb appearing daring the rainy

sea^mi. are many other herbs belonging to this &mily indigenous

in l^oiih Kinara, and flowering throo^out the year.

NycUtgineoB,— Boerhaavia diflusa, Linn., and B. repanda, Will. Both
ejoamon species in North Ktinara, flowering in the rainy season.

"Mirabms jalapa, Spr., and Boogainvillea spectahOhl^ are omamentid
.
guden shrute intarodm»d into K4naia.

Ammrantacece .—Amarantus spinosus, Linn., and Amarantns Tiridis,. L.

Ifoth th6se species are very common about TelMpur, and flower in the

cold season.

Polygonaeece.—Polygonum rivolare, Koenig ; P. el^ans, Boxb ; P.

OhinenM, Willd. J
and P. Plebejium, R. Br. these species are common

herbs in North Ktmara, flowering in the cold and hot seasons.

AristolochiaeeeB.—Aristolochia indica, WiUd. A climbing and twining

dumb common above and below the Sahy4dris. Flowers in the hot and

rainy seasons.

Bragantia Wallichii, R. Br.—^A common plant in North Kdnara.

,
PiperocMs.—Piper {Wightii) A common climbing shrub in most of Uie

evergreen forests of North Kinara.

, Jfyrigtieece.—Myristiea laorifoUa, Hf. and T. A large tree common onW Safaytdris. Yields an inferior kind of natm^ called “rdmphol.”

Flowers in the cold season.

Myristiea corticosa. Lour.— One of the commonest evmgreen trees in

Nor^ Kinara. Flowers in the cold season.

Myristiea malafaarica, Lam.—A large tree common in the Kumta
subdivision below the Ssdiy&dris. Flowers in the cold season.

Myristiea magnifica, Bedd.—A large tree on the Devimane Gh4t, but

prob^ly identd^ with M. laurifolia, Hf. and T. Flowers in the cold

season.

Laurinea.— Oryptocaiya Wightiana, Thw. A large tree, common in

North Kinara. Flowers daring the cold season.

Beilschntedia fogifolia, Ness. A middle-sized tree on the Sayhddris.

Flowers in the hot seasons and found near Yellipur.

Actinodaphne Hookeri, D.O.—^Tree cormnon about Yellipur and flowers

in the rsdny season.

litsea zeylanica, Ness.—^A small tree common about Yellipur, and

.flowers in the cold season.

.Tetranthera tomentosa, Boxb .—

A

corrunon shrub or small tree in North

Kinara. Flowers in the rainy season.

Several other species of this genus are common in the North Kinara

forests. Ihis genus has been included imder Litsea in the " Genera Plan-

.tarum ” of Bentham and Hooker.

Casrytha fihformis, Linn-—^A parasitic herb with filiform stems common
on trees in North Kinara. Flowers during September.

JSlaeagnaeece .
—^Elmagnus latifoUa. A dmaber with silvery leaves, very

common in North Kinara. Flowers in November.

Zoranthaeeee.—Yiscum angulatum, Heyne. A leafless parasite, common
on trees on the Sahyidris, Flowers in April.

B 1218—56
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Loranthus Wallichianus, Schnlt. ; L. longifloras,Don.
; and L. umbellatus,

Heyne.—These are the commonest species of Loranthus found on trees on
the Sahy&dris of North Kdnara. All flower during the hot season and
also in the rainy season.

Santalacece .—Osyris Wightiana, WaU. A common shrub found in most
paits of North Elinara, but particularly common about Karwir. Flowers

. in the hot and rainy seasons.

JSuphorbiacece .—Euphorbia Bothiana, Spr., flowers in the cold season ;

E. notoptera, Boiss., flowers in the cold season
;
E. piluHfera, L., flowers in

the rainy season ; E. thymifolia, Willd., flowers in the rainy hot and cold

seasons ; E. parviflora, Willd., flowers in the rainy hot and cold seasons ;

E. uniflora, Eoxb., flowers in the rainy and cold seasons
;
and E. hirta,

WiUd., flowers in the rainy and hot seasons. All these herbs are common
in favourable lo^hties throughout North E4nara.

Securinega obovata, Willd.—A small tree very common in North E4nara.
Flowers in the hot season.

S. Leucopyrus, Roxb.—A shrub common near Kdrwdr. Flowers in the

hot season.

Bischoflfla javanica, Bl.—A large tree not common in North Eanara,
found in the Sirsi sub-division. Flowers in the cold season.

Cyclostomon macrophyllus, BL—A tree found near Katgal, flowering in
November.

Antidesma diandra, Tnlasne.—A small tree or shrub very common in

North Kdnara. Flowers in June,

A lanceolatum, Tulasne.—A large shrub found near K4rw4r, nearly allied

to A. diandra Tulasne.

A. Ghsesembilla, Gaert.—A small tree, not common. Found near Bjt-
vatti in North Ednara, Flowers in the rainy season.

A. Menasu, Mull. Arg.—A small tree growing in the evergreen forests

of the Sirsi and Sidddpur sub-divisions, and flowering in the hot season.
PhyUanthus nitidus, Mull.—A smaU'tree. Flowers in* the hot season.

Common on the Sayhddris.

PhyUanthus reticulatus, Poir.—A straggling shrub. Flowers in the cold
season.

P. polyphyUus, Willd.—A shrub common near Kdrwar. Flowers in the
rainy season.

P. Juniperoides, Mull.

—

A shrub common along river banks. Flowers
in the cold season.

P. canaranus, MuU.—A shrub common in North Kdnara. Flowers in
the hot season.

P. tomentosus. Mull.—A small tree flowering in the hot season.
P. Hohenakeri, Mull.—A middle-sized tree common on the Sahyddris,

in flower in the cold season, and found near Yellapur in the evergreen
forests.

P. simplex, Retz.—An herb. Common during the rainy season in North
Kdnara.

P. Niruri, Willd.—An herb. Common during the rainy season(September)
in North Kdnara.

P. Ijeschenaultii, MuU.—A climber found in North Kdnara and flowOTS
in the rainy season.

P. Neilgherrense, Wgt.—A smaU tree common in North Eldnara and
flowers in the hot season.

Briedelia stipularis, L,—A scandent shrub common in North Kdnara.
Flowers in the cold season.

Trewia nudiflora, L.—A common tree in North Kdnara and flowers in
tne hot season.
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Mallotos albas, Roxb.—A middle-sized tree very common in many ever-

green forests. Flowers during the rainy season,

M. aureopunctatus, Dalz.—A shrub' very common on the Ankola sub-

di-vision ghats. Leaves covered with resinous dots underneath. Flowers in

tiie cold season.

MaUotus repandus, Willd.—A climbing and scandent shrub common in

the YeUdpur sub-division and flowers during the rainy season.

Homonoya riparia, Lour.—A very common shrub along river-courses.

Flowers in the cold and hot seasons.

H. retusa, Wgt.—This species is also very common along many rivers,

Flowers in the hot season.

Blackia umbellata, Baillon.—A shrub common on the De'vdmane Ghdt.

Flowers in November.
Cleistanthus malabaricus, Mull.—A large shrub, found hear the falls of

Gersappa. Flowers in the cold season.

Excoecaria insignia, Royle.—A common tree about Kdrwdr. Flowers in

the hot season.

E. agaUocha, WiUd.—A large shrub very common along the banks of tidal

rivers in North Elnara. Floats for nets are made from the cork-bke roots.

The milky juice of this, shrub is acrid and poisonous.

Tragia involucrata, Willd.—A twining plant covered, 'with stinging

haira Flowers in the rainy season.

Jatropha Curcas, Roxb.

—

A common shrub along road-sides, a native of

Brazil.

J. glandulifera, Roxb.—A large shrub found near Kdrwar. Flowers
daring the rains.

Orozophora pUcata, Dalz.—Oommon herb in rice-fields near Mundgod.
Flowers in the cold and hot seasons.

Melanthesa turbinata, Wgt. —A bush common in North Elnara.
Flowers in the hot season.

Micrococca mercurialis, Bth.—An herb, common about Edrwilr and
appearing in July.

Sebastiana Chamalea, MuU, Arg.—A small plant, appearing at Edrwar
during August.

Urticacte.— Fleurya interrupta, Wgt.—A common weed about Earwar
appearing during the rains.

Elatostemma cuneatum, Wgt.—A small herb found near YeUdpur.
Flowers in October.

E. oppositifohum, Dalz.—Found near Eatgal and flowers in September.
Celtis trinervia, Roxb.—A small or middle-sized tree, common on the

Sayhddris. Flowers during the rainy and cold seasons.

Ficus cineraacens, Thw.—An immense tree growing in the North Ednara
evergreens. Common in many forests above and below the Sahyddris.

Fruit green.

F. oppositifolia.—A small tree ver]^common in damp situations. Fruit

green when ripe.

F. caulobotiya; Mig.—Common near Mundgod.
F. parasitca, Eoenig.—A very common species, epiphytic. Fruit yellow,

when ripe.

Ficus Tjakela, Mig.—A large handsome tree, common in North Ednara^
F. nervosa, Roth.—A large tree common below the Sahyddris in Eumta.
F. leucocarpa, Mig.—A large tree allied to F. glomerata.

F. Mysorensis, Roth.

—

A very large tree with yellow sessile figs. Com-
mon in Sirsi and YeUApur.

Ficus cordifolia, Roxb.—A small tree common along the coast, also,

found in rocky places above the Sahyadris.
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Bodimeria malabarica, Wedd.—A ehrub common on <%dt.

Flowers in the cold season. ^

Debr^easis longifblia, WedA—A small tree emnmcaam the Kmnta end
l^ddipnr sub-divisions. Flowers in the cold seascHL

Fonzolzia pentandra, Bennet.—^A small idintb, oommcm neMr FsBa.
Mowers in ihe cold season.

Pouzolzia Btocksii, Wi^t. — A small herb commosi near Eaiwdr,
appearing daring the rainy season.

Moras indica, L.—An introdnced qtecks found in gardens near Kdrwar.
Mowers daring the rainy season.

Gnetaceae.-^netam scandens, Roxb. A scandent chmb common in

the North Fanara forests. Mowers daring the cold season.

Monacottladones ;— Smilaeeae.— Sndlax indica, Fitm. and Smdax
oppositifolia, L. Both these climbers are common about Sarwir and
other places daring the rainy season.

Asparaginece.— Asparagos racemosns, Boxb. A common ^hnb^ in

North EAnara. Mowers in the rainy and cold seasons.

Oiogeorinete.— Dioscorea dmmona, Boxb. ; D. vmsicolor. Ham. ;~a&d
D. triphylla Linn. All common species, appearing daring the rainy seascm.

Aponogeteae.— Aponogetom monostiushyam, lann. A plant cmumma in

pon^ near PMa and flowering in the cold season.

Alismaeeee.—Sagittaria triandra. Common in ponds daring the cold

season.

Pontederiaeea.—Pontederia vaginalis, Lenn. A pretty bine-flowered

species common near water in North Kdnara. Mowers in the hot itnd

cold seasons.

Liliacece.—Oloriosa superba, Lam. An extensive climber of North
Kanara, appearing daring the rainy season.

Iphegenia indica.—A small herb appearing during the rainy season at

YeUApur and KArwar.
Aroidece.—Pothos scandens, Linn. A common climBing slirab thitn^gh-

out North KAnara. Mowers in the cold season.

Scindapsus pertusus, Schott—A climber with thick stems, not so common
as Pothos but found in many evergreen forests of North KAnara.
Mowers in the cold season.

Arisaema neglectum, Schott, and A. Murrayii, Dalz. — Both species

common at the beginning of the rainy season in North KAnara.
Amorphophallus campanulatus, Bl. — Foimd at the beginning of tihe

rainy season in damp situations, but rare; also cultivated.

Aiiopsis peltata. Grab.—A beautiful small plant with a simple peltate
leal Yery common on rocks and in other situations along the coast and
appears during June and July.

Bemusatia vivipara, Schott.—Common on trees on the SahyAdru^ not
often seen in flower.

Theriophorum DalzeUii, Schott.—Common in KarwAr during July. -

Xyridece. —Xyris schaenoides, Mart. A small herb common in the
rice-fields at the end of the rainy and cold seasmis. This species may tom
out to be simply X. indica of Lonn.

Orchidaceoe.—Oberonia recurva, lind. A minute orchid on trees of the
SahyAdiis, flowering in the cold season.

Dendrobium macraei, IJnn.—A large orchid commcm on tarees <m tiie

ghAts. Mowers at the beginning of the rmny season.
CSrro^talum fimbriatum, Hook.—^The umbrella orchid commcm on ^

SahyAd^ near Supa. Mowers in the hot season.
Micropera macolata, Dalz.—Found on trees near Supa and flowers in

the hot season.
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&co(d&biiim gattatom, linA — Oommon on trees cm tibe ^its, and
&}wers jnst tAefore the rainj season.

Steo^$iuin pc^illosam, LinA—A fine bat most common species grow-

ing on mangoe and other trees in Dharwir and Kinara. Flowers ^ore
the rainy season.

- Habmiaria rotnndififiia, LinA ; JBL modrata, Dalz. ; H. lonpcalcarata, A.
SUidi ; H. mu^inata and H. ela^ Dalz. and Habenaria, Sp-—All common
in K4nara during the rainy season.' Ground orchids.

l^anthera Suaumete, LiuA—^A ground orchid common near Tellapar

a the end of the tainy season (September).

- Musaeece.—Musa ^pientum, WilA, or Willd Plantain.—Wild in North
Einara, apparently escaped from cultivation.

.M. supwba, Boxb.—A truly wild species growing on the Sahyddris.

Mowma daring the rainy season.

Zingibentcece.—Globa marantina, L. A yellow flowered species common
throu^^out Ncuth Eanara. Flowers in August.

Zinziber Oassumunar, Boxb.—Common in the North K4nara forests

Aoring the rainy season.

Z.Jiaraostachyum, Dalz.—A red stemmed plant common in the North

EanSta fwests daring the rainy season.

Alpinia AUughas, Koscoa—This and two other species of the genus are

ccnnmon in Noi^ E^mara during the rainy season.

Gostus speciosus, Smith.—A very common and handsome species flower-

ing daring the rainy season in the North Kinara forests.

Oorcuma zeodaria, Boxb.—^Appears just before the rainy season.

C. amada, Roxb.—^This species is found in the Yellipur sub-division

fimests but nowhae abund^t. Flowers in June.

AnuvryUtdcKecB.—Grinam asiaticiun, L. Common in the Fila forests,

flowering in June.
HypweidacecB—Curculigo malabarica, Wgt. A common herb during the

ndny seascm. in North Einara. -

TaceacecB.—Taoca pinnatifida, Forst—

A

common herb appearing daring

the rainy season.

Hydrocharidaceae. — Ottelia indica, Planch. Common in some ponds

near P4Ia and flowers in the cold season.

Palmas. — Phcenix sylvestris, Roxb. Tree thirty to forty feet high,

found near F&la and very common in the Dharwar district, where the

wood is much used for building purposes. Flowers during the cold season.

P. farinifera, Rox.—A small always short-stemmed spwies with slender

teaves and flowering in the hot season. The fruit which is edible ripens in

May and turns quite black.

Calamus rotang, WiUd.—The common cane of North Eanara. Flowers

in the rainy and cold season.

Calamus, Sp.—The nagbet of North Ednara. An undescribed species

differing in many respects from C. rotang of WillA
Saguerus Wightu.—A most beautiful palm growii^ on the Sahy^dris in

the Ankola sub-division and also abundant on the Nilkund Ghit. Flowers

the cold season ;
fruit ripens in June.

PandaTMceai.—Pandanus furcatus, Roxb. and P. odoratissimus, la'nn.

Both these srew palms are common in North Einara.

- Enocendoneas.—'E. sexangulare, Linn.; E WaUichiantim, Mart; K
acranthemum, Mart. ; and E pygmaeum, Dalz.—These species are common
throughout North Einara in rice-fields and damp places.

E. Dalzellii, Eoeris,—Found in water near Belikeri during the rains.

Cyperaceas.—Many species of Cyperus and Fimbristylis.

Gkaminaceae.—Many genera and species.

AppeBApya;
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Appendix Filices.—Lygodium piimatifidum, Sw. ; L. microphyllum, Fpr. ; Osmunda

Tbeks and Sheubs. regalis; L. ; Cheilanthus tenuifolia, Sw. ;
Davallia tenuifolia, Sw. j Alsophila

glabra, Hk. ; Angiopteris erecta, Hoffm. ;
Belchnum orientale, L. ,• Aeros-

tichum virens. Wall. ;
Adiantum caudatum, L. ;

Nephrodinm ciliatum,

C.B.C.; Gleichenia dichotoma, Willd.; and Aspidaum polymorphum, Wall.

All these and several other ferns are common in favonrable localities in

North Kdnara.

Ophioglossmn nudicaule, L.f.—This small plant is found near Karwar
during July.

I/yc(ypodiacece.—Lycopodium cemecum, L. A common species of North
Ndnara.

Game Bibds.

I-
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GAME BIRDS.1
The game and other birds which are common over Western India and

are killed by sportsmen for the table, with a few exceptions, are fairly

represented in Kanara. Of birds which are found only in forest tracts,

and afford excellent sport if driven in the way coverts are driven for

pheasants in England, there are the Peafowl, Pavo cristatus ; the Grey
Ju^lefowl, Gallus sonnerati; and the Spurfowl, Galloperdix spadiceus. The
laying season of all three is from March to June. Their nests are
formed on the ground, and as many as ten eggs have been found in a single

nest. The young birds "are excellent eating, especially during the cold
weather months.-

Of Parteidges there are two kinds, the Painted, Erancolinus pictus,

which is found in fair numbers over the grassy and bushy lands along the
more open parts of the forests bordering on Dh4rw£r from Haliy^ to
Mimdgod and Pdla. They are also occasionally found on the grassy slopes
of the Sahyadris where the earlier ash-manure tillage has destroyed the
forest. The Grey Partridge, Ortygomis ponticeriana, is common on the
outskirts of the forests both above and below the Sahyadris. Both kinds
make their nests on the groimd and lay five to six eggs which are hatched
during the early rains.

S.4XD Grouse, Pterocles, Bustard, Eupodotis edwardsii, and the Demoi-
selle Crane, Anthropoides virgo, though common in Dh^rwdr, are unknown
in Kanara. On the other hand the Florikin, Sypheotides aurita, occasionally
occurs along the eastern border of the district and on the grassy slopes of
the Sahyddria It is a cold weather visitant and is not known to breed in
Kdnara.

Of Quail there are many kinds. The Jangle Bush Quail, Perdicula
asiatica

; the Rock Bush Quail, Perdicula argoonda
;
and the Painted Bush

Quail, Microperdix erythrorhynca, are found aU the year round
;
and the

Large Grey Quail, Cotumix communis, and the Bain Quad, Cotumix
coromandelica, arrive with the close of the rains. The grey quail perhaps
comes later and certainly leaves very much earlier than the rain quail which
otten remains till driven out by the south-west rains in June. Bain quail
are known to breed in Kanara in October and even later, and the young
brwds are often unable to get on the wing before the end of November,

run even into December when eggs are sometimes seen. Both the
Lar^ Grey and the Bain Quail come in varying, but generally in consi-
derable numbers. They spread over the fields and grassy lands in the more

Contributed by Colonel W. Peyton, Conservator of Forests.
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open parts of the forests bordering on Dhdrwar, and between Halfydl,
’ Mnndgod and PAla. Occasionally excdlent bags of quail may be made

;

four guns are known to have killed 113 couple in one day about HaUyaL
The Large Grey is not nearly so common as the Rain Quail, and it is both
better shooting and better eating. Except a stray bird, neither the Grey
nor the Rain Quail is found below the Sahy^dris. The Blackbreasted
Bustard Quad, Turnix taigoor, is also found in great numbers in grassy
forest patches. They remain in bevies of considerable numbers through the
hot weather months until driven out by the south-west rains. The absence
of the hind toes make this quail remarkable. The Button Quail, Tumix
dussumieri, is also common in the more open parts and remains throughout
the year.

Of Plovers, both the Grey, Squatarola helvetica, and the Golden,
Gharadrius fulvus, are found in flocks on the coast along tidal creeks and
backwaters. The golden plover is rare. They come with the cold weather
and leave at its close. Both varieties of plover are excellent eating. Their
flight is, at times, exceedingly strong and rapid, and to rake a passing

flock the shot must be fired a little ahead of the birds. The Redwattled
Iiapwing, liobivanellus indicus, and the Yellowwattled Lapwing, Lobipluia

malabarica, are both common, especially the Redwattled Lapwing which
is seen almost everywhere. The Stone Plover, Esacus recurvirostris, and
(Edicnemus crepitans are both common, the former on the coast and inland
along the ponds and rivers

; and the latter, under the name of the Bastard
Floiiin, in dry parts among bushes and in low grass. They are not
particularly good eating. It is doubtful whether the Stone Plover remains
in the district ; the Bastard Florikin assuredly remains and breeds during
the hot months. There are also the large and lesser Sand Plovers,

.^gialitis geofiroyi and mongola, the Kentish Ringed and Indian Small
Ringed Plovers, .^gialitis cantiana and curonicus, which are abundant both
on lie coast and along the ponds and rivers above the Sahyadris.

Of Snipe, the Common, Gallinago gallinaria
;
the Pintaded, Gallinago

sthenura; the Jack, Gallinago gaUinula; and the Painted, Rynchoea
bengalensis, are found in fair numbers both above and below the Sahyadris.

Along the tidal creeks and backwaters they are specially numerous. Up
the Kii.lina.fli river from K4rwar, the GangavaU river from Kumta, and the

Gersappa river from Hondvar fair bags may be made. The largest known
to one gun is twenty-seven couple. Snipe do not begin to arrive in Kdnara

before the middle of October, and they leave about the end of February.

A few remain all the year round and breed in the forest. Snipe shooting

is the cream of small game shooting, and a wonderful deal of fatiguing

walking and wading is done without knowing it if the birds are in plenty

ftTifl He fairly close. Snipe should be shot walking with the wind, as on

rising the birds almost always turn to windward. The Wood Cock is

almost unknown to many in Kanara, but four have been flushed at odd

times in the cold weather when following other game. Three of the four

.were killed. Of other wader birds which come with the cold weather,

there is the Curlew, Numenius arquata, which is found mostly along tidal

creeks and backwaters, and the Whimbrel, Kumenius phmopus, the Ruff,

Philomachus pugnax, and the Green and Red Shanks, Tetanus glottis and

calidris, wWch are also mostly tidal creek birds, but are sometimes found

on the ponds and rivers above the Sahyddris. They are cold weather

visitants and very indifferent eating. The White Ibis, Threskiomis

melanocephalus, and the Black Ibis, Geronticus papillosus, are also seen in

considerable numbers above and sparingly below the Sahyddris. The flesh

of both is coarse and unfit for the table.
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Of OooTS, bofb the Fnxple, PB^hyrio |Kdiooepitadii% imd Bid^ Oeet,

Fnliea alas, are common cm all tiie laigmr ponds alwve tlie S^]r4dn%'f^
the Water Hen, GaUinola chlorc^ns, and the Bails, Poisana anA Ballwi, are

common hotih in upland and lowland Kinara.

Of Geese there is the Blackhacked Goose, 8inm£oniis mejaunmti^
cmly one known, and the Goose-teal or Ootton hird, Hettopos cotoman-

delianiis.

Of Duck and Teal there is a large variety which come with the ecdd

weather in Hovembmr and stay till FeWm^, and some into Manh*
Among those found on the ponds along the eastern border toaching Hh&rwdr,

and which afford fair sport in years of average or of plentifol rainfilh are,

the Sjpotted Billed or Grey Dnck, Anas poecilorhyncha ; the Knta^ Iksfila

acuta; the Shoveller, ^>atula clypeata; the GadwaQ,ChauldaismuB lAri^enis;

the Bedhead Pochard, Fuligula fmina; the Widgeon, Mareos peqdc^; ^
Common Teal, Qnerquedula crecca, the- Binewinged Teid, Qnar^Bbedula

drcia; and the Whistling T^l, Dendrocygna javanica. The little Grebe,

Podiceps minor, is also everywhere common; but the Buddy Shkidiake or

Brahmani Duck, Casarca mUla, is only occasionally semi and oocuis bkho
often on the nplimd rivers and backwaters than on the uphmd pondo.
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A<Airis : SM Lollirs.

Adaiigaimi-Oai|^
.

group, 36, 38.
Adbatkis •• half sla?rea, 332, 3.33.

Agasams : washermen, 326, 327.
Age Det^ : iis.

Agen : depressed class, 360.

Aghandahani : river, 6.

Agsnr-SbettiAeii : forest group, 46, 48.

Ahi-Ksbetara : sm^e-land, 117 footnote 1.

Aigals : temple servants, 201.

Aigod-KuBvalli : forest group, 55, 56.

Alcsilis : goldsmiths, 258-260.

Alge-Kadgeri : forest group, 39.

ImltigB : fishers, 301 • 304.

Ancestor Worship : 291.

Andhra Brdhmans ; 135.

AnjidiT : island, 2.

Anhola : creek, 3 ; river, 7 ; forests, 46 - 48.

Antelope : four-homed, 102 ; Indian, 103.

Antravalli-Bhandvdl : forest group, 49, 50.

Appds : Iing4yat laymen, 175.

Appearance : of people, 118, 129, 130, 132, 134,

135, 137, 140, 169, 173, 175, 191, 193, 197, 203,
2K, 224, 286, 288, 322, 375, 382, 397, 401.

Aralrdd-Huttalmari : forest group, 33, 34.

Are Kardthds : husbandmen, 244, 245.

Area : district, 1 ; forest, 21.

ArerS : husbandmen, 213-216.

Artisans : 257 - 275.

Aspect : 2-4.

AtteVakkals : husbandmen, 248-251.

Annli-Mandorli : forest group, 35, 36.

Ayyds : ling^yat priests, 175, 177.

Bhdgani : river, 7, 8.

Badiges : carpenters, 261, 262,

Baitknl : cove, 2,

Bdkads : depressed class, 360-362.

Bdknrhole : stream, 6.

BdMghdt : u^and, 2.

Bdld^di : river, 5.

Balemani-Bhaire : forest gronp, 38, 89.

B 1218-57

Bdmane-Birampdli : forest group, 36.

Bindekdr Ydnis : traders, 181, 182.

Bdndis : bondsmen, 333,334.

Bangdrs : traders, 282.

Banjigs : traders, 175 - ISO.

Banvdsi : town, 7.

BaraGanga : river, 7.

Bardeskdr Brdhmans : 171.

Barking Deer ; lOl, 102,

Basrddnrg : island, 3.

Basrankopp-Bhedasganm : forest gronp. S'

Bdvds : priests, 223.

Bdvknle Vdnis = traders, 174.

Beds : depressed class, 362, 363.

Bedars : depressed class, 362 footnote 1.

Bedti ! river, 3, 5, 6.

Bees : 104-106.

Beggars : 348 - 354. :

.

Beldingaln-gdl : season, ll.

Beliheri ; bay, 2, 3 j river, 7.

Sellers : depressed class, 363, 364.

Beni-Israels : 411.

Bhdnd : hookswiuging, 247 and footnote 1.

Bhanddri Ydjantris : musicians, 316, 317.

Bhanddris :
palm-tappers, 286-288.

Bhanghis : see HaUlkhors.

Bhdsing : coronet, 156 and footnote 1.

BhdtidS : traders, 185.

Bhatkal : river, 7, 8 ; forests, 57, 58,

Bhatkaldorg ; place of interest, 3,

Bhedasgdve : hill, 4, 5.

Bhois : fishers, 304, 305.

Bidoli-Yadkal : forest group, 36, 37.

BilM-Bhartanhalli : forest group, 50, 51.

Birds: 446 -448.

Birth : customs, 124, 136, 150, 151, 178, 208,

233, 292, 303, 377, 388, 398, 405.

Birth-place : of people, H4,

Bisdln-gdl : season, 11.

Bison : the, 96-99.

Black Bear : 95.

Bogdrs : bangle-sellers, 272.

Bolnr-Nilkonl : forest group, 55, 56.

Boundaries : l.

Brdhmans : 116-178,
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f ' : 80.

4v:^i^dmg §tone : 19.

‘S'Sitrildo : basket-makers, 340, 341.

|- rIfoMals : depressed class, 364.

|-- C-

:|Q»tdy : Mr- R- R., I footnote 1 ; 79 footnote 1.

'g€u Feativals : 122, 123, 247.

\0HRier8-- 335-339.

Details : 114 - lie.

pSsmg&rs : shoemakers, 355.

. : {Mkhn-tappers, 293 - 295.

fealties : forest, 31.

^I^alr&dis : depressed class, 364 - 366.

hf^zis : husbandmen, 341-344.

Ikali-g&l ; season, 11.

J^fariduv-kal : season, 11.

il^a-Hasralli-Wftlbargi r forest group, 43, 44.

Brdhmans : 128, 129.

|mkte Slate : lo.

li^MiailS : see Katire Christiana.

.
Atistian Beverts : 397 -40a

iliftiaidty : 380.

K^01l:30.
! 20.

AiBeasoa : 12.

58, 59.

iyidlig of age : cnstoms, 126 • 127, 164, 281, 343,

'

iityMiiiitiBB : 412-415.

Ipt 'of Uvil^ : 121 and footnote 1, 129, 385.

d^artesaits : 32i - 326.

'

: 79, 80.

^loGOdiles : 95.

^nfawna : of people, 123-128, 150-168, 189, 195,

196, 215, 218, 234, 250, 281, 292, 300, 303, .323,

' r324, 337, 343, 356, 366, 373, 374, 376, 377, 387-

^1-384, 398 - 400, 405 -409.

JC^ones : 8, 9.

I' ,

Life : 120, 132, 138, 170, 173, 205, 231, 290,

372.

Paishaaigadda : hill, 4, 5.

llasia : slaves, 349.

IDmd -Wood : 29.

-J
Death : customs, 127-128, 164-168, 180, 189, 196,

"
211, 218, 219, 235, 236, 251, 377, 393. 394, 400,

1 409.

;''Deer •• 100-102.

'Impressed Classes : 359-380.
’ Dmdi : Mr. K. G., 19 footnote 1.

Description ; forest, 21.

De Soua ; Mr. P, P., 114 footnote 1 .

Deriuksth Brdhaaas ; 129, isa
'

DerarkaTlahalli-Adaahalli ; forestpeaR ga, 61 .

Derdigs : seeSappaligs,

Devk^-Derahmaklii : forest groap, 38, 39. ^

Dhangars : shepherds, 2^ 296. _ ' v
Dhors : tanners, 357, 358. ' -

D<^ : see Wild Dog. ^ ^ '

Domestic Anim^ : 79-80.

Donihalla : river, 5, 6.

Dress : of peojde, 119, 130, 134, 13^ 137, m.lW
187, 191, 193, 195, 197, 204, 214, 217, 222, ^ -

287, 289,299, 375,383,402,403. ‘ =

E. :

£ast-Indians : see Portugnese.

Ebden : Mr. E. J.,38.

Elephant : timber-dragging, 27,28. ’

English Troops : perished at Artjidiv, & .
'* '

Establishment : forest, 23, 24.

Europeans : 411. , . r

R -V
'^5'

Fernandez : Mr. P. P., 114 footnote 1,
*

Fish: 107-112 >
Fishing : ill, 112

Fishermen : 300-314. -

Floods : 8.
.

Food : of people, 118, 128, 130, 132, 134, 135, 137if
142 and footnote 1, 174, 175, 176, 191, 193, ^

217, 222, 231, 322,375,382,397,402.
Forests : 21-58. ' T
Fowls: 80, 81.

a
Gdbits : fishers, 305.

Gdli-kdl : season, 11.

6dm Yakkals : husbandmen, 220.

Gangdrali : river, 3, 5, 6 ; rock, 3.

Gdnig^ : oilmen, 277, 278.

Ganlis = cowherds, 296.

Ganndis : masons, 273, 274. -
;

Geology : 9, 11 .

Gersappa ; river, 3, 5, 7 ; waterfall, 6, 9.

Ghddis : soothsayers, 198, 199.

Ghadsis : see Mar4tha V^jantris,

GidbndMs : beggars, 349, 350,
'

Gods’ Names: 117, 121, 129, 130, 131, 134, 137, :

169, 174. 175, 194, 198, 202, 213, 230, 246,284,.

.

288,298,301,318,375.

Gokam ; town, 3.

Golak Sondrs : Goldsmiths, 260.
" ' -

Golaks : husbandmen, 344, 345,
'

'

GoUars : cow-keepers, 297.

Ghmdhlis : be^ais, 354.
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ImsbaDdmeo, i^-2S5;
;> 0Ob4to ! beggsrs, 350, 351.

.
/ftotnu : 117, 129, 130, 132. 133, 137, 140,. 186,

f
‘

1^,197,246,257,265.
V .&(uiite Sock : 10.

' . ChrassiSO.

. Oriahma : Hot season, 11.

Ckutd-SlUTipiU’ : forest group, 35, 36.

find^aBi : peak, 2 ; hill, 4, 5.

.0Bd:^:dr8: wood-eanrers, 265, 266.

Chgarit Vinis : traders, 188, 189.

;
Itoaps : temple senranti^ 199, 200.

Oars ; spiritiial teachers, 121, 131; 147 - 149, 177,
' 194^ 2^.

a
' .Hakkm : hnshaadmen, 136,245-248.

^ IfaUTIrkorB : depressed class, 368, 369.

Ealep^iks ; pate-tappers, 284-286.

. Sali^il : forests, 32-34.

1^; JQQler Y^aatris : mnsidans, 317.

Hallikop-Kadgod ; forest gronp, 51, 53.

;* Balvakki Yakkals : hnshandmen, 202- 213.

Haaban : husbandmen, 237 - 239.

^
- Haanidpnr-BoranAgfndi : forest group, 44, 45.

'' Harakaatras : fishers, 306, 307.

^
]^rale7 :-Wtr. W. H., 24.

Haakus : depressed class, 367, 368.

- Ba%ira : dq^ressed class, 366, 367.

Havig BnUimans : lie- 128.

Hebl^-YelTalli : forest group, 49.
" ^tiyar-TfanVi ; forest gronp, 57, 58.

H^^pur-Sobgeri : forest group, 40, 41.

.

' H^girmakigadde-Giile : forest group, 46, 47.'

Bomant : cold season, 11.

mils: 4-5.

Binniir-Gersappa-: forest gronp, 57, 58.

Hire-Bacliaitki-Ny&saxgi ; forest, gronp, 43, 45.

Hog Island : 3,

Mog : the, 96.

El^yds : depressed class, 369, 370.

Holidays -.146, 177, 193, 206, 207, 215, 218, 231,
- -244,290,386.

HondTar : river, 3 ; forests, 67, 58.

Honey : 30.

Hffltnblendes : lo.

Hoedd'Manki : forest group, 49, so.

BMSM80tt:12.
IHinses : ns, 128, 129, 130, 132, 135, I4i, 203,

217, 375, 382, 401, 412.

Hnkdli: hill, 4, 5.

, Hnliliond-Klisnr : forest group, 43, 44.

. Hunting Leopard : 94.

Hnsbandmen : 202 - 256.

l^ena: 94.

r:

Indian Gazelle : 103.

Inns : kept by wommi, 120 footnote 1.,

Iron: 19.

Jackal : 95.

Jdds : weavers, 276, 277.

Jains : hnshandmen, 229 - %6.
Jainism : 229.

Jdlikond : island, 3.

Jangams : see Ayyis.

.Tdnkadka.I-'M’ahi'ma : forest group, 57, 5S, -

Jingdrs : wood-workers, 266- 268.

Jogis : peddlers, 351-353.

Joishi BrdhmanB : 133.

K. ,

Habkers : fishers, 307 - 309.

Kadbdl-lllllekal : forest group, 51, 54.

Sladmigndda ; peak, 3.

Kdl : stream, 6.

Ealdls : tavern-keepers, 293.

Ealash : spirit-honse, 248 and footnote 1; .

Haldvants : courtezans, 321 - 325.

Kdle Knnbis : see Eonkan Knnbis.

Kalgdr-SMvgdvi : forest group, 61, 54.

Kdl^-lTsode : forest gronp, 36-38.

Hdlinadi : river, 2, 3, 4, 5.

KaUnkntigs : masons, ^4, 275.

Ealti^dda = hill, 4, 5.

Edmtiz: see' M41is.

Eanchngdrs : see K^s^.
Eangdris : depressed class, 373, 374.

Eannad : name of country, 1 footnote 2.

EannadEaldvants : courtezans, 324, 325.

,, Eelasis : barbers, 329.

„ Enmbdrs : potters, 269, 270.

„ Yanis : traders, 180, 181.

Eannigeri-Eondemani : forest group, 41.,.

Eanoja Brahmans : 172, 173.

Ednphdte Jogis : beggars, 353, 354.

Kare Yakkals = husbandmen, 221.

Earhdda Brdhmans : 132, 133.

Eamatak ; country, l footnote 2.

TTamdtnk Brdhwin.na : 130-131.

Edrwdr ; bay, 2 ; forests, 38 - 39.

Easdis ; butchers, 345, 346.

Edsars : coppersmiths, 260, 261.

Edthkaris = catechu-makers, 346, 347-

Eegdol-Edmdpnr : forest group, 33.

Eelasis : barbers, 329, 330.

Eerkopp-Mogavalli = forest group, 51, 63.

Ebdnde Ehdrvis : fishers, 309, 310.

Khdrvis : fishers; 310, 311.
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~ Xturvidi-Eodib^ : for^ group, 39.

;; JEodirgndda : cape, 2.

; -Eo^&ani : iraterfill, 9.

y JCodkani-Dodmane : forest group, 55, se.

y v yudlagadde-Hebbnl : forest group, 46, 47.

^ Eodthalll-Holgadda : forest group, 36, 37.
i Xbknds : husbandmen, 221-224.

i r 'KoIis : fishers, 311.

^'E<HIl£rp&iks : husbandmen, 288-293,
: traders, 189, 190.

: warlike class, 197, 198.

^Konkan Ennbis : husbandmen, 216, 220.

Eumbdrs ; potters, WO, 271.

Kelasis : barbers, 330,

Khirvis : fishers, 310, 311.

Stbs : see Chitpivan Brdhmans.

U Madivals : washermen, 327, 328.

f Brahmans : see S^sashtakar Brahmans,

3 : depressed class, 370, 371.

B : musicians, 319.

Iwcharns : carriers, 336-338.

fewmariU : carriers, 338.

^ Brdhmans : 133.

EbbYakkals S husbandmen, 228, 229.

^
^^tegirs ; depressed class, 371-373.

’fod&ldeskar Brdhmaiis ; 172.

BttlTddia : see Are Mardth4s.

IninbArS :
potters, 269-271.

" i : tillage, 24, 35.

Ipmoto : town, 3 ; river, 7 ; forests, 48 - 50.

mdape-Donset ; forest group, 36, 37.

^%aiii-BrahmTir ; forest group, 46.

teOnaagad : island, 2.

ii^Tnbars : shepherds, 298-300.

KnsalB : depressed class, 370.

;'EiisaldeTar rock, 3.

Kashasthali Brdhmans . 168-171.

,
L.

->v iabonrers : 340, 348.

t.Ii4d VAnis : traders, 184, 185.

;;:EAlgnli-Sistmndi : forest group, 40, 4i.

I^LAlgnlli : waterfall, 9.

P;liambAnis: carriers, 338-340.

y^angnage: 114.

;^terite Bock : 10.

LAt Desk : South Gujar4t,'184.

s Leather-worker8 : 355 -339.

f: Leopard Cat : 94.

iC itdme : 10, 20.

I' LingAyats : 290 ; see Banjigs.

/ lon^yat GAn^S : oilmen, 278.

„ Eelasis : barbers, 331.

,) EnmbArs ; potters, 271, 272.

„ Madivals ; sloth cleansm, 328.

I!

, Liqnor-yieUiog Tne» -• 58-«i
Luter, Mr. W. J., 19 footnote 1.

LohArs : blacksmiths, 263-265.
LohAnAs : traders, 187.

Lolia : rock, 2.

Loshington : waterfall, 6, 9.

Lynx : 34.

M.

Macdonald : Mr. A. E., i footnote i.

I

MAdigS : tanners, 3.58, 369. .

j

MAgod: waterfaU, 6, 9.

I

Male-gAI rainy season, 11.

MAlis : husbandmen, 242 - 244,
Malaya Farrat : monutain range, 4.

MallavB : traders, 175.

MAng^ : musicians, 320.

.

Manjguni -Devimane : forest group, 51, 64.
Mann&ctnres : 275-284.

Manlinge - BAdgnnd : forest group, 36..

MarAtha VAjantris : musicians, 315, 316.
MarAthAs-: warlike class, 192.

MarAtlu Sidis : see Christian Beverts.
Marriage = customs, 124-126, 130, 136, 139, 155-

164, 170, 178, 179, 189, 196, 208, 209, 210, 213
219, 234, 235, 250, 281, 292, 300, 303, 323,^
337, 343, 356, 366, 373, 374, 376, 379, 389 -Wl

j

399, 400, 406-408. ^
1
Marriage : census detaUs, 115,

I

MArwAr VAnia : traders, 190-192.

I

MAtrikAs : mothers, 125 footnote 1.

Mavingnndi : hill, 4.

MAvinkume : island, 7.

Men’s Names : 117, 128, 129, 130, 132, 133. 133
137, 140, 169, 174, 175, 182, 186, 187, 188, 191,
193, 194, 197, 202, 213, 216, 222, 224, 233 ®4»
257, 284, 286, 288, 298, 301, 321, 376, 381, 397.

Menshigndda : hill, 4, 5.

MhArs : depressed class, 378-380.
Minerals ; 19, 20.

Minor Products : forest, 30.

MiijAn : port, 6.
'

Mit^Tdis : salt-makers, 279.

Mogers : fishers, 312, 313.

Morse Uppinpattan : forest group, 49,

Motigindda ; hill, 4, 5.

Monse Deer : 102.

Movements : 415. -

Mnkris : depressed class, 374 -378.

Mondgod : forests, 43-46.

MnsalmAns : 400-4ii.

Musicians : 314-320.

Muthalli -Bilgi : forest group, 55, 56.

Myrohalans : 30, 35.



INDEX.

N.
BrAlnnftiiff ; 195, igg.

Bandnligad : is^d, 2.

Hirrekar y&nis : traders, 183, 184.

BatiTO Ciiristiaiis : 380-396.

Ifative K’otestants : 396.

Bavtiyats : Hasahn^ns, 400-403.

Hiyers : warlike class, 194-197.

Hetr&ai ; island, 3.

Beta : fishing, 301, 302.

BisMnigad^ : 1^ 4, 5.

Boabara : hnsbandmen, 251, 252.

Bi^i : slxeam, 6.

o.
Oecnpation: 116

Omameats : 119, 131, 144, 176, 191 . 193, 196
214, 28^ 375, 403.

Otter: 95.

Oxen : 79, 80.

Oyster Bocks : 2.

P.

Padams&lis : traders, 282- 284.

Padiiis : servants, 335.

Padtis : husbandmen, 227, 228.

Pdgis : fUieis, 313.

Pato-tappecs : 284-295.

Pilichdla : 257, 258 and footnote I.

Pannhnnia^^''* : hnsbandmeo, 228.

Pdndri : stream, 5.

Paatkers : 92, 94.

Pdnds : 411.

Pdtdlis : temple servants, 290.

Patshlis : silk-weavers, 275, 276.

PdyangMt : low lands, 2.

Pe^ekir Brahmans, 172; Yanis, I86 .

Pepper : 30.

Peyton : Colonel W., 21 footnote 1, 81 footnote 1,

446 footnote 1.

Pigs: 80.

Pigeon Island : 3.

Percnpine : 95.

Portngnese : 395.

Pregnancy : customs, 164, 251 , 343.

Ptivil^^ : forest, 24, 25.

Ptolemy : (a.d.150) 1 footnote 2.

Puberty : see Anting of Age.

Pnrbhit :
priest, 147 footnote 1.

B.

Bdeherdrs : see Kongers.

T^Mufall : 13, 17, 18.

Bdjmandm^ : hill-fort, 3.

BiQpntS ' warlike class, 193, 194.
•pAlmhna : hill, 4, 5.

-

• •

Beceipts : forest, 31.
„ 'S-

Beligion : 121 , 132, 137, 138, 144
206, 215, 217, 232, mS, 2^ 288^ 290,
348, 359, 385, 404, 405.

Beserred Trees : 24.

Beverts : see Christian Reverts.

Birers : 4-8.

Boad-metal : 20.

Boad-side Trees : 31 .

Bocks : 9, 10.

S.

Sddars : hnsbandmen, 239, 240.

SaddsbiTgad : river and fort, 2, 3, 5.

Sahyddris : monntain range, 1.

Saibs : courtezans, 325, 326.

Sakldpnri Brdhmans : 134, 135

Salkod- Malldpnr : forest group, 57, 58,

Sdmbar : 99-100.

Sampekopa- BaTdnageii : forestgnm^
Sand : 20.

Santhdls : early tribe, 298 footnote !>

Sappaligs : musicians, 314, 315.

Sdrasvat Brdbmans : see Shenvis.

Sdsashtkdr Brdhmans : 136 , 139.

Satdrkdrs : hnsbandmen, 240-242,

Seasons: 11 - 17.

Servants : 326-335.

Settlement : forest, 24.

Sbarad : season, 11.

Shankardchdrya ; founder of the
footnote 2.

Sbdvkdr-Shergnni : forest group, 46, 47.
Sheep : 80.

Shenvi Brdhmans : 139, 168.

Shepherds : 295-300.

Sherog^rs : husbandmen, 225, 226.

Shigepdl-Jogalepdl ; forest group, 42.

Shilang^ : husbandmen, 252, 253.

Shimpis : tailors, 268.

Ship-hoilding : 22.

Shirdvati ; river, 4, 7.

Shiroli-Kalhhdvi : forest group, 33.

Shi^egudda : hill, 4, 5.

Shishir : season, 11.

Shivalli Brdhmans: 136.

Shringeri monastery, 131.

Sidddpnr : forests, 55, 57.

Sirsi : forests, 50-54.

Snakes ; 106-107.

Soapnuts : 30, 35.

Soil : 10.

Sondrs : goldmiths, 257.

Spirits : 218, 219, 223, 225, 233, 247, 248 mid fob^
note 1, 249, 251 and footnote 1, 2S2, 300, 31^^

365, 388. ' ^
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"Waited Deer : lOO, loi.

;
H^fidniks : see PittUis.

P^labne : aee Bidldiiig Stone.

;,; Dab-divisioiis * l, 2.

. Sfidirs : husbandmen, 236, 237,

F^Saftia L&de : Mnsalm&ns, 410.

> jBapa : forests, 34, 38.

I^pnames : 117, 130, 137,140, 169, 182, 191, 194,

20^ 213, 216, 221, 224, 236, 244, 252, 264, 260,

J; 36^ 267, 268, 297, 298, 321.

(foxyaTanehi Tdnis : see Lid Vinis.

: carpenters, jffi3.

'
: forest, 25.28.

-t';

’

T.
,py

.

- •

^

'
: river, 3, 5, 6.

< Slate : 10.

|Wa: see Beds.

liWhaTla : stream, 5.

Banjigs : traders, 18%

'^peratnie ; 13- 17.

Servants : 198-201.

: beggars, 354.

Iltmnometer Bendings : see Temperatnre.

Ibmtd'girding : cnstoms, 152*155, 170, 174, 196,

234, 343.

: 81-92.

. _ : hnsbandmen, 255.

"
7 2»-

_ : trade, 20.

Il^ B&dors : hnsbandmen, 224.

|aaR8'n3,192.
,.|pe«; 60-79, 426 -446.

"iftW • P«*. 3.

^imgbhadra : river, 7.

JiNvk Bdlus : ^'>sai 4ns, 400, 411.

TQli : stream, 5.

Uppirs : cement-makots, 286^ S&.
Uppn Vddon : hnabsndnMW, 228..

Vaddan : earUi-diggms, 347, 34&
YaishyaYinis : traders, 18% 18L
Yalaithipnr : GnjarSt ci^tal, IIZ footnote

Yarda : stream, 7.

Yaisha : rainy season, 11. .

*

Yaeant : spring season, 11.

Yenktdpnr ; river, 7, &
Yillages:^ 411.

Yilla^ Deitin : 146 and feotw^ L

W.
;

Warlike Oasses: 192*198. ^ V,

Water-supply : 9.

Wax: 30.

Wet-season : 13.

Wild Animals : 81* If^

WildDog:94.
'

Wolf : 94.

Women’s Names: 117, 128, 129. 130, 13%ia^
135, 137, 140. 169, 174, 176, 182, 186, 187, 18%
191, 194, 197, 202, 213, 216, 222,224, 280.^
257, 284, 286, 288, 2%, 301, 321, 375, 381, 397.

Working ; forests, 25.

Y.

Telldpnr •• forests, 39-43.

Yerebail-Bayanhalli : forest gronp, 42, 44.
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